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PREFACE. *

TaiB vext-book on Chexxiistry, intended foi the uso

if ooUeges and eohooky oontains the oatUne of the

course of Lecturea which I give every year in this

University.

I do not, therefoiOi present to teaehen an untried

work. Its divisions and arrangement are the result

of an experience of several years; an experience

which has proved to me that there is reqoired a text-

book of small size, so that students oan pass Ihrbugh

it readily in the time usually devoted to Chemistry.

Every instruotor in this soienoe must have observ-

ed that the ordinary " Treatises^ or ^ Elements" are

Ly no means suited to his wants. "When they are

employed in the class-room, there are large portions

whioh have to be omittedi and other portions too

briefly explained. In fact, to study Chemistry suc-

cessfully, the first thing which is wanted is a oom*

pendions book, which sets forth in plain language the

great features of the science, without perplexing the

beginner with too much detail.

It will be nnderstood, therefinre, that tiiis work,

with little pretensions to originality, except where di-

rectly speoified, occupies a different field from that of

the larger treatises. It is intended as a manual, ar-

ranged in anch. divisions as practice has shown to be
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PKEFACB.

saitaUe for daily instraotion. It is the ezpositbn of

what I have found to be a satisfactory method of

teaching ; and of its succass our annual examinations

are the best testimonial.

The unsuitableness of large text-books has led to

many attempts to reduce their size by abstracts and

oompendiums ; but the difficulty can never be avoid-

ed by that means ; tiie very struoture of suoh works

is faulty. We never want to use all that an author

knows or can possibly say on the subject. It has

' been well remarked, that <^ihe greatest service which

can be rendered to our science lur isunio person who

has had the management of large classes for several

years to sit down and write a book, setting forth what

he :5aid and what he did every day in his Lectures.

That is the thing we want."

While, thereiorei this book is offered to instruotora

as a practical work, the object of which is to display

the leading features of the science, I have endeavored

to make it a representation of the present state of

Chemistry. In this respect many of our most popu-

lar works are defective. Among them I should not

know where to turn for a simple exposition of the

Wave theory of Light or of Ohm's theory of Yoltaio

Currents
;
yet the one is the most striking rc^sult of

physical research, and the other is connected with the

fundamental facts of EleotnM)hemistry.

To the treatises of Hare, Kane, Graham, Gregory,

Fownes, Dumas, and Millon I must formally state

my obligations. In Besosiptive Chemistry I have

followed them olosely ; and in those eases whioh are

much more common than is generally supposed, where

there are differences in the imputed pipperties .of bod-
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ies, Iliaye oansnltedy whorever 1 oonld, either original

memoira or the annual reports of BerzeUus.

The number of wood -outs, representing experi-

mental arrangementa, which have been introduced,

will give to a beginner a clearer idea of the practical

part of each Lecture, and, in our country colleges,

may sometimes supply the place of defective or in<*

coiiiplote apparatus. To each Lecture i$ appended a

set of questions. They enable a young student more

quickly to apprehend the doctrines which are hefora

him.

John WfLUAX Dbapbr. '

Unlvereity ofNew Toik» >
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PREFACE TO IHE NEW EDIIION.

The fayor with which this book has been reoeiir^d

by the public, so many editions of it having been

called for, has led me to give it a thorough revision^

with a view of bringing it to the present oooditioii of

the science.

The reader will find that extensive changes have

been made in those parts which treat of tiie impon*

derable principles, several of the Lectures having

been entirely rewritten.

I hope that the alterations and additions now pre-

sented wiii secure fur the work a continuance of

that patronage which it hafe hitherto so extensively

teoeived.

John W. D&a^esl.

Unirersity of New York^ \
J(4y 10» 1S68 I
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INTRODUCTION.
ooNsnrunoN and general properties of matter.

LECTURE I.

CoNSTiTimoN OF Mattee.^—DisHfUtioH between Chem
istry and Natural Philosophy.—General Division of
Chemistry.—Active Forces and Fonderahle Bodies.^
Proofofthe Atomic Constitution ofMatter in the Case:

of a Solid and a Gas.

—

Atoms are inconceivctUy small—They are not in contact—They are unchangeaJbU
and indestrucHUe,

0

The physical sciences are divided into two classes, com-
prelieiidcd respectively under the titles of Natural. Phi-

losophy and Chemistry,
Natural Philosophy investigates the reJations of masseg

to one another. The movements of tides in the sea under
the conjoint influence of the sun and moon ; the descent of

fallinof bodies to the earth ; the pressure of the atmosphere

;

the various modes of rendering mechanical forces available,

by the action of levers, pulleys, wedges, screws ; the phe-

nomena of the planetary bodies, which move in elliptic orb- >

its around a central mass : these are all objects for the coa-

sideration ot" Natural Philosophy.

Chemistry consiJers the relations of particles' to each
other; it investiffalijs the properties and qualities of difier-

ent kinds ot inatter, their mutual iuiiuence, and the action

of the imponderable principles upon them. It treats of the

causes of those invisible movemeiits which the molecules

of bodies around us unceasingly undergo. It also includes

many of the phenomena of living beings, explains the objects

of respiration, digestion, and other sucii anitnal functions.

Every change taking place in bodies is due to the oper-

ation of some active force. It is one of the first principles

in philosophy, that no movement or mutation can occur in,

Into what classes are the physiesl seienees divided ? Of what phenoniP
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2 CONSTITUTION OF MATTER.

any tiling Bponlaneously ; we must always refer it to a dis-

lurbiiig cause. Under the influence of heat, bodies increase

in size; under that of electricity, some are dissevered into

their component elements ; under that of light, vegetables

form from inorganic materials their organized structures.

The fccience of chemistry resolves itself, therefore, into two
divisions : the first, embracing the cunsivit-ra.iion of tho act-

ive forces of chemistry ; the second, the objects on which
those forces operate.

These active forces are Heat, Light, and Electricity. By
the older c lumists they are designated as imponderable sub-

stances, from the circumstance that they do not afleot the

most sensitive balances.

We can lorni no idea of the properties of bodies disen-

gaged from the influence of these pnneiples. Thus we find

all material substances existing? under one of three coudi.

tions, solid, or liquid, or gaseous ; and tlie majority can as-

sume cither of these conditions under the influence of heat.

AVater, for instance, at low temperatures, exists m the solid

state as ice ; at higher tei^iperatures, it assumes the liquid

Cdiulitjon ; and at still higher, exhibits the gaseous U rm.

\\c see, therefore, that it is the degree of heat to which il

is exposed which determines its physical Ptate.

One of the first problems which the chetni^-i lias to solve

18 that of determining the true constitution of matter ; not

of matter in the abstract, but as placed under the influence

of these external j)owers.

All the phenomena of chemistry prove that mntenal sub-

stances consist oi indivisible and exceedingly iiiiimte por-

tions, called Atoms, which are placed

at certain diatatiof^s {voui one nnnthcr,

those distances benic: variable, and de-

terniined by the agency of active forces.

Thus, if we 1n!ce a copper ball, a.

Fig. 1, an inch in d a meter, and pro-

vide a ring, of sueli a size that tho

ball nt cortmion temperatures cnn read-

ily pass through it, and having sus«

pended the ball by means of a chain to a stand, d, expose

V^liat arc Ihc two leading; divisions of chemistry? What are the oclivc

foTt-cs of chcinislry ? Why are ihese called impfmrffrahle l»odjc^ ^ Wh-u
arc the three forms of substances ? What is it thai determines ihese form* f

Whsi il the constitution of nutter! Dftonbs mnii&mU of tlit ia»
ttruiMiit, Fig* U sad its use*

Fi^. 1.
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CONSTITUTION OF HATTBK« 3

it to the flame of a spirit lamp, c, as it liecomes wann it will

be foimd to dilate, bo that, in the course of a few minutes,

it can no longer pass readily through the ring, hut if placed

thereon, remains supported.

While, under these cireumstanees, no Tisible change has
taken place in the general properties ofthe ball, its weight
remaining the same as before, its aspect is the same. We
conclude, therefore, that its yolume has increased because

we have raised its temperature.

But now, the lamp being removed, the ball, still resting

on its ring, begins to cool. In the course of a few minutes
it spontaneously drops through the ring. It has, therefore,

become less than it was while hot, and, in point of fact,

when its original temperature is reached, it has recovered

its original size.

From this simple but beautiful eiqperiment, very import-

ant conclnsioas may be drawn. The copper ball, in cooling,

becomes less : a fact which at once suggests the idea that

its constituent particles have approached eaeh other. In
its warm and dilated state, although it exhibited no ap-

pearance of transparency, or of interstitial spaces, or pores

through which light might pass, its particles were not touch-

ing one another, for had they been in actual contact they
could not have more closely approached one another, and
contraction could not have taken place.

As all bodies contract during the act of cooling, we infer

that the particles of which they are composed are separated

from each other by intervening spaces, and experiments such
as that we have been considering suggest two important
observations: 1st. That all material substanees are made
Up of small particles which do not touch each other ; and,

2cl. That the intervenipg spaces may be Fig.z
varied at the pleasure ofthe experimenter.

liCt us consider a second illustration

which will lead us to the same cmdusion,
selecting . as the object of our experiment

atmospheric air, a substanee difiering in .all

its physical and chenucal relations from
the copper ball. Let us take a tube of

glass half an inch in diameter, and bent

\ Why, in this rxperiment. does the ball fiiriUv drop through the rTrr^

Could contraction tnko place if lis pnrticles W6I0 aii€&dy ia contact t WiuU
two cuuciutiiuiui du ia^ne facto suggest t
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'4 CONSTITUTION OF ATT£&.

in the form exhibited in Fig. 2, a, c, d. The tnhe is closed

at its upper end, a ; it is bent at c, and over its optii extrem-
ity, at d, a bag of" India rubber is tied, air tight, hi the tube
there has been previously inclosed a jsuliicient quantity of
water to fill all the portion c, dt but the space from a to

b is occupied by atmospheric air. It is to the volume of this

atmospheric air th?it onr attention is directed.

If we compress the India rubber bag in our hand, the vol-

ume of the air instantly becomes less, the diminution be ing"

greater in proportion as the pressure is greater. No\\^ it is

inconceivable that this phenomenon should ensue unless

the aerial particles approached each other ; but sneli an ap-

proach would be impossible it they were already in contact.

Two particles could not occupy the same space at the same
time.

We conclude, therefore, that for atmospheric air, a gaseous

body, as well as for copper, a solid, the same law holds good,

and that both these lornis of riKitlc r are constructed upon
the same type ; that they are made up of particles set at

distances from one another, Rud that we can change those

distances at
j leasurc by resorting to changes of temperature

or to mechauieal forces.

It is worthy of observation, that by proper
means these interstitial spaces may be greatly

increased or dininnsh( ti, and in very many in-

statices without any strdiing apparent change
occurring in the substance under experiment.

Thus, if we take a globe of glass two or three

inches in diameter, a. Fig. 3, with a neck or

tube, d, proceeduig from it, and fill the globe full

of water, with the exception of a small bubble of air which
occupies its upper part, while the open extremity of the tube,

b, dips beneath some water contained in a glass jar, c, then,

covering the whole with an air-pump receiver, c?, proceed to

exhaust, we shall find that the little bubble, a, dilates as

the machine is worked, and may be rendered a hundred-fold

greater than at first. In this expanded condition, its par-

ticles must have greatly receded from each other, and yet

no remarkable phy»ical change is to be observed. There

Describe the instrument represented in Fig. 2. What is the use of this

iBStrumcnt T With nn increase of pressure. w>int happens to the inchided

airT Can two particles occupy the same space at the same time I What,
then, is the daductiAD fran this ezpcnoMiitt What is tha axparimaai givaa
iAJFif, 3 ialaoded to Uluitratat
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8IZS OF ATOMS. 5

fire no dark or vacuous spaces ; but in this attenaated con-

ilition, it ])os8es8es the aspect wiacU it iiad when at the
common density.

With these preiirainary facts, we may now direct our at-

tention, 1st, to tlie properties ol" atoms
; and, 2d, to theiutCT'

stitial spaces which part them from each other.

That the atoms oi which bodies are composed are exceed-

ingly small, we possess abundant proof. By dissolving sub-

Btauces in liquid media, and then greatly diluting the solu-

tion, we can efiect a subdivision to an incredible extent A
single drop of a solution of sulphate of indigo will comrnu-
nicate a blue color to one thousand cubic inches of water,

so that every drop of that diluted solution contains a portion

oi the coloring matter. In the same manner, by resorting

to proper tests, we can show that a grain of copper, or i^ilver,

or gold, may be divided into many millions of smaller purts^

each of which may be readily recoi^mzed, Nor is it alone

by these chcnneal processes that such a minute subdivision

may be eliected : by the mechanical process of beating wit h

a hammer, gold may be extended into leaves which arc less

than the 5150000 P^^* of an inch thick, a dimension far less

than the human eye, unassisted by microscopes, can discover,

for the smallest spherical object visible to it is about jg^jj^

part of an inch in diameter. By other processes, it has been
estimated that this metal maybe divided to such an extent,

tliat a single grain will yield 6U uuUions of millions of vis-

ible parts The world ol" organizatio!! furnishes us with still

more sinking proofs. There exist animalcules of which it

AYould require many millions to make up the bulk of a com-
mon grain of sand, yet these are furnished WMth digestive

and respiratory organs, with circulating juices, and with
contrivances as elaborate as the mechanism of tlie hifrhest

orders of life. How rnmute, then, must the constituent par-

ticles 1)0 I

All the results of chemistry prove that the ultimate atoma
of bodies are uncliangeabie and uiiperibhable. We can not

eliect their destruction, or impress them with new or unusual
qualities, any more than we can call them into existence.

Those familiar instances in which it appears that material

To what extent can the constituent atoms be removed ? To what extt'nl

ean sulphate of indigo be divided I (Juii •iiiiilar results be ulitained from
Mtalline bodies ? What evidence have we on this point from mechajucal
processes? What argument may be drawn from the oonstruction
fluUeula* 7 An th« atoiiw of bodies either changeable or perieliable ?
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6 rB0P£&TI£3 OF ATOMi.

Bubstances are destroyed or dissipated, when properly under-

stood, are only cases of transformation, or ol the origin of new
compounds. An atom once created can by no process be de-

stroyed. When, therefore, coal disappears in the act ofburn-

ing, it is not, in reality, a destruction of the particles of
which the coal consists, but these particles, uniting with one
of the constituents of the air, give origin to a body of a dif-

ferent form, an invisible and elastic substance, from which,

however, the carbonaceous particles could be reobtained by
resorting to proper methods. It is, moreover, obvious that

the continuance and stability of the universe itself depend
on the fact that by no natural process can material atoms be
either created or destroyed.

LECTURE II.

CoNSTiTmrioN OF Matter.—Of the Intersitces between
Atoms.—Tliey are not casual, but regulated.— Two
JFoi'ccs are required to produce this Result.— Co/iesion

and Heat.-^Proof that these Forces act through very
limited Sjxicrs.—Analogy between the Structure ofMat'
ter and tlie Structure of the Universe,

H.vviNG, in the preceding lecture, established the atomic
constitution of matter, let US now direct our attention to the
interveumg interstices.

tig, 4. The distances that part the atoms of a
given mass I'rom one another are not casual

or determined at random ; their magnitude
is perfectly regulated. Thus, if we take a
glass bulb, a. Fig. 4, with an open neck, ft,

and having filled the neck with water to a
given mark, c, immerse its open extremity

^ in a glass of water^ it will be found that,

80 long as no extraneous cause intervenes,

the water remains perfectly stationary at

its original point, c ; but if, by the appli*

cation of a spirit lamp, e, we raise the temperatuie of the

IIow can liic apparent destruction of bodies be explained ? Are the spaces
between atoms regulated or at nuidom T Wbftt is the ezpehmeiit, Fig, i,

dMigMd to otUblish T
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EEGULARITY OF INTERSTITIAL SPACES. 7

air included in the bulb, it promptly dilates ; a dilatation

which, however, does not proceed with irregularity, for the

volume of the air steadily increases as the heat is steadily

continued. Let the lamp now be removed, and as the tem-

perature descends, the water comes back again to its orig-

inal point, because the air recovers its original bulk.

In the same manner, if we repeat the experiment illus-

trated in Fig. 3, we shall see that the bubble of air does not

expand with irregularity as the pump is worked. It does

not at one moment suddenly dilate, and then remain motion-

less, but for each movement of the pump it increases corre-

spondingly ; and as soon as the pressure is restored to the

interior of the machine, it shrinks back to its original size.

But these expansions and contractions are the result of

movements among the constituent atoms, which at one time
recede farther apart, and at another come closer together.

It follows, therefore, from these considerations, that the dis-

tances which separate the constituent atoms are not determ-
ined by chance or at random, but their magnitude is strictly

regulated.

To produce these results two forces are required : 1st, a
force of attraction, which continually tends to draw the

atoms closer together ; 2d, a force of repulsion, which tends

to remove them farther apart. The distance at which they

are placed, at any particular moment, is determined by the

balancing of these forces ; if the attractive force is made to

increase in intensity, the particles approach ; if the repuls-

ive, they recede.

Names have been given to these forces, the attractive

force being known under the name of cohesion ; caloric or

heat appears to be the principle of repulsion.

All attractive and repulsive forces diminish as the dis-

tances through which they act increase. The attractive

force of the earth, the force of gravitation, is of a certain in-

tensity on the surface of our planet, but it diminishes as the

distances become greater. The forces which connect to-

gether the bodies of the solar system, and, indeed, one plan-

etary system with another, act through great intervals of

space ; thus the attractive force ofthe sun, operating through

Can the same theory be proved by resorting to other disturbinj; processes ^

How many forces are required to account for these facts ? What is theii

nature 7 What is the relation between heat and repulsion ? Through whai
paces can these forcee o^nt<% !



8 BIZS OF INTE&aTITIAL 8FACX8.

many millions of miles, retains the earth in her orbit. But
the attractive and repulsive forces which determine the po-

sition of the constituent atoms of bodies are limited to a very

minute space. If we take two leaden bullets, and having

pared a small portion from the surface of each, so as to ex-

pose a brilliant metallic spot, bring them within an inch of

one another, they exert no perceptible attraction, and may
be drawn apart with the utmost facility ; we may diminish

the distance between them to the tenth, the hundredth, the

thousandth part of an inch, and still the same observation

may be made ; we may even brinp^ them m apparent con-

tact, and the attractive influence ol the particles of the one

upon those of the other is still undiscoverable : but, on press-

ing them together, we can finally bring them within the

range of each other's influence, and then they cohere to-

gether as thoup:h they were a single mass, and roquue a
considerable eiibrt to separate them.

The apparatui hgured in the margin serves to illustrate

the same result. Suspend a circu-

lar piece of plate glass, a, Fi t. 6,

an inch in diameter, to one vi the

arms of a balance, b, c, counter-

poising it on the opposite arm by

^ weights placed in the scale-pan, d.

Beneath the plate of glaM place a
^ cup, e, containing some quickailver,

and it can be proved that so long as the glass is at a sens-

ible distance from the surface of the qtiieksilvcr, no attrac-

tion between them is exhibited
;
for, were such the case, the

arm of the balance should incline, and the glass deieend.
As long as the smallest perceptible space htlervenes, no at*

tractive action is developed ; but on bringing the two sur-

faces in contact, they cohere ; and now tt requires the addt-

lioa ofa considerable weight in the scale-pan to draw them
asunder. This result does not depend on the prasnve of the
air, for it equally takes place in a vacuum.
From experiments of this kind, therefore, we gather thai

the qpsces through which molecular attractions and repul-

sions can act are very limiled, and it fellows of necessity

that the interstices which separate the atoms of bodies are

How can ihii be proved by leaden bulieta f Describe the apparatus, Fig.
S. WhstkitsttM? Whaitbtteivkicli is proved by It/ Docstbeer
psiteMBt dfftsd oa ths pvtMovt oCtbt surf
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OONBTITUnON OF IfATTBB. 0

exceedingly mmate, for tbfongh thuee ipaees tbe aetion of
these foreet extends. Ifthe limiting distance through which
molecular attraction and repaUion can reach is, as there is

reason to helieve, from some of the experiments ofNewton,
less than the millionth of an inch, we are entitled to con-

clude that the interstitial spaces are much smaller.

To what, then, do these results finally point in regard to

the constitution of matter, if, as we have seen, the constit-

uent atoms themseUes are inconceivably minute, and the

spaces that separate them as small as we have reason to *

conclude ? We may look upon the universe as representing

on a grand scale the constitution of matter on a minute one.

Tbe planetary bodies, which compose the solar system, and
which are held in their orbits by the attraction of a central

mass, are separated from one another by enormous spaces,

to which their own magnitudes bear but an insignificant

proportion* About forty such bodies, groat and small, com-
pose the group or family to which our earth belongs. But
as there aro systems of opaque planetary bodies, so also

thera are systems of self-luminous suns, which compose to-

gether colonies of stars. In the universe myriads of such
systems exist, separated from one another hy spaces so groat

that the mind can form no just idea of them. A planet,

such as Jupiter with its attendant satellites ; a self-iuminp

ous star, like our son with its surrounding bodies ; a group
of shining stars, such as aro scattered over our skies ; a coU
lection of such groups as form the nebular masses ; these,

in succession, furnish us with a series of illustrations on a
scale continually increasing in dimensions of the constitution

of matter, which is made up of isolated atoms placed at va«

riable distances from each other, the size of these atoms
hearing an insignificant proportion to the spaces intervening

between them.

The human mind is so constituted that it is unable to

appreciate whatever is exceedingly great or exceedingly

small. We can neither attach a precise idea to the magni*

tudes and grander relations ofthe universe, nor to the atomic

constitntion of a grain of dust. Hereafter, when we come
to speak ofthe phenomena of light, we shall see that by fol-

lowing the same philosophical methods which have been

Whu the lirniung distaoces through which molecular torees cma •djl

flute the anftlugy betWMa th« eonstitaUoa of tiM naifWM and 1^ ots^

AS
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10 GONSTirnTION OF BIATTBE.

cultivated with such success ia astronomy, and which havtt

furnished us with a general view of the constitution of tho
universe, we also can ohtain a general view of the scalo

which has been used in the constitution of material bodieSi

a scale which brings before us new ideas of time and space.

When we are told that in the millionth part of a second a
wave of violet light pulsates or trembles seven hundred and
twenty-seven millions of times, and that, ifwe divide a ain-

gle inch into ten millions of equal parts, this violet wave is

*only one hundred and sixty-seven of such parts in lengthy

we obtain a glimpse of the scale on which material bodies

are composed, and must confess the inabili^ of the human
imagination to form a proper ooneeption of such resuJli,

though we may feel a just pride in the intellectual power
which has ascertained them.
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PART I
TBS FORCES OF CHEM18TRT.

LEOTUEB ra.

Ueat.—Preliminary Ideas of the Natitre of Heat—In
Jluence of Heat in the inmganic and organic Worlds.—Modes of Transference.—Illustrations, of Expansion.—Heat determines the Magnitude and Form of Bod*
ies—Affects our Measures of Time and Space—De^
termines the DistrUnUion of Animals and Plants,

Writers on cHemistry sigiufy by the teriQ Calorio the
agent which excites in our bodies the sensation of heat.

By smie, however, heat and caloxic are used synonymously.
Those who look upon this force as if it wiere a material and
imponderable substance, ascribe to the particles of caloric a
self-repulstve power, and an attraction £ox the particles of
ponderable bodies.

So great is the control which calorio exercises, over all

kinds of chemical changes, that few experiments can be
made in which transformations of substances take place
without contemporaneous disturbances of temperature. In
some,heat is evolved; in others, cold is produced. To this

agent, moreover, we so constantly resort for the promotion
ofmolecular changes, that the chemist has been not inaptly

designated the Philosopher by Fire.

It is not alone in the inoigLinic world that the influences

ofcaloric are traced. Liie can not take place except with*

in certain limits of temperature; limits which are compte-

bended between the freezing and the boiling points ofwater,

that is, within one hundred and eighty degrees of our ther-

mometer ; and, in point of fact, within a narrower range

than that. It is, therefore, not alone in chemistry, but also

What is caloric ? What is heat ? On the hypothesis that caloric is an
imponderalile substance, what are its properties T Why is it that the study
of calorie is of tneh gimt importance in ebanuitiy T Within what liaiti

9itmoftnAm can Unog thtagi odai t



18 HEAT PRODUCES EXPANSION.

in physiology, that the relations of this agent are of inter-

est.

When an ifrnited mass, as a red-hot ball, is placed in ihc
middle of a room, common observation satisfies us thai it

rapidly loscii Us heat, its tem]ieralure descending until it

becomes the same as that of surrounding walls and other

bodies. This loss is due to several causes. A part of the
'heat is carried away hy contact with the budy which sup-

ports the ball, a part by certain motions established in the

surrounding air, aud a part by radiation. This removal

passes under the name u[ L ra mference ; and as soon as the

temperature has declined to tiiat of the adjacent bodies, an
equilibrium is said to have been attained.

There are two methods by wliieh caloric can be transfer-

red : 1st. By radiation ; 2d. By convection. Of the former
we have two varieties—general radiation, and interstitial

radiation.

Under the inliuence of an increasing temperature sub-

Stances expand. This takes place, wiiatever their

form may be, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous. The
experiment which is illustrated by Fig. 1 establishes

this fact in the case of a copper ball ; and that the

same law holds good for liquids, may be proved by

C taking a glass tube, a, b, Fig. 6, open at the extrem-

Y ity, a, but having a bulb, c, blown upon it at the

other end. The bulb and a part of the tube, as high

as b, is to be filled with any liquid substance, such

as water, spirits of wine, or oil ; and the heat of a

lamp, d, applied. As the liquid becomes warm, it dilates,

jp.^ ^ as is shown by its nsuig m the tube, the dilatation

increasing with the temperature.

^ ) If now the liquid be removed from the bulb, and
the tube be inverted, as shown in I'lg. 7, in a glass

of water, we can prove the same fact for gaseous sub-

stances, takmg, as the type or representative of tlieiii,

atmospheric air ;
for, on simply grasping the bulb, c,

in the hand, the air which is in it dilates with the

warmth, and bubbles pass in succession from the open
end of the tube through the water in the glass, d.

Through what causes does thr T' mpcrature of a body descend ? What is

me^nt by tranaference and by equilibrium ? In how many ways can ra!nrir

be transferred? How many varieties of radiauon are theie ? I3y v\ii.a

means can it be proved that solids, liquids, and gases expend as Iheir tm
yeratura nses, and contract as it descends t
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"We eondade, thexeforo, that Mlids, liquids, and gases «z
pand at their temperature xi8eB» and eontraet as their tem-
perature fallfl.

The magnitude of all objects around us is determined by
tHeir tf^mperatures. A measuie which a yard long in

summer is leas than a yard in winter ; a TeBse][which holds

& gallon in winter will hold more than a gallon in summer.
And as the degrees of heat vary not alone at difierent sea*

aons of the year, but also during every hour of the day, it is

clear that the dimennons of all objects must be undergoing
oontinual changes. The appearance of stationary magni-
tudes which such objects present is theieibre altogether a
deception.

Heat thus determines the size of bodies ; it also determ-
ines their form. As we have said, there are three forms
of bodies, solid, liquid, and gaseous. A mass of ice, if ex-

posed to a temperature ofabove 32^, melts into water ; and
if that water be raised to 212^, it passes into the fi>rm of
ateam—a gaseous body. The assumption of the solid, the
liquid, or the gaseous condition, depends on the existing

temperature.

In the same manner that it afieets our measures of space,

caloric afiects our measures of time. Clocks and watches
measure time by the vibrations of pendulums, or the oseil*

lations of balance wheels, the uniformity of the action of
which depends on the uni&rmity of their size. When the
temperature rises, the rod of a pendulum lengthens, and its

vibrations are made more slowly ; the clock to which it is

attached loses time. When the temperature declines, the
pendulum shortens ; it beats too quick, and the dock gains.

Similar observations may be made in the case of watches.
To obviate these difficulties many contrivances have been
invented, such as the gridiron pendulum, the compensation

balance wheel, &c. Advantage has also been taken ofsuch

substances as expand but little for a given elevation oftem*

perature ; and thus excellent clocks have been made, the

pendulum rods ef which were formed of a slip of marble.

The natural, as well as the artificial measures of time,

depend on the influence of heat. Our unit of time—the

It thero may Ttristion at dlS^nt teuoni n 1ih« length of ine«mnr«« or
the capacity of vessels ? Wlwit is it that determines the form of bodies ?

How cnn cntoric effect our meMUtva of time t ^jr what oontriraooes have
this difiiculty been aroided?
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14 OONNEOTION OP TBMrEKATUBS AND riHE.

^y^is the period which elapses during one complete rota*

tion of the earth on her axis. The length of this period ii

detennined by the mean temperature of her mass. Should
the mean temperature of the whole earth fall, her magni-
tude must become less, or, what is the same things her di-

ameter must.shorten. It results from very simple mechan-
ical principles, that a given maas, the dimensions of which

are variable, rotatiiig on its axis, will complete each rota-

tion in a shorter space oftime as its diameter becomes small

er. Thus, when we tie a weight to the end of a thread,

and, swinging it round in the air, permit the thread to wrap
round one of the £ngcrs, as the tluread shcwtens by wrapping,
the weight acoomplishes its revolution in a less period.

Now, transferring this illustration to the case before us, if

the mean temperature of the earth had ever declined, she

Aiust have become less in size, and, therefore, turned round
quicker, and the length, of the day must have necessarily

been less. But astronomical observations, for a period of

more than 2000 years back, prove eoDdusively that the

length of the day has not changed by so smajl a quantity as

the part of a second, and we therefore are warranted
in inferring that the mean'temperaiaire of tho globe has not

perceptibly fallen.

The distribution of heat on the surface of the earth de-

termines, for the most part, the distribution of >n«'nf*ftlf and
plants ; to each climate its proper denizens are assigned.

It is this which confines the Hon to the torrid regions, and
the white bear to the frigid zone. In the case of man, who
has the power of accommodating his diet and his dress to

external requirements, almost any part of the earth is hab-

itable. Plants, like the inferior animals, have their locali*

ties determined chiefly by the influence of heat. It is for

this reason that even in tropical climates, ifwe aseend from

the foot to the top of a very high mountain, we successively

pass through zones occupied by trees and plants which, dif-

fering strikingly from one another, have analogies with those

which occupy respectively the torrid, the temperate, and the

frigid zones, on the general surface ofthe eiuth.

Do these disturbances affect the natural a;? woll as the artificial m^aatsrst

ci time ? How can it be moved that the mean temperature of the earth hat
Mt for miny eentoiies dianged 7 What is it that ehiefly dateimiiiw As
4isttibatioa offlanta and aiiiiBala T
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LSOTUBB 17.

JExpANSioN OF Gases and Liqxjids.— Rudberg^s Law.—

»

Regularity of Gaseous Expansion.—Ascentional PoiO'

er of expanded Gas.—Amount of Air contained in the

same Volume at different Temperatures.—Gas Ther-

mometers.— Expansion of Liquids.— The Mercury
Thermometer.

If we oompare fofether the thiee forms of bodiea. as xe-

peete their ohanges ofToliune under the influence of heat,

we shall find that {ox a given rise of tenqierature, gases ez*

paad the most, liquids intermediately, and solids least of

all. To this rule but few exceptions are known; liquid

earbonic acid, however, expands about fiiur times as mueh
as any gaseous body.

"When heated ficom the freezing to the boiling point ef

water,

1000 cubic inches of iron become 1004

1000 " water " 1045
1000 " « air «• 1365

Recent expeiiments have proved that gases difler among
themselves in expansibility, though the diflerences are not

to any great extent. For the permanently elastic gases,

atmospheric air may be taken as the type ; the experiments

of Eudbeig show that it expai.ds of its volume at 32^
ibr every degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer. As the same
quantity of gas occupies very diflexent volumes at diflerent

temperatures, it is necessary, in this and other such cases,

to state some specifle tempvatuxe at.which the estimate of
itsvolume is iQade ; the same gaseous mass occupies a much
greater space at 75^ than it does at 32^. In the instance

before us, we consider the original volume to be that which
the gas would have at 32^, and, as has been said, eveiy de-

gree above that point will increase the volume by of

&e bulk it then possessed.

Gases expand with uniformity as their temperature in^

Of solids, liquids, and gases, wbich expand most hy heat ? In what re-

pect is liquid carbonic acid peculiar ? Is there any difference araoofgnea
ia their rates of expansion? What is Radl>cr!;'s estimate of the unountof
•zjMjaion of air ? Why are we required m these cases to adopt a apaeifij

tMnptonmT Do cases expand onifonnly T
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16 EXPANSION OF GASSfl.

creases. Ten degrees of heat produce the same relative ef-

fect, whether applied at a low or at a high temperature

;

this regularity probably arises from the want of cohesion

which the gaseous particles exhibit ; as we shall presently

see, it is not observed in the case of liquids and solids.

The change in specific gravity of atmospheric air, when it

b. is warmed, is one of the causes of the rise

of Montgolfier balloons. These, which
were invented in France in the year 1 782,
consist of a bag or globe of light materi-

als, such as paper or silk, with an aper-

ture at the lower part, through which,

by the aid of combustible material, as

straw or shavings, the air in the interior

may be rarefied On a small scale, they

may be made of thin tissue paper, pasted

together so as to form a sphere of two or three feet in diam-

eter, an aperture being cut in the lower portion six inches

or more in width, and beneath it a piece of sponge, soaked

in spirits of wine, suspended. This being set on fire, the

flame rarefies the air in the interior of the balloon, which,

though it might be at first flaccid, soon dilates, and the

whole apparatus -mil now rise in the air, precisely on the

same principle that a cork rises from the bottom of a vessel

of water.

There is, however, another cause in operation in this case.

The combustible material commonly employed gives rise

during its burning to the disengagement ofthe vapor ofwa-
ter—steam, which is much lighter than air. In the oper-

ation of cupping, the glass receives for a moment the flame
of a spirit lamp, and is then quickly applied to the surface

of the skin ; the vapor of water quickly condensing, and the

heated air contracting, a very good vacuum can be made.
From the circuihstance that the volume of air changes

so readily with changes of tempemture, contracting under
the influence of cold, and dilating under that of heat, it is

plain that in di^rent climates on the earth's surface a veiy

diflerent amount of atmospheric pir is included under the

same measure. A vessel which will hold precisely one ounce

weight at the mean temperature of New York, will hold *

more than an ounce in the cold polar regions, and less thai^

Wliat arc Montgolfier btilloons, and why do they rise? Why is it thai

the weight of air in a given measure is diifertnt at diff«f«n'- plaoet J
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an ounce in the tropics. In the former situation the air is

more dense, because it is in a contracted condition by reason

of the low temperature, and therelore a greater weight is

inchided under a given volume ; in the latter, the reverse is

the case. These facts are supposed to be connected with
certain physiological results, as we shall hereafter see.

The expansions of atmospheric air taking place with reg-

xilarity as the temperature rises, that substance is occasion-

alty employed as a means of thermometric admeasurement.
The air thermometer, called also Sanctorio's thermometer,
but wlucli was invented by Galileo about 1C03, consists of

a tube of glass, a, Fig. 9, terminated at its upper ^.^ g
extremity by a bulb, b ; the other end of the tube
being open, dips beneath the surface of some col- J^ii,

ored water in a cup or reservoir, c, which serves

also as a foot or support to the instrument. The
bulb and part of the tube are full of air ; the re-

mainder of the tube is occupied by the colored wa-
ter, which, by its movements up aud down, serves to

indicate chano^es m the vohiinL; of the included air.

To the side oi the tube a scale ui divisions is affixed,

and the tube is not arranged so tightly in the neck
of the reservoir but that there is a free passage for

the air in and out of that part of the instrument. On touch-
ing the ball with the fingers, the air within it becomes
warm, dilates, and depresses the liquid in the tube, or, on
touching it with any cold body, it contiacts, and the liquid

rises.

This form of thermometer is liable to a difficulty which
renders it impossible t© rely upon its mdica-

jxy. lo.

tions, except under particular circumstances.

It is affected by variations of atmospheric press-

ure as well as by changes of heat. To prove
that this is the case, place such a thermometer
under the receiver of an air pump, as shown in

Fig. 10 ; on producing the shghtest degree of

rarefaction, the liquid in the tube is instantly

depressed, and on restoring the pressure of the

air, it returns to its original position.

Describe the thermometer of Sanctorio. By whom was it really invent-

ed! How can the use of this instrument be lUustmtodf By what dis-

turbing cause is Smlono's thennonnter sffeetsd? How maar tbat be
proved? >
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The differential thermometer is a gas thermometer, bo

11. arranged as to be free from the

df^ forcfioiii;^; difficulty. It consists

of a glass tube, a b, Fig. 1 1, bent

] into the form represented in the
b figure, with a bulb blown on each

extremity. To the horizontal part

a scale of divisions is aliixed. The
bulbs are full of atmospheric air,

and in the tube there is a small column of colored liquid,

which serves by its movements as an index. To under-

stand the action of this instrument, it is only necessary to

consider what will take place when it is carried into a room
the temperature of which is very high or very low. If the

former, the air in both bulbs, becoming equally warm, will

expand in both equally, and the cokunn of fluid which acts

as an index being pressed equally in opposite directions, docs

not move at all. ^f the latter, the air in both bulbs cool-

ing equally, cour- ^^s equally, and again no movement en-

sues. It is immu,LP~ial, therefore, whether we warm or cool

both bulbs, the inso.ument is motionless. But if one of the

bulbs, c, is made warmer than the other, d, movement at

once ensues in the liquid column from c toward d. Move-
ment of the index, therefore, takes place when the bulbs are

at diflerent temperatures, and hence the instrument is called

a differential thermometer. It was formerly of considera-
ble use in researches connected with radiant heat.

Different liquids expand differently for the same thermo-

metric disturbance. This is easily

shown by an. apparatus, as Fig. 12,

in which we have three tubes, a, h, c,

with bulbs on their ends, dipping into

a trough, /, of tin plate. The tubes

and bulbs should be all of the same
size, and filled with the liquids to be

tried to the same height. To each a

scale is annexed. Let a be filled with
quicksilver, b with water, and c with alcohol ; on pouring

hot water into the trough, two phenomena are witnessed

:

Descrihe tho difTrrontial ihcrmomcter. If Uiis instrument be carried into

a warm ami then into a cold room, docs its index move I Why is it callctl

difTcrv'^tial thormooMter? Uow ctti it 1m shown Uuit different li(|iiids «
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let. All the liquids expand ; 2d. They expand unequally

when eompaied together, the mercury expanding least, th«

water intermediately* and the alcohol moet.

Oa being heated from the freezing; to the boiling point of
water,

Alcohol expands 1 part in 0
Oil * 1 12
Water " 1 " 2276
Mercury it (4 55-50

Liquids which have arism from the condensation of such
gases as cyanogen, sulphurous acid, and especially carbonic

acid, are among the most expansible bodies known. Thus
liquid carbonic acid, warmed from 32° to 86°, expands four

times as much as atmospheric air.

In the case of several groups of liquids, as alcohol, sul-

phuret of carbon, and wood spirit, it has been foLiii l tliat

the rate of expansion is precisely the same li estuiiated at

equal distances from their several boiling points. p/^. 13,

Unlike gases, all liquids expand irregularly as

their temperature rises, a given amount ofheat pro-

ducing a much greater eSect at a high than at a
low temperature. Ten degrees ofheat, applied to

a given liquid at 200*^, will produce a greater ex-

pansion than if applied at 1 OOP. The reason ap-

pears to be, that as a liquid dilates its cohesive

force becomes less, because its particles arc being

removed farther from each other
; and, as the co-

hesive force weakens, its antagonistic power, the
heat, produces a greater effect.

Advantage is taken of the properties of liquids

in the making of thermometers. For these pur-

poses, alcohol and mercury are the fluids selected.

The mercurial thermometer consists of a luic cap-

illary tube, Fig. 13, with a bulb blown on one
end ; ihc bulb and part of the tube arc to be fill-

ed with quicksilver, and the air expelled from the

rest of the tube by v/arminf^ the bulb until the

metal rises by expansion to the top ol the tube, and
at that moment hermcUcally seaiiug the glass by

Of mercury, water, and alcohol, what is the order of expansion ? Do
liquids, like gases, expand with reguUrity? What is the eauae of the dif*

ference ? For in:ikj ti : t ': crmometersi what liquids sie selseled t Horn is
the mercurial theroiomeUtr made I
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£0 THS MERCURIAL THERMOMETER.

melting the end of it with a Uow-pipe. Ai the themiom-
eter cools, the qoiclaiilTer retreats fnmi the top ot the tabe«
and leaves a vacuum above it. •

It xemauis now to annex such a soale to the instroment
as may make its indications comparable with other instru*

ments. To effect this, the thermometer is plunged into a
vessel containing melting ice or snow, and opposite the point

at which the quicksilver stands is marked 32^. It is then
transferred to another vessel in which water is rapidly boil-

ing, and the point opposite which it then stands is marked
212^. The intervening space is divided into 180 equal

parts ; these are degiees, and similar divisions are made oa
the soale for all points above 212^ and below 32^. The
seio point, or cipher ofthe scale, is therefore 32 degrees be-

low the freezing point of water.

It has been observed, that in the course oftime the fveesB*

ing point of some thermometers changes. This is due tc

the pressure ofthe air acting on the bulb, the thin glass of

which yields to a certain extent^ and the liquid consequent-

ly rises in the tube. The same effect will oflen take place

instantaneously by exposing a thermometer to a high tem-

perature. It IS therefore necesaafy to verify from time to

time the graduations of these instruments.

The. zero point of the thermometric scale is not to be r»
garded as indicating the total absence of heat. Obwrv»
tions have been made in cold climates ofdegrees almost 80^

below 0 ; and by the aid of liquefied protoxide of nitrogei^—220^ has been reached.

The melting of ice and the boiling of water are the fixe!

thermometric points. They have been sfdected for the pur»

pose of rendering thermometers comparable with each other.

The numbers which are attached to these points are arbi-

trary, and accordingly three difterent scales have been in*

tioduced in difierent countries. That which is commonly
used in America andEngland is i\m Fahterheit scale, which,

as we have just seen, makes the meitimr ix>int of ice 32^»

and the boiling of water 212°. lu Franco, the Centigrade

scale is employed ; this has for the meltinsi of ice 0*^, and
fbt the boiling of water 100^. In some patts of Burope,

Is there e vaeaum ebore the mercury in the tube t Hrr v the tede ad>

S*

sted ? "What is the frerzing and what the boiling point ? V'Ht is meant
the zero ? What are the fixed points? Why aro thcsp TixtfQ ,**>ints em
)yed ? What three scales have been intiod iced I What ii^ tk Q^nti
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Reaumur's scale is used, the points of which are rcBpective^

ly 0° and 60^. Chemical authors always specify the ther

mometer they use by a letter attached to the numbers;
thus, 212 r., 100 C, 60 R., refer to the boiling of water on

Fahrenheit's, tlie Centigrade, and Reaumur's scales. It is

obvious that these degrees are readily convertible into each
other by a simple arithmetical process.

LECTURE V.

Expansion of Liquids and SoiMm&.—Im^tance of th^

Thernumeter.—Alcohol Thermometer,—PcinJtofMcuxr
imum Density ofLiquids.—Maximum Density of War
ter connected with DumUim of the Seasons.—Sampan'
sion of Solids.

From the considerations advanced in Lecture III., we can
perceive the importance of the thermometer. As all our

measures ot space and time are afiected by variations of

temperature, the thermometer, which measures those vari-

ations, must necessarily be one of the fundamental instru*

meiits ol' physical science. If we state that a given object

IS a iuoL long, we must specify the temperature at which
the measure was taken, for at a lower temperature it will

be less than a foot, and at a higher it will be more.

There are several peculiarities which quicksilver possesses

that eminently fit it to be a thermometric fluid. 1st. It can
always be obtained in a state of uniform purity. 2d. It ex-

pands with greater regularity than most liquids, as its tem-
perature rises, and when included in a bulb of glass, as in

the common instrument, the irregularity of expansion of the

glaM almost exactly compensates the irregular expansion

m the quicksilver, and hence the true temperature is very
accurately marked. 3d. The range oftemperature between
the points of soUdifieation and boiling is great, Ibe former

being ^9"^ Fabreobeit, and tbe latter at 662^ Fabren
belt ; that is, about aeven bundred degrees. 4tb. It doei

not soil or moisten tbe tube in wbicb it is contained, not

Whftt is Reaumur'?! f ' Can these be converted into eacTi other ? Why is the

tkemooieter such &a unportant instrument ? What are the qualities mhuk
plriMflfwiiy wfijjiiititfarlhuenwst
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does it ftdhere thereto, but movw up and down with ikeility.

$th. It is afieeted much more readily than water or ipiritfl

of wine by a given amotmt of heat, as we shall see When
we come to speak of the capacity of bodies (6t caloric.

When very low temperatnres have to be measured, suoh
as approach or are below the freezing point of quicksilver,

we lesort to thermometers filled with alcohol, tinged with
some coloring matter to make its movements visible. This
fluid requires a diminution of temperature ofmoxe than 180^
below the zero of our scale before it solidifies, and hence is

adapted to the measurement of low temperatures.

If we take some water at 100^ Fahrenheit, and, placing

it in a vessel in which we can observe its volume, reduce

its temperatuTC, we shall find, agreeably to the general law
heretofore given, that as it cools it contracts. As it success-

ively passes through 80 60, 60 degrees, it exhibits a con-

tinuous diminution ; but as soon as it has fallen below 39^,

although it may still be cooling, it begins to expand, an^

continues to do so until it reaches 32^, when it freezes. If

we take some water at 32° and warm it, instead of expand-

ing, it contracts, until it reaches 39" ; but irom that point»

any farther elevation of temperature causes it to obey the
general law, and it expands. ^

It is obvious, therefore, that if we take water at 3d^, ii

is immaterial whether we warm it or cool it, it will expand*
At that temperature, therefore, this liquid occupies the

smallest bulk, and is at its greatest density, for neither by
cooling nor warming can we reduce it to smaller dimensions.

The particular thermometric point at which this takes

place is designated " the point ofmaximum density ofvhjt

ter^' and very exact experiments show that it is about 39^^
Fahrenheit.

There are many liquids which thus have points of max
imum density, and which expand previous to assuming thi

solid form. In the act of solidifying, water undergoes a ver^

great dilatation, amounting to about ^th of its volume ; thi^

is the reason that ice floats upon it. Several melted metals

exhibit the same pheiiomrnon, and advantarre is taken of

Under what eircnmstaiieM nre tloohot thermometers asedf Doet crater

contract regularly when cooled from 100^ to Does it n ul- I v i t

pand when warmed from 32^ ? At what thermometric point does tha change

take placet What ia the desigOAliOA given to that point? Wh, is tl:^

diwifnitift" appronriita t Art thevs dmr liq^iiib which hsro /s^asm

wtaflMUi deniityt
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tlie iaet in the arts. The alloy ofwhidi jamten' tyj^tes are

formed, or stereotype plates cast, in the act of solidifying,

expands, and hence forces itself into every part of a mould
in which it may be poured, and copies it perfectly ; the

same is the ease with melted cast iron. But it is iraposu*

hie to obtain good castings with such a metal as lead, which
contracts as it cools, and therefore tends to separate from the

anrface of the mould, or to leave vacant spaces in it.

The fact that water possesses a point or maximum dens-

ity is connected, to a great extent, with several remarkable
natural phenomena ; the freezing of water on its surface is

one of these results. If the water contracted as it cooled,

the colder portions would descend, and rivers or ponds would
commence to freeze at the bottom first, the solidilication ad-

vancing steadily upward. SucU collections of this liquid

would, during the course of a winter, become solid masses
of ice, and they would greatly prolong that season of tiie

year, from the length of time required to thaw them. But
with things as they at present exist, the coldest water is the

lightest ; it floats on the warm water below ; solidification

takes place on the surface, and a veil or screen is soon form-

ed which protects the liquid beneath. When the warm
weather of spring comes on, the ice on the surface is in the

most favorable position for melting, and thus the point of

maximum density of water comes to be connected w iUi the
duration of the seasons.

If salt is added to water, the point of maximum density

descends, until, when the quantity is sufficiently j^reat, it

sinks below the freezing point. The observations j ust made
apply therefore only to fresh, and not to salt water.

We have already proved by the mstrument represented
in Fig. 1, that solid substances dilate j^. 14.

as their tem])crature rises. The same
results may be made very apparent

by the apparatus, Fig. 14. Upon a

strong basis or w'ooden board, a, 6, lei there be fastened two
bra.ss uprights, c d, with notches cut in them, so as to re-

ceive the ends of the metallic bar, c. This bar ^^lioulJ be

very slightly shorter than the distance between liic two up-

d

Wliat advantage is taken of this fact in the arts ? Why docs water
freeze first on its surface ? How is it that these fact^ are connected w ith

the durriiion of the sm <nn.s ? How doet the initnuaent* Fig* 14»piove tiiat

a mciaUio bur esp&uds wken heated 1
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Fig. 15.

rights, that when it is placed resting in thttr grooves, ifwe
tiSce hold of it and move it, it will make a rattling sound
as we push it backward and forward. If now we pour hot
water upon the bar, it dilates, as is proved on restoring it to
its iposition between the uprights ; it will no longer rattle,

for It occupies the whole distance between them, and per-
haps there may even be a difficulty in fercing it into the
grooves.

For the deteiminatioa Tery tmaU mete, the sense of
hearing may often be ftr more efl^Mlnally employed than
the sense of sight.

The pyrometer, of which we have several varieties, is

represented in Fig.
15. It may serve

to illustrate the fact

that solid substan-

ces expand by heat.

It consists essen-

tially of a metalhc
bar, a a, resting at

one end against an
immovable prop, e,

the other end bear-

ing upon a lever, b.

The extremity of
this lever presses upon a second lever, c, which also serves
as an index. Upon the index-lever a spring acts so as to

oppose the lever 5, and the point of the index ranges over a
graduated scale.

If now lamps be applied to the bar, it expands, and the
pressure taking effect on the lever, puts it in motion, the

index traversing over the scale. On removing the lamp the
bar contracts, and the spring, pressing the lever in the op-

posite direction as soon as the bar is cold, brings the index
back to its original point. *

Deicribe the pyrometer and the modo of uaiog it.
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LECTURE YI.

Expansion of Solids.—Contraction of 8oHd$.^They ea>

pand irregularly.—Different Solids eai^nd different'

ly.—Points of Maximum Density,—MetaUic Ther»
mometers.—.Nature of Thermometrie Indications,

It is a popular error, that when solid bodies have bean,

heated, they do not return, on cooling, to their original size.

Without resorting to any experimental proof, a few simple

considerations will satisfy us on this point. If a bar of

metal be exposed for a length of time in the open air, it

will of course be subjected to continual changes of temper-

ature ; whenever the sun shines on it it will expand, and
during the cold night it will contract. If now, on cooling,

it did not rigorously come back to its original size, but re-

mained a little elongated, we should observe it increasing

from day to day, and no matter how minute the ditlerence

night be, in the course of time it would become perceptible.

Public edifices in cities are oiten surrounded by raiiuigs of

east iron, which are constantly exposed for years to varia-

tions of heat and cold, but did any person ever observe them
to grow or increase in size? "VVe conclude, thcreibre, that

solid bodies, on coolmg to their original temperature, regain

their original bulk.

By linear dilatation we mean increase in one dimension,

as in length ; by cubic dilatation, increase in aU dimensions,

length, breadth, and thickness. Knowing the amount of

linear dilatation of a given solid, we can easily ascertain its

cubic dilatation, by multiplying the former by 3.' This-re-

sult is near enoufih for practical purposes.

Solids expand increasingly as their temperature rises, a

phenomenon already observed in the case of liquids, and due

to the same cause—a diminution of the cohesive force of the

particles, because of their increased distance.

Compared with one another, diiiereut solid substances ex-

pand differently for the same disturbance of temperature.

Wl.at decisive proof can be given that solids, on cooling to thrir orieinsl

tmaperature, come back to their oi final size T What is iinear dilatation T

Wlik it aibie dilaiwtioiif How e«n the former be eonreried into the lel^

tc7 ? Does the tame loUd expand unifbrmly or ineieaaingij as ite teolpe^

«tuta rigea?

B
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Thb may be shown by h&ying bars of difieient metals, bat
of precisely Ihe same lengths, adjusted to the grooves of the
instrument, Fig, 14. It a bar of brass and one of iron be
compared, it will be found that the brass expands more than
the iron, for it will entirely fill the distance between the
uprights, while the iron rattles between them.

This difierenee ofexpansion is also shown when two loDg^

Fi^, 16. slips of metal are soldered to-

^^-^^-^ . , , . , j gether face to face. Ifwe fasten
^ in this manner a slip ofbrass to

a similar slip of iron, as in Fig,
/ 16, in which a a is the slip of

iron and b b the slip of brass, at

oommon temperatares the compound bar is adjusted so as

to be straight, but if hot water be poured upon it, it imme-
diately curves, as represented at a the strip of brass be-

ing on the outside of the curve ; if, on the other hand, it be
artificially cooled, the curvature is in the other direction, as

at b d, the iron being on the outside of the curve. All this

is obviously due to the fact that, for the same disturbance

of temperature, the brass contracts and dilates much more
than the iron. "V^en the temperature is raised, the brass

becomes the longer, and compels the compound bar to curve,

it occupying the greater length of the curve. When the
temperature falUi, the brass becomes the shorter, and the
bar curves in the opposite direction.

By taking advantage of these metallic combinations, pen-
dulums and balance-wheels for the accurate measurement
oftime have been constructed. The gridiron pendulum and
the conmensation balance are examples.
The following table exhibits the expanmon of various solid

substances when heated from the freezing to the boil

point ofwater

:

L

Zinc (cut) .

Lead . . .

Tin . . .

Silver , ,

Copper . ,

Brass . , .

1 in 323
1

1

" 524
" 581
" 684

" 351
" 51

G

J

1

1

Gold . . . . 1 in

Iron (wire) . . 1

Palladium ... 1

Platinum ... I

Flint glass . . 1

It

682
812
1000
1107
121^

Black marble . . 1 2883

Ice is much more expansible than the metals, surpassing,

Do difTcrent solids expand alike ? Of brass and iron, which expandsmottl
Descriliie the const nirti<vti of a compound bar, nn«] thr ofltTt nf wamuilf
and cooling ii. Vv uai la^inuuLnla are conatrucltd on this property ?
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in this zespeot zino. Glau and platiniim can be eemAntej
together without parting as they eool, for their rates of ex>

panrioA axe nearly alike. The process of catting glass by
means ofa hot rod depends on unequal expansion.

Though a solid substance is usually regarded as expand-
ing equdly in any direction, this is not always the case. In
crystals, ofwhidi aU the sides and angles are not alike, there

may be a yery different rate of expansion in difl»rent direc*

lions, and it has even been observed that they may contract

in one direction while they are eaqtanding in another. The
figure of a crjrstal of carbonate of lime is for these reasons

di^rnit at the finezing and the boiling point of water.

Thers are some metallic bodies which exhibit points of

maximum density in tilte solid state. Hose's fusible metal
is an example. When heated from 32^ to 111^, it ex-

pands, but after that point it contracts, and continues to do
so until it reaches 156^, at which temperature it is actually

leas than it is at 32^. From this point it again expands,

and continues to do bo until it melts, which takes place at

about 20 1^ Fahrenheit.

Liquid thermometers have a limited range of indication.

They can not be exposed to degrees ofheat approaching the

point of solidifioation, for then their movements become ir*

regular ; neither can they be used for degrees near theii

boiling point, for ifvapor should form, the instrument would
be destroyed. But as there are many metals which require

a very great degree of heat to melt them, it might be ex-

pected that we should find among this class bodies wdl
suited for thermometric purposes. The instrument given in

Fig. 15 serves to illustrate such an apparatus, and also the
di^culties encountered in its use. From the small extent

to which metals expand, this form of instrument requires

levers, or wheels, or some multiplying machinery connected

with it, to make the changes more perceptible ; but such

mechanical contrivances can not be employed without th€

introduction of certain causes of disturbance. Friction oe-

curs on the centres of motion, the teeth of the wheels play

on each other, and therefore the index, instead of moving
with regularity and precision as the expanding bar presses

moves by starts often of several degrees at a time, then it

not iii^uid thermometers be used for very low and very high temp^rataitst

Whtt diOiottltim oeeur in th* ««• of this instnuuMis T
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Fi^. 17.

pauses, and once more starts again, the wliole moTemenl
being incompatible with exactness.

A oompoand strip of metal, as represented in J^^. 16,
is free from many of these difficulties, and if of sufficient

length , it "will indicate temperatures with great delicacy. A
modification ofthis instrument is known under the name of

Breguet's thermometer. It eonsiats

of a very slender strip of platinum,

soldered to a similar |uece d sihrer,

and curved into a helix, or spiral, a 6,

Fig. 17. It is fastened at its upper
extremity to a metallic support, c c,

c and from its lower portion an index
projects, which plays over a graduated
circle. The expansion of silver is more
than twice as great as that of platina

;

when, therefore, the temperature of

the thin spiral rises, curvature, with a corresponding motion

of the index, takes place ; and if the temperature falls, there

is a movement in the opposite direction, as has been already

explained. This Breguet's thermometer is one of the most
delicate instruments we have, for the mass of the spiral is

BO small compared with the mass of mercury in an ordinary

thermometer, that every change in the surrounding temper-
ature is followed with rapidity and precision. ? - <I

For many purposes in science and the arts, it is necessary

to determine temperatures above a red heat. Danieil's py-
rometer is intended to meet these occasions. It consists of

an arrangement by which the expansion of a bar of iron or

platinum, while exposed to the heat to be measured, is reg-

istered. The amount so registered is subsequently determ-

ined upon a divided scale, and the temperature estimated

therefrom. By the aid of such an instrument very high tem-

peratures may be determined, and thus it has been shown
that brass melts at 1869^ Fahrenheit, copper at 1996^^

gold at 2200*^, and cast iron at 2786^.

The thermometer is commonly regarded as a measurer of

heat. A little consideration will satisfy us lhat it is only

Fo in a limited sense ; it docs not indicate the quantity of

Describe Bre^uet's thermometer. Why is tins instrument so sensitive ?

Desmbe the fmiieipte of Danieil's pyrometer. Give the melting points of
some of the most important metals. Does the theimoowter neasim ^
heat to which it is exposed J
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heat present in the bodies to which it is exposed, for if im-
mersed m a fflass of water and a bucket of water drawa
from the same well, it stands at tlio Fame [loiat ; but of

course there are very dilit leut quantities ol caloric in the two
cases. It is not, therelore, the quantity of heat, but the in-

tensity, which it measures ; that is to say, not the quantity

abstractly, but the quantity contained in a g^ivcu s^pace ; and
in the mercury thermometer, that space is measured by the

volume ot the incicury in the mstrument itself. It does not

tell how much heat is absolutely present in the substances

to which it is exposed ; and though it may stand at the

same height m the same quantity ot two difiticnt liquids, it

does not Ibllow that those liquids contain the saiae Amount
of caloric, as we are immediately to see.

LEOTUB.E VII.

Oapacitt of Bodies foe Heat.—Methods determining

Capacities.—Warming.—Melting.—CoMng.^Mix
ture.—Comparison between the Thermometer and Col'

oHmeter.—Defmtion of SpedJUi Heat.

Many years ago it was discovered by Boyle, that if two
bottles of the same size and iurm were filled with different

liquids, and placed before the fire so as to receive lU heat

equally, their temperature did not rise similarly
; thus, if

one bottle was filled with water and the other with quick-

silver, the temperature ol tlic hitter would rise much mure
rapidly than that of the iui aici"

;
and, oii making the exper-

iment vvuii a little care, it will be found that the same quan-

tity of heat will raise the temperature of mercury twice as

high as tliai of an equal volume of \\ aler.

By extending these experiinciiis lo oihei substances, it has

been fully proved that different bodies require different

amounts of heat to warm them equally.

What is it then, that it does aetiiallj meaaaret What fa nMaat by th«

intf^nsity of heat? Deacribe Boyle's experiment with water andaidelisnver
To w ^rt' -f ncrHl result do such rxf>friments lead 7 State UaodiffoiailftlllSkh*

eiifc by which capacities for heat luay be detennined.
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Calorimetey.

There are several tlifierent methods by which the capac-

ity of bodies for heat may be determined, such as, Ist, by
warminjT

;
2d, by melting ;

3d, by cooling
;
4th, by mixture.

The first of these methods has already been illustrated by
the experiment of Boyle. It consists essentially in exposing-

the same weight of the substances to be tried to a uniform

source of heat, as, for example, a bath of hot water, and ex-

amining how high their temperature has risen in a given

space of time. Thus it will be found that it takes thirty

times as long to warm water as to warm mercury, when
equal weights are ut^ed, and hence we infer that the capac-

ity of water for heat is thirty times that of quicksilver.

The second process is involved in the action of the calo-

rimeter, the operation of which may be easily understood

Fi<?. IB. from Fig. IB. Take a solid block of

cFS?^^^^^-1c ^ ^' ^""'^^^^ ^ cavity of the form

f^^^^l^'^^^P^^
represented at b has been made, and

^y^' provide a slab of ice, c c, which may
f) r / ' close completely the mouth of the cav-

ity. Suppose it were required to de-

termine the relative capacities of water
and quicksilver for heat. In a glass

d

flask, d, place one ounce of water, and

by immersing the flask in a bath of hot water, raise its tem-

perature up to a given point, as, for example, 200*^
; then

place the fla.sk at this temperature in the cavity ^, and put

on the cover, r r. The hot water in the flask begins to cool,

and in descending to 32^, the point to which it will event-

ually come, a certain portion of the surrounding ice is melt-

ed, the water resulting therefrom collects in the bottom of

the cavity, and when the cooling is complete, it may be pour-

ed ont and measured.

In the next plac v put m the tiask one ounce oi quicksil-

V r t^i 1. inperatuic of which is raised as before to 200^

by immersion in the hot-water bath
;
deposit the flask in

the ice cavity, and put on the cover. As the quicksilver

cools, the ice melts, and when the collected water is meas-

ured, it is found to be less than in the other case, in the

Give an illustntion of the firBt prooew. Sbow how the eapaeittM of
water and mercury may be ascertained bv the lecoiid* What an the nb*
tiTe eapacitiea of equal weights of these bodies f
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proportion of 1 to 30. A given weight of water will there-

fore melt 30 times as much ice as an equal weight of quick-

silver, in cooling through the same number of degrees.

• The calorimeter of Lavoisier, which is represented in

Fig. 19, acts on the same prin-

ciple as the block of ice. It con-

sists of a set of tin vessels within

each other ; in the central one,

a, the substance to be examined
is placed, and between this and
the next vessel, at d, the ice to

be melted is introduced, broken

into small fragments ; the water
arising from the melting flowing

offthrough a stop-cock, c, at the

bottom into a measuring glass
;

and in order to avoid any por-

tion of the ice being melted by the warm external air, an-

other layer of fragments of ice is placed on the outside at rf,

and the water arising from it is carried off by a lateral stop-

cock, e.
.....

The third process, the method by cooling, known also as

the method of Dulong and Petit, consists essentially in as-

certaining the length oftime required to cool through a given

number of degrees. A substance which, like water, has a

great capacity for caloric, and therefore contains a large

amount of it, requires a greater length of time to cool ; but
one like quicksilver, the capacity of which is small, having
less heat to give forth, requires a corresponding short space

of time. The method by cooling requires several precau-

tions
;
among others, the bodies under investigation should

be placed in vacuo. It gives very exact results.

The method by mixture may be readily understood. If

a pint of water at 50° be mixed with a pint of water at

100^, the temperature will be 75^, that is the mean. But
if a pint of mercury at 100^ be mixed with a pint of water

at 40°, the temperature of the mixture will be GO^ : so that

the forty degrees lost by the mercury can only raise the tem-

perature of the water twenty degrees. It appears, there-

fore, that when equal volwnes of these fluids are examined,

the capacity of the water for heat is about twice as great

Describe the calorimeter of Lavoisier. Describe the method of Dulong

and Petit. Describe the method by mixture.
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as that of mercury, utkI of course the result becomes s\ II

more strikintr when equal tceights are used, being then, as
we have seen, in the proportion of 1 to 30.

The method oi mixtures is not limited to the investiga*

tion of liquid substances, but it may also be extended to sol-

ids. Thus, if a pound of copper, heated to 300°, be plunged

into a pound of water at ^O*^, the resulting temperature is

72° ; from which it appears that the capacity of water for

heat is about ten times as great as that of copper.

By resort iiin^ to these various methods, the capacities of a
great niunber of substances have been determined, and in.

the treatises on chemistry, tables exhibitni<,^ bucIi results are

given. But it will have been noticed, Iroin the tinegomg

instances, that it is not the absolute quantities oi lieat in

bodies that we thus determine, but only relative quantities

in substances compared together. Such tables require,

therefore, one substance to be selected with which all the

others may be compared, and for solids and liquids water

has been chosen. Its capacity for heat is represented by

1 000, and with it they are compared. For gaseous bodies

atmospherio air is ohosen.

Capacity of Bodies for Ilmt.

Charcoal . . . . 414
Sulphur . . . - 241

Sih'cr
, ,

. . 147
Platiniiiii . . . • 32*43

X^ickel. . . Meiemy . • • • 83'88

From this it appears ihnt the ea]);u_-ily of iee for heat is

nearly half that of water, wliicli stands at tlic head of all

solid and liquid substances, In the form of steam the ca-

pacity of water is less than in the liquid form, in the raiio

of 847 to 1000 for equal weights. The calorific capacity of

a substance therefore changes with its i)hYsicai condition.

The method which has been resorted to lor determining

the capacity of gases, is to pass them, when healed carefully

to 212°, through a spiral tube immersed in water, the tern

perature ofwhich is measured. Owing to expeiiiiiental dii*

Is this limited to liauid substances ? Do we thus determine the absolatt
quantities of heat in f>of^ies ^ 'Wliat substance is used to eorapavt sotidf
sad liquids ? What the iubstance for gases ?
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black's doctrine of cafaciti£s. n
ficulties, the results arrived at by different ciiemists exliibit

considerable variation.

By contrasting the nature of the results given by thu cal

orimeter, Fig. 19, with the indications of a thermometer,

mg sfiall see more clearly what it is that the latter instru-

ment m reality points out. The calorimeter measures quan-

tities of heat, the thermometer intensities. As has been
said, a thormoiaeter placed in two vessels of different ca-

paoLiies, tilled with water from the same souree, will stand

at the same height m both, and indicate the same temper-
ature. But it needs ho expci imcnt to assure us that, if these

different quantities oi \\ att i ^\ ere placed successively in tho

interior oi the calorimeter, they would melt diliercat quan-

tities of ice, the one meltinjr more ot the iee iu propoition to

its greater weight compared with the oilier.

Dr. Black, who was uue of the early investigators ofthese

phenomena, introduced the term " Capacity of Bodies for

Heat/' implying the idea that this principle, entering their

pores, could be taken up by difieient bodies iu di£feveut

amounts. Thus, if bave two pieces of roonge of the

same size, one of which is of a very dense, ana the othet of

a porous texture, and cause them to imbibe as much water

as they c*n hold, the porous sponge will of course contain

the greater quantity. These sponges may therefore be said

tohave difieient " capacities for water and this is precisely

the idea which is conveyed in Black's doctrine of capacity.

But, upon these principles, itwould followthat the lighter

abody is, that is, the greater the intersticesbetween itsatomn,

the more caloric it should be able to contain. Oil, there-

fore, which will float upon water, ought to hare a greater

capacity ht heat than water; but, in ftct,,it is the reverse,

£»r its capacity, instead ofbeing greater, is not one half. To
avoid these difficulties, the term specific heat has been in-

troduced by most writers, and the term capacity abandoned,

a change which I think is to be regretted, especially when
it is rejected that this oljection does not contemplate the

difference of the weight of atoms.

The specific heat of bodies, or their capacity for caloric,

increases with their temperature. Upon Blade's doctrine

How do the indications of the calorimeter compare with those of the ther

nometer? On what analog is Black's doctrine of ** capncitv*' founded!
What is the obiection to thui doctrine 1 W hat is meant by specific k6«tt

Doai tb« espMilf of bodies diaaf* with tb^ teaip«ittuitt
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the cause of this is leadily understood, for, in simple lan-
guage, the pores become larger, and there is therefore room
formore heat Solid substances, when violent ly comi^ressed,

evolve a portion of their oaloric : thus, a piece of soft iron,

when hammered, becomes red hot. The doctrine of Black
here again o&n a ready explanation, for on the same prin-

ciple that a sponge, when compressed, allows a certain por-

tion of its water to exude, so the metalline mass, when its

particles aie foiced together, allows some of its calorie to

escape.

LECTURE VIII.

Capacity for Heat and Latent Heat.— Variability oj

Capacities imdcr Co?npressio?i and Dilatation.— 77ie-

ory ofthe Formation of Clouds.— The Fire Syringe.—
Cold in the upper Regions of the Air.— Connection

between Specific Heats and AUmdc Weights.—JLalent

Heat.^Calartc of Fluidity,

When the volume of a gas increases, its capacity for heat

increases, and a diminution of volume is attends with a
J^.si>. diminution of capacity. Thus, if we place a

Breguet's thennometer under the receiver of an
air pump, and exhaust rapidly, a sudden reduc-

tion oftemperature is indicated, arising from the

fact that, as the rarefaction is efiectdl, the ca*

pacity increases, an increase which is satisfied at

the expense of a porticMi of the sensible heat.

Upon the same principle we can explain the sudden ap-

pearance of a fog or cloud, when moist air it quickly rare*

fied. It will be seen, when we speak of the nature of va-

pors, that the quantity of vapor which can exist in a given

space depends on the temperature ; thus, if a space sat*

urated with vapor is cooled, a portion of the vapor assumes

the liquid form. "When, therefore, by the aid of an air-

pump, we suddenly rarefy air saturated with moisture under

Does the capacity ofbodies change under compression ? How is this c>-

plained agreeably to Black's doctrine ? Wlien the volume of a gas chiuigft,

what are iho changes in its specific heat ' What is the fact whicfi t!ie cxner-

imeni ptFig. 2i) prove? ? What is the t^^xy of the productioii of ciouu ?
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WL xeceiTer, the capacity incxeases, cold is produced, and a
^art of the water takes on the form of drops. It j^^. 21.

is on this principle that the nephelescope acts : it j^"^
consists ofa receiver, a. Fig. 21, connected with k ic
a flask, c, an intervening stop-cock, b; the %^^Jf
stop-cock heing closed, the receiver is exhausted

by the pump, and now, on suddenly opening the jT^
Btop-cock, so that the air contained in the fladc df\
may rapidly expand into the receiver, a mist or I |^
cloud nuikes its appearance, due to the deposit of I J

water in the form ofminute drops. If the air at mi—

i

the time be veiy diy, it may be purposely ren-

dered moist by heiof exposed to water.

When atmospheric air is suddenly compressed, its capac*
ity for heat diminishes ; this is wdl ^own by an in- fvi^.ss.

strament such as is r^resented in Fig. 22, consisting

of a syringe, with a piston moving perfectly air tight I

in it. On the end ofthc piston there is an excavation,
||

in which a piece of tinder may be fastened ; the pis- -nn
ton being rapidly forced into the syringe, the air is nT
compressed, the capacity for heat becomes less, caloric

| |
is evolved, and the tinder set on £re. At one time

,| i
these syringes were used as a means of obtaining fire. Ul
The variation in capacity of substances under variation

of volume may be clearly understood and readily borne in

mind by Black's doctrine, as illustrated in the case of a
moistened sponge. Ifa sponge which has imlnbed as much
water as it can hold be compressed, a portion of the water
exudes, just as the air in the s^fringe aUows a portion of its

heat to escape when pressure is made. On relaxing the
force on the qponge, and allowing it to dilate, it will tako
up an increased quantity ofmter ; and air, when suddenW
dilated, as we have seen, has its caj^city ibr heat incieaaed.

From these facts, it appears that the heat of bodies wrists

under two difierent forms, as sensible and insensible heat.

In the experiment with the syringe, just related, the heat

that sets fire to the tinder existed previously to compression

in the air ; it existed as insensible neat, but during the com-
pression it put on the fi»rm ofsensible heat. The same tran*

Describe Uio nephelescope. Whftt is the resttH of the action of ihia in-

stnnnnit? When air is compressed, why doM it emit heat? How can

these changes be arrounterl for by Black's doctvine I Whal a» the ISU«

tions between sensible and inssnsibls heatt
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sition is also recognised in the action of the ncphelescope

the heat, which was sensible before rarefaction, becomes in-

sensible, and cold, or a depression of temperature is the result

The great degree of cold which reigns in the upper re-

gions of the atmosphere is due, to a considerable extent, to

the capacity of that dilated air for he at. On the same prin-

ciple we can explain the formation oi" clouds frona transpar-

ent atmospheric air : a stratum oi air, reposing on the sur-

ace of the sea, or the moist earth, becomes saturated with
vapor

;
by the warmth of the sun or otlier causes, it begins

to rise in the atmosphere, and as it rises it expands, because

the pressure upon it is continually becoming less. An in-

creased capacity is the result of its dilatation, and, as is the

case in the ncphelescope, cold is produced, and a deposit of

a part of the moisture takes place ; this moisture, appearing

under the form of minute drops, is what we call a cloud.

From the small capacity of quicksilver for heat, we see

one of the reasons that it is a suitable substance for forming

thennometers ; it warms rapidly and cools rapidly, and there-

fore follows variations of temperature much more piompay
than water and most other liquids.

There is a connection between the specific heat of sev-

eral simple bodies and their atomic weights, pointing out

the fact that elementary atoms have in many instances the

game specific heat
;
recently the same conclusion has been

established iu the case of certaiu oxides, carbonates, and
fulphates.

Taiie of the Specific Heats ofElementary Atoms.

iron 3*0928
Zino. d*08?3
Copper ..... 3*0172
Lead 3*2581
Tin ...... 3-3121

Nickel ..... 3-2176

Cobalt 3- 1628
Platinum . . . . 3*2054

Sulphur .... 3*2657
Mercury . . . . . 3*711M
Silver . • , » . 6-1742

Arsenic C1326
Antimony 6-5615

Gold . 6-4623

Iodine 6 8162
Bismuth .... 21917 ^

From this table it appears that the fint tea substancei

show a close approxImati<ML ia their capaeities £>r heat, if

the quantities used be in proportion to the atomic wmgbL,
instead of equal weights ; that the next five ha^ a double

capacity ; and the last a capacity less by abont one tbiid.

Describe the mode in which clouds form. Why does the capacuv oi

<iaicksilver fit it Amt m thermometric liquid? What u ^ relatum or thf

tpeoifio heat ofnuny elemmtaij bodiea ?
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Latent Heat.

First Cliange of Form. MxU of Muidity,

Whan solid substanees, which can resist a due tempera*

lure without decomposition, are exposed to an increasing

heat, a point is eventually reached at which they assume
the liquid state. This point, known as the point of fusion

ear melting point, may be regarded as Hxed £»r each sab-

stance. For mexcniy it is 39^ below the aeio of the ther-

mometex ; for imn, about 2800^ above.

Table of the Melting Points of Bodies,

Gold ... . 2016 . 142
1873 Phosphorus . . . . 108

. 36
Tin. ... :

PotaKtnm . • ^ , 135 HereaiT . « • •

Some substances, jpexhaps all to a greater or less extent,

pass through a eonditioii intervening between the soUd and
Uquid state, assuming a pasty cbnsii^ncy. The manufac-
ture of glass depends on such a property ; it is also striking-

ly shown by various oils and wax. Indeed, difierent liquids

may be said to present di^rent degrees ofliquidity : this is

well seen when sulphuric acid, a dense, sluggishly-moving

body, is compared with sulphuric ether, a substance of

markable mobihty. The liquidity of the liquid state seems
generally to be increased by elevation of temperature.

If we take a mass of ice, the temperature of which is at
the zero point, and bring it into a warm room, examining
the circumstances under which its temperature rises» they
will be found as follows: the mass c^ice, like any other

solid body, warms with regularity until it reaches 32^ ; then,

for a considerable period oftime, no farther elevation is per-

eeptible^ but it undergoes a molecular change, assuming the

liquid condition ; when this is complete, the tempezituie

again commences to rise.

That wc may have precise views of these facias let us sup-

pose that the mass of ice and the warm room into which it

18 carried have such relations to each other that the temper-
ature of the former can rise from the zero point one degree

per minute ; for thirty-two minutes the temperature of tlie

Ptteriba tiM chuis» whiiokie»«iidflfaoaewimvr«iinia|>
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iee mil be finind to incieuet and at the elid of that time, a.

thennometer, if applied, would stand at 32^. Bat now, al*

though the heat is still entering the ice at the rate ofa de-
gcee per minute, the piooess ofwanning eeases» and &r 140
minutes no further rise takes plaoe ; the iee now eommeooei
to melt, and in 140 minutes the lique&otioii is complete.

The temperature then again risesy and continuea to do so

with regularity.

We infer from results like ihe foregoing, that about 140
degrees of heat are absorbed by ioe in paamng into the eon:-

dition of water ; and as this heat is not disooTerable by the

thermometer, it is designated as latent heat.

A similar fact appears when any liquid, such as water,
passes into the gaseous or vaporous odndition. Thus, ifsome
water be exposed to a fire which can raise ito temperature
at the rate of one degree per minute, that efieot will con-

tinue until 212^ are reached ; at that point, no matter how
much the heat be increased, the tempemture remains sto*

ticnary. The water undergoes a change of&rm, assuming
the condition ofa vapor, and the diange is completed in about
1000 minutes. In this, as in the former instance, we mfin
that a large amount of heat has become latent, or undis*

coverable by the thennometer, and that it is occupied in es*

tablishing the elastic form which the water has assumed.
The caloric which thus dbappean when a solid assumee

the liquid form, takes also the designation of cahNnc offluid-
ity, and that which disappears in the fiirmation ofa vapor,
the caloric of elasticity.

T(Me 0/ 1}^ Caloric of Fluidity of Bodia.

By the method of mixtures the same lesulto may be es-

iabhshed ; thus, if a pound of water at Z2? is mixed with
a pound at 172^, the mixture will have the mean temper*
atnre, that is, 1029 ; but if a pound of ice at 320 be mixed

Is ih^re any pause in tho elevation of ita tcmper.v urc ? How many demm of h«»t ttTB sbioiiied doring the liquefaction of ice ? "What is Utant
heat T How muiy degrees of heat are abMibed daring the raporisation of
water? What is the latent heat of it^nm ^ WJmt is caloric nf fluidin T

What IS caloric of elasticity 7 How can tiie doctrine of ateot itieat be e*
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With a pound ofwater at 172^, the mixture still lemaiiM at

32^t and the reaeon is clear, fjrom the foregoing oonaidera*

tions, that ice, in paasiog into the liquid state, requires 140^
of oaloiic of fluidity which aie rendered latent*

LECTUEE IX.

"Latent Heat.—Heat evolved in Solidification.— Theory
of freezing Mixtures.—Expamion diiriyig Solidifica'

tiofi.—Pixity ofthr DIelttng Foint.—Latent Heat con-

nected taith the Duration of the treasons,—Nature of
Vapors,— Caloric of Elasticity.

When a liquid assumes the solid form, a considerable

amount ofheat is evolved. The cause is readily understood,

irom what we have seen taking place during the reveise

pfooen ; which has led us to the fact that the diflerence be>

tween any given solid and the liquid which arises from it

by melting is in the large amount (tf latent heat which is

found in Sie latter, and which is occupied in giving it its

form.

A saturated solution of sulphate of soda may be cooled

ficmn its boiling point to common temperatures, in a vessel

tightly corked, without solidification taking

place ; but when the cork is withdrawn cn s-

tallization ensues, and heat is evolved. This

may be proved by taking a bottle, a a, Fig, 23,

filled with such a solution ; and having intro-
^

duced the bulb of an air thermometer through

the neck, by by means of an air-tight cork, the

mouth, c, of the bottle is to be carefully stopped.

When the whole apparatus has reached the or-

dinary temperature of the air, the stopper at c

is withdrawn, and solidification at once takes place, or, if

it should at first fail, the introduction of a crystal of sul-

phate of soda will bring it on. At that moment it will be

perceived that not only docs the thermometer indicate a
rise of temperature, but if the bottle be grasped, it will be

found to be sensibly warm.

la het^ absorbed or evolved when a liquid solidifies ? What i» theemt
«rth»7 HoweuittemnittitadwitliafoltttioaofralphilsoCaocbf
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'WHh eaie, witer may be cooled to a point fax below ihm
offireeziiur withoat aflnimiiig the solid form. If, under thes«
nnnsual oirenmstanoes, it be ag[itated, solidification ofa part
9£ the water ensues, and heat is OTohred, the temperature
rising to 32^'.

On these principles depends the action of freezing mix-
tures, of which the following is an example : If we take
eight parts of crystallized sulphate of soda, and mix it in a
thin tumbler with five parts of hydrochloric acid, the aul*

phate of soda, from being a solid, assumea the liquid form

;

and takinfr in order to effect that change of form, caloric

horn surrounding bodies, it reduces their temperature. This
may be shown placing four parts of water in a thin glass

test tube, and stirring it about in the mixture ; the water
speedily frema, eyen though the experiment may be made
on a warm summer day.

Taile €if Freeasmg Mixtures.

Pta. 1 Tliennenwtar SiokiL Deg. orCold.

NitMta ofAmnoiiia . 1

1
from 4- 50^ to+ 4° 46°

Sii!i)hatc of Stx'a . .

llytlrochloric Aciil

8
5

from +50^ to 0

Snow or pounded ice

ComnumlBalt . . .

2
1

to SP *

DUttted Nkrio Ard .

3
2 from (P to —46° 40°

All these mixtures depend esseo^ally on the principle un-
der consideration—that latent heat must be furnished to a
aubstance passmg from the solid to the liquid state. They
consist of various solid Fubstances, the liquefaction of whicii

is brought about by the action of other bodies : thus, in the
instance we have seen, the sulphate of soda is brought from
the solid to the liquid state by hydrGchloric add, in which
it dissolves, and heat ia necessarily absorbed.

Many substances, when sobdifying. expand. This is the

case with water, in which the amount ofexpansion is about

^th of the bulk. The force which is excited under these

circumstances is veiy great, and capable of teariuflr open ^e
ationgeat vessela* On a amall scale, this may be easily

Can water be cooled below 32° without freezing? Give an example ol

« freeaung mixture. What are the principles on which ireeziuE mixturet
•Hf WW it the MMOiit ofIfco mftsunam efwiter the act of freeiing r
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SOLIDIFICATION OF WAT££. 4^

ihowii by filling a tottle full of water, and, havino: intro-

duced the cork, fastening it tiffhtly down with a pi^ce of

wire. Oil putting such a bottle into a freezing mixture, for

example, snow moistened with nitric acid, congeiatiou

promptly tnkes place, and the bottle is burst.

All processes of freezing are therefore processes of warm-
ing, ibr the heat which has given the liquid form reappears

when solidification takes place.

The freezing point of water is usually spoken of as a fixed

point, and is marked as such upon the scales of our ther-

mometers ; but if water be cooled without allowing any
movement or agitation of its parts, it may be brought as low

as 15°. It is then m the same condition as the saturated

solution of snlphalc of soda just alluded to. The slightest

motion is sufficient to solidify it. But, though water will

retain its liquid form far below its freezing point, ice can not

be brought above without melting. The melting of ice,

and not the freezing of water, is therefore the thes-

mometric point.

"We have seen that the possession of a point of maximum
density by water exerts a great effect upon the duration of

the seasons ; a similar observation might be made as re-

spects its latent heat. If ice, by the absorption of a single

degree of heat, when it passes from 32°, could turn into

water, the great deposits of winter would suddenly melt, and
inundations be frequent ; or, if water, by losing a single de-

gree of heat, turned into ice, freezing \\ ould go on with great

rapidity. To the melting of ice, or the freezing of water,

time is necessary ; the 140° of latent heat have to be dis-

posed of; this, therefore, serves to procrastinate the approach

ofwinter, and causes the spring to come forward with more
measured steps. In autumn the water has 140° degrees of

heat to give out to surrounding bodies before it soiidiiitii

;

in spring it must receive the same amount before it will

melt. This, therefore, serves as a check upuu sudden

changes in the seasons.

Second Change of Form—JBleat of Elasticity,

Having thus discussed the leading facts observed in the

How may the force with which this expansion takes plarp hr» illnsfratedl

Ii the freezing point of water a fixed therinometnc poinl ? How low can
wtler be cooled wiUiont ftMsing ? Is the melting ofice, or the freezing of

w«ter« the fixed thermometric point ? What oonaeetion bat tfa« Uteirt bait
at wmtet wxui torn annnoa oi um Matosa (
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change from the solid to the Uquid condition, let vlm

turn Qur attention to the second change of fbtm, the passage
from the liquid to the gaseous state.

Exposed to a rise of temperature, liquid suhstaneea Iml
at a particular point, which Taries with their nature, as tins

following table shows.

Table of Boiling Points.

Ether 96^

Sulphuret of Carbon 118^

Ammonia . . • . HCP
Alcohol \12P
Water ZiVP

Nitric Arid . .

Oil of 'ruq>entino
PlK}spiK)rus . .

Sttlpbutie Acid .

Meicuiy «

248*^

314^

554^

A technical distinction is made between a gai and a

por
;
by the latter wa understand a gas which will readily

take on the liquid form.

Some of the leading peculiarities in the constitution of

Fig.^i. vapors may be exhibited by the. following

experiment : Take a glass tube, a a, Fig.

24, with a bulb, by blown on its upper ex-

tremity
;
pour water into the bulb, filling

the tube to within an inch or two of the

end ; this vacant space fill with sulphuric

ether ; and now, closing the end of the tube

with the finger, invert it in a glass of water,

as is represented in the figure. The ether, being much light-

er than water, at once rises to the upper part of the bulb,

as is shown by the light space, the bulb bcui^ of course full

of ether and water conjointly.

On the application of a spirit lamp tlie ether vaporizes,

and presses the water out of the bulb into the glass cup.

Three important facts may now be established.

1st. Vapors occupy more spaco than the liquids from

which they arise.

2d. They have not a misty or fog-like appearance, but

are perfectly transparent.

3d. When their temperature is reduced, they collapse to

the liquid state.

That the first of these observations is true, is at once seen

on comparnig the quantity of ether with the volume of va-

What is the (iistinction between a aa* ami a vacx>r ? Describe the ei{>er-

ineot represented in Fig. 24. What m the difference between a vapor and
the liquid which fimnsi^ at to vobunfif Hftve ir^Mf* neceisarily ft cknily
a|i|iearance X

<
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por i)?)iich has risen from it ; the ether occupying but a small

space at the top of the bulb, the vapor fills it entirely. We
perceive, moreover, that ethereal vapor does not possess that

cloudy appearance which is popularly attached to the term
apor, but that it is as transparent as atmospheric air. And,
on vemoving the lamp, so thai the temperature may fall, the

liquid rushes up violently into the bulb, exhibiting the ready
oollapse of the ether vapor into the condition of a liquid.

We have already proved that a large amount of heat be-

comes latent^ eonstitating the caloric of elasticity of vapors.

The tempeiature ofsteam is 212^, as is that of the water
fiom which it lises ; but it contains about 1000^ of latent

heatf which gives to it its new form. Difierent vapors pos*

sess difierent quantities of latent heat ; thus, for eUier, the
number is 1 63^ ; for alcohol, 376<^ ; and, as we have said, for

water, 1000^
; or, according to the recent exact experiments

of Brjx, 972*^. It is this great quantiw of calorie wlii«sh

consiitntes steam so efficient an agent &r warming. The
steam arising from one gallon of water unll raise the tem-
perature of five gallons and a quarter from the freeziug to

the boiling point ; its cabrio of elasticity is neady sufficient,

were the steam a solid body, to make it visibly red hot in

the daylight. In the warming of buildings by steam pipes,

each square loot oftheir surface wLU heat 200 cubic feet of

sonounding air to and will require about 170 cubic

inohes of boiler capacity for its proper supply.

L£OTUll£ X.

Vaforizatios.— Vaporsform at all Temperatures.—Form
instantly di a Voi.cl.—Effects of removing Pressure.^
Measure of I^lastic Force of Vapors,— Cumulative
Pressure.—Faihirc of Marrwttes Law,—Elasticity

increases wUk Tenipeiuture.—Maocimum Density of
Vapors.

Yapobizatiom goes on at all temperatures. It is not nec*

enary that the boiling point should be reached ; even ice

On rr ! u-inn of the temperature, what phenomena do they exhibit

t

How are these three facts proved f What is the amount of caloric of ela«>

tMlrorgtMmt Mention It •lao in tbe cue cf tther tad alcbbol.
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will evaporate away. The thin iilnu of thia rabstanoe often
^.25. seen incnutiiig windows may disappear withovt

undergoing the intermediate process of fusion^

and a mass of ice, freely exposed to the air on a
dry, frosty day, loses weight. Steam, therefbre,

rises from water at all tempmtures, but with
more rapidity and a higher elastic force as tho
temperature is higher.

In a vacnum vapors form instantaneously.

If we take a barometer, a a, Fig. 25, and pass
into the Torricellian vacuum which exists at its

upper part a small quantity of sulphuric ether,

even before it has reached the void space, vapor
forms, and the mercury is instantly depressed.

Under oidinary circumstances, when the instrument is

standing at 30 inches, the column at once falls to 15 or 16,

the space being now filled with tile vapor of ether ; and if

in succession other liquids are tried, the same general result

is obtained— instantaneous vaporizadon ; but the amount
of vapor set free is dirferent in the different cases.

Diminution of atmospheric pressure is, therefore, favorable

to vaporization, and were the pressure ofthe air entirely re-

Ffer. se. moved, there are many liquids which would as-

sume a permanently aerial form. Take a glass

tube, A, Fig. 26, closed at one end and open at

the other, and, having filled it with water, in-

vert it in a cup, B, and introduce into it a little

sulphuric ether, which will rise to a, the top of

the tube. Tlie apparatus is next to be piacud

under an air-pump receiver, and exhaustion made :

the ether enters into ebullition, and j^ives oli' vapor which is

quite transparent. As longr as the reduction of pressure con-

tinues, the ether keeps the i^a^cous iunn, but on readtnittnig

the air, it returns to the liquid state. By increase of press-

ure, as well as by dinuuution of temperature, vapoib may
be reduced to the liquid condition.

Though the law that vapors occupy more space than the

liquids from which they come is of universal application,

the increase of voluiiio is by no means the same in all cases.

How can it be proved that vrtpon/ation ;^ncs on nt all tpmprmniros ? What
is the effect which ensues \\ iu ii a vaponz.uilfc liquid is passed into a Torri-

cellian vacuum f What su list nnccs exist commonly in the lii]Uid state, in con*
aequence of the pressure of the uir ^Vhat is the vCfwl of an increased press-

ure on vapory ? Do all liquuU expand equally in assuming the vaporous state f
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Under ordinary circumstances of pressure, a cubic inch of

water at its buiiuiL'^ point produces nearly a cubic foot of

steam, or 1696 cubic niches rnore accurately. The same
quantity of alcohol produces 519 cubic inches, and of oil of

turpentine 192 cubic inches.

The elastic force exerted by vapors under certain limits

can be measured by the apparatus given in Fig. 25. The
theory of the process is very simple. The height at which
the barometer stands is determined by the pressure of the

air. In the expt rinient there described, as long as there is

nothing to cuuuterhalaiic-e that ])]< ssure, the mercury is

forced up by it in the tube to a height of 30 inches ; but on

introducing sonic ether, the vapor which forms, exerting an
elastic force in the opposite direction, tends to push the mer-
cury out of the tube. On the one hand, we have the jiress-

ure of the air ; on the other, the elnstic force of the ethereal

vapor; they press in opposite (lireetions, and the resulting

altitude at which the mercury stands expresses, and, indeed,

measures the elastic force of the vapor. Thus, at a tem-
perature of eighty degrees, water will depress the mercurial

cohuun about 1 inch, alcohol about 2 inches, and sulphuric

ether about 20. These numbers, theiQfoie, represent the
clastic force of the vapors evolved.

In close vessels, iiom which there is no escape, or where
the eseripe is greatly retarded, a constantly Fi^.fgJ,

accumulated force is generated when the ^ _

temperature is raised. Thus, if we place

some water in a hask, a. Fin;. 27, into wliich

a tube, 6 b, is inserted air-tight by means of

a cork, and bent in the form exhibited in the

figure, and dippii:;; nearly to the bottom ol

the flask, on the application of a spirit lamp,

the vapor generated, having no passage of

escape, accumulates in the upper part of the

flask, and, exerting its elastic force, presses

the liquid through the tube in a continuous stream. The
mechaBical force whidi thus arises, when every avenue of

escape is stopped, is strikingly exhibited by the little glass

biilbs called candle bombs ; these are small globules of

glass, about as large as a pea, with a neck an inch long

;

How can ibe eUsiic foice of vapors be measured by the barometer ? What
ii the principle tnvolvedf Wbeft water it heated in % Yeeeel from which
the Bteam oen not eieape, what ia t>ho elfooK T How may tUe be ittoitiMtd t
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into the i&terior a drop ofwater is introduced, and the term-
j^«88. ination of the neck hermetically sealed

\ \ '

; , / bymelting the glass. When one ofthese
..^ yi

j !y^^-"^ is stuck in the wick of a candle or lamp,

—-^^^k^^^'' as in Fig. 28, the heat vaporizes a por-

a^^"" ^ water, and there being no
passage through which the steam can
escape, the bulb is burst to pieces with
a loud explosion; a mechanical force

which is wonderfulwhenwe consider the
amount of water employed. It is a miniature representa-

tbn ofwhat takes place on the large scale in the bursting

of high-pressure 8team*boilers.

mIbriottb's law, the law which assigns the Tolume of
a gas under variations ofpressure, applies, under certain re-

strictions, to the case of vapors. A permanently elastic gas,

when the pressure is doubled, contracts to one half of its

former volume ; ifthe pressure be tripled, to one third, and
so on, but not so with vapors ; if, upon steam, as it rises

from water at 212^, any increase ofpressure be exerted, this

vapor at once loses its elastic form, and instantly condenfles

into water. Bat vapors, like atmospheric air, if the pressure

upon them is diminished, follow Marriotte's law ; thus, ifthe

pressure be reduced to one half, steam at once doubles its

volume. For vapors, therefore, Marriotte's hiw holds for

diminutions of pressure, but in other instances, when the

pressures are increased, it apparently fiuls, the vapors relaps-

ing into the liquid form.

That the elasticity of a vapor increases with its temper-

^,29. ature, may be readily proved by taking a tube one

n third ofan inch in diameter and 20 inches long, closed

at one end and open at the other, a a. / Vir. 29, with

ajar, b, an inch or more in diaiiietfM- and 20 inches

deep. Lei the; tube bu filled with quicksilver, so as

^ to leave a .^ijace of half an inch, into which etlier

''

M~. may be poured ; invert the tube lu the deep jar, also

h ]\\\ containing quicksilver; the ether of course rises to

the upper closed extremity. If now the tnhe be lift-

t I ed in the jar as high as possible without admitting

extuiuai air, a certain portion of the ether will va-

What is Marnotto*s law? Hoes it apply in the case of vapon under a
cli niinu Tin n of pressure ? Docs it apply under an increase? What Iflatioo

is there Lwtween elaatioity and tamimraUuo ?
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poTize, and, depressing the quicksilver, its elastic force may
be measured by the length of the resulting column. If now
the end of the tube be grasped in the hand, or if it be slightly

warmed by the application of a lamp, the mercurial column
MM At once depressed, proving that the elastic force of the

vapor is ioereasing. As soon as the tube is warmed to the

boiling point of the ether, the column ofmeioqiy is depressed

eauictly to the level on the ontside of the tube. At this

pointt tbeieibre, it baltnoee, or is equal to the piessim of
tbe air.

Kow let the tube be depressed in the jar ; it will be seen
with what faeility the Tapnr reassumes the liquid eondttioii.

As the tube desoends^ the Taper condenses» and the meionry
keeps ooDstantly at the same level.

Under these oirountstances, it Mows that the vapor is at

its mayimnm density. We can not increase that density by
bringing pressure to bear upon it by depressing the tube, for

the moment the attempt is made the vapor liquefies.

The point ofmaximum density rises with the temperature
of the vapor. The density of air at 212^ being taken at

1000^, that of the vapor of water at ito maximum densitf

virill be as follows

:

Table of the Maximum Density of Water-vapor,

T^)»eratijnp. I>*MHy.

5 GIK)

•247

9P 14106 -318 '

10(P 40-500 1 113
150^ 170 293 4 076
212-> 025-000 14-963

By eiserting pressnna to a sufficient degree on varionir

gases, they have been converted into liquid bodies. Sulphur-

ooa aetd, oyanogen, chlorine, earbonic acid, protoxide of ni

tn^en, have yielded in this way. But hydrogen, oxygen,

and nitrogen maybe exposed to pressures of 50 atmospheres

without lique^ng. Tho 'condensation of carbonic aoid is

sometimes oondttcicd on the large soale in strong vessels of

brought inm. If the resulting liquid is allowea to escape

into ti^e air, a portion is frozen by the evaporation of the rest,

Ilowcan tnP inrrra«c ofclastic force unrirr tlir-^r rircunistances be shown?
At Ibe boUing point of a liquid, what is the eiastic force of its rnpor equal
lot What is meant by the maxiouim density of a rapor ? How can it be
•bownthil v«|ion dun ia • ToirieelhaaToid an at ^e niaximum dentily f
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aud a snowy, ^olid substance is the result. Thii, moisten*
ed "whh bui^hunc ether, will depress the ihejunometer tm

LECTUEE XI.

Ebullition.—-TAeor?/ of Boiling.—In Papin's Digester
Water never Boils.—Instantaneous Condensation of
Vapors.—Effect of Variations of Pressure.—Effect of
Nature of the Vessel,—Boiling on Mountains.—JSjfect

of Red-hot Surfaces*

By introducing different liquids into a tube, arranged as

that represented in Etg- 29, we can prove that the observa-

tion holds good in every case, that, as soon as the boiling

point of a liquid is reached, the elastic force of the vapor

rising from it is equal to the pressure of the air.

We have said that at a temperature of 80^, the vapor of

water will depress the mercurial column of a barometer

about one inch ; but if the temperature be raised to 212^,

the mercury is at once depressed to the level iii the cistern
;

at that temperature, therefore, ihc elastic iurce of the vapor

is equal to the pressure of the air.

Upon these piuici])les, the phenomena of boiling or ebui-

litioii are easily explained. When the temperature of a li-

quid IS raised suliiciently high, vapor is rapidly generated

ironi tliose portions ot the mass which are hottest, and the

violent motion characterized by the term boiling*' is the

result. This is due to the fact that the elastic furee of the

generated vapor at that point is equal to the atmospheric

pressure, and the vapor bubbles expanding, can maintain

theniselves in the liquid without being crushed in
;
they rise

to the surface, and there burst. But, just before cbulHtion

takes place, a sinc'i'ip: '^'^^mid is often heard, due to the par-

tial lonnatioii of bubbles, which, so lung as they are lu tlie

neighboriiood of the hottest part, have elasticity cnoucli to

maintain their form ; but the moment ihcy attempt to rise

through the cooler portion oi the liquid just above, their elas

ticity is diminished by their decline of temperature, and the

Htmospheric pressure crushing them in, they resume tlie li»

At the l)oiling point of water, what it the elastic force of its tteamT Bl«
l^iin the phenomena of boiling. What is tlie eause of the sisgiagioaadf
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quid contlition ;
for a few moments, therefore, while the va-

por has not rratliercd elastic foice enough to maintain its

condition perlectiy, these bubbles are transiently formed and
di.^;Ljipc;ir, and the liquid is thrown into a vibratory move-
ment Avlnch Gfives rise to the singing sound

Water, wlicn heated in a vessel from which the steam can
not escape, never boils. This takes place in the interior of

Papin's digester, which is a stronii nictallic vessel, in which
water is inclosed, and the oritice through which it was in-

troduced fastened up. As the sttam can not escape, the
water can not boil, no matter what the temperature may be.

But the vapor which accumulates in the interior of the vefr>

sel exerts an enormous pressure. It is under the same con-

ditions as were considered in the case of the candle bombs.
Papin's digester is used to effect the solution of bodies by
water which are not acted on readily by that liquid at its

common boiling point.

As a vapor, rising from a vaporizing liquid, will bear no
increase of pressure, so neither will it bear any reduction

ot temperature without instantaneously F^.ao.

condensing. This may be gtnkuigly ^
shown by an arrangement such as is

represented in jFV^. 30. Into the mouth ^ |
.

of a flask, a, let there be fitted a tube, /H^

bt half an inch in diameter, and bent, / \ ^r-j
as shown in the figure. Having intro- \
duced a little water into the flask, cause ^^jp^ W^S
it to boil rapidly by the application of cP^

j

a spirit lamp : the steam which forms

soon drives out the atmospheric air from

the flask and the tube, and when this is entirely completed,

and the vapor issuing abundantly from the mouth of the

tube, plunge the end of the tube beneath some cold water,

contained in the jar, c, and take away the lamp. As soon

as this is done, the cold water, condensing the steam in the

tube, rises to occupy its place, and piesently passing over

the bend, introduces itself with surprising violence into the

interior of the flask, filling it entirely full, or, which more
commonly takes place, breaking it to pieces with the force

of the shock. The low-pfessure steam-engine depends on

Why does water hcatod in a rloso vessel n^^vrr l)Oil? Describe Pi^>in*»

«1igester. What is iu use ' Can ihe steam of boiltng w^r be cooled wiUy
out condensation t Give sn eiample of the npidiiy of ilB caudmmttiKm,

C
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50 BOILING IN VACUO.

this fact of the rapid condensibility of vapor, the high-press-

ure engine on its elastic force.

Fig. 31. The principle involved in the action of the
low-pressure engine, and more especially that

form of it which was the invention of New-
comen, is well illustrated by the instrument

represented in Fig. 31. It consists of a glass

tube, blown into a bulb at its lower extrem-

ity. In the bulb some water is placed, and
a piston shdes, without leakage, in the tube.

On holding the bulb in the flame of a spirit

lamp, steam is generated, and the piston forced

upward. On dipping it into a basin of cold

water, the steam condenses, and the piston is

depressed ; and this action may be repeated

at pleasure.

As the pressure of the atmosphere determ-

ines the boiling point of a liquid, and as that pressure is

variable, the boiling point is not fixed, but a variable point.

There are many experiments which might be introduced

Fig. 32. as proofs of this fact. If a glass of warm water

be placed beneath the receiver of an air pump,
as in Fig. 32, when the rarefaction has reached

a certain point, ebullition sets in, and the water
continues to boil at a lower temperature as the

exhaustion is more perfect. In a vacuum, water

can be made to boil at 32^.

On this principle, that the boihng point depends on the

existing pressure, we give an explanation of a curious ex-

periment, in whicli ebullition is apparently brought about

Fig. 33. by the application of cold : Take a Florence

flask, rt. Fig. 33, and, having filled it half

full of water, cause the water to boil violently,

so as to expel all the atmospheric air ; intro-

duce a cork which will fit the mouth of the

flask air-tight a moment after it is moved
from the lamp, and before any atmospheric

air has been introduced. If the flask be now
dipped into ajar, by of cold water, its water begins to boil,

On what property of vapor does the low-pressure steam-engine depend ?

On what the high-pressure ? How may it be proved that the Iwiling-point

depends on the pressure? At what temperature will water boil in vacuo?

Explam the process by which warm water may be made to boil by the ap«

plication of cold.
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and will continue to do lo until its temperatore ift ndueed
quite low. The eauae of this pheoomenon is due to the fact

that the oold wat« oondenses the steam in the flask, and a
partial vaouum is the result In this partial vacuum the

water hoils, as in the experiment illustrated by Fig. 32

;

and the steam, as fast as it is generated^ is condensed by the

cold sides of the flask.

Besides this variation ofthe boiling point under variation

of pressure* the nature of the vessel in which the process is

carried forward exerts a certain action ; thus, in a polished

glass vessel, the boiling point is 214*^, but in a rough metal
vessel it is 212^, If the glass has been carefully cleaned

with hot sulphuric acid, water may be heated to 221^ with-

out ebullition ; and, on the contrary, if coated with a film

of shell-lac, the boiling point will be 211^.

Some travelers report, that in certain moimtainous regions

meat can not be cooked by the ordinary process of boUiug.

As we ascend to elevated regions in the air, the atmospheric
pressure becomes less, because the column of air above is

shorter, and therefore there is less air to press. Under such

circumstances, the boiling point ofwater of course descends,

and may possibly become so Jow as to bring about the spe*

cific change required in the cooking of meat. An ascent

through 530 feet lowers the boiling point one degree. Upon
this principle we can determine the altitude of accessible

elevations, by determining the thermometrio point at which
water boils upon them. A peculiar thermometer, called tht

hypsometer, has been invented for this purpose.

When a drop of water is placed on a red-hot polished sur
&oe of platinum, it does not, as might be expected, com
xnence to boil rapidly, but remains perfectly quiescent, gath
t^nng itself up into a globule. If the platinum be now al

lowed to cool, as soon as its temperature has reached a

point at which it has ceased to be visibly hot, the drop of

water is suddenly dissipated in a burst of steam. The ex

planation given of this phenomenon is, that at the high

temperature the drop is not fairly in contaet with the red-

hot surface, but a stratum of steam intervenes ; this, being

How does ihe nature of the vessel affect the boiling ooint ? Why is it

fnobable that meat can not be oooked oa high monntatna T How hifh must
we ascend to bring the boiling point lo 211°? How may the altitude of

mountains be determined by the thermometer ? What are the phenomena

exltihited by water in contact with red-hot |>UtiauiQ I What ia the aup

posed eipliinatKm t
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a bad conductor, prevents ebullition Aoni occurring, but as
soon as the temperature decliues, and this stoain. no longer

props up the drop, an explosive ebullition ensues, because

of the contact which has taiieu place. This condition is

known as the epiieroidal state ot" a liquid. Water enters

upon it at temperatures between 288° and 340" of the hot

surface, its own temperature being about 206°. It is said

to be in consequence of this want of actual contact that the

hand can be passed through xed-hot and moltea metal with-

out being hurued.

LEOTUEE XII.

Vaporization.—TAe Boiling Point rises with the Press-

ure.—Relation betioeen sensible and insensible Heat,—
The Cryopharus.—Ledie^s Processforfreezing Water.

— Variability ofMoisture in the Air.—Hygrometers.
—Method ofthe Dew Point.

Under an increase of pressure, the boiling point rises,

and the elastic force of the steam evolved becomes corre-

6poiuIin«xly greater. As we have seen, the elastic force of

Bit at 11 t i orn water boiling at 212° is equal to the pressure

oi one atmosphere ; but if the pressure be doubled, the boil-

'm<x poitit rises to 250*^
; if quadrupled, to 294°

;
and under

a pressure of fifty atmospheres, it is more than 0(XJ ^.

Fig.Zi. These results may be established by the

1 aid of the bmlcv, represented in Fig 34, a.

It is a globular vessel of brass, and is about

three inches in diameter. Tn its upper part

are three perforations, into one of which the

stop-oock, b, is screwed
;
through tlie second

a tube, c, is inserted, deep enough to reach

nearly to the bottom of the boiler ; and through

the third a thermometer, d, is introduced.

Some quicksilver is poured in, sufficient to

cover the end of the tube, c, half an inch or

more deep, and upon it water is poured, the

bulb of the thermometer being immersed in it The stop-

cock, b. beinrr open, a spirit lamp is applied to bring the

How is the IioiUng point affected by an increased pieasuie? Deteribi

ti» boiler, Fig. M, eM iti vie.
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*wat«r to its boiling point, and as the steam can freely pass

out, this of course takes place at 2t2^. On dosing the

Btop-Godt, the steam can no longer escape, hut, exert'ng its

elastic force on the surface of the hoiling lit^uid, presses the
jcnereury up in the tuhe, c. The altitude of the mereu rial

eolumn measures the amount of this pressure, and the ther-

mometer indicates the eoitesponding change in the binling

point : as soon as the pressure is equal to two atmoroheres,

the thermometer will be found to have risen to 250^.

It is immaterial at what temperature vaporization is oaiw

ried on» a yery large amount of heat must always be ren-

dered latent; and, in point of fact, vapors generated at a
low temperature contain more latent heat than those gen-

erated at a high one. The relation which exists in the

amount of heat rendered latent at difierent temperatures is

very simple. The sum ofthe insensible and sensible heat is

always the same; thus, water boiling at 212^ absorbs 1000^
of latent heat, the sum of the two quantities being of course

1212 ; but vapor rising from water at 32° contains oflatent
'heat 1180°

; here» again, the sum of the two quanUties is

1212° ; and the same observation holds for intermediate

temperatures.

When vapors return to the liquid conditton, the heat which
has been latent in them leassumes the sensible form. They
may thus be regarded as containing a great store of caloric^

of the e£&cts ofwhich many natural phenomena furnish us
with striking examples. Thus, there is a remarkable dif^

ferenee between the climate ofthe eastern coast ofAmerica
and the opposite Euro^an coasts in the same latitude, and
this arises from the action of the Gulf Stream, a great stream
ofwarm water, which, issuing firom the Gulf of Mexico, and
passing the Atlantic States, stretches across toward the Eu-
ropean Continent. The vapors which arise £n>m it give

forth their latent heat to the air, and the southwest windSt

which are therefore damp and warm, moderate the climatea

of those countries.

T^hc rryophorus, or frost bearer, an instrument invented

by Dr. WoUaston, in which water may be frozen by the cold

produced by its own evaporation, (loponds for its action on

Do vnpora genvnited at low or high tempemturet oontain most latent beatf
"Wlmi rr-!.ilion is thrn* hrtwrnn thf insfiisihip ariH spn,«iifi!f» hcuts of vapors
at ditfcrent leinperatures f When a vapor condenses, \%liai l>ecoiiies of itt

latent tieat ? what effect has the Gulf Stream on the climate oi Europe t

Eipiab Um eniM of it*
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Fis- 3& the Iftwd relating to latent heat. It is represented
in JFig, 35, and consists of a bent tube, c, half an

\h inch or more in diameter, with a bulb, a and d, at
each ofthe extremities ; the upper bulb, by is filled

one third with water, and the rest of the space,
with the tube, c, and the other bulb, a, is free from
atmospheric air, and occupied by the vapor ofwa-
ter only. If now the bulb a be immersed in a

freezing mixture of nitric acid and snow, allhouirli

the tube, c, may be of considerable length, the wa-
ter in the distant bulb, b, presently freezes ; lieiice

the name of the instruiULut, frost bearer, bccaiisL' c old ap-

plied at one point produces a Ireeziiicr effect at another,

which is at a considerable distance, 'i iic action of tlic m-
Btniment is simple ; in the cold bulb, a, which is in contact

With the freezing mixture, the vapor is condensed ; fresh

quantities rise with rapidity from the water in the other

bulb, to be in their turn condensed ; a continual condensa-

tion, therefore, goes on in a, and a continual evaporation in

bt but the vapor thus formed in b must havo caloric of elas-

ticity ; it obtains it from the water from which it is rising,

the temperature of which therefore descends until solidifica-

tion takes place.

Leslie's process for freezing water in vacuo by its own
evaporation is an example of the same kind. Ifsome water
in a watch-glass is placed in an exhausted receiver, with a

large surface of sulphuric acid, as fast as vapor rises it is

Fis^. 36. Condensed by the acid ; a rapid cvaporatioa

of the water therefore takes place, the tem-

perature falls, and congelation finally en-

sues. In Fig. 36 this apparatus is repre-

sented ; a is the watch-glass containing

water, b a wide dish filled with sulphuric

acid, and c a low bell jar in which the exhaustion is made.

A drop of prussic acid held in the air on the tip of a rod

sohdifies, the portion thnl i vnporates obtaining its latent

heat from the portion leli behind, and on the same prmcipie

liquid carbonic acid can also be solidified.

The amount of watery vapor contained in the air is very

variable. Many cnmnion facts prove this '. the sweiluig of

De«cribe the cryophorus. What is the reason that colU applied lo one
bulb ttemm water in the other ? Describe Leslie s process for freezing

iat«6Qo7 Wlqr<k>M»(liopofpnissieftcidheldintheatr«olidi^i
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wooden fmnitiive takes place in eonseqnenee tidamp weath-
er ; and the opposite efl^t, or its sbxinking, occurs during
dry. Several instToments have been invented to detemiine
wHat the amount is at any time

;
they are called hyfrrom-

eten. In one of these, the relative dampness or dryness of
the atmosphere is determined hy the stretching or contract-

ing* of a hair, which is very sensitive to such changes. A
general idea of such an instrument may be obtained by con-

sidering the metallic bar of the pyrometer, Fig. lo, to be re-

placed by a hair, the movements of which would oi course

"be communicated to the index ; in another a slip uf whale-
bone is used instead of (he Jiair.

Saussure's hy^omeler, wiiich is coustructcd on these prin-

ciples, has been very extensively used. It consists

of a human hair eight or ten inches lon*r, b c, Fig.
37, iaateiied atone extremity to a fccrew, a, and at

the other passinc: over a pulley, c, being strained

tight by a fciik lliread and weight, d. From the
pulley there goes an index, which plays over the

graduated scale, e d ^ so that, as the pulley turns

through the shortening or lengthening of the hair,

the index moves. The instrument is graduated

to correspond with others by first placing it ujidcr

a bell jar, with a dish of sulphuric acid or other

substance having an alBnity for water, whicli. ali-

sorbing all the moisture oi the air oi the bell, brings it to

absolute dryness. The point at ^^ hieh the index then stands
is marked U. The hyqrometcr is next placed in a jar, the
interior ot" \vhich i> ruoislened with ater

; when the index
has afiam become slationary, tiie point is marked 100"^, and
the intervening space tlivided into 100 equal parts.

The liair should liavc its oily matter removed by soaking
in sulphuric ether. This preparation renders it much more
sengitive.

There is a simple and ingenious instrument, the move-
ments of which depend on these prin-

ciples ; it is represented in Fig- 38 :

a thin slip oi puie wood, a a, cut across

the grain, a foot long and an inch wide,

has inserted into its corners four needles, all pointing in one

How can it be proved that the amount of moisture in the air is variable t

nt is iKo hv<.rumeter7 Deacribe the hair hygrometer. Deacribe the in-

strument, 38.
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difeetion iMuskward ; if this instfament be iet upon a floor
at flat taUe, in the course of time it will crawl a consider'
able distance. During dry weatber tbe thin board contracts,
and tbe two fore legs taking hold oftbe table, tbe bind .ones
are drawn up a little Bpace ; wben the weather turns damp,
the board expands, and now tbe bind legs, pressmg against
tbe table, cause the fore ones to advance. Eveiy change
from dxy to damp, or the reverse, produces a walking motion
in a ccmtinuous difeoti<m, and the distance passed over ia a
register of tbe sum total of these changes.

But of all these hygrometric methods, the process known
as ** the determination of the dew point" is by far the most
philosophical. This method consists in cooling the air uutil

It begins to deposit moisture. When there is much moist art?

in tbe air, it obviously requires but a slight diminution ot

temperature to cause a portion of the vapor to deposit as a
Jiew ; but when the air is dryer, the cooling must be carried

to a greater extent. The precise thermometno point ^it

which the moisture begins to deposit is called the dew point.

Thus, ifwe take a thin ineiallic vessel cuutuininer Avater,

and cool it gradually by the addition of a mixture oi nuiate

Pj-^ no.
of potash and sal ammoni-
ac, or any of the cooling

mixtures, continually stir-

ring with the bulb of a
small thermometer, as soon

as the temperature has

reached a certain point a
dew is deposited on the

outside ofthe metallic ves-

sel ; that temperature isi

the dew point for the time,

being. Knowing the tem-
perature of the air, the

dew point, and the baro-

metric pressure, the abso-

lute amount of vapor can

be determmed by a sixople

calculation.

- - Banieli s hygromet-cr af-

lords a ready and beautiiul method of determining the dew

^^JVW is meaat by the " dew point V> What ia the process for SMerUuir
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rAnt. It eoomts of a cryopboms, acb. Fig. 39, the halb

being made of black glass, and a covered over with inas-

lin. The bulb b contains ether instead of water, and into

it there dips a very delicate thermometer, d. TJsnally, an-

other thermometer is affixed to the stand of the instrument,

mrhen a little ether is poured on a, by its evaporation it

cools that bulb, and ether distils over from which, of

course, also becomes cold. After a time, the temperature of

6 sinks to the dew point, and that bulb becomes covered

with a dew. The thermometer, d, tben shows at what tem-

perature this takes place, and of course gives the dew point.

The FsrcHSOKBTEE, or wet bulb hygrometer, consists of

two niercnrial thermometers which exactly correspond ; the

bulb of one of them. A, JFHg. 40, is covered rf^. 4o.

with imialin, and kept constantly wet by water
supplied by a thread firom a reservoir, W. The
bulb, B, ci the other is left naked. Owing to

the evaporation from the wet bulb, its temper-

ature will be lower than the dry one, and this

iu proportion to the rate of evaporation or the

dryness of the adjacent air. As soon as the

air round the bulb is saturated with moisture,

the point at which the mercury stands is the

dew point If both thermometeis, the wet and
the diy, coincide, the air contains moisture at

its maximum density ; and the greater the difieieiice be*

tween them, the diyer the air.

It is frequently necessary to remove moisture from air or

gaseous sobetanoes. This may be done by conducting them
through tubes containing bodies hav-
ing a strong attraction ibr water,

suoh as chloride of calcium, sulpha-

no or phosphoric acids. Such an
arrangement is shown in Fig. 41,

in which a is the flask in which the

gas is generated, b a bent tube con-

necting with the drying tube, c,

which is filled with fragments of chloride of calcium, or

pieces oi' glass moistened with concentrated sulphuric acid.

"The gas escapes dry from the txihe^d.

T^cnr^l^r DanielPs hygroQeter and Uw modt of using it. Diconb* thm
j>roce«» iM dxyias s*Mt.

C 2
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a

LECTUEE XIII.

Evaporation and Interstitial Radiation.—Methods of
Gay-Lussac and Dtimm for ascertaining the Specific

Gravity of Vapors.— FiLcnomcna of Eva'poratio7t.—

Control of Tonpcrature.—Efjcct of Dryness ^
Stillness,

Pressure, and Surfay r —Evajyoration a Cooling Pro-
cess.— Conduction of Solids.—Differe7ice among differ"

ent Metals.—Rumford's Experiments,

The specific gravity of vapors may be determined in sev-

j-^. 40 eral ways. The following is the method of Gay-
Lussac : A graduated jar, a, is inverted in a basin

of mercuiy, c, which rests upon a small furnace.

A glass bulb is to be filled quite full with the li-

quid under examination, and the quantity intro-

duced. ]s accurately weighed. The bulb is now
slipped into the jar, a, and rises to its top. A cyl-

inder, b, open at both ends, but the lower pressed

down into the mercury, is next placed round a,

L and the interval iiUcd with clear oil. The fur-

nace is now lighted : the oil and the mercury be-

come warm; the buib at last bursts, and, as its

vapor depresses the mercury in the graduated

jar, its voiumc may be determined. Thus, know-

ing the weight of the liquid, the volume of its vapor, and

the temperature of the oil, we can easily calculate the vol-

ume at 32^, and iloiii that deduce the specific gravity.

The method of Dumas consists in weighing a glass globe

filled with the vapor to be tried. A portion of the sub-

stance is to be introduced into t^!e globe, the weight oi which

is first determined, and this is then held, as shown in the

figure, in a bath of fusible metal placed over a small fur-

nace. The heat of the melted metal vaporizes the sub-

stance, drives out the air, and occupies the whole cavity in

a state of purity. When no more vapor escapes from the

end of the tube, it is sealed by the blow-pipe, and the tem-

perature of the bath ascertained. The globe is now to be

Describe Gay-Lussac's metliod of detenniniiig the specific gravity of a
v^r. Deteiibe the method oi Domae.
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quiokalTer, which lises and

Fi^. 43.

carefully weighed, when oold, a second time, and the point
of tHe tube is then broken,

iillsit complete-
ly, and this be-

ings aubeequent-
ly emptied in- attci^
to a graduated wUH
j ar» the volume
of the globe

is ascertained.

ICnowing the

volume of the

g^lobe, we know
the weight of
the air it con-

tains, and this,

aubtraoledfmm
thefintweight,
is the weight of the glass when empty. Subtracting this

again from the seoond weighing, gives us the weight of the
vapor ; and as the air and the vapor occupied the same
volume, their densities are as their weights. But, as their

temperature was di^ient, a Tarther calculation is required

to bring them to the same standard.

There are several conditions which exert a control over
the rapidity of evaporation. The amount of vapor which
can exist in a given space depends entirely on the tempera-
ture. Thus the air included in a glass jar which is Btand-

ing over water contains, at 32^» a certain quantity ofvapor

;

but if the temperature rises to 60^, it contains more, and
still more if it rises to 90^. Should the temperature de-

scend, a part ofthe vapor is deposited as a mist. The quan-
tity that remains in suspension is detennined by the tern*

perature alone.

It is the applicatiim of this principle which constitutes

the most beautiful part of Watt's great invention, the low-

pressure steam-engine. Taking advantage of the fact that

the quantity of Tapor which can exist in a given space is

determined by the iovmess of temperature of any portion of

it, he ananged a veMel, maintained uniformly at a low tem-
perature, in connection with the cylinder of the engine, and

What IS it that regulates the quantity of vapor in a given space ? Oa
wliat pnao^ does tte team-eaguie condamer dipeodf
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thus mttbed the apptiently paradoxical result of oondeiisiiig

the fleam without cooling the cylinder.

Among other causes exerting a control over evaporatioii

in the air is the diy or damp state of that medium. As ie

well known, evaporation goes on with rapdity when the
weather is dry, and is greatly retarded when the weather
is damp. So, too. a movement or current exerts a great ef-

feet. When the wind is blowing,waterwiU evaporatemwA
more quickly than when the air is quite calm ; this obvious-
ly depends on a constant renewal of surfaces, so that as fSust

as one portion of air becomes moist it is removed, and a
dryer portion takes its place. Extent of surface operates in
the same way ; the same quantity ofwater will'evaporate

much more rapidly if exposed in a plate than if exposed in
a cup. Pressure also exerts a great control ; for, as we have
seen, evaporation takes place instantaneoudy in a vacuum.

While, therefore, there are several circumstances which
can control the rate of evaporation, it is temperature alone

which regulates the absolute and final amount. As we
have just seen, a fixed quantity of vapor can exist in a cer^

tain space at a given temperature ; and it matters not wheth-
er that space is full of atmospheric air or is a vacuum, the
absolute quantity will be precisely the same.
At one time it was supposed that evaporatu>n was due ts

a solvent power in the air—a kind of attimction between
that medium and the water with which it is in contaet;
but it is clear that such an opinion is wholly untenable, for

the process goes forward with the greatest rapidity in a
vacuum, when the air is totally removed.

Although the evaporation of liquids, such as water, will
take place at very low temperatures, there is reason to be-
.lieve that the process has a limit ; thus, a minute quantity
of vapor will rise from quicksilver at a temperature of 60^,
but at 40^ not a trace can be diwoveied.

All processes ofevaporation are cooling processes, because
the vapor developed requires latent heat to give it the elas-

tic form. For this reason, when any vaporizable liquid, as
ether, is poured on the bulb of an air thermometer, or on
the hand, cold is ]jroduced.

What eftct have d lyness or dampneM over mpontion ? What is the
effect of a current ? VV hat of extent < f surface? What of pr«s«U»? What
of temperature ? Does evaporation arise from a «?oIvent power in the air!^ » ^ oraporation ? Why are procusses 91 svaporation coo
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The polae glass is an instrument which may serve as an
illuBtration : it consistsofaglass Fig* 44.

tube, bent twice at right angles,

and tenninated by bulbs, as in

Fig, 44. It is parttaUy fiUed

"witli spirit ofwine, the rest be*

ing' ocoupied by the vapor of that substance. On grasping

one ef the bulbs in the hand, the warmth is sufficient to

boil the liquid ; and as it distills over into the other bulb,

mn inpiession of cold is felt.

Interstitial Radiation ob> Conduction.

"We now come to the consideration of the mode by which
heat is transmitted through bodies, or interstitial radiation,

called by many writers conduction ; a term involvinr^ the

idea that the particles of bodies are in actual contact, where-

as it has been abundantly proved that they are separated

from each other by interstices. The passage of the heat

across these spaces is what is meant by interstitial radiation.

From the currency which it has obtained, and the conve-

nience of the expression, I shall continue to use Uie word
conduction.

Dilierent solids conduct heat with different degrees of fa-

cility. It we take a cylmcirical mass of metal, aad hold

tirrhtly against its suri:icc a piece of white writing paper,

the paper may be placed in the flame of a s|)iiit lamp lor a
considerable time without &corchiiifr ; but it' we take a cy-

lindrical piece of wood of the same dimensions, and, wrap-
ping the paper round it, expose it to the iiame, it rapidly

scorches. The metal, theret^ore, keeps the paper cool by
carr}'ing ofi'its heat, but the wood, beuig a Liad conductor,

Euiicis the paper to burn.

By the aid of the apparatus of Ingenhouse, Fig. 45, the

same fact may be proved in a more general

way. It consists of a trough of brass six

inches or more long, three wide, and ihreci

deep ; from the front of it project cylinders

of metallic and other substances of the same

length and diameter ; they may be of silver,

copper, brass, iron, porcciam, wood, &c., in succession ; the

Describe th« poke glaai. What it iatoretitial radiation 7 What is con-

duction ' llow may it b€ proved that wood and metals conduct with differ*

ent degrees of facility 1 Detcribe the appantus of lo(tnhottse ?
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smfaee of each cylinder is smeared -with bees' wax. On
pouring boiling water into the trough, the heat passes along'
these cylinders with a rapidity corresponding to their ootn-

ducting power, and the wax correspondingly melts. On the
silver bar the wax melts most rapidly, and on the wood
most slowly ; on the others intermediately ; thus affi>rdiiigf

a clear proofthat difierent solids conduct heat with diflbxent

degrees of facility.

Even among metallic substances great dijSerenoes in this

Fig. 46. respect exist, as may be strikingly shown \pf
the instrument, F^, 46. Into a solid bail

of copper, a, three wires ofequal length and

^ JNi equal diameter are screwed—they may be

i^Q copper, brass, and inn respectiTely : they
are flattened at their farther extremities^

c, tf, so as to afibrda place on which pieces

ofphosphoms may be put A lighted spirit

. lamp is now set bencAth the central ball,

the temperature of which soon xises» and the heat passes

with difierent degrees of speed along the metals ; very soon

the piece of phosphorus at the end ofthe copper takes fire

;

then, some time after, follows that on the brass ; and last,

that on the iron ;
enabling us to prove to persons at a dis-

tance the fact that these difierent metals conduct heat with
difierent degrees of facility.

«
TcMe of Conducting Power of Solids.

Gold . . . . 1000
[— '

—
303-9

, . 898
Porcelain . . ,

Clay . . . . ;

It a piece of wire cauzc be held over tlio flame of a can-

dle or gfas jet, Fi^^. 4 7, the flame iails to })ass llirough ; but

tlie gaseous matter of which the ilame con^it^ts freely escapes

tlirough the meshes uf the gauze, fur it may bo set on fire, as

bhowii ill the figure. Flame is craseous mailer, or solid

matter 111 a state of excessive subdivision, temporarily sus-

pended ill gas, brouf^ht lo a very high temperature It can

not therefore, pa^b through a piece of wire gauze, because

Whftt does it prove? Are there differenceB in the ootidueting powtit
of rnetrJs ^ How ni;iy that be pioredf CkH the fittM of % eaUidle ]Ntfi

through A piece oi wue gmze t
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the metallic threads, exerting a high con-

dixoting power, abstract its heat from the

incandeBoent gas, and bring its temperature
down, to a point at which it ceases to be
luminoos. The safety-lamp of Davy is an
application of this principle ; by it combus-
tioa is prevented from spreading through

Wi^, 48l masses of explosive gas, by call-

ing into aetion the conducting-

power of a metallic gauze, with
which the lamp frame is sur-

rounded, as in Fig, 48. The safety-tube of Hem-
mings, used to prevent explosions in the oxyhy-

drogen blow-pipe, acts on the same principle.

Count Eum&rd made several experiments to

determine the conducting power of those vari-

ous materials which are used for the purpose of

clothing. He placed the bulb of a thermometer
in the centre of a spherical glass globe of larger

diameter, and filled the interspace* with the sub-

stances to be tried. Having immersed the ap-

paratus in hoilmg water untU it was at 212^, he

transferred.it to melting snow, and ascertained

how long it took to fall a given number of degrees. Linen

and cotUm were £>und to^ better conductors than wool and
the various furs, and hence the reason that they are pre-

ferred as articles summer clothing ; but he also found
that much depended on the tightness with which the sub-

stances were packed, for the conducting power apparently

rose when they were closely compressed. These bodies act,

therefore, as will hereafter be more distinctly seen, not so

much by their own badly-conducting power, as by calling

into action the non-conducting quality of atmospheric air.

Crystalline bodies do not always conduct equally in every

direction. If a plate cut fiom a rhombohedral crystal be

warmed from a point at its centre, the surface having been

previously coated with wax, it will be found that the Vision

ofthe wax takes plaee so as to present an ellipse, the longer

axis ofwhich is in the direction ofthe major crystalline axis.

"What is the reason of this? What is the construction and principle of

Davy's safety-lamp ? On whnt metho<l did Rmnford proceed to determine

the conducting power of clolhine ? What was the effect of compression ?

How «• tkm xMulto connected with the onMonducung power of sir T
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LECTURE XIV.

Conduction.—Conduction of Liquids.— Transference of
Heat by Circulation.— Conduction of Gases,— Con-
ducting Fowtr of Clothitig,

Ths conducting power of most liquids^ such as water, is

Fig. 49. ^'^^ > & Stratum is sufficient almost en-

tirely to cut off the passage of heat. This may be
shown by an apparatus such as Fig, 49» eonsistii^

of a jar, a, nearly filled with water, with an air

tej thermometer included in such a manner that the

PM"^ bulb, 5, is within a short distance of the surface, a
depth of a quarter of an inch or less intervening,

jp The tube of the thermometer may be j>assed through

the lower mouth of the jar, c, water-tight by meansW of a cork, and the position at which the index-hquid

stands having been marked, some ether is poured on the sur-

face of the water, upon which it readily floats, and then set

on fire. A very voluminous flame is the result, and a great

deal of heat is evolved ; and, since th^ulb ofthe thermom-
eter is apparently separated from the burning ether by a
thin film of water only, if the heat traversed that film the

thermometer should rapidly move ; but the experiment
proves it does not ; and we therefore conclude that water is

a very bad conductor of caloric.

While this conelusi(»i is true, a little consideration will

show that this experiment presents the fiicts in a very de*

ceptive way ; and though, from its imposing charsuster, it is

generally relied on as a complete proof, yet, were water a

much better conductor than what it actually is, the same
results would be obtained. All flames, as we shall here-

after see, are hollow
;
they are merely incandescent on the

surface. A great distance, in reality, intervenes between
the thermometer bulb and tlie points of high temperature,

and, in addition, the ether is rapidly evaporating away to

feed the flame, and all evaporations :iro coolnig processes..

To a certain extent, all liquids cuuduct heal : thus, laer-

How does the condttetiitg power of liquids compare ^ith that of solidst
How may water be ]>rovp(! to be a bnd conductor' What deceptive dr-

cumsumcef are tlwre m ihia experiment ? Do liquids coodtt^ Iwat at aUf
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CURRENT ACTION IN WATER. 65

CUry is a very good conductor ; but in those liquids of which
water is the type, the dissemination of heat is chiefly de*

termined by the mobility of their particles, a process which
passes under the name of convection or circulation.

The apparatus, JFig. 50, illustrates the nature ofthis pro-

^.5a
c

ill ^
d

[fli{i[

r

1

it consists of a wide tube into which
water may be poured ; the lower portion* as

high as a, being colored blue by the addition

of some coloring substance* the intermediate

portion, &om a to 6, being colorless, and the

upper portion, from bijoc, being tinged yellow.

!Now, by the application ofa red-hot iron ring,

ofsuch a diameter that it can surround the

jar* a space ofan inch or more intervening all

round, the upper, yellow portion may be made
even to boil : it ^ows no disposition to inter-

mix with the portions beneath. But if the

red*hot ring is lowered down so as to surround
the blue portion, as it becomes warm it will be found to as-

cend, first through the colorless stratum, and finally through

that tinged yellow, on the top. When the lower portion of

a liquid is wanned, currents are established, which, rising

thiDiigh the strata above, bring about a rapid dissemination

of the heat.

This may also be shown by taking a jar, Fig. 51, a, and
filling it with water, rendered a little more dense pig. 5i.

by some sulphate ofsoda, so tui to Ining its speci-

fic gravity near that of some pieces of amber
thrown into it. If a lamp now be applied to the

bottom of the jar, currentsm estabhshed in the

water, rising up the center and descending down
the sides ofthe liquid ; and in this manner, new
portions constantly presenting themselves on the

surface exposed to the flame, the whole mass be-

comes uniformly hot.

The cause ofthis movement is due to the fact that when
water is heated it expands. Those portions, therefore, which
rest on the bottom of the vessel, and to which the heat is

applied, as soon as they become warm, dilate, and, being

What an the ralations ofmemiry in this respect ? By what procem does

the distemination of heat in ;i lujiiul take jilace 1 Describe the exp< t 'tu iit

represented in Fi-? 50. Dcsrr l c t!iat rr presented by ^1* What la

the true cauke oi tlicse circuiulury muvcuiciils ?
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lighter than before, rise to the top ofthe liquid, while colder,

and therefore lieavicr ones, occupy their place.

Fig.^ If we take ajar of water, Fl;^. 52, and hav-
ing introduced throujrh apertures near the top and
the bottom the therrnonietersa b, and into a brass

trough, c, which snrKjuncls the middle of tlic jar

water-tight, pour IxnlniL^ \\ ater, after a little time

has elapsed we shall iuid thai the upper ther-

mometer has risen, but the lower one remains
perfectly stationary. The cause is, that throuL^h

all those portions which are above the j)lace at which tlic

heat is applied, that is, the middle of the vessel, currents

arc made to circulate, but in all those beneath no curreuU

are established.

"When, therefore, heat is applied to the surface of water,

it is not propagated downward ; when it is applied to the

middle of a vessel containing that liquid, all the portions

above become hot, but all those below remain cold ; and

when it is applied to the bottom of the vessel, the whole

mass soon becomes uniibrmly warm.
In the vegetable world, advantage is taken of the non-

conducting power of water in a very beautiful way. Soou

after sunset, the leaves and other delicate parts of j)lanU

become covered with little drops ofdew, which invest them
on all sides. Under these circumstances, the process of con-

vection, or the establishment of currents, is entirely cut off'

for each of the drops is isulated, or has no communication

witii those around. The cold air does not so suddenly affect

these delicate organs as it w^ould do were not this thin non-

conducting film spread over them; their action is, theielore,

less liable to be deranged.

Recent accurate experiments shc^v that all liquids con-

duct to a certain extent, tiiough in many instances to a far

less extent than what we see in the case of solid bodies.

Among different liquids, difierence in conducting power has

also been discovered.

If the conducting power of liquids is small, that of gas-

eous bodies is still less perceptible. In these, as in liquids,

the mobility of the particles is so great that heat is readily

How can it be proved that tho w.-mn water floats r)n tlic surface of thnt

which is cold ? What is the effect of applying heal lo ihe lop, to I'ao mid-

dle, and to the bottom of a vessel containine water ? What ativaiuage is

taken in the vcgetalile world of the non-conattCtinc power of water f Do
all liquids coiuluct heat { Are there differences in theur condttctiiigpower

!
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PROPAGATION OF HEAT IN GASES

d iflused thiongh them. Thus, ifwe take ajar, ^
iP*%g. 53, containing oxygen ga«» and place a
piece of burning sulphur in it on a 8tand»a>the
vapor which rises from the sulphur moves in a
current to the top of the jar» and then descends

in beautiful wreaths of smoke down the sides,

preciselyrepresentingthe circulatorymovements
of liquids.

.

The Tentilation of buildings and mines, aad
the proper construction of furnaces and chimneys, depend
upon these principles. .

By taking advantage of the non-conducting power of air,

rooms may be kept warm with a small consumption of fuel,

by furnishing them with double windows. A stratum of

air, two or thxee inches thick, intervening between the win-
dows, eflectually cuts oBT the passage of heat. It is upon
tbe same principle we explain Count Rumford's experiments
in relation to the conducting power of cluthing ; he &und
that when the same fibres are used, the apparent facility

-with which they transmit heat depends on the closeness

with which they are packed : the non-conducting power of

air is here evidently called into play, and the fibres act by
preventing the production ofcurrents. In the case ofsheep

or other animals, which during the winter season aie cov-

ered with a thick coat of wool or fur, it is the non-conduct-

ing power of the included air which is again brought into

operation.

LECTURE XV.

Radiation.—Prr/tmtwary Idem on Radiant Heat*—
Analogieswitk Light,—Effect ofSurfaces,—BjAaJtUms

betweenJieuiiation andReflecHon,—TheFlarentine Ez'
^ periment,—Tke CMray ExperimmL—Opacity of
} Glass to Heat Its increasing Transparency as the

' ^"Temperature rises.—Properties of Rock Salt,

But, though gases are T)afl conclnrtors oflirat, tliev free

By iRrlmt nrarets is heat difllused through gases ? What is the use of
doiililo %\»tui<)ws? What connection has tlio non-conducting power of air

with Co\int RtimfonVs rxpcrirnrTits ? in the economy of animals, what ad«
vaiitage is taken o£ these pniici^ica ?
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68 NATUSB OF RABIANT HBAT.

ly allow of its transmission by radiation. A person wBo
atands at one side of a fire receives the heat of it, althougli
no currents of warm air ean reach Mm. In a vacuum, a
piece of red*hot metal rapidly cools.

The heat which, under these eircnmstances, escapeafxom
bodies is entirely invisible to the eye ; it moves in stiaig^ht

lines, exhibiting many ofthe phenomena oftjie rays of iig^ht.

Thus, ifwe interpose between a fire and a thermometer aa
opaque screen, the moment the rays oflight are stopped the
heat is simultaneously intercepted.

The rays of heat, like the rays of light, are capable of
being refleeted by polished metallic surfaces. If a piece of
planished tin be held before a fire in such a position as to
reflect the light of it upon the face, the heat, also, is simi*

larly reflected, and gives rise to a sensation of warmth.
The analogy between light and heat is farther observed

when rays of the latter fall upon bodies ofa diflerent phys-

ical constitution from the metals. As glass is transparent

to light, there are many bodies transparent to rays of heat^

though, as we are presently to find, these bodies are not the

same in both instances. And as there are substances, like

lamp*blaek, which will absorb all the light which impinges
on them, there are many which perfectly absorb heat : re*

flection, transmission, and absorption are there&re common
to both these agents.

Ifwe take two metallic vessels ofthe same size and shape,

and having blackened one of them all over with the smoke
of a candle, fill them both with hot water, and notice their

rate of cooling, it will be seen that the blackened one cools

cal stein, upon which^ it can rotate: at a iiitle distance is

Do gases iransrait radiant heat ? How ra?> it be prove d that radinnt heat
moves in straight lines T Is it cspiible of reflt ction ? Are there anv sul).

stances transparent to radiant hrat ? Aie these the same bodies that ait
transnarent to light ? Of two suiiaces, one polislted «ad tho otbei Uscksih
ed, which radiates heat beat ?

Fig. 54. faster ; the same thin^rnay

be observed if, instead oi

blackening the vessel, it is

covered witli la} ci s of var-

nish. Tliese results may be

proved by the aid of Leslie's

canister, which consists of

a cubical brass vessel,

Fig. 54, set upon a verti-
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VARIATION or SURFACE RADIATION. 69

placed the blackened bulb of a difTerential thermometer, d;
a mirror, M, receives the rays of the canister and reflects

them on the thermometer. One of the vertical sides of the

cube is left with a clear metallic surface, a second washed
over with one coat of varnish, the third with two, and the

fourth with three coats ; if these sides be presented in suc-

cession to the thermometer, they will be found to radiate

heat with very difierent degrees of speed, more heat escap-

ing from them as the number of coats is increased. In the
experiments of Melloni, it was found that the maximum was
not attained until sixteen coats were applied.

•These results can only be explained on the principle that

radiation does not take place from the surface of bodies

merely, but from a certain depth in their interior.

A highly-polished metal is a bad radiator, but on rougheh-
ing the surface, its quality is improved. As a general rule,

good radiators are bad reflectors, and good reflectors are bad
radiators.

"When rays of light, diverging from the focus of a concave
parabolic mirror, impinge on the surface, they are reflected

in parallel lines ; when parallel rays fall on such a surface,

they are reflected to its focus. Thus, if from the point, a.

Fig. 55, the focus of a parabolic concave, cf, rays diverge,

they will be reflected in parallel lines, c g, d h, e ijflc, and
if at these points they be intercepted by the mirror, g k,

ihey will be reflected to its focus, b.

Now, as the laws of reflection of radiant heat are the same
as the laws of the reflection of light, it is plain that if we
place any incandescent body, such as a red-hot cannon-ball,

in the focus, a. the heat which radiates from it will finally

be found at the other focus, b.

This is beautifully illustrated by an experiment known
under the name of the experiment with conjugate mirrors.

In the focus, a, Fig. 55, of a parabolic mirror, c f, place a

red-hot cannon-ball, and in the focus, b, of a second mirror,

g k, set opposite, but twenty or thirty feet ofi*, place a piece

When successive layers of varnish are put on a surface, what is their ef-

fect ? When is the maximum reached ? What is the explanation of these

results ? What is the general connection between radiation and reflection 7

When rays diverge from the focus of a concave mirror, what is their path

after reflection ? When parallel rays fall on a concave mirror, what is their

path after reflection ? When a hot ball is placed in the focus of one of the

mirrors, to whai point does ila heat converge ? Describe the Florentine ex-

periment represented in Fig. 55.
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of phosphorus, a screen intervening between. As soon M
the ariaugemeata are completed, remove the scieen, and in

a moment the phosphorus takes fire. That this eflect is due
to the leiiecting action ofthe mirrors, as has been described,
may be proved by removing the minor, cf^ when it will be
found that the phosphorus can not be lighted, even though
the ball be brought within a very short distance of it.

This striking experiment proves, first, that the rays of
heat move in straight lines, like those of light ; and, second,
that in the same manner they are subject to the ordinary
laws of reflection.

A variation of the foregoing experiment may be made hy
usbg a snowball instead of the cannon-shot, in which case
a thermometer placed in the focus of the opposite mirror
will exhibit a reduction of temperature. Fiom this it was
at one time supposed that there existed rays of cold precisely
analogous to rays of heat, and that they observed the same
law as respects the rectilinear nature of their movement,
and were also subject to the law of reflection ;

but, as we
shall see when we come to speak of the Theory of the Ex-
changes of Heat, a simple explanation of the whole result

can be given, without implying the existence of a principle
of cold analogous to the principle of heat.

Let it be now supposed that in the focus of the mirror,

g k, Fig, 65, the bulb of a delicate thermometer is placed,
and in the focus ofthe other mirror, c /, a metaliitic mass, a,

^'^J^enmerit prove ? When & snowball u used
uiBtead of a hot shot, what u the x«siilt ?
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Jtk^ ten^ntuie of whioh we can yaxy at plammre. fia-

iween. the mimes let these be interposed a scieen of tians*

parent plate glass ; and let us farther suppose that the tem^
peratare of a is 212^, or considerahly below the point at

which it is visibly red hot. Under these circumstances the

thermometer exhibits no rise of temperature so long as the

glafis intervenee, bat the moment it is removed the heal

paases.
A piece of transparent glass is there&xe opaque to the

rays of heat which come from a non*luminouB source.

Liet us now suppose that the temperature ofthe metalline

mass, a, continually rises. When it has reached a red heat,

a certain proportion of the rays emitted by it begins to pass

through the glass, as is shown by their e&ei upon the ther* ,

mometer. When the mass is visibly red hot in the daylight,

the rays go through the glass more readily, and when it has
become white hot, or has reached the highest temperature
we can give it, the glass transmits the rays with facility.

These facts axe of the utmost importance. They show
that bodies transparent to light are not necessarily trans-

parent to heat, and, therefore, tli it light and heat are sep-

arate and independent agents. They farther show that, as

reflects glass, its trmisparency for heat difiers with the tem-

perature of the source from which the rays come.

There is a certain well-known substance, rock salt, with
which, if we could obtain plates large enough to intervene

^mpletely between the two mirrors, a difierent series of re-

sults would be exhibited. Whatever might be the tempera-

ture of the source, whether low or high, the rays would pass

it with equal freedom. The warmth of the hand and the

ravs fiom melting iron would go through it alike. This
substance, therefore, is permeable to all kinds of heat, as

glass is permeable to all kinds of light. It constitutes the

true glass for heat.

The great conclusion which we draw from the experi-

ments just described is, that there are different varieties

ofradkifU heat. Some of them can pass through glass,

and some can not. Hereafter we shall see that the intrin*

» Whal is the relation of glass to radiant heat of low intensity? What
eliuigi^s take place in the trammissiTe power of the glam as the temper^
ature rises? How arc ihfse facts connected with t!ic physical iiidepend-

eiiCo of (i?ht and heat? What arn the proorrtif s r-f mrk sail? Why i«i it

the giass ot heat? What general conclusion i::^ diuwn from the ioicgomg

fttBtsT
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sic ditierences in radiant heat are due to the same eaiuw
which gives difierent colors to light.

LEGTUJEIE XVL
Theo&t op the Exchanges of Heat.— Physical Tnde'

pendence of Light and Heat.— Theory of Mxchajiges,—Explanation of the Cold Ray Experiment.— Wells's
Theory of the Detc.—Cold on Mountain Tops,—Con-
duction a Form of Madintion,— Tempera$ure of the
Sun,

The earlier writers on chemistry supposed that if light

and heat are not the same principle, they are mutually con-
VL i tibie

; that when the rays of light fall on any object and
warm it» they do so because they become extinguished and
changed into heat.

But there are many facts which militate against this doc-

trine. A vessel containing hot water radiates heat, and that
heat is totally invisible in a dark room, nor can it be made
to assume the luminous condition, even though concentrated
by large concave mirrors.

'

lu addition, as we have already shown, the relation of
trans])aicncy lor tkese two agents is not the same. A piece
<jf sin ok y quartz, or dark-colored mica, of such a degree of
opacity as scarcely to admit a ray of light to pass, is freely

traveibtd by radiant heat.

Thsoet op the Exchanges of Heat.

The theory of the exchanges of heat, comprehending: an
expiaiiation of a great number of the phenomena we ordina-

rily witness, depends upon the following principles : It as-

sumes, 1st, that all bodies, no matter what their temperature
may be, are constantly radiatinoi- heat at all times ; 2d.

That the rate of radiation depends on the temperature, in-

creasing as the temperature rises, and duninishing as it de-
clines.

What arc the varieties of rndi mt heat due to? What relation was for
metiy •upposed to exist between light and heat ? Can rays of heat exist
wilbcmt being viaiblaT Can light exist anaccompanied by heatT WhaJ
other eridence have we of the phj«ieal independence of these aceBtet (k
vrhat do^ the iheoiy of the exchanges of heat depend 7
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Thus the various objects around us are constantly emit*

ting caloric, the warm bodies to the cold, and the cold ones

to the warm. A mass of snow and a red-hot cannon-baU
respectively give off heat, the ball emitting it in great quan*
titles, ajid the snow in less. And even when adjacent bod-

ies have reached the same thermometric pointy they stili con-

tinue to exchange heat with one another.

Upon these principles, we can readily account for the fact

that bodies of different temperatures at first, finally come
to an equilibrium. If an ignited cannon-shot be placed in

the middle of a large room, it radiates its heat to the ceiling,

the walls, the floor, and the various objects around
;
they

also radiate back again upon it ; but, from its elevated tem-
perature, it emits its heat faster than they, and therefore

gives out more than it receives. Its temperature constantly

descends, and continues to do so until it receives just as

much as it gives, which takes place whei^it has reached the

Eame degree as the objects around
;

for, other things being

equal, boidies at the same temperature radiate with equal
Bpeed.

The process must, however, stop as soon as that equality

of temperature is attained; for, if we suppose the shot to

cool below that point, it would evidently begin to receive

more heat from the objects around than it gave forth, and
the excess accumulating in it, its temperature would at once
rise.

^

When an cquiUbrium is obtained tlic process of radiation

still contiimes, but the exchanges arc c(|ual. Two lighted

candles placed together do not extinguish each other, or

cease to exchange light with each other, nor do two bodies

equally warm cease, Tor that reason, to exchange heat In
a room, therefore, in wliicli every thin": has the same tem-
perature, ravB are continually cxchan^^iiiir, but each object

maintains its own temperature, because it receives as much
as it gives.

If a red-hot ball and a thermometer bulb are placed near

one another, the bulb receives more heat from the ball than
it gives to it, and its temperature therefore rises ; but if a
thermometer bulb and a snow-ball are placed in presence

Do bodies at the same tcmperoture still radiate ? Describe the proceas
H Moling ofaa inmaideaeeiit body. When doet the detG«iit oftemperatoift
r.nase'' V^'Ticn, an equilil ridin is obtained, what is the rate of excnangea?
DMcri^ the acikm in tbe G»e of a red-hot bail and a theroKMBeter bulb,

D
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of ono anotlier, the bulb, he'iu^ the hotter Lody, gives mora
than it leceives, and its temperature therefore descends.

This is the explanation of the experiment with the conju-

gate mirrors. That experiment, as was observed, afford no

proof that there are rays of cold : the e£ect is due to tha

fact that a mutual exchange is going forward between the

two bodies, ami tlie temperature of the hotter descends. The
mirrors, of course, take no part in this phenomenon ; their

olhce is merely to direct the path of the rays, as has been
explained.

On the principles ofthe radiation of heat is founded Weils '§

theory of the dew. After the sun goes down of an evening,

drops of water condense on the leaves, grass, stones, and
other objects exposed to the air. It was once a question

whether this dew descended in the iorm of a light shower,

or ascended from the ground. There are also certain cir-

cumstances apparently very mysterious attendinc^ its forma-

tion : the dew rarely falls on a cloudy night ; it also appa-

rently possesses a selecting power, depositing itself on somt

bodies in preference to others. The lliuory of Dr. Wells fur-

nishes a beautiful explanation of these curious facts. During

the day, the various bodies on the surface of the earth, re

ceiving the rays of the sun, become warm; but at nightfall,

when the sky is unclouded, they begin to cool ; lor, the pro-

cess of radiation continuing without any source of supply

• their temperature must descend. "While the sun shone they

received as much heat from him as they gave forth to the

<(ky, but when he sets the supply is cut off, and they there

^re cool ; and as there is always moisture m the air, theii

-WTiperature descending, by-and-by the dew point is reach-

ed
;
they become cold enough to condense water from the

burrounding air, and this is the dew. And as dilierent bod

ies, according to the roughness or physical condition of theii

surfaces, radiate with different degrees of speed, as Leslie's

canister proves, some of the objects exposed to the sky cool

rapidly, and are covered with dew ; but with others the dew
point is never reached : hence the apparent selectincr power.

When there is a canopy of clouds over the sky, dew can not

form, for the cloud radiates to the earth as much as the

Describe the action of a snow-ball and a thennometer bull). How is thif

eooBiCtad with the cxpcritnent with conjui^t6 m^nDrtt Uvi'^* wiuit eir*

tkia opiftUk th» ««iooiing powtr of bodii t
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eartli radiates to it : the exchangees are equal, and the equi-

librium is maintained ; but if the cloud disappears, the heat

of the surface of the ground escapes away into the regions

of space, and is lost ; hence cloudy nights are wamii and a
clear is often a frosty night.

For similar reasons, mountain tops are always colder than
alleys. In a valley, the radiation is obstructed by the sides

of the adjacent bills, but oa the top of a mountain the free

exposure to the sky pennita of nneheelced radiation.

It has already been observed, that eondoction is only a
form of radiatroii. In its onlinaiy acceptation, the term eon
duction implies passage from particle to particle, by reason

oftheir being in contact ; but we have proved that the con*

atitution of matter involves the existence of interstices, and
that heat can only pass from among these by radiating aerosc

the interstices ; b^nce the term interstitial radiation.

An interesting conclusion may be drawn from the oondi

tiona of the passage of radiant heat througli glass. We have
seen it is necessary that the heat should come from a sourcs

of very high temperature to pass this medium with facility.

Now the heat of the snn passes with the greatest freedom,

as is well known when we stand before a window through

which the sun shines. In the focus of a convex lens of

glass exposed in the sun's rays^ bodies may be readily set on
fire. We infer, therefore, that the temperature of the sua
is very high, a result which is coxrobofated by proo& drawn
fnm other sctenoes.

'

LECTURE XVII.
»

Or Imm^ Sources of Light. -^The Sun,—Incande"
seenee.-^Combustion,—Diferent Colors of Lights.—^

Shadows.—Conditions of the Inte7isity of Light.

PhUometers^ Rumford's, Ritchie's, and the Extinction

of Shadows.— Velocity of Light.—Law of Reflection.

^Refractions—Burning Glasses.

The phenomena of radiant heat lead us by imperceptible

steps lo the phenomena oflight. In treating ofthe former.

How (lnf»8 it explaia the action of clouds ? Why i<? it colder on mount
ains ihan in vaUeys ? What is m«anl by mierstitiai radiatioa t What con

eloMa OHV be dm«a as letpeeu tlM tsopsiatm of tht sen t
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we have in many cases drawn illustrations from the latter ;

autl, indeed, there are facts in relation to caloric which ;t

id absolutely impossible to understand until we comprehend
the aualojrous lacts iu light.

Light may be artificially produced by many difTerent pro-

cesses, such us the ignition of solids, combustion, and phoa-

phoresceucc. Any solid, if sufficiently heated, becomes lu-

inujuus , combustible gases tal.e ilre at a certaui tcm])erature

iu the air ; and the diamond \\ lU Limt a phosphoresceiit glow
in a dark place, alter it has been exposed to the day.

It is, however, to the sun that we are chieliy indebted.

The quantity of light turmshed by him infinitely exceeds

that of all other natural and ai uiicial sources, and its brill-

iancy is so great liiat the electric spark alone rivals it.

When the temperature of solid substances is raised to

lOOO*-' Fahrenheit, tliey begin to be luunnoiis in th« day-

light, or, as it is termed, are visibly red-iiot. It requires a

far jiigher temperature to render a gas incandescent. This

may be shown liy holding a piece ot thin platina wire in the

cm rent of hot air wiiich rises irom the apex of the flame of

a lamp ; the air is not visibly ignited, but the platina wire

instantly becomes red-hot, showing the great difference in

this respect between this metal and a gas.

Difiereiit vapors and gases evolve diiierent quantities of
light when ignited. The flame of burning hydrogen is

icarcely visible in the daylight ; that of alcohol is but little

brighter
; but, under the same circumstances, sulphuric ether

Fif,S6,
emits much light. Ifwe take a glass

of the form Pig. 56, consisting of a

bulb, a, and curved tube, b, and, hav-

ing filled the bulb with ether, cause

it to boil by the application of a lamp,

c, the ether may be set on fire as it is

forced out of the vessel by the pressure

of its vapor. It bums in a beautiful

arch of great brilliancy ; but if we substitute alcohol for

ether, the light becomes quite insignificant.

The light which is emitted by lamps and candles is, how-
ever, in reality, due to the disengagement of solid matter.

Mention some of the sources of light. At what temperature do solids be-
come incamtlesocnt f In the oombostion etmjton and gases, ia than any
difTrTrnrr m ifir nmonrt of lijht rmittcd ? How may this b« illustrtttll

f

To vviiai CAUM Hi9 we to ittributo thf liybt ttttTVfti by tftipft md Mttiltft
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The coxistitoeiitB the gat wliidi piodiioei the flaiiMi m
caxbon &iid bydiogen obiefly ; of iheod, the Utter is the
more combustible, and is first burned; fi>r a moment, there-

fore, the carbon exists'in a solid form, in a state of extremt
•nhdivision, and at a high temperature, but being in oon<

taiet with the external air, it is immediately eonsnmed.
Artificial lights difier in color. If alcohol be mixed with

eommon salt and set on fire, the flame is of a yellow tint

;

if 'With, horacic acid, it is green ; ifwith nitrate of stiontian

it is red. It is upon these principles that the art of pyro-

techny depends.

From whatever aonroe light may come, it exhibits the
same physioal properties. It moves in straight lines. When
it impinges on jpolished metallic saifaces, it is reflected ; on
dark surfaces, it is absorbed ; on transparent surfaces, as
glass, it is transmitted. In Uie last case, it is firequently

forced into a new path, as we shall presently see, and then
the phenomenon takes the name of refraction, because the
ray is broken from its pmrntive course.

There are two difievent kinds of opacity, black and white

;

chavHMd is a black opaque substance, earthen^wace is opaque
white.

The shadows formed by opaque bodies arise from the in*

'

terception of light in its rectilinear piogress. They may be
of two difierent kinds, the common and geometrical ; the

tomer arises from a luminous surface, the latter from a lucid

point ; the former consists of two portions, the umbra and
pemanbra ; in the latter, the passage from total darkness to

hght on the side of the shadow is abrupt, and without the
intervention of any shade.

The illuminating power of a light depends upon several

oonditions. As the distance increases it becomes less, the

efieet being iirveisely as the square of the distance ; that is.

St two feet it gives only one fourth of what it would do at

One, at three feet only one ninth. The absoLate intensity

of the light also dettmnines th e result ; ihus» there are flames

that are very brilliant, and others that are paler : the mag-
nitude of the luminous surface is another of these conditions.

The absorbent effect exerted on the passing rays by the air,

How may mriificwl yellow, green, and red lights be made? In whal
ccnrir does light move? What is meant Ity llie rpflertion, ahsorptiivi, frms-
m.siiiiuii, and refraction of U^ht? How many kinds of opacity are th^^re!

Wli^ is the difference between common and gecnietrical shadow* t WhM
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or medium tniTmed, another ; ai is also the direct orbUiqne
manner in which the rays are received on the ^*^«y"jfjgj^
surface. * -

'

Of Puotometbss and the Measurement op laisi

The methods resorted to for the measurement o( ik^^
tensity of lijjht are very inferior to those for heat.

arc not absolute, but comparative measures. Three areia
common use : tiiey are known as Rumlbrd's method, Riicl^,

ie's method, and the method of extinction of shadow!. ^; -

Rumlbrd's method depends on the principle that of tw©
hfrhts, the most bnUiauL will cast the deepciit shadow. If,

therefore, the hghts to be compared are made to cast shad-

ows of the same opaque bod v. side hy side, upon a piece of

paper, the eye can, wilhont diilicnlly, determine which of the

shadows is darkest, and the light which casts it being moved
to a greater distance, or the otlier beini; ijrought nearer,

Avhen the two shadows are of precisely the same depth, the

distances of the lights irom the })a})er will indicate their

relative illuimuating power; thus, it one is twice as far oii'

as the other, its intensity is four times as great.

liitchic's photometer depends on the equal illuminatiuu

oi surfaces. It con-

sists of a box, a b,

six or eight iiiciies

long, and one broad

and deep- 57,

ill :lic iii;udie of

which a wedge of

wood./c i:, is placed,

with its angle, c, up-

ward. This wedge is

covered with white

paper, neatly douh-

led to a sharp line at c. In the top of the box there is a
conical tube, with an aperture, (U at its upper end, lu which
the eye is applied, and the whole may be raised to any suit-

ahle height by means of the stand, c. On looking down
through having previously placed the two lights, mn, the

intensity of which we desire to d(>termine, on opposite sides

of the hex, they illuminate the })aper surfaces exposed to

them, and the eye sees both those surfaces at once. ^
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chaaging the position of the lights, we eventually make them
niuminate the surfaces equally, and then, measuring their

distances from their illuminating powen are as the squares
of those distances.

In both this and the preceding iqethod, a difficulty arises

wHen the lights to he oomparfid are of difieyent tints. To
some extent, this may be avoided hy placing in Bitchie's in-

strument a colored glass sXd.-
. The thiid method, that of extinotioa of shadows, is much
more exact, difievences in* the color of the lights even senr*

ing to give greater accuracy. It depends on the following

principle. If a light is made to throw the shadow of an
opaque ohject upon a white screen, there is a certain distance

at which, if a second light he brought, its rays, illuminating
the screen, will totally obliterate all traces of the shadow.
It has been fi>und that eyes of average sensitiveness fail to

distinguish the effect ofa light when it is in presence ofan-
other sizty*four times as intense. The precise number varies

'with different eyes, but to the same eye it is always the
same. If there be any doubt aa to the perfect disappeax*

ance of the shadow, the receiving icieai may be agitated

or moved a little. This brings the shadow, to a certain ex-

tent, into view agun. Its place can then be traced, and on
ceasing the motion the disappearance verified.

ITIThen, therefoie, we desire to measure the relative intens-

ities of lights, we have only' to determine at what distance

they will extinguish a given shadow. Their intensities are

as the squares of those distances. This is the method by
which I determined the amount of light given off by ignit-

ed solids at various temperatures, as will be hereafter men-
tioned.

Light does not move from point to point instantaneously,

but at a rate which is measurable. From certain astro-

Domical facts, it appears that the velocity is about 192,000

miles per second.

When a ray falls upon a polished surface it sufieis reflex-

ion, and when it falls upon a transparent medium it under-

goes tefraction.

It is in consequence of this that convex lenses converge

the rays ofthe sun, and so produce a high temperature. In

"WViat (Vifnrtiliy is cnconntcrrd in these methods? On whnt principle

^8 the method hy extinction ot shadows depend? Describe the process.

At whit nto 4s«s light mant
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'f -an

this application they are called

burning glasses, and, until the
invention of the Voltaic pile

and oxyhydrogen blowpipe,

presented the most energetic

means for elevation oftemper-
ature. If made of thin and
pure glass, and of a diameter
of from one to three feet, these

lenses will efR^ct the instan-

\
taneous fusion of most earthy

and metallic bodies. Even
the most fixed metals volatil-

ize at the focal point.

LECTURE XYIIL

TdB Cotmrrnrma or Solab laaBT.—Newtm*s Dimov-
The Solar Spectrum.—Order qf, the Ihtensitf

of Light.—IHUfHlmbimi of Hmt.—The Chemical Ef-
feee8.—IH^ribiutian of Chemical Power.—Fksed Line$,

Sir Isaac Newton first succeeded in proving

the compound nature of light by the aid of a very

simple instrument, a glass prism. It consists of

a piece of glass having three sides, Fig. 59, a a,

and is usually mounted on a brass stand, 5, with

a ball and socket joint, c, which allows us to

place it in any required position.

Let the shutters of a room be dosed, and
through an aperture in one of them*
suitably situated, let a beam ofthe son
enter,'jPi^ 60, a. It puisnes, of course,

a straight path, following the dotted

line, a e. Now let the prism interpose

in the position, 6 c, so as to intercept

completely the ray. This goes no longer
to but IS bent out of its course^ luid

moves in the direction

Two strikinff iaots axe now to be te«

Wbat an fantniDg glasses ? Desenbe tbe prism. State the eHect whick
mvMwiMnsiagrpMMs thioui^tlio prina.
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THE SOLAR SPECTRUM. 81

m&Tked : first, the ray a is refracted or broken from its path

;

a.nd« second, instead ot" forming on the surface d, upon which
it falls, a white spot, an elongated and beautifully-colored

imag'e is produced. These colors are seven in number: red,

orange, yoilow, green, blue, iiidip^o, violet. The separation

of these colors from one auotiier is> designated by the term
Dispersion.

-X e"wton has shown that white light consists ci t h( v:i: >

o\is-co\ored rays blended together; and their sepaiiituni m
tVie case before us is due to the fact that tii'^ pn^m ic;ia.cts

tlicTii nii'jqua] ^y. On exn rjjinijji: tlie positiou of the colors,

m t lu-ir i"L'ij.tJuu to the puiiiL c, lu which they would a.^ liuve

gone had not the prism intervened, it is ascertained that the

led is least disturbed or refracted liuui its original patii, and
the violet most ; for these reasons, we call the red the least

ref rangible ray, the violet the most refrangible, and the yel-

low iiUoruicdiately.
*

That the mixture of these colored rays reproduces wluio
l\g\it, may be proved by resorting to any optical contrivance

which will reassemble tUcui ail in one point ; that point

will be perfectly \\ InLe.

Let 7: T, Fin. 61, represent the spectrum which is given

\>\ a .-niilpt iiii alter ii- jiassage throuffh a prism, and c the

puiut lu u iiich it would Lave gone had not the piL-iii inter-

vened ; the order of the colors commencing vviih fv.^

n

that which is least distuibcd lioni Us path, or near-

est to is as follows :

Red,
Orange,
Yellow,*
Crccn,
Blue,
Indigo,

Tiiese colon gradually blend into each other, bo

ftoiX, their boundaries can not be traced ; and in-

iitetd ofa eiioular spot, which -would have resulted

fi|id Ihey gone forward to e, they are dilated out, so as to

^§ah!^ to elongated figure with parallel sides ; at the two ex-

Itemtttes the light fades gradually away, so that we can not

•traae its ITmTt with prcKjision.

•»«^Wh;a is meant hy refrjiotion I W h;it liy dispersion I W jiat ^,c\vt<m*s

theory of Ihc con^trtntwm of l»«ht ^ W hich is the least, and which the n^'^st

refrangiWe ray ? Hf v lji ^ ^oes white light consist / W
I is tb« ord«r of

"''''^>f£«oliQii? Wk«(i$ ihp ^ "\rs of th«8j)fctnua? v ,-
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Besides this difieTeiiee of color, tlie light diflefs in intria*

sic brilliancy in the diiferent spaces. Thus, if we receive

the gpectrom on a piece of finely-printed paper, we can read

the letters in each color at veiy diBerent distances. In the

yellow region the light is most brilliant, and there we caa
read farthest. From this point the light declines in brill-

iancy to the two ends of the spectrum, its intensity in the

colored spaces being in the following order

:

Yellow,
Gteen,
Orange,
Red,
Blue,
Indigo,

Violet.

Sir W. Herschel discoveredi while using large reflecting

telescopes, that the calorific rays of the sun pass with difi^r*

ent degrees of facility through colored glasses, and was led

to examine the temperature of the colored spaces of the so-

lar spectrum, to see whether the intensity ofthe heat follows

the intensity ofthe light. It was reasonable to suppose that

the yellow space, being the brightest, would be also the hot-

test He therefore placed delicate thermometers, in

^ the various colored spaces, and kept thein in these

spaces until they had risen as high as the ray could

Ittittg them. The thermometer t^. Fig., 62, had
risen the least, and in succession, t, g, y, o, r; that
which was immersed in the red bein^^ the highest.^

It thus appears that the distribution of heat in

the colored spaces of the solar spectrum is not the
same as the distribuflon of light ; that the yellow
ray, though it is the most luminous, is far from being
the hottest, and that the intensity of the heat stead-

ily increases from the violet to the red extremity. ^

But this is not all : he farther found, that if a tiiermom-
eter be brought out of the red region in the position a;, be-

yondnhe limits of the spectrum, and where there is no light

whatever, it stands higher than any of the others. From
this a inost important conclusion may be drawn, that the
light and heat existing in the sunbeam are distinct and in-

How may the illuminating power be determined ? ^\^lat is the order of
illuminating power ? Describe the ducoveiy of Sir W. Herschel. Is the
distribution of heat in the spectruai tho wbm w the distribution oi light?
What fact indieatfls tbsl the lifhl end heat ate oepexate and independent
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EAY8 or OHBMICAL ACTION. as

dependent agents, and that by sach procMes as we am eon.-

sideTing Ihcy may be perfectly separated from each other.

It "was diflcoTOted by some of the alchembts, centimes

SLgo, that the chloride of ttlver^ a substance of snowy white
neu, turns black on exposure to the light. More recently^

a .great number of such bodies have been found—bodies

wlueh change, with greater or leas rapidity, under the influx

en.ce of this agent. The iodide of sUver, which forms the

basis of the process known as the DaguerreoQfpe, is such

;

and a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen gases in equal yol«

nmes, though it may be kept unchanged fq^ a great length

of time in the dark, explodes violently on exposure to the

sunshine. In the same manner, changes take place in a
great variety of organic compounds ; the most delicate veg;

etable hues are soon bleached, and, indeed, a ray of light can*

searcely fall on a surface ofany kind without leaving traces

of its action.

If a piece of paper, spread over with chloride ofsilver, be
placed in the solar spectrum, it soon begins to blacken. But
it does not blacken with equal promptitude in each of th?

eolored spaces ; the efiect takes place most rapidly among
the more refrangible colors, and especially in the violet re*

gion. As in the case ofheat, the efieet extends far es.

beyond the limit of the spectrum, and where the

eye can not discover a trace of light.' - We may be

led, therefore, to conclude that there exists in the

sunbeam an agent 'capable of producing chemical

effects, which exerts no action on a thermometer,

which can not be perceived by the eye, and which,
therefore, is neither heat nor light.

By placing mixtures of chlorine and hydrogen
in small viaU, and immersing them in the colored

spaces, we can readily determine the place ofmsx-
imum action,and the distribution of the chemical in-

fluence throughout the spectrum. In this, as inthe

former instance, the greatest efiect is found among
the more refrangible colors, and from that point

diminishes toward each extremity ofthe spectrum.

"WImt ( hanRCS doers chloride of silver undergo in the sunshine? When a
mixture of chlorine and hydrogen is exposed to the sun, what occurs ? How
dora light change vegetable colon ? Which ray danLens the chloride of
silver most? What proof have we that another agent exists in the sun's

rays besides light and heat ? What ray affjBCts the mixture of chlonne and
hydrogen moti powerfully ?
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When tlM aperture which admits a ray of light into tlie

dark xoom. Fig* 60, is a narrow fissure or slit, not more than
the one thirtieth of an inch in width, the spectrum whicH
u formed hy the aotioii of a prism is crossed by great num-
lieva of bla^ lines. These always are found in the same
podtiOB, as respects the colored spaces, and, from the in-

vuiability of that position, are much used as boundary

maiks. They are designated by the letters of the alphabet*

and their relative magnitude, with their poiitioa» is givoain
Fig. 63, oa the pievioiu page.

Wave Tiieory of Light.—Proofs of the Existe7ice oj the

Ether.—Light consists of Waves in it.— TJie Ethereal

J^artides inovc hut little.—Distinctio7i hetivceii Yihra

tion and Undulation.—FresneVs Theory of Transversa
Vibrations.— Transverse and Normal Waves,—Brill

iancy of Light depends on Amplitude of Vibration.

Thb cause of light is an undulatory movement taking

place in the ethereal medium. That such a medium ezista

thxoughout all space, seems to be proved by a niiinber of as*

tronomical £ut8. It exerts a resisting agenoy on bodies

moving in it. From its tenuity, we should Bcarcely expect

that it woidd impress any disturbance on the great planetaiy

masses ; but on light, gaseous cometary bodies, it produces

a perceptible action. The comet ofEncke, with a period of

about 1200 days, is accelerated in each revolution by about
two days ; and that of Biela, with a period of 2460 days,

is accelerated by about one day. As there is no other oh*

vious cause for these results, astronomers have very gener*

ally looked upon them as corroborative proofs of the exist-

ence of a resisting medium, that universal ether to which to

many other facts point.

In this elastic medium, undulatory movements can be
propagated in the same manner as waves of sound in the

air. It is to be clearly understood that the ether and light

are distinct things ; the latter is merely the efieot of move-

Wh«t «r» the €z«^ tinetr How are these lines designated, and what It
their use 7 What proofs have we of tae existence of aa •thcreal mdiQiaf
Whal m Uie xviatoiMi betwaen the ether and li^?

LECTU&B XIX.
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MECHANISM OF* WAVES. 85

tnents in the former. Atmospheric air is one thing, and the

sound which traverses it another. The air is not made up
of the notes of the gamut, nor is the ether composed of the

seven colors of light.

Across the ether, undulatory movements, resembling, in

many respects, the waves of sound in the atmosphere, trav-

erse with prodigious velocity. From the eclipses of Jupi-

ter's satellites, and other astronomical phenomena, it appears

that the rate of the propagation of light, or the velocity with
•which these waves advance, is 192,000 miles in a second.

We are not, however, to understand by this that the ethereal

particles rush forward in a rectilinear course at that rate

:

those particles, far from advancing, remain stationary.

If we take a long cord, a Fig. 64, and having fastened

it by the extremity, 6, to l^.ei.
a fixed obstacle, com- r
mence agitating the end, a, ^ _ - ^1

a, up and down, the cord

will be thrown into wave-

like motions, passing rapidly from one end to the other.

This may afford us a rude idea of the nature of the ethereal

movements. The particles of which the cord is composed

do not advance or retreat, though the undulations are rap-

idly passing.

So, too, if in the centre, c, of a surface of water. Fig,
65, we make a tapping motion with the f^. G5.

finger, circular waves are propagated,

which, expanding as they go, soon reach

the sides of the vessel which holds the

water. A light object placed on the sur-

face is not violently drifted forward by

the waves, but remains entirely motion-

less. We see, therefore, that there is a
wide distinction between the motion of a
wave and the motions of the particles among which it is

passing They letaiu theii places, but the Wave flows

lapidly f^ward.
A distinction is to be made between the words vibration

and undulation. In the case of the cord. Fig. 64, the vi-

Al what rate is light propnsratfd Do the ethereal particles move forward

at that rale ? How may the raoveraents of ethereal waves be represented

by • cord? Vkmwaiim$\ittmMaiSuA^
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bntioa is lepme&ted by the movement exerted by the hand
at the free extieiiitTt a; the undulation ii the wave-like
motion that passeo iloog the cord. In the case of the wa*
tet. Fig' 65, the Tibration was represented by the tappipg^

motion of the finger, the unduhition by the resulting wave.
We therefore see that these stand iu the relation of cause
and efTect : the vibration is the cause, and the undulation

the effisct Thioughout the ethereal medium, each particle

vibrates and transmits the undulatory efieot to the fi^'^M
next beyond it.

In the same way a« a vibrating cord agitates the sm>
founding air, and nukes waves of sound pass through it, so

does an incandescent or shining particle, vibrating with pro*

digious rapidity, impress a wave-like movement on the ether,

ai^ the movement eventually impinging on the eye is what
we call light.

To refer again to the simple illostration given in Fig, 64

:

it is obvious that there axe an infinite variety of directions

in which we may vtfavate that cord or throw it into undula-

tions. We may move it up and down, or horizontally right

and left, and also in an infinite number of intermediate di*

lections, eveiy one ofwhich is tiansvene, or at right angles

vetse to the course of the ray ; and in this it difiets from
the movement ofsound, in which the vibrations are normal,

that is to 6ay,exeettted in the direction ofthe resultingwave^
and not at right angles to it.

This great^dtsoovery of the tmsverse vibrations of light

was made by*H. FkesneL It is the foundation ofthe whole

Uieory of optics, and ofiis a simple but briUient explana-

tion^ofso n^ny of the phenomena of li|^t, that the undula-

toty theoiy is by many writeis designated the Tvbobt or
Tbaiisvbrsb VmaaTioNB.

It may, however, be remarked, that though light consists

What is the distinctton bttWMn vilMnOioiia Mid midulations ? Row doit

t What ia implied by term theoiy of tiancrene vtbrmliotw ?

to the length of the

cord, as a a, 6 6, c ^
&c., Fig, ee. This is

the peculiarity of the

movement oflight. Its

vibrations are trans*
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COLO&S DEFEND ON WAV£-L£N6TU. 87

of rays originating in these transverse motions, it is not im-

possible that there may be other phenomena which corre-

spond to movements in other directions. To those move-
ments our eyes are totally bUnd, and hence we can not

speak of them as light. In the same way there may be
motions in the air, due to transverse vibrations, but to them
our ear is perfectly deaf But it is not improbable that God
has formed organs of vision and organs of hearing in the

case of other animals upon a dili'ereut type; eyes that can
perceive normal vibrations in the ether, and ears that can
distinguish transverse sounds in the air.

Li|2:hts difler from each other in two striking particulars—brilliancy and color. These are determined by certain

affections or qualities in the waves. Ou the suriacc oi water

we may have a wave not an inch in altitude, or a wave, as

the phrase is, "mountains hicrh,'* Under these circum-

stances, waives are said to diher m amplitude
;
and, trans-

ferring this illustration to the case of light, a wave, the am-
plitude of which is great, impretoses us with a sense of in-

tensity or brilliancy, but a wave, the amplitude of which is

little, is less bright. The brilliancy of light depends on the

magoitude of the excuxaiou£ of the vibrating particles.

LECTURE XX.

Ways Thbort of Light.—Colon of Light depend upon
Wave Lengths,— iTiterference of Sounds^— Young*

s

Theory of Jnteiference ofLight,—Condition of Inter-

ference,—Eixplanation ofLights and Shades in Shad-
ows.

By the length of a wave upon water, we mean the dis-

tance that intervenes from the crest Fie-^'

of one wai'e to that of the next, or a h
from depresaioii to depreasiou. Thus, s^.^x"''' "^^.^^^^^^^

in Fig. G7, from a to b, or, what is d ^

the same, from c to d, coustitutes the wave length.

In the ether the length of the waves determines the phe-

Are other motions possible ? What ii meant by the amplitude of warea f
On what dow tba briUtaniiy of light depend? mat ia meant by the laAftli

«f a wavet
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mymenon of color ; this may be rigorously proved, as we
skalt BOon see, when we come to the methods by which phi-

losophers have determined the absolute lengths of ondula-

tions. It has been found that the longer waves give rise

to red light, the shorter ones to violet, and those of interme-

diate magnitudes the other colors in tiie order of their Te-

irangibility.

Two rays of Kght, no matter how brilliant they are sep-

arately, may be brought under such relations to one another

as to destroy eaoh other^s eSeet and produce daricness. Light

added to light may produce darkness. Two soimds may
bear such a relatioa to each other that they shall produce

silence ; and two waves, on the surface of water, may so in-

terfere with one aopther that the water shall retain its hor>-

izcHital pontion.

Take two tuning ibrks ofthe same note, and fasten by a
little sealing wax on one prong of each a disc

of card-board, half an inch in diameter, as seen

Fig. 68, a. Mdce one of the forks a little

heavier than the other, by putting on the end

of it a drop of the wax.
Then take a glass jar, b, about two inches in

diameter and eight or ten long, and having
made one of the fiuiks vibrate, hold it over the

mouth of the jar, as seen at d, its piece of card-

board being downward ; commence pouring water into the

jar, and the sound will be greatly re-enforced. It is the

column of air in the jar vibrating in unison with the fiork,

and we adjust its length by pouring in the water ; when
the sound is loudest, we cease to pour in any more water,

the jar is adjusted, and we can now prove that two sounds

added together may produce silence.

It matters not which fork is taken, whether it be the light

or the loaded, on making it vibrate and holding it over the

moutih of the resonant jar, we hear a uniform and clear

sound, without any pause, stop, or cessation. But if we
make both vibrate over the jar together, a remarkable phe-

nomenon arises, a series of sounds alternating with a series

of silences ; for a moment the sound increases, then dies

What is the connection between color and wave-length ? What is mewA
hyihc interference of Vi^hta or uf sounds? Give nn illustration of the in*

terforoncc of sounds. Wiwl it lh» d»net«r of tba sound whu4^ the ;t:

sonaai jar emiU ?
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away and ceases, then swells forth again, and again declines,

and so it continues until the forks cease vibrating. The
lenjjth of these pauses m^y be varied by putting more or

less wax on the loaded fork ; and as wc can see that even
during- the j

ienods of silence both forks are rapidly vibrating,

the cxpermieat proves that two sounds taken together may
produce .silence.

Under these circumstances, waves of sound are said to in-

terfere with each other, and in like manner interference takes

place among the waves of light. We can gather an idea

of the mechanism by considering this case in waves upon
water, in which, if two undulations encounter under such
circumstances that the concavity of the one corresponds with
the convexity of the other, they mutually destroy each other's

effect.

If two systems of waves of the same length encounter
earh other after having come throiin;h paths equal length,

they will not interfere. Nor will they interfere even thourrh

there be a diiVerence in the length of these paths, ]uo-

vided that difference be equal to one whole wave, or two,

or three, kc.

But if two systems of waves of equal length encounter

each other after having come through paths of tmecjual

length, they will interfere, and that interference will be com-
plete when the difierencc of the paths through which they

have come is half a wave, or l ^-, 2^, 3^. \'c.

These cases arc respectively shown at a b, and c d. Fig*
69, at the point of encounter, ;/ ; in the Fig,&.

first instance, the two sets of waves are ^ x a
in the same phase, that is, their con-

cavities and convexities respectively ^^^^^b
correspond, and there is no interfer-

ence ; but \\\ the second case, at the

point of encounter, x, the two systems
are iu opposite phases, the convexity

ot the one corresponding with the concavity of the other,

and interference takes place.

Upon these principles, we can account for the remarka-

ble results of the following experiment : From a lucid point,*

W>iy nre tVi^re pauses in it? At the time of these pmifses, are the forks

ibraiing \ When two waves upon water encounter each other, under what

dfcuniUBeM willthey inteiiew ? When systems ofwaves ofequal len^
encounter one saolher,when do thqri ud when do they net, intsktooT
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Fig. 70, -which may be formed by the rays of the tun
70. converged by a double convex iena of

short focus, or by 'passing a snnbeam
^ through a pinhole, let rays emanate.
0 and in them place the opaque obeta-

e cle» a which we wiU suppose to be
a cylindrical body» seen endwise in the
figure ; at some distance beyond place
a screen ofwhite paper, c cl, to receive

^ the shadow. It might be supposed

that this shadow should be ofa magnitude included between
X ?/, because the rays, s a, s b, which pass the sides of the

„^ obstacle, impinge on the paper at those points. It

- ' might farther be supposed, that within the space xy
the shadow should be uniformly dusky or dark

; but,

^ on examining it, such will not be found to be the

f case. The shadow will be found to consist of a se-

ries of lio^ht and dark stripes, as represented in Fig.

71. liL its middle, at e, Figs. 70 and 71, there is a

white stripe ; this is succeeded ou each side by a dark

oiic , this, .irrniu, by a bright one, and so on aUernatcly.

Upon the luiJulalor)" theory, all this is readily explaiiicJ.

Sounds easily double round a corner, and are heard thouGrh

au obstacle intervenes. AYaves upon water pass round to

the back of an object* on which they impinge, ajid the uudu-

iations of light in the same manner flow round at tiie back

of the ]jiece of wire, a b, Fi^. 70 ; and now il is plain that

two series ot' waves which liLivii })as&cd IVorn tlie sides of the

obstacle to ilie nuddle ot ils shadcnv, that is, along the lines

a e^b c, have gone through ])allis e i cquul length, and, there-

fore, when they encounter at the pomt thej wiii not in*

terfere, but exalt each other's effect.

But, leaving this central pouU, r, and passing to/", it is

plain that the systems of waves which have come through

the paths a f, b /, have come through diUerent distances,

for hf is longer than a f; and if this difl'erence be equal to

the length of half a wave, they will, when they encounter

at the point /, interfere and destroy each other, and a dark

stripe results.

Describe the experiment represented in Fig. 70. Is the resuiung shadow
uniformly dark? At th« central point oftM shadow, is it dark or light ?

Ilxplain the cause of tliis central Ufht space, and of the alternate daik and
Ught ones on «ach aide of it.
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Beyond this, at the point g, the whycs from each side of

the obstacles, a g, b g, again have come through imequai

paths
;
but, if the diiierence is equal to the lengtii of one

whole wave, they will not iateiiere, and a white stiipe re-

sults.

Reasoiiinfr in this manner, we can see that the interior

of such a shadow consists of illuminated and dark spaces

alternately : illuminated spaces, when the light has come
through paths that are equal, or that difier from each other

by 1, 2, 3, 4, . . &c., waves ; and dark, when the difference

between them is equal to h, 1.^, 2k, Sh, . . &c., waves.
That it is the iiiieriereoce oi the hght coming from the

opj)osito sjJes of the opaque object which is the cause of

these phcijorncna, is pruved by the circumstance tliat if we
place an opaque screen ou one side of the obstacle, so as to

prevent the hght passing, the iringea all disappear.

LECTURE XXI.

W&yE Tbeobt of Lioht.—Measurement ofthe Length oj

a Wave ofLight*—Lmgth differsfor different Colors.—Measurement of the Period of Vibrations.—Nature
ofPciarized Light.—Fldne, Circular, and SUiptuxd
Polarized Light.—Rejlection, Eefraction, and Mswp-
tion of Light.

The experiment, Fig. 70, may enable us to determine

the length of a wave of lifrht. This may be readily done
by measuring the distances af and bfy or from the sides of

the. obstacle to the first bright stripe from the central one,

for at that point the diilc rcnce between those two lines, a f

and h f, is equal to the length of one wave. luight em-

ploy the second bright stripe ; the diHerence then would be

equal to two waves
Farther, li, instead of using ordinary w^hite light, radia-

ting from the lucid pomt, s, we use colored licrhts, such as

red, yellow, blue, &c., in succession, we shall hnd that the

W lmi IS «he length of the paths of the waves which go to the illuminated

pnna. and of those wbicb go lo the dark ones t How ean it be proved thel

the waves from the opposite sides of the obstarlr interfere? How, by thi

•rraagement, we measure the length of a ware of light 7
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wave lencrth determined by the process just explained dif

fers lii each case ; that it is greatest in red, and smallest io

Violet light. By exact experiments made upon mothoda
more complicated than the elementary one hero given, it

has been fouii i that the different colored raya of light hare
waves of the ibiiowing length :

Wave Lengths of the Differmi Colon of lAgkt.

The English inch is supposed to be dividGd into ten mill-

ions oi equal parts and of those parts the wave ieuglhs are

:

Forrcdlidit . . . . 25G For blue 196
•* orange 240 " indigo 185
« jttUmr 227 viotot 174
" grata 211

III tliii iiiaiiner» it is proved that ih^ difforent ooikni of
light uiBe in the ether fioom its being thvown inta warn
of different lengths.

Knowing the rate at which light is propagated in a seo*

ond, and 2ie wave length &r a particular color, we can
readily tell the number of vibrations executed in a second,

fiar they plainly are obtained by dividing 192,000 miles, the

rate of propagation, by the wave length. From this it ap>

pears, that if a single second of time be divided Into one
million of equal parts, a wave of red light trembles or pul-

sates 458 millions of times in that inconceivably short in*

terval, and a wave of violet light 727 miiUons of times.

In speaking of the constitution of matter in Lectures 1.

and II., I had occasion to allude to the amazingly minute
scale on which it is constructed. The remarkable &cts we
are now considering are a monument to the genius ofNew
ton and his successors, Ibr they ^ive us a just idea of the
scale of space and time upon which Nature^arries on her
works among the molecules of matter.

Common light, as has been said, originates in vibratory

motions taking place in every direction transverse to the ray.

With polarized light it is difierent ; to gather an idea of the
nature of polarized light, we must refer once more to the
cord. Fig. 66, which, as has been said, serves to imitate

common light when its extremity is vibrated vertically, hor*

When different co\on of light are osed, are the wavM found to be of equal

tengthf Wins it the langth of • wa^ «»f red rnsA ofTioiet light respeetivo-

ly ? How can we ascertain the number of vihnitioiis in a second ? On the

iindiilatory theory, in what direction do the ethereal particles vibrate in th«
ease of commoa light 7 What is the case in po arized light ?
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izontally, and in all intermediate positions in rapid succes-

eioii. But if we simply vibrate it up and down, or right and
left, then it imitates pohinzcd light ; polarized light is, there-

fore, caused by vibrations tiausversc to the ray, but which,

are executed in one direction only.

There is a certain gem, the tourmaline, which serves to

exhibit the properties of polarized light. If we take a Ihiu

plate of this substance, c d, prop-

erly cut and polished, and allow

a l ay of light, a h. Fig. 72, to ^
fall upon it, that ray will be free-

—
ly transmitted through a second
plate if it be held symmetrically
to the first, as shown at cf; but if we turn the second plate

a quarter round, as seen at g h, then the light can not pass

through . The rays of the meridian sun can not pass througb
a pair of crossed tourmalines.

The cause of this is obvious: ifwe take
a thin lath or strip ( f pasteboard, c cZ, Fig.
73, and hold it before a cage, or grate, a 6, ^
it will readily shp through ^\ hen its plane

coincides with the bars ; but if we turn it

a quarter round, as at cf^ then of course

it can not pass the bars.

Now the plate of tourmaline, Fig. 72, c d, polarizes the

light, a b, wliich falls upon it, that is, the waves that pass

through it are vibrating all in one plane. They pass, there-

fore, readily through a second plate of the same kind, so

long as it is held in such a way that its structure coincides

with that motion, but if it be turned round so as to cross

the waves, then they are unable to pass through it.

There are many ways in which light can be polarized

:

by reflection, refraction, double refraction, &c. The result-

ing motion impressed on the ether is the same in all cases.

Light modified as just described is designated plane po-

larized light ; but there are other varieties of polarization.

If the end of the rope, Fig. 66, be moved in a circle, circular

Waves will be produtied, imitating circularly polarized light

;

and if it be moved in an ellipse, elliptical polarized light.

Describe the optical properties of the tourmaline. Give an illustration of

fK^ phenomenon. What is the cause of the action ofthe second tourmaline
rViTr^ Mf iiT un '^omc of the methods by -which li^rht may be polarized.

Wiwt It circukrly poUrized light 7 What is cliiptically poUriawt light T
,
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94 LAWS OF REFLECTION AND REniACTlOll.

The undiilatoty theory of light gives a dear account of

the ordinary phenomena of optics. The general law under
Fig. 74. which light is reflected from polished surfaces

fa IS a direct consequence of it ; that law is

:

that the angle, d ch» Fig. 74, made by the

reflected ray, d c, with a perpendicular, c 6,

drawn to the point c, at which the light im-

pinges, is equal to the angle, acb, which the
' incident ray makes with the same perpendic*

ular, or, as it is briefly expressed, the angles of incidence

and reflection are equal to each other, and on opposite sides

of the perpendicular."

By the aid of this law, we can show^he action ofreflect-

ing surfaces of any kind, and discover the properties of plane

and curved mirrors, whether they be concave or convex,

spherical, elliptical, paraboloidal, or any other figures.

From the undulatory theory, the law of the refraction of

light also follows as a necessary consequence. It is :
** in

every transparent substance, the sines of the angles of in-

cidence and refraction are to each other in a constant ratio

and by tlie aid of this law we can determine the action of

media bounded by surfaces of any kind, plane or spherical,

concave or convex. It explains the action of lenses, and the

construction of refracting telescopes and microscopes.

Sir Isaac Newton*s discovery, that ^vbite light arises from

the mixture of the different colored rays in certain propor-

tions, explains the cause of the colors which transparent

media often exhibit
;

thus, if pflass be stained with the oxide

of cobalt, it allows a blue liglit to pass it, and upon such

principles the art of painting on glass depends ; different

colors being cominunicated by dillerent metallic oxides.

The cause of tiiis effect is readily discovered
;

for, if we
make the light which enters a dark room, as in Fig. 60,

pass through such a piece of stained glass before it goes

throiitrh the prism, and exanime the resulting spectrum, we
find that several rays are wanting in it ; that the glass has

absorbed or detained some, and allowed^ others to traverse it.

A piece of blue glass thus suffers most of the blue light to

pass, but stops tlie green, the yellow, he. But it is also to

be observed, that the light which is transmitted by any of

What is the general law of reflMtion ? What it the law of the nfraction
of light'' ^^'h•lt IS !hr rausr nf tho rnlor': of transpgWaBt netlM? Jo tkie

lifhi traaaiiu((e<i Utirough tU«a« coiorsd media pure ?
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F&ODirCTiON OF LIGHT. 95

tliese colored media is not pure, it is contaminated with
oilier tints ; the blue glass, lor instance, does not stop aJl

tlie rays except the blue ; it allows a large portioa oi the

red to pass, and hence the light it transoDts is more or lea
compound.

LECTURE XXn
PjBtOBucTioN OP Light.— By Incandescence.— Potnt qZ

tohich Bodies are Red Hot.— All Solids shine at the

same Degree.— Golan Emitted,^JRaie of BriUiancy.—Nature of Ilamei.—Fhosj^ktn'escence.— ConirUM
by Temperature,

A THEORETICAL explanation of the chemical action of

lig'hl must depend on the views entertained of the nature

ot" that agent. In a series of memoirs, published in the Lon-
don and Ediubvirgh Philosophical Magazuie between the

years 1847 and 1651, 1 have investigated the circumstances

iHidcr which light arises by artificial processes, and shall

here proceed to detail the chief results.

There are three general processes by which light is ob-

tained artificially: 1st. By the ignition of bodies ; 2d. By
their combustion or burning ; 3d. By phosphorescence.

Ist. Of the Production ofLight by Ignition.—All solid

substances shine when their temperature is raised to a cer«

tain degree. The point at which this oeenrs has been vari-

ously estimated. Sir Isaao Newton places it at 635^;
Davy, at 812^ r Wedgewood, at 947^ ; Daniell, at 980^
By taking advantage of the improved means which the pres-

ent state of science offers, I found that for platinum it is

977'', or, if Laplace's coefficient of dilatation be used in the

calculation, 1006^.

By inclosing a number of difierent substances with a mass

of platinum in a gun-barrel, the temperature of which was
gradually raised, it was found, on looking down the band,
that they all commenced to shine at the same moment, and
this even though, as in the case of lead, the melted condi-

tion had been assumed. I therefore infer that all solids and
liquids begin to shine at the same degree ofthe thermometer.

WhatUUMUiofMsUurtofi^aUioal J>o all aubsuuicet shiiM ml Ummm
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96 V LIGHT BY COMBUSTION.
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' The color of the light which the ignited substance emits
depends upon the degree of heat to which it is exposed.
Making due allowance for the physiological imperfectiona

of the eye, there can be no doubt that the first rays which
appear are the red, and as the temperature is made grad-
ually to go up, the yellow, orange, green, blue, indigo, and
violet are emitted in succession. At 2130^ all these colors

are exhibited, and from their commixture the substance ap-

pears wUite hot. ' —
It may therefore be inferred, that as the temperature of

an incandescent body rises, it emits rays of light of an in-

creasing refrangibility. • ^"'^ t

By the aid of the method of extinction of shadows it wae
proved, that as the temperature of an ignited soHd rises, the

intensity of the light increases very rapidly. For example,
platinum at 2600^ emits almost forty times as much iight

as it does at 1900°, as the following table shows:

. Intensity ofLight emitted by Platinum at different
' Temperatures,

Tetnperikture oT tbe Phtinam. Intenoity ofiU Light
» 980° . . . 0 00

1900 . . . 034, jj l^)

2015 . . . 0-62
2130 . . . 1-73
2245 . . . • 2-92
2360 . . . 4-40
2475 . . . 7-24
2590 . . . 12-34

From a parallel series of experiments, in which the heat
radiated by the ignited platinum was measured, a striking
analogy between the two agents appears. Thus, if the
quantity of heat radiated by platinum at 980° be taken as
unity, it will have increased at 1440° to 2-5

; at 1900° to
7*8

;
at 2360° to 17 -8 nearly. The rate of increase is, there-

fore, very rapid, as in the preceding case.

. 2d. Ofthe Productimi ofLight by Combustion.—It has
been long known that all common flames are incandescent
shells, the interior of which is dark, and it has been sup-
posed that there are certain flames which emit particular
rays only, but an examination by the prism showed that in
every flame every prismatic color is found. The red which

What is the order in which the colored rays are emitted ? At what iili
does the brilliancy of the light increase ? Does the same hold good for tilt

radiaiit heat ? What is tUa condition o the int^ior of a flame f
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UGHT BY coMBmrioir. or

burning cyanogen, and the blue whusJi biuning sulphiv
©nilts, arc compound colors.

By burmng solid carbon m oxygen gas, it appeared that

tliere is a conneclion between the refrangibility of the light

wliicli a burning body yields and the intensity of the chem-
ical action going on, and that the reirangibiiity always ia-

Cieases as the chemical action increases.

From this it appears liiat i lames, such as those of lamps
and candles, consist of a series of concentric and diilerently

colored shells, the most interior one beiiif,'' red, and haviiit: a
torn|)erature of U77'^. Upon this, m succession, are placed

orange, yellow, green, blue, mdigo, and violet shells. The
flame, looked at directly, appears to yiehl white light, be-

cause of the commixtare ol these rays
;

but, on being sub-

mitted to the action of a prism, they are separated irom each

other, and their individual existence proved. If, therefore,

we could isolate a horizontal section of such a. £amet it

would have the aspect of an iris or rainbow ring.

Upon the pnucipie that, the more energetic the chemical
action, the higher the refrangibility of the light emitted, we
may explain, without difficulty, the colors which difierent

flames present. The red tints predominate in the £ame of

burning cyaaogeii, because in that gas there is an element

wholly incombustible—the nitrogen. This, as it is set free,

•uts ofTthe free access of the air, and the burning goes on

tardily—very much in the same manner as in an oil lamp to

which the air is imperfectly supplied. On the other hand,

carbonic oxide buiiis blue, because of the small quantity of

air required to carry it to its maximum of oxydation. The
color of flames depends, therefore, on the completeness or in-

completeness of the combustion ; this principle readily ac-

counting for those cases in which means are used for retard-

ing or promoting the rate of burning, as where an atmos-

phere of oxygen is used, or air introduced into the interior

of a iiame by means of a blowpipe, the bright blue cons

arising in this latter instance bcin^ a striking indication of

the increased rapidity of combustion.

There is, therefore, a direct connection between the ve-

hemence with which cheimcal affinity is satisfied aud the

refrangibility of the resulting light. If, as there are many
reasons for supposing, ail chemical changes are attended by

'VSTiat is the p,tn;rMro of a flmrae ? Explain the cmid of the ©olomal
Cames. Why is ihe blowpipe coBe bluet
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08 PUOSPUOKESCENCB.

vibratory movements ol the particles of the botiie J ena^aged

it might well be anticipated that these vibrations should in

crease m liec^uency as the action becomes iriDre violent.

But it IS to be remembered that an increased frequency of

vibration is the same thing as an increased relVanf^-ibihty.

3d. Of tJie r roduction of Li^IlL by JPhosphorcsce7ice.—-

All solid substances, except the metals, possess the properly

of Bhiiiing after they have been exposed to the sun. In some,
the eilect lasts but ior a moment ; in others, it is of loiifrex

duration and considerable splendor. Among the best phos-

phori may be mentioned the sulphurct of barmm, tbe sul-

phuret of calcium, certain varieties of liuor spar, and of dia-

mond. Phosphorescence has generally been regarded as

unattended by the emission of heat.

By suitable experimental arrangements, I ascertained that

the best phosphori, when at their maximum of glow, do not

increase in volume by so much as the yyJo^Q part ; but that

there is minute expansion can not be doubted, sitice, when
means sufficiently delicate are resorted to, a feeble rise of

temperature can be detected. The intensity of the light

disengaged is to some extent deceptive
;

for, by resorting to

the method of the extinction of shadows, it was shown that

a fine specimen of chlorophane, at its maximum (d bright-

nesB, yielded a light three thousand tinier Icbs mtenbe than
the flame of a very small oil lamp. - -/i

The quantity of light a substance can receive when ex
poeedto the sun depends upon the temperature. The colder

the phosphorus is/the more brightly will it subsequently
ihine. If kept hot during its exposure, it w ill not shine at

^
all. If a diamond placed upon icc is sulunitted to the sun,
and then brought into a dark room, the temperature of whieh
is- 60^, for a time there is a glow, but presently the ligiit

declines and dies out. Let the diamond now be put in

water at lOC^
;
again it shines, and again its light dies away.

If it next be removed from that water and suffered to cool

and then be reimmersed, it will not shme again ; hut if the
WtterTje heated to 200°, and the diamond be dropped into

it, a^ain it glows, and again its litrbt dies away There is,

iMlifaora eorrespondence between the light sli&enEMed
the ttettp^ applied. v'^^Ww^l^

_\>/hm it the connection between chemicui uiiiuiiy and rpfr'tngibil#|jl
muit substances exliibit phosphorescence ? Do phosphoraittD* bodies ei <

paiid ? Vnmt is the actual intensity of the ]^^jjl^mMfiX^h i ii is p .
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The phenomena of phoBphofeioence may all be explained
on the principles of the theoiy. of undnlations ; fi>r from a
shining body undnlations are propagated in the ether, and
these, impinging on a pbosphoreacent surface, throw its mole-
enlee into a vibratoiy movement. Theie, in their turn, im-
pieaa on the ether undulations ; but, by reason ofthe di£er-

ence of its density, compared ynth. that of the moleculesi

they do not lose their motimi at once, but it continues for a
time gradually declining away, and ceasing when the vis

viva of the molecules is exhausted.

We may therefore abandon expressions derived from the
material theory of light, such as the adsorption and subse-

quent emission of the luminous agent, and conclude that,

whenever a radiation falls upon a siurface of any kind, it

throws the particles thereof into a state of vibration, as when
a stretched string is made to vibrate in sympathy with a
distant musical sound. This view includes at once all the

fmciM of the radiation of heat and the theory of calorific ex-

changes ; it also offers an explanation of the connection ofthe

atomic weights of bodies and their specific heats. It sug-

gests that all cases of the decomposition of compound mole-

enles, under the influence of light, is owing to a want of

oonsentaneousness in the vibrations of the impinging ray anC
those of the molecular group, which, unable to maintain it^

self, is broken down, under the periodic impulses it is receiv*

ing, into other groups, which can vibrate along with the ray

LEOXU&E XXIU.

Chemical Actiobt of Light.—Action of Natural arid At'
tijicial Lights.'^Prelimimiry Absorj^tioTc.—Change in

the Ray,—Necessity of Absorption.— The Daguerreo-

type.—Explanation of the I*rocess.—Its Imperfectums

.^Otlier Froceues.
•dp* K . i .

• • .

•
^ When a solar spectrum falls^ upon paper covered over

llitlii chloride of silver, the chloride turns black in the more
isfimig^ble regions. The darkening eiiect of light was

'n to the alchemists. The bleachiuf^ action on vegeta-

have been observed from the earliest times,
> ^ —:

• — '



10( CHEMICAL ACTION OF LIGHT.

but it is only recently that the phenomenon has been mors
particularly investigated.

From whatever source it may be derived, light exerts

chemical action. The moonbeams are sufficiently intense

to give copies ofthat satellite on sensitive surfaces, as I found

in 1841. Lamplight and other artificial lights are often

peculiarly energetic. These decomposing effects, take placo

on those portions of the substance only on which the rays

actually fall. There is no lateral spreading, nothing analo-

gous to conduction.

When a sensitive substance receives light for a short space

of time, no change takes place, the rays are being actively

absorbed ; but as soon as that preliminary absorption is over,

they act in a manner which is perfectly definite
;

if, for in-

stance, it be a decomposition they are bringing about, the

amount of decomposing effect will be precisely proportional

to the quantity of rays absorbed.

When a beam from any shining source causes a decom-
posing effect, it is always itself disturbed ; the medium
which is changing impresses a change on the ray. Thus,

a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen unites under the influ-

ence of a ray, but that portion of the ray which passes

through the mixture has lost the quality of ever bringing

about a like change again.

When a beam from any shining source falls on a change-
able medium, a portion of it is absorbed for the purpose of
effecting the change, and the residue is either reflected or

transmitted, and is perfectly inert as respects the medium
itself

No chemical effect can therefore be produced by such
rays except they be absorbed. It is for this reason that wa-
ter is never decomposed by the sunshine, nor oxygen and
hydron^en made to unite ; for these substances are all trans-

parent, and allow the rays to pass without any absorption,

and absorption is absolutely necessary before chemical ac-

tion can ensue.

But with chlorine the case is very different. This sub-

stance exerts a powerful absorbent action on light ; the ef-

fect takes place on the more refrangible rays ; when mixed

Give examples of the chemical action of light. Do artificial lights posse«a
that property ? What is meant by preliminary absorption ? What chuigo
is impressed on the ray ? Does the ray undergo absorption 7 Why can not
water be decomposed in the sunshine f



PHOTOGENIC PORTRAITS.

witl\ Kydrogen and set m the ligiit, it mutes with a violent

•xplosion.
Ttie ])roce«s of the Daguerreotype is contlucled as follows:

A. piece ul silver plate is brought to a hi^li polish by rub-

l>ing' it with powders, such as Tripoli and rotten-gtone, every

care being taken that tiie surface shall bo absolutely pure

and cleau, a condition obtained in various ways by dilferent

artietSf as by the aid oi alcohol, dilute nitric acid, &c. This

plate is next exposed in a box to tlie vapor which rises from

iodine at cominuii temperatures, until it has acquired a gold-

en yellow tarnish ; it is next exposed, in the camera obscuia,

to the images oi Llic objects it is designed to copy, for a suit-

able space of time. On being removed from the instrument,

nothing is visible upon it ; but on exposing it to the fumes
of rnercury, the images slowly evolve themselves.

To prevent any farther change, the tarnished aspect of

the plate is removed by washing the plate in a solution of

hyposulphite of soda, ami finishing the washing with wa-
ter : it can then be kept tor any Icuglh ot lime. •

Several importanl improvements on the original process

have been made: 1st, bv exposing the plate, after it has

been iodized, to the vMpor of bromine, or chloride of iodine,

whicii gives it a ^\olldel^'ul t^erisi bility ; 2d, by gilding the

plate, after the other operations are eoni])lete, [jy tlie aul of

a mixture of hyposulphite of ^ic^da and chluiide of gold ; this

acts like a variu&h, iastening Uiu |)icture, and giving it a

more acrreeable yellow tone.

The art of taking portraits from the life, which has now
become a branch of industry, was invented by me soon aftei

the Dasruerreotype was known in America ; at that time,

this, wluch is by far the most valuable a|)|jlication of the

chemical agencies of light, was luuke*] upon in Europe as

entirely beyond the powers of this proc^^sa ; but subsequent-

ly great improvements in it have been ipade. My memoir

descriptive of the art may be seen in the London and Ed-
inburgh FhilosophicaL Magazine (September, 1840), and

the facts are also specified in the Edinbicrgh Review (J an-

uary, 1843), in which the discovery is attributed its proper

source, the author uf this book.

"VMiy do cultjruu? an d hydrogen explode ? Describe Uie pi«N of th«

Da^erreol^rpe. Are the images vitilit* at first 7 By what metm •^^^
firniTL^ht o\u Haw i«i the picture preson'ed from laitllflC ohtflf ' Jtf^tt*

tion mom* ol lbs Utei uspjrov«iiMa*iS of the jfiowM,
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tOS OHBMIOAL ACTION OF LIGHT.

When a beam falls upon the surface of a Bagueimilypa
plate, it oommunieates to the iodide of silver a tendency to
decomposition, but iodine is neyea set free because of the
metallic silver behiad. On exposing a surface disturbed in

this manner to the vapors of mercury, entire deeompositioa

ofthe iodide ensues, its silver unites with the mercuiy, form-

ing a white amSjlgam, and the iodine corrodes the metallic

silver behind. The utmost care must be taken in all Da-
guerreotype processes to have no vapors of iodine, or bro-

mine, or chlorine about the camera or other apparatus ; they
possess the quality of effacing the effects of light, and the

oiost common source of failure among Daguerreotype artistS'

10 due to neglecting this precaution.

There are some important difficulties to which the Da-
guerreotype is liable. For taki|ig landscapes it is not avail-

able. Green and red colors impress no change upon it

The order of coldrs and light and shadow is sot, therefoie,

strictly observed. :

There are many other photogenic processes now known

:

several ha^re been invented by Mr. Talbot ; among them
may be mentioned the calotype. Sir J. Herschel, also, hss

discovered very beautiful ones, and these possess the great

advantage over Daguerre's, that they yield pictures upon
paper. In minuteness of effect they can not, however, be
•ompared to the Daguerreotype.

LECTURE xxnr.

The Chemical Action of Light.—Fixed Lines.—Pte-
• phorescence.—Decompnntion of Carbonic Add.—Spec-

tral Impressions.— Ejjevts nf Air^plifude, Frequency,

and Direction^—Came of Chemical JJecom^posilions by

lAght,

Thb fixed lines discovered in the luminous spectrum, ss

represented in Fig. 63, also occur in the impressions left

npon sensitive surfaces on which the qpectrum is received,

;
la tfut pnxjcaa, is iodine 8«t fnt> ftom the plate? With what does the

iodine unite under the infltirnr.e of the mercurial vapor? Why is not the

jy^0|iW<eoty^e applicable to landscapes X Mention other processes of pbo-

%ilBia dimwins* Cantli«lixtdliiiMb«dipiotedonteBaitiTOimi&o«!
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CHEMICAL ACTION OF LIOHl*. 108

AS was discovered by M. Becquerel and myself about the
B&me time (1842). In this instance, however, they are far

more numerous, and occur in groups of many hundreds be-

yond the visible linaits of the violet rtiy.

It has already bren mentioned that light causes the phos-

phorescence of most bodies. Thus, if oyster-shells be cal-

cined with sulphur and exposed to the sun, they shine for a
considerable time after in the dark. Nor does it require

til at the time of exposure should be protracted ; the flash

oi an electric spark is sufficient. But, what is very remark-
able in this case, the rays which excite the phosphorescence
can not pass through a piece of colorless glass ; to them it

la quite opaque. The experiments of Mr. Wilson show that

a great number of bodies not commonly su|)])oj:;ed to be phos-

phorescent are so in reality ; that for a icw nioineiils after

they have been exposed to the sun, they emit a phosphores-

cent light. Thus a sheet of writing paper, on which a key

had been laid, having been exposed for a few moments to

i.lie sun, ou bemg tsnddenly removed to a dark room, emitted

a pale light, the 8hadow of the key being perfectly visible.

£ven the haird, alter being dipped in the sunshine, emitted

subsequently licrht enough to be visible in a dark place.

The various ])riru'iples of which we have been speaking

exert no ordinary control over the phenomena of the natural

-world. Thns it is to the influence of light that the vegeta-

ble world owes its existence ;
lor plants can only obtain

carbon from the air while the snn is shining on them, and
it is of that carbon that their Bolid structures are chiefly

formed. It has been a question to which ray this efiect is

due ; but in 1643 1 proved that it is the yellow light which
is involved. Dr. Priestley discovered that the leaves of

plants will effect the decomposition of carbonic acid gas un
der water ; and on immersing tubes filled with water hold

ing this gas in solution, and containing a few green leaves,

I found that at the blue extremity of the spectrum no effect

whatever took place, while decomposition went on rapidly

in the yellow ray.

ronnected with the minute changes of surface which

are ciiected when the different radiant principles fall upon

bodies, as in the instance of the Daguerreotype, we may
here allude to the formation o[ spectral impressions^ which.

What is Mr. WwUon's experiment ^ What r^y efTscte tiw dMonpotitioa

•f carbonic acid? What are sp«otraI uspreAsioas ?
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tlioiigh invisible, may be brought ont by pioper prooeiaet,

Oiic of these I deecribed several years ago. Take a piece

of polished metal, glass, or japanned tin, the temperature of
which is low, and, having laid upon it a wafer, coin, or any
other such object, breathe upon the surface ; allow the breath

entirely to disa|)pcar ; then toss the object offthe sovface and
examine it minutely ; no trace of any thing is visible, yet a
spectral impression exists on that surface, which may be
evoked by breath upon it. A form resembling the object

at once appears, ajid, what is very remarkable, it may be
called iorih many times m succession, and even at the end
of rnanv months. Other instances of the kind have subsb-

(juentiy been debcnbed by M. Moser.

On the Cheucal Action o7 Light.

In considering the action of a ray of light upon a decom*
posable body, there are three different points to be discussed,

80 far as the ray itself is concerned : 1st. To what extent,

and in what manner, is the result affected by the intensity

of the ray ; ^. c, by the aynplitude of the vibrating excur-

sions ? 2d. How is it affected by XhQ frequency ol t 10 pul-

satory impressions ? 3d. How by the direction in which
the vibrations are made, as involved in the idea ofpulariza-

tioa?

Ist. By means of buming lenses I found that it is not the
intensity of a beam which determines its decomposing pow-
er, and that we can not produce greater effects by concen'

trated light than we can by the appUcation of the simple

sunbeam continued for an equivalent period of time. Nor
can Bttch optical contrivanceis ciiect the decomposiliou of bub-
stances on which a feeble beam hits no action.

2d. Rays of the highest rcfrangibilii y, and, therefore, of

the most frequent vibrations, commonly liave the greatest

activity. On the number of impulses a ray can communi-
cate ill a given period (it time, depends its })ower of destroy-

ing the coiislitntion oi' any irroup of atoms. And the phe-

nomena of interiereuce arisni rr from liio superposition of

wave motions occur exactly as rni^dit liave been predicted.

3d. Th» direction of wave motion as involved in the idea
of polaxizatioii, whether plane or circular, seems to exert uo
efieot.

— —

—

How far floes the chrmiml action nf a ray drpiMid on amnlitude ' How
Isr Ml wave-leo^h or frequency 7 How iar on the polaiizM condition ?
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- XlwIvpaQediate cause of the deoonqptiiUkMi of i^bstances
by the igfjAty of light is, that the xsys fbrcing the material

pWtiolM OBKvhieh they fall into a state of rapid, Tibration,

in amMf mnpoimd iBfilieoiilefy^l(»-MB^ can no
longer exist together asibe same greufylbeeause of the im-
possibilityefthW bwny annaaated by cotispiringmetHBi^and
ctiiilocatiott, mmaigmeBtt or decompoutioa is the result.

LECTURE XXV.

Electricity.—Pir.s/^ Obsrrvatio?is in Electricity.—De-
scription of Electrical Jfr/dunes.— Tlir Spark a Test

of Electrical Excitcrnrnt.— Rrpiifsto/i of Electrified

JJociies.—Su/iple Means (f Exciloncnt.— Condi/dors
nnd Non-cofiduclors. — Insula! ion.— Elect eic Effects
take place through Glass.—Medicated Tubes,

It was observed, six hundred years before Christ, that a
piece of amber, when rubbed, acquired the quality of attract-

ing light bodies. This fact remained without value for more
than two thousand years, a striking memorial ofthe barren

nature of the philosophy of those times. Within the last

two hundred years it has given birth to an entire group of

ciences, and established the existence of an imponderable

principle, which, from the Greek word riXtKr(H>Vi signifying

amber, has taken the name Electricity.

The catalogue of substances in

\vhich electric development can be

produced was greatly increased by
Gilbert, who showed that glass,

resin, wax, and many other bcxiiefl

are equal ly effeetive as amber. To ^

his successors we owe the electrical

machine, an instrument which en-

ables us readily to demonstrate the

properties of electricity.

• Elcctni\il machines are ofdif^

fereiit kinds. They may, however,

be dividetl into plate and cylinder

What is the immediate cause of decomposition by the agency of Itght?

What was the fini observatioii made in electricity ? From what does th«

I»iil4«nft its Hint T WhatvirietisteltlMliicaliiuohinMhwre'wet

B2



106 ELECTRICAL MACHINES.

! ...

machines. These instruments are respectively represented

in Fig. 75 and Fig. 76. In
each of them there are three
distinct portions. First, a

piece of glass, the shape of
which differs in different ca-

ses; in Fig. 75 it is a cir-

cular plate, in Fig. 76 a cyl-

inder ; and from these the
instruments take their name.
Second, the rubbers, made of

silk or leather, stuffed with

hair : the office of these is to press lijrhtly on the glass as it

turns round, and produce friction. Third, a brass body, of

a cylindrical or rounded shape, but with points on that por-

tion of it which looks toward the glass. It is supported on

glass props, and is termed the prime conductor. Some mech-

anism, such as a winch, is required to turn the glass on its

axis ; and when it is desired to bring the machine into activity,

all the parts of it having been made thoroughly clean and dry

by rubbing with a piece of warm silk or flannel, a little Mo-

saic gold or amalgam of zinc being spread on the rubber, as

soon as the winch is turned the instrument becomes excited.

One of the most striking manifestations of electrical de-

velopment is the spark
;

this, which must have been often

seen when the back of the domestic cat is rubbed on a frosty

night, was discovered in the case of glass or sulphur by

Otto Guericke, and by him referred to its proper source,

electric excitement. On presenting a brass ball or the fin-

ger to the prime conductor of the machine, the spark passes,

attended with a slight report. It may be very beautifully

Fig. 77. shown by pasting small pieces of tin-

^f^^\,\j':^*<.^.-\y\^-..^f^
foil round a glass tube in a spiral

« • ^ ( form, as shown in Fig. 77 j a b c,

distances of the twentieth of an inch intervening between
each piece, and the ends of the tube terminated by balls.

On presenting one of these balls to the prime conductor,

and holding the other in the hand, as the spark passes, it

has to leap over each interstice between the spangles of tin-

foil, and exhibits a beautiful spiral line of hght.

What are the three essential parts of these machi
jr ? What is the prime conductor ? How is the nber r w nai is me prime

may th« electric spark be exhibited ?

nes ? What is the rub-

machine excited ? How
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By pasting the tin-foil on a pane of glass in such a way
a.8 to direct the spark properly, ^
•words may be written in electric _
light, ?i« shown in Fif^. 78. J^^V

As ih' (] PC trie spark can hard- k

ly ho ocui 1 )i iiui( ci with any other

phyjsicai phenoroenoa whatever, its pieaeuce is always in-

dubitable evidence of electric excitement. Thus ran
prove that electricity may be transferred to the human body
iVom the machine, by placing a man on
a siuul supported by glass pillars. Fig.
79. If he touche? thp prime conductor

MI til one hand, bpaika may be drawn
irom .^ny r^nvt of his clotimig" or body.

"J ' ' 'Liu Gucricke, who was also the

inventor of the air pump, we owe another of the most im-
portnnt discoveries in elec^rif^ity : that bodies ^ ^
whicii nave touched an excited substau* i are

subsequently repelled by it
;
thus, il we rub a

plass tube, Fig. ^0, a, untd it becomes electri-

fied, and then present it to a leather, b, sus-

pended by a suk thread to a stand, c, the feather

is nt first attracted, and then immediateJy re-

pelled.

On thi- ^ ' iii' iple, that under certain rircni-
stances repulsion takes place, are founded dull rent methods
for ascertaininf!: ^he existence of electric excite-

ment, when too feeble to cause a spark. Thus
two 11 ^ht balls of cork, Fis;. 81, a 6, suspended

by linen threads ^ as to han^^ side by side, as

soon as they are electrified, repel each other.

It does not, liowcver, require an electrical

niaclune to demonstrate the principles of this

agent. A piece of stout brown paper three inches wide,

and a foot long, it held before the fire until it is quite dry and

smokes, and then drawn between the knee and the sleeve,

becomes highly excited, especially if the person wears wool-

en clothing. It will yield sparks more than an inch long.

Let a. Fig. 82, be the terminatioa of the prune conduct-

Why may it be used as a test for rloctric excitement? Can electricity

l»€ transferred from the machine to Uie body ? What discovery did Otto

Ouericke mak« in eleetiicUy ? How may thia property of repulsion be il-

lustnttd t By what nmplA loMiit nay •laotrical axperiiMata ba mada ?
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^
Jnf,9BL or, and in a hole in it place the long"

6
J

brass rod b, terminated by the brass

. ball c. If the fingrer is approached to
the. ball, sparks freely pass, showing; that along brass elec-

tricity is conducted ; but if a glass rod ofthe same diameter
and length, and terminated by a brass ball, be employed,
not a solitary spark can be obtained, proving that glass is a
llion-conductor of electricity.

• The important fact that substances may be divided into

two classes, conductors and non-conductors, was first acci-

dentally discovered by Dr. Grey, who found that all metals
and moist bodies are conductors, and that glass, resins, wax,
sulphur, atmospheric air, are non-conductors. In the treat-

ises on chemistry, tables may be found exhibiting the rela-

tions of bodies in this respect. The conducting power of

the same substance differs with circumstances ; thus ice

and glass are non-conductois, but water and melted glass
are conductors.

"We see, from these facts, the explanation of the structure
of the prime conductor ; the electricity derived from the glass
by friction passes easily along the brass portion, but can not
escape into the earth, owing to the glass supports which re-

fuse it a passage. When a body is thus placed upon glass,
it is said to be electiically insulated, and the process is

called insulation.

Although electricity can not pass through glass, Sir Isaac
Newton found that this substance is no impediment to the

jPig,^ exertion of its influences. Thus, in Fig,
a 83, if a be the brass ball of the prime

conductor, any light objects, such as bits

^ of paper or fragments of cork, placed on a
metal stand, b, beneath, will be attracted

;

i& and though a pane of glass, c, be placed
between a and 6, still the same phmom-
enon takes place. •

. Soon after electricity became a subject of popular atten-
tion, it was currently believed that, if medicines of various
kinds were sealed up in glass tubes, and the tubes electri-
cally excited, their peculiar virtues would be exhaled in such

How may it be proved that brass is a conductor and glass a non-conduct-
OtJ Mention some of the leading substances belonging to each of those

"fSSSu'^ "^chgl IM[>me ©onduclor. Can electric inllu.
WOTfliflsisf Wlyit WIS Ibm^viMaiitlqrmfldicatad tubes 1
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a manner as to impreBs the operator with their speeifio pni-

gative, emetic, or other powers. Like many of the popular

deluBions of our times, this imposture was supported by the

most cogent eridence, and maladies cured publicly all oTer

Curope. Like them, these " medicated tubes" have served

to prove the worthlessness of human testimony when de-

rived firom the prejudiced and ignorant.

It should be remarked that, in their action upon material

bodies, electricity and caloric difier greatly. The former has
no kind of influence in determining magnitude, whereai ths

Bize of any object depends upon its temperature.

LECTURE XXVL
Theory of Electrical Induction.—Two Species ofJEleo

tricity.— Their Names.— General Law of Attrcuction

and Repulsion.— Theory of Induction.— Permanent
Excitement by Induction.— Takes place through Glciss.—Illustrative Experiments.

A VERY celebrated French electrician, Dufay, having

caused a light, downy feather to be repelled by an excited

glass tube, intended to amuse himself by chasing it round

the room with a piece of excited sealing-wax. To his sur-

prise, instead of being repelled, the feather was at once at-

tracted. On examining the cause of this more minutely, he

arrived at the conclusion that there are two species of elec-

tricity, the one originating when glass is excited, and the

other from resin or wax. To these he gave the names of

vitreous and resinous electricity, thus pointing out their ori-

gin ;
they are also called, for reasons which will be given

hereafter, positive and negative electricities.

He found that these difi'erent electricities pobsess the same

general physical qualities
;
they are self-repulsive, but the

one is attractive of the other. This is readily proved by

hanging a feather by a linen thread to the prime conductor

of the machine, and, when it is excited, bringing near to it

Does electricity affect the magnitude of bodies ? How was it first dis

covered that there are two species of electricity ? What names hare be«»

i(iTen to these electricities ? What are their physical qualities T B^w ma?
vhis self-repulsion and mutual attraction be proved 7

J
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an excited glass tube. The feather is already vitreooaly

eiectiified, and the tube, being in the same condition, at
mice xepels it ; but a stick ofexcited sealing-wax being res-

inonsly electrified, that is to say, in the ojqposite condition

to the feather, at once attracts it. Two cork balls, as in
Fig, 81, suspended by conducting threads, always repel one
another when both are excited either vitreously or resinous*

ly ; but ifone be yitreous and the other resinous, they attract.
These various results may all be grouped under the fol-

lowing general law, which includes the explanation of a
great many electrical phenomena. Bodies electrified dis*

similarly attract, and bodies electrified similarly repel ; or,

more briefly, like electricities repel, and unlike ones attract.

There are many ways in which electrical excitement can
be developed : in the common machine it is by fncUim ; in
the tourmaline, a crystallized gem, by heat ; and in other
cases, by chemical action and by conduction* Electrical dis-

turbance also verv often arises from induction.

By the term dectrical indui^unt we mean that a body
which is already excited tends to disturb the condition of
others in its neighborhood, inducing in them an electric con-

dition.

Thus, let a, Fig. 84, be the terminal ball of the prime

^ conductor, and a few inches oft*

f\ let there be placed a secondary

<[\ conductor, b c, ofbrass supported
^ on a glass stand, and at each ex-

tremity, b and c, of the conduct-

or, let there be arranged a pair.

of cork balls suspended by Imen
threads, as shown in the figure.

As soon as the ball, a, is electrified by turning the machine,
and without any spark passing from it to the secondary con-
ductor, the balls will begin to diverge, showing that the
condition ofthat conductor is disturbed by the neighborhood
of the excited ball, a.

It will farther be Ibund, on presenting an excited piece
of sealing wax to the pairs of cork balls, that one set is at-

tracted, and the other repelled. They are, therefore, in op-

Wh«t is tKe general law of electric attmctions and repulsions ' In what
ways may electnc excitements be developed { Wfcat is the meftning of elec-
trie iiuiuciion ? Give an illustration. In a secondary conducior dlsUlliied
hy an electrilied body, v/haX are the conditioas of its ends t
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|K>8ite electrical states. The disturbing ball is Tttieoualy

electrified, and that end of the secondary conductor nearest

it is resinous, the farther end being vitieous* Ifthe disturb"

ing^ bail, a, be now removed, the electric disturbance ceases,

and the corks no longer dtveige.

These phenomena ofelectric induction are not dependent
on the shape of bodies. Let there be two flat

circular plates, a 5, Fig. 85, supported on -

^|
grlaaa stands, and set a few inches apart, look* 1.
in^ face to &ee. Let one ofthem, a, be elec- H
trified positively by contact with the prime ||
conductor, as indicated by the sign + ; it im* I

mediately induces a change in the opposite I

plate, the nearest face of which becomes neg*

ative— , and the more distant, positive. . It is evident that

this disturbance is a consequence ofthe law, that " like elec-

tricities repel, and unlike ones attract.'^ In the plate b, both
species of electricity exist, and a being made positive, even
though at a distance, exerts its attractive and repulnve agen*

cies on the electric fluid of 5, the negative electricity of

which it attracts, and draws near to it ; the positive it re-

pels and drives to the farthest side ; so that the disturbed

condition of the body & is a result of the fact, that a being

electrified positively, will repel positive electricity and at-

tract negative.

Now let the plate b be touched by the finger, or a chan*
nel of commimication opened with the earth ; the positive

electricity of a stiU exerting its repulsive agency on that of

d, will drive it into the gxx)ttnd, and b will now become neg-

ative all over.

Let h be once more insulated bv breaking its communi-
cation with the ground, and let a be removed ; it will now
be found that b is permanently electrified, and in the oppo-

site condition to a. 86.

By manipulating in this manner, we can there- v
fore eflect a permanent disturbance in the condi- / \
tion of an insulated body, by bringing an excited I 1

one in its neighborhood. >s.#w^
In these changes, the intervention of a piece ^^||

of glass liiLikcs no diflerence. Let a circular plate I

!

of glass, a, Fii^. bG, be set so as to intervene be- mmm
What is the car!«;p of this distTirhanrc ' How may we by inJvirtion pernia-

neaily tUcXnfy a body t C«a «leclnciii mducuoa tak« pUcc through glass T

>
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112 HIS0BLLANE0U8 BXPEEIHENTS.

tween the metallic plates, a and h, and still all the phe»

Bomena occur as before. Electric induction, therefote, can

take place through glass.

On the principles of induction» and of electric attraction

and repulsion, many very interesting experiments

^'I^' may be explained. The following may serve as

examples : To the ball ofthe prime conductor, Fig.

SI, let there be suspended a ciicular plate of brass,

a, six inchea in diameter, horizcmtally, and beneath

it ano^ier plate, 5, supported on a conducting foot,

parallel and at a distance of three or four inches.

On the lower plate, b, place slips ofpaper or ofother

light substance, cut into the figure cC men or ani-

mals. On setting the machine in motion, so as to

electrify the upper plater, the objects move up and down
with a dancing motion ; and the canse is obvious : the plate

a being positive, repels by induction the positive electricity

of tlie figures through the conducting stand into the earth,

anJ thus, they being rendered negative, are attracted by the

upper plate ; on touching it, they become electrified posi-

tively like it, and then are repelled, and fall down to dis-

gg
charge their electricity into the ground,

^00^-^^ and this motion is continually repeated.

^a, i 'c\ h Upon a horizontal brass bar, a b, Pig.
T *hree bells are suspended, the outer

I ]
ones at a and b by chains, the middle

1 d 6 I one at c by a silk thread. Between the

^.Wiii^Z. bells, the luclallic clappers, d e, are sus-^ pended by silk, and from the center bell

the chain/* extends to the table. On hanpiiig tlie arrange-

ment by the hook at g to the prime conductor, the bells

ring, the clappers iiiuving from the

outer to the central bell and back,

alternately striking them.

On a pivot, a, Fig. 89. suspend

a bell jar liaving four pieces of tin-

foil pasted on its sides, d c d ; con-

nect the jar, by means of the insu-

lated wire y, with the prime con-

ductor, so that the pieces of tin-foil

Describe the experiment ofthe dancing figures, and explain the principle!

involved in it. Describe the experiment of the bells, and the cause of theit

hnsuif. Explain the tnaafenent andcauseofnovenentofthe lotating jar.

Fig. Si).
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may receive sparks. On the opposite side arrange a con-

ductor, in connection with the ground by a chain. On
piiiiing^ the machine luto activity, the jar will commence
rotating- on its pivot.

Take a cake of sralinir wax or £riiiii lac, eight or ton

inches in diameter, and receive on its surface a few sparks

from the prime conductor hy bringing it near the ball. Then
blow upon its surface iroiu a small pair of bellows a mix-
ture of flour ot sulpVuir and red lead, which Iiave been in-

timately TTfoiind lorretlier in a mortar. This mixture is of

an orange color, but the moment it impinges on the cake it

is, as it were, decomposed ; the yellow sulphur settling on
one portion, and the red lead on another, giving rise to veiy

curious and fantastical %ures.

LECTURE XXVII.

Laws of ths Distribution of Electricity, anb the Gen-
eral Theories.—Vistrihttion of Electricity,—On a
Sphere.—Ellipsoid.—Action of Points.—Pranklin's

Discovery ofthe Identity ofElectricity and Ligklnin^.— The Leyden Jar.— The Discharging Rod.— The
leetrie Battery.

When electricity is communicated to a conducting body,

it does not distribate itselfuniformlythrough thewhole mass,
but exclusively upon the surface

;
thus, if to the spherical

ball a, Fig. 90, supported on an in- Ftg^^o.

sulating foot, there be adjusted two
hemispherical caps, e also on insu- ^
lating handles, it may be proved that ^
any electricity communicated to a dis*

tributes itself entirely on its surface

;

for if we place upon a the caps c c,

and then remove them, it will be found that every trace

of electricity has dbappeared from a, and has accumulated

on the caps, which, while they were upon the ball, formed

its superficies.

How may powder of sulphur unci red lead mixed together be separated f

Does •laetncUy dwUibuie itMlf on the sur^e or m the interior of UodMs ?

How nay its snptifieial^isinbiitMii bo piovod t
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Fi^.9L Ac^ain, if wo take a largre brass ball, a, Fi*^. 91,

^ su|)pi>rtecl on an insulatiiijT stand, and liaving on its

ii|)j)cr |iiirli()ti an aperture, 6, through winch we may
\^ have access to its interior, it will he ion ml, on ex-

amination, that the most tieiicate electroiiieters can
ilisrover no electricity within the ball, the whole of

it being on the external superficies.

In the case of a spherical body, not only is i]ie

distribution entirely superficial, but it is also uni-

form ; each porUun of the sphere is electrified alike. But
where, instead of a spherical, we have an ellipsoidal \xM\y.

It is dilibrent ; thus, if we examine the condition of such a

conductor, Fisr. 92, the quantity of elec-

tricity m Its iiuddle portion, as at a, will

be the smallest, and it increases as we
advance toward the ends, d and c ; and
in diilerent ellipsoids, as the length be-

comes rrf^nter. tiie anioiMit cf p!?c-

tricity ! '11 !id oii lln- exfr^Mjuik's is 2 recit-

er. V\ ijf'ii, 1 liereiore, a coiiduclur of an
oblong b]*heioidal sliape i« tlnji in-

tt it=:!*y of electricity at the extr^mi^if^f? of the two a\i n 4
aiul ^ c, Fii:. 92, is exactly in liic piopurtion of the ictii^'h

01 111 axes thembcives
; and should the dispro|K)rtion m

length Aiid breadth of the conducting body be very great,
as in thf- case of a long wire or other pointed body, a verr
greaL cuii^entration wil! lake place upon the points. On
this |>r»nciple we expiaiu the eflect of pointed bodies on ron-
ducUii, it the prime conductor of the machine have a '

-

die or j)in fixed upon it, the electrrf^tH' escapes away into ik^
air. vi^jhly in n Anrk room; and ni 1 lie same way, if pointed
liuiiii-a. auiiuuuii lac electrical mactune, it can not be highly
excited, as they rapi*11v take tlie charge from its conductor.

At a very early pcuud electricians hud observed the close

similarity between the phenomena of the electric Fpark and
those of lightning, but in the year 175:3 Dr. Franklin proved
that they were identical He was waiting for tbe erection
of the spire of a church m Philadelphia, on the extremity
of which he iuteiidi^d to raise a pointod metal rod, witb •

Ju the ij4U?ru>r ot :m « l< ctnfiod hollon- hnU. dofs any rlortncity exist?
On * ifMrical bod) , is the disinbution
When the disaropoitioii ofthe axes of the cUihohI il giMt, wbal is l&aJH
thimtMaf nowoay w««iplaatli* «fl«ctofp<M]it«dbodiM?
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law of vitlidrawing the etootriisity from the clouct8« whok
the accidental sight of a hoy's kite suggest d to him that

ready means of obtaining access to the more elevated le*

giona ofthe air. Accoidingly, having stretched a silk hand-
kerchief over a light woodoi cross, and arranged it as a kite»

he attached to it a hempen string terminating in a silk cord,

and, taking advantage of a thunder storm, raised it in the
air ; for a time no result was obtained, but the string be-

coming wet by the rain, and thereby r^dered a better con-

ductor, he perceived the filaments which hung upon it xe-

peUing one another, and on presenting his knuckle to a key
which had been tied to the end of the hempen string, re-

ceived an electric spark. The identity of lightning and
electrici^ was proved.

Franklin soon made a useful application of his discovery;

he proposed to protect buildings from the effects of lightning

by furnishing them with a metallic rod, pointed at its upper
extremity, and^roiecttng some feet above the highest part

of the buiUUng, and continuously extending downward until

it was deeply buried in the ground. This contrivance, the

lightning rod, is now, as is well known, extensively applied.

There are two theories respecting the naturo of electric-

ity : 1st, Franklin's theory, which assumes that there is but

one fluid ; 2d, the theory of two fluids, called also Dufay's

theory. ^

Franklin's theory is, that there exists throughout all space
a subtle and exceedingly elastic fluid, called the electric

fluid, the peculiarity of which is, that it is repulsive of its

own particles, but attractive of the particles of other mat-
ter; that thero is a specific quantity of this fluid which
bodies arc disposed to assume when m a natural condition

or state of equilibrium ; and that, if we communicate to

them more than their natural quantity, they become posi-

tively electrified ; or, ifwe take from a portion of that which
is natural to them, they become negatively electrified.

Dufay's theory is, that there exists throughout all space

a universal medium, called the electric fluid, of which the

immediate properties are unknown, but which is composed
of two species or varieties of electricity, the vitreous and

Under what eiteunurtances was the discovery of the identity of lightnins

tnd electricity made'' What is the lightning rod? What theories of elec-

tricity have been iutiittduced^ What is Franklm's theoiy? What is the

theory of Dufayt
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116 THE LEYDEN JAR.

resinous, called also the positive and negative
; that, as re-

spects itself, each of these electricities is repulsive, but at-

tractive of the other kind ; and that, when they coexist in

equal quantities in a body, it is in a neutral state or condi-
tion of equilibrium, but if the positive or negative electrici-

ties are in excess, it is accoidingly positively or negatively
electriticd.

In some respects the theory of two electricities has ad-

vantages over that of one
;
by it several phenomena can be

explained which are difficult of explanation by the other.

Among such may be mentioned the repulsion of negatively

electrified bodies, and the distribution of negative electricity

on the suriace of conductors, wluck is the same as that of
positive.

On the principles of either of these theories, we can see

bow it is that we can never produce one kind of electricity

without the other simultaneously appearing. In the com-
mon electrical machine, if the revolving glass is positively

electrified, the rubbers which produce the friction are nega-

ttye; in the tourmaline, if one end of the crystal, when
warmed, becomes positive, the other end is negative. The
two varieties must be always co-ordinately generated.

In 174d the Leydenjar was disoovered. This consists of

a glass jar, JY^. 93, coated on iU inside with
a piece of tin-foil within an inch or two of its

upper edge, and also on its outside to the same
point

; through the cork which closes the mouth
of the jar, a brass rod, terminated by a ball,

passes ; the rod reaches down to the inside

coating and touches it. On holding this instra-

ment by the exterior coating, and presenting

its ball to the prime conductor, a torrent of

sparks passes into the jar : and when it is fully

charged, if, still retaining one hand in contact with the out-

side, we touch the ball, a bright spark passes, with a knd
snapping noise, and the operator receives through his arms
and breast what is called the electric shock.

Ifwe take the discharging rod. Fig, 94, consisting oftwo
brass arms, a a, terminated by balls working on a joint,

In what points does the latter appear to be more correct than the ibnnert
vV}jy are both electricities always produced together f Describe the slruc-
t ire of the Leyden jar. liow may U b« u«ed { i^escritje the ^"^^^ly"!
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and supported by an insulating handle, c, by bringing one

its bolls in contact with the outside coating of a Ley-

den jar, and its other ball with the ball of the jar,

the discharge will take place as before, but the op-

erator, protected by the glass handle, receives no

shock.
If between the outside coating of a jar and one of

the balls of the discharging rod a piece of card-board

is made to intervene, and the spark passed, the card

Avill be found to be perforated, a burr being raised on
both sides of it, as though two threads had been drawn
through the hole in opposite directions at the same
time ; and from this an argument in favor of the theory

two fluids has been drawn.
When a great number of jars

are connected together, so that all

their inside coatings unite, and all

their outside coatings are also in

contact, they constitute what is

termed an electric battery, as seen

in Fig. 05. By this instrument

many of the more violent cflects of

electricity may be illustrated, such

as the splitting of pieces of wood,

and the ignition and dispersion of

metallic wires.

of

94.

of

Fig. 95.

LECTURE XXVIII.

Electrical Instruments and Faraday's Theory op
Electric Polarization.— Theory of the Lcydcn Jar.
— Quadrant, Gold-laaf, and Torsion Electrometers.—
Theory of Electric Folarization.— Hjpccific Inductive

Capacity.

The office which is discharged by the metallic coatings

of a Leyden jar is illustrated by the apparatus, Fig. DG.

It consists of a conical glass jar, to the interior and exterior

How 18 it u«cd ? What is the effect when the discharge is passed tlirough

a piece of card-board ? Describe the electric balt€i>*' ^liat is the office

oftho ooatingB of the Leyden jar ?
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of which movable coalings of thick tin plate are adapted,

the interior one having a rod and ball projecting

from it. This may be charged like any other

Leyden vial, but on taking off its outside coating

and removing its interior, they may be handled

and brought in contact with each other, and no

spark passes ; but on restoring them to their for-

mer position, and applying the discharging rod, the

jar is discharged. They therefore only serve to

make a complete conducting communication be-

tween all parts on the interior and all on the exterior of the

jar.

The condensing action of the Leyden vial, which enables

it to hold so large a quantity of electricity, is due to induc-

tion. When the inner coating is brought in contact with

the prime conductor, it participates in its electrical condition.

We may therefore suppose it to be positively electrified.

The positive electricity of the interior, decomposing the elec-

tric fluid of the outside coating, repels its positive electricity

into the earth ; for to charge a Leyden vial the outside

coating is placed in communication with the ground. It

therefore appears that the inner coating is positive, the outer

negative, and the whole jar, viewed together, is in the neu-

tral condition. The interior coating continues, under these

circumstances, to receive a farther charge from the prime
conductor

;
by induction through the glass, this again repels

more of the same kind, the positive, into the ground, and the

negative accumulates as before. In this manner an indef-

inite quantity might be accumulated, were it not for the fact

that, owing to the distance which intervenes between the

two coatings, by reason of the thickness of the glass, the

quantity of positive electricity in the interior is never pre-

cisely neutralized by the quantity of negative on the exte-

rior, for all inductive actions enfeeble as the distance in-

creases.

The action of the Leyden vial may be illustrated by the
following experiments : within an inch of the ball, a, of
the prime conductor. Fig. 97, bring a secondary conductor,
h, supported on an insulating stem, c, and on putting the

How may this be proved? To what cause is the condensing action of
the Leyden jar due? What is the action of the positive electricity depos-
ited on the inner coating, on the electric fluid of the outer ? Why must the
outer coating bo in comicctiou with the ground ' Why is the chargo of lh«
jar liouud T
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4

Fig, 98,

electrical machine in activity, two or ^7.

three sparks will pass from a to ^,

but after that no more. The causd
of the refusal, on the part of the sec-

ondary conductor, to receive any far-

ther eharn^e, is obviously due to the „
fact that the electricity which is al-

ready comuiuuicated to it repels that upon the bail, a, and
prevents the passage of any more.

It now wc take a Leyden jar b, Fig. 98, and, having in-
sulated it on a stand, bring- it within a short
distance of the ball, a, of the prime con-
ductor, it m the same manner will only re-
ceive a few sparks. But if we place a
conductor, c, which is connected with the
Jpround, near to the outside coating, it will
be ibuud that for every spark that passes
between a and 6, one passes between the
outsicle coating and c, and the sparks iollow
each other in rapid succession, uutii the jar

becomes fully charged. From this, therefore, we gather,
that w'iiile positive electricity is passing: into the interior of
the jar, it is escaping from the exterior, and that the reason
the jar condenses is because its sides are in opposite condi-
tions, the po&itivu electricity of the interior bein^r nearly
neutralized by the ncgalivc electricity of the exterior.

Electrometers are lublruments for measuring the
intensity of electric excitement. Tiie cork balls,

wlueh were represented in Fig. 81, are one of the
most feunple of these contrivances. The dit^lancc to

which they will diverge is a rouo^h measnre of the
intensity of the electric force. The quadrant elec-
trometer depends c>isentially on the same principles.
It consists of an upright stem of wood, Fig. 99, to

which is affixed a semicircular piece of ivory, irom
the centre of which there hangs a light cork bail

playing upon a pivot. When this mstniment is

placed on the prime conductor or other elcctniled body, the
stem participates in the electricity, and, repelling the cork

What is the renon that a secondary insulated conductor refuses to re-
"-cive more than two or three sparks? Whrn the Leyden jar is insuhted,
can it lie charged ? On bringing a conductor m connection with the ground,
near the outer ooaUng, what is tha result? Describe the cork UOi elee*
liMMter. Deicrih* tbe qnidniit eloctraoAtsr^
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ball which hangs in contact with it, the amount of lepulaon
may be read ofi' on the graduated semicircle ; but it is ob-

vious that the number of degrees is not expressive of the

true electrical intensity, and that no force, no matter what
its intensity may be, cau ever repel the ball beyond ninety-

degrees.

The gold-leaf electrometer, Fig. 100,

consists of a glass cylinder, a, hi which two

gold leaves are sus])eiided from a conduct-

ing rod terminated by a ball or plate, b.

On the glass opposite the leaves pieces of

tin- foil are pasted, so that when the leaves

diverge fully they may discharge their elec-

tricity into the ground. This is a very del-

-'ir-riit; iiisl ruincut lor discovering the pres-

ence of electricity, but the torsion electrometer ofCoulomb is

to be preferred when it is required to have exact measures

of the quantity.

Coulomb's electrometer consists of a glass cyhnder, a,

Fig. 101, upon the top of which there is

fixed a tube, b, in the axis of which hangs

a glass thread, b a, to the lower end of

which a small bar of gum lac, c, with a

gilt pith ball at each extremity, is fasten-

ed. Through an aperture in the top of the

glass cylinder, another gum lac rod, d, with

gilt balls, may be introduced. This goes

under the name of the carrier rod.

If now the lower ball of the carrier rod

be charged with the electricity to be meas-

ured, and introduced into the interior of the

cylinder, as seen in the figure, it will repel

the movable ball. By taking hold of the

button, b, to which the upper end of the

glass thread, a, is attached, we may, by twisting the glass

thread forcibly, bring the carrier ball and the movable ball

in contact. The number of degrees through which the
thread requires to be twisted represents the amount of elec-

tricity. To the button, b, an index and scale are attached,

not shown in the figure. By this we can tell the number
of degrees of twist or torsion which have been given to the

Why does the ouadnunt elacUometer eive inaoconte indicatumt 7 De*
Mribt dio gold]«M elAGtraoiettr. JHmnSm Coiknib^ tonkmetecMMttt.
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thread. These angles oftonkni tie exactly praportioBal to

the quantities of electricity.

, One of the most delicate electroscopes is that of Bohnen,
beigor. It consists of a small Zamboni's

]ttle» a Fig. 102, supported horizontally

beneath a glass shade, and from its extremi*

taes, a b, curved wues pass, which terminate

•in parallel plates, p m. One of these ii

therefore the pontive, and the other the neg-

ative pole of the pile. Between them there

hangs a gold leaf, d g, which* is in metallic

communication with the plate o nhy means
of the rod c. If the leai' hangs equally be-

tween the two plates, it is equally attracted by each, and
femains motionless; but, on communicating the slightest

trace i£ electricity to the plate o 7i, the gold leaf instantly

moves toward the plate vhich has the opposite polarity.

, .Many of the fundamental phenomena of electricity have
been explained by Dr. Faraday upon the hypothesis that in-

duction is an action ofpolarization, taking place in the con-

tigooiis molecules of non-conducting media, and propagated

in curved iines.

Whatever may be the form or constitution of bodies, an
electric charge can not be given to them without at the

same time giving a charge of the opposite kind, but of the

same amount, to them or other bodies in their vicinity.

This charge is not confined upon their surfaces by the press-

ure of the atmosphere, but through the polarization of the

aerial or solid pailicleB of the surrounding dielectrics, pro-

ducing ta them a charge of the same amount, but of an op-

posite kind. Thus, if a positively electrified ball be placed

in the centre of a hollow metallic sphere, the intorvening

qpace being filled with atmospheric air, the charge is not

retained upon the ball by the pressure of the air, but be-

cause each aerial partble assumes by induction a polarity

of the opposite kind on the side nearest to the ball, and of

the same kind on the side farthest oC This state offeree

is therefore communicated to the interior of the hoUow
sphere, which is electrified to the same amount, but of an
opposite kind to the ball.

V.
~

Describe BolmrnlxTser's clcrtromctcr. What is the basis of Farnday's

theory of induction ^ On Uiis lheor>% aro charpcs confined by pressure ol the

air ? Describe lUe actioa of au «leclrificil ball in the interior of a sph«»«
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That this polaristtkii ofthe particlei taket place, [s shown
by the position which small silk fibres or spangles of gold
assume when placed in oil of turpentine through which in-

duction is established. Each nartide disturbs not merely
that which is before it or behina it, but it is in an active re-

lation with all surrounding it, and hence the polarity can be
propagated in curved lines, and induction take place round
corners and behind obstacles.

On these principles, we can easily account for the distri-

bution of electricity on spherical or ellipsoidal conductors,

the repulsion of bodies similarly electrified, the condensing

action of the Leyden vial, and many other similar phe-

nomena.
By a variety of experiments, Dr. Faraday has proved that

inductive action takes place in curved lines, the directions of

which can be varied by the approach of bodies. He has
also shown that the particles of solids, as gum lac, glass, &c.,

assume this character of polarity. Non-conducting bodies,

through which the action of induction takes place, are die^

Fig. 103. lectrics, and each ofthem has a specific induct*

a h r
capacity. Thus, if three metallic plates,

a 6 c, Fig. 103, be insulated parallel to each
other, atmospheric air intervening between
a and b, and a plate of gum lac between b
and r, the inductive action of the gum lac

will be found to exceed that of the air. The
* following table gives some of these results : .

Inductive capacity of air . . . .
'

I'OO
*• " glass T . , . . 1*70
*• iac . . 2-00
•* ** aulpfanr 2^

All the gases have the same inductive capacity, vhateTor
their density, elasticity, temperatnre, or hygrometric con*
dition may be.

The clectrophorus is an instrument which depends for its

action oil induction, and is of frequent use in chemistry. It
consists of a cake of gum lac or sealing wax, b, Fig. 104,
on which is placed a^t meUllic plate, a, with an insulating

r^^r J
induction takp plarf? in straight or curved lines ? Can tho particles

Of solid bodies be polarized? What are dielectrics? What is meant by
the specific inductive capacihr of dielectrica? Of air, glass, and aulphur,
what are the induce vr capaoitios 1 WhU ig tkt cast with raimmi htifflitt I
I>atcribe tho oieciro|>honis.
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handle, c. On exciting b with a piece of warm flannel, it

becomes negatively electric, and a being

placed on it, and the finger brought near, a
neg^ative spark, diiven from a by the re-

puJsive influence of b, is received. On lift-

ing a by its insulating handle, a positive

apaik is obtained ; on putting it down on

bt a negative one. And in this manner
we may obtain an nnllmited nnmber of

qparks; poeitiYe ones when a is lifted, and negative ones
when it is down. A little reflection will show that none of
this electricity comes from the excited cake b, but is merely
the eflect oi its inductive influence on the electric condition

of the metallic plate a. The electrophorua may be used
when the weather is too damp for the common machine to
woifc.

LECTURE XXIX.

YoLTAic Electsicitt.—(Xf Eleclricity in Motion.—Sul-
ser^s Experiment,—Gaivan^s Discovery.— VoUa*s The-
ory.— Water is a compound Body.—Description ofa
simple Voltaic Circle and its Properties.—Direction of
the Current.—Different Kinds of Combinations.— Use

of Sulphuric Acid.—Origin of the Electricity.

During the last century, a German author of the name
of Sulzer observed that, when two pieces of metal of differ-

ent kinds, as silver and zinc, are placed one above and the
other beneath the tongue, as often as their projecting ends

are brought in contact, a remarkable metallic taste is per-

ceived. To explain this result, he supposed that some kind

of vibratory movement was excited in the nerves of the

tongue. It is the first recorded phenomenon attributable to

Voltaic electricity.

In the year 1790, Galvani, an Italian anatomist, observed

the contractions which ensue when a metallic communica-
tion is made between the nerves and muscles of a dead frog ;

he found that, if a sinfrle metal is employed as the hne of

Wh«i fact first dctcribtd ia Voltaic «lectncity ? What was theM
OiiOQffend by CWvanit
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communication, contractioiis ofthe iiniiele take.place wlien-

Fig. 105. ever the metal xeaohes from *

the nerve to the muscle ; but
that if two pieces of difierent

kinds are used, the contrac-

tions are much more energetic.

Thus, if we take the skinned

hind legs of a frog, Fig. 105,

hanging together by a piece ot

the spine, around which tin-

foil has been twisted, every

time that we simultaneously touch the tiii-foil and the mus-
cle with a bent copper wire, or with a copper and zinc wire,

C Z, conjointly, a convulsive contraction takes place.

To explain this efi'ect, Galvani supposed that the muscu-
lar system of animals is constantly in a positively electrical

state, while the nervous system is negative. In the same
manner, therefore, that a discharge takes place in the case

of a Leyden vial, when a line of communication is opened

between the two coatings, the muscular contractions in this

case are to be accounted for. For some time these phe-

nomena went under the name of animal electricity
;
they

subsequently have received the designations of Galvanism
and Voltaic electricity.

But Volta, another Italian philosopher, was led to suppose

that the cause of this remarkable result is not due to any
peculiarity of the animal system, but to the contact of the

pieces of metal employed. This led to the invention of the

Voltaic pile, an instrument which has achieved a complete
revolution in cliemistry.

It is interesting to remark what great results may, in the

hands of a true philosopher, spring from the most insignifi-

cant observations. The convulsive spasms of a frog's leg

have ended in showing that the entire crust of the earth is

made up of metallic oxides, have revealed the mystery why
the magnetic needle points to the north, and revolutionized

the science of chemistry.

What Ave have already said in the foregoing Lectures re-

specting electricity refers chiefly to that agent in a motion-
less or stagnant state, as the mode of its distribution on con-

In what maimer did he explain it? Under what names did these phe-
nomena successively pass ? wlnft was Voha'h iupposition ? What w Um
difftrejiM between oomiixiii and Voltaic electricity f
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dtictoTs, the action of the heydea vial, c^c. The phenome-
na of Voltaic eiecthcity are thoie which anse iioiKi electric-

ity in a state of motion.
- From the great advances which these sciences have re*

oently made, we are able to present the various topics in-

volved in a much clearer way than by merely tracing thecn

in a historical sketch. I shall not, therefore, pursue the

Older in which tJ^ese facts were successively diaooveied, but
present them in what now appears the simplest manner.

It is to be admitted, though of that abundant proof will

soon be given, that water is not a simple, but a compound
body ; that it consists oftwo elements, oxygen and hydrogen
gases. It is also to be understood that metallic zinc may
be amalgamated or united with quicksilver, by putting it in

contact with that fluid metal, under the surface of dilute

sulphuric acid. Strips ^f zinc thus amalgamated exhibit a
pure metallic brilliancy.

If now we take a strip of amalgamated zinc, an inch
wide and three or four inches lon^, and a piece of ^
clean copper ofsimilar size, z and c, 106, and

placing them side by side in a glass /: containing

water slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid, we
have one of the forms of a Bimple Voltaic circle.

In this, it is to be observed, that so long as the me-

tallic plates remain without touching each other,

BO. remarkable phenomenon appears ; but if we
take a metallic rod, d, and let it connect the top ofthe zino

and copper together, a series of new facts arises.

First, from the surface of the copper, bubbles of gas are

evolved ; they are minute, but so numerous as to make the

water turbid ; ifcollected, they are found to be hydrogen gas.

Secondly, the plate of zinc rapidly wastes away, as is easi*

ly proved by weighing it from time to time ; and on exam*

ining the liquid in the cup, we discover the cause of this

waste, for that liquid contains oxide of zinc ; coupling this

fact with the former, we infer that, so long as the metallic

led, d, is in its place, water is decomposed, its oxygen unit-

ing with the zinc, its hydrogen escaping from the copper.

On removing the rod, dt all these phenomena at once cease.

Is water a simple or a compcmiid body ? What is metinl by amalgamated

siaet I>Mcribe a simple Voltaic circle. As long ts th# plates are not in

rnri?r«.< t, doc;? any phcnomrnon take place? On communicntin»T n motal-

lic roil, what gas is evolved from the copper ? What happens to tiic zioc 7

Why do we infer Uwt waiter is deeompoeadT
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Thirdly. If, instead of a metallic rod^ d, a rod of glass, oi

other noii c onductor of electricity, be employed, no decom-
position la^es pla(;e. This, therefore, indicates that the

agent whicii is in operation is electricity.
]

Fourthly, if for the line of commimication, a piece of

metal be employed, and we cautiously lift it from the zinc I

or copper plate, the moment the contact is broken, in a dark

room, we see a mmuie electric spark. It has been already

observed that the electric spark can not be coniounded with

any other natural phenomenon.

Fifthly, if the line of communication be a very slender

platinum wire, as long as it remains in its position, its tem-

perature rises so high tnat it becomes red hot, and may be
|

kept so for hours together. Now, recollecting that the igni-

tion and fusion of metals take place when they are made to .

intervene between the coatings of a Leyden vial, and con- '

sideling all the facts wliu h have just been set forth, we see

that the following concluaion may be drawn : that in an
|

active simple Voltaic circle water is decomposed, its oxygen

going to the zinc and its hydiogen to the copper, and that

a continuous current of electricity accompanies this decom-

position, running from one metal to the other, through the

connecting rod.

The direction of this current may be determined by sev-

eral processes ; it is as f)llo\vs : the electricity, leaving the

surface of the zinc, passes iliFough the liquid to the copper,

then moves through the connecting wire back again to the

zinc, performing a complete circuit ; hence the term Voltaic

circle.

Simple Voltaic circles are of several kinds ; that which
we have been considering consists of two difi'erent metals
with one intervening liquid, but similar results can be ob-

tained with one piece of metal and two different liquids.

In the foregoing experiment we have used dilute sul-

pluiiic acid : this acid discliarges a subsidiary duty. Zinc,

when it oxidizes, is covered with a cualiug inipernrcable to

water and air ; it is this grayish oxide which protects the

conmtoa sheet zinc of commerce from farther change.
When, therelbre. a Voltaic pair gives rise to a current by

If a glass rod is used instead of a metallic one, what is the result ? How
ean a spark be made visible 1 Can a platinum wire be ignited ? From these
facts, v.hnt coTirlusions may be drawn? What is the eolltte ofthe dumHOt I

What other kinds of VoUaiG circles ^« t^'^re 7

«
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the oxydation of its zinc, that current "would speedily stop

Were not the oxide removed as fast as it forms ; this is done
by the sulphuric acid, which forms with it a ^tulphate of

zinc, a siiKstance very soluble in water, and the metal thus
continual iy presents a clear surface to the water.

As to the. immediate cause which gives rise to the Voltaic

eurreat, there has been a difference of opinion among chem-
ical authors. Volta believed that the mere contact of the

metals was the electromotive source, and endeavored to

prove, hy direct experiment, that if a piece of copper and
zinc are brousrht in contact and tlien separated, they become
excited, the one positively aiui the other negatively ;

upon
these principles, he was led to the discovery of the Voltaic

battery. But many facts have now indisputably shown that

tile oni^^ia of tlie current is to be souprht in the chemical
changes going on ; and in the instance we have had under
consideration, it is due to the decomposition of water. That
the electromotive action does not depend on the contact of

the metals, seems to be proved by the fact that, by chang-

ing the nature of the liquid intervening^ between them, we
can change the current both in direction and force.

LECTUEE XXX.
Effects op Voltaic Electricity.—Invention ofthe FW*
tak Pile.— Crmckskank*s Trough.—Hare's Battery.— Smee's Simple and Compound Battery,— Grove's

Battery.— Voltaic Effects, the Spark, Deflagration of
Metals.—Ig7iitum of Wires.—Arc ofFlame,—Deoom-
positian of Water,—Nature of the Gases evolved.

It has been already observed that, in the discussions

which arose respecting animal electricity, Volta attributed

the action entirely to the metals employed, and, reasoning

on this principle, he concluded that the effect ought to in-

crea5=e, if, instead of usu\^ a single pair of metals, a great

number of alternations were employed. Accordingly, on

What is the use of sulphuric acid in these combinations? Wliat waa
VbUa*8 opinion tt to the electromotive source 7 What ie the view now
Inkrn ' Whnt nrfrnnrnt^ mny be adduced UkC itt eonectneMt HoWWMI
Volta le(i to the indention ol the pile I
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taking thirty or forty ahnt ooiiui and discs of zinc, and pieces

of cloth moistened with aeidulfttod water, of the same size,

and arranging them in a pile or colamn, carefully observing-

Fi^. 107. to place them in the same order, silver, cloth,

rinc—silver, cloth, zinc, &c., he found his ex-

pectation verified. On touching, with moist-

ened hands, the end of the pile, a shock was at
once received, and on making them communi-
cate by a piece of wire, an electric spark passed.

This instrument, Fin^. 107, is the Voltaic pile.

From the important uses to which the pile was soon de-

voted, it became necessary to have it under a more conve-

nient form. There are several inconveniences attending

the original construction : it is liable to overset, is trouble-

some to put in action, and requires to be taken to pieces

and carefully cleaned every time it is used ; its maxiiaum
efiect lasts but a short time, owing to the weight of the su-

perincumbent column pressing out the moisture from the

lower pieces of cloth ; and as soon as they become dry, all

action ceases.

These difficulties were avoided, to a prreat extent, in the

trough battery, which soon replaced the former instrument.

Fig. 108. It consists of a box
or trough. Pig. 108,

three or four inches

square at the ends, and
a foot or more long

;

grooves are made in

the sides and bottom
of this box, and into them pieces of zinc and copper, soldered

face to luce, are fastened, water tight, by cement. These
grooves are about half an inch apart, and into their inter-

stices acidulated water is poured, care being taken that the
metals are arranged in the same direction, so that if the se-

ries begins with a copper plate, it ends with a zinc. The
apparatus is obviously equivalent to Volta's pile laid on its

side, and the facility for chargring it, and removing the acid
when the experiments are over, is very great. From the
extremities two flexible copper wires pass : they are called
the polar wires, or electrodes of the battery.

Descril)e the Voltaic pile. What are its effects ? What inconveniences
mre there in the original fom ? Describe the Uooglk batteiy. DMcribs'
aoBw of the improremenle in the betteiy.
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Some Teiy oonyenieiit fivrais ofYoltiie Imttary Hbyo been
imrented by Dr. Haie. tn one oftheae, the liquid is pouxed
oBT and on the plates by a quarter revolution of a handle

;

in othen, the trough is made movable, so that it liiU up
when all the arrang^ements are ready, and the plates are

immersed.
In aUnost all the recently improved forms ofYdtaac bat*

tery, the zinc is amalgamated. This prevents what is term-

ed local action—a waste in which much metal is consumed
without adding to the power ofthe cnirent, and which like*

wise deteriorates the acid liquid by the accumulation of sul-

phate of zinc. When amaJgamated, all the zinc consumed
asdaitt'tfe ennmit
'When H is required to have a current, the Fi^.i(».

Bllensity ofwhich remains constant for a length

.of4ime, Daniell's battery is to bo preferred. It

consists of a copper cylinder, C, Fig. 109, in

which a solution of sulphate of copper is poured

;

within this is a seoond cylinder, P, of porous

earUien-Mrare, filled with dilute sulphuric acid,

A, into which an amalgamated zinc rod, Z,

dips. From the copper and zinc, rods project,

terminated by binding screws, with which the

polar wires may be connected.

Smee*8 battery is also a very valuable com-

hination : it consists of a plate of platinized sil-

ver, or platinized platinnm, S, Fi<;. 110, on each side of

^vllich are placed parallel plates of amalgamated zinc, Z;
these plates are held tightly against a piece j,-/^. i^o.

of wood, Wj by means of a clamp, />, to

^vhich, and also to the silver plate, bind-

inpr screws, for the ])iirj)ose ol' fasteiiinji^

polar wires, arc allixed. The whole is

6uspt'iHl''d, by means vl a rross-pioce ot

wood, ill ajar coutamiiig dilute buiphuric

acid.

Smee's eompound battery, represented

in Fi::. 11 1, is nothin*; more than a scries

of the foregoing simple circles. The furure

sliows one t;ont:iiunig six: cells; the posi-

tion of the platinized silver and zinc plates

What are the fonns.iiaiodac6d4>y Hare, Danieily Smee, and Grove rc.

^ F 2
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of one of the pairs is seen at S and Z. It is to be charged
with dilute sulphuric acid.

Probably the most powerful of all Voltaic combinations

is the instrument invented by Mr. Grove. It consists of two

Fig. 112. metals and two liquids, amalp^amated zinc and

platina, dilute sulphuric acid and strong nitric acid.

A jar, P, Fig, 112, three quarters of an inch in

diaineter, and made of porous or unglazed earthen-

ware, is to be filled with strong nitric acid, N, and

in it a slip of platina is placed ; this porous earthen-

ware cap is then set in a glass cup, A, nearly three

inches in diameter; iu this is placed a plate of

zinc, Z, one eighth of an inch thick; and of such
a size, as respects its other dimensions, that it will

readily pass between the porous cup, P, and the

glass. In the glass, A is placed dilute sulphuric

acid.

In this manner seyeral cups are to be provided, the ar-

rangement being, zinc in contact with dilute sulphuric acid,

and platina in contact with strong nitric acid, with a porous

cup intervening between. The workman also previously

connects each zinc cylinder with the slip of platina, which
is in the next cup, by soldering between them a strip of

copper.

Grove's battery owes its force to the decomposition of

water by zinc. But the hydrogen is not evolved from the

surface of the platina, as it would be in a single circle ; it

is here taken up by the nitric acid, which undergoes rapid

deoxidation, and therefore, during the use of this battery,

volumes of deutoxide ofnitrogen are evolved. «A battery of
fifty cups gives rise to very striking effects ; but five or ten
vne quite sufficient to repeat all the following experiments.

Whit •» tht c)i«nieal titets takiog plao* in Orov*^ tattatqrt

%
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On Beparatmg the polar wires ofsueh a battery from each
oilier, a brilliant spark passes, and, if the separation be grad-

ual, a flame constantly proceeds from one to the other ; the

ligrht of which, when the wires are of copper, is of a beauti-

ful green color.

If, on the surface ofsome quicksilver contained in a glass,

Fig. 113, we lower a thin piece of steel, f^. 113.

or iron wire, connected with one of the

poles of the battery, the mercury being

kept in contact with the other, the steel

takes fire and deflagrates beautifully, emit-

ting' bl ight sparks, and the mercury is rap-

id ly volatilized.

When thin metal leaves are made to in-

tervene between tlie polai wires, they are

at once dissipated, the llaiiios they emit being of diflerent
colors ill the catc of diiferent metals.

If a piece of platinum wire is made the channel of com-
munication from one pole to the other, if it does not fuse at

once, it becomes incandescent, and remains so as long as the
instrument is in activity.

When the polar wires are terminated by pieces of well-

burned charcoal, or that variety of carbon vvhicli is formed
in the interior of gas retorts, the light which passes between
thcni when they lirc removed from contact is one of the
most brilliant that can be obtained by any artificial means.
With poweriul batteries, the pieces of cliarcoal may be sep-

arated several inches apart williout the light ceasincf, and
tlicti it moves from one pole to the other in jrig n^.

an arched form, i Vif. 114, the convexity ^^^^sSjj^^^^—
of the arc being upward. This form is

due to the current of hot air which rises from tlie ignited space

between the poles, and the li^ht may bo blown out by the

mouth, jUbl in the same maiuicr that we blow out a candle.

But, in a scientific point of view, by far the most interest-

ing experiment to be made with the Voltaic battery is the

decompohiLion of water. Through the bottom of a glass

vase or dish, at the point a Z», Fig. 115, two platinum wires

On septkrating the polar wires of a baUery, what phenomenon arises ?

How may iron wire be deflagrated ? Wliat phenomenon is seen during the

deflagration of metallic leaves 1 "Wlien a thin platinum wire communicates
Wtween ib« po1««, what is the fesuU T How it the arc of light formed, and

tihat are ite t>f«peniett Describe the proeett for the daeompoeiUoii of

water.
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Wig, 115. m inttodueed, watev-tiglit ; they pass
into the vase, 9Aae,bd^ parallel to each
other, hat not touching. Over eadi of
these uriies & tohe is to he inverted ; the
tuhe e over c» and/over the vase and
the tuhes heing previously filled "with

water acidulated slightly, to improve its

oonduoting power. Now let the vme
a c he connected with the positive pole

of the Toltaic hattery, and h d with the negative ; huhhles

of gas in a torrent aiise fern their extremities, and pass up-

ward in the tubes, displaeittg the water. The quantity of

gas ^us collecting in the two tuhes is unequal, and when-
ever we stop the deoompodtiMi there will be found in /
double the quantity which is in e. When a sufficient amount
is collected, let the tube 0, containing the smaller portion of
gas, be cautiously removed, preventing any atmosphnne air

uom getting into its interior, by closing it with the finger,

and then, turning the tube upside down, let a stick of wood,
with a spark of fire on its extremity, be immened in the gas.

In a moment the wood bursts into a flame, proving that this

is oxygen gas. Then take the other tube, and allow to pass

into it a quantity ofatmospheric air equal to the volume of
gas it already holds ; remove the finger and apply a light,

and there is an explosion. But this is the property of hy-
drogen gas. We therefore conclude that in this experiment
water has been decomposed and resolved into its constituent

ingredients, oxygen and hydrogen
; and, farther, that in

water there is, by volume, twice as much
hydrogen as there is oxygen gas. The sep-

aration of the two is perfect, so much so

that the decomposition may be conducted
in different vessels. Thus, let N and P be
tubes, through the closed upper ends of

which platinum wires pass ; invert them
in glasses of water, with a siphon of large

bore connecting them. On making N com-
municate with the negative, and P with

the positive pole, decomposition ensues, hydrogen gas accu-
mulating in N, and oxygen in P.

What is the relative proportion of the gases collected ? How can it be
proved that the less quantity is oxygen «M tho iufer Igrdvos^T Wbttt »
the constitution of water byTolume i
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LECTURE XXXI.

The ELECTRO-cifEMicAL Theory.—Theory of the Decortu

position of Water.— Deco7nposition of Metallic and
other Salts.—BccquereVs Illustration of the Formation
of Minerals.— Davy's Discoveries.— Electro-chemical

Tlieory.—Electrolytes.—Faraday's Theory of definite

JLction,—The Electrotype.

The prominent fact connected with the decomposition of

water is the total separation of tlie constituent elements on

the opposite polar wires or electrodts From the positive

AN ire oxyg:cn alone escapes, and from llie iic^rative hydrofreti
;

there is no parliai adiuixLuie, but the separation is perfect

and complete.

Thougli the polar wires may be separated from each other

by a considerable distance, the same result is uniformly ob-

tained, and it is to be remaiked that the evolution ot' gas

takes place on the wires alone ; no intervening bubbles

make their appearance in the intermediate space. The
principle on which this is effected may be easily understood,

by fiuppd-iiifr H li and O 0, Fisr. 117, to j^^. 117.

represent atoms of hydrosren and oxygen o
respectively ; each pair oi them, therefore,

represents a particle of water. iSow, if

we slide llie iijijier row of atoms upon the

O

0

AClower, as shown at li,, o o, it is obviuus

that a hydrogen atom will be set free at one extremity of
the line, and an oxygen atoni at the other, and that, as re-

spects all the intermediate pairs ol atoms, though they have

changed their places, yet every particle of hydrogen is still

associated with a particle of oxygen, constituting, therefore,

a panicle of water ; and it is at the extremes of the line

alone that the gases are set free. So in the polar decom-

position by the pile, all the liquid intervening between the

poles is aiiected, decompositions and recombinations suc-

cessively taking place, the hydrogen atoms moving in one

Do these polar decomposiiioiiH effect a total separation of the bodies t In

the decomposition of water, do any gas bubblM appear in the intervening

tpaee Y How is this eiplained ? How It tt» ifdecompoaitiom axe goingon
in the interreninK apaee. that tha saaaa are nol tlwn aaan f
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direction, the oxygen in the other, finally to be set free on
the surface of the polar wires.

This capital discovery of the decomposiuou of water by
Voltaic electricity was orirrinally made by Nicholson and
Carlyle. It is by far the most salislactory method of dem-
onstrating the constitution ot that liquid. After it was rnadi*

known, any lingering doubts which still remained on the

minds of some chemists in relation to the composite nature

of water were speedily removed.

In the same laaiiner that water is decomposed by the

Voltaic battery, so, also, niany iiietallic and other salts yield

to its nitlnence. Tlius, if into ajar containing a solution

of blue vitriol, the sulphate of copper, two metallic plates

arc introduced parallel to each other, and one of them
brought in connection with the negative and the other with
the positive pole of the battery, decomposition of the salt

takes place; the sulphate of copper being resolved into its

constituents, sulphuric acid and the oxide of copper, ami the

latter reduced to the condition of metallic copper by liydro-

gen simultaneously evolved with it, arising from the decom-
position of a part of the water. In this manner tlie co])per

may be deposited, with a little care, under Ijie iorni of a
tough metallic mass.

If in a cubical glass vessel. Fig. 118, divided into two
Fig. 118. partitions by a diaphragm,

a and both partitions fiUed

B with a solution of iodide of

potassium, mixed with a

solution of starch, and the

positive and negative wires
'"^

of the battery introduced,

decomposition of the iodide takes place, its iodine being

evolved at the positive wire, and giving with the starch a
deep blue color, the blue iodide of starch, while the hquid
in the other partition remains colorless.

M. Becquerel obtained some very beautiful results by the
aid of ^v- ak but long-continued electric currents, illustrating

the probable mode of formation of mineral substances by
such currents traversing the crust of the earth. If we take
a glass tube bent into the form of a U, and close the bended

Can metallio salts be in liko manner decomposed ? Describe the polar
deoompoeition of iodide of potasMttm. Can damipoiitiMis bs pvoduoad IqF

veiy feeble Voliato eonwits f
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maybe

part with a plug of plaster of Paris, putting

in one of the branches a solution of car*

bonate of soda, and in the other of sulphate

of copper, immersing in one ofthe solutions

a zinc plate, and in the other a copper,

connected together by a piece of bent wire,

the liquids communicate through the porous

plug, and crystals of the double carbonate

of copper and soda form on the plate im*

mersed in the copper liquid. In the ^ame
manner, other compound salts and mineral

produced.

Or if we take a jar. A, and fill it with a so-

lution of nitrate of copper to «, and then with
dilute nitric acid to B, and immerse in it a slip

of copper, C D, presenting equal surfaces to the

two liquids, an electric current is generated, the

copper is dissolved in the upper solution, and is

deposited in crystals at L^in the lower.

As in this manner water and Tarious saline

bodies undergo decomposition by the aetiott of

the pile, it occurred to Sir M. Davy that proba-

bly other substances, at that time supposed to be

simple, might also be decomposed. He accordingly subject-

ed the alkaline and earthy bodies, then reputed to be ele-

mentary, to the influence of a powerful battery, and found

that his supposition was verified. On placing a fragment

of caustic potash between the poles, it immediately melted
;

from the positive, oxygen gas escaped in bubbles, and from
the negative, small metallic globules, having the appear-

ance of quicksilver, emerged ; these were characterized,

however, by the singular qualities of an intense affinity for

oxygen, so that they would take fire on being touched by

water, or even ice, and were so light as to swim upon the

surface of that liquid.

The result of Davy's experiments proved that the alka-

line substances and all the earths are oxidized bodies, and
in most instances oxides of metals.

On these principles, Davy established a division of ele-

mentary bodies into clectro^positive and electro-negative

Describe some of the arrangements of M. Becqoerel for illustratiog the

Kbablc mode of formation of minrrals. What Wtrs the dieconreries of
vy respectiiig the alkaiine and earthy bo4i«e T
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gabstaifew. Tiie fbimer are those which, during a pola&
decompositioii, go to the negative pole, and the latter thoM
that go to the positiTe. The eleotro-chemical theory sls

Bumes that all bodies have a natural appeteney for the as-
Bumption of the positive or negative states respectively* aod
that all the phenomena of chemioal combination are mere-
ly cases of the opeiation of the common law of electhcal

attraction ; for between particles in opposite states attrac-

tion ought to take place, and when in a compound body*

such as water, which consists of particles of negative oxy-

gen and positive hydrogen, the poles of an active Voltaic

battery are immersed, they will efiect its decomposition, the

negative oxygen going to the positive pole, and the positive

hydrogen to Sie negative pole.

Davy's theory thus not on.y accounts for the decomposing
agencies of the battevy, but also for all common cases of

chemical combinatiioii, referring both to the fundamental
law of electric attraction. With all its simplicity, it wonld
be very easy to show, howevef, that it is founded on a
groundless assumption*and can not account for a great num*
ber of well-known facts.

The Voltaic pile can not decompose all bodies indisorim-

inately. An electrolyte—for so a decomposable substance

is termed—must always be a fluid body. It also appears
that all electrolytes must have a binary constitution, or con-

tain one atom of each of their two constituent ingredients.

Mr. Faraday discovered that the action ofan deotrtc ca^
rent in efiecting the decompositioii of various bodies is per-

fectly definite : thus, if we make the same current pass

through a series of vcbsels containing water, iodMe of po-
'

tassium, melted chloiade of lead, they will all be decom-
posed, but in very different quantities. If ofthe water there

be decomposed 9 parts, there will be 165 of iodide of potas-

sium, and 139 of chloride of lead ; but these numbers rep-

resent what wiU be hereafW given as the atomic weignts
of the bodies in question. A current which can set free one
grain of hydrogen will evolve 108 ofulver, 104 of lead, S9
of potassium, 31*6 of copper, &o., these being the atomio
weights of those substances respectively.

What is inetiit bv the eleotro-ehemical theory ? Does this theory also
account for chemical coinhiniition ? To what l)odiea iatlie decomposing in-
fi'n i.ce of the Voltaic battf ry limited? Can substances other than binary
cuxiipuuj)(l:i be thus dccouiposed? Explain Faradaj'a law of the de^br
action ofa Voltaic cuneot
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A very beautiful application of electro-chemical decom-
position has of late been introduced into the arts. It passes

under the name of the electrotype. It consists in the pre-

cipitation of metallic copper, gold, silver, platina, &c., on

difierent surfaces, by the aid of a Voltaic current. Thus,

suppose it were required to obtain a perfect copy in copper

of one of the faces of a medal ;
let Fig. 121.

a glass trough, N Q>,Fig. 121, be

filled with a solution of the sul-

phate of copper, and to the nega-

tive wire, Z, of a Smee's Voltaic

battery, let the medal N be at-

tached, all those portions, except

the face designed to be copied,.be-

ing varnished over, or covered

with wax, to protect them from

contact with the li([uid. To the

positive wire, let there be attached a mass of copper, C.

As soon as the battery is in action, decomposition of the

sulphate takes place, metallic copper is precipitated on the

face of the medal, copying it with surprising accuracy. This

copper is, of course, withdrawn from the sulphate in the so-

lution ; but while this is going on, sulphuric acid and oxy-

gen are being evolved on the mass of copper, C. They
therefore unite with it ; and thus, as fast as copper is pre-

cipitated on N by oxydation, new quantities are obtained

from C, and the liquid keeps up its strength unimpaired.

In the course of a day the medal may be removed. It will

be found incrusted with a tough, red coat of Fig, 122.

copper, which may be readily split off from

it. It is a perfect copy of the surface on

"which the deposition took place, and, in turn,

it may be used as a mould for obtaining a

great number of casts. Gilding, silver-plat-

ing, and platinizing are now performed on

the same principles, the electrotype being

one of the most beautiful contributions which

science has of late given to the arts.

An instrument, ihe Voltameter, has been

invented by Mr. Faraday for measuring quan-

tities of Voltaic electricity. It is represent-

ed in JP/'g. 122. It consists of a glass jar.

Describe the clcctrol>'pc.

f
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filled to the height d with water, and through its co"ver

c, a graduated tube, a, passes, lu the lower part of the
tube at g, two pieces of platina-foil, which form the term-
inations ol" the polar wires of the batter}^ the current of
which IS to be measured, arc introduced, the connection with,

those wires being made by the aid of the mercury cups, ef.
The tube, a, havings been filled with water, as soon as the
current passes decomposition takes place, the gases collect-

ing m the graduated tube, and measuxixig the amouat'of
the current.

LEOTUJEtP XXXn.
Ohk'b Tbbobt of the Yoltaio PitE.

—

Haghstisk aud
Bleotbo-kaoiietisk.— T^ito'^ P«7e.

—

Mo/ri^ Calorim'
otar,— Zamban^s File,—Ohm*s Theory.—Electro-mth

live Farce,—FLeneUmce.—General lawfor the Farce ef
the Current.—Lofws and Fhenomena ofMagnetism^
JSlectrO'magnetiemt Oersted^s Discoveries in,—The GeA'

fHmomeUr.—EUdrtc FLoUOions,--^ Tangential Faroe.

—Eleetro-magnets,

"With a given amount of metallic surface we can produce

Toltaic batteries having different qualities. Thus, if we
lake a square foot of copper and a square foot of zinc, and
place between them a piece of wet cloth, we shall have a

battery which can not give shoclts, nor effect the decompo-
sition of water, but which will cause a fine metallic wire to

become white hot, or even to fuse. If, again, we take a

square foot of copper and a square foot of zinc, and cut each

into 144 plates, an inch square, and arrange them with sim-

ilar pieces of cloth as a Voltaic pile, the instrument will give

shocks, and decompose water rapidly. From the same quan-

tity of metal two diiiereut sj^ccies of battery may be made
;

one consisting of a few phites of large surface, or one of a
great number of alternations of smaller plates.

Of these varieties of battery, the calonmotor of Dr. Hare
is an example of the first. It consists of a series of zinc

plates, all connected together, and one of copper, also simi*

iariy connected, constituting therefore, in reality, a single pair

D-'scrit e fl c Voliamrtt r. What are th« tWO pltiiieipil fytttA ofbttliqrt
Vb«t doet th» ••lonmotor iUoatnta ?
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ofTery large surface. The great aimnmt of heat evcdved hy
this apparatus is its peeuliarity.

The electric pile of Zamhoni is an example of the other
kind. It consists ofa series often or twenty thousand discs

of gilt paper, alternating with nmilar pieces of very thin

zinc foil. These are arranged in a tube, and kept in contact

by the pressure of screws at each end. In Jng. 123, the
pile is laid on a pair ofgold

Lf elect««oi4ri)oth of _ ^
-^'^

which diTorge, the one be-

ing positive and the other

negative, the central parts

c»f the pile being neutral.

Thisinstrument exhibits no
calorific efiects; its phe-

nomena are those of elec-

tricity of high tentton.

These,a^, indeed,many
of the phenomena of the

electric current, are clearly

accounted for by the aid of Ohm's theory of the Voltaic pile,

of which the following is an exposition

:

1st. By ELECTRO-MOTIVE FORCE WO undcxstand the causes

which give xise to the electric current ; this, as we have ex-

plained in the simple circle, is the oxydation of the zinc.

2d. By RESISTANCE we mean the obstacles which the cur-

rent has to encounter in the bodies through which it passes.

When we afiect the electric current in any portion of its

path, either by varying the electro-motive force, or changing
the resistances, we simultaneously afiect it throughout the

whole circuit ; so that, in a given space of time, the same
^antity ofelectricity passes through each transverse section

of the circuit.

In any Voltaic circle, simple or compound, the force ofthe

current is directly proportional to the sum of all the electro-

motive forces which are in activity, and inversely propor-

tional to the sum of all the resistances ; that is to say, the

force of any Voltaic current is equal to the sum of all the

WTiat docs Zamboni's pile illustrate ? What is the pflcct produced by a

bftttery of iarge plates ? W bat by one ofmany alternations ? What is meant
bf electfo-iDottTe fiiree? In a aimple circle, what is its origin ? What is

meant by resiatsiiceT On affecting one part of a current, is the rest afTcct-

cd ? What conclusion is drawn uom tut fsct ? Wlutt is the force of the

cunrent equal to ?
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elaetiit-motiTa ibrm, divided by the sum o£ all the xmbi^
ances.

The resistauoe to ocmduction of a metal wire is directly

as its length, and inversely as its section ; that is to say, the
longer the wire is, the greater its resistance, and the thicker

it is, the less its resistance.

If we augment or diminish, in the same proportion, the

electro-motive forces and the resistances ofa Voltaic circuit,

the force of the current will remain the same ; if we in-

crease the electro-motive force, the force of the current in-

creases ; if we increase the resistance, the force of the cur*

rent diminishes.

K, in two Voltaic circles of equal force, the same resist-

ance is introduced, the forces of the currents may be enfee-

bled in very di£irent proportions ; for the newly-introduced

resistance may, in one of the circles, bear a very great pro-

portion to the resistances already existing, and, in the other,

a very insignificant proportion.

The following, therefore, is the general law which de-

termines the force of a Voltaic circuit*

1st. The clectio-motive force varies with the number of

. the elements, the nature of the metals, and of the liquids

which constitute each element ; but it does not in any man-
ner depend on the dimensions of their parts.

2d. The resistance of each element of a Voltaic circuit is

directly proportional to the distance between the plates, as

occupied by the liquid, the resistance of the liquid itself, and
the length of the polar wire connecting the ends of the cir-

cuit; and inversely proikortional to the surface of the plates

in contact with the liquid, and to the section ofthe connect-

ing wire.

3d. The force of the current is equal to the electro-m^
tive force divided by the resistance.

From the circumstance that lightning has been repeatedly

known to render implements of steel magnetic, and £rom a
general analogy which exists between the phenomena of
iriDirnetism and those of electricity, it was long ago behoved
that these phenomena were due to one common cause ; bat

In a wire, A\hat is the law of resistance ? How does the fatcm of tke ear-
rent change with changes in the electro-motive force and the resistance'
When a new resistance is ixLtroduced into two cirdea, does it follow thai
tK>th will be affected elikef Grre the smnl kw iraieli detwiniiiee tiie

Ibiee of the Veltaie oanenL
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it was not until 1619 that tlioir tm itlatimwhip was fixit

mtiMiiihdl bv (Smed.
Th» plieBoinaaa ofthe snagiiet ilielfwm diaoovexed umro

than 2000 ^raaia ago. The natural magnet, or loadstone,

whieh is an iron ore, poaiesiesthe quality ofattraeting pieces

of vtm or steel, bat iqion ahaost all other snbstanoes it is

without actioa. To hardened steel it eommunioates its own
piopertiesinapsiniaaflntinanner; but soft iron is only tranr

siontly magnetie, and aa soon as it is removed from the in-

flnenoe ofUie magnet it loses its power. Ban ofsteel which
have been megaetiasd can eommnnioate their activity to

other ban; th^ are, therelbre, of oonstant use in phvsical

iaTestigalioa% and are oftwo finms, straight ban ana n^
shoe magnets. JW-ist.

Kamagnetie barhava iron fil-

ings sifted Offer it,theyeoUeot, as
sepressnted in Fig, ld4, ohiefty

at the two extremities, <i d^, few ofthem being finmd in the
middle. Ifapieceof - ng.vsR,
card*board is laid over

a magnet and the fii-

iqgsdnstedoi^it, they

aaange themselves in

ewei^ oalled magnet-
ie carves \ there being

in this, ss in the fer-

amr instance, eenters

of action, P P, toward
the eztrenntMS of the*

ban, ammd whieh th» eiuims aiu ittanged. Ke appcar-

anoe is shown in Fig, 12&
A light magaetto bar, 8 N,

so anaaged that it can be 3
poised 00 a jnvot, C, with
needom of motion, is a mag-
Bstio needle. It was dissov-

end 1^the Ohiaese that suoh
a needle, Fig, 126, pBinnes
pslaiity, or points north and

Wb«lm tb» properties of* magnet T What is the diftivnee ofHi Mtioil

on iron and slccl f What arc the forms of artificial maCTiets? How may
tJM exutfincc of polM be sbown by iron filings l l>cfcube a magnetic nee-

At. What it nttat b> its ptilarity f
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142 ELECTRO-MAGNETISM,

Bouth, a fact ofthe utmost importance in navigation. When
to a needle the poles of a bar are approached, it exhibits at-

tractive and repulsive movements. The law imder which
these take place is, " Like poles repel, and unlike ones at-

tract two north or two south poles repel, but a north and
a south attract. Either pole of a magnet is attracted by a
piece of unmagnetized soft iron. The intensity of magnetic
action is inversely proportional to the square of the distances.

The north and south polarities can not be isolated from one

j.^ 227.
another. If we take a

N *
' " s

"

r ~n
IT" s"

Fi^. 128.

A

long magnet, N S, Fig,
127, and break it in two,

we shall not insulate the

north polarity in one half

and the south in the

other, but each of the broken magnets will be perfect in it-

self, having two poles—one fragment being N' S', and the

other N'' S''.

Of Electro-Magnetism.

If a magnetic needle be brought into the neighborhood

of a wire -along which an electric cur-

rent is passing, the needle is at once

disturbed from its position, and tends

to set itself at right angles to the wire.

Thus, if there be an electric current

moving in the direction A B in a wire,

and directly over the wire, and par-

allel to it, there be a suspended nee-

dle, as soon as the current passes the

needle is deflected from its position,

and if the current is sufficiently pow-

erful, comes at right angles to the

wire. The direction in which the

transverse movement takes place de-

pends on the relative position of the

needle and the wire : thus, 1st, if the wire be above the

needle and parallel to it, that pole next the negative end
of the battery moves westward

;
2d, if the wire be beneath

the needle, it will move eastward
;
3d, if the wire be on

What is the law of magnetic attractions and repulsions ? How does the

intensity of magnetic action vary ? What is the direction in which the nee-
dle moves in the foui positions xound the wire ?
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Fig, 129.

the east side of the needle, the pole is elevated ; 4th, if on
the west, it is depressed ; in iJl these various positions, the
tendency being to bring the needle at right angles, or trans-

verse to the wir^.

It follows, from these

facts, that if a magnetic
needle be placed in the
interior of a rectangle of
wire. Fig. 129, through
which a current is made
to flow, all the portions

of the wire conspire to

move the needle in the

same direction. The efiect, 'therefore, becomesmuch greater
than in the case of a single continuous wire.

On the same principle, if, instead of a single turn, the
wire is repeatedly coiled upon it- Fig, laa

self, 9A9Xadday Fig. 130, so

as to make a great many turns,

the efiect upon the included

needle, n s, is greatly increased,

and when the needle is made nearly astatic^ tiiat ia to say,

its tendency to point north nearly destroyed by arranging it

upon an axis with another needle sim-

ilar to it in all respects, but with its

poles reversed, as In S, S S, Fig. 131,

the directive tendency -ofthe one nee-

die neutralizing the other, but both

tending to turn in the same'direction

by the current in the coil of wire, in-

asmuch as one is within the coil and
the other above it, the arrangement
forms a most delicate means of dis-

covering and measuring an dectrio

current. It is called a ^vanometer.
As action and reaction are always

equal and contrary, it is obvious that

if a conducting wire be movable and
the magnet stationary, the latter can
be made to impress motions on the foimer.

WTiat is iho ffft'Cl on a needle in the interior of a rectangle ? What is

the principle of the ^vaaonetcr ? Oa the same principles, can the wire

be made to move T .
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Conducting wires can be made to revolve round the poles

Fig. 132. of a magnet, or the pole of a magnet round
a conducting wire ; thus, in a glass cup,

Fig. 132, let a magnet, n, be fixed verti-

cally, and the cup filled with mercury
; by

means of a loop, a, let a conducting wire,

by be suspended, having perfect freedom of
motion. If an electric current is made to

2)ass down this wire through the mercury,
and escape by the path d, the wire rotates

round the pole n as long as the current

passes. From this and similar experi-

ments, it therefore appears that the force

exerted between a conducting wire and a magnet is not a
direct attractive or repulsive power, but one continually

tending to turn the movable body round
the stationary one, deflecting it continual-

ly, and acting in a tangential direction.

Hence it is sometimes spoken of as a tan-

gential force. •

'

Fig. 133.

Fig. 134.

If round a bar of soft iron a conduct-

ing wire, covered over with silk, be spi^

rally twisted, as in Fig. 133, whenever
an electric current is passed, the iron be-

comes intensely magnetic, and loses its mag-
netism as soon as the current stops. A bar
an inch in diameter, bent so as to represent

a horseshoe. Fig. 131, with a wire covered
with silk for the purjwse of separating its

successive strands from each other, may bo
made to give rise to very striking results.

Professor Henry, by a modification of the con-

ducting wire, succeeded in imparting so in-^

tense a degree of magnetism to a piece of'

soft iron that it could support more than a
ton weight. If under one of these electro-
magnets a dishful of small iron nails be held,

the moment the current passes, the nails are
all attracted, and, while they are held by

Describe a method of showing the rotation of a wire round the pole of a
magnet. What is the nature of the force exerted l)etween a conducting wire
and a magnet ? I)escril)e the construction and properties of a straifht
t'iectro-majrnct. Describe the horseshoe electro-magnet.
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jiB poles, may be moulded, as it were, by the hand in vari-

ous shapes, but as soon as the current stops they fall off.

It is upon this principle oi producing temporary magnet-
ibiii by an electric current that Murse s electiic telegraph

depends.

When diircreat substances are suspended between the

polar terminations of one of these horseshoe electro-magnets

—in the magnetic field, as it is termed—it is lound that

some arrange themselves from pole to pole, and others trans-

versely to that posiiiou ; the lormer are called magnetic and
the latter diamagnetic bodies

:

Magnetic

IlQBf
Nickel,

ColMlt,

Plitmomi .

Palladium,
Titanium,
Bottle glass,

OownrisMy

Diamagnetie JBodiUB

Antinaoi^,
Zinc,
Tin,
RoeketjiUl,
Wood)
Bmf,
Bread,

Hot air ii mm diamagnetie titan oold air ; a flaiiia» there-

fine, spieadfl itself tiaiuvenely in th^ magnetie field. Li
an atmoephere ef eoal gas, oxygen preients the aq^ of «
strongly magnetio body.

LECIURE XXXin.
'

BtBCTRO - BTHAinCS— TheRMO - ELECTRICITT, kc AM'
pere's Discovery.—Properties of a Helix.—Nature of
the Magnet.—Faraday's Discovery ofMagnetic JEleO'

tricUy,—Magnetic Machines.—Faradian Curreyits.—
Thermo-electricity.-^Froductum of Heat amd Cold by
Electric CurrenU,—Thermo-electric Fairs.—Feculi-
turity ofthese Curre?ifs—^Electro-motiveFmeer ofHeat.
--Mellani^s File and Thei^mameter.—Improvements in
Thermo-electric Fairs.—Animal Electricity.—Steam
Electricity,

Soon after the relation between electricity and mao^et-

jim was estabhsiicd, M. Ampere discovered that there are

tcactious between electric currents themselves.

What ai» magnetic and diamacaetic bodiss t
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Two electric currents flowing in the same direction at-

tract each other, but two electric currents flowing in oppo-
las. Bite directions repel

;
or, more briefly, "Like

currents attract, and unlike ones repel.'*

If a conducting wire be bent in the form
of a helix, its terminations returning to-

ward its middle, as shown in Fig. 135, it

exhibits all the properties of an ordinary

magnetized bar ;
for, as soon as the current

passes, it points north and south, and is

attracted and repelled by the poles of a
mag-net just as though it were a magnet
self. A very neat arrangement for illus-

trating these results is seen in Fig. 136. A small simple

circle, consisting of a zinc and cop-

per plate, connected together by
means of a wire bent so as to form
a flat coil, is floated by means of

a cork in acidulated water. The
current runs round the coil in the

direction of the arrows, and the

] arrangement, obeying the mag-
^g^^^gl netic influence of the earth, turns,

^
with its plane pointing north and
south, just as a magnet would do
if introduced into the interior of

the coil, in the position shown in

the figure by the dark line.

Ampere infers, from the analogy of these instruments,
that the magnet owes its quaUties to electric currents cir-

culating in it in a transverse direction. The directive ac-
tion of the magnetic needle or the electric helix depends
on the reaction of electric currents circulating in the earth,
due to the unequal heating of its surface by the rays of
the sun.

We have seen that an electric current can develop mag-
netism in a bar of iron" or steel ; in the former, transient,

' in the latter, permanent magnetism. Thus, if the iron bar,
?i s, Fig. 137, be placed in the axis of a helix of copper
wire, along which a current is flowing, the current develops

What it the law of reaction between electric cttrrents ? Describe the
phenomena of the electro-dynamic helix. Fig. 135. Describe thos« of tht

^ fiat GOil. What is Ampere's theoiy of thejiatiiio of tlie magnet f
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ma^etism in the bar. It

was discovered by Faraday
that the converse also holds

good, and that a magnet can

give rise to an electric cur-

rent. Thus, in Fig. 137, let

the terminations a b o{ the helix c be brought in contact,

and having placed a soft iron bar, n s, within it, let the bar
be made magnetic by the approach of a strong magnet. As
n s assumes the magnetic condition, it generates a current,

which runs through the helix c ; and if at this moment the

wires a h are drawn apart, a bright spark, sometimes called

the magnetic spark, passes. It does not come, however, from
the magnet itself, but is due to the electric current estab-

lished in the heHx by the disturbing action of the magnet.
If between the terminations ah ^ slender wire is placed, it

may be made red-hot, or water may be decomposed, or any
of the phenomena of a Voltaic battery may be exhibited by
the aid of this magneto-electric current. On this principle

are constructed the magneto-electric machines, of which
different forms have of late been so generally introduced for

the purpose of the medicinal application of electricity. They
all depend essentially on the principle, that ifwe coil round
a piece of soft iron a conducting wire, as often as the iron

is magnetized a wave of electricity flows through the vAxq,

If two conducting wires be placed parallel and near to

each other, when an electric current is passed through one
of them a wave of electricity flows in the opposite direction

through the other ; and on the first current stopping, another
wave, coinciding with it, passes through the second wire.

These momentary currents are all called, from F/;?.138.

the name oftheir discoverer, Faradian currents.

If we take a bar of antimony, Fig. 138,

and one of bismuth, h, and having soldered

them end to end at c, pass a feeble current

through them in a direction from the antimony

to the bismuth, the temperature of the com-

pound bar rises ; but if the current passes in

the opposite direction, cold is produced. By

Can a magnetized bar be made to develop electric currents ? What aro

the properties of these currents ? What is the principle of the magneto-

electric machine ? What is meant by Faradian currents ? What is their

direction ? Ilow may heat and cold be produced by a current in a com-

pound bar ?
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fixing thermometers into the substance of the bars, these

facts may be readily verified, and in the latter case, when
water is placed m a depression made for it in the bar, and

the reduction of tern|ierature slightly aided, it can be frozen

by the electric current.

The saiae comjj uii l bar of bismuth and antimony, hav-

ing its extremities connected together by a wire, whenever

'leat is applied to the j unction, an ciectnc current sets from

the bibiuuth to the anlimony, and when cold is applied, from

the antimony to the bismuth. These important facts were

discovered Ly Seebeck in 1822, and the curreuLa have been

designated by him tliermo electric currents.

For the production of tliese thermo-electric effects, two
metals are not necessaiily required. One end of a thick

metallic wire hcinpr made red hot and brought in contact

with the other, a current instantly passes from the hot to

the colder portion, and continues to flow in diminishing

quantities until the two ends have reached the same tem-

perature. Or if a metallic rinfr be made red liot lu any

limited portion of its circumference, so long as the heat

passes With Ireedonr to the right hand and to the left, elec-

tric development docs not appear; but if we toucli with a
cold rod the hot portion, abstracting thereby a j^oitioii of its

heat, a current in an instant runs round it.

It is not alone in metals that these thermo electric cur-

rents can be induced; other solids, and even liquids, may
originate them. Among metals associated together, the

relation often exhibits singular changes. Copper and iron

form a very active couple until their temperature approaches
800° F. ; the current then stops, and on continuing the

heat, another current is developed, passing in the opposite

way. The same takes place with a j^au of hiiver and zinc,

at a temperature of 248° F.

Thermo-electric currents generated in metallic bars, ex-

periencing little resistance to conduction, have thereibro

very little tension ; the thinnest stratum of water xa a per-

fect non-conductor to them.

In any thermo-electric couple, the quantity of electricity

evolved depends upon the temperature ; but, as I have

What are thernHHelectrie eoirents f Ou thejbe genented by ob*mM
rm\y T C;in they ori;:inate in other soHds besides metals, and in liquids ?

W h a is tho uci ion uf a pair of ooppcx and ittm, and lilTer and aiiief Why
aavt) HkGy so lilile Uuiaionf •
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sliown in a memoir on the electro-motive power of heat, in-

fierled iu the Philnsophjcal Magazine for June, 1840, it is

Tiv'i iiii\( tl\ ])iuportional toil, except ihrourrh hmitoil ranpres

of teni|H ra.iiire ; we can not, llierefore, iiuikc \i>e of these

currents fur the 'leterminalion ot tem]>erature.s accu-

rary, on the hypotiiesis of the pro}K>i iionaUty of the (quanti-

ties of electricity to the quantities of heat.

By joining a system of bars alternately topfethrr, we may
reduplicate the cireeif? of a slnfrle pair. As might have

been predicted on the tlicory of Oiini, and as I have shown
in the memoir just quoted experimentally, where the con-

ducting resjt-lance remains ihc >-ame. the quantity that

passes the circuit is directly proporUoual tu the iiiimber of

pairs. It is upon this principle that, several years ago, M.
Melloni conatructediiis thermo-electric multiplier, Fig. 139.

Thirty or forty ptin of minute ban of bbmtitli and anti-

mony, F F, with their alternate ends soldered together, are

arranged in a amall space, bo that their ends expose an
area not exceeding the section ofthe hnlh of a common thei^

mometer, the current that passes from this pile being so

conducted, by means ofivires^ C C, as to deflect a magnetic
needle. To the thermo-electric pile a galvanometer is there-

fore attached, as seen in Fig. 140, which represents the
whole instrument in section and perspeotire. A B C is the

coil of the multiplier, its terminal wires ending in the con-

necting: cups, F F'. The coil rests on a plate, D E, which
can be made to revolve by means of a wheel and screw con*

neeted with the button G. An astatic combination of nee-

dles is sujiported by the frame d M K, by a single silk

threail, V L. To i)rotect the instrument from currents of

air, It is covered witli a glass cylinder, F L, strengthened

by brass riiips, P S. Y Z ; K T is the basis on which the

cylinder rests. The angle of deflection of the needle is

la the nuanlity of electricity evolved projMitjoiml to tbe tem^imtwre?
Whnt )a lite principle of tlia thenoo-electiic nuiltipUer of Mdlonit How
i« il roustructed I
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a c b

taken a-i tlio mr.i^nro of tlio tcmporatiirc. 01 oil tbcrmomr
ctors, this i> l>v l.irtlu^ most •^ni^it i v<\

1 have lulrtHliu-t'd ccrtam iiuprovenu'iits in tho ooiistruc-

I'g.m. \\v\\ i [ the llicnno-elec-

tric clement. L^'t <?,

Fi2. 1 1 1 a bar ofau-

tlnu'iiy, and b a bar of

bismuth. Lot llicm be

soldered akuii: c >
.
anr?

at let tlic temperature
be raised ; a curreut is

iniinedialcly exritt-d, but

this di^es nt't pass round
l]ie l>ar.s d A, ina.^mucii

a.> if liuds a sliorter and readier clianuel thnaigh the metals
b«'tu t'.'n ( and d, as imlieated bv the arrows. 2Sor v iU
tiie w hole current pass round tlie bars until the tcmperaturd
ot the soldored surtaee lias become und<>rm. An improve*
ineut ou this ronstruetion is, therefore, sueli as represent-
ed at ii' h' . \vhieli ronsists of the former arrangement cut

*^ut along the dotted imes ; here the whole current, as

In what maoDer nwj tha Moiple theniio<electnc pair be improred f
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as it exists, is forced to pass along the bars. One of the best

forms of a thermo electric pair is ffiven at a" b'\ where a"
is a scmi-cylindrical bar of antuuuny and h" of bismuth,

uiiiLcd by the opposite corners of a lozenge-shaped piece of

copper, c. The heat is to lail on c, which becomes hot and
cold with prornplitDrle, and determines a current

Besides the vanouB sources (a electricity to which I have
referred, tliere are certain aniinali \shich possess the power
ol coulioUing the ec^uilibrium of the <. Icctric fluid iu their

neighborhood at will, being acconiniudated for this juirjwse

with a specific nervous a])j);ii iltjs. The torpedo, li lish

living- in the Mediterraneau, aad the iiyiniioiui^ clectricus,

which is found in some of the fresh water streaiiis of South

America, have this property. The sliock of the torpedo

passes throuijh conducting bodies, but not through non-con-

ductorfe. A gyuiiiutus which was exhibited in London was
found to dcliect a magnetic needle powerfully by its dis-

charge. A steel wire was magnetized by it, and iodide of

potassium decomposed. In an interrupted metallic ciTCUtt

a ipark was seen, and the induced spark was also obtained

by a coil. The current passed from the anterior to the poe-

terior parts of the animal. Mr. Faraday, the author of

these expenmenU, ealculatea that the quality of electricity

passing at each discharge of the fish was equal to that of a
Leyden battery containb^ 3500 square inches chaiiged to

its highest degree, and this could be repeated two or three

times with scarce a seuttble interval of time.

As the electricity which these animals discharge dependi

on their nervous action, the production ofit is attended with

a corresponding nervous euianstion. It is, therefore, not

impiobable that the convert of these actions holds good,

and hereafter it will be fi>und that electricity reacts on the

nervous fluid.

It has been shown by Matteucd that in all living ani-

mals there is a current of positive dectrieity from the in*

tenor to the esterior of evexy muscle, and by airanging a

series of muscles in such a way as to fonn a pile, magnetic

effects and chemical decomposition may be produced.

In eonclodiog this subject, I may mention a sonree of

Wuui ui animal electricity? By what animals it exhibited? What
tffeett We been produced by the plectrici^ of the gylnnotus ? What is

Jie computed <iujinii{y of the electricity in enrh discTmrpoT WTiy is this

•lecuio derelopmeot aUended with a nervous exhaustion ? What is tiie

iirectkm ofAm muacoUr current 7
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elMAextf which oflata bit exoitadmuch attontiiMi. When
high-preasnr^ steam is allowed to escape from a hoiler

tluough a narrow jet, a powerful exeitemaiit is produced,

and sparks many ieet in length may he obtained. The
effeot appears to be dne to the frietion of minnte drops of

water against the tube through which the steam is escaping

What it the csiie sf eleetndtj piodaoed faj itoMa?
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PART IL

LECTURE XXXIV.

The Nomenclature.— The French Nomenclatire.—Ta
hie of Elementary Bodies.—Nomenclature for Com
pound Bodies, AcidSy Bases, and Salts.

Until after the discovery of oxygen gas, the nomencla-
ture of chemistry was very loose and complicated. The
trivial names which were bestowed on various bodies had
frequently little connection with their properties ; sometimes
they were derived from the name of the discoverer, or somfc-

times from the place of his residence. Glauber salt takes

its designation from the chemist who first brought it into

notice, and Epsom salt from a village in England, in which
it was at one time made.

It is obvious that such a system of nomenclature, as soon

as the number of compound bodies increased, would not only

become unmanageable, but, by reason of the impossibility

of carrying in the memory such a mass of unconnected terms,

offer a very serious impediment to the progress of the science.

Lavoisier and his associates, about the close of the last cen-

turj% constructed a new nomenclature, with a view of avoid-

ing these difficulties. Its principles, with some modifica-

tions, are now universally received. The following is a
brief exposition of it

:

Natural bodies may be divided into two classes, simple

and compound ; the former ^ire also called elementary. By
simple or elementary bodies we mean those which have not

as yet been decomposed.

Among simple substances, those which have been known
for a long time retain the names by whi ih they are popu
larly distinguished

;
thus, gold, iron, copper, &c. ; and when

"W hat was the nature of the norrtcnclature used by the older cheini«t»

When w^s the system now in use invented ? What is meant by sini' # of

elementary bodies? What is the rule for the old simple bodies

?
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new bodies lielonging to this cUbs are discoTered, thoy an
to xeoeive a name deacriptiye of ono of their leading prop-

erties ; thus, chlorine takes its name from its greenish color,

and iodine firom its purple vapor. It is to be regretted that

this role has often beeu overlodked.

Some doubt exists as to the exact number of the ele-

mentaxy bodies. It may be estimated at 62, including

three metals recently discovered, the titles of which have
not yet been completely established.

Ofthe list ofelementaxy bodies, the metals fi>nn by &r the

larger portion, there being 49 ofthem ; the remaining 13 are

eommonly spoken of as non-metallic substances. By some
authors these are called metalbids, in contra-distinction to

the metals, an epithet which, however, is very objectionable.

Table ofelementary or simple Substa7iccs, witk their Sym
bols and Atomic Weights,

Koa-metalLe Elements. Symbols. At. wu. Metallic Elemeats. Symbol*. At Wt3.

Oxygen .... o. 8013 Erbium .... E.
Hydrogen . • . H. 1000 Terbium . . • Tr.
Nitrogen • • . N. U-19 ManganeM • • 27-72
Sulphur. . . . S. 1612 Iron Fc. 27-18

Phosphorus . . P. 3200 Cobalt .... Co. 29-57
Carbon .... C. 6-01 Nickel .... Ni. 29-62
Chlorine . . . CI. 35-47 Zinc . . , , , Zn. 32-31

Bromine . . . Br. 78-39 Cadmium • • • Cd. 55 83
Iodine .... I. 126-57 Lead Pb. 103-73
P'iuorine • • . F. 18-74 Tin Sn. 58-92
Boron . , , . B. 1091 Bismuth . . . Bi. 71 07
Silicon .... SL 22-22 Copper .... Cu. 31-71
SeleuuDi . . • 89*63 Uranium • • • U. 217-20

•
Mercury . • • Hg. 202-87

Metallic SlemeaU.
K.

Silver ....
Pallfidium • . .

108-31
Potassium • • . 39-26 Pdi 53 36
Sodium .... Na. 23-3

1

Khodium . • , R. 6220
Lithium. . , . L. G-44 Iridium .... If. 98-84
Bariufu . . . , Ba. 68 66 Platinum . . . Pt. 98-84
Struntiam . • . Sr. 43-85 Gold Au. 199-2
Calcium . , . Ca. 20 52 Osmium . . , Os. 9<J-72

Magnesium . Mg. 12-89 Titanium . . .

V- 24-a3
Aluminum . . . Ai: 13-72 Tantalum . Ta. 184-90
Glucinum . . . G. 2G 54 Tellurium Te. 64-25
Yttrium .... Y. 32 25 Tungsten . . . w. 99-70
Zirconium . . . z. 33G7 Molybdenum . . Mo. 47-96
Thorium . • . Th. 59-83 Vansdtmn . . . V. 68-66
Cerium .... Ce. 46-05 Chromium . , . Cr. 28-19
Lanthanum . , La. Autiniony . . . Sb. 64-C2
Didymium • . . D. Arsenic .... As. 3767

>v aat IS inc ruie lor me simple bodies newly diseorered T What is tb*
fluraber of the elementary bodies ' Of these, to wh-it class do the greater
part belong 7 What are the symbols ibr the elementaiy bodies ? What am
heir atome welgbti r
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To this taUe the &amei of four metals, recently diiooT*

iaed and bnt little known, miglil be added. They are Ni>
oDium (Nb.), Norinm (No.), Pebpium (Pe.), and Rnthe-
titun (Ru.).

Compound bodies may, for the most part, be divided into

three groups : acids, bases» and salts. By an acid we mean
a body having a sour taste, reddening vegetable blue colors,

and nentralirang alkalies ; by a base, a body which restores

to bine the color reddened by an acid, and possessing the
quality of neutralizing the properties ofan acid ; by a salt,

the body arising from the union of an acid and a base
These definitions, howcTcr, are to be reeeiTcd with consid

•rable limitation.

The nomenclature for acid substances is best seen fiom
an example. Thus sulphur and oxygen unite to form an
acid : it is called sulphuric acid ; the termination in ic being
cxpressiTe ofthat fact. But very frequentlytwo substances

will fi>rm more than one acid, by uniting in different pro-

portions ; in this case the termination in ous is used ; tnus
we have sulphurous acid, bo called because it contains less

oxygen than sulphuric. The prefix hypo" is also used,

as in hyposulphnrous and hyposulphurio acids : it indicates

. acids containing less oxygen than sulphurous and sulphuric

acids. The prefix " hyper*' is used in the same way ; thus,

hypeichlorio add, an acid containing more oxygen than
chloric acid.

With respect to bases, the generic termination is in ide.

If oxygen aind lead unite, we have oxide of lead, and in the

same mannerwe have chlorides, bromides, iodides, and fluor>

ides. And if these elements form compounds in more pro-

portions than one,we indicate their proportion by the Greek
numerals, protos, deuteros, tritos : thus we have protoxides,

deutoxides, tritqficides ; the protoxide of lead contains one

atom of oxygen and one of lead, the dentochloride of mer*

cniy two atoms ofchlorine and one ofmercury, &o. In the

same manner, the prefixes sub, sesqui, and per are used

thus, a suboxide contains the lowest proportion of oxygen,

a pnoxide the highest proportion, and a sesquioxide inter-

Into what groups may compound bodies be divided ? What is the defi-

nition of an acid f What is a basr ? What a sak ^ What do the tcrm-

^oations ic and ous indicate ? "What is the meaning of the prefixes hi/po and

hfper ? What does the termination ide signify X What the prehxes profmi,

Mer«t, and Inlot, MifM, wadftrf
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venes between ri protoxide and a deutoxide, its Qiygeil being

in the proportion of one atom and a half.

By an alloy, we mean the substance arising from the

union of two metals ; thus copper and zinc unite to form

brass, which is an alloy. If one of the metals is mercury

the compound is called an amalgam. And when sulphur,

phosphorus, carbon, and selenium unite with metais, or with

oach other, the termination uret is used ; thus we have sui-

.pKiirets, phosphurets, carburets, See.

With respect to the nomenclature for salts, the termina-

tions ate and ilc are used to indicate acids in ic and ohs re-

spectively. The sulphate of potash contams sulphuric acid,

and the gnlphlte oi potash sulphurous acid. And as we
have already seen that diiibrcnt oxides arise by the union

of oxygen in difFerent proportions, and these bodies frequent-

ly give rise to dillerent series of salts, the operation of the

nomenclature may be readily traced : thus, the protosul-

phate of iron is the sulphate of the protoxide of iron, but the

persulphate of iron is a sulphate of the peroxide, and the

deutosulphate of platinum a sulphate of the deutoxide of

platinum. When the relative quantity of the acid and
hase varies, Latin numerals are employed ; thus the bisul-

phatc of potash coutains two atoms of sulphtmc acid and
one of potash.

Salts are said to be neutral if neither their acid nor base
be in excess. If the acid predominates, it is an acidj 01

Buper-ialt ; ii the base» it is a basic, or lub-sfit.

LECTURE XXXY.
The Stbibols—Failure of the NomenclatAire in the Cam

of Complex Compounds.—Failure in Difference of
Gfxmping.—SynMs for elementary Bodies.—Expres*
nomfar several Atoms.—Use of the Flus 8ign,—Ex-
pressionsfar Orauping.

So long as the constitution of compound bodies is sim-
ple, there is no difficulty in applying the nomenclature, or

What is an alloy and an amalo^^am ? When is the tennination urft em-
ployed? What do the ternainaUuns ale and tte mdicate 7 What ia the no-
menclature fot the salts? What is a neutrd MbT "Whtt Is aa add.m
Hgtr sait ? W]iatiaabaue»«raabaalll
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in zecognizing from tlie name of the compound the nature

nd proportions of its constituents. Thus, protoxide of hy-

drogen clearly indicates a body in which one atom of oxy-

gen is united with one oi hydrogen, bisulphate of pot^h a
body composed of two atoms of sulphuric acid and one of
potash, and even in more complicated cases, such as the

sulphato-trtcarbonate of lead, &ic., the same principle will

lerve as a guide.

But when compound bodies consist of a great number
of atoms, the nomenclature ceases to be of any service.

Thus, starch is composed of twelve atoms of carbon, ten

of hydrogen, and ten of oxygen. Fibrin is composed of

£>rty-eight atoms of carbon, thirty-six of hydrogen, four-

teen of oxygen, six of nitrogen, with* minute but essential

quantities of sulphur and phosphorus. On the principles

of the nomenclature, it would be difficult to give to the
first a technical name, and in the case of the latter impos-

sible.

The peculiarity of oi^anic compounds is, that they con
tain but few of the elementary bodies, being cliiefly made
up of carbon, hydrogen,, oxygen, and nitrogen; but these,

as in the case of fibrin, unite in a very complicated way,

very often hundreds of atoms being involved. The nomen**

elature is therefore inapplicable to organic chemistry.

There is also another very serious difficulty in its way.

It has been discovered that compounds may consist of the

same elements, united in precisely the same proportions,

•0 that when they are analyzed they yield precisely the

same results, and yet the;|^ ™&y> ui reality, be very difier-

eakt substances. Identity in composition is no proof of the

sameness of bodies. Thus we may have the same ele-

ments uniting together in the same proportion, and yielding

a solid, a liquid, or a gas indifierently« This result may de-

pend on several causes, as will be presently explained ; but

among these causes I may here specify what is termed by
ehemists Grouping." Thus, suppose &ur elementary bod-

ies, A B C D, unite together, there is obviously a series of

compounds which may arise by permuting or grouping them
differently, as in the following example

:

Under what circumstar.ces does the nomenclature app JjT, and when doe»

I fail? What is the peculiarity cf organic compouncb? Why is \hm

lOOMnclatare inappUcaUe to oraanis ebiniutryf It identity of compoii
tioBanypioof of iMid«ntitjolDodlMt What i» mttat by gwopiasi
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(1) A + B + C+D.
(2) AO +BD.
(3) AD + 0B.

The method of symbols, which is designed to mi^et ihcae

difficulties, and i.^, m reality, an appendix and improvement

upon the nomenclature, was originally introduced by Bcr-

Eelius ; bnt the ibmi ^vhich is now most commonly adopted

is that of Liebig ami Toggendorff. The advantages which
have been fomid to accrue from it are so great, that it is

now introduced into ever}^ part of chemistry, so tliat it is-*

impossible to read a inotlciu work on this science without

having previously liiastcrcd the symbols.

The student should not be discouraged at the mathemat-

ical appearance of chemical lormulre. lie will find, by a

little attention, that they are ioimded upon the simplest

principles, and involve merely the arithmetical operations

of addition and multiplication. The fuliowing is a brief

exposition of their nature :

For the symbol of an elementary substance we take the

first letter of its Latin name, as is shown in the table given

in the last lecture. Those symbols bliould be committed to

memory. But as it happens that several substances some-

tiuies have the same imilal letter, to distinguish betweea
them we add a second small letter. Thus, carbon has for

its symbol C; chlorine, CI. ; copper (cuprum), Cu. ; cad-

mium, Cd., &c. It may be observed that in the case of

recent Latin names the German synonym is always used

;

thus, potassium is called kalium in Germany, and has for

its symbol K. ; sodium is called natrium, and has for its

symbol Na,, &c.

But a symbolic letter standing alone not merely repre-

sents a substance ; it farther represents o?ie atom of it
;
thus,

C means one atom of carbon, and O one atom of oxygen.

If we wish to indicate that more than one atom is pres-

ent, we affix an appropriate figure, as in the following ex-

amples : • ffiQ . Ojo- Thus, nitric acid is composed of

one atom of nitrogen united to five of oxygen, and we write

it iVOft.

Give an exsmple of gronpinf. 'What am tbt fymbola fvr elementary bod-
ics ^ Whrn two bodies begin %vilh the same letter, he rv are the symboli
arrauged { What does a single symbol standing alone represent 1 How are
tfore atootf thtn one representea T
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When a oampomid, fonned of ierenl eomfCftmib, u to

be lepraentedi ire make me of an inteireiiiiig eomma;
thuj, BUoDg oil ofjdtnol is oomposed of one atom ofsulphur

and three of oxygen, united with one atom ofwater, whieh
18 compoied of one atom of oxygen and one of hydrogen, and
we wnte it SO^ HO.

Ifwe desire to indicate that compounds are united with
a Ibeble affinity, we make use of the «gn + ; thus, the

eomposition of sulphurio aoid may be written iSO^, or

S0^+ O, the latter ibnnula implying that one ofthe atoms
of oxygen is held by a feebler simmty than the other two.

When a large figure, or coefficient is placed on the same
line as the symbol, and to the left ofit, it multiplies that sym-
bol as far as the first comma or+ sign ; or, ifthe fmnula be
placed in a parenthesis, it multiplies every letter under the
parenthesis ; thus, 280^ KO, HO, or 280^+K0+H0
mean two atoms of sulphurio acid united with one of pot-

ash and one of water, forming the bisulphate of potash

;

but 2{S0^, KOt HO,) would represent two atoms of a salt

composed of one of sulphuric acid, one of potash, and one of

water, the figure here multiplying all under the parenthesis.

The advantages which arise from the use of these simple

rules are very great ; we can, even with the most complex

bodies, not only express their composition, but also the mole-

cular arrangement, or grouping of their atoms ; we can fid-

low them through the most intricate changes, and without

difficulty trace out their metamorphosss. For eixample,

analysis shows that alcohol is composed of

C^y H^ O^t

but many facts in its histoiy lead us to know that its mole-
cular constitution is

(C,H,)0+HO;
that is to say, it contains a compound radical O.H^, to

whieh the name of ethyl has been given, and this fact be-

ing understood, we see at once that upon the prlneiplei of

the nomeiiolatnre the true name ibr alcohol is the hydiated

oiide of ethvl ; mttreover, alcohol is derived by processes

sf fermenUtton tnm sugar. The constitution of dry grape

«ugar is

Ci2$ H<^2^ ^12*

How is ihf comma emploved ? What is the usp of the r.vn pcu.i ? How
^ does A coefficieDt multiplj J What are the adTantagei ahaing from lh«

ifnboltf GiveftB«nai|iMiat]Mcas»ofileQlioL
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This complex atom, iiuder the influence of active yeast, il

fiplit into

2(C,JJ,0,).....4(CO,),
that is to say, into two atom^i ot alcohol and four ot car-

bonic acid gas
;
and, accordingly, we find, during ferment-

ation, that the sugar disappears, alcohol ibrniing in the liq-

uid, and carbonic acid gas escapes

The student should accustom himsc'f to the translation

of the nomenclature into symbols, and symbols mto the

nomenclature, in cases where it is possible, for it is abso-

lutely eBsential that he should be perfectly famihai with the

pioceie.

LEOTUEE XXXYL
Thb Laws of Combination.—Xai<r ofFixed PraparHom.
—Numerical Lata,—Multiple iaw.—Modes of ex-

pressing Composition,—Proportions, SguivalenSs, and
Atomic Weights,— Relation between GomJfnmng YoU
umes and Atomic Weights,—TcMe of Specific Gravi-

ties and Atomic Weights,

It has been 8hown» in the £nt and second lectures, that

material substances possess an atomic constitution, and all

the phenomena of chemistry bear out this conclusion. It

follows, therefore, when substances Qpmblne with each other

and give rise to new products, the union takes place by the

atoms of the one associating tiiemselves with the atoms of
the other, and as these atoms possess weight and other prop-

erties which are specific, there are certain circumstances,

easily foreseen, which must attend such combinations.

1st. The constitution of a compound body must always

be fixed and invariable. This arises from the fact of the

unchangeability of the properties ofatoms ; one atom ofwa-
ter will always be composed ofone atom of oxygen and one
of hydrogen; one atom of carbonate of lime will always
consist of one atom of carbonic acid and one of lime. Or,

more generally, if a good analysis of water has shown that

nine grains of that substance contain eight grains of oxygen

In what manner does the combination of bodiea take place? What it

mint \tf tli0 kw of Szcd propordoiit t
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and one of hydrogen, every Bubsecuent analysis will corr<>

itpond therewith.

2d. The proportions in which boiies are disposed to unite

with each other can always be represented by certain num-
bers ; these numbers being, in fact, the relative weights

of their atoms. Thus water is composed of an atom of

oxygen and one of hydrogen, and inasmuch as the oxygen
atom is eight times heavier than that of hydrogen, it neces-

sarily follows that in every nine parts of water we shall

have eight of oxygen and one of hydrogen. These numbers
are therefore spoken of as the combining proportions or

equivalents of the substances to which they are attached.

If, farther, we examine, when oxygen and sulphur unite,

what are the relative quantities, we shall find that eight

arts of oxygen combine with sixteen of sulphur, forming
yposulphurous acid. And if siilphur and hydrogen unite,

it will be found that sixteen of sulphur combine with ono
of hydrogen. In this manner, by examining the various

elementary bodies, we find that certain numbers are ex-

pressive of the proportions in which they are disposed to

unite, and these numbers represent the relative weight of

their atoms ;
thus, if 1 be taken as the atomic weight of hy-

drogen, that of oxygen is 8, that of sulphur 16, &c. ; the

atomic weights of the elementary bodies have been given

in Lecture XXXIV.
3d. If two substances unite with each other in more pro-

portions than one, those proportions bear a very simple arithr

metical relation to one another; thus, 14 grains of nitro-

gen will successfully unite with 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 grains of

oxygen, forming successively the protoxide of nitrogen, the

deutoxide, hj^ponitrous acid, nitrous acid, and nitric acid.

And when the numbers expressing the amount of oxygen

are examined, it is seen that they are in the second twice,

in the third thrice, in the fourth four times, and in the fifth

five times the amount of the first ;
they are, therefore, sim-

ple multiples of it. The reason of this is plain when w«
write the constitution of these bodies in symbols

;
they are

successively,

NO . . NO^

.

. iVOg . . NO, . . NO, ;

What by the numerical law ? Give an example in each case. What do

the numbers represent? Give examples of these numbars. What is meant

by the multiple law ? Give an example of it in the case of the compounds
of nitrogen and oxygen.
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and if one atom of oxygen weighs 8, two must weigh 16,

three 24, four 32, &c. ; the multiple law, therefore, IB a
necessary consequence of the comhinalion of atoms.

Observation has shown that there are two series accord-

ing to which bodies may unite with each other.

• (l.J 1 atom of A may unite with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c., atoms of B.

(2.) 1 atom ofA may unite with ^, 1, 1}, 2, 3, 6tc*, atoms of B.

But as an atom is indivisible, there can be no such thing

as ft half atom ; consequently the second series becomes,

(3.) 2 atoms ofA may unite with 1, 2, 3, 4» 5, &e., atoms of B.

The three foregoing laws are known under the name of

the laws of combination ;
they are the law of definite pro-

pui Lions, the law of numbers, and the multiple law.

There arc three Avays in which the composition of a sub-

stance ma}' frequently be expressed : 1, by atom; 2, by

weight ,
'3, by volume. Thus, the constitution of water, by

atom, is one of oxygen to one of hydrogen
;
by weight, it is

one of hydrogen to eight of oxygen ; and by volume, two

of hydrogen to one of oxygen. These dillerent modes of

expression involve nothing eontradiclory ; they are all recon-

ciled by the statement that the atom, of oxygen is eight

times as heavy as tliat of hydrogen, but only half the size.

By some autliors the terms combuiing proportiou and
equivalent are used

;
they have the same signification as

atoiiiic weight. And as we know nothing of the absolute

weight of atoms, hut only their relative proportions to each
other, we may select any substance with which to compare
all the rest, and make it our unit or term of comparison.

In this book hydrogen is employed for this purpose, and its

u.tomic weight is marked 1 ; on the Continent of Europe
oxygen is selected, and marked 100. It is obvious that this

does not affect the relationship of the numbers, for it is the

same thing whether we state tiie atomic weights of hydro-

gen and oxygen as 1 to 8, or as 12^ to 100.

Combinations may take place in two different ways : 1st,

in definite proportions
; 2d, in indefinite proportions. It is

tu tiie funacr that all the foregoing observations and laws

What an tlw two aeries in whieh bodies may anite f In what ways may
the composition of a body be frequently expressed 7 How is the apparent
eontradiction of these statements reconciled? What dn proportion and
equivalent signify ? What is the substance with which a|l c/thers are oom*
Mied for' their atomic weights in this book? "What other stasulatds migh
se empl yed ? What are the two modes ofcombination f
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apply. One grain of hydrogen will not unite with nine or

seven grains of oxygen, but only with eight. But one drop

of spirits of wine may combine with one of water, or with
a pint, or a quart, or ten gallons. This is what is under-

Btood by union in indefinite proportions.

When two gaseous bodies unite, their combining propor-

tions bear a simple relation to each other ; one volume of

hydrogen unites with one of chlorine, and produces two vol-

umes of hydrochloric acid. And in the case of the five com-
pounds of nitrogen just referred to, two volumes of that gas

combine successfully with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 o£ oxygen.

A relation, thereibre, exists between the combining vol-

ume and the atomic weight ofgaseous bodies. If the weight
of a given volume of oxygen be called 100*0, that of an equal

volume of hydrogen will be 6*25, these numbers represent-

ing, of course, the specific gravity 'ol' the two gases. The
proportion in which they unite is one volume of oxygen to

two of hydrogen to form water ; the relative weights of

these quantities, therefore, would be 100 0 to 6 25 x 2, that

is, 100 0 to 12*50
; but these numbers are the atomic weights

of the bodies respectively. From such considerations, it

was at one time supposed that, in the case of all gases, the

specific gravities would correspond to the atomic weights.

Experience has, however, shown that this is not the case,

as is seen in the following table

:

Ga.'t, or Vapor.
Specific Gravities. Cliemxal Equivalents.

|

Air= I. Hydrogen = 1. By Voluma. By Weight.

00690 1-00 100- 100 '

0-9727 1412 100- 14-15
1

Carbon (hypothetical) . . . 0-4213 612 100- 6-12
,

2-4700 35-84 100- 35-42
8-7011 126-30 100- 126-30
5-3930 78-40 100- 78-40

6-9C90 101-00 200- 202-00
1-1025 1600 50- 800
4*3273 62-8 25- 15-70

10 3620 150-8 25- 37-7

6-6480 96-48 16-66 1610

From this it is seen, that if the combining volume of hy-

drogen, nitrogen, or chlorine be taken as unity, that of oxy*

gen is one half, of vapor of phosphorus one fourth, and of

vapor of sulphur one sixth.

What relation is observed when gases combine by volume I What it the

telation between specific gravities and atomic weights 7
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LECTURE XXXYII.

Constitution op Bodies.—CaUndatian of Specific Chuv
it ICS.—Crystallization.—Systemsof Crystals,—Dimor*
phism,— Isomorphism.— Isamorphom Groups,— Iso-

merism.— Metameric and PoUfmeric Bodies,—AU(h
tropic States of Bodies,

On the principles which have just been developed, we
can often calculate the specific erravity of a compound gas

with more accuracy than it can be determined experiment-

ally. Thus, hydrochloric acid, which consists of equal vol-

umes of chlorine and hydrogen united, without condensation,

must have a specific gravity of 12695. because the specific

gravity of hydrogen being OOODO, and that of chlorine

2'4700, the sum of winch, 2 oo'JU, is the weight of Iwa

volumes of hydrochloric acid, and, therefore, if we divide by

2, the quotient, 1-2(j9o, is equal to tlio weight of one vol-

ume ;
or, ill other words, the 8pecifi.c gravity oi tiie com-

pound gas.

Sometimes, also, we can determine the specific gravity

of a vapor by calculation when it is impossible to do so ex-

perimentally. Assuming that one volume of carbonic acid

gas contains one volume of oxygen and one of carbon vapor,

we have,

Specific ffwritj of carbonic acid . • . 1*6238
*• " oxygen Ii025
** " cftibon rapor . . . «4213

The hypothetical specific gravity of the vapor of carbon is

therefore '4213.

The rule for the calculation of specific gravities, on llio

foregoing principles, is, "Multiply the specific gravities of

the simple gases or vapors respectively by the volumes in
which they combine, add those products together, and di-

vide the sum by the number of volumes of the compound
gas produced.'*

How may the specific gravity of a compound gas be determined t Hiwr
tt the hypothetical specific gravity of the vapor of carbon determineil ?
What 18 the rule for the calculation of the specific craFities of compouiul
guesliroin those of their eonstitoeiitat
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It frequently happens that substances assuming the solid

form, from the liquid or vaporous states, take on a geomet-

rical figure, being terminated by sharp edges and solid an-

gles ; under such circumstances, they are said to crystallize.

Thus, common salt will crystallize in cubes, and nitrate of

potash in six-sided prisms.

The various geometrical forms which cr^^stals can thus

assume may be divided into six classes, or systems

:

(1.) The Regular system.

(2.) The Rliombohedral system.

(3.) The Square Prismatic system.

(4.) The Right Prismatic system.

(5.) The Oblique Prismatic system.

(6.) The Doubly Oblique Prismatic system.

This division is founded on the relations of certain lines,

or axes, which may be supposed to be drawn through the

centre of the crystal round which its parts are symmetri-

cally arranged.

THE REGULAR SYSTEM.

This has three equal axes at right angles to each other.

Fig. 142.

The letters a a show the direction of the axes. The
figure {Fig. 142) represents, 1. The cube ; 2. Regular OC'

taJiedroii ; and, 3. Rhombic dodecahedron.

THE SQUARE PRISMATIC SYSTEM.

This has three axes, two of which are equal, and the

third of a difiierent length.

a a is the principal axis ; b b the secondary one. In the

figure {Fig. 143), 1 is a right square prism, with the axes

on the centre of the sides, bb; 2 is a right square prism,

with the axes in the edges ; 3 and 4 corresponding right

square octahedrons.

What are the six systems of crystallization? Upon what fact is this

division founded ? In the rogular system, wliat is the relation of the axes ?

In the square prismatic system, what is their relation?
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THB BIOHT PEIBICATtO SYSTEM

has three axes, a a, b b, c c, of unequal lengths, at right

angles to eaoh other.

In the figure {Fig. 144), 1 \s Aright rectangular
2. Right rhombic prism ; 3. Right rectangular based OG'

tahedran; 4. Right rhombic based octahedron.

THE OBLIQUE F&ISMATIC SYSTEM

has three axes, which may be unequal ; two are plaeed at

fight an^es to each other, and the third is oblique to cue
and peipendicular to the other.
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In the figure {Fig. 115), 1 is an oblique rcctanp:ular

2?risfn ; 2. Oblique rhombic prisfn ; 3. Oblique rectan-

gular based octahedron ; 4. Oblique rlionibic based octor

hedron,

THX DOUBLY OBLTQVB PRI81CATI0 8Y8TBK

has three axes, which may be all unequal and all oblique.

In the fiiHJTc (Fig. 14 G), 1 and 2 arc doubly obliqub

prisms ; and o and 4 doubly oblique octahedrons.

TBB BBOMBOHEMtAL SYSTEM

has four axes, three of which are equal in the same plane,

and inch'ned at angles of 60°
; the Ibuith, which is the

principal axis, is perpendicular to all.

In the figure (Fig. 147), 1 is the regular six-sided

prtSM,' 2, the dodecahedron; 3. Rhombohedran ; 4, an*

other dodecahedrms.

It often hai^pens, owing to a change in the deposit of

new matter on a crystal while forming, that other figures

than the proper one are produced ; thus, the cube may pass
into the octanedfont as shown in Fig, 148.

How raanv axes are in the rlioiubohedral system, and what is their reia*

1i0Rf In whau maiuMriray crystals ofOQSMB peiiilllOtiWM ofaaflt^
it tho oobe into tlioootaMm r
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The effect may, perhaps, be better coiiecivod by imag-ining

the solid aiiofle of" the enbe 1 to be cut oil by planes equally

inclined to the constitLK'ut fjices. 2 represents an increased

removal of the same kind; 3 one still farther cidvanced.

Sometimes :t happens that each alternate plane of a crys-

tal grows at the expense ot the adjacent one, giving rise to

Jiemihedral, or half-sided crystals, as is shown in Fig. 149,

which represents the tetrahedron, arising in this manner
from the octahedron by the growth of each alternate face.

1 . The octahedron partially modified ; 2. The changa iar*

ther advanced ; 3. The tetrahedron completed.

The angles of crystals are measured by goniometers, of

which there are several

kinds ; as the rrnnmon gtjiu*

ometcr, and ^V^lIlai>Loli'^ t^-

fleeting CffMiKniielPr. Tins

instruiuenl la iepres< iiti'd iii

Fig. 150 The crv.-.tal te

be measuie-h f, is iixcd

upon a mova})le sii)">p{)rt. ^,

which is 111 eojineetioii With

the but teii-hcaded axis oi V

the goniynit'tL-r, ^\ ]uch ^

pa^sos thrmj iih a UuTrer axis

la the u])riL''h{, 6. a is a ill- ^

J

vided eireh\ and «i il» ver^

nier, which is lixnl nMuidrablv on the ujirifilit, b.

The edge ot the crystal, which is £»rmed hy Um4cIV0 taeeii

urn homihcdrHl ^rjnrtals, arid \ivm WO tiinf
th» u«e of Um refleoting qnBiiMMUi. • ' . .

^

It'
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•'hose inclination is to be measured, is to be set parallel to
the axis ol the instrument

; and having, by means of the
button, o, turned the crystal until some definite object, such
as the bar of a window, is seen distinctly reflected from it,
the larger milled head is turned, and with it the divided
circle and crystal, until the same object is again seen by
reflection from the second face. The angle through which
the great circle has moved, subtracted from 180°, nvas
the angle included betweoii the two ciystailine faces, or
their inclmation to each other.

'

Asa general rule, the same substance, crystallizing mi-
der the same circumstances, will produce crystals belonging
to tlie same system. Cases, however, are known in which
the same substance belongs to different systems. Thus,
sulphur will crystallize in rhombic prisms, and also rhombic
octaiiedrons. By dunorphous bodies we therefore mean
substances which will afibrd crystals belonging to two dif-
fcrent systems.

Dimorphism is frequently connected with the tcmpcratuTC
ft.t which the crystals were produced. Thus, carbonate of
lime, at ordinary temj)eratures, yields rhombohedrons, but
at the boiling poiat ol Avater ri^^ht rhombic prisms

; and
with this difl^erence of (oTm a difference of chemical quali-
ties^ may occur

;
the bisu]|ihuret of iron, for example, crys-

tallizes in cubes, winch remain unacted upon by water or
wr; but in its right rhombic lurni it underfroes rapid oxyda-
tion in moist air, producing sulphate- of uon. Conunonly
one of the forms of a dimorphous body is less stable than
the other, and if the transition takes place abruptly, it is
sometimes attended by a flash of light.

It was discovered by Mitscherlich, that when difl'erent
eompound bodies assume the same form, we are often
able to trace a remarkable analogy m their chemical com-
position. Thus, the chloride of sodium, the iodide of po-
tassium, the fluoride of calciurn, &;c., crystallize in the
first system. These substances are all constituted upon
a common type, in which we have one atom of a metal
united to one atom of an electro-negative radical

; or, tak-
ingM as the general symbol for the metals, and R for the

What is meant by dimorpbmis bodies ? What elltet \am temperature on
he form.aiion of crystals ? Is dimorphism connected with peculiarities in
\m chemical qualities of bodies I What relntion \?t there in tba fenB awl
i^ipotition ot iodide of potaasium and chloride of sodium f

H
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no ISOMORPHISM.

electro-negative radicals, the class is constituted upoa Um
type

and therefure includes such bodies as

KCl

.

. NaCl . . KJBr . . KF, . CaF. AmCl . . . &c.

Saeh sobitances are called isomorphous bodies, and the des

ignations, isomorphous elements, isomorphous groups, an
used, being derived fropi laog, equal, fiop(j)7], form.

Let us take a second more complicated case. The
formula for common alum, the sulphate of alumina and
potash, is,

KO, SO3 A O3, 3 5O3 + 247/0.
Ammonia alum 13 Amd, SO3 4- Ai^ Oj, 3SO.^ -\- ^MiO.
Chioiiie aliun is JtO, SO^— Cr^Oz^^i^O^-^-UHO.
Iranalamit JTO, <SOa>-JV,Ot,3£0,-i*sarO.

And in the same way an extensive family of alums may he
fi>nned by the substitution of a limited number of yanous
other bodies comprised in the general formula,

in which «7i represents any metal beloiigiug- to the potassium

group, and M any one belonging to the aluminum group.

All these alums crystallize with the same form, and such

illustrations afibrd us reason to believe that that similarity

of form is due, in a great measure, to the growpin^^ or ar-

rangement of the constituent atoms; that in a compuund
molecule the substances which can replace one another
without giving rise to a change of external form ?ytust

have certain relationships to each other. We call them,

therefore^ isomorphous. The following ten groups have
been established

:

L
Silver . Ag
Gold.

2.

Anenious Acid (in its

unusual form) . . .

SMqoioxide of Actimo-
»y

3.
Alnminn
be»|Uioxide of Ixod .

Sesguioadde of Chio*
mium • • • • •

Setquioxid* ofMiqg»>

4.

Phosphoric Acid
Arsenie Aeid . .

5.

Sulphuric Acid .

Selente Acid . .

Chromic Acid •

Manganic Acid .

CrO.

Why arc they called isomorphoun bodies T Give an example of isomorpb-
lim in the case of the alums. What general concl*.:sion may be dra%v»
60m these facts ? How many isomorphous groups have been detemuoedw *t

*- belon^iii^ to I

'
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ISOMERISM. METAMERIG AND POLYMERIC BODIES. 171

6.

Hypermanganic Acid .

Hypercbloric Acid . .

7.

Salts of Potash . . .

Salts of Oxide of Am-
monium

8.

Oxide of Silver . . .

Oxide of Sodium . .

9.

Baryta
Strontia

3fn, 0^
CI 0,

K.O

Am 0

A^O
Na O

Ba O
Sr O

Lime (in arragonite) . Ca O
Oxide of Lead . . . Pb.O

10.

Lime (in Iceland spai) Ca O
Magnesia ..... Mg O
Protoxide of Iron . . Fe D

Manganese Mn O
Zinc , . Zn O
Cobalt . . Co O
Nickel . . Ni O
Copper . . Cu O
Lead (in ,

plumbo calcite) . . Pb,0

u
It

<i

((

<{

(I

From the external forms of bodies we may next turn te

their internal constitution, calling to mind what has been
already observed in Lecture XXXV., that identity of com-
position by no means implies identity of character. Two
substances may be composed of the same elements, united

in the same proportions, and yet be totally unlike ; and it

is obvious that this may be due to two difl'erent causes :

1st. Difi'erence of grouping ; 2d. Difference in the absolute

number of atoms.

Difference of grouping I have already explained in the

lecture just quoted ; and with respect to difference in tha

absolute number of atoms, the effect is obvious ffom an ex-

ample. Thus, we have as the constitution of

Aldehyde
Acetic ether

C^H^O^
C^H^O^,

And these bodies, if analyzed, would, of course, yield pre*

cisely the same proportions in 100 parts, the true difference

being, that the atom of acetic ether contains twice as many
constituent atoms as that of aldehyde, and is, therefore, ex
actly twice as heavy, though equal weights of the two wi!«

yield equal quantities of their constituents.

To these peculiarities the term isomerism is applied, and

by isomeric bodies we mean bodies composed of the same
elements in the same proportion, but differing in properties.

When isomerism arises from difference in groupjing, the

bodies are said to be metameric ; and when it arises from

difference in the absolute number of atoms, they are called

polymeric.

Attention has recently been drawn to a third cause, which

What two causes may give to bodies of the same composition different

characters? Give an example of the effect of difference ol the absolute

number of atoms. What is meant by isomerism ? What are metameric

bodies 7 What ar« polymeric bodies ?
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gives rise to the phenomena of isomerism : it is the alio-

tropic condition ofelementary bodies. Cai bou, iui example,

exists under a number ofditierent forms; we find it as char-

coal, plumbago, and diamond. They ditier in specific grav-

ity, in specific heat, and in their conducting power as re-

spects caloric and electricity. In their relations to light,

the one perfectly absorbs it, the second reflects it like a

meui, the third trausiaits it like glass. In their relation to

oxyjren they also dilicr surprisingly ; there are vaiicues of

cliaicual that spoilt cLiR'OUsly take lire in the air, but the tiia-

iiioiid can only be bui la d in pure oxygen gas. The second

and third varieties do not belong to the same cry:9lailme

form.

It is now known tliat a ^rreat many elementary substan

ces are afl'ected iii. this iiiaiiuci. I have shown th:it this 13

the case with chlorine gas, which changes under the mllu'

ence oi the indigo rays (PJuL Mag., July, 1844). Tii tlio

same manner, it has been long known iioii exists iu

two states : 1st. In its oriliiKirv oxyilizable stale; 2d. In a
coiiditiuii lu whicii it bimiiialei liie pioj^eitieji of platiaum
or gold.

There can be no doubt that these peculiarities are car-

ried by these bodies when they nnite to Ibrm compounds
;

thus, for example, if carbon and hydrogen unite, it is pos-

sible we may have three different compounds ; one con-

taining charcoal carbon, a second plumbago carbon, a third

diamond carbon
;

or, if we designate these respectively as

Ca, Cp, Cy, we may have

Call... Ci3ir. . . Cyff;
and perhaps, as M. Millon has suggested, carbureted hy
drogen gas and otto of roses, which have the same const'

tutiun, difier, ia the one containiiig charcoal and the other

diamond.

These peculiarities are known under the name of allo-

tropie states, and the phenozuenon itself under the designa-

tion of allotropism.

"Wlist is tnetnt hj tlie allotropie eondition of bodies f What allotrapie
•tales does carbon present ? How mj an allotropic change be impressed
•n chlorinr ? What are the allotropie itatos o£ iion? An tiMse poeuUa^
*tiaa conunued in the compouuda i
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CHEMICAL AFFINITY. 173

LECTURE XXXVni.
CHE>ncAL Affinity.—PJienomcna acconijxinying Cliemi'

cat Affinity.—Disturbance of Teniperature,—Produc-
tion of Light.—Evolution of Electricity.— Chaiis^e of
Color.—Change ofForm.—Change of Chemical Prop-
crtics.—Change of Volume and Density.— Tables of
Geoffroy.—Meastirc of Affinity.—Disturbing Causes.

By chemical affinity we mean the attraction of atoms of

a dissimilar nature for each other, an attraction which is

exhibited upon the apparent contact of bodies.

There arc certain striking phenomena which very fre-

quently accompany chemical action. They are the evolu-

tion of Light, Heat, and Electricity
;
and, as respects the

bodies engaged, they may exhibit changes of color, of form,

of volume, of density, or of their chemical properties,

If, in a glass vessel, a (Fig- 151), a mixture of r

strong sulphuric acid and water be stirred together

by means of a tube, b, containing some sulphuric

ether, so much heat will be evolved by the acid

and water as they unite, that the ether will be

made to boil rapidly.

If, upon some water contained in a shallow dish {Fig,

152), a piece of potassium be thrown, the po- Fig.'iSZ,

tassium decomposes the water with the evolu-

tion of a beautiful lilac flame.

As respects the evolution of electricity dur-

ing chemical action, the Voltaic battery, and,

indeed, all Voltaic combinations, are examples.
In the simple circle we have already, in Lecture XXIX.,
traced the production of electricity to the decomposition of

the water.

"We have observed that the evolution of the imponder-

able agents is not the only phenomenon to be remarked
during the ])Liy of chemical affinity ; the ponderable sub-

stances themselves undergo changes.

What is meant by chemical afTmity ? What plicnomcna accompany chem.
ical action ? What changes are cxhil)itcd l)y the ^londerahlc l)o«lics them*

selves ? Give examples of the evolution of heat, light, and electricity.
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If, ia a glass containing litmus water, a drop of sulphnrio

acid is poured, the blue color of the litmus is at once chang-

ed to a red, and if into the reddened fluid so produced a lit-

tle ammonia is poured, the bli\e color is restored. This

simple experiment is of considerable interest, for the red-

dening of litmus is commonly received as one of the attri-

butes of acid bodies, and the restoration of the blue color of

those belonging to the alkaUne type.

On adding to a solution of sulphate of copper a small

quantity of ammonia, a pale green precipitate is thrown

down ; a greater quantity of ammonia redissolves this pre-

cipitate, and gives rise to a splendid purple solution.

A similar solution of sulphate of copper gives rise, under

the action of a solution of ferrocyanide of potassiumt to a

deep chocolate-colored precipitate.

A solution of the nitrate of lead, which is colorless, acted

on by a solution of iodide of potassium, also colorless, gives

rise to the production of a beautiful yellow precipitate, the

iodide of lead.

And, lastly, if sulphuric acid be placed in a solution of a

soluble salt of lead, or of baryta, a white precipitate at once

goes down,
These are all instances of changes of color, and such

changes are of the utmost importance in practical chem*
istry, inasmuch as the art of testing depends, for the.most

part, upon a Icnowledge of them.

Changes of ibrm in the same manner are exhibited ; thus,

when gunpowder explodes, a large proportion of the ingre-

dients, from being in the solid, escapes in the gaseous state.

If, upon fragments of chalk, carbonate of lime, we pour hy-

drochloric acid, a violent efiervescence takes place, due to

the escape of carbonic acid, which, from being in the soUd,

assumes the gaseous form.

The converse of this is sometimes seen, vapors

passing into the solid state. In the glass, a {Fig*

153), place some strong hydrochloric acid, and
in b some strong ammonia; both these bodies

yield vapors at ordinary temperatures in abund*
ance, and those vapors meeting in the air over

the glasses, give rise to a dense fume or smoke,
which, if examined, proves to be solid sal ammoniac.

Give examples of changes of color. On what do the processes of testing

ibr the most part depenu? Give aa eacample of the production ofa gas
fnmi a solid, and a solid fiom gases. I
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CHANGES OF PROPERTIES, 175

Very often change of form is accompanied by ^.^
change of color

;
thus, if under a large bell jar

[Fig. 154) there is placed a wine-glass contain-

ing a few copper or iron nails and nitric acid, a
pas of a deep orange color makes its appearance,
filling the whole bell.

Perhaps no better instance of an entire change
of properties could be cited than that of the com-
bustion of phosphorus in atmospheric air. This substance,

phosphorus, is a body of a waxy appearance, possessing so

great a degree of combustibility that it requires to be kept
under the surface of water to prevent the action of the air.

If a piece of it be set on fire beneath a clear

and dry bell jar, as shown in Fig. 155, it

unites with great energy with the oxygen
of the included air, producing white flakes,

which, as the combustion is ceasing, descend
in the jar, giving a miniature representation

of a fall of snow. On collecting some of

this phosphoric snow, its properties will be
found to be in striking contrast with the

phosphorus which produced it ; for instance, far from being
unacted on by water, it has such an intense affinity for that

substance, that it hisses like a red-hot iron when brought
in contact with it. It reddens litmus solution, and pos-

sesses the qualities of a powerful acid. Nor is the change
confined to the phosphorus ; ifwe examine the air in which
it was burned, we find it has lost its quality of supporting

combustion.

Changes of volume, and, consequently, changes of dens-,

ity, constantly attend chemical action ; a j^int of water and
a pint of sulphuric acid, mixed together, form less than two
pints ; and the same may be observed of alcohol and water.

When to two substances already in union, a third, hav-

ing a stronger affinity for one of the other two, is presented,

decomposition ensues. Thus, if to the carbonate of soda

nitric acid be presented, the soda and nitric acid combine,

and the carbonic acid is driven off in the form of a gas.

And, again, if upon the nitrate of soda so produced sulphuric

acid is poured, the nitric acid is driven off, and sulphate of

Wh.-Yt are the changes which phosphorus undergoes when burned in the

air? Give an example of change of volume and of density. Under what
circuznslanccs does accompositioa take place ?
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soda results. It was at one time thought that, by examin-

ing a number of feuch cases, we might, discover the ord^

of affinity ui bodiLs lor one another, and arrange them in

tables; these aic sometimes called the Tables of Geofiioy.

Thus, the table

Soda.

Sulphuric «etd>

Nitric "

Muriatic *•

Acetic **

Caifaonio *'

presents us with the order in which a number of acida

stand m relation to soda, the most powerful being the first

on the list, and the salt which results from the union of

any one of those arids with the soda can be decomposed

by the use of any other acid standing higher on the h^t.

But it is now known that these tables are far lioni rep-

resent inp^ the order of afhmties ; a weaker affinity often

overcoiues a stronger, by reason of the intervention of dis-

turbing extraneous causes; and tables so construetc I lead,

thereibie, to contradictory conclusions. Some very .Mmple

considerations may illustrate this. Potassium can take oxy-

gen from carbon at low temperatures, or, in other wo ids,

decompose carbonic acid gas, but it by no means ioilowd

that the aiimity of potassium for oxygen is greater than

that of carbon, and accordingly we imd that at higher tem-

peratures carbuii can take oxygen from potassium. Indeed,

under the influence of heat, light, and electricity, we find

all kinds of chemical changes going on, and in the same
manner the condition of form exerts a remarkable influence

in these respects, so that cohesion and elasticity may be

placed aiiionGT the predisposing causes producing chemical

results, li a number (d bodies exist in a solution together,

they will at once arrange liicnisclvos in. such a way under

the influence of cohesion as to produce lusuluule precij)itates,

if that be possible ;
or, under the influence of elasticity, to

determine the evolution of a gas ; if the carbonate of soda

is decomposed by acetic acid, it by no means IbUows that

ihe latter has the stronger affinity for soda, the decomposi*

What are the tables of Geoffroy ? How mty it be shown that these sra
not the tables of affinity ? What may be enumemtcd among these disturb

ing causes? What is the influence of cohesion? What ts ihc influence

•TtiMtieitT t Give eximplet ofthe tctioa of these dittiurbing agente*
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TABLES OP GEOFFEOY. 177

tion "being probably determined by the fact that the car-

bonic acid can take on the elastic form and escape away ae

a gas. The sulphate of soda may be decomposed by bary-

ta, the cause of the decomposition being probably due to

cohesion, for the sulphate of baryta which results is a very

insoluble body. We have, therefore, no true measure of

affinity, for the relation of bodies in this respect changes
with external conditions, and the tables of GeofTroy are only

tables of the order of decompositions, but not of the crder

of affinity.

What do the tables of Geoffroy, in reality, rxprets 7

H2



PART III.
INO&GANIC CHEMI8TR7.

LECTURE XXXIX.

Pneumatic Cm:msTRY,^Ancient Opinions on the Cansti^

tution of the Gases.—Doctrine of the Unity of Air,

OzTGEN Gas.—ModesofPreparation.—Properties.—Ori-

gin of its Name.—Relations to Atmospheric Air and
Combustion^—Burning of Metals.

In the catalogue of the elementary bodies of the aneients

finir substances were included, earth, ur, fiie, and water.

The progress of knowledge has shown that three out of the

four are compound bodies.

For a length of time it was supposed that the yariout

exhalations and vapors were nothing more than vitiated

forms of atmospheric air ; and though from time to time

first one and then another of the gaseous bodies was discov*

ered, chemists were slow to admit that they were any thing

more than modifications of one common principle. Thus,
Roger Bacon, in the thirteenth century, discovered one of

the carburets of hydrogen, and Van Helmont, in the six-

teenth, carbonic acid. The invisibility of these bodies, their

remarkable chemical relations in extinguishing £amc and
producing death, the great mechanical force to which they

often gave rise when generated in pent-up vessels, their oc-

currence in mines, the bottom of wells, in church-yards and
lonely places, suggested to a superstitious mind a supernat-

ural origin, and Van Helmont gave them the name of gas,

corrupted firom gahst (or geist), which signifies a gHost or

spirit.

But it is to the researches on the properties of fixed air,

which Black made about 1760, that pneumatic chemistry

owes its origin. These were soon followed by the diaooV'

eries of Priestley, Scheele, and others. That of ox}'gen gas,

What opinions were fbnn«rlj held respeotiog the differeot gptesf
Wliat was the original sifrriificntion of the term ({MT By whomWM A*
docthna of the plurality of airs eatabliBhed 7 .
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by the fonner of these philosophers, in 1784, forever destroy-

ed the ancient notion of vitiated airs ; for this gas can sup-

port combustion and respiration far better than the atmos-

phere. It may be said with justice that modern chemistry

dates its origin from the discovery of oxygen gas.

OXYGEN. 0=8013.

Oxygen gas is probably the most abundant of the ele-

ments. It constitutes about one third of the weight of the

solid mass of the earth, eight ninths of that of the waters

©f the sea, and one fifth the volume of the air.

A simple mode of preparing oxygen is to place in a re-

tort, a. Fig. 156, some red oxide of mercury, connecting

with the retort a receiver, ^, from which there passes a

bent tube, c, which dips beneath the water of a pneumatic

trough, g. On raising the temperature of the oxide by tlie

flame of a spirit lamp, it is resolved into metallic mercury

and oxygen gas ; the former distills into the receiver b, and
the latter collects in the inverted jar of the trough.

Another process is to place the peroxide of manganese
{Mn. O2) in an iron botile, from which a tube, 5, Fig. 157,

projects ; this tube may be connected with another, /, by

means of a cork and an India-rubber tube, e. The bottle

is to be arranged in a small furnace, and made red hot

;

the manganese loses one fourth of its oxygen, which may
be collected in a gas-holder, as shown in the figure.

The most convenient mode of preparing it is to place in

a flask, a, Fig. 158, a mixture of chlorate of potash and

peroxide of manganese ; to the mouth of the flask a tube, 5,

IS adapted by means of a tight cork, the lower end of the

In what bodies does oxygen occur? Describe its prepnraiion from red

oxide of mercury, from peroxide of manganese, and from chlorate of potasiv
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tube dipping beneath a jar upon the

pneumatic trough, c. On raising

the temperature of the flask by a

spirit lamp, oxygen gas is freely

evolved. The peroxide of manga-

nese takes no part in the change, but

it causes the decomposition to go oix

at a low temperature, and the gai

is more rapidly set free. The change, being confined to the

chlorate of potash, is therefore expressed as follows

:

that is, the chlorate of potash, at the temperature in ques-

tion, has its atoms disarranged, resolving itself into one

atom of chloride of potassium and six atoms of oxygen gas.

It may also be prepared by exposing a mixture of bi-

chromate of potash and sulphuric acid, or peroxide of man-
ganese and sulphuric acid, to heat.

Oxygen gas is a colorless body, having no odor nor taste.

It is a non-conductor of electricity, and a bad refractor of

light. It is a powerfully electro-negative element. In
specific gravity it is heavier than atmospheric air ; for the

being 1 000, oxygen is 1 1026, or, according to some chem-
ists, 11111. One hundred cubic inches weigh about 34
grains. Its atomic weight is 8 013, hydrogen being taken

What are its leading physical properties 7 What is its specific gravity T
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as 1*000. It has never been condensed into the liquid

state.

To a certain extent it is soluble in water, one hundred
volumes of that liquid dissolvini^ about lour of the gas. a

fact of considerable importance in pliysiology, as it is upon
the oxygen so ioiuid in water that aquatic animals depend
for their respiratory process.

Ou litmus water, or any blue vegetable solution, oxygen
exerts no action, as it is easily shown by agitating Fi^-

it with such a solution in Hope's eudiometer (F/^. f
159); but, though it is not acid itself] when it unites :

Avith a great varicly of bodies it gives rise to power- ^

ful acids, and from this circumstance its name was
derived. Oxygen, ofvf, acid, and yevveiv, to gen-
erate.

The most important qualities of atmospheric air

are due to the presence of oxygen gas. It is for this reason
that the air supports combustion and respiration. The
powers of oxygen, in this respect, may be illustrated by
many strikaig experiments; thus, if mto a jar lilled with
it, a stick of wood, with a spark of fire on its ex- Fiff.i6(k>

tremity, be immersed, it bursts out at once into a ^
flame, burning brilliantly.

On immersing a lighted taper in ajar of oxygen

i^Fig' 160), the light becomes of a dazzling white-

ness, the taper wasting rapidly away ; but it is to

be observed that after a time the combustion de-

clines, and finally the light is extinguished.

If a piece of charcoal of bark in an ignited state be
placed in a bottle of oxygen, the combustion

goes on with great activity, a multitude of

sparks being thrown ofi'. AVhen the charcoal

is extinguished, if a little lime-water be pour-

ed into the bottle and agitated in it, the lime-

water at once becomes of a milky whiteness

;

for the carbon, during the combustion, uniting

with the oxygen, produces carbonic acid gas, and this forma

with lime a white insoluble precipitate, the carbonate of

lime.

Can it be hq^upficd ? Is it soluble in water? From what rircumstanco
is iU name derived ? What are ita relations in the ordinary processes of
ronibostion 1 PttCBBtw its tfiicl on a lighud taptr and on igiutcd chaiw
coal.

J
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A piece of India-rubber set on fire, and immersed in oxy-
gen gas, burns with the emission of a dazzling light. And

Fi^. 162. if, upon a small stand, some burning sulphur
is placed, and a jar of oxygen inverted over it,

as sho"WTi in Fig. 162, the light "which is emit-

ted is of a splendid blue color, and the smoke
ascending up the middle of the jar, and falling-

in curious rings down its sides, affords an illus-

tration of the manner in which currents are ex-

cited in gases.

But it is not alone such substances as wood,

charcoal, or sulphur which will burn in oxygen gas
;
many

Fi^. 103. bodies commonly regarded as incombustible give

Arise to the same result. If a pie^e of steel wire

be rolled round into a spiral, and the extremity of

it be dipped in melted sulphur, or wrapped round
with cotton, so as to afibrd the means of intro-

ducing it in an ignited condition into oxygen gas,

the combustion is at once communicated to the

steel, which bums in a very brilliant manner,
emitting scintillations.

Fi^. 1G4. A stream of oxygen from a
gas-holder, being thrown upon
an iron nail made red hot in the

flame of a spirit lamp, or placed
in an ignited cavity in a piece

of charcoal, causes the iron to

burn with rapidity, emitting a

shower of sparks.

When a stream of electric

sparks is passed through dry and
pure oxygen, a part of the gas

imdergoes a remarkable change,

its chemical affinities being for

the most part greatly exalted, and a peculiar phosphoric odor
communicated to it. A similar change is often remarked
in oxygen which has been set free from the decomposition
of water by the Voltaic battery, and also in damp atmos-
pheric air in which sticks of phosphorus have been slowly
oxydizing. To this substance the name ofOzone has been
given ; but it is now generally regarded as an allotropic

What is its clTpct on ignited sulphur? What is ils effect on an ignited
metal, as iron or steel ? How is ozone formed ?
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modificaliou of oxyjrcn, and that this substance, like carbon,

phosphorus, or clilormc, can exist iu two dilierent conditions,

an. acvivo and a passive Ftatc.

Jicfii c oximcn or ozone readily decomposes iodido of po-

tassium, sulphate of manganese, and yellow ferrocyanide of

potassium. It is not soluble in water, is destroyed by a heat

of 140'^, and by contact with several hydro-carbons.

LECTUIiE XL.

OxTCEN CONTINIISD.

—

DruTTimond's Lig1U,—Co7nhiistion

of JPhosphonts,—Double Change arising in Combus-
tion.— The Lnvoisierian Doctrine.—Basic, Indifferent,

and Acid Oxides.—Physiological Relations of Oxygen.— Supporters of Combustion.— Nature of Flame.^
Constanrij of Heat evolved,—VegetaUe Origin of Oxg*
gen in tJie Air,

If a ])iore of lime the size of a peppercorn be placed in

the flame of a spirit lamp, through which oxygen gas is di-

rected by a blowpipe, the lime phosphoresces powerfully,

emitting a light so bright that the eye can scarcely bear it.

This is the original form of what is called i)rummond's

light. The light, however, is still brighter when the oxy-

liydrogeu blowpiy^e is employed. i
.-

The couibusli"ii f'f phosphorus in oxygen r<>. irj.
*

^as conslil ules one of the most brilliant exper-

iments. A ])iecc of iitrhted phosphoriig im-

mersed ill ail atmosphoic ol" tins lm-. i)urn3

with the evolution of a jtrutiiLn'ous ainouiit of

light aii'l !i":it. 7'V_'. Ib'j. JSfitwithstaiiiliiig

the productiDU of dense flakts of phu.-piionc

acid iril (.Tvening between the eye and the

burniii::^ iiias^% the light is very bnlhaut.

"When any roiubustiLl'! substance is burned in oxygen gas,

i^o strikinix ]»heuninoiia arc exhibited : a change in the

combustible, and a change in the oxygen. A fragment of

What are its properties ? What is the original form of the Druromond
liflitf NVhnt are toe phenomena of tho combustion of photphontt in oxv-

ren? In these oaolmttioiit, what chiiigMtalMplaM inihfOiyftAMdw
iho burning bodyf
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ignited charcoal rapidly wastes away^ and the surrounding

gas loses its power of supporting cuinbu^tion. Until the
time oi Lavoisier, it was generally supposed that burning
was due to tlie escape of a cerlain principle, called phlog^is-

ton, from bodies, but he showed that in all these cases there

is no loss of weight, and that, in reahty, the conibustion is

due to the oxygen uniting with the bnniino: body ; and if

care be taketi to collect all the products of the action, their

united weight will be exactly that of the oxycren and com-
bustible conjointly. Lavoisier was disposed to believe, that

in all cases of true burninof the presence of oxygen is indis-

pensable, an idea now knowu to be erroneous; lor light

and heat are evolved in all cases where chemical action is

going on with great inteiisity, no matter what may be the
substances which happen to be present.

In the Lavoisierian system of chemistry, oxyjren was re-

garded as. being the essential supporter oi cuinbustion ; and
as, in many instances, it gives rise to the production of

acids, it was also regarded as the essential principle of acid-

ity ; and from this circumstance its name was derived, as

has been already said. But so far from every acid contain-

ing oxvfrcn jrns, it is now well known that there are many
Irorn w iiicli this principle is wholly absent. If any sub-

feiaikce ill pLLiliculLLr deserves tlie name of ** the acid form-
er," it is hydrogen, lor it is doubtful whether any powerful
acid exists which does not contain hydroopen. Basic sub-

stances, on the contrary, are characlerized by containing

oxygen.

To the compouiida which arise from tlio union of oxy-

gen with other bodies, tlie generic designation of oxides is

given, and of them we have three classes. 1st- Basic ox-

ides. 2d. Indifferent oxides. LSd. Acids, li J/ represents

an electro-positive body, the basic oxides are constituted aa

follows

:

MO . . . Protoxide, usually the most powerful base.
M^O^ . . . Sesquioxide, a weaker base.
NOm • « « Deutoxide, a still wraker bate.
U^Q . • • Suboxide,

The oxides ofmanganase famish a good example of the
three classes

:

"V\1at was Lavoisier's theory of combustion? What is the relation of
oxygen to acid and basic bodies ? What is the generic designation foi its

ecMDopounds ? What are the three classes of compounds which it yields
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Protoxide of manganese . , MnO ) t> „ -i^.

Sesqiiioxide " . . jV/«,0, P^'*'
Deuioxide " . , MnO^ Indifferent oxide.
Manganic acid .... JV/nO,

^ Acids
Hypermanganic acid . . Mn^O-i]

From which it may be inferred that, in a family of ox-

ides of an electro-positive body, the most powerful base ii

that containing one atom of oxygen, and that, as the quan-
tity of this element increases, indifferent bodies may be form-

ed ; that is to say, those in which neither the basic nor acid

qualities are well marked, and on a still farther increase

acids are produced. In this respect, therefore, the original

idea of Lavoisier respecting the character of oxygen is to

some extent substantiated.

la its physiological relations oxygen is a most interesting

body. It is for the purpose of introducing this element to

the interior of the system that the respiratory mechanism
of animals is devoted—a mechanism which ditlers according

to their mode of life, the gills of a fish and the lungs of a
man having the same ulterior object. If two jars are taken,

one full of atmospheric air and one of oxygen gas, and

small animals placed beneath each, it will be found that in

the latter those animals survive much longer than in the

former. The gas introduced into the system arterializes the

blood, and, eventually uniting with carbon and hydrogen,

keeps up the temperature to a standard point, which, in the

human mechanism, is about 98° F. Oxygen gas, there-

fore, is emphatically the supporter of respiration.

The terms, supporter of combustion and combustible body,

formerly much used by chemical writers, are expressive of

an erroneous idea. No substance is in itself a supporter of

combustion, nor is anyone intrinsically a combustible body.

If a jet of hydrogen burns in an atmosphere of oxygen, so

also will a jet of oxygen burn in an atmosphere of hydro-

gen gas. In fact, both bodies are equally engaged in pro-

ducing the result, combustion only taking place u])on their

mutual surface of contact. The division in question has

arisen from the circumstance that the most familiar in-

stances of combustion we witness take place in the atmos-

In the hasic, the indifferent, and the acid group, what is the general rela

tion of the oxygen? For what purpose is oxygen introduct-d into the sys

teni ? Why is it to be regarded as the supporter of respiration ? Is th«

dirision of bodies into combustibles and supporters of combustion a cor-

rect one 1
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phere, vrhich owes all its active qualities to the presence of
oxygen.

Combustion takes place only at those points where the

uniting substances are in contact. The flame of a candle

li^.ieG, is not incandescent throughout, bnt is a mere
superficies or luminous shell, with a dark interior.

In such a flame several distinct parts may be

traced. Around the wick, a, Fig. 1G6, at the

points i if the light is of a blue color ; for here

the air being in excess, the combustion is perfect.

From this toward c the combustible matter pre-

dominates, and the light is most intense. A
faint exterior cone, e e, surrounds the more lu*

minous portion, hut the interior at b is totally

(lark, as may be proved by placing a piece of mica
or glass upon the flame. It is probable that the

light arises chiefly from the ignition of Bohd matter, for in-

candescent gases are only faintly luminous. The hydrogen
of the flame is first burned, and for a moment carbon is set

free in the solid form at a very high temperature, its oxy-

dation instantly ensuing.

A given weight of a combustible body, when burned,

'will always furnish a constant amount of heat. If an ounce
of carbon be burned in a few moments in pure oxygen gas,

the amount of heat disengaged appears to be very great

;

though, in reality, it is the same that would finally be yield*

ed by a slower combustion in atmospheric air. So, too,

metallic iron becomes quite hot when burned in oxygen,

because the combination goes forward with great rapidity

;

but precisely tlic same amount would be yielded in the slow

oxydation of rusting, though in the latter instance it might
take years for the completion of the process. This is a fact

of great physiological importance.

We have just said that atmospheric air owes all its ao-

tivity to the presence of oxygen, and as there are inces-

santly combustive processes going on, the tendency of which
is to remove oxygen from the air and generally replace it

with carbonic acid—a result, also, which ensues from res*

piration, in every part of the earth where animals arc found
—it would appear a necessary consequence that the consti-

Wbat is the nature of liame I Why do the dUIcrent regions ot a lamp
flam0 differ in lumiaoiM tiowerl Is there any diffeniiM ia tke siaoant oi
hMt «volTed in npid mm in slow oonbustjoiit 7
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ORIGIN OP OXYGEN IN NATURE. 187

tution of the air should incessantly changfe, the amount of

oxyfren declininj^ and that of carbonic acid increasing. But
in this respect the vegetable world exerts an opposite ten-

dency to the animal ;
for, under the influence of the light

of the sun, plants decompose carbonic acid gas, setting free

its oxygen, and appropriating the carbon to their own uses.

This beautiful fact was originally discovered by Priestley,

who found, that if some green leaves were placed F^. 167.

in a bottle, as in Fig. 167, containing- carbonic acid

gas, or, what is more convenient, water holding that

substance in solution, so long as the sun does not

shine on them, no action is perceived ; but if the i

bottle be set in the sun, bubbles of gas are rapidly

disengaged from the leaves, and, rising up through
the water, collect in the upper part of the bottle, and, if ex-

amined, prove to be very rich in oxygen.

A question has arisen as to what principle the remark-
able decomposition is due. I have proved, by causing it to

take place in the prismatic spectrum, that it is due to the

yellow ray of light.—(P/ii/. Mag,, Sept., 1843.)

LECTURE XLI.

Hyduogen.—Preparation and Propert ies ofHydrogen.—
Relations to Respiralioyi.— Combustibility.—Its LigJit-

ncss.—Explosive Combustion.—Production of Water.—Oxhydrogcn Blow-pipe.

HYDROGEN. //= 1.

If a piece of potassium be wrapped in paper and rapid-

ly immersed beneath an inverted jar at the water-trough,

violent reaction soon sets in, a gas collects in the upper part

of the jar, and the potassium, oxydizing, dissolves in the

water. The gas so produced is hydrogen, and the decom-

position is very simple, as shown in the following symbols

:

110 + iiT. . . = . . . KO + H;
that is, water acted upon by metallic potassium yields ox-

ide of potassium and hydrogen gas.

What arc the causes which tend to diminish the amount of oxypen in the

air ? By what agency is this tendency compensated ? What is the princi-

ple of the decomposition of water by |X}tassiuin ?
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In practice more economical processes are ro?orted to.
Like potassium, metallic zinc can decompote a\ ater at or-
dinary teiiipeiatures, but there is this ditierence between
them, that while the oxide of potassium is very soluble in
water, the oxide of zinc is nearly insoluble. A plate of pol-

ished zinc immersed in water does not, therefore, o:ive rise

to a stream of gas, for the moment the incipient action has
set ill it ceases, the zinc becoming covered with an imper-
vious pellicle of o^idc, which cuts oS farther coatact with
the water.

If, however, we add any acid substance which can form
with the oxide a salt soluble in water, the action will go
on continuously, because the zinc can now expose a clear

metallic contact. Such a substance is sulphuric acid. To
make hydiD^LH, therefore, we take a bottle, a,
JF*ig. 168, and having placed in it some strips

of zinc, add sutficient water to cover them en-
tirely, and then adjust to the mouth of the bot-

tle a cork, throu^jh wliloh two tubes, b and c,

pass. Through d sui])huric acid is poured in

such a quantity as to excite a brisk but not too
violent elierveHcence, and the gas, as it gener-
ates, passes out through c. It is absolutely

necessary to allow a quantify of the gas to escape before
attempting to collect it, because the first portions form, with
the air in the upper part of the bottle, an explosive mixture

;

but as soon as it is judged that the air is all expelled, we
may proceed to coiiuct the gas ; and whenever the produc-
tion slackens, if more acid be added through the funnel tube,
b, the supply may be*kept np.

Hydrogen gas is a transparent and colorless body, ivhich
exerts a powerful refracting aetion oii light. When pure,
it has neither taste nor smell, but, as thus obtained, it has
a peculiar odor. It is the lightest body in nature, its spe-
cific gravity being 0-OG94. One hundred cubic inches of it
weigh 21 grains. The weight of its atom is taken as the
standard of comparison of other atomic weights in this book;
It is therefore — 1

. h exerts no action on vegetable coh)rs,
and IS very sparingly soluble in water, one hundred cubic
inches of that liquid disstjlvmg about one and a half of hy-
drogen gas. Hydrogen has never been liquefied.

hat is the reason that zinc can not decompose wateraloneT Howmaybvw
drogen^asbemiuiebytiieaidofzinc? Whatuethepccpaxtiesoftlitt^r
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PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN 180

As respects the animal economy, hydrogen gas does not

cixert any directly deleterious efiect ; and although it can
not, of course, cany on the lunctions of respiration, which
are acts ofoxydation, yet it can, for a short space, be intro-

duced into tlie lungs with impunity. If a person whose
lungs are inflated with it attempts to speak, his voice resem-

Lles the feeble and shrill voice of a child. This arises from

the small density of hydrogen ; a bell rung in this gas emits

almost as feeble a sound as if rung in a vacuum.

One of the most striking peculiarities of hydrogen is its

Fi^.iCQ. great inflammability in contact with ox-

ygen. If a jar, Fig. 169, with a stop-

cock at its upper extremity, be filled

with hydrogen, and then, being depress-

ed in the water of the trough, the cock
opened and a light brought near the hy-
drogen as it escapes, it takes fire F,gAio.

at once, burning with a pale yel-

^f^J^^ low flame. Or if to the mouth of

a bottle containing the materials

for generating hydrogen, a, Fig. 170, a cork, through

which a glass tube, d, is passed, be adjusted, and

after allowing the air in the bottle to be displaced, a

light be applied to the issuing gas, it takes fire and
burns in the same manner ; an experiment commonly de-

scribed as the philosophical candle.

The following experiment proves three facts at the same
time: 1. The great lightness of hydrogen ; 2. Its jr/^. 171.

inflammability ; 3. That it is not a supporter of o
combustion. A jar, a, Fig. 171, is lo be filled ^ '

with hydrogen at the water-trough, and then, be-

ing lifted in the air with its mouth downward, a }^

taper, placed on a bent wire, is carried into its in-

terior. As the taper passes the mouth of the jar

there is a feeble explosion, and the hydrogen, taking
'

'

fire, burns with a pale flame ; but as soon as it is immersed

in the atmosphere of the gas the taper is extinguished. It

may, however, be relighted as it is brought out of the jar

at the burning hydrogen, and this may be repeated several

times in succession. The combustibility of the gas and its

What nrc its relations to respiration^ How may its combust iltititv

demonslratrd ' How may Us inllammabilily, its non-8upportiDg j»owcr, ami

it» lightness be sunultaneoiuly illustrated 7
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quality of not lupporting combustion are obvioua enough^

and its lightness is proved by the fact that it does not flow

out of the open xnouth ofthe jar> which it would do at once

if it were heavier than atmospheric air.

The application of hydrogen to aerostatic purposes is

founded upon its small specific gravity. This property is

very distinctly illustrated by filling an India-rubber gas*bag

with hydrogen, and having attached to the stop-cock, a.

Fig, ITS. Fig, 172, which closes it, a common earth*

en-ware tobacco-pipe, 6, by dipping the pipe

in a solution ofsoap, bubbles may be blown.
These rise through the air with rapidity

;

and ira lighted taper is brought near them
as they are ascending, the hydrogen takes

iire and bums with a yellowish &me.
If, in a strong brass vessel, a, Fig. 173, we place a mix*

Fig,m ture ofhydrogen and atmospheric air in equal

2? volumes, and, having inserted the cork, c,

dTV^ —lll ^ tightly, pass, by the aid of the Ji>all and wire,^^dm^mm^m ^ electric spark through the gas, a vio-

lent explosion takes place, the hydrogmi burning instanta*

neously with the atmospheric oxygen, and giving rise to the

production of water.

Musical sounds originate in vibratory movements com*
municated. to the air. If the flame of a philosophical can-

Pj^. die is covered by a wide glass tube, as, for example, the

^ neck of a broken retort, an intensely powerful sound is

{

emitted. This arises from the circumstaiice that the
hydrogen bums in the tube, giving rise to a series of
small explosions, which follow each other with rapidity,

' and these explosions throw the air in the tube into a
(vibratory state. According as the tube is raised or

lowered, these explosions occur with diflerent degrees

of rapidity, sometimes producing a clattering sound, and
then a pure musical note.

Whatever may be the circumstances under which hydro^

gen bums, whether quietly, as in the philosophical,candle,

or with trivial explosions, as in this tube, or with a violent

detonation, as in the preceding experiment, the uniform pro-

To ivhat purpose is hydrogen applied m eonserinenee of its litrhtneast
How may this ho illustrated on a sm:ill scale ? When mixed \vi:h oxygeD
or air, and an electric spark passed through it, wiiat is the result I UlMCt
what eiicttmstances will the flame of hydrogen emit a musical »ou7id f
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duet of the combustion is water. During the combination
of these elementary bodies with each other a very great

amount of heat is given out, for hydrogen combines with
eight times its own weight of oxygen, a greater proportion

than, is met with in the case of any substance whatever.

Advantage is taken of this in the construction of the oxy«

hydrogen blow-pipe, an instrument invented by Dr. Hare,

whichi furnishes us with the most efficient means of obtain-

ing a high temperature. There are sev- Ff^.iis.

eral difierent forms of this blow-pipe ; in

some the gases are mixed in the proper

proportions in a strong receiver, and set

on fire after passing through a Hemmifkg's

safety tube. But it is better to keep them
in separate reservoirs, and conduct them
to a common jet, where they may simul-

taneouslymix and be burned, as is shown in Fig. 175, where
O is the oxygen reservoir, H the hydrogen, a b the flexible

lead pipes, leading to a common jet, c, at which the gases

are set on fire. By this instrument substances perfectly in-

fusible in a common furnace melt at once. The intensity

of the heat of this blow-pipe depends, to a great extent, on
the ikot that, unlike ordinary Hames, the os^hydrogen flame

is, as it were, solid ; ^that is, incandescent throughout all its

parts.

In its general relations, hydrogen possesses so many of the

properties of the metallic class, that there is every reason

to believe it is, in reality, a metal. The facts of its aerial

form and transparency can scarcely he regarded as of any
weight against this conclusion, fot the vapor of mercury
possesses a similar aspect.

What is iho uniform production of its combustion? "Why is so mtich

heat evolved in the burning of a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen ? De-

scribe Hare's compound Uow-pipe. What is the peeuliftrity ofUw iUme ?

To wlul class of bodies doss bydiogen piobebly bskMig t

J
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192 WATER.

LECTURE XLH.

Water.—Hydrogen Adds.— Water.—Its Properties—
Compref^dhility.— Constitution of Water.—SyTttheses

oj WaJcr.—JJ //
S])ons:y Platiniirii.—Determinatio?i of

its Coriiposttimi by Weight.—Analyus of Water.^
Chemical Relations of Water.—^Water of Crystallizar

tion and Saline Water.—Acts as a banc, i?idiflere?it,

and add Body.—Furijication.—Deutoxide oJ llydrO'

gen.

WATEK. HO = 9-013.

Hydrogen unites with all the electro-negative substances,

and, with many of the more prominent ones, forms strong

acids. The hydrogen acids ol" chlorine, bromine, iodine, and
fluorine arc all constituted upon the same type, in which, if

Uie electro-negative radical be represeated by we have

6ut with oxygen, instead of an acid, a neutral body lesulti.

Ifhis body is common water.

Water* as will be presently proved, results from the union

of oxygen and hydrogen, one atom of each of these elements

eombinikig to form one atom of water. It is, therefore, a
tinasy eon.po!ind. Its symbol is

HO.
By Yolnme, it consists of two of hydrogen united with

me of oxygen ^ by weight, one part ofhydrogen united with
eight of oxyg^. These statements correspond with the

first, because the hydrogen atom is twice the volume ofthat
of oxygen ; and the weight of an atom of oxygen is eight

times that of hydrogen.

Water is a colorless and tasteless body. It freezes at 32^
F., and boils at 212^ )c\ Its specific gravity is 1000, be-

ing the standard of com^mon of all other liquid and solid

lK»dies. The spedfio gravity of its vapor, steam, compared
with atmospheric air, is O'dSsOl. It is a compressible and
elastic substance. One cubio inch of it at 62^ weighs
252*46 grains.

'

When hydro|;en unites with electro-negaUve substances, what class ol

bodies arise ? Wki^ it the eonstiintioik «fwater T What aie A# pnV*'
liaaofwafiart
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fig. 17G. 'p}^g comprt'ssihility of water is at once demon-
strated and measured by an instrument invented

by Oersted, and represented in Fig. 176. It con-

siisU essentially of a strong glass cylinder, a a, fill-

ed with water, upon which a powerful pressure

can bo exerted by means of a piston driven by a

screw, 6. in this cyiin<ler of water a gage, repre-

sented on a larc^er scale by Fi,:^. 177, is placed.

The gage consists of a reservoir, e, prolonged into

a fine tube, there is also a Fcale annexed. 177,

The reservoir and part of the tube are filled T
with water, and a small coluiim of quicksil- L
ver, x, indicates the point on the tube to

which the water reaches. The preisure ex-

erted is measured by an air-praire, (L

If now this instrument be placed in the strong

glass cylinder, as seen in Fig. 176, and pressure ex-

cited by turnii!!| the bcrcw, the air in the gage, d,

contracts, and indicate s the amount of that pressure;

at the same tune, the t^mall column of mercury, a;,

descends in the tube, showmpr that the water con-

tracts, and measuring its amount. On turninjy the

screw tlio otlier way, so as to relieve the apparatus

of pressure, the air-gage conies back to its original point, and
the mercury in the fine tube ascends again. It is obvious,

therefore, that by this in-^tniment we measure the compress-

ibility of the water coulauied in the reservoir, e, due allow-

ance being made for the minute amount of coutractmu w liich

the glass of which c is made, and which is pressed Fi/^. its.

equally on its inside and outside, undergoes; and also

for variations of temperature. Oersted s instrument

shows that water is re n. pressed ^2 oolf P*^^ of its vol-

ume iur eacli atmodphcro of pressure.

The constitution of water was first clearly proved

by Mr. Cavendish. It can be illustrated in a van^

ety of ways. Tiiub, if over a jet of burning hydro-

gen a cold glass bell be suspended, as in Ftg. 178, it

becomes soon covered with a misty dew, and, if the

experiment ho prolonged, drops of liquid iinaily trickle down
the sides, and may be caught in a vessel placed to receive

Describe CErslcd's instrument ior proving its c4>mpresstbiUlj. What it

4ie amount of iu eompmtibDilr ? How may its mpositicn b« iynshii-

'xHlly illnatnud?

I
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194 B7NTHS8IS OF WAT£&.

them. When examiiicd, this liquid is found to be water.

It has arisen from the uuioa of the hydrogen with atmos-

|)heric oxygen.

If in a vessel over the tnercurial trour]:]i twenty measm r s

of pure hydrogen are added to ten measures of pure oxygen,

and a small pellet of spongy platinum passed up through

the quicksilver, union between the two prases rapidly takes

place, so that it is usual, in order to moderate its action, to

mix the spongy platina previously with a little pipe clay.

As the jrascs unite, the mercury rises, until at last they

have totally disappeared. This beautiful experiment shows
that the constitution of water by volume is 2 of hydxogea
to 1 oxygen, as has already been said.

The composition of water by weight was determined by

Berzelius as follows: Let a flask, a, Fig, 179, contamm^
Fig* 179.

zinc and dilute sulphuric acid, be connected by a bent tube^

I, M ith another tube, containing chloride of calcium ; tlic2

hydrogen which is consequently erolved from the flask de*

posits any small quantity-of water it may be contaminated
with in the bulbs c c, and then passmg throngh the chloride

of calcium tube, is made perfectly dry. The tube d is

connected with a tube of hard glass, on which a bulb, r, if

Uown; This bulb is filled with a known weight of oxide

of copper, which can be raised to a red heat by means of a

spirit lamp, h; and as the dry hydrogen passes over the ig*

nited oxide, it reduces it, forming with its oxygen water, and
leaving pure metallic copper. The water thus produced

is partially collected in the bulb /, and the rest of it is de*

tained by a second chloride of calcium tube, g.

How RUK^the ooitttitiiti(m ofwaler be nmr«d synthetieaDy by spongi
platinum ? Describe the method of Beneuiis for dstetnuiuaf the eompo*
•itioa af water by weighU
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ANALYSIS OF WATER 195

Fig. 180.

If, therefore, we weigh the tube e before and after the

experiment, in the latter instance its weight will be less

than the former, the difierence being due to the amount of

oxygen which has been removed. If, also, we weigh the

tubesf and g before and after the experiment, in the lat-

ter case they weigh more than in the former, the difier-

ence being the weight of water produced. Thus it will be

found that for every eight grains that the oxide of copper

has lost, nine grains of water have been produced, showing
that the constitution of water is by weight 8 of oxygen to 1

of hydrogen.

The composition of water may also be
proved analytically as well as synthetically.

It has been already stated that this can be
done by the Voltaic battery in a very satis-

factory manner. An apparatus suited for

this purpose is shown in Fig. 180. The
polar wires of the battery enter the sides of

a globular glass vessel full of water, and
over their terminations tubes are inverted in

which to receive the gases. The hydrogen

is double the volume of the oxygen.

Another form of the same apparatus is

seen in Fig. 181. In a bent tube full of

water, the platina wires, N P, are intro-

duced by means of corks. On the current

passing, oxygen is collected in one of the

branches of the tube and hydrogen in the

other.

Lavoisier determined the composition

of water by passing its vapor over pieces

of iron made red hot in a tube. Thus,

if from the retort, a. Fig. 182, containing

boiling water, steam is passed through a red-hot iron tube,

c c, filled with turnings of iron, or iron wire, decomposition

takes place, black oxide of iron forming, and hydrogen gas

escaping by the tube, /, into the gas-holder, m 7i.

The chemical relations of water are of the utmost im-

portance. It exerts a more general solvent action than any

other liquid known, holding in solution gaseous and solid

substances, acids, alkalies and salts. As respects gaseous

How may the analysis of water be effected ? Describe the principle of

L^voisier'n r.n.ilysis of vrator.

Fig. 181.
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jn^. 183.

bodies, the quantity "vvhlch water will take up is to a con-

siderable extent dependent on pressure, and in the case of

salts, an increase of temperature very frequently increases

its solvent power, ^^alt-crystals sometimes contain a very
Fi^. 163. considerable quantity of it, as is shown in the

case of common alum, of which, if a mass be
put upon a red-hot brick, Pig. 183, it melts in

its own water of crystallization, and, after a
preat quantity of steam is thrown off, a dry res-

idue remains. Crystals often contain water
in two dillerent states, one portion known under the name
of water of crystallization, which may generally be expell-

ed by a moderate heat ; another portion known as saline

water, which is with much more dilliculty driven off. In
the works on chemistry, the formula) are constructed so as

to indicate these different conditions ofthe water : Aq (aqua)
beinjr the symbol for the water of crystallization, and HO
for the saline water

;
thus,

FcO H- SO3 + HO 4- (^Aq,

is the symbol for preen vitriol, which is therefore a sulphate
oi the protoxide of iron, with one atom of saline water and

Hovv docs wf^trr compare with other bodies as respects solvent j)Ower?
What is meant by water of cr>'stuUizalion and saline water ? How is this
diiTerence indioatcd m formul» ?
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Aix ol water of crj'stallization. The latter is easily dnvet
ofi'by heal, but the former only at high temperatures, or bjf

being replaced by some other body.

Water unites with many acids with great energry. If

mixed with suljilnuic acid, and a thermometer immersed,

the temperature will run up rapidly to above 212^. With
basic bodies, the same results may be obtained as whea
quicklime is spiuiklcd with water, or potash and soda dis

solved ill it: toward acids water acts as a base; to\\ard

bases it acts as au acid ; and toward salts as au mdiiierent

body.
As fouud in naiure, water is always impure. Kain-watei

and melted snow contain the various soluble phases which
are ia tlie air; spring, river, well, and nmicrai waters the

soluble bodies of the strata liiK Uiih which they have flow-

ed ; i rom these it can only be puiiUcd by the process of dia

tiiiation.

DEUTOXIDE OP HYDROGEN. HOb»17*01S.

There ii another ooropoimd of hydrogen and oxygen, tht
d0tttoxide of hydrogen. It oontaini twice the amoont oi

oxygen found in water, and ii obaraeterized by a remark*

able facility ofdeeompoaition. It is a liquid aubetanoe> pot*

tBwei bleaehing poweia» and is heavier than water.

LEOTUEB XLUL
NiTBOOBN.

—

Preparaiian ofH/krogm.—FropeitUi^—It*»
Indij^ermt Nature.—Its Oxygen Cmnpaunds,—APmot
phene Air.—CansHiutum ^.—Dmamam cf>—Bm-
laikm to OrganihatUm.—Deniity and TemffraHtre
—Fiased and Variable Comtituents.—ExgperimeHtai

Proofs of its Pressure,

NITROGEN. I^ssui9.

Nitrogen gas is most readily procured from the atmos-

pheric air by burning phosphorus in a bell jar over the pnea-

matic trough. If a piece of phosphorus be laid in a cup

Wbtti is tho rtlitioa of water to aotds, bsiM, and Mltet By wHat pm
acss is water poiifiod T Wliat is the constitution am) |>roptni«s of the deut
oxide of hydrofeat What Is tht piootss for pn|»nnf nitiafea by fbm
l»honi9 ?
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JV. 184. (^pig, 184) and set on fire, all the

oxygen in the air of the jar, a,

will be consumed, white flakes

of phosphoric acid forininfr, and
these being finally dissolved in

the water of the trongh, d, there

is left behind nitrogen, contami-

nated to a small extent by the

vapor of phosphorus.

If nitrate oi ammonia be placed

in a retort, and the temperature

raised until it emits protoxide of nitrogen, and at that mo-

ment, by means of a wire passing through a cork in the tub-

ulure, a piece of zinc is lowered down upon the melted mass,

oxide of zinc is produced, and nitrogen gas escapes. The
decomposition is very simple,

NO.. Zn=Zn 0,,N,
Nitrogen gas is a colorless, tasteless, and inodorous body,

very sparingly soluble in water, that liquid dissolving but

1^ per cent, of its volume. It is lighter than atmospheric

air, its specific gravity being 0 976. Its atomic weight is

14*19. It does not support combustion nor respiration, and
from the latter oiroumstance obtained formerly the name of

^

azote ; but it does not exert any directly poisonous agency ;

on the animal system.

Nitrogen gas is little disposed to unite with other bodies,

except when either it dt they are in the nascent state. Its

compounds, too, are prone to decompose from trivial causes

;

hence it is among them that we find some of the most re-

markably detonating bodies. Many animal and vegetable

substances, into the composition of which it enters, are

characterized by the £Mility with which they tend to un-

dergo putrefactive changes, and, as we shall heieailer find,

ferments owe their remarkable powers to the pieaence of

this element.

Nitrogen unites with oxygen, and forms five difinvent

bodies,

Their names 'are

^ hovf may it be made from nitrate of ammonia? What ure the proper-
tiM ofthis gas? "Why does it give rise to so many explosive bodies 7 To
what is ths property of feziMiiti due f How many cooDpottnds of oaqrUBa
and nitragiA an than t
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Protoxide of nitrogen.

Deutoxide of nitrogon*

Hjpoaitnnu acid.

Nitipus acid.

Nitric acid.

With oxygen, also, it forms atmospheric air ; but tliis is a
mixture, and not a compound.

ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

The mechanical properties and constitution of the atmos-
phere are so important, that I shall here introduce the con-

sideration of them before passing to the description of the
oxides of nitrogen.

The atmosphere consists chiefly of oxygen and nitrogen

gases, in the proportion of about 21 volumes of the former

to 79 of the latter. It also contains a minute but essential

quantity of carbonic acid, which, however, varies at difier-

ent times, 10,000 parts of air containing, on an average,

about five parts of this gas. Besides these, there ate found
in it variable quantities of the Vapor of "water, and traces

of ammonia, sulpbureted hydrogen, and carbureted hydro-

gen. It is a colorless, invisible, elastic substance, 815 times

lighter than water, and is taken as the standard of compar-

ison for the specific gravity of gases. Its specific gravity is,

therefore, =1*000. One hundred cubic inches of it weigh,

at the mean temperature and pressure, very nearly 31 grs.

There are many methods by which the analysis of the

air can be effected. lire's eudiom- F^.iss.

eter, Pig. 185, which consists of a
siphon tube, closed at one end and^

open at the other, may be used for

this purpose. Into the closed branch

of the instrument, which is also grad*

uated, a measured quantity of air is

introduced, and to it is added an
equal volume of hydrogen. The
bend of the tube is occupied by wa?
ter, as shown in the figure, a column
of air intervening between this water and the open extrem-

ity of the tube. On this the ^umb is closely pressed, as

repiesented, and an electric spark passed through the in-

strument by the aid of its platina wires. This sets the

gases on fire ; the column of air beneath the thumb acting

or what la the atmospheric air composed t What it itt specific $rwkj ?

What is the weight of 100 cobie iiienm of itf How may U be ana1yzc*t

by Ufe*i •ndiometeg t >>• -
'

'
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Fig. 186.

like a spring to repress the movement at the time of tho
explosion. The amount of gas then left is ascertained on
the divisions, and one third of the deficit represents the

quantity of oxygen originally present.

To enable the experimenter to operate on larger quanti-

ties of gas, Bnmner's instrument may be used. It consists

of a tube, a b c, with three bulbs blown
upon it ; these bulbs are filled with cot-

ton which has been impregnated with
melted phosphorus. The lube is attach-

ed, by means of a cork, to a glass vessel,

dy filled with mercury. On opening the

stop-cock, Cy the mercury flows out, at-

mospheric air introducing itself by a b c,

and its oxygen being removed by means
of the extensive surface of phosphorus

which the cotton presents. Consequent-

ly, by measuring the mercury which has

flowed out, we ascertain the quantity of

nitrogen introduced into the vessel and
the increased weight of the tube a b c determines the

amoimt of oxygen.

The result of such experiments shows that the atmos-
pheric air is composed of from 20-79 to 21*08 parts of oxy-

gen in 100 volumes. By weight, its constitution is about,

Oxygen
>iitrogcn

2304
76-96

lOO(K)

The earth's atmosphere does not extend indefinitely into

space, but terminates at an altitude of about fifty miles. It

forms, therefore, a mere film on the face of the earth, for

the diameter of the globe is nearly 8000 miles. If a rep-

resentation of it were placed oa a common twelve-inch
globe, it would scarcely be one eighth of an inch thick.

Its relations to the world of organization are full of in-

terest. All plants come from it, and all animals return to

it, so that it stands as the bond of comicction between these
orders of life.

As we ascend to more elevated regions the air becomes
less dense, for the obvious reason that, as it is a very com-

IIow may atmospheric air he analyzed hy Bnmner's instnimcnt ? What
is its constitution by volume and by weijiht ? To what distance does it ex-

tez^ I What are its reialioiis to nnimnis aad plaiUs ?
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press^iblc bcnly, those portions of it nearest the ground have
to bn-t;uii the weight of the superincumbent ina.-^s, and are

therriore more dense ; but in the higher regions, where tlie

sTi perineum bent pressure is less, the air is mote rare, as is

shown in, the following table :

H«|htiaMilM. Valainc of Air. II«RMmtiiQ loelMt.

0- 1 30-

2-705 2 15-

5.41 4 7*5

8115 8 3-75

10-82 16 1-875

13 525 32 •9375

16.23 64 •46875

which also shows that the great mass of the atmosphere is

comprehended within a very short distance of the earth's

surface. At different altitudes it is of very different tem-
peratures, being colder as the altitude is greater.

• Of the constituents ot" the air, the oxygen and nitrogen

are iisually spoken of as fixed, the carbonic acid, ammonia,
and ^vater as variable. Then' are causes in operation which
tend continually to impress changes in the amount of all

these bodies. Every process of combustion, and the respi-

ration of every animal, remove oxygen and replace it by car-

honic acid. But the growth of })lants lias the reverse ac-

tion, removing carbonic acid and replacing it by oxygen, so

that for many centuries in succeflsion the constitution of the

atmosphere is unchanged.

Of the mechanical properties of the air, the first to "Arhich

we have to direct our attention is its pressure, which n^.Wt,
takes effect equally in all direction?, npward, down-
ward, and laterally. Thus, if we take a glass tube

several feet long, a, Fig, 187, closed at one end and
open at the other, and having filled it full of water,

Wr 188. V^^^^ ^^^^ mouth of it a piece of card,

b, and turn it upside down, the card will

not fall off, nor the water flow out
;
they

^

remain, as it were, suspended on nothing, Z^7^
but in reality sustained by the upward pressure of

the air. Or ifwc take a bottle, a, Fig. 168, with

a hole, 6, half an inch in diameter, m the bottom of

it, and having filled it with water, close the mouth

AVliv does iiH density decrease with the altitude ? How doe* iU t«m-

p€r:iturc vary? Which arc the fixed, and which the variable constlluonJa

«f th« air t Give •oxam illuttiationa of the upwaid prettare of ih* air.

I 2
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of it with the finger, it may be held up in the air without

the water flowing out, although the aperture b is wide open.

In this instance, again, it is the upward presfiure of the air

which sustains the liquid.

Fig.VS^ Let the glass j:^lobe a, Fig. 189, with its neck
^, be inverted in some water contained in ajar,

c, and the whole covered by an air-pump re-

ceiver. As the receiver is exhausted, bubbles of

air pass through the water and escape away, but
as soon as the pressure is restored, the water is

forced out of the jar upward into the globe.

The air-pump enables us to exhibit in a very

striking manner many of the chiet mechanical properties

ol the atmosphere. Thus, if upon the plate of it there be

^ 2Ml placed a glass receiver, a. Fig. 190, as soon as

the air is exhausted from its interior, the supeTiD>

cumbent pressure retains the glass so firmly in con-

L tact that it is impossible to lift it off, but as soon

as the air is readmitted, it can be easily removed.

If within the receiver a a smallerone, by be placed,

and exhaustion made, while a is fixed, b can be
easily moved by shaking the pump, but on letting in the air, a
becomes loose and b firmly pressed in contact with the plate*

If over the mouth of a
jar, Fig. 191, placed upon
the pump, the palm of the
hand be laid, as the air is

exhausted it is pressed in

close contact with the jar,

and can only be removed
by the exertioii of a veiy

considerable force.

On a small plate, a, Fig. 192, furnished
with a stop-cock, b, terminating in a fine jet, c,

let there be placed a tall glass receiver. The
stop-cock being now screwed into the pump
and opened, the airmay be exhausted from the
interior ofthe receiverandthe stop-cookclosed.
But being now opened mider the surface of
some water in a cup, the water passes through
the jet and rises to the top ofthejar, forming
a fountain in vacuo.

Gire an illustntion of its downmid prannrt. Describe the expemiMBt
npreMniediafVf.191. Deettibe the fraatain ki veeuo.
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LECTUEE XLIV.

Atxospbesic Am.

—

Pressure of the Air.—Simple Means
ofExhaustion,—lietermivwJtion oftheWeight ofAir,—
JLnumnt ofPressure,—ElasticityofAir,—Exists in the
JPtnvs of Bodies,—Re^ration of Pishes,—Measure of
JEUtttie Force,

cres, invented Tiy Otto G uericiie,

who also J u vented the air pump, illustrate in a very striking

manner atuio^^pheric pressure. They consist of a n^. 193.

pair of brass hemispheres, a b, Fig. 193, M'ith

handles
;
they fit, without leakage, to each other

hy a liange, so as to form a perfect sphere. One
of them has a stop-cock, through which the air

may be exhausted, and on this being done, it will

be found almost impossible to pull them apart,

though as soon as the air is readmitted, and its

jiressurc le^tored to the interior, they will fail asunder by
their own weiiT:ht.

If over the moutii of an open receiver, a, Fig. 191, a piece

of bladder be tightly tied with a waxed thread. Fig. 194.

when the air is exhausted the bladder becomes
deeply depressed into a spherical concavity by

the Buperincumbent pressure, and iinally bursts

inward with a loud explosion.

It IS upon the prineij>)e of atmospheric pressure

that the various instiunicnts iised by surgeons for cupping
act. One of the most simple methods of performing this

operation is to place the cupping glass for a moment over

the fianic of a spirit lamp, and then transfer it rapidly to

the skin. Spirits of wine, when burning, iorms a very large

quantity of steam, whif li of course tills the interior of the

glass in a rarefied state by reason of the high temperature

of the flame. As soon as this steam condenses a vacuum is

formed, and the soft surface on wiiich the cup is placed is

pressed into its interior.

for many of these experiments an air pump is not neo-

What are the Hi^debiirg hemisDhcres ? What is the prindple illustrated

in ihf'iM various axperiineiiu t How is the proceti of ouppiog ptrfofined ?
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essarily required, but simple contrivances will answer in its
- — stead. Thus, if we take an eight-ounce vial,

«, Fig. 195, and fit to the mouth of it a cork»

by through which there passes a piece of glass
tube, c, drawn into a narrow jet at one eae*

trcmity, but open at the other, by pladbui^
liic linger over the opening and introducir'ig

it into the mouth, the air, by the action of
^'tlie tongue and the muscles of the mouth, may be .sucked
out to a great extent ; and when the exhaustion has been
carried, by this means, as far as possible, by pressing the
finger over the openinj^, it will close it, acting, therefore,

as a valve. And now, if the bottle be turned upside down,
as at e, tlie tube dipping beneath some water in a cup, as

Fig. 196. soon as the finger is removed the

water is pressed upward, and
forms a fountain in vacuo.

The pressure of the air depends
primarily on the fact that it is a
heavy body, as may be proved i)y

the direct experiment of weighing
it. For this purpose, let a light

glass flask, a, Fig, 196, fitted

with a stop-cock, be counteifpoised

at the balance ; then let the air

be exhausted from it, and its

weight determined agriin. It will

now be found lighter than before

;

but upon opening the stop-cock it

M'ill regain its original weight
Experiments made in this man*'
ner show that a flask containinj^

100 cubic inches will, when ex*
hausted, weigh about thirty-one

grains less, and therefore we infer that that is the weight
of 100 cubic inches of atmospheric air.

Atmospheric air is used as the standard of comparisoiiiif
the specific p^ravities of other gaseous bodies. The process
for the determination is very simple. A glass globe, g, jF¥^*
197, holduig 20 or 30 cubic inches, is exhausted cCldfe

Describe a simple method by which partial exhaustion may be produced
by the mouth. How may the weight of air be ditectly ascertamed I 1b
what manner may the relati?e weight of ether gaaes be ifoieiniinsdt ' ^1'
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Fig. 197.

and by means of the stop-cocks, e d, attached to the jar, c,

containing the gas to be tried. This gas, which is con-

fined by mercury, has been pass-

ed through the drying tube, a,

by the delivering tube, b, into

the jar, which should be grad-

uated. On opening the cocks,

e d, the gas flows into the ex-

hausted globe ; the quantity in-

troduced may be determined on
the graduation, and its weight
ascertained by the balance.

There are several diflerent

methods of stating the amount
ofthe mean pressure of the air

;

thus we say that it is equal to 15 pounds on the square?

inch, or to a column of mercury 30 inches long, or to a col-

umn of water 30 feet long.

That air is a highly elastic substance can be readily

Fig^m. shown. Under a receiver (Fig- 198) let there bo

placed a half-blown bladder, the neck oi' which is

tightly tied ; as the air is removed from the re-

ceiver the bladder distends, but on

restoring the pressure it becomes

as flaccid as it was before, showing

that the air included in it expands

and contracts as the pressure upon it is made
to var)'.

This may be still better shown by taking

a small India-rubber bag {Fig. 199), the

mouth of which is closed tightly, and using

it instead of the bladder in the last experi-

ment. On rarefying the air in the receiver, the

bag begins to dilate, and may be extended to

several times its original dimensions, as shown
in tlie dotted line ; but as soon as the pressure

is restored, it returns to its original size.

Nor does this expansion take place with an

inconsiderable force. If a flaccid bladder bo

placed, as in Fig. 200, with several heavy lead-

Fi^. 199.

Fig. 200-

What is the pressure of the air on a square inch equal to f What is nearly

the equivalent length of a mercurial and water column? How may the

elasticity of air be illustrated ? How may it be shown by an India-rubber

baf ? Give an xUustralion of the amount of this force.

i
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en weights put upon it, as soon as it is csused to dilate by
removing it» pressure, it will push up the weights. Nor
does it lose its elastic force or spring by being long pent vp
in close vessels. Some of the old chemists kept air eooir

pressed in copper globes for months, and found that, as soon

as an opening was made for it, it expanded to its originAl

dimensions.

Let there be taken a glass bulb, a (Fig, 201), the opea

»^ 2^ neck of which, b, dips beneath some water in ft

jar, c, and let the bulb and tube be fnU of water,

with the exception of & small space occupied hj
atmospheric air. On eorcring the apparatus iv] :]i

an air-pump receiver, d, and exhausting, the bub-
ble of air, a, gradually expands, and after a time,

as the action of the machine is continued, fills

the entire glass, both bulb and tube ; but as the

pressure is restored, it contracts again, and goes back to its

original size.

By taking advantage ofthe expansibility of airundervo-

jV-smml Auction of pressure, wo are able to demon* ^.soql
strate its existence in the pores ofmany bod*
ies ; thus, if we place in glasses of water an
^^S {Fig. 202), an apple {Fig, 203), or other
such olgects, and, covering them with a re-

ceiver, exhaust, we shall see iimumerable
bubbles of air escaping through the water.
The same observation may be made in the
case ofmany liquids which hold gaseous sub-
siances dissolved. A glass of ale placed in

an exhausted receiver {Fig. 204) foams from the escape

901. ofcarbonic aetd gas, and even clear spring or river
water, examined in the same manner
{Fig, 205), is found to contain a large
quantity of air in solution.

This last tact is of considerable im-
portance, for it is by the aid ^this air

that the reepiratovy function of fishes

is carried forward. On examination,
however, it is found that this is not

true atmospheric air, but a mixture, which is

ITowmny thr pre-smco uf :iir l)c dftorted in llio poret of solid Indict?
liow mav air be showa to ejnat diMolved m Uiiiudi I Of whki ma la Ibt
air diaaolvcd ia waiarf
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richer in oxygen. The atmosphere con- p^. 206L

tains 21 per cent, of oxygen, but this gas
contains 33. The cause ofthe difference

is the unequal solubility of oxygen and
nitrogen

; for the former gas being much
the more soluble, the water takes up rel-

atively a greater portion of it from the

air. Fishes, therefore, respire this gas,

its richness in oxygen making up for its

inferior amount ; and when they are

placed in water which has been in an
exhausted receiver, they die. Their
movements, also, arc, to a certain ex-

tent, regulated by the air contained in a receptacle, or blad-

der, in their bodies
;
by the compression of it they can de-

scend, and by its expansion rise. If they be placed in water
in a partially exhausted receiver, they float on the surface,

or can only descend to the bottom for a moment by violent

muscular exertion.

The necessity of air to the support of combustion maybe
illustrated by comparing the length of time a candle will

burn in a large receiver full of air, and in the same exhaust-

ed. In the latter case it speedily dies out, the smoke de-

scending to the bottom of the jar in the rarefied medium
around.

Substances prone to decay, such as meats and fruits, may
be preserved lor a length of time

^
,

- . Fig. 207.

in vessels void of air. The pro-

cess is illustrated in Fig. 207.

The fruits are placed in a large

jar closed by a sound cork, cov-

.

ered with sealing-wax. A small

bole is made through the cork,

and the jar covered by an air-

pump receiver. On exhausting,

the air passes out through the

hole, and when the vacuum is per-

fect, the hole is closed by melting
the wax by the sunbeams converg-

ed by a convex lens, the access of the air being thus cut off.

What is it« composition ? How may the necessity of air to the support

of combustion be proved ? By what meaas may objects bo pretcn ed from

itsiofluence? .< w
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From the foregoing experiments and considerations, it ap-

pears that the primary fact in pneumatics is, that the air

has weight ; from this, by a necessary consequence, arises

its pressure and the inoqnaiiiy of density of the atmosphere

at different altitudes, it also follows that the elastic ibrce

of the air must be precisely equal to the pressure upon it.

In ^ny given stratum of air, as, for instance, that which
Xeats upon the surface of the earth, the pressure of the su-

perincumbent mass is equipoised by the elastic force ; if the

elastic force were less, compression would cnsne
; if great-

er, dilatation. The pressure and the elastic force must,

therefoie, be equal %o each other.

LECTURE XliV.

Atmospheric Am.

—

The Barometer

.

—Descriptionofit,—
Cause of the PheTwmenon.—Proof that it is the Press-

ure of the Air.—History of the Invention.—Paschal's

Experiment.—Illustrations of the Nature of Pressure,— Variability of Pressure.—Point of Perpetual Con-
gelation.—Local Disturbances in thr Constitution of
the Air.—Diffusion of Gases,—The Air is a Mi.rf ure.—Marriotte's Laic— Gray-Litssax^s and Rudberg's
Law.

If we take a lube of gla-s, a b, Fis:. 208, more than
thirty inches long, closed at one end and open at tlie other

JV»80e.end, :uiil, having iilled it with qnn-ksilver, f ?09.

invert it ni a cup, c, lu\v>.\ with that metal,

the uu'icury not iluw out of the tube,

but will remain suspended at a height

of twenty-eight or thirty inches. If there

be placed beside the tube a scale, c?, divided

into inches and decimal parts, the zero of

the division coinciding with the level of the

mercury in the cup, such an instrument
forms the barometer.

The cause of the suspension of the mer-
cury in the tube is the pressure of the air. This
may be demonstrated by })lacing over the barome-

What is the relation between the pressure and the elastic force of the air /

OMcrib* tlw bmatttr, Wl»t ii it whichluppoitithffmtimirialo^iiinAT
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ter a tall air-pump receiver, and exhausting. It will be
found that, as the pressure in the interior of the receiver

is reduced, the column of mercury in the barometer falls,

and on restoring the pressure, it rises to its original point.

The same fact may be proved in another manner, j^/^ oio.

If a tube, upward of thirty inches long, the upper
extremity of which is closed by a piece of bladder,

be filled with mercury and inverted in a cup, as

shown, in Fig. 210, the bladder will be found deep-
ly depressed, the pressure of the air in that direc-

tion being borne by it ; but if now a minute pinhole
is made in the bladder, so as to allow the air to

press upon the top of the mercury, the column rap-
idly descends, flowing out of the tube.

The barometer was originally invented by Torricelli.

Some plumbers, working for the Duke of Florence, found
that it was impossible to make a pump which should raise

water more than about thirty feet. This fact eventually
coming to the knowledge of Torricelli, he suspected that the
"water rose in those machines in consequence of the press-

ure of the air, and not through Nature's abhorrence of a vac-

uum, as was at that time supposed. But if the limit to

which water can be raised by a pump is reached when the
pressure of the column of liquid equilibrates the pressure of
the air, it follows that if a heavier fluid than water be used,

the height to which it can be raised is less. A pump ought,
therefore, to lift quicksilver only about as many inches as
it can lift water feet ; for the weight of these liquids is

about as one to thirteen and a half; and, accordingly, Torri-

celli found, by means of a small pump fixed to a long glass

tube, that such, in reality, is the case. The barometer is a
simplification of the same apparatus.

That it is the pressure of the air which sustains the mer-
curial column was satisfactorily proved by Paschal, who
reasoned that, if this were the case, the barometric column
ought to be shorter on the top of a mountain than in a val-

ley, because in the former position that pressure must neces-

sarily be less. On the experiment being made, his reason-

ing was found to be true.

The principle of the barometer may be illustrated by sub-

How may this bo proved ? By whom was ihc barometer invented 1

What were the circumstances of the invention ? \Vliat was Paschal's ex-

periment ? What did vt prove ?

J
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stituting for the pressure of air the pressure of a column of

Fir 211
Thus, if we pour some quicksilver into the

' bottom of a deep glass jar, a, Pig. 211, and plunge

Id I

into it a long tube, d, open at both ends, the quick-

liver will rise in this tube, so that its level on the

inside will be coincident with that on the outside.

But if now wc begin to fill the jar with water, <?,

for every thirteen and a half inches in depth poured

in, the quicksilver, d, will rise one inch, the mer-

curial column counterpoising the column of water.

And, on the same principle, the column of quicksil-

ver in the barometer counterpoises that of the air to the tup

of the atmosphere.

Mr. Boyle discovered that the pressure of the air is not

always the same, but it undergoes many variations, the mer-

curial column sometimes falling near to 27 inches, or rising

above 30. The range is commonly estimated at 2*5 inches.

It is considerably less in the tropics. These changes of press-

ure are exceedingly irregular, and are con nee tod with meteor-

ological phenomena. There are jilso diurnal variations, the

column rising twice in the twenty-four hours. Tn winter
the first maximum is about nine A M., and the minimum at

three P.M., the second rrifiximuia being about nine P.M.
It has already b(?eii observed that the mean pressure of

the air is estimated at 15 pounds upon a square inch, or

equal to a column 30 inches long. A man of average size

sustains a pressure on the surface of liis body oi nearly
thirty thousand pounds.

The temperature of the atmosphere is low^er as we ascend
to more elevated regions. A point, therefore, can always
be reached over any place of which the temperature never
rises over 32^^ F., and where water is always frozen. This
point is known under the name of the point of perpetual

congelation. Its altitude difiers very much in different

places, being highest at the equator, and lower as we go
toward the poles It is at

'! nc Equator 15,000 feet.

Latitude 40^ 9,000 "
•* 75^> 1,000 **

** 85^

How may the phenomena of the baioineter bo illustrated by the pressofB
of a water column ? What is the rxtcnt of llie irr<'""!!:\r variation.s of pross-

ure ? What are the diurnal variations I At what times do the maJtuna and
minima occur? What is the point of perpetual oonfdatioaf How does
it vaiy with the latitude ?
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Manv causes conspire to give rise to local Jlsturbanccs iu

the constitution ol liic air. In its lower strata coniljusiioii

and rebpuaiujii are actively going on
;
they tend to dimin-

ish the oxygen and increase the carbonic acid. At the

equator the effect oi a constantly bniiiant sunshine on the

leaves of plants is to diminish the carbonic acid and in-

crease the oxygen. But notwithstanding these local disturb-

aiices, and also the fact thai the constituents of the Fig. 212.

air are of very dilierent .specific grav^ities, the con-

stitutLou of the atmosphere is nearly the sariic in all d
places. This commixture is partly efiected by the

-mechanical action of winds, and partly by the prop-

erty which gases have of dillusing into each other.

Thus. W two vials, a and r, i^/rr. 212, communi-
cate wiiii each other by means of stop-cocks, b c d/

and if, in a hght gas, such as hydrogen, is placed,

and ill c a iieavy gas, as carbonic acid, iu a few
nuuutes after the stop-cocks are opened the gases

will diffuse into each other, the light one descend-

ing- and the heavy one accendmg, until they are

porfi'ctly commixed. And this effect will take

place even though a barrier shonid intervene. Thus Dr.

Mitchell found that Leases would readily pass through the

close texture of India-rubber to mingle with each ^^.213.
other ; and I have observed the same in the case of

films of water. Thus, if a bottle, a, Fi^. 213, full

of atmospheric air, have its mouth closed by a film

of soap-water spread over it by the finger, and then

be placed under a bell jar containing protoxide of

nitrogen, this latter gas passes rapidly through the

film, and distends it into a bubble by forcing its way into

the bottle. The force with Avhich gases will thus pass into

each other is sometimes very great. I have proved that sul-

phuretcd liydiogen will diffuse into atmospheric air, though

resisted by a pressure of more than fifty atmospheres.

That the atiuospheric air is a mixture, and not a com-

pound, is proved by its easy decompoisibility, its refractive

power, and by the fact that its constituents retain their prop-

erties unchanged. The amount of its oxygea may be de-

Whnt arc the causes which trn ! to chango the composition of tho air?

Whut is meant by the diffusion oi giises ? Does this take place through
tDlonrentng barrien ? How is this connected with tbe constitution of toe
air? What pcoofilm then that tlie atnuwphen is a mizture, and not a
eompoiudl
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tormined by the combustion of phosphorus, or detonation

Willi hydrogen ; the amount of its carbonic acid, which va-

ries lu damp or dry seasons, being dissolved out by show ers

cf rain, may be determined by potash or lime-water, and its

&(|ULous vapur by the process for the dew-point already de-

sen beiL *

Atmospheric air beinf^ thus an clastic and compressible

JHr*si4' body, it remains to oxplaiu the law which determines

tits

volume nndcL- changes oi'pressure. This is known
under the nariie of the law of Marriotlu, ancL apply-

ing to many other gases besides atniosphcnc air, is

to the efiect that the volume of a gas is inversely as

the pressure upon it. This law is of tin; utmo;;t im-

portance in gaseous chemistry. It may be illustra-

ted by the instrument {Fig. 214), where a is a bent

p
tube, open at the end a, and closed at b. The branch

a may be several feet long, and h six inches. A
Email quantity of mercury is poured into tiie tube, so as to

occupy the bend and shut up a column of air betw^een d
and b. Now, if the tube is lilled with quicksilver to the

height of 30 inches, as to a, the pressure of this column is

exerted on the air in the closed branch, b; and as there are

now the weight of two atmospheres, that of tlie ordinary

atmosphere and that of the mercurial column, it is com-
pressed into hall its former volunie, c. If we bring upon it

three atmospheres, it will be compressed into one third ; if

f tiir. to one fourth, &c. And tiie hiw holds good, also, for

diminutious of pressure. If, on a given volume of gas, the
pressure is reduced to one half, the volume doubles ; if to

one third, it triples; to one fourth, it quadruples; in all cases

the volume being inversely as the pressure.

The exact amount of dilatation of atmospheric air for ele-

vations of temperature was determined by Gay-Lussac as fol-

lows*: In a tin box, A (i*Vg. 216), containing water, there is in-

troduced through a perforation at d a bulb, with a tube,

g\ containing the air, the dilatation of which is to be meas-
ured. This air has been previously introduced in a state

of dryness by the chloride of calcium tube, h h. At m is

a globule of mercury, which acts as an index, and confines

the air. On the opposite side of the tin box, at o, a ther-

mometer, s ^ 5, is introduced, and another one, Vt passing

What is Marriotte's law 1 How may its truth be proved I Ghr9 cian
pldt of Maniotto's law. What is the law of Gajr-LuMio ?
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UILATATION OF ATMOSPHERIC AIE. 213

through the top of the box, occupies the center. The box
is first filled with water containing fragments of ice, and
when the thermometers are at 32°, the position of the index,

m, is marked. The furnace is then lighted, and when the

water boils, and the thermometers are at 212°, the index,

m, is again observed. The difference indicates the dilata-

tion, of the air for 180°; and in this manner Gay-Lussac

found that 100 volumes of air become 1375. These re-

sults have been of late carefully examined by Rudberg, who
fixes the amount of expansion of air at of its volume,

at 32°, for every degree of Fahrenheit's scale.

LECTURE XLVI.

Compounds of Nitrogen and Oxygen.—Protoxide of
Nitrogen.—Preparation and Properties of.— CoTistiiu-

tio7i.—Supports Combustion.—Produces I?itoxication.

Dcutoxide of Nitrogen.—Preparation and Properties

of.— Constitution.—Relations to free Oxygen.—Hypo-
nitric Acid.—Preparation and Properties of.

PROTOXIDE OF NITROGEN. NO = 22 203.

If the nitrate of ammonia be exposed to a temperature

of about 350 degrees in a retort. Fig. 216, it undergoes

decomposition, being resolved into water and the protoxide

of nitrogen ; the former condensing in the neck of the retort,,

and the latter rising into the pneumatic jar. If whitish

What is the absolute dilatation of air as detemiined by Rudberg ? How
may protoxide of nitrogen be made ?

i
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mg.M ftunei are eyolyed,^ihey indicate
that the process is going on too fast,

and the heat must then be moder-
ated. The change taking place is

very simple. It is a mere xe-ar-

rangement ofthe constituent atoms
of the nitrate of ammonia. *

NO, + yiJ^, = 2{N0) + S{HO).

One atom of that salt, therefore, yields two atoms of protox-

ide of nitrogen and three oi water.

The protoxide of nitrogen is a colorless gas, transparent,

like atmospheric air ; it has a sweetish taste, and is soluble

in water, that liquid taldng up about three fourths of its

volume of the gas when cold, but the solvent power being

greatly diminished by warming the water. Its specific grav-

fV.2i7. ity is 1 '527. It may be liquefied at 45^ by a press-

O urc of iiity atmospheres, and has even been solidi-

fied. In the liquid form it is colorless, and boils at

— 125'^. A drop of it falling on the skin produces,

as it were, a burn. Water put in contact with it

instantly freezes. If the liquid be permitted to es-

cape into the air from a jet, a part of it instantly

freezes into a snowy solid. It is composed, by atom,

of one of nitrogen and one of oxygen, and by volume, of two
volumes of nitrogen united to one of oxygen, condensed into

two volumes, a constitution like that of Avater. It therefore

contains half its bulk of oxygen gas, and supports combustioa

with activity. A lighted taper immersed in it burns brightly,

and, as in oxygen, if there be merely a spark on the "wick,

it kindles into a £ame. Phosphorus bums in it with great

brilliancy.

Sir H. Davy discovered that not only does this gas sup-

port respiration, but that it exerts a remarkable physiolog-

ical action when breathed, producing a transient intoxica-

tion, which wears off after two or three minutes. Theso
cflects are undoubtedly due to the oxydizing action which
the protoxide establishes in the system. In this respect it

is far more active than even pure oxygen gas, and the rea-

son is obvious : oxygen is but slightly absorbable by watery
fluids, but this gas is taken up by them to a very great cx-

"What are the properties of protoxide of nitrogen ? What is its oooMtitii*
Uon? Docs it support combustion? What are its relations to rcspiratidHt
How lon^ docs this intoxicating effect last ? What is the cause of it ?

«
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DEUTOXIDB OF NITROGEN. 215

tent. "UTien it is introduced into the lungs, it is rapidly

dissolved in the blood, and carried by the circulation to every
part of the body, oxydizing whatever is in its path, and pro-

ducing- a febrile warmth and an unusual mental disturbance.

The protoxide of nitrogen shows but little disposition to

unite Avith other bodies. It may be regarded as an indif-

ferent substance.

DEUTOXIDE OF NITROGEN. iVOa= 30-216.

The deutoxide or binoxidc of nitrogen may be made by
the action of nitric acid moderately diluted upon metallic

copper. If these substances are introduced into

a flask together, and, when the action mod-
crates, fresh portions of nitric acid be added
through the funnel {Fig. 218), a colorless gas

is evolved, which may be collected over wa-
ter, in which it is only sparingly soluble, one
hundred volumes of that liquid dissolving about

five of the gas.

It is composed of equal volumes of nitrogen

and oxygen united, without condensation. Its specific grav-

ity is, therefore, 10416. It does not support combustion;

a lighted taper immersed in it is at once extinguished ; but

if phosphorus, burning violently, be introduced in it, the

combustion goes on with increased activity. Iron and sev-

eral other metals withdraw from it one half of its oxygen,

converting it into the protoxide.

The most remarkable quality of the deutoxide of nitrogen

is its action on mixtures containing oxygen gas, as, for ex-

ample, atmospheric air ; with these it at once produces red

fumes of nitrous acid, which are soon removed if water be

present, the deutoxide taking up two atoms of oxygen to

change into nitrous acid. On this principle it has been used

for the purpose of efiecting the analysis of atmospheric air,

but, unless several precautions are observed, the results are

incorrect. The deutoxide should be added in a small and

steady stream to the air ; red fumes are at once produced

;

these are soon removed by the water, and the residue is less

in volume than the air and deutoxide taken together. One
fourth of the deficit is equal to the volume of the oxygen

Why is iho protoxide of nitrogen an indifferent substance ? How is tho

deutoxide obtained? What is its constitution? Does it support combus-

tion ? What is its action on gaseous mixtures containing oxygon ? Under

WDixl circuxzisiaiicea may it be used to determine the amount of oxygen ?

J
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originally present. By operating in this manner, as I hay*
had many occasions to observe, correct results may he ob-

tained The general process may be illustrated by taking

a tali jar and placing in it a certain volume of atmospheric

air, to which is to be added an equal volume oi the deutox-

ide. Though both gases are colorless at first, a dee}) cop-

per-colored vapor is the result ; this is removed after a tmie

by the action of the water, which, rising in the jar, exhib-

its a deficit in the amount of the gases.

A solution of the protosulphatc of iron dissolves this gas

ahuridantly ; and if a small quautity ol' the sulpluiret of car-

bon be poured into it, aud alight applied, the mixture bums
with a blue liame.

HYFONITftOUS ACID. N0»= 38-229.

This substance may be made by mixing four volamas of

dry detttoxide of nitrogen ^ lUi one of diy oxygen, and €ac>

posing the mixture to cold. The gases condense into a liq-

uid of a greenish color, whieh gives forth an orange Taper*

Hyponitrons acid is decomposed by the contact of water,

deutoxide of nitrogen escaping with an efiervescenee* and

nitrio aeid being produced, three atoms of hyponitrom loid

Yielding one of nitrio aoid and two of the dentozide.

L£CTU£L£ XLYIL
0<HiPoiiNi)8 07 NiTEooEN AND OxYQms,^NUrtm$ Acid^
PrMnraHon and Properties of.-^Remarkable Changes
of Cdor,—Nitric Acid,—-Dtsoovery of,—Cavendishes
Experiments.—Sources from whieh it is derived,—
Commercial Preparatians,—Its Properties,—h a JBfy-

pothetical Body,—Purification,—Detection,

NITROUS ACID. JVO*= 46-842.

KrrROUB aind may be made by mixing together one toI-

ume of dry oxygen with two of the dry dentoxide of nitro-

gen, and exposing the mixture to a Tory low temperatnre

;

How may the action ofdeutoxide of nitrogen onorjrgen mixturea be illos-

tntod t What ta its relation with the pitMoautoliate ofinm ? And wliatwiUi
the Tapor of sulphurrt of carbon ? liow may nyponitrou'? a( id be procoradt
What la tha action ot water on it ? How oaay nitroua acid ba mad* t
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but it is much more easily procured by distiiling, in a po^
, celain or hard glass retort, a, Fig. ii^at.
J
219, dry nitrate of lead, and receiv-

ing the gases in a tube, b, artificially

^
cooled by a freezing mixture, c. The
nitrouB acid condenses as a colorles^^

liquid, which becomes yellow as Us
temperature rises. Its specific grav-

ity, in the liquid form, is 1'42. It solidifies at 40° F., and
boils at 82^ F. Its vapor possesses remarkable optical

qualities. \Yhen its temperature is very low, it is nearly

colorless ; it takes on an orange tint as the deprree of heat

increases, and finally becomes almost black. The peculiar-

ity of the })lienoiiienoii is, that if the gas bo examiiied while
undergoing these changes, by passing a ray of light through
it and analyzing it by means of a prism, as explained in

Lecture XX., a great nuiaber of fixed lines are found in the

resulting spectrum ; au»l as the temperature rises, these in-

crease 80 much in number aud in breadth iiiat the light be-

comes finally obliterated.

The vapor of nitrous acid, when once mixed with atmos-

pheric air, is condensed into the liquid form with great dif-

ficulty. It is wholly irrespirable, and, even when diluted,

of a very unpieaaant odor. Kitruus acid is, for tbe most
part, decomposed by water,

SiVOj ... = ... 2N0, -f NO.,
three atoms of it yielding to two of uitrit^ acid and one of

tbe deiitoxide of nitrogen, as seen in tiie iurmula ; but the

iiitnn ;if \(l produced protects a portion of tlic nitrous acid,

which thus escapes decompoBition. Its vajxir is absorbed by
nitric acid. The production oi this acid by tho process with
nitx&te of lead is of considerable philosophical mterest

;

^aa : FbO + NO^ ... = ... PbO -f NO4,+ O,

0lm atom of the nitrate of lead yielding one atom of oxide

of lead, which lematns in the Tetort, one of nitrouB aeid, and
one ofoxygen gas, which escape. It might be expected that,

in such a distillation, we shoold obtain oxide of lead and
nitric acid. The came of the non-appearance of the latter

body will, however, be pieaently nnderstood.
. .. ^

^ l^Tiat are its properties ? How docs ihc color of lU vapor change by

IiMt ? What is the cause of the fuial blacknen f are the relations

r>f nitrous nrv\ and ^ What is the deoompoiutian WhiOh tl^L6iplS64

whMi.mtT»<e«tl«i|d w distilled? ' w ' •

K
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NITRIC ACID. JVOjarM-SM.

Nitric acid, the most important ofthe compounds of oxy*

gen and nitrogen, and one of the most important of the acid

bodies^ was first discoyered during the ninth century. The
discoTeiy of this and some ofthe other powerful acids form
one of the epochs in chemistry. The science can scarcely bo
said to have existed until that time, the Egyptians, Greeks,

and Romans having no kno^vledge of these bodies, nor, in-

deed, of any more powerful than vinegar.

The constitution of nitric acid ^yas determined by Mr.
Cavendish, who formed it synthetically by passing electric

sparks through atmospheric air in contact with a solntioii

of potash. The nitrate of potash was obtained.

Nitric acid also occurs to a small extent in lain water,
especially after thunder storms, and by some supposed to
originate upon the same principles as in Cavendish's e^eii*
ments ; but probably it is due to the oxydation of ammonia,
which always exists in the air. The chief supply is derived

indirectly from the decay of vegetable or animal matter, in

the presence of oxygen gas, and in contact with basic bod*

ies. Collections of such refuse pass uiider the name of ni-

tre beds, and, in France and Germany, furnish the saltpetre

which is used for the manufacture of gunpowder. In the
East Indie,?, nitrate of potash is obtained by lixiviation

from the soil in whicji earthy nitrates naturally occur.
From bouth America the nitrate of soda is exported ; it is

found as an eiHor^scence on soiis in which common salt piolh
ably exists.

In most of these cases the nitric acid arises from the oxy-
dation of ammonia produced during putreiactive fenaeaU
atioB.

iVLfif,+ Og . . • =s . . . iVOj + 32fO

.

The Ibnuula shows the probable nature of the action ; one
atom of ammonia, under the influence of eight of oxygen,
will yield one of nitric acid and three of water.
Tho nitric acid of commerce is made by distilling eqqal

weights of sulphuric acid and nitrate of potash. The pro-
eess may be eonducted in a small way in a glass xetoxt, A»
P?> 220 ; and it is found advantageous to use the quantity

'^Iwtt was mtlie acid discovered ? How was its composition determined
bf Cavendish ? What is the source of the nitric acid in raiB water 7 Froai
what sourcen is nitrate of potRHi produced? How may nitric turid SIW^
from the oxjrdalioa of ammonia I kiow may mtoc add b« mat^ti t
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Fig. 220.

of sulphuric acid here stated, because a soluble bisulphate

of potash is formed, which may be easily removed without
breaking the retort. Half as much sulphuric acid would
effect the decomposition, but it would require a higher tem-
perature, and the neutral sulphate which forms could with
difficulty be removed. The change which takes place is

thus exhibited

:

{KO, NO,) + 2{H0, SO,) ... = ... {KO, HO, 2S0^)
4- (HO, NO, ;)

that is, one atom of nitrate of potash and two of sulphuric

acid furnish one atom of bisulphate of potash, and one of

hydrated nitric acid distills over into the receiver, B, which
is kept cool by a stream of water flowing from i into a ves-

sel, c c, the waste water passing through led. A net is

wrapped over the receiver to distribute the water evenly.

In this process nitrate of soda may be advantageously sub-

stituted for nitrate of potash.

Hydrated nitric acid thus produced is a colorless liquid,

which boils at 248° F., though this point changes with the

amount of water in the acid. It freezes at —40°
; is de-

composed into oxygen and nitrogen by being passed through

a red-hot glass tube. It turns yellow in the sunshine, ow-

ing to a portion being decomposed and nitrous acid set free,

which dissolves in the residue, and gives it an orange tint.

The nitric acid of the shops (aqua fortis) commonly possess-

es this color, from which it may be freed by boiling in a

glass vessel. It stains the skin and other organic matters

What are its properties? When passed through a red-hot tube, what

happens to it ? Why is commerrial nitric acid often yellow ? What is the

action of this acid «n the skin and on meUdlic bodiea t
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yellow, and hence is used in the arts of dyeing. Its action

on many metalline and other combustible bodies is exceed-

Fig. 221. ingly violent, owiii^r to the great amount ofoxygen
it contains. Poured upon some pieces of copper

in a wine-glass, over which a bell jar may be
inverted {Fig. 221), an effervescence takes place,

and the red fumes ot nitrous acid abundantly form.

Though it is one of the most powerful oxydizing

agents wo possess, it often happens that, in a

state ot great concentration, it will scarcely acl on a metal,

but the addition ot a little water causes the action to set in.

Nitric acid (iNTO^) was, until recently, regarded as a hy-

pothetical or imaginary body, the nearest approach to it

being the strongest aqua fortis ; this has a specific gravity

of 1*521, and consists ot ono atom of hypothetical nitric acid

and one of water. Its iurinula, therefore, is

Its moleetilar constitution probably is

It is, as we shall find hereafter, a hydrogen acid. But
M. Deville has shoi^ that the anhydrous acid may be pre-

pared by the action of chlorine or dry nitrate of silver. It

!
presents the form of colorless crystals, which melt at about
65**, the boiling point being 113°, and gradually decomposes
at ordinary temperatures.

I^tric acid of commerce can be purified by distillation,

rejecting the first portions which come over, as they contain

chlorine, and leaving a portion in the retort containing sul-

|)hnric acid and fixed impurities. If twelve parts are dis-

tilled, the fipt three may be cast aude, And one left in the
retort ; the intermediate eight are pure.

'When it is in a solution, nitric acid may be detected by
the addition of sulphuric acid, and a drop or two of proto-

sulphate of iron ; a brownish color is produced where th«
two liquids meet. When in a concentrated state, the evo-

lution of red IRunes, by the action of copper, detects it. It
also gives a blood*red eofor with morphia. The nitrates
'deflagrate vi4ien ignited with combustible matter, a result
which may be well shown by grinding together a few
ounces of nitrate of potash and common sugar, and setting

What is the nearest approarh to liypothetical nitric acid T Why can Ml
it be isulateU ? How may it purified T Ilow BMiy il be dBtfUtod \
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fire to the mixture. Owing to the solubility of all its com-
pounds, nitric acid can not be precipitated.

LECTURE XLVIII.

Sulphtth.—Natural and Artificial Forms.—Preparalton

of Flowers.—Properties of Sulphur.—Its Vapor.-^

Oxygen Compou Jids of Sulphur.—Sulphurous Acid.—
Preparation.—Properties.—Bleaching Effects.— Con-

densation to tlie Liquid State.—Its Co7npou?ids.

SULPHUR. ^=1612.

Much of the sulphur in commerce is derived from vol-

canic countries, in which it occurs often in a pure and crys-

tallized state. It is one of the most common elementary

substances, bein*^ found abundantly united with various

metals, such as iron, copper, lead. In combination with

lime, baryta, &c., it occurs as sulphuric acid, and is also

an injrredient of many animal and vegetable products.

Sulphur is met with under three difibrent forms : roll

sulphur, flowers of sulphur, and lac sulphuris. Roll sulphur

is an impure variety, which receives its form from being

cast into cylindrical moulds ;
the flowers of sul])hur are

formed from the impure brimstone by sublimation ; lac sul-

phuris difiers from the foregoing in being of a white color.

It is prepared by precipitation from the persulphuret of po-

tassium by hydrochloric acid.

The preparation oHlowers of sulphur is conducted in an

apparatus, such as Fig. 222. A is a room, or chamber, of

Why can not nitric acid be detcctod by precipitation ? IJndt r w hat ^t**^

docs sulphur naturally occur ? Wliat are its artificial fomis ? IIow

the flowers of sulphur made ?
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8000 feet Qapaelbfr ; c la a pan contaimng salphor, which
11 melted by the £inia6e> os; the vapor passes along i d b,

and, entering the chamber, is there condensed. The re-

gulting flowers are removed through the door p. If an ex-
plosion occttrs, when the process commences, it lifts the
aive and the gases escape through the chimney, t. M
M\a a shed under which the apparatus is Constructed. Ag
the iron pan becomes exhausted, new quantities of brim-
stone can be introduced through the door n.

Sulphur commonly exists as a solid of a yellow color,

and of a specific gravity oT 1*99, having neither taste nor
smell. It melts at 226^ F. into a pale yellow-coloied
liquid ; but, what is very curious^ if the heat be raised to
about 450^ F., it changes to the color of molasses, and be-
comes so thick and tenacious that the capsule in which the
fusion is carried on may be turned upside down without the
sulphur flowing out. At 600^ F. it boils, and, as the heat
approaches that point, it again becomes fluid ; and, as it

cools, runs through the same changes again in a reverse or*
der. If suddenly quenched in cold water at tbe low tern*
perature, before it thickens, it solidifies into ordinary sol*

phur ; but if heated for a time to near 600®, and then
quenched, it becomes, on cooling, elasUc, like India-rubber,
and may be drawn into long tlureads ; and in this state it
sometimes used for taking casts of coins, for by keeping a
few days it slowly returns to the condition of ordinary «il-
phur.

When rubbed on a piece offlannel it becomes highly dec-
trio, assuming the negative state, and at one time was used
in the making of electrical machines, before the powers of
glass were discovered. A roll of it held in the warm hand
emits a crackling sound, the crystals of which it is com-
posed separating from one another. It is a bad conductor
of heat and electricity, crystallizes under two diflerent sys-
tems, and is, therefore, a dimorphous body, one of its forma
being an acute rhombic octahedron, and the other an obliquo
rhombic prism. When heated to about 300° F. in the open
air, it takes fire, and burns with a blue flame, emitting a
sufibcating odor, fiimes of sulphurous acid gas. It is wholly -

VVhat are the prmnies of suIphurT Wliet cbuiges may be observed in

'Im/T
nieitmgT What clnctriral rr.ndition does it assume by friction?

What are its conductuig powers ? Wky is it called a dimorphous body T
Atwhat temperatOM does it take fire, and what is the product of its com
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ittsoluble ia water ; its proper fohrant ii the bmlphiixet of

earbon.
The vapor of sulphur is of a deep yellow oolor, and has

the higli specific gravity of 6*648. In it mi^tallie hodiot

will burn precisely as they do lig.V^

in oxygen gas. L)r. Hare has
shown that it' a ijun barrel be

heated red hot at the breech, — "^vi

and a. piece of sulphur dropped

into it, tlie muzzle being closed

with a cuik, an igriited jet of

sulphur vapor issues from the touch-hole, in which, if a

bunch of iron M ire be held, it takes lire and burns brilliantly.

Sulphur iias a very extensive range of affinities, uniting

with most metallic substances in several difTerent propor-

tions, Avilh hydrogen and also with oxygen. "With the lat-

ter substance it furnishes the following compounds :

their designations are, respeotively,

Sulphurous acid.

Sulphuric acid.
.••»•>

UypMuIphuroos acid.

H3*po8uIphuric acid.

Sulphurcted hyposulphuric acid (acid of Langlois).

Bisulphureted hyposulphuric acid (acid of Fordo* sod GMia).

SULPHUROUS ACID. 50t=32 146.

This acid may bo formed by burning sulphur

in oxygen gas or in atmospherio air ; in the lat-

ter instance the resulting gas is, of course, con-

taminated with nitrogen. The process may be

conducted under a bell jar, the burning sulphur
being placed on a capsule or stand.

But a much better process is to efiect the par-

tial deoxydation of sulphuric acid by heatincr

oil of vitiiol with mereuiy, which deprives it of

one atom of cxjgen^ forming an oxide of mercury, which
unites with one atom of the excess of sulphuric acid pree*

ent to form a sulphate. For many of the ordinary purposes

to which sulphurous acid is applied, it may be procured by
the action of fragments of charcoal heated with sulphurie

Wbal b Uie tpeeifie gittntj of its vapor T Don it tappoit comboationf
VThat are the oxy^ea compounds of sulphur 7 >Ho\v m;iy suIphurou.<« ac'nl

^f> made ? Whnt m the phnoiple of the piooeM wheo aalphuiie acid acta

i»n mercury or chjircoiii ?

Fif. 294.
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acid. In this case, however, carbonic acid is also evolved.

When a solution in water is required, the gas may be pass-

ed directly into that liquid, but if it be necessary to retain

it in a gaseous state, it must be received in jars at the mer-
curial trough, or collected by the method of displacement.

It is, under the ordinary circumstances, a transparent and
Fig. 225. colorless gas, having an unpleas-

ant taste, and the smell charac-

teristic of burning sulphur. It is

wholly irrespirable, and prompt-
ly extinguishes a lighted taper.

Its specific gravity is 2*222, and,

therefore, if a stream of it which
has been cooled by flowing from
the generating flask a, Fig. 225,

through a bent tube, 6, immersed in a jar of cold water, be
conducted to the bottom of another jar, c, the gas, as it col-

lects, displaces the atmospheric air, floating it out of the ves-

sel. This process is of very general application in the col-

lection of gases which are absorbable by water, and is known
under the name of the method by displacement.

226. Ill 3" j^^ of sulphurous acid thus collected, if

a lighted taper be immersed, it is at once extin-

guished. If the jar be inverted over water, the

gas is speedily dissolved, that liquid taking up
about thirty-seven times its volume of the gas.

If vegetable colors are submitted to its influence,

they are bleached, but the color is not destroyed

as in bleaching by chlorine, since it can be re-

stored by the action of a stronger acid.

Sulphurous acid is among the gases one that most readily

takes the liquid form. If there be connected with the flask

from which this gas is being evolved a bent tube passing

through iced water in a jar, and the gas, after traversing^

this tube, be conducted into a bottle placed in a freezing

mixture of snow and dilute nitric acid, it condenses into a
colorless fluid of the specific gravity 1*45, which boils at
140 p T\i\s fluid is sometimes used to produce intense
cold by its evaporation.

"What are the products in each case ? Why must the gas be collected
over mercury ? What are ite properties ? What is the method by displace-
ment ? To what extent is this acid soluble in water ? Axe its bleaching
effects permanent ? How may it be condensed ?

Dig



ynth bases, this aoid Soms a oomplete series 6f aalts»

the sulphites, which are readily decomposed by the stronger

nmdst and aiB oooauonally employed as deoiq^diziiig agents,

fjom the circumstanoe that metallic oxides may be reduced

by them, their aalphiuouB pMsing into the conditioa of «ttl>

fhnrift aoid*

LEOTUEB XLIX.

Compounds of Sulphur and Oxygen.—Sulphuric AouL—The Anhydrous Acid.— Its Affinity for Water,—
, German Oil of Vitriol.—Its ConstUution and Uses^
Common Sulphuric Acid.—Preparation on the large

Scale.—Its Chemical Relations.—Ftmfic€Uion,—D^
Uction^^^ther Suipkuric Adds.

SULPHURIC ACID. 50,= 40159.

Tms compounfl is not alone the most important of the

acids of sulphur, but also the most important of all acids.

By the aid of it, nitric, hydrochloric, and many other strong

acids are made for commercial purposes. In the productioa

of carbonate of soda and chlonde of lime, immense quanti-
ties of it are consumed.

Of sulphuric acid we have several varieties, diiTering from

each other in the amount of water they contain. 1st. There
is anhydrous sulphuric acid, the formula for which has al-

ready been given as containing one atom of sulphur and
three of oxygen This substance may be prepared by sub-

iniuing the fuming oil of vitriol of Nordhausen to a tem-

perature of about 290*^ Fahr., when there distills over a
white substance of a crj'stalline aspect. It fumes in the air,

melts at 77^ Fahr., is converted into vapor at 160^, has an

intense affinity for water, in which, if it bo placed ,
it hisses

like a red-hot iron. It is to be particularly remarked, how-

ever, that the acid powers of this substance are very feebly

marked ; it shows little tendency to unite with other bodies,

and when sucli combmations are eiiected, the resulting fiub

•tances are diiierent from the true sulphates.

Wbat are the properties of this liquid? For what porpoM* ftre the sol

Ehitea employed? V\i1iaKan th» piopeiUM oftabjdlOlS lUph^
ow m ii orcpared T

K2

^^^^
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2d. dennan, or NoxdliKiuien oil of vitriol, MO, 80^ -f-

This mbBtanee is prepared hf taking gieen vitriol* and,

by exposure to heat, driving on its water of crystallizatioa

(six atoms)* and also a portion of its saline water. If the
dried powder he placed in a stone-ware retort and exposed

to a high temperature, there distills over a dark oily liquid

;

hence the term ail of vitriol : this is the substance in ques-

tion. Its formula miows that it is composed of two atoms
of anhydrous acid tmited to one of water. A considerable

quantity of it is used in the arts for dissolving indigo.

3d. Common sulphuric add, jETO, SO3.
This is the substance which passes in commerce as com-

mon oil ofvitriol. It is made on the large scale by burning
sulphur with nitrate of potash or soda, and conducting the
sulphurous and nitrous acids which result into large cham-
bers lined with lead, in which steam is thrown, the bottom
ofthe chamber being covered with water. The snlphurous

9cid takes cfxjgen from the nitrous acid, reducing it to the
' conation of deutoxide ; but this being done in the presence

of atmospheric air, which fills the chamber, the deutoxide

instantly reassumes the condition of nitrous acid. The
deutoxide, therefore, continually transfers oxygen fitom the
atmospheric air to the sulphurous add, and brings it to the
condition of sulphuric acid.

After a time, the water at the bottom ofthe chamber be*
comes charged with sulphuric acid ; it is then concentrated
by drawing offthe excess ofwater in' platina or glass boilers,

and finally assumes the specific gravity 1*845.
. It is a

dense oily liqtud, freezes at —15^, and boils at 630^.
The attraction of common sulphuric acid for water is very

i intense. Ifa tube, containing some ether, be stirred

in a glass {Fig, 227) in whidi sulphuric acid and
water are being mixed, the temperature rises so
high that in a few moments the ether boils. On
the same principle, it will remove from most gases
which are passed over it an^ water they may con-*

tain
;
and, as we have seen m Lecture XIL, water

may be frozen by taking advantage of the rapidity with

What is the nrocpss for preparing the German oil of vitriol 7 Whatb its

a^I>earance ? For what purpose is it used ? What is the process for pre-
paring oofomercial sulphuric acid ? What are iu properties 7 What iilus-

ttsiMBS flwj bt fivsii ofin iattiiM ifinitgr ibrivater 7
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which sulphuric acid will absorb its vapor. Orgamc sub-

stances may also be charred by the action of this acid ; for

example, woody fibre is a compound of carbon with the ele-

ments of water, and when acted upon by sulphuric acid,

the carbon is set free, the acid taking from it a portion of
its water.

Sulphuric acid of commerce is never pure ; it contains

sulphate of lead, derived in the process of its manufacture,

and also, sometimes, arsenic, selenium, and nitrous acid.

From the first it may be purified by dilution with water, in

which sulphate of lead is insoluble ; but when required en-

tirely pure, it must be distilled, the first portions being re-

jected.

The presence of sulphuric acid may be detected by any
of the soluble salts of barium, such as the chloride ofbarium,
or the nitrate of baryta, the white sulphate of baryta pre-

cipitating insoluble in water and acids.

To black woolen clothing this acid communicates a red-

dish stain, removable by being touched with ammonia.
Besides the compounds just described, we have other def-

inite hydrates of sulphuric acid, thus :

(4) 1SO3 + 2H0.
(5) 1SO3 + 3^0.

The fourth of these has a specific gravity of 1*78, and
crystallizes at 39® Fahrenheit in large and beautiful crya-

tals. The fifth has a specific gravity of 1*632.

HYPOSULPHUROUS ACID, 5,0,= 48-266,

has not yet been isolated ; one of its salts, the hyposulphite

of soda, is extensively used in the Daguerreotype process for

removing the sensitive coating on the plates.

HYPOSULPHURIC ACID, ,S,0.= 72355,

is a sirupy hquid of a very acid taste, and is not applied to

any use.

Besides these, we have two other acids of sulphur

:

Solpharcted hTposulphuric acid, 5,0*= 88 475, discovered by Langlois.

Bitulphureted hyposulphuric acid, 8^0%= 104-595, discoYcred by Fordoi

and Gelis.

Chemists are now very generally agreed that all these

By what substances is it usually rendered impure ? How may it ba pu-

rified ? How may it be detected T How mav suliihuric acid stains on

clothing be removed ? What other hydrates of this body are there T Whaf

an the uses of hypofulphuroua acid T What other sulphur acids are th«ra 1
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oompouads aie to be regarded «8 hydrogen ftoids—a etnk?-

ing departnte ixoin the La'voineiiaa dootrinei. They have
been led to ibk view bf the oomideiation that no well-

mafked acid odali in which hydrogen ie not found ; that

all these sulphur acids possess thewne nentralizing power,
though the quantity of oxygen they contain is so diiibrent.

They regard them all as b^H^ famed by the union of one
atom of hydrogen with a series of difierent compound radi-

cals, as the following table shows

:

Snlphuraus aoid . . .

Sulphuric add . . . .

Hyposulphurous acid . •

Hyposalphuric acid . . .

Acid of iLanglois . .
'

.

Acid of Fordos and Gelis
Chlorosulphuric acid . .

Nitrosulphuric acid . . .

lodoBiilpliuio aoid . • .

. H-f- SO,

. if+ -SOa + O.

. H-L S03-\- S.

and, extending these views to the constitution f^oOer loida
eeBefidhr» an aoid is defined to be " a compound of h]rdbN>-

gen with a simple or compound radical, in which the hy«*

drqgen may be replaeed by any other metal"

LECTUKE L.

SuLPnoft AND PaosPHOBl».

—

Stdphurcted Hydrogen.^
Mode^Preparing it.—Jt$ Odor, Acid Relatims, and
ether Properties,—Extensively used (IS CL Test.—Ocn/rs
in Nature,—RdaHom to the Animal System.—Biml-
phur^ed Hydrogen,—Selenium.—Phosphorus .

—

Pre-
pared from Bones,—Shines in the Dark.—Action of
Light,—Combustibility.—Compounds with Oxt/gen.

SULPHURETED HYDROGEN. /f5= 17-12.

jy.m This gas may be easily prepared by the ao-

tion of hot hydrochloric acid on the natiTe suUl
phuret of antimony pulverized, and may be
'collected over a saturated solution of salt or
warm water. The action of the mateiial^
being

Sd^S^ + 3{ffCl) ...= ... + Z{ffS)

;

that is, one atom qg the sesqnisnlphnret of an-
What is the nature of the views now held in rslation to the acids of fol-^^»^d acids genenUjr? Peseribt thoiiioooMibf piepsiingm^vi^
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timony and three of hydrochloric acid yield one of the ses-

quichloride of antimony and three of sulphureted hydrogen.

Sulphuretcd hydrogen is a colorless and transparent gas,

having the ckior of rotten eggs. It is absorbed by water

readily, that liquid taking up two or three times its volume.

Its specific gravity is T 177. It is combustible, and/^if.m.

may readily be burned from a jet placed in the flask in A

which it is being evolved, the products of its combus- y
tion being sulphurous acid and water ; but if the air i

in which it is bumed be limited in quantity, water jk

alone is produced and sulphur deposited. Its solu- I
)

tion in water decomposes gradually by contact with
the air, the hydrogen undergoing oxydation, and the ^
sulphur being set I'ree. It has the properties of a weak acid,

reddening litmus feebly, and yields with metallie bases wa-
ter and sulphurets :

M0-\- IIS...z=...HO-\- MS.
many of these sulphurets being insoluble and highly col-

ored : antimony gives an orange precipitate ; arsenic and
cadmium, yellow; lead, brown; and manganese, flesh-col-

ored. On this principle, the presence of sulphureted hydro-

gen may be always detected : the carbonate of lead, for ex-

ample, is blackened; and hence, white paint exposed in

places in which sulphureted hydrogen is being evolved turns

dark, and metallic silver tarnishes, and finally becomes
black. By a pressure of about seventeen atmospheres the

gas may be liquefied.

The action of sulphureted hydrogen on metallic bodies

may be illustrated in a very interesting manner by writing

on a sheet of paper with a solution of acetate of lead, the

letters being invisible until exposed to a stream of this gas,

when they turn black. Its action in producing precipitates

may be shown by conducting a stream of it through a solu-

tion of tartar emetic, arsenious acid, or acetate of lead.

Sulphureted hydrogen is sometimes naturally dissolved

in spring water, constituting the mineral waters of various

places, as the Virginia Springs. It is also said to be con-

tained in the brackish water of the mouths of large rivers,

due, perhaps, to the action of the organic matter they con-

What am its distinctive properties? "NMiat arc the results of it<» com-

bustion ? What is the nature of the precipitates it gives with metallic ox-

ides ? How may this action be illustrated? Is this gas solublp in water?

What U the probable causa of its occurrence at the mouths of large rivere ?
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tain upon the snlphates existing in the tea. It liaa been
thought by some authors that the existenoe of this gas in
the air of those places is connected with the feyeis which
there prevail. Snlphareted hydrogen is exceedingly pois-

onous when respired.

Th^ is another compound of sulphur and hydrogen, the
constitution of which is not precisely known, tiiough it is

usually described as bisulphureted hydrogen, and its formula
is therefore ZTSj* ^ properties it is said to have sev-

eral analogies with the dentoxide of hydrogen.

SELENIUM. Se=zd&-6.

This element was discovered by Berzelius in certain vari-

eties of pyrites. It is a rare substance, analogous, in many
respects, to sulphur. It bums in the air, forming an oxide
wiueh exhales the odor of decaying hoEBeradidi.

PHOSPHORUS. P= 32.

A remarkable substance, first discovered by Brandt, and
now extensively procured from burned bones, in which it oc-

curs as a phosphate oflime. It is found, also, in other ani-

mal products, being an essential ingredient in fibrin and al-

bumen, and also in the brain and nervous matter.

To procure it, burned bones
are reduced to powder, and
digested with dilute sulphuric

acid ; the liquid is strained,

mixed with powdered char-

coal, and, whendry,introduced
into a stone-ware retort, a.

Fig. 230, to the neck ofwhich
a bent copper tube, b, is at-

tached, the mouth of which
dips beneath water. The re-

tort being now exposed in a
furnace to a white heat, half

thephosphoric acid in the mix-
ture is deoxydized by the char-

coal, carbonic oxide gas escap-
ing, and phosphorus distilling over.

Phosphorus is commonly transparent and cobrless. When

^
What other compoaxui of sulohur and hydrogen is then ? What is aele*

iiiait Fnmi wtat soiiice U phosphorua derived T
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exposed to the light it turns of a deep red, and this takes

place in. a vacuum, or in gases which have no action on
the phosphorus. In lustre and general appearance it has a
waxy aspect. Exposed to the air it smokes, and in a dark
place shines—a property from which its name is derived.

During this slow oxydation it exhales an odor much resem-
bling that experienced when an electrical machine is in

high activity. At 32^ it is brittle, at 1 13° it melts, at 572°
it boils, distilling over unchanged, if oxygen be absent. But
in the air it takes fire and burns at about 120°, with evo-

lution offtakes of anhydrous phosphoric acid. Its specific

gravity is 1*77.

From the intense affinity which phosphorus has for oxy-

gen, it requires to be kept under the surface of water. It

is met with in commerce in the form of small sticks, a
form given to it by melting it in glass tubes under warm
water, and pushing the resulting cylinders out as soon as

they have set. If kept in an opaque bottle it is white,

but it slowly turns more or less red on exposure to the

daylight.

From the facility with which it takes fire, it is necessary

to handle it very carefully, and to avoid keeping it in con-

tact with the warm hand too long. A few particles of dry

phosphorus placed between two pieces of brown paper and
rubbed with a hard body, take fire and bum furiously as

soon as the papers are separated. It is upon this principle

that it will readily inflame by the heat of friction, that its

useful application in the manufacture of friction matches
depends. In chlorine, or the vapor of bromine and iodine,

it takes fire spontaneously.

The red variety of phosphorus is commonly regarded as

an allotropic modification, or phosphorus in the passive

state. Its melting point is much higher than that of the

ordinary phosphorus, being higher than 480°. It does not

shine in the dark. Its specific gravity is 1964. It shows

no disposition to unite with sulphur, and does not oxydize in

the air.

There are several compounds of phosphorus and oxygen,

as follows

:

What remarkable property does this body possess ? Why is phosphorus
to be kept under the surface of water? What is the action oflight upon
it ? What useful application is made of its ready combustibility ? What
are the properties of tne red variety of phosphorus ? How many compound*
•f phosphorus and oxygen are there f



raOSPHOKlW ASD OXTCIBN.

P^O,,I'O..FOs..POy
These are respectively

Oxide of phosphorus. I Phosphorons acid,
Hypophoaphorous acid. | Phosphoric acid.

LECTURE LI.

Compounds of PHosnioRus and Oxygen. — Oxide of
Phosphorus.—Preparation of.—ILjjmphosphorous a7id
Phosphorous Adds.—Plwsphoric Add.— Three States

of Hydratiofi.—Properties ofthese three Aeids.— Their
Salts.—Phosphureted Hydrogen.—Spoiitancously In-
flanunable and Non-ivflammable Varieties.—CIILORI^'E.—Preparation of.—Xts Relation to Comlnistion and
Kesjpiratimi.

OXIDE OP PHOSPHORUS. P^O.

Flff,V3l. This oxide may be formed by causing
a stream of oxygen gas, from the tube, a,

Pig. 231, to be directed upon phosphorus
under hot water in a glass, b. A brilliant,

combustion under the -water is the result,

with the production of phosphoric acid and
of a red powder, wliich is the substance ia
question.

HYFOPHOSPHOROUS ACID, jPO^

is very little known ; it is fbxmed -when phosphoniB is Mkcl
in alkaline solntions.

PHOSPHOROUS ACID, P0„
is formed during the slow combustion of phosphorus in the
air ; it may also be produced by acting on the sesquichlo-
ride of phosphorus with water. The solution of th iff acid
is sometimes used as a deoxydizing agent.

PHOSPHORIC ACID, PO,.

Anhydrons pliosphoric acid is formed when phosphorus
bams in dry air or oxygen gas {Fig. 232). It condenses in

How is oxide of phosphoms mndc ? Whrit is its apponrnncc ? How are
hypophosphorous and phosphorous acids produced t Lndei what circum*tuwM is aolqrdiouf photpboiM Mid piodiictdT
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white flakes of a snowy appearance, and pes- JXfr^232.

Besses an intense affinity for water, in which, -

if placed, it hisses like a red-hot iron. It

can scarcely be said to possess acid proper-

ties. Until it has united with water, those

properties are very feebly developed.

With water, phosphoric acid unites in

three proportions, producing

Monobasic phosphoric acid . . PO5 -4- //O, or H-\- PO^.
Uibsisxc *' " . . POi4-2HO, or 2H 4- POt
Tribasic " "

. . PO5 -f 3i/0, or 3i/-|- POg.

These acids also have the names of metaphosphoric, pyro-

phosphoric, and common phosphoric acids respectively.

Kither of them may exist in solution with water.

Metaphosphoric, or the monobasic phosphoric acid, may
be obtained by dissolving phosphorus in dilute nitric acid,

evaporating, and exposing the residue to a red heat. It

may also be obtained by dissolving the anhydrous acid in

water, evaporating and igniting it. In both these cases a

transparent body, like ice or glass, is produced ; hence called

glacial phosphoric acid. It contains one atom of water,

which can not be removed from it by heat.

Monobasic phosphoric acid is characterized by giving a

white granular precipitate with nitrate of silver ; it also

coagulates albumen, producing white curds. If kept in a

solution of water, or boiled with it, it passes into the tribasic

state.

Pyrophosphoric, or bibasic phosphoric acid, may be ob-

tained by heating the common phosphoric acid to 417° F.

for some time. In solution it neither precipitates silver nor

coagulates albumen, but its salts yield, with silver, a flaky

white precipitate. Like the former, this turns into the tri-

basic acid by boiling with water.

Common, or the tribasic phosphoric -acid, may be obtained

from bone earth by the action of the oil of vitriol, which

yields a precipitate of sulphate of lime ;
or, more easily, by

boiling a solution of the anhydrous phosphoric acid. In so-

lution it neither precipitates silver nor coagulates albumen,

but its salts yield a Canary-yellow precipitate with the ni-

How many compounds does it yield with water ? How is metaphosphor-

ic acid made I What is glacial phosphoric acid ? Whal are the properties

charactcrulic of monobasic, bibasic, and tnbasio phosphoric acids ruspectr

ivcly ?
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trate of silver. By exposure to a low heat it becomes bi-

basic, and to a red. heat, monobasic.

These hydrogen acids of phosphorus give rise to a very

extensive and complex class of salts, according to the ex-

tent to which their hydrogen is replaced by metallic bodies.

Thus tlio inonobasic phosphoric acid can yield only one

series of salts, in which all its hydrogen is replaced by a
metal ; hut the bibasic can yield two different series, accord-

ing as the metal replaces one or both atoms of base ; and
the tribasic can yield three dilie.rent series, .according as one

or two, or all thiuc uf its iiydiogen. atoms are replaced.

PHOSPHURETED HYDROGEN, P^,= 34-4,

may he made by boiling phosphorus in a strong solation of

lime or potash in a xetozt, a, I^g. 233, the neck of which

dips beneath the surface ofwater, a few drops of ether being
previously put into the retort. As the bubbles of gas break
on the water, they take fire, burning with a bright yellow
light, and there ascends throujrh the air a ring of gray
smoke, which dilates as it rises, and exhibits a curious rota-

tory movement of its parts. This gas, also, may be made
by briiiG^ing the phosphuret ofcalcium in contact with water.

Phosphureted hydrogen is a colorless gas, exhaling a pe-

culiar odor, like garlic, and, when burning, produces phos-

phoric acid and water. *It exists undc^r two forms : 1st.

Spontaneously inflammable ; 21. Is ot >spontaneoii?5ly inflam-

mable. It is said that the fii>t may be changed into the
second by small quantities of the vapor of ether, oil of tur-

pentine, &c., and the second into the first by the addition
of a minute quantity of nitrous acid.

How many scries ofsalts can each class yicl !
' scribe the preparation

of ph(»phureted hydrogen ? What are the properties of phosphuntfld hf'
drogen t How may its two forms be converted into each other f
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PREPARATION OF CHLORINE. 235

CHLORINE. C/= 35-47.

Chlorine is found abundantly in nature in union with so-

dium, forming common salt, a substance which, for the most
part, gives to the sea water its salinity, and constitutes the

deposits of rock salt. It is, therefore, an abundant sub-

stance.

Chlorine is best made by the action of hydrochloric acid

on peroxide of manganese :

MnOr, 4- 2HCI ... = .. .MnCl+ 2H0 + CI;

that is, one atom of peroxide of manganese and two of hy-

drochloric acid yield one atom of the chloride of manga-
nese, two of water, and one of chlorine. Half the chlorine

is, therefore, given off as chlorine gas, and the other half

remains as chloride of manganese.
Chlorine gas being very soluble in cold water, and act-

ing with great energy on mercury, it can
neither be collected at the water nor mercu-

rial trough ;
but, having a specific gravity of

2*470, we are able to collect it by the method

of displacement, as shown in ^ig. 234. It

may, however, also be collected over warm
water or a saturated solution of common salt.

When chlorine is required in a state ofdryness, it may be
obtained by an apparatus like that represented in Fig. 235.

a is the retort containing the hydrochloric acid and man-
Fig. 235.

Fig. 234.

'.1 .1 I

ganese. It is connected with a small receiver, 5, which re-

tains part of the water which the gas may bring over ;
this,

In what sulwtanccs does chlorine chiefly occur ? How may it be formed ?

What are its properties ? Ilow is it procured ia a state of dryness ?



236 PEO?£RTI£S OF CBLOIINS.

again, is connected with a chloride ofcalcium tube, c, which
eii'ects the perfect drying of the gas.

Chlorine is a gas of a pale yellowish green color. It may
be liquefied by a pressure of four atmospheres. A taper

immersed iu it bums for a few minutes with a dull red

flame, emitting volumes of smoke, due to the fact that the

Fig. 236. hydrogen of the flame continues to bum or unite

with the chlorine, forming hydrochloric acid ; but

the carbon, having little aj£nity for chlorine, is set

free in an uncombined state, as lampblack. Pow-
dered antimony, or thin brass leaf, plunged in this

gas, becomes incandescent, and burns, producing a

chloride. A piece of phosphorus immersed in it

takes Are at common temperatures, and burns

with a pale flame. The smell of chlorine is dis-

agreeable, and its eflect, even in a diluted state, suflbcating.

It irritates the air passages of the lungs, producing hiccough

and an unpleasant expectoration.

LECTUKE LIL

Chlokine, contintjed.—JBleaching Properties.^Combus-
timcfHfdrocarbons,—Disinfecting Qualities.—Com-
pofunds with Oxygen*-^ Properties of IlypocJdorouSt

Chhrous, and Chloric Acids,—Quadrochloride of Ni-
trogen.—JSydrochloric Acid.—Preparation in the Gas*
ecus and Liquid States.

Tin: most valuable property of chlorine is its power of

dischargini^: vc^relablc rolors, on which is founded its a|i])]i-

Ii^9SJ
''^^^^ of bleaching and caiico printing.

This property may be illustrated in many ways, l^y

pouring a solution of litmus or indigo through a fun-

nel, a, I'^ig- 237, into a fiask, containing chlorine

^
gas, the decoloration takes pl.tee instantly, or, if the

color is not completely discharged, it will be found,

in a short time, to disappear. The saine takes place

when a solution of chlorine in water i.s used.

What m its relatioiiK in^ eombuHtioa of ft taper, and how do«t it act
on c- rtnin niclul.s ami phosphorus? ^\''hat is its cltccta on the animal sys*

torn f Uf the properties ofcUoxme* wluoh it the moat valuable ? How sauf
it be illustrated ?
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The peculiarities of chlorine m supporting com- jr^. 23a,

bustion are remarkable, when compared with those

of oxygen gas. A piece of paper, Fig. 238, dipped

in oil of turpentine, takes lire m a rjioiiient at coiii-

mon temperatures when phK-ed m ajar of chlorine,

and- as we have seen, phosphorus and several of

tlic liielals undergo spontaneous ignition in the same
manner. These phenomena depend on the intense

ailiiiity which chlorine has for electro-positive bod-

ies, but it is very remarkable that it seems to have little dis-

position to unite with carbon. As in tlie bunung of a tapeXt

so iu this experiment with turpentine, it is the hydrogen
which burns, and tiic carbon is evolved in clouds oi" suiuko.

Chlorine is also used by physicians for the purpose of
destroying miasmata, and the effluvia' of sick rooms or oth-

er places. It is necessary, from its irrespirable qualities,

to disengage it slowly and with caution where patients are

prescuL. The ckluridcs oi soda and limo are commonly
used.

l^^ree chlorine may be detected by its smell, its bleaching

action on mdio-o solution, and giving a white, curdy prccip-

itat<' with the nitrate of silver. Its solution in water is

readily made by introducing a small quantity of water into

a bottle full of chlorine, agitating it, and opening the mouth
of the buttle iVoiii tnue to tnue uiuler water ;

the ga.s being

gradually absorbed, the LuLtie becomes full of water, which,
of course, contains its own volume of chlorine. This solu-

tion decomposes in the sunshine, evolving oxygen ^a^, the

water being decomposed. "With oxygen chloimc uiulea lu

several proportions, producing

CIO . . ClO^ . . C/O5 . . ClO^.

They are designated

T?"vpor>ilorous aekL I Chloric arul.

Ciiioruiu acuL | Perchloric acid.

HYPOCHI4ORODS ACID. CIO= 43 483.

Hypochlozous acid may be obtained hf agitating the red

cndde of meieniy, suspended in water, ^th chlorine. If a
Strang solation of it be placed in an invCnrted tube* and

What IS the cause of the clouds of smoke deposited when carburets of

hydrogen Iram m eUoriae gas I For liliat purpose is chlorine used by phy-
sicians? Mow may chlorine be detected How may a soluti 'ii of it bo

made? "What compoitnfis ofrlilorinp rtnd oxycrn arekAOVnn? HoW is hy-

podiloroua acid uuuie, uid Viiial are Lis properties ?
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"acids of CHl40&IN£.

pieces of dry nitrate of lime be added, the gas is disengaged,

and rise? to the top of the tube. It is of a deeper color

than chlorine, bleaches powerfully, and, by a slight eleva-

tion of temperature, explodes, evolving two volumes of chlo-

rine and one of oxycren ^as.

The bleaching compounds are compounds of chlorides and
hypochlorides. They are easily decomposed by acids. Thus,

when chloride of lime is to be used for disinfecting pur-

poses, it is merely required to expose it with water to the

carbonic acid of the air, or to add a little of it, from time

to time, to a vessel containing dilute sulphuric acid.

CHLOROUS ACID, C/O^as 67*582,

may be made hj cautiouBly acting on small quantittei of

chlorate of potau with sulphuric acid. It is a yellow gas,

which explodes furiously fromvery slight causes, the warmth
of the hand

,
being often sufficient to give rise to a violent

action. It contains two volumes of chlorine and fova ofox-
ygen, condensed into four volumes. It may be convenient-

ly made by operating on a few grains of the chlorate in a

Fi^. 239. test tube. If into a glass, a, Fig, 239, contain-

ing water, a small quantity of chlorate of pot*

ash is placed, and upon it a few fragments of
phosphorus, and sulphuric acid be poured through
a funnel, 5, so as to act on the chlorate, chlorous

acid is set free ; it communicates a golden yel-

low color to the water, and as each bubble pas8«

es by the phosphorus it sets it on fire, furnishing a beauti-

ful instance of combustion under water.

CHLORIC ACID, C/0»= 75-535,

may be made by decomposing the chlorate of baryta by sul-

phuric acid, and evaporating the solution. It is a yellow,

viscid acid : a piece of paper dipped in it is set on fire. It

does not bleach. It forms salts, one ofwhich, the chlorate

of potash, is of considerable importance, and is used for the

preparation of oxygen. A few grains of the chlorate of
potnsh, ground in a mortar with a pinch of flowers of sul-

phur, explodes incessantly during the trituration.

PERCHLORIC ACID. 0/0,= 91-561.

The perchlorate of potash forms along with the chloride

Whnt nrp thr jimpcrtios of chloric acid ? How may the combustion of
j>ho6|)horus under wutcr be produced bj it ? How is GQlocic acid made ?^
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BTDEOCHLORIC ACID. 380

of potassium when one third of its oxygen is expelled from
chlorate of potash ; the two salts may be separated £rom
ftaokotherby boilinginwater> the perchlorate crystallizing on
•M>oliii^. From this perchloric acid may be obtained by distil-

lation with an equal weight of oil of vitriol, mixed with half

as much water. It may be obtained in the form of a white
crystalline mass, very deliquescent, and its solutionis some-
times used as a test for potash, with which it gives a sparing*

ly soluble salt. The solution fiimes in the air, has a specific

gravity of 1*65, and does not possess bleaching properties.

CHLORINE AND NITROGEN.
These substances unite, fornuug an oily liquid, when a

warm solution of sal ammoniac is exposed to chlorine gas.

The 1 esultingf body is regarded as a quadrichloride of nitro-

gen (iVCZJ. By its violent explosions, several enuuent
chemists liavu been seriously injured. The mere contact

of oily matter produces a detoualiuu.

CHLORINE AND HYDROGEN.
HYDROCHLORIC ACID. HCf= 36-47.

This acid, called also muriatic acid, is easily prepared by

placin<T in a flask six parts of common salt and ten parts

by weight of oil of vitriol, mixed with four of water, the

mixture being suilered to cool before it is introduced. On
heating- the mixture, hydruchloric acid is evolved, which
passes alonr^ a bent Lube into a bottle couLainin*^ six parts

(by weight) of water. The eud of the tube dips but a very

slicrt distance beneath the surface of this water, so that if

the liquid should rise it may be received into a ball blown
upon the tube, and the extremity of the tube becominp^ uneuv-

ered, atmospheric air may pass into the interior of the flask.

At the close of the process, the liquid in the bottle, which
should be constantly surrounded by ice water in a smsU
tank, more than doubles its volume, and is a pure solution .

of hydrochloric acid. The action is

Na CI + 2{H0, SO^) = HCl+ {NaO, 110, 2S0,)

;

that is, one atom of chloride of sodium and two of sulphuric

acid yield one atom of hydrochloric acid and one of the hi-

sulphate of soda.

How is pereUoric Mid prepared, and fiirwkat purpose is it used ? Wh%t
are the piopeities of tb« chloridd of nittogea t now is bydrocUono ookl
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MO UYDKocaLoaic acid.

From the liquid thus produced, or from the

mur itic aci l, by heating itt a flask, pure hydrocblorio moid

gas may bu ubLained ; it may also be leas advantageously

pi ocui i (I by the direct action of strong oil of vithol oa com-

muu bait, ihc icactioa in this caso being

NaCl 4- HO, .SO3 ... = .. . IICl 4- NaO, S(X.

Pare hydrochloric acid is a transparent, colorless gas,

possessing powerful acid qualities, very absorbable by wa-

teri which liquid takes up several hundred times its own.

volume of the gas ; it fumes in moist air, and

has a pungent odor. If a dry Florence flask

{Fig, 240) be filled with it by the process ot

displacement, and the mouth of it opened un-

der the surface of cold water, the water rushes

up into the flask, absorbing the gas with great

violence. The specific gravity of hydrochloric

acid is 1 28 1 . It contains equal Toiumeft of ito can6titiieiit8»

united without condensation.

LECTURE LHI.

Chlohins, ooNTmuED.—Pm^tMseum of HydrocUoric Acid
by LigItt,^Ajctiian of Hydrochhrie Acid on MetalUe
Protoxides,—MuriaUc Add SdtUion,—Detection of
HydroMoric Acid.—Nitfro^uriatie Acid,—Iodins.—
SSuTces of—FreparaHom and Properties,—Tests for
Iodine,—Its Action on Starch,—Hydriodic Acid,—
Oxygen Coiiipounds of Iodine,

Pure hydrochloric acid gas is also ohtainod when a mix-

ture of chlormc aud hydrogen, in equal proportions, is ex-

posed to the light. In the dark these gases appear to have
no disposition to unite, but if they be placed in a flask cov-

ered ov( 1 with a w^ire screen, and a beam of the sunlight

reflected upon them from a looking-glass, a violent explosion
ensues, and hydrochloric acid is formed.

I have found that, in this remarkable experiment, the

How rtokj the gfts be pnxniredf What are the propenies of hydrocUorie
acid ^'us ? TTow may its alTmily for %vutcr !)c jiroved? What is its con-
stitution X What is the actioa of sunlight on a mixture of chlojdae sad hy*
dro^cn ?
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TROPERTIES OF HYSROCHIiOKIC ACID. 241

aeiioii is ehiefly due to tho chlorinet which» from being in

a passive, assumes an active state by exposure to rays of
an indigo color. It may be thrown into the same condition

in many other ways ; for example, by the contact of spongy
platina. Moreover, when chlorine by itself has been ex-

posed to the sun, it gains the quality of uniting more easily

with hydrogen than chlorine which has been made and
kept in the dark.

When hydroohlorie acid is brought in contact with m^
tallic oxides, decomposition ofboth ensues^ and metallic chlo-

rides are formed, thus

:

MO -f I^Cl .,.= ,,.MCI + 110

;

or, MM2 -f o{HCl) ... = .. .ilfgC/g -f- 3^0;
that is, one atom of a metallic protoxide with one atom of

hydrochloric acid yields one atorn of a protochloride of the

metal and one of water. But, in the case of a sesquioxide,

one atom of it with three of hydrochloric acid yield one atom
ot the metallic sesquichloride ami three ol water.

The constitution of hydrochloric acid, and its ac-

tion on metallic oxides, may be strikingly illustrated

by taking a flask, b {Fig. 241), filled with it, in a
perfectly <lry state, and billowing the peroxide of

mercury, iu fine powder, to JUli through it. The bi-

chloiide of mercur)% corrosive siiblimatc, iiiiitantly

forms, and drops of water make iiiint appearance on.

the sides of the flask.

It is under the lomi of a ?olnlioii in water, as liquid mu-
riatic acid, or s[)int ut'salt, that hydrochloric acid is chiefly

used. The mode oi' obtaining it has been described in the

last Lecture. This liquid, when concentrated, haij a speci-

fic gravity of 121, and contains 42 per cent, of acid. It

RUiokes in the air, and reddens blue litmus powerfully. The
commercial acid is usually of a yellow color ; it contains

chloride of iron, derived from the iron vessels from whieh it

ifl distilled. It also often contains sulphurio acid, chlorine^

sulphurous acid, tin, or arsenic, and is, therefore* best pre-

pared by the process described, which yieldi it ia peneet

purity.

Hydrochloric acid may be detected by yielding, when in

To which of these bodies is this action duo ' What is the actinn of hy-

drochloric acid on melallic oxides I What arc tlie producU of the action

of hydrochloric acid on peroxide of mercury ? What are the propertiwof

liquid muriatic aoidt wbtt are its impuritieaf
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^2 KXTEO-MUEIATIC ACID.

^ ^^^^ -^^^^ ^^^^ ammonia, dense -white clouds of
sal ammoniac. If two glasses, one filled with
this acid, and the other with ammonia, be brought

near each other, a white cloud forms between

thcrn. A glass rod, a {Fig. 213), dipped in anrx-

iiionia, may be used for the eame pur- Fig. 243.^ ^ pose. With nitrate of silver, hydro-

chloric acid yields a white chloride of silver,

which turns black in the light, being the same

precipitate given under the same circumstances

by free chlorine. From this latter substance it

may be distinguished by litmus water, w iuch is

bleached by chlorine, and reddened by hydrochloric acid.

Nitromuriatic arid, or aqua regia, is formed by adding

to hydrochloric acid one half or a third of its volume ol ni-

tric acid. The nitric acid, furnishing oxygen to the hydro-

chloric acid, forms water, and chlorine, with nitrous acid,

is set free in the solution. Aqua regia is used as a solveAt

for platina and gold, a result which may be illustrated by-

placing a sheet of gold leaf in the mixture.

IODINE. J= 126-57.

Iodine cliiefly oeeun in the products of the sea, being

Ibnnd in sea-weed,' sponge, Sec, ; and also in certain bxine

springs, and in some ores of silver and zinc.

It may be obtained by lixiviating the ashes of 8ea*veeds»

and evaporating the solution until no xnoie crystals are de-

posited. The residual liquor is then acted upon by sulphuiie

acid, and subsequently heated with peroxide of manganese^
in a leaden retort, ab c {Fig, 244, page 243), the iodine

distills over into the receivers, d.

It is a solid substance, of a deep blue or black appear-

ance, with a semi-metallic lustre, communicates to the skin

a fugitive yellow stain, and exhales an odor like that of sea

beaches. It crystallizes in rhomboidal plates, is brittle,

and has a specific gravity of 4*948. At 225° it melts, and
boils at 347°, exhaling, even at moderate temperatures,

a splendid purple vapor, from which its name is derived.

The specific gravity of this vapor is 8-707 ; it is, tbereibre,

one of the heaviest gaseous bodies known.

How mior hydrochloric acid bo detected? What is the preparation and
property of nitro-muriatio acid? From -what source is iodine procurcil?

What is the method of its preparation ? Wh ra is its appearance' What
is tlie oolor of its rapor ? From what circumstance is its nama derirtdt
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IODINE. 243

Iodine supports comLustioii much in the same
maimer as chlorine. Ajar, a {Juf^. 21-5), con-

taininn: n few grains of it, j)laced in a small sand
bath, It, and warmed by a spirit lamp, c, may be
easily filled M'ith its dense vapor, the atmos-
pheric air floatinnf out before it. In this vapor,
if a lighted taper is plunired, it exhibits a retard-

ed combustion ; but a piece of jdiospliorus, intro-

duced on a spoon, takes lire and hums. In the

same manner, il a (puuitity of iodine be })laced in a small
capsule, and upon it a Iran^ment ofdry phos-

phorvi.s (I'^t '-S. 2 IG), spontaneous ijrnition en-

sues, with tlic evoJutiun ol" ])ho'^phoric acid,

and the vapor of iodine, iodide oi piiosphorus,

Temaminnf in tlie capsule.

In water, iodine is but sli^rhtly soluble,

that liquid triki!i2r up y^Vu^^^ V^^'^
Weight, and ai<>u;iimf2: a brown color. Al-

cohol dissolves it freely, f)rmint^r tiuf-ture of ^
iodine. In solutions of the iodides, iodine may be dissolved.

With many substances iodine gives characteristic reac-

tions. The iodide of potassium, with the acetate of lead,

yields a golden yellow precipitate ; with the bichloride of

Whut are iu nUtioDi as MspMtB Qombttstaon? is at solubto in wsttr
ad alcohol T



^21^ HYfifIODIC ACID. '

^mercury, a fmc scarlet-colored biniodide. This substance
possesses the singular quality that, ii dried and sublimed in

a tube, it yields crystals of" a brilliant yellow aspect, which
become red on being simply touched with a hard body.
"With a solution of starch, free iodine yieUls a deep blue color,

the solution bcconiin£r colorless if heated, but the blue color

returning on cooling, provided the temperature has not been
carried to the boiling point. If a potato be cut in two, and
a little tincture of iodme poured on the surface, innumera-
ble blue specks make their appearance, each corresponding-

to the position of a granule of starch. Starch and free

iodine will, thereibre, mutually detect the presence of each
other.

HYDRIODIC ACID. JBJ= 127-57.

Hydriodic acid gas may be obtained by dissolving in a so-

lution of iodide of potassium as much iodine as it will hold,

adding small pieces of phosphorus, and warming the liiix-

ture. A colorless transparent gas is evolved, which fumes
in the air, and may be collected over mercury. Its specific

gravity is 4 3 84. It has the general relations of hydro-

chloric acid, and, like it, is very soluble in water.

A solution of hydriodic acid in water may be

made by passing a stream of snlphureted hydro-

X gen from a flask, a {Fig. 247), through water,

Jx ' whi<5h iodine is suspended. The acid forms,

o^j ||l and sulphur is deposited :

'VYith nitrate of silver this acid yields a pale yellow pre-

cipitate, the iodide of silver. This is the substance which
forms thf3 basis of the remarkable compound used in the
Dagueiicotypc. In that case it is formed by holding a
platn of pure polished silver in the vapor of iodine ; the
plate tarnishes and turns yellow, and, if set in the sunshine,
turns promptly of a deep olive black.

Iodine yields two oxygen acids, iodic (10^) and periodic
acid (I0-). With nitrogen, also, it gives iV7^, character-
ized, like the analogous compound ofchlonne, by theiacility
with which it ejcpiodes.

How may it be detected ? In what manner is hydriodic acid rnfide ?

what is th« simplest method of obtaining a iit)luiion ol it ? What i:i the
precipitate it yields with nitrate of silver? What are tlie oxygen ooid*
pouBds of iodine ?
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BSOMINE S4ft

LECTURE LIV.

B&oifiNE .

—

Fluorine.—Bromine.—Sources of.—Proper*
ties.—Compounds of.—Fluorine.—Hydrofluoric Acid,—Its I^roperties and Action on Glass.—Carbon.—Al-
lotropic Forms of—Preparation ofsome of those Forms.—IHamond.— Oxygen Compounds of Carbon.— Car-
bonic Oxide.

BROMINE. jBr=:78 39.

Bro>iine occurs in sea water, and also, to a more consid-

erable extent, in certain brine springs both in America and
Europe. From these it may be obtained by evaporating
the water until the salt solution is concentrated, and after

the chloride of sodium has crystallized from the liquor, pass-

ing through it a current of chlorine gas, the solution turning

yellow as the bromine is set free. It is next agitated with
sulphuric ether, which carries to the surface all the bro-

mine. This is then acted on by potash, which gives a mix-
ture of bromate of potash and bromide of potassium. On
ignition, oxygen is expelled, and the whole converted into

the latter salt, from which the bromine may be distilled by
the aid of peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid.

It is a liquid of a deep blood-red appearance, solidifying

at—40° F., and boiling at 113° F. Its specific gravity ii

2 99. It exhales an orange vapor, and is commonly kept

beneath the surface of water. Its smell is very disagree-

able, a circumstance from which its name is derived. Like
chlorine, it bleaches, and in all its relations possesses a gen-

eral resemblance to that substance. A lighted taper bums
for a short time in its vapor with a greenish flame. Phos-

phorus burns spontaneously in it.

Bromine yields a hydrogen acid (HBr), hydrobromic acid,

and with oxygen, bromic acid (BrO^. In their general

properties these bodies resemble the corresponding com-

pounds of chlorine. The bromide of silver is much more
sensitive to light than either the chloride or iodide.

FLUORINE, F= 18-74,

is found in combination with calcium, as the fluoride of cai-

From what source is bromine obtained ? What u« the properties of bro

. mine, and to what bodies has it a cioie analogy ?



346 OABBON..

eiwn, or fluor spar. It occurs also in the topaz and other

mineials. In the enamel of teeth and in bones it has been

detected, especially in fiwiil bones, which sometimes oontain

as muck as ten per cent, of fluoride of calcium.

Th$ special properties of fluorine are as yet unknown, for

it has not been isolated. Various attempts have been made
at difierent times, but without satisfactory results. It pes*

Besses an intense affinity for electro-positive bodies, and gives

rise to a series of compounds resembling those of dUorine,

iodine, &o. It does not unite with oxygen.

HYDROFLUORIC ACID. HF= 19-74.

This energet.ie ncid riKiy be. obt::iniGd b)' decompnginfr fluo-

ride of calcium by sulphuric acid in a vessel oi" piatina or

lead, the vapors being conducted into a metallic receiver

kept at a low temperature. The action is

CaF+ HO, SO3. . . = . . . CaO, SO^ + HF.
It is a smoking liquid, which acts powerfully on the skin»

boils at a temperature of a little above 60^ F., and possesses

^e remarkable quality of corroding glass.

If a piece of glass be coated oTcr with a thin film of

bees' wax, and letters or other marks made through the wax
to the glass with a pointed implement, on setting it over a
vessel of lead or tin in which, from a mixture of flnor spar

and sulphuric acid, hydrofluoric acid is escaping in vapor, the

Iflass is deeply etched on. all those parts which have been
uncovered, as is seen when the wax is removed. Liquid
hydrofluoric acid m^y be employed for the same pnipose,

but the letters are not so visible as when the vapor is osed.

CARBON, e— 6-04.

This, wKich is one of the most interestinrr and important
of the elementary bodies, occurs under many dili'erent natu-

ral forms. It is an essential ing^redient in tlie structure of

all animal and vegetable bemgs ; it is fonnd in various states

in the air, the sea, and the crust of tiic earth.

The striking peculiarity ot carbon, which at once arrests

our attention, is the different allotropic conditions under
which it is presented. This substance may be said to yield

in itself a whole group of elementary bodies. Among these

Are the special properLied of fluorine known T How is hydroHuonc acid
asdet What lauutable quality does it poMaeit Aon iriiat SMuew
MfssitelMpraflaMat wluiiisitssMitstrikii^pi^wlijf
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might be enumerated, (1.) Diamond, which crjrstallizes in

octahedrons, is transparent, incombustible, except in oxygen
gas, and the hardest body known; hence its use in cutting

glass. (2.) Gas-carbon, which, unlike diamond, is a good

conductor of electricity, and is opaque. (3.) The various

forms of charcoal, anthracite coal, and coke. (4.) Plumba-
go, which has a metallic lustre, is opaque, and so soft and'

unctuous that it is used to relieve the friction of machinery.

(5.) Lampblack, a powerful absorbent of light and heat,

and possessing such strong affinity for oxygen that it can
take fire spontaneously in the air.

Other forms of carbon might be cited; these, however,
are enough to establish the fact that this single body fur-

nishes varieties which differ more strikingly from each other

thau many different metallic bodies.

Charcoal is made by the ignition of wood in close ves-

sels, the volatile materials being dissipated and the ^.^.243.

carbon left. The nature of the process may be illus- 3
trated by taking a slip of wood, b. Fig. 248, and plac-

ing its burning extremity in a test tube, a. This re-

tards the access of the surrounding air, and, as the

combustion proceeds, a cylinder of charcoal is left.

Lampblack is formed on

a similar principle. In the

iron pot, a. Fig. 249, some
pitch or tar is made to boil,

a small quantity of air being ad-

mitted through apertures in the
brickwork. Imperfect combustion
takes place, the hydrogen alone
burning, the carbon being carried

as a dense cloud of smoke into the

chamber 5 c by the draft. In this

there is a hood, or cone, of coarse

cloth, d, which may be raised or

lowered by a pulley. The sides of the chamber are covered

with leather, and on these the lampblack collects.

Diamond is the purest form of carbon. Its specific grav-

ity is 3-5 : it exhibits a high refractive and dispersive action

upon light. Charcoal possesses, in consequence of its por-

ous structure, the quality of absorbing many times its own

Mention »oue of its allotropic forms. How are charcoal and lampblack
made ? What are the propertiea of diamond ?

Fig. 249.
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volume of difTerent gases. Ivory black, which is made by
the ignition of bones in close vessels, has the valuable qual-

ity of removing organic coloring matters from their solu-

tions : a property which may be shown by filtering a solu-

tion of indigo through it. In all its forms, carbon seems to

be infusible, but when burned in air or an excess of oxygen,

they all give rise to carbonic acid gas. It combines direct-

ly with several of the metals, yielding carburets. With
oxygen it gives two compounds,

CO ... CO^,

designated respectively as carbonic oxide and carbonic acid.

CARBONIC OXIDE, CO = 14-053,

is produced when carbon is burned in a limited supply of
'oxygen, or when carbonic acid is passed over red-hot iron

or over red-hot carbon. In these cases the actions are

:

CO2+ C ... = ... 2(C0).
CO2 -\- Fe... = ...CO-^ FcO.

In the first the carbonic acid unites with one atom of

carbon, and yields two of carbonic oxide ; in the second,

it loses one atom of oxygen to the iron and yields one of

Fig. 250. carbonic oxide. It may also be pre-

pared by heating oxalic acid with oil

of vitriol in a flask, a, Fig. 250, the
decomposition giving equal volumes of
carbonic acid and carbonic oxide, as js

explained under oxalic acid. The acici

may be separated by passing the mix-
ture through a bottle, A, containing potash water, and the

Fig. 251. oxide collected over water. But the best

process for procuring it is to heat one part

of prussiate of potash with ten of oil of

vitriol in a retort : the carbonic oxide
comes over in a state of purity.

As obtained by any of these processes,

^ it is a colorless gas, which may be kept
' ^ over water, in which it is only sparingly

^ ~ - soluble. It is without odor, and is irre-

spirable. A jet of it burns in the air with

What arc the properties of ivory black? What are the oxygen com-
pounds of carbon f What is the action of carbon and of metallic iron on
carbonic acid at a red heat ? How is carbonic oxide produced from oxalic
acid ? From what other substance may it be procurea f
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a beautiful blue flame, combining with oxygen and yielding

carbonic acid. Its specific gravity is 0 9722 : it has never

been liquefied. It is the combustion of this gas which pro-

duces the blue flame often seen in a coal fire. Carbonic

oxide is a compound radical, giving origia to a series of

bodies.

LECTURE LV.

Caebonic Acid.—Methods of Preparation hy Decomposi-

tion and Combustion.— General Properties, and Rela-

tion to Combustion and Respiration.—Its Solution in

Water.—Exists in the Breath.—Its Liquid and Solid

Forms.—Light Carbureted Hydrogen.—Marsh Gas.

Natural and Artificial Production.—Olefiant Gas.

—Action udth Chlorine.

CARBONIC ACID. COa= 23 066.

Carbonic acid is commonly prepared by the action of

dilute hydrochloric acid on chalk, or any carbonate of lime,

the action being

CaO, CO2 -f HCl ... = ... CaCl, HO + CO^;

that is one atom of carbonate of lime and one Fig.m,

of hydrochloric acid yield one atom of chloride

of calcium and one of water, and one atom of

carbonic acid gas is set free. The process

may be conducted in a flask, as in the figure,

the gas being evolved so rapidly that it may
be collected over water, though that liquid ab-

sorbs it very freely.

Carbonic acid is abundantly formed in many processes.

It is the result of the complete combustion of carbonaceous

bodies, is evolved during the respiration of animals, and in

alcoholic fermentation. It is the fixed air of the older

chemists.

It is a colorless and transparent gas at common temper-

atures, with a faint smell and slightly acid taste. It is ir-

What are ihe properties of carbonic acid gaa ? How is this gns mn'^^^

Under what circumstances is carbonic acid formed during combuation i

what other proceMes does it appear ?

L 2
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respirable, and acta in a diluted state as a narcotic p
6Ten air, containing one tenth of its volume of this gas, pro-

duces a marked effect. Its specific gravity

is 1-527, and it may, therefore, be collected
" ^

by di^lacement {Fig. 253). For the same

reason, it collects in the bottom of wells and
pits, and often suffocates workmen who de-

scend into such places. It does not support

combustion ; a lighted taper lowered into a

jar partly filled with it is extinguished the moment it

reaches the gas. It may be poured from one vessel to an-

other ; and if a jar of it is poured upon the flame of a can-

dle, the light is at once extinguished. Its density and other

qualities may be well illustrated when it is formed by the

action of fuming nitric acid on carbonate of ammonia, a

smoky cloud marking its position and movements.

Carbonic acid reddens litmus water, but the blue color

«^ 254 is restored on boiling, the acid being Ft^.f^
"

driven oflf by the heat. It is soluble

in water^ which, under increased

pressure, takes up several times its

volume of it, constituting the soda

water of the shops. Its solubility

may be established by agitating it

with water in Hope's eudiometer,

Fig. 254, or by passing it through

booth's soda-water machine. Fig, 255.

A common test for the presence of car-

bonic acid in wells is to lower a lighted

caudle, and if its flame be extinguished, it

is inferred that the gas is present; but it

does not follow that a man may safely descend into such

places though a candle will continue to bum.
If, through a tiibe, the breath be made to pass into lime-

water, a deposit of carbonate of lime renders the water

milky ; or, if the breath be conducted through litmus water,

the color changes to red ; the air thus expired from the

lungs contains three or four per cent, of carbonic acid.

Under a pessure of thirty-six atmospheres, carbonic acid

condenses into a liquid characterized by the extraordinary

What are the properties of carbonic acid ? What are its relations to com
bustion? What is its tpeeifio gravity ? What it soda water t How ma)
esibwiio ssidbtdifctlif Hcwreinils tsistiMMH kithf.lysthbtgwfftd?
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quality that it is four times more expansible by heat than
•Ten atmospheno air. This liquid, when allowed to escape

throngh a jet, eTaporateB to rapidly, and produces so much
cold, that a portion of it instantly soUdifies. Solid carbonia

acid is a substance not nnlike snow ; mixed with alcohol

or ether^it produces a degree of cold eqnal to—180° Fahr.
Althongh carbonic acid has the name of an amd, it pes-

Besses the properties indicated by that term in a fiseblc dc-

gree. The gas contains its own Tolume of oxygen. The
common test for its presence is lime-water, which is render-

ed turbid by it.

CAKBON AND HYDROGEN.
These substances unite, producing many compounds, some

of which are solid, some liquid, and others gaseous. They
are, of course, all combustible bodies, and the description of

nearly all of them belongs to organio chemistry.

LIGHT CARBURETED HYDROGEN, CH,r=:8 04,

occurs abundantly in coal mines, and forms with their at-

mospheric air explosive mixtures ; it is also found during the

putrefaction of vegetable matter under water; on stirring

the mud of ponds, bubbles of this gas escape; hence the

name marsh gas. It may be obtained artificially by beat-

ing acetate of potash with hydrate of bar) ta.

{£0)+ (C4-H3O3) + {BaC, HO) ... = ... {£0, 00^

that is, one atom of acetate of potash with one of hydrate

of baryta yield one of carbonate of potash, one of carbonata

of haryta, and two of light carbureted hydro'ren gas, tha

acetic acid being decomposed, by the aid of water, into car-

bonic acid and rnarsh gas. It is a colorless gas, burns with

a yellow flame, producing water and carbonic acid. Its

specific gravity is 0 555, forms explosive mixtures with air,

and is the fire damp of coal mnies. The choke-damp, which

exists in mines alter an explosion, is carbonic acid gas, orig-

inating from the combustion. This gas is decomposed by

ohloiine in the light, bat not in darkness.

What are tho properties of liquid and solid carbonio soid t 'VfhaX is the

test for u? How msj li(ht enbomtd hjdrogea bt nadel Whmiait
taAaMiUyt Of ivfaal doM tbftn^bm fis of Mil aiait ooMulf
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OLEFIANT GAS. C^H^ = 2816.

Olefiant gas may be made by heating one part of alcohol

Fi^. 256. with four of sulphuric acid in a flask, a,

Fig. 256. The vapor of ether which
comes over with it may be removed by
causing the gas to pass through a small
bottle, b, containing sulphuric acid, be-

fore being collected at the trough. It

may also be obtained by an apparatus

Buch as Fig. 257 y in which 5 is the flask containing alcohol

and sulphuric acid, and a an interposed globe to receive the
ether, oil of wine, and water, which distill over.

Fi^.Q58. Olefiant gas is transparent and color-

less ; burns with a beautiful flame {Fig,
258) ; forms an explosive mixture with
oxygen, giving rise by its combustion to

carbonic acid and water. Ifmixed with

_ an equal volume of chlorine, the gases
condense into an oily liquid, from which
olefiant gas has received its name. With
twice its volume of chlorine, if it be set

on fire, hydrochloric acid is formed, and
carbon is deposited as a dense black smoke.

Olefiant gas also exists as one of the chief ingredients in
the gas employed for illuminating cities.

How IS defiant gas prrpared ? "WTiat are the pnxlucts of combustion of
olefiant gas ' What is the action of chlorine on it ? From what has it <!••

lived its name ? ^
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LECTURE LVI.

Cyanooen.—Males of Preparation,—Liquefaction.—An
El€ctTfh7icsiative Compound Radical,—BisulpJmret of
Carbun.—Boron.—Boracic Acid.— Terfuoride ofBo'
ro7i.— SiT.icoN.

—

Silicic Acid.—Fhioride of Silicon.—
Ccy}/i}><)t(/i(h of Hydrogeyi and Nitrogen,— Amidogen.—jkmnwiiia.—Atmwnium.— Theory of Berzelius,

CYANOGEN, Cy . . OR BICARBURETOPNITROGEN. C,iV=26.23.

Carbon unites with nitrogen, forminfr a lucarburet, when
these substances are in the nascent stale and m presence
of a 1>ase. It may be obtained very easily by exposing the

cyanide of mercury to beat, or by heating a laixtuie of six

parts of ferrocyanide of potassium and nine of corrosive sub-

limate.
It is a colorless gas, havbg a peculiar odor. It bums

with a beautiful purple flame, dissolves readily in water,

and still more so in alcohol, condenses into a liquid by a
pressure of 3*6 atmospheres at 45° Fahrenheit, as may be
shown by heating with a lamp cyanide of mercury in a bent

tube, as seen in Fig. 259 ; the tube being Fig. 259.
,

closed at both ends, liquid cyanogen accu-

mulates at the cool extremity. Though a
compound body, it has all the properties and
characters of a powerful electio-negative ele-

ment. A farther description of it and its

compounds will be given under organic chemistry.

BISULPHURET OF CARBON, C^,ss 38*26,

may be made by passing the vapor of sulphur over char-

coal ignited in a tube, and receiving the product in a cold

bottle ; the apparatus is represented in J^^. 260. Into the

top of a large iron bottle, two tubes, b c, one straight and the

other bent, are inserted; the bottle having been filled with

charcoal, pieces of brimstone^ are dropped in through the

tube h as soon as the bottle is red hot. The sulphur and
carbon unite. The product passes along the tubes cf cooled

Kow 18 cyanogen made ? liow may it be condensed into a Uquid ? iiow

ia biaulphoftt ofsuInmi imwdf
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Hi
by a stream of water from the cock, df, the water being con-

ducted by a string, h, into a basin, x. The vapor passes

into the bottle, 7i, which is partially filled with ice, and the

incoiKk'iisaljle gases pass out through m. It is & trani^pa-

rent liquid of a very disagreeable odor, has the quality of

dissolving Eulphiu and phosphorus, boils at 108*^ Fahren-

heit, and IS therefore very volatile.

BORON, £=10 9,

was discovered by Davy as the basis of boracic acid, from
which it may be set free by potassium at a red heat. It

is an oltve-colored solid, which bums when ignited in oxy-

gen gas or atmospheric air, and produces boracic acid.

^ BORACIC ACrn. J?03= 31-930.

Boracic acid exists in the waters of the volcanic spring;s of

Tuscany. It is also brought from India combined with soda,

and may be artificially procured by dissolving- one part of bo-

rax in four of hot water, and adding half apart of sulphuric

acid. On cooling, the boracic acid is deposited in small crys<

Fig' 861* tallinc scales, which may bo puriHed

by recrystallization.

Boracic acid melts at a red heat
into a transparent glass. Its crystals,

raised to 212° Fahrenheit, lose half

their water. It volatilizes readily

when boiled in water, is soluble in

iVom what b bonni Mv«dr Howii boneie aeid|««paffar
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aloohol, the Bolatkm bumiBg with a green flame. The ex-
• pevim^t may be made in a glass ii»tniment like Fig. 261,
a be. It is a very feeble acid, and eyen turns yellow tor-

merio brown, like an alkali.

TERFLUORIDE OF BORON, BF^= 66 94,

is formed when a mixture of fluor spar, boracic acid, and oil

of vitriol is heated in a £ask. It is decomposed by water,

by which it is rapidly absorbed. In damp air it ionns white
fumes.

SILICON. A's^ms.
This element may be prepaied by igaiting the siHeo-floo-

tide ofpotasdnm with potassium, act* Fig. 26a

ing upon the lesoltiDg subsiance with
water, which removes the fluoride of
^potassiam, and leaves the silicon as a
nut-brown powder.

It exhibits two allotropic states.

Prepared as first described, it takes

Are and bums when heated in atmos-

pherie air; but if previously ignited in

close vessels, it shrinks in volume, and,

passing into its other state, becomes incombustible in ox*

ygen gas.

SILICIC ACID. 5i03= 46-219.

Silicic acid is one of the most abundant bodies in nature,

existing under the iunuincrable ionns of the quartz miner-

als, sands, and sandstones. Kuck crystal and iiint arc pure
silicic acid.

It may be obtained in a more convenient form by fusing

white sand with four parts of carbojiatu of potash, dissolv-

ing the resulting silicate in water, and decoiiipobing the so-

lution with hydrochluric acid. The silicic acid separates as

a gelatinous hydrate, slightly soluble in water, which, wlieii

washed and dried, yields a white ])()\viler absolutely insolu-

ble in water. There is reason to believe that the sihcon

exists ni its difierent allotropic stales lu these t\v o iurms of

silicic acid.

Silica is a gritty substance, sufficiently hard to scratch

glass. Its specific gravity la 2 GG. It combines with the

"What llif: culisr it com inu n icntcs tn flame ' How mny silicon he pre-

pared ? in what r<?spec: docs ii dilTer aflcr ignition? What is the conaUtu-

lion of silicks acid, and bow may it be prepared ? What are its prppntiMf

Digmzea oy
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to form glass. It requires a high temper-

HydroAuoiio acid is the only acid whieh

FLUORIDE OF SILICON, SiF, ==78-22,

may be obtained, as just stated, by dissolving silica in hy-

alkalies in

ature for fm

it

drofluoric acid, or by heating a
mixture of fluorspar and sand
with sulphuric acid. It is col-

orless ; fumes in the air ; its spe-

cific gravity is 3 66. Trans-

mitted from the flask which
generates it, a, Figure 263,

through water, it is decompos-
ed, hydrated silica being de-

posited. To prevent the tube

which delivers the gas being

stopped up by the silica, some
quicksilver, may be put in

the vessel, and the tube dip-

ped into it, so that the bubbles

of gas may not come in contact

with the water until they have reached the surface of the

znetal ; the sulphuric acid may be introduced through the

funnel, I. In the water, hydrofluosilicic acid forms, which
if sometimes used as a test for potash.

KiTROOEN and Hydrogen yield three oompouoda;

ihey are designated respectively by the names
Amidofucn*
Ammonia.
Ammonium.

AMDOOm iW,s5 16*19.

Amidogea is a hypothetical compound radical, the enit*

ence of which, in several compounds, is inferred. On bea^
ing potassium in ammoniacal gas, one third of the hydrogen
is set frep, and an olive substance remains, the amidide of
potassium. This, in contact with water, yields potash and
ammonia.

When the flllo^i(^e of silicon is passed through water, what are the pro*

da(^ 1 How many compounds of nitrogen and hydrogen are adnutted

!

WiMit is amidogen 7
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Atnidogen is an elaotnhnegative oomponnd nuUeal like ejw

AMMONIA. NHj— 1719.

This substance, called also volatile alkali, {torn, its prop-

erties, IS ail abundant product of the putreiactioa of aiiimal

matters, and may be obtained by the destructive distillation

of horn ; hence the term, spirit of hartshorn : it also exists

in the air, and is a cominou product oi uitmy, cheuucal re-

actions.

It may bo -lined by healing in a flask,

a, J**ig- 264, equ.il fjuantities of slacked huiii

and muriate of <aiiiuionia, and, as its specific

gr:i\ ity is only 0-590 it ro;iy l)e collected, as

iu ihe cut. in ;i ila.^k rir jar, with the mouth
downward, dispiaciiig the heavicA aii . iiie

action is

(iVZTs X HCl) 4- (CaO, HO) =
CaCL -f- 2i/0 + NH.,

It is a trnnc]> irent and coloiicbs gas, of excessive pun-
pcncy, and iiavMiLi n)l th*^ rnmlitif»« of a stronc alkali. It

turns turmeric paper brown, is aii-orbed with wonderful ra-

pidity by wat^r. which, at32^F., takes up 780 times its vol-

ume of tile gas, a result which may illnstrat^^d bv inrprt-

ing a flask full of it in FonT^ cold waLui, when the water
rushes up with sufficient \ I 'leocc to doctrov the flask very
frequently Ammonia neuiralizes liic -ir-tiL-est acids, as

may be bbown by dropping it into litmua water which has
been reddened bv sulphuric or mUic acid.

It is computed ul threo volumes of hydrogen
with one of nitrogen, n-^, j mto tv/o vol-

umes. It may be rcc' ^ru/' ) l'\ I 'lnaikable

odor, and by the formal i ai ( t wiaie clouds when
a rod, a, i^V^. 265, dipi-ii 'l in rri'Triatic acid, is

appiuached to it Tt condcii&eis into a liquid at

60° under a pieaoare of 6 5 atmospheres.

Its solution in wntor, known as aqua ammoni^^^ is pre-

pared by pa«>»ini/ il; l'^t* ovolved from slacked lime and
mX amuioniao through VVoiie's bottles, as i& represcuted iu

From what substancrs may ammonia ho procured? ^^ li.it is the specific

g^raviiy ? What class of Ixxiies doi s it rlos4<jly rPsrmMr ' Il.iw uv.w it*

al&aity £01* A^OijMif be illusu«U«il I How ilo^'n U acl ou icdUcueU iuiiius waler?

What ia il» eoBVUtutioa 7 How nay it be detected ? By what pfoeeaa u
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Fig, 266 ; the water will take it up until its specific gravity-

is lowered to 0-872
; it then contains 32^ per cent of gas.

This solution, somewhat diluted, is much used by chemists

for neutralizing and precipitating. It also affords the best

means of obtaining ammonia, merely requiring to be warm-
ed in a flask, whea the gas readily comes off.

is a liypothetioal body, and believed to be of a metallie na*
tore ; its symbol is^therefoxe,Am, It maybe combined with
meieury b^ decomposing a Bolution of an ammoniacal salt

by aYoltaio cunent, the negative pole being in contact with
a globule ofthat metal, or by putting an amalgam of potao-

flium and mercury in water of ammonia. Under theae cir-

cumstances, the mercury swells, and eventually becomes of

a soft consistency like butter, preserving its metallic aspect

completely. All attempts to separate 3ie ammonium fiom
this amalgam have failed. It decomposes into NH^^ and jH*.

It is now generally agreed by chemists that ammonium
is the basis of the salts of ammonia. Thus, sal ammoniac,
called also the muriate of ammonia, is NH^ + HCl; but
this is evidently the same as NH^ + CI, that is, the chlo-

xide of ammonium. In all cases where ammonia forms
neutral salts with the so-called oxygen acids, it requires an
atom of water, but this water evidently gives it the con-
Btitution, not of NH^ 4- HO, but NH^ + 0; the water,

What is ihc nature of ammonuim ? In what state niav it be obtained ?

Digrtized by Google
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tikoveiCiw, mikM it andd of atninonroni, which will miito

with sulphiino, or nitric, or toy other acid, precisely after

the tnamier of any other metallic oxide. Moreorer, the

oompoonds of ammonia with "this atom of water are ieo>

morphous with the compoondi of the ondc of potaatiam.

From these facta, theTefore, we lee that when sniphnrio

moid unitei with ammonia* the atom of water which the

moid oontaini giTcs to the nit the conetitntion

NH^, O + SO3, or Nff, + SO,, or Am + 50^,

the latter formula being analo^^ous to Atn + CZ, the chlo-

ride of ammouium or sal anunoninc. This view of the na-

ture of the ammonia compountia is known under the name
of the airimonium theor}' of Berzelms.

Of the conipoundb ul aniinonium with otlier bodies, the

prolosuiphuret, JVH^, S, may be incniioiicil under the name
of liydrosulphuret of niiunDuia, It is much, used aa a test*

There are alao other aulphurels.

" WlHaiaMBtbjtb«aniMiiiiBihMqr«rBMMltaif
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THE METALS.

LEOTUEB LYU.

Genkral Peoperties of the Metals.——D^wiifoit of a
Meial.— Color, Specific Gravity, Hardness, Tenacity

^

andotJierPraperties — Rclafio?i<. to Heat.—Compounds
with other Bodies.^J) ivisioti in/o Groups.—The OX'
ides and Uteir Meduciion.— The SuL^hurcU and their

Reduction.

Of the elementary bodies, by far the larg^er portion axe

metallic. By a metal we mean a body which possesses that

peculiar manner of reflecting light which is known under
the designation of metallic lustre. It is also a good con-

ductor ot electricity and heat. Of these there are at least

forty-two, and probably £>rty-fivo, three haviog beea recent-

ly discovered.

Most of the mctils aro of a white color, but they difier
*

from each other by slight shades, some having a faint blue
and others a pinkish tint. There are three which are strik-

ingly colored : gold, which is yellow, and copper and tita*

niuin, which are red. In specific gravity they differ ex-
ceedingly

;
potassium is so light as to float upon water, and

iridium is twenty-one times as heavy as that liquid.

aity of the metals arc malleable, that is, can be carte&d*
cd into thin sheets under the blow of a hammer; Others are
so brittle that they niriy he reduced to powder in a mortar;
some of them are ductile, and may be drawn into fine wires,

the order for rnalleabihty not being the same as that for

dtiotility. Thus, iron may be drawn into fine wire, but eao
not be beaten out into such thin sheets as many other met-
als or all metals gold is the most malleable, and platina
hafi been drawn into the finest wires.

In hardness the metals difF r mu h Potassinm is so soft

What it tiM dsliaition of « metal ? How tmj nwuls srs tlier* T Whsl
IS thnr color commonly? Which lhr<»e are th© colored metals? Of tba
metals, which ia Uie liehtest, the heaviest, the nimt maliiwilito. tht sufttO
Ihs hsvdasl, the mml foaible, and th« moat volaiila 7
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that it may be moulded by the fingers, but indium is among
the hardest bodies known. In tenacity or strength the same
differen'^s are seen : of all metals iron is the most tenacious.

The same metal differs very much in this respect at diiiei-

ent temperatures.

In their relations to heat, well-marked distinctions also

may be traced. Mercury at all ordinary temperatures is in

a melted condition; but platina can only be fused before

the oxyhydrogen blow-pipe. As respects volatility, mercury,

cadmium, potassium, sodium, zinc, arsenic, and tellurium

may be distilled or sublimed at a red-heat.

The metals unite with electro-nejErative bodies and with
each other. In decomposition by the Voltaic battery, they

pass to the negative pole, and are therefore described as

electro-positive bodies. Their compounds witli oxvf^en,

chlorine, &c., pass under the names of oxides, chlorides,

&c. ; their compounds with each other under the name of

alloys, or, if mercury be present, of amalgams. They also

unite with sulphur, phosphorus, and carbon.

Chemical writers usually divide the metals into groups

founded upon their relations with ox|rgen gas. ' The follow-

ing simple division is the one I adopt : 1st. Metals which de-

compose water at common temperatures ; 2d. Metals which
can not decompose water at common temperatures, but do
it at a red heat ; 3d. Metals which can not decompose water
At all.

Barium.
Strontiunu
Calcium.
Magnesium.

94 Group.

Alunnnum.
OlueuMm.
Thorium.
Vltrnun.
Ziironium.

Cerium*
H«ngMieM.
Iron.

Nickel.
Cobalt.
Zinc.

Cadmium.
Tin.

3d

Chromium.
Vamuliiim.
Tungsten.
Molylxicnum.
Osmium.
Colimibniiib

Titanium.
Arseide*
Antimony.
Tellunum.
Urattimn,
Copper.
Lead.
Bismuth.
Silver.
Merouij,
Gold.
Paliadium.
Platinum
Rhodium.
Iridium.

The rider chemists divided the metals into four claagcs:

1st. Alkaline, such as potassium. 2d. Earthy, such as mag-
nesium. 3d. Imperfect, as zinc. 4th. Noble, as gold.

With wS«t other substances do they unite ? Into what gmt^S BMJ thtf
In divided ? What ia the division formerly in use 7



MJ5TALLIC OXIDES,

THE METALUC OXIDES.

Metallic Bubstanoes unite with oxygen with difieient de-

gieei of intensity, and in very difieient proportions, many
of them giving rise to a comfdete series of 03cideg, and pro-

ducing, let Basic oxides. 2d. Neutral or indifiezent oxides.

3d. Metallic adds.

1st. The basic oxides, are commonly protoxides or sesqui-

oxides, which finm neutral salts with hydrogen acids, with
the production ofwater. To fiirm such salts, fi>r every atom
of oxygen in the base there is required one atom of acid.

. A basic protoxide, therefore, requires one atom ofacid, a ses-

quioxide three, and a deutoxide two, to form a neutral salt.

2d. The neutral, or indifierent, oxides contain more oxy-

gen than the base, and, when heated with acids, give ofi*

that orvgen, a basic oxide resulting.

3d. The metallic acids always contain more oxygen ; they
may be sesquioxides, dentoxides, teroxides, or quadroxides,

and are commonly formed by deflagrating the metal with
nitrate of potash.

REDUCTION OF THE METALLIC OXIDES.

Some of the oxides, such as those of mercury, silver, and
gold, may be reduced by heat alone

; but the greater num-
ber require the conjoint action of carbon, which, at a high
temperature, decomposes them with evolution of carbonic

oxide. Among powerful reducing agents may be mention-
ed the formiates and the cyanide of potassium, the former
acting throu«rU the affinity of carbonic oxide for oxygen, and
the latter tliroup^h tlie affinity of carbon and potassium con-
jointly. The deoxydation of metals may also be accom-
plished by reducing agents, such as phosphorous and sul-

phurous acids, or by the action ofother metals; iron, for in-

stance, will precipitate metallic copper from its solutions.

Fi^. 267. The Voltaic current afibrda a powerful

means of eflecting the reduction ol' met-
als in philosophical investigations; by its

aid the alkaline metals were originally

obtained. The electrotype, already de-
scribed, is an example of its action ; even
solutions of melalhc salts are readily de-

composed by it. Thus, if a glass jar,

What substances do metals yield with oxygen t . How aie metallie meids
•MBBOolymadtT By whiit pvoosMst may mtttUio oaddettendacsdf

.
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I

JF^s:. 267, "be divided into halves, and a paper diaphragm
be inliodaced between them, the halves being tightly press-

;

ed together by the ring B B, if the jar be filled with any •

metallic solution, such as the sulphate of soda, and the pos-

itive and negative wires of the battery dipped in the oppo-

site compartments, after a time the metallic oxide wiU be
found in one of them and the acid in the other, a total de-

composition having taken place.

THE METALLIC StlLPHURETS.

Many of these* Auch as the sulphurets of iron, lead, and
copper, aie found abundantly in nature ; or they may bo •

made artificially by heating the metal with sulphnr, or hj
deoxydizing metallic sulph^es by charcoal or hydrogen gas.

whieh oonTerts them into sulphurets ; or by the action of

ttlphureted hydrogen on their oxides, which yields a metal-

lic solphuiet and water. From thw solutions under these

cixcumstanees, iron, manganese, zine, eobalt, and nickel can
not be f>recipitated, though they may by hydrosulpharet of
ammonia.

The sulphurets of a metal are usually e^ual in number
and -similar' in. constitution to its oxides; and as oxygen
compounds unite with each other to produce oxygen salts,

the sulphurets, in like manner, also unite with each othei

to praduoe sulphur salts.

REDUCTION OF THE SULPHURETS.
The metallic sulphurets may often be reduced by melf

ing them with another metal having a more powerful
ity for sulphur ; thus, iron filings will decompose sulpburet
of antimony, sulphuret of iron forming, and antimony being
set free. On the large scale, however, a different process

is resorted to ; the sulphuret, by roasting, is converted into

a sulphate, much of the sulphur being expelled during the

process as sulphurous or sulphuric acid. The resulting sul-

phate IS then acted upon by lime and carbon at a high tem-

perature ; the lime decomposes the sulphate, setting free the

metallic oxide, which is at once reduced by the carbon, the

sulphate of Hme turning simultaneously into the sulphuret

ofcalcium, which floats on the siirHice of the metal as a slag

By what processes may metallic sulphurets be obtained f What metala

ean not be praeipitated by ^nlfihureted hydn^n! What raladon •xittu

bet't^-^f'^. the snlphtircts nn:! oxides? HoW art thv toIpAkUTBtf icdnccdf
Wbai is the pioo«M ma. a Uoge scaUf



FOTA08IUM*

The metalf alto unite with chlorine, iodine, btonune,

carbon, phosphorus, &c., and some with hydrogen and ni*

tiogen. These oompoimds will be descxibed in their peeper

places.

LECTURE LVra.

Potassium.—Discovery of, and Properties.—Relations to

Oxygen and Water,—iLs Oxides,— Cazcstic Potash,—
Tests for Potash,—Haloid Compounds of Potassium.—Salts of the Protoxide^ the Carbonate, Nitrate, Chlo-

rate, ^c.

PoTASSiUH was first obtained by Sir H. Davy, who de-

composed its hydrated oxide (potash) by a Voltaic cnrrent

From tbe positive pole oxygen gas escaped in bubblds, and
metallic potassium in globnles appeared at the negative.

It waa subsequently discovered that the same substance

could be decomposed by iron, and also by carbon at a high
tenipttntture ; and the latter of these substances is now ex-

clusively resorted to fi>r the preparation of potassium. The
carbonate of potash is ignited with chaiooal in an inn bot-

tle, and the potassium received into a vessel containing

naphtha. The productiveness of the operation is greatly

interfered with by the circumstance that the carbonic oxide

which is evolved, as it cools below a red heat, unites with
much of the potassium, producing a gray substance, which
chokes the tubes and diminishes the yield of the metal.

Potassium is a bluish white metal, which, at 32^ F., is

brittle, melts at 150^ F., and l^oils at a red heat, yielding

a green vapor. Its specific gravity is '865 ; it is, there-

Fig. 268. £>ie, much lighter than water, on the surface

^^^m^ ofwhich it floats. At 70^F.itmaybemou]d-

^^^^ ed by the fingers, being soft and pasty.

It possesses an intense affinity for oxygen,

and hence requires to be preserved in bottles

containing naphtha. A piece of it thrown

From what was potassium first obtained? What process is now in use

for its preparation ? What circumstance interferes with the producuvcucss
of diii pioceu ? Wbttt are the propcitiet of |iOt«Bsiiim ?
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Mpoa Wftler tikM fire,and bwnii with a beftntifiil yinli flniM.

In the air it ipaedUy taroijihefk and, even when l»roaghi in

contact with ]ob» it decompotea it with tho avolntion o(

flame. In theae eaaea the eombuation ariaea fvom the hy«

drogen nniting with the nsfgen of the air and lepcoduciug

water ; the potaanuin atmultaneonaly bunuu

POTASSIUM AND OXYGEN.
There are two oxidea ofpotaannnii a protoKide and a per-

Qzidei

KO..,KOg.
The affinity ofpotaasium for oxygen ia ao gi^at that it takaa
that anhatanoe fiom ahnoat all other bodies and henoe ia

naed aa a powerful deoxydizing agent.

Frotoxulc of Potassium, KO = 47 163.

This substance can only be formed by the action of po-
tassium on dry air or oxygen. It possesses a great affinity

for water, and is converted by it into the hydrated oxide ot

potasaium, commonly called canatio potash.

Bi^ftUed Oxide €f FUassUm. KO, HOs 56*176.

This substance is best procured by boiling two parts of

pure carbonate of potash with twenty of water, and liavinof

previously slacked one part of quicklime with hot water,

the cream which it forms is to be added by degrees, and the

whole boiled. The process should be conducted in an iron

vessel to which a lid can be adapted, so as to exclude the

KIT during cooling; the resulting carbonate of lime gcttles

perfectly, and the hydrate may be obtained by evaporating

the solution rapidly in a silver vessel, pourinrr out the melt-

ed residue on a silver plate, or casting it mlo the iorui uf

small cylinders.

The decomposition which takes place in the foregoing

process is simple,

KO, CO^, 4- CaO, 110.,.=:... CaO, CO^ + KO, HO;
that is, the lime takes carbonic acid from the carbonate of

pota«*h, and the oxide of potasFiuia imites with water. Tlie

&r)lution may he known to bo tree irom carboiiio acid by not
ehervescinc: when mixed with stronger acids.

The hydrate of potash ia a white solid, having a power-

How man^ oxides does it fonm? How is the kydnoed oxide, or cauatM
potash, oliUincd? What thr nnturr of the deroTT!po«?!f inn ? Of whstpVOip
•rtios ia th« hydrate ot poiaab poaaessted, and wiac axe its utet T

M
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ful affinity ibr water, and abstracting it rapidly from the
air. Taken between the fingers, it communicates to the
skin a soft feel, and, if a concentrated solution be used, aooD
eiSects a disorganization; hence it is used by surgeons in
the form of small sticks as an escharotic. It possesses pre>

eminently the alkaline qualities, and, indeed, may be taken
as the type of that class of bodies, neutralizes the most pow-
erful acids perfectly, and communicates to turmeric paper^

or turmeric solution, a brown tint. It turns the infusion of

red cabbage green, ajid, possesNUg an intense affinity for ear

bonic acid, is used in organic ancdysis to absorb that gas.

Potash in combination occurs in all fertile soils, and is

essential to the growth of land plants, from the ashes of
which its carbonate is abundantly procured. This may be
shown by filtering water through the ashes of wood, when
the clear liquid will be found to answer to all the tests in-

dicating the presence ofpotash. It occurs also abundantly
in feldspar, and hence is found in clays. The want of^
tility in soils appears occasionally to be due to the absence
of this body.

The bichloride of platinum gives, with a solution of pot-

ash, a yellow precipitate of the chloride of platinum and
potassium. When the amount ofpotash is small, it is well

to add alcohol at first, in which the double chloride is in-

soluble. Ammonia yields a similar precipitate ; but this

may be avoided by exposing the substance, in the first in-
-

stance, to a red heat before testing. Perchloric acid, with
alcohol, yields a white precipitate. Tartaric acid, if added
in excess, and the mixture stirred with a glass rod, bearing
gently on the sides of the vessel, gives white streaks of the
kntartrate of potash wherever the rod has passed over the
glass.

Of other compounds of potassium, the following may bo
mentioned

:

Pr r iTuie ofpotassium, KO*,
Chloride of potassium. KCL
Iodide of potassium, KI.

Bromide of potassium, KBr.
Protosulphuret of potassium, KS,
Pentasulphuxet of poUssium, KS^

It also combines with hydrogen in two proportions, pro
ducing a solid and a gas, ihe ktter of which takes fire

spontaneously in the air.

How mav the existence of potash in the ashes o' plants bo prored'
What wm »• tMtt Ibr llie pretence of the tubstance ) ii&mc some of ite
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Of these compounds, the most important are the peroxido
of potassium, which is formed by passing oxygea OTer red-

hot potash ; it is decomposed by water, evolving oxygen
and producing potash ; the chloride of potassium, which is

analog-ous to common salt ; the iodide, much of which is

consumed in medicine, under the name of hydriodate of

potash. It may be prepared by dissolving iodine in a so*

lution of potash till the liquid begins to appear brown, then
evaporating to dryness, and igniting the residue : oxygen is

evolved, and iodide of potassium remains ; it may be then
dissolved in water, and crj'stallized. It is white, crystal-

lizes in cubes, and is veiy soluble in water and hot alcohol.

Its solution will dissolve large quantities of iodine. The
pentasulphuret is the chief ingredient of liver of sulphur,

which is formed by fusing sulphur with carbonate of potash

at a low temperature.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Oarhonate of Potash is obtained by imviating the ashes

of plants. In an impure state it forms the potashes and
pearlashes of commerce. It may be obtained pure by ig-

.

niting the hitartrate with hnlf its weifrht of the nitrate of

potash. It has an alkahne taste, its solution leels greasy

to the fingers, it is very soluble in water, and deliquescent.

Bicarbonate of Potash^ formed by transmittinnr a stream

of carbonic acid through a sohitiou of the former bait. It

crystallizes in eight-sided prisms with dihedral summits.

Sulphate of Potash, formed by neutralizing the follow-

ing salt. Crystallizes in anhydrous, oblique, four-sided

prisms, soluble in about ten times its weight of water.

Sulphate of Potash and Water, sometimes designated

as the bisulphate of potash ; it is the residue of the produc-

tion of nitric acid. It is soluble in water, and has an acid

reaction. It crystallizes in rhombohedrons.

Nitrate of Potash is extracted on the large scale from

certain soils in which organic rnatter is decaying in contact

with potash. It crystallizes in six-sided prisms, fuses at a

heat beneath ri^dne^ss, with evolution of oxygen gas. It is

soluble in about three times its weight of water, at common
temperatures. This salt enters as an essential ingredient in

gunpowder, which is composed of about one atom of nitrate

'What are the properties of the iodide ? From what it the fuboiMla
ofigia lad QM oftko mtntol •*
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of potash, one of sulphur, and three of carbon. The sulphur

of this mixture accelerates the conibu^ion, while the oxy-

gen of the nitre forms carbonic acid with the charcoal. The
products, therefore, of the perfect cooibustiou of gunpowder
are carbonic acid, nitrogen, and the eulphuret of potassium.

It commonly happens, however, that sulphate of potash is

formed. The proportions of the ingredients of gunpowder
are varied for diiierent uses. The powder used for miiung,

for example, contains more sulphur than that used for Eie-

arms.

Chlorate of Potash.—When a stream of chlorine is pass-

ed into a solution of potash, the chloride of potassium and
the chlorate of potash result ; the latter is deposited in Eat,

Bcaly crj'stals.

The chlorate of potash contains no water ; it dissolves in

about fifteen times its weight of that fluid ; melts at a red

heat, with evolution of pure oxygen
; deflagrates with, com-

bustible bodies, sometimes with much violence.

LECTURE LIX.

Sodium. ^Preparation of.—Relation ta Oxygen and WO'
ter.—Color communicated to Flame.—Its Oxides.—
The Hydrated Oxide.— Tests for Sodium.—Haloid
Compounds.—Common Salt.—Salts ofthe Protoxides^
Carbonates, Sulphates, Nitrates, —^LtTmuM.— Ba-
rium.—Its Oxi(£ss,—Haloid Compouncb.—SeUts oftks
Pfotoxide,

SODIUM. iV^a= 23-3.

SoTDiUM may be obtained by the same process as potas-
sium, but is best procured by igniting the calcined acetate
of fcoda with powdered charcoal in au iron bottle

; and, ag

the sudium does not act upon carbonic oxide, the operation
is much more productive than in the case of the otiier met-
al. Like potassium, it is to be kept in bottles under the
surface of naphtha.

Li color, sodium resembles silver; its specific gravity is

0 9348; it therefore floats upon water. It melts at 194"

How i<; the chlomtc of pota5?h maJe'' How is sodium obtained, mod
what are Ua USM T Wh^t. *xm itm proparti«i« rv^nr»|«»^ ^^i^j^ j^p—;i^p| f
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F., and IS more volatile than potassium. Thrown upon
water, it decompose^ it with a hissing sound, and with the

evoiuliou ol hydrog:en, but no flame appears. If, however,

tho water is liol, liien a beautiful yellow flame, ciiaracter-

isLic oi sodium and its cuxupuuiids, la the lesult.

SODniH ilND OXYGEN.
"With oxygen sodium forme three compouadB : the sobox*

ide, protoxide, and peroxide.

Protoxide of Sodium. Na0 = 31-313.

This, like the corresponding potassium compound, is pro-

duced by oxydiziiig sodium m dry air. It is a white pow-
der, which attracts moisture from the air and forms the hy-

drated oxide of sodium, commonly called caustic soda.

HydraUd Oxide of Sodium, NaO+ HO = 40*323,

or caustie 8oda, may be made by the same pioeesa as that

giTen for caustie potash, by using earbonate of soda, and,

when the resulting carbonate of lime has settled, evaporat-

ing the liqotd. The best proportions are one part of qui^-
lime to five of earbonate of soda in crystab.

Caustic soda resembles caustic potash in most ofits prop-

erticB. It is deliquescent, has a strong affinity for carbonic

acid, and acts upon animal tissues as an escharotic. Its

salts are generally more soluble than the potash salts, and
on this are founded the methods recommended for distin-

gnidiing the latter compounds from it. Moreover, the soda

compounds communicate to the flame of alcohol, or to the

Uow-pipe, a yellow color: the same tint which is charac*

teiisticdiy seen when sodium is placed in hot water*

CJdorideof Sodium. NaCl = 58-77.

The chloride of sodium, common salt, is obtained abimd-

antly from the waters of the sea, to which it gives their sa-

linity. It is also found as rock salt, deposited extensively

in certain geological formations.

Common salt is the general type of that extensive class

of c(3mpound8 which have derived the name of salt bodies

fkom it. It crystallizes in cubes, and, when in mass, is often

perfectly transparent, and permits the passage of heat of

What compaand* with oiygoa doM it giTe f How is caustic soda ob-

taincd ? What are its propertiefl and uses ? What color do the aoditini

eompounds give to flame ( What ia tho conslituuou o( conuoon salt I Frow
whit soaieci is it derived? Wbataniteproptrtiaef
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every temperatme tlnough it freely. It melts into a liquid

at a red heat, crystallizes in cubes, and is not more soluble

in hot than cold water* It is extensivel/ used in the prep-

aration of hydrochloric acid and chbrine ; ifUmeuBe quan-

tities, also, are annually consumed in the preparation ofoa^
bonate of soda, which is made by first acting on the com-
mon salt with oil ofvitriol, so as to turn it into sulphate of

soda, and igniting this with charcoal and carbonate oflime:

an impure carbonate of soda is the result, known under the

name ofblack ash, or British barilla. Common salt is eztens*

ively used for the curing ofmeat. Itis also an essential article

of food, being decomposed in the animal system, and furnish*

ing hydrochloric acid to the gastric juice uid soda to the bile.

The compounds of sodium with bromine, iodine, sulphur,

&c., are not of interest.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF SODIUM.

Carbonate of Soda is sometimes obtained by lixiviatinfr

the ashes of sea-weeds. Laige quantities are also procured

from the decomposition of sulphate of soda by saw-dust and
lime at a high temperature, the carbonaceous matter de-

composing the sulphuric acid and generating carbonic acid,

which unites with the soda, while the liberated sulphur is

partly dissipated and partly unites with the calcium. Fmm
the resulting mass carbonate of soda is obtained by lixivia-

tion. The crystals, as found in commerce, contain general-

ly ten ounces of water ; there are two other varieties, the
one containing eight atoms, and the other one atom ofwater.

Large quantities ofthe carbonate ofsoda are also sold in an
uncrystallized state, under the name of salts of soda. The
figure of the crystals of this salt is a rhombic octahedron.

They effloresce on exposure to the air. They are soluble

in five times their weight ofcold and in less than their own
weight of boiling water.

Bicarbonate of Soda, or the double carbonate of soda
and water, is formed by transmitting a stream of carbonic
acid through a solution of the carbonate, and is in the form
of a white powder. It is less soluble in water than* the
former. There is a sesquicarbonate, which passes in com-
merce under the name of trona.

How is barilla chtainod from rommon salt? W]\y is it essential as no
•iticle of food I From wbat source is the carbonate oi aoda obtained ? !)••
Mnbe the prepaxitioB of il fiom the talphate.
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SuiphaUi^Soda Is the Glauber s salt of the shopi ; oo*

mm at a natural product, and also as the remit of the Piep-

aratioa of hydiochlorio aeid. It is in priamatio oryttue of
a bitter taste, effloxeseing in the air, and becoming anliy-

dmu. Water dissolves more than half its weight of thif

lalt at 91^^ F., but above that degree it is leas lolubie.

When a lolut u n of three parts of this salt in two parts of

water ii corked up in a flask while boiling, it may be cooled

• without dystftUization taking place ; but if the cork is with-

drawn, crystallization commences at once, or if it does noti

the introduction of any solid matter produces it, and the
temperature of the solution at once rises.

NUrate of Soda is found abundantly in different psrts

ofAmerica in the soil ; it crystallizes in rhomboids, dissolves

in twice its weight of cold water, and, from its ddUques-
eence, can not be used in the manufacture of gunpowder.

FJiospliatc of Soda (thbasic) is formed by neutralizing

phosphorio acid with carbonate of soda ; two of the hydro-

gen atoms are replaced ; it crystallizes in oblique rhombio
prisms, dissolves in three times its weight of cold water, is

of an alkaline taste, and gives n lemon-yellow precipitate

with nitrate of silver. By the addition of soda to it a sub-

phosphate is formed, in which all three of the hydrogen
atoms of the acid are replaced ; but by the addition ofphoe-

phorio acid to the ordinary phosphate, till it ceases to give

tny precipitate with chloride of barium, the biphosphate of
soda results, a salt very ^luble in w ater. Its crystals are

rhombio prisms. In it only one of the hydrogen atoms is

replaced.

Microcostmc Sakt or the phosphate of soda, ammonia,
and water, is made by dissolvmg seven parts of phosphate
of soda in two parts of water, and nddinf one part of sal

ammoniac. At a low heat it parts with its water of orys>

tallization, and the temperature risiog, it loses its ammonia
and saline water, becommg monobasic phosphate of soda.

It is much used in blow-pipe experiments.

"Wliat ia the commerrial name of the tolphato of loda ? What poea-
Ituity is there in the erystallization of its solution ? Why can not the

nilratp used for gunpowder? What i<5 tho f^ifferrnrf* hf^f.^-fcm the phoe*

phate^ mc prrc^hosphate, uid the mcupiuttphate ot soda t \V hui u micm

m
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Metaphospkate of Soda (monobasic) is formed by heat-

ing microcosmic salt to redness. It is soluble in water,

. melts at a red iieat, and gives, with dilute solutions of the

earthy and metallic salts, viscid precipitates.

Biborate of Soda, the borax of the shops. It is import-

ed in a crude state from the East Indies, and manufactured

Irom the natural boracic acid of Italy by the addition of

carbonate of soda. It crystallizes in octahedrons, or in ob-

lique prisms, the former contaiiiiug live, the latter ten atoms

of water, all of which is lost by exposure to a red heat, the

salt then fusing into a glass. It is of great use in blow-

pipe experiments.

LITHIUM. L= Q42.

This rare metal occurs in certain minerals, such as spoda-

mene, lepidolite, &c. It is a white metal, communicating
to flame a red color. It yields a protoxide, the carbonate

of which is of sparing solubility in water, thus formine: the

link of connection between the potash and soda carbonates,

which are very soluble, and the carbonates of the alkaline

earths, as baryta and stroutia, which are insoluble.

This brings us to the metals of the alkaline earths, wbieh
form a division of our first gfoup ; the first oi these is

BARIUM. Ba = 68-7.

The existence of barium was first proved by Davy, who
isolated it by electrifying mercury in contact with the hy
drate of baryta; an amalgam formed, from which the mer
cury was subsequently distilled, leaving the barium as a
metal of a gray color like cast iron, heavier than sulphuric

acid, in which it sinks, obtaining oxygen rapidly from the

air, and giving rise to the production of the protoxide of

barium, baryta.

Protoxide of BofiumiBaO= 76*713,

may be obtained by igniting the nitrate oi baryta, the de-

composition being

BaO,NO^..,=:...BaO'{'NO^-\^0:
that is, one atom of* nitrate of baiytes yields one of protox*

From what source is borax derived, and what are its uses in wiiut

mijierids does lithium occur! What is the relation of its carbonate to thoM
of the preeseding and «:ijb«fpquent metals T How ^ as barium first obtainedf
What is the process ior obuuus^ the protoxide) and also its hydrate 2
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OXIDES OF BA&IUM. ^8
idc of barium, aod oae of nitrouB acid andoae of(uqrgea gai
Are expelled.

This protoxide is a white colored body, posgessing a strong

affinity for water, with which it exhibits the phenoriK iion

of slackinor rs is the case to a less extent with lime, heat

Lemg ev^olved. It has an acid taste, is soluble in water,

and absorbs carbonic acid from the air. Its specific gravity

it about 4 000. Its soluble salts are poisonous.

Hydrate of Baryta, BaO, HO = 85-726,

is formed by slacking: the protoxide, and is a white powder,
very soluLlc in hot, but less so in cold water, yielding, there-

fore, crystals wlieii a hot solution cools : these contain nine

atoms of water of crystallization. The cold solution is used
as a test for cai Ixjiiic and sulphuric acids, with which it

forms insoluble white precipitates.

This solution is most easily obtained by calcining the na-
tive sulphate with pulverized charcoal, which converts it

into the sulphuret of barium. To a boiling solution of this

ljudv oxide of copper is added till the liquid ceases to black-

eii a f^t lution of acetate of lead. On being filtered, the 60-

luLiuu ui hydrate oi LaryLcs is obtained.

Peroxide of Barium, BaO^— 84 7,

is made by igniting chlorate of potash with baiytes, or hf
passing oxygen over barytes in a red-hot tube. It is usea
m the preparation ofperoxide of hydrogen.

Of the other compounds of barium, the chloride is much
used as a test for sulphuric acid ; it may be made by de-

composing carbonate of baryta by hydrochloric acid. The
aulphuret of barium is made by igniting the sulphate of
bai^ta, heavy spar, with charcoal, which deoxydizes both

the sulphuric acid and the baryta. It dissolves in hot wa-
ter, and from this solution a solution of caustic baryta may
be obtained by boiling with the oxides oflead or copper, ana
separating the sulphurets of those metals by filtration. By
acting upon it with hydrochloric or nitric add, the chloridb

or nitrate of baryta may be prepared.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF BARIUM.

Carbonate of Baryfa is fonnd native, a?? the minerai

What aeids it a loltttuiB of baiyta used to detect t How is the pens*
idemadc? Whet ii ils «s6 1 For wliat purpoeo ii the chlobie of beiiaai

eayloyed?
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374 8TJ10NTIUM.

Witherite, and may be prepared by precipitatin<^ a soluble

salt of bar}"ta with an alkaline carbonate. It is soluble in
4300 times its weight of cold water, and 2300 of boiling

water.

Sulphate of Baryta, found native abundantly as heavy
spar^ and irom it niost of the compounds of barium are
prepared. It is called heavy spar, its density being 4'47.

It crystallizes generally in tabular plates, and ifi wholly in-

soluble in water.

LECTURE LX.

Btrontiifm.— ITses in Pyrotechny,—Salts ofProtoxide.-^
Calcium.—Protoaide of.—Sources in Nature.— Tests

for.—Haloid Compounds, Chloride, Fluoride, Su^yhur
etSt ^c.—Salts of the Protoxide^ Carbonate, Sulphate,
Phosphate, Chloride.— Magnesium^ — Protoxide.—
Salts of ProUmdef Carbonate^ Sulphate, Double Phos^
phate.— ALtTMirnxM.—Sesqtdoxide.— Uses in tlie Arts,—Tests,—Salts of the Sesquiozide, Double Sulphate,
Alum.—Manufacture ofPorcelain and Glass.—Other
Metals.

STRONTIUM. iS'r= 43a
This metal may be obtained by the sftine processes which

have been used for obtaining barium, with which it has a
considerable analogy. Its natural compounds are the sul-
phate a nd carbonate, irom which its other preparations may
be obtaiiictl.

Strontium yields a protoxide, which is the basis of a se-
ries of salts, difiering from baryta salts in not being poison-
ous. The chloride and nitrate are used in pyrotechny for
the purpose of communicating to flame a brilliant crimson
color. The red fire of theatres contains the latter salt, and
the lormer, if dissohTd in alcohol, communicates to its flame
the characteristic test of the strontium compounds.

How may the aiUphate of baiytet \m converted into the sulphuret ofbanum ? mat aro the properties ofth« ntbonate and sulphate ofbaryta?
Uk WMt reSDect does atttMitinm fitffi.* Am*. UmmS^ t un.A «i ^

liMtetta flame?
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CALCIUM 275

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF STRONTIl M.

Carbonate of Strontia is the strontianiie of mineralo-

joists.

Sulplmte of Strontia is the celestine of mineralogists.

It is not so heavy as sulphate of baryta, and is said to be

soluble in about 4000 times its weight of boiling water.

Nitrate of Strontia forms an ingredient of the red fire

used in theatres ; it crystallizes in octahedrons, and is solu-

ble in five times its weight of cold water, and half its weight

of boiling water.

CALCIUM. Ca= 20-5.

Calcium has never been obtained in quantities sufficient

to permit a full examination of its properties. It oxydizea

with rapidity, yielding a protoxide, known also as quickhme
or lime.

Lime occurs as a carbonate in the various limestones,

marbles, chalks, &c., which form in many countries exten*

Bive mountain ranges. Its other salts are very abundant.

From the carbonate, pure or quickhme may be obtained

by exposure to a bright red heat. If the limestone contains

silica, it may, however, be overburnt, a silicate of lime

forming, which prevents the product from slacking. It

possesses a strong affinity for water, and unites therewith

with a great elevation of temperature, as exhibited in the

process of slacking. Exposed to a high temperature, it

phosphoresces splendidly. The hydrate which forms when
lime is slacked is white ; it is soluble to a small extent in

water ; and it is remarkable that cold water dissolves

much more than hot. Lime-water is colorless, of a partial-

ly caustic taste, neutralizes acid« perfectly, restoring to red-

dened litmus its blue color. It is used as a test for carbon-

ic acid, with which it gives the white carbonate of lime.

Milk of lime is nothing but lime-water in which hydrate

of lime is mechanically suspended. The hardening of lime

mortars depends chiefly on the absorption of carbonic acid.

Hydraulic lime possesses the quality of setting under water.

It contains oxide of iron, alumina, and sihca.

Lime is best detected by oxalate of ammonia, with which

What are the mineralogical names of the carbonate and sulphate ofstroa

tia? "What is lime ? Under what forms does it occur in nature ? From
the carbonate, how may lime be produced 1 What is the action of walei

m it T What are the properties of lime-water ? What is milk of lime t
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it gives a white precipitate of oxalate of lime, provided iLm
fiolution be not acid.

Among other compounds of calcium may be mentioned

Chloride of Caldum, CaCl = 55*97,

ibimed by disBolving carbonate oflimo in hydrochlorio add*
evaporating the solution to a sirup, and, on oooling, tbo
ebloride crystallizes. It is esoeedingly deliquescent Ohio-
tide of calcium, dried without crystallization, is used in oi^

ganic analysis for collecting water, and, generally, in other
chemical operations for drying gases.

Fluoride of Calciurn, CaF =39-24,
called, also, fluor spar, ani frequently found as a mineral
associated with lead. Crystallizes in cubes, octahedrons,
kc, of various colors. It is found in fossil, and, to a small-
er extent, in recent bones. It is used fov various ornament-
al purposes, and is the source ixoni which the compounds
orfluoimc are derived.

Sulpkuret of Calcium, CaS = 36*62,

obtained by igniting the sulphate of lime with charcoal,
and constitutes Canton's phosphorus, commonly made by
igniting oyster shells with sulphur ; possesses the curio
quality of shining in the dark, after a brief exposure to the
sun or to the rays of an electric spark.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OP CALCmif.
Carbonate ofLime is abundantly found in nature, ibnii-

ing whole ranges of mountains, the limestones, marbles,
&c., of mineralogists. It occurs pure in the form ofloelknd
spar, in rhomboidal crystals, possessed of double refraction.
It is dimorphous, assuming the form of six-sided prisms, as
in the mineral called Arr^nite. It is anhydrous, insolu*
ble in water, but in water charged with carbonic acid it is
soluble, and is deposited irom such a liquid on boiling, or
by the difiusion of carbonic acid into the air. The carbon-
ic acid is expelled irom this salt by a red heat, and the no*
tion of the more powerful acids. Carbonate of lime may
be obtained in union with water, by boiling hydrate of lime
with a solution of snirar.

For what purposes ia the ehloride ofotlcium used ? Under what lomn
does fluonde of f alcr nn ocnur ? ^at singular quality does tbe tulphuret

O^'^S^I^JLJ!^^-^^ dimornl.ons forms ofCUbOMte JUim9uaoM wast cueomtHieat u u soluble m. waur ?
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MAONB81UM. 377

Sulphate of Idme—G^5tim—ccoms native, both m
erystaU, the primary form being a rhombie jfimm, and aim
in exIensiTe erystailine masseB. It eontains two atoms of

water ; there is a variety, however, passmg under the name
of anhydrite, which eontains no witer. On caleining the

hydrous salphate oflime at a low red heat, it becomes plas-

ter of Paris, and has the property of setting iuto a hard mass
when made into a paste with water. The snbhate of lime
M soluble in 500 parts of boiling water, and onen oconrs in

the water of springs, to which it commnnieates hardness.

Phosphate of Lime—BotW'eafrth Phosphate—ib one ot

the tribasic phosphates ; it is precipitated when earth of

bones is dissolved in muriatic acid, and the solution neu*

tralized by ammonia.
Chloride ofXdme^Bleaching Paufder—^is made by ex-

posing hydrate of lime to chlorine. It is a white powder,
exhaling a faint odor of chlorine, and is used extensively as

a bleaching agent.

MAGiSESlUM. Mg= 127.

Magnesium may be procured by igniting a mixture ol

chloride of magnesium and sodium in a porcelain crucible

the chloride of sodium forms, and magnesium is set &ee
The chloride may be dissolved by water.

It is a white, malleable metal, which melts at a red
heat, and, with excess of air, oxydizes, forming

Protoxide of Magmsiuyn. MgO = 20-713.

This substance, called, also, calcined magnesia^ or sim-

ply 77iUL:ntda, may be made by heating the carbonate to

low redue&s ; the carbonic acid is driven oir, and the mag-
nesia remains as a white powder, insoluble in water, but

neutralizing acids completely, and forming with them a
complete scries of oaits.

Magnesia occurs very abundantly in nature, often asso-

ciated as a carbonate with carbonate of lime, as in dolo*

mitic liniestoBS. It also occurs in fertile soils, and is essen-

tial to the growth of certain plants.

It is well distinguished from all the foregoing alkahiiQ

earths by the relation of its sulphate. The sulphates of

TTnfler what forms docs sulphate of limn ornir, and for what purpose is it

used ? In what docs tho phn<?ph;ite oi iirne occur i What is bleaching pow-
der \ Mow is magnesiuui ubUiiied ? What are iho properties of it 7 Undei
whatiuuietdo^stliftpioiosidspMsf What ii dotamtw iiimt<in»t

i
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278 SALTS OF MA61IB8IUM.

baiyta, 8tiontia» and lime &na a snids of aalto, the lolaf

bUity of -which, in water, is constanUy incveasiirg ; to thM
ti^e coxreBponding magnesia aalt may he added ; it is mif
aolnhle.

Magnesia is precipitated from its sulphate by the eaustio

alkalies, and by the carbonates ofpotash and soda as a ear*

bonate, but not by the carbonate of ammonia in the cold.

It may be detected by adding earbonate of ammonia and
phosphate of soda in succession, when the phosphate U
magnesia and ammonia is precipitated. Heated be&re thf

Olow*pipe, after having been moistened with nitrate of oo-

ealt, magnesia becomes of a pinkish color.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF MAGNESIUM.

Carbonate of Magnesia is fiiund native, and may be

prepared by boiling the sulphate with an alkaline carbon*

ate, difFusing the precipitate in water, and passing a stream

of carbonic acid through it
;
by spontaneous evaporation,

the carbonate of magnesia is deposited in crystals. Tho
carbonate of magnesia, the magnesia alba of the shops, is

prepared by precipitating the sulphate of magnesia with

the carbonate of potash ; it occurs in light white cubical

cakes, or in powder, and is not a true carbonate, for it does

not contain a full equivalent of carbonic acid. It is said to

be a compound of one atom of hydrate of magnesia with
three atoms of hydrated carbonate of magnesia. It is veiy
slightly soluble in water.

Sulphate of Magnesia—Epsom Salts of commeroe^is
produced by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on magne*
sian limestone. Its ciystals are small four-sided prisma,

wluble in an equal weight of cold and three fourths their

weight of boiling water, the solution having a bitter taste

A low heat expels six out of the seven equivalents of the

eombined water.

Phosphate ofMagnesia and Ammonia^ one of the va-

rieties of urinary calculus, may be formed artificially when
a tnbasic phosphate, a salt of ammonia, and a salt of mag-
nesia are mixed together.

Magnesium is the last of the alkaline earthy metals. lui

histoiy completes that of our first group of metaUio bodies.

How mny iii:L^n( si:i hr dptected ? IIow is its carbonate prepared ? Of
wHai 13 jL.p:»oxii HiiXi composed. ? In what ioriu is the phosphate ul • «c^nesi4

•nd anmomim sometimei found?
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At the head of the second group we find aluminum, the

Ent of the earthy metals.

ALUMINUM. ^/=13-7.

Obtained, by Wholer, by the action of sodium on the chlo-

ride of aluminum, being the same process as that given for

the preceding metal.

It is a gray powder, which melts beneath a red heat

;

takes fire when heated in air, producing

Sesquioxide of Aluminum. Al^O^ = 51-539.

This oxide, called, also, alumina and clay, occurs nat-

urally under certain forms, which are highly prized, as the

ruby and sapphire. In a more impure condition it yields

the various common clays, which also contain silica or me-
tallic oxides, or other extraneous bodies.

Alumina may be prepared from the sulphate of alumina
and potas^a, common alum, by precipitating the sulphuric

acid by chloride of barium. The sulphate of baryta goes

down, and there is left in the solution chloride of potassium

and chloride of aluminum. "When the mass is dried, water
is decomposed

;
hydrochloric acid is then expelled, and

alumina, mixed with the chloride of potassium, remains be-

hind ; the latter is to be dissolved away by water, leaving

the alumina as a white substance, which, with water, forms

a plastic mass, capable of being moulded, and retaining its

shape when baked. After ignition, it adheres to the tongue,

and during the act of drying it contracts considerably in

volume, a property which formerly gave rise to the inven-

tion of "Wedgewood's pyrometer.

The presence of alumina gives to the clays those proper-

ties which fit them for the purpose of the potter and brick-

maker. Alumina is also used as a mordant to fix the colors

of certain dyes apon cloth.

Alumina is precipitated from its solutions by fixed alka-

lies, which yield a white hydrate of alumina, soluble in an

excess of the precipitant. It is also thrown down by alka-

line carbonates ;
and, when these precipitations are made

in a solution tinged with coloring matter, the alumina car-

ries it down with it. Such colored precipitates pass undei

How is aluminum prepared? What is the constitution of its oxide

f

Under what natural forms does it occur? How may alumina be prepared?

What principle is involved in Wedgewood's pyrometer? What ia meai»l

by a mordant ? How may the presence of alumina be recognized ? ^



380 PORCSLAIN.—JIARTHBN-WABB.—GLASS.

iStke name of lakes ; and it is this property of attaehing snA
colors to itaelf, enabling it to cause their firm adhesion to

cloth fibre, which is the principle of its application as a
morlant.
Among the purposes to which alumina, is applied may be

mentioned the manufacture of Porcelaik, and tLc different

kinds of earthen-ware. The former substance, &S6i made
by the Chinese, is very compact and translucent. It con-

sists essentially of clay mixed with a fusible body, which
bind^ all ' its parts together, and is covered wi^^ a glaze,

which does not terminate abruptly on the surfa^^e, but per^

vades the substance of the mass. In this respvat it differs

from common earthen-ware. Feldspar, or tht^ silicate of

lime, are bodies suitable for communicating this glassy

structure.

In the manufacture of porcelain, great cart is taken to

select,day free from iron. It is mixed with pov ieied quartz

and feldspar, and the requisite shape given it atli^ by the

pottev*s wheel, or by pressing it into moulds. It is then
dried in the air, and more perfectly in a fumaoe, and, when
ignited, forms biscuit, ^

This is dipped in the glaze, sus-

pended in water, and becomes covered over wiih a uniform

coat of it. It now remains to dry it once more, and fuse

the glaze upon it.

Eaethen-wabe consists of a white clay mixed with sil-

ica. It is glazed with a fusible material containing oxide

of lead, and colored of different tints by metallic oxides

;

for example, blue by cobalt.

Connected with Uie manufacture of potteiy may also be
mentioned the manufacture of Gtlass, of which diere are

several varieties, some consisting of silica, potash or soda,

and lime, others containing a large quantity of oxide of lead

If silica be heated with cari)onate of potash and lime, or

oxide of lead, carbonic acid is expelled, and glass forms.

The mass is kept in a fused condition till it is free from aif

bubbles, and is then cooled until it becomes plastic, so that

it may be blown or moulded.
Articles ofglass, afler they are manufactured, require to be

annealed or slowly cooled down. This allows their parts to

. assume a regular structure, and prevents excessive brittle

ness.

Wliat are lakes ? What substances are use<] m ihe preparatiop of par
^(peUia and 6«rth«n-war« I How is glass madt T Why must it be aAOMisd
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Soluble glan is ibnned whan aliea is heated with twice

its weight of carbonate of soda or potash. It derives its

name from the fact that it is for the most part soluble in

water.

SALTS OF THE SESQUIOXIDE OF ALUMINUM.
Sulphate of Alumina is made by dissolving alumina in

dilute sulphuric acid. It enters into the composition ofthe
alums.

Sulphate of Alumina and Potash—Akm,—This im-
portant salt is prepared from alum slate. It crystallizes in

octahedrons, has an astringent taste, reddens litmus paper.

It dissolves in about eighteen times its weight of cold, and
less than its own weight of boiling water. It contains

twenty-finir atoms of water, and, when exposed to heat,

foamA up, melting in its own water, which, being evapora-

ted away, leaves a white porous mass, commonly called

burnt alum.

In the same way that the sulphate of potash unites with

the sulphate of alumina, so also do the sulphates of am
monia and of soda, forming respectively the ammoniaca.
and soda alums. The alumina in the common alum may
be replaced, also, by the sesquioxides of iron, manganese, Xs*

chromium, giving iron, manganese, and chrome alums.

The following metals, GLucnvina, Thobiuh, Tttrium, Zir-

conium, Lanthanium, and Cebiuu, are very rare bodies, and,

being of little interestj may be passed over without farther

notice.

LECTURE LXI.

Manganese.—Its Seve?t Oxides.— The Peroxide and its

Applications.—Mz?icral Chameleon.—Adds ofManga-
nese.— Salts of the Protoxide.— Iron.— Its Natural
pornis.—Reduction on the Great Scale.—Cast Iron.—
Wrought Iron,—Sted,—Passive Iron,

MANOAKESE. Jfns>27-7.

Manganese may be procured by igniting its oxides with

\Miat nrp the proprrlirs of the sulphate of nlumba and potash? Hpv«

WKf m&nganese cmb obtained ? What are its properties ? How manj or

Idef dots it fnmttihT Hownmjmangioesa Mdetaetedt •

M
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a xDixtaie of kmpblaok and oil in a powietfiil finaaoettlw

roduetion being iomewhat difficult. It is a whita malalt

specific gniTity 8 013, requiring & white heat for iU fbsioBp

and oxydizing readily in the air.
^
It is remarkable Soot the

number of oxygen compounds which it yields; they are

MnO . . . M/i^O^ . . . MnQa . . . MnO^ . . . Mn^O^ .

.

ill/igO^ . . . Mnfi^,
designated respectively,

MaDganio acid.

Of these, the protooude may be made by passing hydiOfCA
gas over red-hot peroxide of manganese. It is of a green

color, is a basic body, and forms a series of salts, of whieh
the sulphate is used in dyeing. It is isomorphous with mag*
nesia and zinc. Hydrosulphuiet of ammonia yields with it

a fleah-oolored precipitate, ferrocyanide of potassium a whiter

and the chloride of soda a dark brown hydrated peroxide.

The sesquioxtde is made by igniting the peroxide, as will

be presently explained. The red oxide and anricite ooour

as minerals ; but ^ the whole series the pemxide is by &r
the most Taluable.

Feroxide of Manganese, MnO^ = 43'726»

is found abundantly as a mineral, and passes in commane
under the name of black oxide of manganese, a name indi*

eating its color. It is insoluble in water, and, when exposed

to a red heat, gives offone fourth of its o]^gen, forming the
sesqutoxide, as stated above, the action bemg

2(Mn0^...sz.,.llfn^03 + 0.

On this fact is Ibunded one of the processes for obtaining

oxygen gas. Heated with hydrochloric acid, it yields ehlo*

rine, as has been explained. It was formerly called glass-

makers* soap, from the circumstance that it removes, when
added to melted glass, the stain ofprotoxide ofiron, by tura>

ing it into peroxide, and caus^ the glass to become color-

1^ ; but if too great a proportion of peroxide of manganeso
is used, the glass assumes an amethystine color.

Peimdde of manganese, when ignited with caustic potash

in a platina crucible, yields a substance known as Minerm

Wb«t kthtt eoMtitotioa oflks pMDiid«t Wbal mIqc doss ilm ti

Protoxi<l i of mnn!Tririr«^".

Sesquioxide oi mangaaese.
Peroxide of mamaoMe.

Permanganic acid.

Red oxide of aua^a&ete.
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ChoMuleoUt which is of a green color. Water dissolves

from it the Ma?tganate of Potash^ which is of a beautiful

grass green, the solution speedily passing through a variety

of shades of purples, hlues, and reds. As yet, inanganio

acid is a hypothetical compound, and has not been insulated.

When mineral chameleon is dissolved in hot water, a red

solution is obtained of the Fernianganate ofPotash; frorp

the permanganate of baryta a crimson solution Perman

funic Acid may be procured by the aid of sulphuric acid

;

ut permanganic acid can not be obtained in the solid form.

Among other compounds of manganese, the following may
be named

:

Protochlonue of" manganese MnCl = 63*15.

PercJiIoride " " JI/"n,C/7= 303-19.

Peifluoride ** jritiF/fS 186*46.

The piotoohloride may be made by acting on the ]p6rozide

^ith muriatio acid, evaporating to dryneis, and fosing at a
red heat. On digesting with water, the protochloiide dis^

eolvea» and any impurity of iron is left in the state of oxide.

Then, by crystallizing, the chloride can be obtained in pink

erystals. The perchloride is produced when permanganate

of potash, common salt, and sulphuric acid are heated. It

is a dark greenish and volatile liquid. The perfluoride ie

obtained by distilling sulphuric acid, permanganate of pot*

aah, and floor spar ; it is a greenish yellow gas.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF MANGANESE.
Protosidphate ofManganese, formed by dissolving prot-

oxide of manganese in sulphuric acid. Tlio figure of its

crystals depends on the temperature at which they were
iormed. They have a rose-colored tint. It is insoluble in

alcohol, very soluble in water, and is used by the dyers to

produce a fine brown color.

There is but one sulphuret of manganese. It is obtained

as a hydrate when manganeso is precipitated by liydrosul-

phuiet of ammonia {MnS, JtO), It is of a flesh-red eolor

IRON. r«= 2800.

InoN sometimes occurs in a native state and as meteono
iron, also as oxide, carbonate, Fnlphnret, &c. It is one of

How ii b^wbI ehtmikeoii madfl ? What iire its propeitiM ? Can imua*

ffanic aclJ be isolated? How may the chloriJt s of manganese be formed?
What arc the pro[)rri ios of the fluoride ? What is the fonnation and use ol

th« prot08ul|)hatc ol laan^janese ? *
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£64 IRON

the most abundant of the metals. Much ofwhat is found

in commerce is derived from clay iron-stone, which is an
impure carbonate containing^ silica, alumina, magnesia, and
other foreign substances. The native peroxide of iron, red

haematite ; the hydrated peroxide, brown haematite ; the

black oxide, or magnetic iron ore, furxdsh some of the finer

varieties of the metal.

From clay iro7i-stone metallic iron is procured by the ac-

tion of carbonaceous matter and lime at a high temperature.

The ore, having been roasted, is thrown into the furnace

with coal and lime. If the iron is in the ore as a silicate,

the lime decomposes it at those high temperatures, forming

a slag of silicate of lime, and the oxide of iron set free is

instantly reduced by the carbonaceous matter; the metal
sinking down, protected by the slag, is let off by opening a
hole in the bottom of the furnace.

The substance thus produced is not pure iron ; it contains

carbon and other impurities, and passes under the name of

cast or pig iron. It is purified by melting and sudden cool-

ing, which converts it into fme metal; this fine metal is

then melted under exposure to air, which burns offthe car-

bon as carbonic oxide, and the mass, from being perfectly

fluid, becomes coherent. It is now subjected to violent me-
chanical action, such as hammering or rolling ; this forces

out or burns offthe impurities, increases its tenacity, and it

becomes the wrought iron of commerce.
Cast Iron melts readily at a bright red heat, and ex-

pands in solidifying; on this depends its valuable applica-

tion for making castings. Kept under the surface of salt

water for a length of time, cast iron becomes converted into

a body somewhat like plumbago, due, probably, to the re-

moval of the iron as a chloride ; t he carbon which is left

behind is sometimes observed, as it dries, to become hot : a
phenomenon to be accounted for by its porous state. Tliese

facts have been Ircquently verified m the case of cannon
which have lain lor years at the bottom ol" the sea. There
are two forms of cast iron, white and g ray ; the former con*

tains about five per cent, of carbon, the latter three or fodr.

Pure Iron may be obtained by decomposing precipitated

peroxide of iron by hydrof/eu pas, and meltino: the result.

What are the ibrms under whicli jroii chiefly occurs? How is it obtain

•d fiom clay iroa<fitone ? What is cast iron f By whatprocesses is it coa
verted into wroTi2:ljt iron? Wl at are the properties Oi rnst iron? Whrt
changes does it uildergi^ under water t How maj pure iron be oUaiAed X
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The metal has a bluish color, is more ductile than m&llea*

ble, and is the most tenacious of all bodie?. It becomes
Very soft at a red heat, and ]K)ssesses the weldincr proper-

ty ; on this depends the art of forging it. Its specilic grav-

ity is 7-7. It IS one of the few magnetic bodies, and, when
&oit, its rnaf^iietism is so transient that it may gain and lose

that quality a thousand times in a minute. The melting

point oi iron is very high. In the mode of preparing it from
cast iron it does not nnderofo the process of fusion, but its

particles are simply welded together. The fibrous struc-

ture which wrought iron posst sses is the chief cause of its

great tenacity ; a wire ^^th of an inch in diameter will

bear a weight of 60 pounds.

Steel, which is a valuable preparation of iron, is made
by placing alternate strata of iron bars and charcoal pow-
der in a close box and keeping them red hot. The process

is Iviiown by the name of cementation. The iron gains

about 15 per cent, of carbon. Steel is much more fusible

than in u, and becomes excessively hard and briuL; by being

^brought to a red heat and then suddenly t^uenched in cold

i^•atcr. When allowed to cool slowly, it is quite soft, and

various degrees of elasticity and hardness may be given to

it by the process of tempering.

By placing a piece of platina in nitric acid of a specific

gravity of r94, and then bringing an iron wire in contact

with it and withdrawing the platina, the iron assumes a

passive or ailotropic state. It now exhibits no tendency to

unite with oxygen, can not precipitate copper from its 6olu«

tions, and simulates the properties of platina and gold.

LECTURE LXn.

Ibok.—Oxides of.— Tliree Oxides and Ferric Acid.^
Testsfar Lon.^Salts of the JProtoxide and Peroxide.

—The Sulphurets,—Nickel.—Its Reductionfrom the

Oxalate.— Cobalt.—SmaU.— Zaffre.— Sympathetic -

lnk,—ZisiQ.—I>istiiUation of—Saks ofthe Frotoxide*

IRON AND OXYGEN.

IsoM burns with rapidity in oxygen gas, as may be proved

>%i,at rirn its proprrlies ? What is Steel ? How is it nudtf 9nd wluil

U9 ki pn^peitiM ? Uow may iron bo MAdeied passive ?
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286 OXIDES OF IRON.

Fi^.mo. by igniting!: a piece of it in wiie coiled into a spiral

form in a jar of that gas {Fig. 269), wheix it will

be iuund to take fire and burn beautifully. In at-

mospheric air, under favorable circunisUmces, the

combustibi 1 i ty of th is metal may be proved . Thus,

fine iron filings, spnukled in the flame of a spirit

lamp, burn with scintillations
;
exposed to air and

moisture, it slowly rusts. Iron yields four oxides

:

Proto^ido .... FeO r= 36 013.

Black, oxide . . . J'faO*= 116 052.

Tmaad» .... Fe^O^ =s 60*039.

Ferric acid ... . FtOt = $2 039.

Protoxide of Iron. FeO = 36 013.

This oxide has not yet been insulated, but it exists,

united with acids, in an extensive series of salts, from

Avhich it is thrown down as a hydrate by alkalies, and is

then of a white color, which darkens as it passes into the

state of peroxide. Ferrocyanide of potassium gives a white

precipitate, and the ferridcyanide a deep blue. Hydrosul-

phuret of ammonia gives a black sulphuret of iron. Sul*

phoreted hydrogen and gallic acid give no precipitate.

Black Oxide of Iron, Fe^O^ = 11 G
• 052.

This oxide, known also as the maGrnet or loadstone, is

fonnd as a nuueral. It is a compound of the protoxide and
peroxide. The scales of iron found in blacksmiths' forties

mainly consist of it. Tt may also be produced by decom-
posing the vapor of water by metallic iron in a red-hot tube.

Peroodde of Iron, Fc^O^ = 80-039,

is found in nature as oligist iron, or as a hydrate. It may
be produced artificially as a hydrate by precipitation from a
solution of persulphate of iron by a caustic or carbon

alkali, or in a pure state by igniting green vitriol ; tficro is

then left a red powder, known as rouge, used for polish mg"

meials. This oxide is not magnetic; it is the basis ( 1 a
series of salts which yield, with alkalies, a brown hydrated
peroxide ; with ferrooyanide of potassium^.Prussian blue ;

Kow may the rapid oxydation of iron be illustrated ? How many oxides
docs this metal yield ? ^Vhat are the reactions which tlie protoxiile fur-

nishes with tests ? Under what natural forms does the black oxide occur?
How may itbe formed artificially ? Wiiat are the natural fonns oftbeper-
oxide ? How may it be piepaxed? For rAaX pmposes is it used 7 What
ii its action with raafenta? '
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OXIDES OP IRON.

«irith sulphocyanide of potassium, a blood-red solution , with

4annin and gallic acid, a black. This last is of considerable

jiterest, constituting the basis of ordinary ink.

The presence of iron can always be determined by pass-

ing it into the condition of peroxide, and applying the fore-

going tests.

Ferric Add, FeO^ = 52 039,

is prepared by heating peroxide of iron with four parts of

nitrate of potash. The result is treated with cold water,

which yields a red solution of the ferrate of potash. This
slowly decomposes in the cold, and very rapidly when the

solutionis warm. The ferrate of baryta precipitates when
the potash solution is acted on by a soluble salt of baryta.

It is a permanent body, of a crimson color.

Among other compounds of iron, the following may be
named

:

Protochloride of iron FeCl = 63-47

Perchloride " FtfaCZ,= 162-35

Proiiodide " Fel =153*57
Protoaulphuret " FeS = 44*12

Sesquisulphuret " Fe^Sa = 10436
Bisulphurct " FeS^ = 60*24

Of these, the protochloride is formed by passing hydrochlo

ric acid over red-hot iron. It is white, but forms a green so-

lution in water. The perchloride, in solution, by dissolving

peroxide of iron in hydrochloric acid. The protiodide, by
boiling an excess of iron filings with iodine, and evapora-

ting; it forms, on cooling, a dark gray mass. Its solution

ahsorbs oxygen from the air. The protosulphuret of iron,

which is much used for forming sulphureted hydrogen, may
be made by heating a mass of iron to a white heat, and ap-

plying to it roll sulphur, and receiving the melted globules

in a bucket of water. It may also be procured by igniting

iron filings with sulphur. The bisulphuret occurs abun-

dantly as a mineral of a golden yellow color, crystallized in

cubes or allied forms, and known as Iron Pyrites. It fre

quently assumes the form of various organic remains, being

one of the common petrifying agents, but in this state differs

essentially from the cubic pyrites, both in color and oxydiz

ability, these fossil remains rapidly decaying under exposuro

What is common ink? How may the presence of iron be detected

i

What are the properties of ferric acid? Of the other compounds, mentior

some of interest . Whal is iron pyrites ? What is the difference of ito

(urmrirf



288 SAL.TS CF IRON. NICKEU

to the air, but iSbm other Ibrm heing unaeted <m. Berito
these, there is a ttdphiiTet of iron which in magnetio.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF IRON.

Carbonate of Iron may be obtained from the sulphate

by an alkaline carbonate, falling as a whitish precipitate.

It turns brown, however, from the absorption of oxygen. It

occurs as a mineral in spathic iron, and dissolves in water
containing carbonic acid, forming chalybeate waters.

FrotomLphate of Iro^v^Copperas—Green Vitriol'^
prepared largely by the oxydation of inm pyrites, and ciys-

tallizes in oblique prisms of a grasB*-green color. It has a
styptic taste, dissolves in twice its weight of cold, and thrse

fourths its weight of boiling water. It contains five atoms
of water. At a low red heat it becomes anhydrous. In
this state it is used for the manufacture of the Nordhansep
sulphuric acid.

SALTS OF THE PEROXIDE OP IRON.

Persulphate of Iro7i may Lc formed Ly addmn^ to a bo

lution ot the protosulphate of iron halt'au equivalent of sul-

phuric acid, and peroxydizing by mtric acid. With water

it ibrms a red solution.

NICKEL. JVis29-5.

Nickel may he obtained hy igniting its oxalate in a cov-

ered crucible, carbonic acid escaping, and the metal being
reduced.

iV»0+ C203... = ...iV?+ 2(C02);

Diic aioni oi" the oxalate of nickel yielding one of the motal
and two of carbonic acid g"as.

Nickel IS a w'liite metal, requiring a hiffh temperature
for fusion. IL ib magnetic, and has a specilic gravity of

S'5. It is commonly associated with iron in meteorites, and
enters into tlie composition ofGennan silver; unites with
oxygen, forming a protoxide and sesquioxide, the former yield-

ing salts of a green color ; the latter is an indifierent body

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF NICKEL.
Sul]^uUe^ Nickel crystallises from its solutions with mx

atoms of water in slender green prisms, whieh, when c»-

How is eartK»^t0 of irca foniMd f Wluit it the prooeM for preparing the
ulphate ? I!« is the persulphate obtained ? By what process is nick/d
obtained ? v^n.it arc its propeitiM? UndiMr what ftinaifciUtt oireiiiBitia

Ml do9fl ir «o ur with irou ?
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CIOBALT«*-»ZINC> 289

ttMed to the mm, eliange into an aggvegate of oetahedion^
becoming opaque.

Nickel is chiefly used in the preparation of German sil*

er^ an alloy of copper, zine, and niekel. It is of a white
color, takes a good polish, and is malleable.

COBALT, Co =29 5,

is gronerally associated with iron and nickel, and with them
occurs in meteorin iron. Like the preceding: metal, it may
be obtained by igniting its oxalate in a covered crucible,

carbonic acid being disengaged and metallic cobalt left. It

is a pinki.-ili while metal, requiring a high temperature for

fusion. Its specific gravity is 7'8. It i.s magnetic, as re-

cent experiments have proved. It forms a protoxide and
a scsquicxide, the former being the basis of a class of salts

which are chiefly of a pink or blue color. Smalt is a sili-

cate of cobalt, and Zaff re an impure oxide ; the former is

used to communicate to paper a iliint blue tinge, and the

blue color which the oxide gives to glass is taken advantage

of in coloring the common varieties of eartheu-ware. Co-
balt is easily detcetet! upon this principle.

Tiie chloride of cobalt may be made by dissolving the

oxide or I lie metal in hydrochloric acid. It is a pnik sohi-

tioa, Avhieh turns blue when dried. It forms a beautilul

tyjtipaf lirtir ink, for letters wiitten witli it, especially on
paper which has a pinkish tmp^e, are entirely invisible, but
become of a bright biue color when the paper is warmedi
the letters again fading aa they become cool and moist.

ZINC, Zn — 32 3.

Zinc is a very abundant metal, immense quan-
tities of it occurring in the state of New Jersey

and in various other places. From zinc blende,

which is a sulphuret, converted by roasting into

an oxide, or Irom the rarbonate brought into the

same state by igiiiiioii, the metal may be obtained

by the process of distillation by descent. The
oxide, mixed with charcoal, is introduced into a
crucible which has an iron tube passing through

a hole in its bottom, as seen in Fig. 270, and the

Whatchnnrr f^r»cs the sulphate of nickel undergo in the sunlight T Ho^r
U cotjalt procured f Is it magnetic like nickel? What is «^mfil: ^ What
» saffre f Whit wn th« uses of cobalt ? What property dues ike chlonde
pMMtt ! By what piooait is sine olitaincd \

N
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MO sure*

lid being luted on, the temperature is raised to a white heati

and the zinc, distillinf^ over, may be condensed in water.

Zino is a bluish-vvhite metal, which melts at about 770^

F., and, if exposed at a bright red heat to the air, takes

fire and bums with a brilliant pale prreen flame. Its spe-

cific gravity is about 7*00. At comuion temperatures it ia

brittle, but it may be rolled into thin sheets at abcnt 300^

F., and then retains its malleability when cold. During its

combustion there arises from it a great quantity of fiocculent

oxide, which formerly went under the name of mkil albums
or philosojiher 8 wool. Among the compounds of zinc may
be mentioned

Protoxide of zinc ZnO = 40*313.

Chloiida «* « 2WCIss<nr<75.
SulphnvBt ZnS 3^48-4.

Of thWy the oxido is fi>nned, as hai heea said, during

iho eonibisrtioii of zino. It k also precipitated ai a whito

'hydiat^ from its BoluliJe salts by potash or soda, solable in

oxoess pS the pieeipitaat. The ohkndo may he made hy
the actum ofhydrochloric aoid on metallic zmc. It is used

m the arts fi>r solving under the name of hotter of sine*

'The sulphuret oocnis as a minnrai under the name of aino

hleade»

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF ZINO.

Sulphate ofZino^White Vitriol.—This salt is formed
in the process for procuring hydrogen gas by the actiou of
dilate sulphuric acid on ainc. It crystallizes ia colorless

prisms with six atoms ofwater, and is soluble in two and a
half parts of cold water. It has a styptic taste, and red-

dens vegetables blues* Thero axe three different sufasnl-

phates of this oxide.

Silicate of Zinc, the electric calamine of mineralogists;
remarkable for becoming electric when heated«

It there any connection between the ductility of zinc and ita temperature .

poring combustion, wLat arises fix>m it ? How may it deltfliti T How
iiwliit0TitnoljK^ptnd? WhatisflleetnccabBiiiwI
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CADMIUM. TIN. 291

LECTURE LXIII.

Oadscium.—Sources of.—Its Volatility.—Tin.—Block and
Grain.—Its Properties.—Protoxide a?td Stannic Acid,— CJdorides of Tin.— Mosaic Gold.— Its Uses.—
Chromium.— Chromiron.—Green Oxide and its Uses,— Chromic Acid.—Salts of tlie Sesquioxide.—Salts of
Chromic Acid.—Other Metals.—Titanium.

CADMIUM. Cd=z 55-8.

Cadmiuji usually occurs associated with zinc as a carbon-

ate. In the preparation of that metal by distillation, as has
been described^ the cadmium first comes over. From any
impurity of zinc it may be separated by precipitation from
an acid solution by sulphureted hydrogen, which throws the

cadmium down as a yellow powder, but does not act on the

zinc. The sulphuret of cadmium is then dissolved in nitrio

acid, the oxide precipitated by potash, and, when dry, re-

duced by charcoal. The compounds of cadmium are uot

important. The metal itself is very volatile.

TIN. Sn= 57 9.

Tin occurs as an oxide in England, Mexico, Germany, and
the East Indies. It may be reduced by the action of char-

coal at a high temperature. It is found in commerce undei
two forms, block tin and grain tin. If a bar of tin is heated,

the purer parts, being the more fusible, ooze out of it, con-

stituting grain tin, and the mass which is left behind ia

block tin.

Tin is a white metal like silver. It oxydizes in the air

superficially, the action ceasing as soon as a thin crust ia

formed. At a red heat it oxydizes rapidly, forming futty
powder, used for polishing metals. It is very malleable,

and may be rolled into thin foil. When bent backward and
forward it emits a crackling sound. It is very soft ; its

specific gravity 7-2. It melts at 442°, and burns when
raised to a high temperature in the air. Some of its com-
pounds are

Under what circumstances does cadmium occur ? What are the native
forms of tin ? What are block and grain tin ? What are the properties of

tin 7 When a bar of tin is bent backward and forward, what phenomenon
arisec f



29d COHPOUKINI OF TIK*

Protoxide of tin SnO =s '65'913.

Sesquioxide <$n,Os =3 129*830.

Petoxide SnO^ = 73 920.

Protochloride SnCt = 93 37.

Perchioride SnCl^ = 128 U.
Protosulpburet . • • • . SnS = 74' ^

Penttlpharet SnS^ ssSO-L *

The protoxide ma}^ be made by precipitation from the

protochloride by caibonatc ut potash. It is to be washed

with warm ^valer, and its w Liter liually driven off in a cur-

rent of carbonic acid gas at a red heat. It is of a black

color, is easily set on fire in atmosplieric air, passing into the

condition oi peroxide, lis salts reduce the noble metals to

the metallic state, when added to their solutions, and yield

%vilh the chhn-jde ci' ^^olJ l/ic Purple of Cassius. The per-

oxide, called also stannic acid, from exhibiting weak acid

projierties, may be made by the action oi nitric acid on tin.

It is a hydrate in the ionn of a %\ hilc powder, insoluble in

acids and v- ator ; bnt if obtained by precipitation from per-

chlondc of tm, it is soluble both in acids and alkalies

Melted ^vith glass, it iunus a white enamel.

The protochloride may be made by dissolving tin in warm
hydrochloric acid. The solution, when concentrated, depos-

its crystals of the hydratcd potochlonde. These are decom-
posed when heated. The anhydrous protochloride may be
had by passing hydrochloric acid gas over metallic tin at a
red heat. The perchloride is procured by distilling eight

parts of tin with twenty-four of corrosive sublimate. It is

a smoking fluid, and was formerly called the fuming Id-
quor of Libavius. A solution of this substance, much used

in dyeing, is made by dissolving tin in nttro-muriatic acid,

or by warming a solution of the protochloride with a littlo

nitric acid.

Of the sulphurets, the first may be formed by pouring

melted tin on sulphur, and igniting the powdered result

with more sulphur in a crucible. It is a bluish gray com-
pound. The persulphuret is obtained when two parts of

peroxide of tin, two of sulphur, and one of sal ammonuui
are ignited in a retort. Itjs a body of a golden yellow col-

or, formerly ealled Aurum Musivum, or Mosaic gold, ia

small seales of a gpreasy feel, and is used for exciting eleo*

How is the protoxide made, and how do its salts act on those of the noble
metals ? How is stannic acid prepared? What does it yield with gia»s

T

WlMt It the fuming lic^uor of Idtenni? How ig motaio gold aadOp
if it! UM T
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OHBOMIUM. 293

trical machines^ ljoin<^ much more energetic lhaii the com-
niou anKil«rani, thuu^h less durdble in its po^vcr.

Tin lunii>hL':^ ^L'vcml valuLtblo uictaliic couibiiiatioas ;

^i/i I'Uuc 16 iiliecl iron sn j.)cij;icially alloyed with it. The
sojt solders are alloy ul lead aud liu. I'euter ib aii aiioy

with antimony.

CHROMIUM. 0=2S.
Chbomiuh oeoura abundantly near Baltimore as the ehro-

mate of iion {Chrome Iron), more rarely as the red chro-

mate of lead. The metal may be obtained by the action

of charcoal on the oxide at a high temperature, and is of a
yellowt8h*white color. It takes its name from its tendency
to produce highly colored compounds. It is very infusible*

and has a specific gravity of about 6*00. Its compoundsi
to be here described, are

Sesquioxide of ehiomioiii . . • • Cr^Ot = 80 039.
Chromic acid ^^^1 ~ 52-039.

ScscjuichlonHc of chromium . . . Cr^Cl^ — \62 2Q.

The sesquioxide may be prepared by heating the chro-

Bfiate of riiemirv to rpfhiess in a crucible. The mercury is

driven oli, and the chromic acid partially deoxydized, leav-

ing a beautiful grass-green powder, the sesiiuiuxid '. It

may also be obtained by heating the bichromate oi potash
red hot, and washing the residue in water ; also as a hy-

drate, by boiling a solution of bichromate of potash with
muriatic acid, and adding alcohol; the mixture becomes
of a green color, and ammonia precipitates the hydrated ses-

quioxide. It is a weak base, yielding a class of salts c 1 a

blue or green color. In the state of hydrate it is soluble

in acids; but, on makiup: it red hot, it suddenly bccoinea

incandescent, passes into another allotro})ic state, and is now
insoluble. This sesquioxide is isomorphous with the ses-

quioxides of iron and alumina. In its two aliuiiopic states

it yields correspondiiiG^ classes of salts, one of which is green,

and the other reddish green. It is used for communicating

a green color to porcelain.

Chrumic Acid may be made by adding one volume of a
saturated solution of bichromate ot putash to one and a half

of oil of vitiiol. On cooling, red crystals of chromic acid

are deposited. It is isomorphous with sulphuric acid, pro-

What allays does tin furnish ? Under what forms does chromium occur
m nature ? TIow i^t its lesqniiKide {UQjparedt a&d what is iti VMm I How
IS chx )imc acid :uatie i



i04 COHPOUNSB OF OHEOJnUM

duces with bases yellow and red salts, is a powerful oxy-

dizing agent, is decomposed by a red heat into the 5!e«5fjniox

ide, destroys the color, of indigo and other dye^ and may he.

detected by producing with the salts of lead, chrome yellow,

and hy its ready passage, under the mEuence of deoxydiz

ing agents, into the sesquioxide.

The eesqiiichlorido is procured when chlorine is passed

over a mixture of the sesquioxi le ;ind charcoal in a red-

hot tube. It is a lilac-colored lio'l \% which forms a greeq

solution in water. There is also an oxychloride, which may
be distilled as a deep-red liquid from a mixture of chromate

of potash, common salt, and oil of vitriol. The fluoride,

which is a red gay, is obtained by distilling in a silver re-

tort a mixture of chromate of lead, fluor spar, and oil of

vitriol. Tt is decomposed hy the moisture of the air, form-

ing chromic and hydrofluoric acids.

SALTS OF THE SESQUIOXIDE OF CHROMIUM.

Sulphate of Chromium and Pota$h—Chrome Alum*
—When the oxide of chrommm is dissolved in sulphurio

acid, and mixed with the sulphate of potash and a little

free sulphuric acid, crystals of chrome alum are deposited

in red or blue octahedrons. The sulphate of chromium
alone does not crystallize.

Chrurnn Iron, a compound of the sesquioxide of chro-

mium and the protoxide of iron, is found native, cr}'btal-

lized in octahedrons, and also massive. It furnishes most
of the compounds of chromium.

SALTS OF CHROMIC ACID.

Chromate of Pot4ish may be made by igniting chromo
iron with one fifth its weight of nitrate of potash. It crys-

tallizes in small, lemon-yellow prisms, and is very soluble

in hot water. The crystals are anhydrous.

Bichromate of Potash may be prepared from the former

by adding an equivalent of acetic acid : it crystallizes in

prisms of a ruby red. Large quantities are consumed by
dyers.

Chromate of Lead—Chroma YeUmo, obtained by pre-

Doca chromic acid possess bleaching powers i How are the chlonde
Sttd fluoride obtained f What It the fiin of the latter body ? What is
siirome ahim ? What is tho conatitntUNi of tko two dmnoatea of potsabf
What is chrome yellow 7
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eipttation fiom either of the foregoing salts by a solaUe salt

of lead. It is used as a paint.

IXchfwnate of Lead is fisrmed by addbg^ chiomate of
lead to melted nitrate of potash, and dissolving out the

chromaie of potash and es^eess
. of nitre by water. It is of

a beautiful red color.

The fi>lloinng metals, Yakadium, Tungsten, Moltbpb*
MUM, O^MiuKy and CoLUMBiirM, are not applied to any ptu^

poaea in the arts, or are so rare as not to be of goieral in*

tereat. Titanium might be included in the same observa-

tion ; it is, however, 'deserving of remark, as being a red

metal like copper, and titanic acid, one of its oxygen com-
pounds, is used in the coloring of artificial teeth.

LECTURE LXIY.

Arsenic.—Preparation of the Metal,—Properties of Ar-
senious Add.— Two Varieties of it.—Two methods of
detecting it.—Process in Cases of Poisoning.—Std-

phuretcd Hifdrogen Test.—Marslis Test.— Ihe Cop-
^r I'est.—JJtj/icuIties arisingfrom Antimomf*

ARSENIC. ^5= 37-7.

Ar.sENiG is obtained by sublimation in a Cttiient of air

of the arseniuret of cobalt and iron, the vapor eondcnsing

as a white r vide. This being mixed with powdered char-

eoal or black flux, and heated, the metallic arsenio Fig, tm*

sublimes. The process may be conducted in a tall

vial imbedded in a crucible filled with sand, two
thirds of the vial projecting above the heated sand.

On this cooler portion the metal condenses. It is

also sometimes found in a native state.

Arsenio is a metallic body, of an aspect darker than cast

iion ; it is very brittle, its specific gravity is 5-88, andt
when slowly sublimed, it crystallizes in rhombohedrons. At

* 356^ F. it sublimes without undeigoing fusion, its melting
point being much higher than that of sublimation. Its va-
por has a smell of garlic, as may be readily recognized by

Whut is the eolor of titanium f From what sabsttneefl, and in what
manner, is arsenious acid prepared ? How is the metal obtained from it T

What are its piopextiea ? why can not it be melted? What is the odoi
of ita vapor ?
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throwing a Uttla anemons aeid on a led-hot ml. Anenia
prepared by black flux tarnisheSt it is said, from containing

a little potasstum. Among its compounds^ tlie following

may be mentioned

:

Arsenious acid As^O^= 99*439.

Anenieaeid. ...... . >U,0»s: 115-465.

Protosulpliuret of arsenic m * » AsS — 53*8.

Sesquisiilphurei of arsenic . . AsmS^ = 123*7.

Arseniureled hydrogen .... AsH = 38*7.

Arseiiimis Acid is formed when arsenic is sublimed in

atmosphenc air It is a white substance, which, when the

process is conducted slowly, crystallizes in octahetlions.

Similar octahedral crystals may be obtained by heating ar-

sonious acid itself in a tube to 380^ F. When the opera-

tion has been recently performed and a large mass sublimed,

it is a glassy, transparent body, which in the course ot time

slowly becomes milk-white. The specitic gravity of arse-

nious acid is 3*7. It is nearly tasteless, of sparing solubility

in water, the two varieties difTerinpr in this refepecL. By
100 parts of water, 11-5 of the opaque, Init only 9 7 of the

transparent, are dissolved. This substance passes cur-

rently under the name of arsenic. It ought not to be ior-

gotten that the arsenic of chemical writers an-l that of

commerce are very diiierent bodies : the one is bkick and

the other white ; the one is a metal aud the other its oxide.

Arsenious acid may be detected by several methods:
1st. With auiiiioiiia sulphate of copper, it gives an em-

erald green precipitate ; the arsenite of copper, or Scheele s

green.

2d. With the ammonia nitrate of silver, a canary yeUow
precipitate ; the arsenite of silver.

3d. With sulphureted hydrogen, a solution, previously

acidulated with acetic or muriatic acid, yields a yellow pre-

cipitate, the scsquisulphuret of arsenic, orpiment. This,

when dried and ignited with black flux (a mixture of char-

coal and carbonate of potash, obtained by igniting cream of

tartar in a covered cruoible), yields a sublimate of metallio

arsenic.

From the metal, liow may arsenious acid be procured ? What change
4o6« the glassy varietv underxo in time ? Of thMa vftrieties, which is moat
soluble in water? What is tVic diffprence betwrrn fhe arsenic of chr mists

•nd the arsenic of commerce ? What is tbe action of ammonia sulphate ot

copper on aitenioiii aeidf Whet of the emnciiie nitrate ofsilvwf Wlnl
ef eulphiueted hydrogeaf
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4th. "With the materials for generating hydrogen gas
j

that is, sulphuric acid, zinc, and water, placed lu a botilo;

if arseiiious acid be present, arseniureted hydrogen is disen-

gaged. When set on fire, it burns with a pale bhif llanie,

emitting a white smoke; and li a piece ol' cold ba

held ill the flame, there is deposited upon it a bkirk spot

of arftenic, surruuuded l)y a white border ot arseiiious acid.

This stain is volatilized on licatmg the glass. Or il'llic ar-

seniureted liydrt>gcn be conducted ihruugli a tul)e oi Bohe-

mian glass, made red hot at one point by a spirit lamp, it is

decomposed, and metallic arsenic depoisiled on the coolei

portions beyond the ignited space.

5th. ll a solution containing arsenious acid be acidulated

with fiydrochloric acid, and boiled with slips of copper, the

nicialliu aibLuic ia deposited upon the copper as aa irua gray
crust.

In cases of poisoning hy tins substance, it is uiisatislac-

tory to apply, in the hiil instance, color-giving tests, such

as the first, second, and third, as the liquor obtained from

the stomach is itself highly colored and turbid. It is, there-

foie, de^irabh.' to examine that organ and its contents minute-

ly, eiideavoiiiig to discover any white granules, or specks,

"U'hich may be supposed to be ars.euioua acid, audifsuch. arc

found, to examine them separately.

The contents cd' the stomach, the hrrger pieces having
been divided, aic to be boiled m water, and strained through
a linen cloth. A current oi chlorine gas passed through
tins liquid coagulates and separates much of the anima.
rnatter

;
or, what is more couvenicut, li the solution be lirst

acidulated with nitric acid, and then nitrate of silver be

adtieil, much of tlic animal matter may be removed. 13y

the addition of a solution of common salt, the excess of the

silver salt may be precipitated, and the lic^uor being filtered,

. la then lit for the third or iburth of the foregoing tests.

In tiic application of snlphnreted hydrogen, the liquoi

having been clarified as just stated, the gas is passed through

it until it smells strongly. It is then to be boiled for a short

"time, to expel the excess oi gas, and filtered. The yellow

precipitate of sesqui&ulphurct of arsenic, or orpiment, which

"Wlnt is tlM process lor detecting it by eieeniiirated hydrogen ? Whel
Is that by oopperl In cases of poisoning, why can not color tests be ttf

plied ? How H the V\i\\iid obtained from th» stomafih (o be cknfiedt De
icnbe the test hy sulpitoreted hydrogen.

N 2
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is collected, is to be thoroughly dried, and intiodueed, trith

twice its bulk of black fiux^inlo the bulb, o, of a tube, Buch.

as i V . 272, made of hard glass. On tha
-^•^^ temperature being raised by a lamp, metallie

arbcinc sublimes, forming an iron black ring

round the part b. By cutting offthe bulb of

the tube and heating the black crust gradu-

ally, it slo^vly sublimes toward the colder part,

producing a white deposit of arsenious acid in octahedral

crystals.

In the application of Marsh's test, the liquor, having been

cleared either by chlorine or by nuiale of silver, as above

described, is to be introduced into a botilc couiaininpf dilute

Fig. ^2. sulphuric acid and zinc, a tube, bent as

y& represented ixi Fig. 273, a, passing later-

ally from the cork ; arseniureted hydrogen

now passes ofl^, and may be set ou fire as

it escapes frorn the end of the tube, and ex-

amined by holdinjr in the flame a piece of

cold glass, b. If no spot be produced, then the lube, which

for this reason should be made of a iiard glass not contain-

ing lead, is to be ignited by a spirit lamp at tiic ])oiut c,

and the gas will deposit its arsenic a little beyond that

point. In this manner, the tube being kept red hot for

hours, the smallest quantity of arsenic may be discovered.

If the liquor, notwithstanding the care taken to clear it,

froths when the hydrogen is disengaged, so as to interfere

with the results by choking the tube, the gas is best collect-

ed under a jar at the pneumatic trough, and may be subse-

quently examined.

The fifth test, by copper, may be sometimes advanta-

geously applied to collect the arsenic from solutions ; tho

crust upon the copper may be subsequently examined, ei*

ther by sublimation or otherwise.

It is to be remembered that antimony will yield results

closely resembling those of arsenic by Marsh s test ; but on
heating the glass plate on which the stain has been depos-

ited, if it be arsenic, it will totally volatilize away ; but if

antimony, though the flame of a blow-pipe be thrown upon

Describe Marsh's test. How may a small mianti^ of metal 6c separated
ftom a large quantity of liquid by thto test ? When the liquid froths, what
course is to ho. pursued ? When may the test of copper be advantageoyi^
applied i What metsd closely resembles arsenic in these reaqpeots ?
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it» it ^riU aot disaj^ar, but only gives rise to a yellow ox-

ide, 'whieb turns wmte on eooling.

In medieo-legal myestigations, it dumld alio bo
beied that, as salpbario acid and ziac of oommeioe some-
times oontain aisenio, it is absolatoly necessary that the spo-

eimens abont to be used be eritieally examined tiiemselTes

bj being tded alone before the suspected solution is added

AuxNxo.

—

AnHseptic Quality of Anenunts Add,—Ab'
tidote for FoUmdng,—Arsenic Acid,—Jbomorphtm
with Fhospkaric Add,—Realgar and Orpiment,—Ar^
semureted Hydragen,— Antikont.—RAuctum of,—
OxideSt Ckloride$t and SuHphiureU of,—Aniimoniuret-'
ed Hydrogen,—Detection of Aavtimony,—^Tbllvbxdic—UsANiuiL—CoppEK.

—

Reduction of—Use of Chide*—Detection of—Salts of FroUxcide,

Arsenious Acid possesses a remarkable antiseptic qual-

ity, and hence olteii preserves the bodies of persons who
have been poisoned by it Advantage is also taken of this

fact by the collectors of objects of natural histoiy in pre*

serving their specimens.

The antidote for poison inn; by arsenic is the hydrated ses-

quioxide oi iron. It may be made by adding carbonate of

soda to the muriate of iron. It should ho j^iven in the

moist state, mixed with water. Alter being once dried, it

loses much of its power. It produces au inert basic arsen-

ite of the peroxide of iron.

Arsenic Acid is found in nature in union with various

bases. It may be made by acting on arsenious acid with

nitric acid, with the addition of a little hydrochloric acid,

and evaporating till the nitric acid is expelled. The result-

ing acid contains three atoms of water, and is isomorphous

with tribasic phosplioric acid. The arseniates yield, with

nitrate of silver, a dark-red precipitate of the triba&io arse-

"Wby U it necetsaiy to csunine the sulphtuio aeid and sine employed in

tKesc experiments? Docs arsenious acid posses* an antiseptic quality?

What is the antidote for this poison ? How is it prepared t How is arae-

ieaeidprepij^t What factmam horn the Momotpldun ofmniff iw
flMaphoncacidaT

LECTUEE LXY.
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niate ofsUv«r. The monobasic and bibasie fbrau of the mm!
are not knowiL. It should not be foxgotten in medioo-legal

inquiries respecting arsenic, that the aneuiate of lime may
naturally replace phosphate of lime in bone earth, and this

acid substitute the phosphoric in other parts of the system.

The piotosulphuret of arsenio may be obtained by melt-

ing arsenions acid with sulphur. It ooeuxB as a mineral

JRealgaTf and is a red-colored substance.

The sesquisulphuret is deposited when a stream of sol-

pbttfeted hydrogen is passed tarough a solution of arsenions

acid. It is a yellow body, and is used in dyeing ; it is also,

known under the name of Orpiment.
Arseniureted Hydrogen is prepared by acting on an al-

loy of zinc and arsenic with dilute sulphuric acid. It is a

colorless gas, burns with a blue flame, exhales an odor like

garlio. Its specific gravity is 2 695. It is decomposed by

chlorine« iodine, and the arsenio is sepanited by heat and
by the rays of the sun.

ANTIMONY. 5ft= 64-6.

This metal occurs commonly as a sesquisulphuret in na-

ture, from which it may bo obtained by heating with iron

filings, a sulphuret oi' iron forming, and metallic antimony
subsiding to the bottom of the crucible. It may also be
obtained by fusing the sulphuret with black flux, which
produces a sulphuret of potassium and metallic antimony.

Antimony is a blue-white metal, uf a very crystal hue
structure, and so brittle that it may be pulverized It melts

at 810^ F. Its specific gravity is 6*7. It possesses, at

high temperatures, an intense affinity for oxygen ; a ira<;-

ment of it the size ofa pea being ignited on a piece of char-

ooal before the bIow>pipe, and then suddenly thrown uu the

table, takes fire, breaking into a multitude of globules, and
filUng the air with fumes of the white lesquioxide. Anti-

mony yields the following compounds

:

Sesc^uioxide of antimony Sh^O^ =153*239.
Antimonioiu acid Sh^O^ r=lGl-252.
Antimonic acid Sb^O^ rrz!n9 265.

8«sQuichIofide oi antunony . . . Sb^Cl^ = 235 40.
Perehloride " . , . . Sb^Cl^ =: 306*8.
Sesquisulphnrct « . . . , 56,5, = ITT S
Pcreulphuret -S?*!^! ==-09 7.

Oxygttlphoret " 256,5, + 56,0, = 508 2.

Wkat 13 realgar ? What is orpxisent T How may arsenmreted hydrogen
temadet From wKataoasMitasriiiMmyoktmMf WluitittiM pcoMSS
ftriltpiwMntaoaf What wt iti piopMtiM ?
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COMPOUND* OF ANTIMONY 801

The Sesquioxide of Antimony may be made by adding

to an acid boiling solution of chloride of antimony carbon-

ate of soda. It is a gray powder, and is the base of a class

of salts, among which tartar emetic may be mentioned.

These salts give an orange-colored precipitate with sulphur-

ated hydrogen.

Antimonious Acid is produced by heating the oxide of
antimony, or antimonic acid. It is a white powder, and
unites with bases, forming antimonites.

Antimonic Add may be prepared by acting on metallic

antimony with nitric acid.

Sesquichloride of Antimony is made by dissolving one

part of sulphuret of antimony in five of hydrochloric acid,

and distilling. As soon as the matter which passes over

becomes solid, the receiver is to be changed, and, contin-

uing the heat, the sesquichloride is collected. It was for-

merly known as butter of antimony. The perchloride may
be made by burning antimony in chlorine gas. The oxy-

chloride is produced when the sesquichloride is placed in

contact with water. It was formerly known as powder of

algaroth.

The sesquisulphuret occurs abundantly as a mineral, as

has been said. It is also formed by the action of sulphuret-

ed hydrogen on the salts of the oxide of antimony. In this

case it is of an orange color, in the foFrner it has a metallic

aspect. The persulphuret is procured when the sesquisul-

phuret and sulphur are boiled in a solution of potash, the

liquor filtered, and an acid added, a yellow precipitate going

down. It was known formerly as the Golden Stdphuret

of Antimony. The oxysulphuret occurs native as the red

ore of antimony, and may also be made by boiling the ses-

quisulphuret with a solution of potash. On cooling, precip-

itation of it takes place. It is stated, however, by Berze

lius, that this is not a true compound, but merely a mechan
ical mixture of the oxide and sulphuret in irregular pro-^

portions This precipitate is also known under the name
of Kermes Mineral. From the liquor, after the kermes is

separated, an acid throws down the golden sulphuret of an-

timony.

What color is the precipitate yielded by the salta of the sesquioxide and
•ulphureted hydrogen ? How is antimcnious acid prepared ? What is the

butter of antimony ? What is the powd?r of algarotn ? What is the ospeet

of the native sesquisulphuret ? What is the golden sulphure-. ? What it

kermes mineral?

i
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Antimomureted JBT^fdt^ ii evoltied

Stom a solatibn contaming tartar emetic (tartrate of anti*

moDy and potash), this aubetaitoe is piodnoed. it is a gasb

haviiig a superficial lesemblanee to arseninreted hydrogen,

and when used as in Marsh's apparatus, gives a staih on
glass resembling that of aisenic. From arsenic it may be
distinguished by not being -volatile.

The soluble salts of antiinony may be distinguished by
giving an orange precipitate -with anlphoreted hydrogen, sol-

uUe in sidphuret of ammonium, but again precipitated by
an acid.

Antimony furnishes some valuable alloys : printer's type

metal, for example, u an alloy of this snbstanoe with lead.

It expands in the act of solidi^ing, and therefine takes ae-

eurate impressiona of the interior of a mould.

TELLURIUM. re= 64-2.

Tellxtbiuu is a raze metal, of a white color, veiy fusible

and volatile, having several analogies with selenium, and
uniting with hydrogen to form tellureted hydrogsiii which,

with water> yields a claret-colored sdution.

URANIUM, Z7=217,

is li];ewisc a very rare metal, of the nature of which there

are considerable doubts, it being supposed that what was
formerly regarded as the metal is in reality its protoxide.

It may be remarked, if these observations are incorrect, that

uranium has the highest equivalent of any of the element-

ary bodies. It is uaed to a small extent to give blacic and
yellow colors to porcelain.

OOFPBR. Cuss 31-9,

OoFPER is often finmd native, and in certain parfa of the

United States in masses of very great magnitude. It also

occurs as a carbonate and sulphuret. In the latter com*
bination, it ii fi>und with the sulphuret (tf iron, as yellow

copper ore. This being roasted, the sulphurel of iron

changes into oxide, the copper sulphuret remaining un-
changed. The mass is then heated with sand, which
yields a silicate of iron, the sulphuret of copper sepamting,

How is nntimnninretcfJ hydrne;en made ? How mriy the salt'? ofantimony
M duUngui&hed I What are the properties ofteUurium ? What is remark
aU* as retpeeta tha alleged atoniewt^t oftuaaimn f Under what feima
4oaa eopper naturally oeeurt What it tha ptooesa for ita laductica *
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Vluft pmen it repeated until all the iron is parted ; and
DOW the sulphuret ofcopper begins to change into the oxide,

wiiioh is finallydecomposed by carbon at a high temperature.
Copper is a red metal, requiring a high temperature for

fusion. Its specific gravity is 8*617. It has great tenac-

ity» and is ductile and malleable. A polished plate of it,

heated, exhibits rainbow colors, and is finally coated with
the black oxide. It is one of the best conductors of heat

and eleetrioity. Among its compounds, the following may
be mentioned

:

Protoxide of Copper may be made either by igniting

metallic copper in contact with air, or by calcining the ni-

trate. It is a black substance, not decomposable by heat,

but yielding oxygen with facility to carbon and hydrogen,

and hence extensively used in organic analysis. It is a base,

yielding salts of a blue or green color. The suboxide, call

ed, also, red oxide, occurs native as ruby copper. It is a

feeble base. The disulpharet also occurs native, as copper
pyrites.

Copper is easily detected. Caustic potash gives, with its

protosalt, a pale blue hydrate, which turns black on boil*

ing. Ammonia, in excess, yields a beautiful purple solu-

tion
;
ferrocyanide of potassium, a chocolate-brown precipi-

tate ; sulphureted hydrogen, a black ; and metallic ixon, M
the blade of a knife, precipitates mataUic copper.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF COPPER.
Cnrhonatc of Cojriycr,—The neutral carbonate of copper

is not kiiown; but there are several varieties of dicarbon-

ates. One, which passes under the name q{ Mineral Green,

is formed by precipitating with an alkaline carbonate. It

occurs naturally in the form of Malachite. Blue coj^pei

ore is another dicarbonate ; the paint called Chrem Verdi-

ter has a similar composition.

Sulphate of Copper—Blue Vitriol—is prepared for com-
merce by the oxydation of the sulphuret of copper. It crys-

What ate ito properties ? Which of its oxides is used in organic anal

yth I How may copper be detected ? Under what fonna do the caiiioii-

ates of copper occur ?

Disulpburet

Suboxide **

Chloride «
Dichloride **

Protoxide of copper CuO = 39-613.

CttjO = 71-213.

CuCl =6602.
Cu^Cl = 98-62.

Cu^S = 79-32.
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taUiaes in rhomboids of blue color, with four atom;! of im^
ter. It is soluble in four times its weight ofcold, and twice

its M'cight of hot water. It is an escharotic, an astringent,

and has an acid reaction. With ammonia it forms a com*
pound of a splendid blue color, which may be obtained in

crystals ; with potash* also, it forms a double salt. Thera
are also subsulphates of copper.

Nitrate of Copper^ formed by the action of nitric acid on

metallic copper. It ciystallises in prisms or in plates. It

acts with very great energy on metallic tin. There is a
Sttbnitrate of copper.

Arsenite of Copper—Scheele's Green—^produced by add-

ing solution of arsenious acid to the solntion of ammonia
sulphate of copper.

Copper yields several valuable alloys. Brass is an alloy

of copper and zinc ; gun metal, bell metal, and speoulnm
metal, of copper and tin. The gold and silver of currency

contain portions of this metal ; it communicates to them the

requisite degree of hardneas.

LEOTUHK LXVI.

liEAB.

—

Beductwn of Galena,—RdaiAom Lead U
Water.—The Oxides of Lead.—DeteeUon of Lead.—
Bismuth^—STLYEB»i—AMuUgafnatton,—CrysuUH9ati^
-* Cupelhxtian^Propeftiim of Silver.—Salts of Silver

LEAD. P6ss 103*6.

IiBAO occurs under various mmeral forms, but the most
valuable one is galena, a sulphuret. From this it is iead«

ily obtained. The galena, by roasting in a reverberatoiy

furnace, becomes partly converted into sulphate of lead

;

the contents ofthe furnace are then mixed, the temperature

raissd, and the sulphate and sulphuret produce sulphurous

acid and metallic lead, the action being

PbOr S03 + PbS. ..=:... 2SO2 + P^2-

Lead is a auil metal, of a bluish-white color. Its sped*

What ure tlie ineihod of preparatioi and pro{)rrlies ofthe sulphate t Whal
18 Scheele's trcen ? What are hra<;s, pnn metnl, and bell metal? Wliy is

•ilvei and gold coinage alloyed I Under wkai iorm does leiid chiedy oo>

mrf Hofrit s*lMiaiediieadr
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fic gravity is 11*381. It melts at 612'^ P., and on tho

surface of the molten masi an oxide (drosi) rapidly forms.

A I common lemperalnn -< it soon turnishcs. In the act of

suiidifying it contrMcts, and hence is rml lit ior casliii;£ii*. It

poss-f'Jst'f!, at comiiioii temperatures, the weicing property
;

two buiiets will cohere if fresh-cut surfaces upon ihcui are

brouprht in coEtact. IJn ler the conjoint influence of air

and water lead is corroded, a while crusl of carbonate form-

ing. But when there are contained in the water small
quantities of salts, such as sulphates, these form with the

lead msoiul*lo iKniies, which, coating its surmce over, pro-

tect it from iarther de^tniction. For this reason, lead pipe

can be used for distributing water in cities without danger.

Lead is one of the least tenacious of the metals. The tar-

trate of lead calcined in a tube yields one of the best pvro-

phori. On bringing it mto the air at common temperatuxeSi

it spontaneousW ignites.

Of the compomids of lead, the ioUowmg are some ol the

more important :

Protoxide oi icad PbO =111-613.
8em|uioxidc " P6,0, = 231-239.

IroxMle " P6a. = lld-CRje.

Ked oxide " = 342-852.

Chloride " PbCl = 139 62.

lodids ** Pbl ss 289^.
Sylphutel *' PbS a 110*7.

The protoxide ia made by heating lead ia the air ; it ii

a yellow hodjfp which fuiea at a bright red heat. In the
fint atate it la called maasioot ; in the latter, lithaige. It

yiolda a claaa of aalta, bdng a baae. It ia lightly lolobte

ia water. The peroxide ia made from red leiul by digest^

ing it with nitrte acid, whioh diaaolTea ont the protoxide,

and leavea the anbatanoe aa a puce eolorsd powder. The
red oxidot or red lead, ia made by calcining lead in a enr^

rent of air at 600^ or 700^ F. It ia used in the manniao-

tnie of flint glasi. The chloride ia made by the action of

hot hy drochloric acid on protoxide of lead : on cooling, it ia

depoaited in ciyatala. The iodide ia imrmed when any aolii*

ble iodide ia added to pioteaalt of lead ; it ia a beanttfoi

yellow precipitate, aoluble in boiling water, forming a colo^
leia aoltttion, which, on cooling, deposita golden cryatala*

Why call not lead be used for castings I What in the action olpun w»-
tar, mad water coataiaing wits, upon it ? What ii mminot T How ia it

prrp<irr ]
' Whit m 1iil»f|9t How jft thtt ptittidt pnptiad! Hmt Aa

iwinivFi made T
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The sulphurct is galena ; it crystallizes iu cubes, and has a
high metallic lustre.

Lead is easily detected by sulphureted hydrogen, which
throws it from its solutions as a deep brown or black firo-

oipitate, and by the iodide of potassium or chromatc of pot-

ash, which gives with it a yellow precipitate, Sulphuric
acid yields with its salts a white in&oluble sulphate of lead.

SALTS CSP THE PROTOXIDE OF I^EAD.

Carbonate of liad^WhUe iMe^Cerute^Tlum salt

fonns as a white pieoipitate when an alkaline carlMxiate is

added to a solution of a salt of lead. Large quantities of
it are consumed in tho arts as whitepaint. For ooinineie&
it is pmared by mixing litiiaxge with water containing a
small proportionofaoetate oflead ; carbonio add gas is then
sent over it, and the carbonate rapidly fimoos. It is also

made by exposing metallic lead in plates to the action of
the vapmr of vinegar, air, and moistose, the metal becom-
ing oxydiseed and carbonated.

NUrate of Lead may be formed by dissdving litharge
in dilute nitric acid ; it crystsllizes in opaque white octa-
hedrons, which dissolve in seven or eight times their weight
of cold water. They contain no water of crystallization,

apd are decomposed at a red beat, as stated in the descrip-
tion of nitrous acid. By the action of »Mtvfinxth, three ott-
er nitrates of lead may be obtained.
Among the allovs oflead are the soft solders. Two parU

of lead and one of tin constitute plumber's solder ; one of
lead and two of tin, fine solder.

BISMUTH. A- ==71 07.

Bismuth is found both native and as a snlphuret. It is

of a reddish color, melts at 497°, and may be obtained in
beautiful cubic crystals by cooling a quantity of it until
solidification commences, then breaking the suifaoe crust
and pouring out the fluid portion.

When bismuth is dissolved in nitric add, and the solution
poured into water, the white subnitrate is deposited, once
used as a cosmetic

; when this is washed, and subsequently
heated, the protoxide is left. There is also a peioxide.

How may Imd be deteeCedf Mention some of the methods by which
white lead m ny he made. Whit ohmafgB doM the nitrate undexso at a nd
beat? Of what aretheecnmMfloldanooiiipoaed? What ara the pnn.
«rltwof bwmath? *
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8ILVEE.—CRYSTALLIZATION, CUPELLATiUN. di) /

ITuiUe metal is an alk^ of eight puts of Inmith, five

of lead, and thfee of tin ; it melts l»]ow the boiling point

of "water, and may be obtained in ciystals.

SILVER. Afs^mZh
Silver is fi>und native, and as a sulphuret and a chlo-

ride, oceurring, also, with a variei^of other metals, and in

small proportion with galena, vvhen disseminated as a
metal Uuough ores, it may be collected from them by amal-

gamation with quicksilver, and, on distiUlng, the quicksil-

ver is driven off.

When it is obtained £rom the sulphuret, that ore is roast*

ed with common salt, which changes it into a chloride.

This, with the impurities v(iih which it may be associated,

is put into banels. which revolve on an axis, along with
water, pieces of iron, and metallic mercury ; the iron re*

duces the chloride to the metallic state, and the silver

amalgamates with the mercury. This is washed &om the
impurities, strained through a bag to separate the excess of
mercury, and the residue is driven off by distillation.

The extraction of silver, when it occurs in small quantity

-with lead, has been recently much improved by the intro-

duction of the process of crystallization. It depends upon
the fact that an aUoy oflead and silver is more fusible than
lead. A large quantity of argentiferous lead is melted and
allowed to cool. As the setting goes on, the first portion!

which solidify are pure lead ;
they may be removed by iron

colanders, and by continuing the process there is finally left

a portion containing all the silver. This is exposed to a
red heat, and a stream of air directed over it ; oxydation of
the lead takes place, and the litharge is removed by the
blast, the process being finally completed by cupellation.

A cupel is a shallow dish made ofbone ashes, and is very

porous. In this, if an alloy of lead and silver be heated

with access of air, the lead oxydizes, and, melting into a

glass, soaks into the cupel, or may be driven from the sur-

face by a blast of air directed from a bellows At the same
time, any copper or other base metal oxydizes and is re-

moved along with the lead. The completion of the process

is indicated by the silver assuming a certain brilliancy, or

flashing, as the workmen term it.

What is fusiMe metal T Under what forms dors silv er commonly occur
How 18 It reduced from the sulphuret ? What is the process of axaalKaaiA

tion t Whmt ia the fn>cess of crystallization 7 What of cupellation f

J
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308 OOMFOUNDS OF SILVEB.

Silver is a white metal capable uf receiving a brilliant

polish. It 18 inaLeablu and ducti.?. ;in exeellunt conductoi
oi Ijeat and electricity. Its S])eeilic rrravity is 10'5. It

melts at lb73''-'' F., and, wlieti ineUcd, absorbs a large quan-
tity oi oxy<2:eii. giviiin: it out again as soon as it soJidi/ies,

and aPSLiniui^T a fiosted or porous appearance. The pres-

ence ui" a niiiinte quantity of copper prevents this efiect.

Silver is so soft tliat, for making plate or coins, it requires
to be alloyed with a portion oi' co|)per

; iVorn this it may be
purified by dissolving- it in nitric acid, and precipitating the
Bilver as chloride by a solution oi' common salt. Silver
shows little disposition to unite with oxygen, though it tar-

nishes leadiiy by the action ot" sulphnreted hydrogen. It

yields three oxides, but oi its compounds the Ibiiowing are
the most important

:

Protoxide of silrer . . . .^0=116 323.
Chloride " . * . • ^5^Ci=143-7a
Iodide w .... Jiil =234*48.
Sulphurek «• .... AgS = 124"43.

The protoxide maybe made by the action oi caustic pot-
ash on a solution of nitrate of silver, or by boiling recently-

prepared chloride in potash. It is a dark powder, which
may be reduced by heat alone. The chloride is sometimes
found native, as burn-silver, and may be made by precipita-
tion from the nitrate by hydrochloric acid, or a scduble chlo-
ride. Like the iodide, it turns dark on exposure to the in-

digo rays, and hence is used in photogenic drawing. The
Bulphuret is produced whenever sulphnreted hydrogen acts
on oxide of sUver, or even metallic silver ; it is a black com-
pound.

Silver is easily detected by precipitation as a chloride : a
curdy, white precipitate, insoluble in water, but soluble in
ammonia. It turns dark on exposure to the sua.

SALTS OF THE PROTOXIDE OF SILYER.
Nkrate of Silver^Lunar CausUe~~^roeured by dis-

eolving silver in nitric acid, diluted with twice its weight
of water. It crystallizes in tables which axe not deliques-
cent and contain no water of crystallization. It enters into^ *^ higher temperatures undergoes de-

What arc the properties of silver? Why does it frequently requirTto
b0 alloyo.d with copper? What remarkable relation does it riossesa to ox-
ygen ? How may the protoxide be prepared? What rbanges do the ehk>*
ride and iodide exhibit imdvr the influence of Ughtt How marejlw be
detected ? How is lunar caustic made ?
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HKSCUET* 809

eomporitiim. It is fieqnently cast into small stieks and used
by aurgeoiui as a cantery. It is soluble in its own weight

of cold and half its weight of hot water, and, when in con-

tact with orgaaio matter, turns black in the rays ofthe sun.

Ammomiuiret of SUifer—BerthoUets FidndnaUng filt/-

ver—^is formed by digesting precipitated oxide of silver in

ammonia. It explodes with the utmost yiolence under the
feeblest frictbn, with the evolntion of nitrogen and the va-

por of water.

LECTURE LXVIL

Mbroitry.—Process ofReduction.— The Idguid State of—Its Oxides.—Calomel and Corrosive Sublimate.—
DetectionofMercury.—Its Salts.—Amalgams.—Gold
—Chloride of.— Purple of Cassius.— Palladium.—
Platinum.—Its Catalytic Effects,—PUUinum Black,—Ibidiuk.—^Ehodium. .

MERCURY. .^^= 202.

Mercury may be obtained from the bisulpburet (cinna-

bar) by distillation with iron filings. It is also, to a certain

extent, ibund native.

Tbe striking characteristic of mercury is its hquid condi-

tion. Its melting point is the lowest of that of any of the

metals, being —39° F. Its specific gravity at 47° F. is

13 545. It boils at 662° F. Kept at that temperature in

the air for a length of time, it produces red oxide, but at

common temperatures it is not acted on by the air. It inay

be freed from impurities for the purposes of tho laboratory

by bemg kept in contact with dilute nitho aoid. It gives

the following compounds of interest

:

Prntoride of oMreanr . . . , HgO =210 013.

Peroxide *« ... . flJO, =2id02G.
PnMoehloride « .... H^Cl = 237-42,

Bichloride " ... . /&C/,= 272-84.

Pmtosulphuret " . . . » HgS =218-1.
Bisulphuret .... HgS^ =234-2.

The proloxitlo may be made hy tr;turating calomel with
potash water in a mortar. It is a biack powder, which is

Under what forms dor^ mercury commonly occur' What is the moft
itnkiii;( property of thui metal X How may U Ue puriUed ? Wiut are tlie

propotmsw tlie pnSoiids of fisnntqrt
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daeomposed by light oi any of tibe ledwang aganli. Tht
penoddo mty be fbnned* as stated abore, by the aetion of

air on hot meieaxy, but more easily by dissolTiiig mercury

ia nitric aoid» and evaporating and heating the lalt until no

more fumes of nitrous aeid are evolved. It is a red pow-
der, and whffii warmed becomes ahnost Uaok> the color re-

tunung as the temperature descends. . Like the former, it is

a base, and yields a dass of salts.

7!%e FnOochloridet or Calamd^ may be made by adding

hydTOchlorio acid to the protonitrate of mercury, or by sub-

liming a mixture ofbichloride of mercury and meicuiy. It

is a white powder, insoluble in water, and daikens slowly

b^ exposure to sun^une. TheHddmde (or Corrosive Sub'

hmate) is formed when mercury bums in chlorine gas, but

more economically by sublimation frnn a mixture of per*

sulphate ofmercury and common salt. It is a heavy, white

crystalline body, soluble in water, has a metallic taste, and
is poisonous. The antidote for it is albumen (the white of

an egg).

Of the sulphurets of mercury, the protosulphuret is black,

and the bisulphuret commonly red ; in this case it passes

in commerce under the name of vermilion, and is used as a

paint. It can be obtained, however, quite black, a pecu-

liarity already observed in the case of the peroxide, and still

more strikingly in the biniodide, which may be sublimed
in beautiful yellow crystals, which become of a epleiidid

scarlet color by merely being touched.

Mercury may be detected by bcin"^ precipitated from its

soluble combiiiatious by inctalhc copper as a irielab Its

salts, either alone or with carbonate of soda, heated iU a

tube, yield mctaiiic mercury, which volatilizes.

8ALTS OF THE OXIDES OF MERCintY.
NUrittes of the Oxides ofMercufy.—^When cold dilute

nitric acid acts on mercnry, it gives rise to neutral or basic

protosalts, as the acid or mercury is in excess ; if the acid
be hot, a pemitrate forms ; these salts are decomposed by
an excess of water, giving rise to basic compovmds. The
neutral pemitrate exists in solution only.

What are the pro[)erties of the peroxide of mercnry ? What is ctil'^mfl !

What is corrosive subhaiato? What is the antidote to it? For what purpose
is the bisulphuret employed f What eluttige ocean to the yellow btniodid*
when it ]» tone h

c

rl ? II

o

w may mercuiy be deteetfld f How am die pioto>
oitimte and thti pei8ul|»^u»te prtnared T
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JPenniilflkaU ofMercmy ib ibimad Isty boiliiig ralphuiG
aeid ud meEcuiy» and evapoiatiiig to drycew. It oocun in

the form of a white granular mau, and ia decomposed by
water, giving a yellow preeipitate, a aabtolpbate called

Turpeth MinercU,
The aUop ofmercury are called amalgams; the amal*

gam of tin u used for BUvering looking-glasses, and that of

sine finr exciting electrical machines.

GOLD, ill!8 199*2.

Gou> is lound nativct and may be obtained by washing
or by amalgamation with mereoxy. It may be purified

from mtver by quartation ; that is, fusing it with three
• times its weight of silvpr, and then acting on the mass with
nitric acid. The gold is left as a dark powder.

From all other metals gold is distingmshed by its yellow
color. Its specific gravity is 19*3. It melts at 2016*' F.
It is the most malleable of all the metals, as is proved by
gold-leaC which may be obtained aoiArair thidi-

nesa ; is not acted upon by the air or oxygen. Objects of
art covered with it have retained their brilliancy for thou-

sands of years. No acid alone dissolves it ; but it is solu*

ble in aqua r^a, and also by chlorine.

It can» howeTer« be made to yield two ozide^i a protox-

ide and a terozido ; and two chlorides having the same
eonstitution ; the terchloride is ibrmed by the action of ni<-

tro-muriatic acid (aqua regia) on geld. When evaporated,

it yields red, deliquescent crystab. Deoxydizing agents,

such as protosulphate of iron, reduce it to the metaltic state

;

this is probaUy due to their decomposing water and present-
ing hydrogen to the chloride. Hydrogen gas decomposes
the terchloride, and, by heating it, it fint changes into the
protochloride and then into metallic gold. With a solution

of tin it fonns the JPurple cf Cassius, This and the ac-

tion of piotosulphate of imn serve as a test for it.

PALLADIUM. P<i= 53-3.

Palladicik is found associated with platinum, and is best

obtained from the cyanide of palladium by ignition. It is

a white metal, requiring a high temperature for fusion

;

Underwhat forms does gold occur ? What is quartation f What are the

pR^rties of this metal ? How many oxides does it yield ? Plow is the

terchloriHe prppnrrd ? Wint is the purple of Cassius ? With what SMttl
is p&uaoium geneiaUy aasociated I What are its propeiuet 7
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specific gravity 11'5. It does not tarnish in the air, is dis-

solved by nitric acid and aqua regia, is one of the weldino"

metals, and, when heated, acquires a purple oxydatiou hke

watch spring. It is used to some extent by dentists. Its

compounds are nut of importance.

PLATINUM. Pi= 98-84.

Platinum is found native, but always associated with
other metals. It is obtained by first forming a chloride of

platinum and ammonium ; this, when ignited, leaves pure

spongy platinum, which being exposed to powerful pressure,

and then alternately made white hot and hammered, be-

comes a solid mass.

Platinum is a white metal* Its specific gravity is veiy

high, being 2 I'd. It can not be melted in a fiimaoe.but

fuses before the cxyhydrogen blow-pipe. It is a welding

metal, and on this fact its preparation depends. It is very

malleable and ductile, is not acteid upon by oxygen, air, or

any acid alone, but dissolves in aqua^regia. It possesses the

extraordinary property of causing hydrogen and oxygen to

unite at common temperatures, an effect which takes place

with remarkable energy when the metal is in a spongy state.

A jet of hydrogen falling upon spongy platina in the air

makes it red hot, and presently after the gas takes fire. It

also brings about the rapid transformation of alcohol into

acetic acid, and various other chemical chancres.

j^. 274. If a quantity of ether be poured into

a glass jai
,
Fig. 274, and a coil of pla-

tinum wire, recently inniied, be intro-

duced, the metal continues to glow so

lonjr any ether is present.

1'la.limiiii IS invaluable to the chem-
i:?!. 1l lurnishcs a variety of imple*

rnents of great value, and is iiicL Wilh

under the lomib oi ciucibies, tubes, wire,

foil, hcc.

Platinum Black is prepared by slow-

ly heating to 212 ' a solution of chloride

of platinum, to which an excess of carbonate of soda and

What stipfrficial cfTocl lakes [)lacc uhon it is hriitcd in ihc air? How
iff platmum obtained from its ores ? What is the specific gravity of this

metal? By what acid may it be dissolved? What remarkable relations

do«S it possess to hydrogen gas ? Under its iaflnenoe, whit U Isshat
tmoMMiled ioto t Wh«(iipl«tiMMi blank r
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IRIDIUM. BHODIUV. 813

some sugar have been added. It is a dark powder, and
possesses the property of determining a variety oi' chemical
changes with much more energy than platinum in mass.

Platinum can be caused to yield two oxides, which are

not of any importance ; and two analogous chlorides, of

which the bichloride, which is the common platinum salt,

is made by dissolving the metal in nitro-muriatic acid, and
evaporating to a sirup. It is soluble in water and alcohol,

and is used for detecting the salts of potash.

IRIDIUM. /r= 98 84.

iRiDruM is associated with platinum. It is said to have
been found of specific gravity 26 00. Dr. Hare has obtain-

ed it 21 '8; it is, therefore, the heaviest of the metals. It&

name is derived from the different colors (iris) of its com-
pounds.

RHODIUM. i2= 52-2.

Like the former metal, rhodium is associated with the

platiiia ores. It is a hard white metal ; its specific grav-

ity is 11*00, and is sometimes used to form tips to metallic

pens.

^Iimt are l\^e properties of iridium 7 What are those of rfaodittm t

o



PART IV.
ORGANIC CHBMISTRr.

LECTUEE LXYIIL

f^eculianiies of Organic Bodies.— Their comHtMent EU
emmts.— Prone to Decomposition,— Carbon €Uway$

present.— Corivpound Radicals.— Doctrine of Suisti^

tutio7i.— Tyj^es.— Action of Heat.— Eremacausis.^
J^rojpagation of Decay.—Action ofAcids and Alkalies,

The theory of molecular arrangemeDt* which has been al-

ready g;lven, forms the fimndatioii of organic chemistry. It

assertB that the oharacters ofcompound bodies do not alone

depend on the nature oftheir constituent elements, nor even

on the relative amount of those elements ; but that varia-

tion of physical forms may result from atoms of the same
name and ofthe same number arranging themMves in sub-

ordinate groups, which groups then unite with each other.

The leading ultimate elements of organized bodies are

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. Almost all organic

bodies arise £mm variations in the number and grouping of

identical elements.
' Kow a partial consideration ofthe eonditions under which
the theory of molecular arrangement acts, exhibits to us a
most striking difference in ^e nature of the compounds
formed upon its principles and the compounds heretofore de-

scribed as examples of inorganic chemistry. In the one.

peculiarity of grouping is the grand feature ; in the other,

the character ofthe combining elements. Urea difiersirom

the eyanate ofammonia in the arrangement of its constitu-

ents only ; but the leading mark of distinction between sul*

phuric and phosphoric acids is, that the one contains sul-

phur and the other phosphorus.
The number of substances which, besides the four men*

On what do the chancten of compound bodies de yexxd ? Of what foui

.Mdins d—MPtaiy bodiM ai* oiguuo sabitiacai eiusflv oonuMModf bl
ipliit striUaf te^ptet dotim tabrtnow difcIm iMi^^
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CaABAOT£B8 OF O&aANiC BODIES. 315

doned above, enter into the composition of organic bodies a
very limited. Among such may be mentioned potash, soda,

lime, magnesia, oxide ofiron, chlorine, fluorine, sulphur, phos*

phorus, and silica. Some of those bodies, such as alumina,

which appear to take the lead in inorganic productions, ara

here scarcely seen.

"While the laws of inorganic chemistry appear to be fully

m operation as respects the bodies on the study of which
we are now entering, there are some peculiarities which
deserve to be pointed out. The remarkable instability, ot

proneness to decomposition, which so many ofthem exhibit,

generally tends to the production of secondary compounds of

a much tnore stable nature. At a red heat all organized

bodies are decomposed ; and as the elements ofwhich the}

consist are endowed with the most energetic affinities, any
extensive elevation of temperature tends to impress upon
them a ehange. With but few exeeptionsr the attemptt

whieh have hitherto beea made to produce them aitifieial-

ly hare been abortive ; but this is* probably, rather due
our want of knowledge than any intiuuic impoisibility in

effecting such combinations.

With the exception of a few bodies, snob as ammonia,
which, in point of fact, belong rather to inorgaaio cbemtstry,

all organized bodies contain carbowu Of late, by indirect

processes, chemists have soeceeded in obtaining pseodoHirw

ganised compounds, into the constitution ofwhich such bod-

ies as platinum and arsenic enter.

In inorganic chemistry we see a constant disposition to

the binary form of union : a disposition which is well rep-

resented by the electro-chemical theory. Thus, potassium
unites with oxygen, two bodies together^ to form potash

;

and this, again, with sulphuric acid, two bodies together, to

form sulphate ofpotash. In verymany instanoes, the same
thing can be traced in organic chemistry ;

only here, instead

of having such bodies as chlorine or iodine, potassium or so-

dium to deal with, we find compound bodies which dis-

chaige analogous functions. These bodies gp under the

name ofcompound radicals. They may be divided into dis>

tin6t groups, some discharging the duty of electro-negative,

Wlnt other elements are found among organic bodies? In their decern
posiUon, wbai do they penrrally pro(hice ? Can any of them withstand 4

red beat ? Can they b« lurmed b> auli^iai meaan ] What is meaat hj
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tome of eleetro positive, aod loroe of indiffinreiit bofiei,
several eases they hare been insulated, Imt in oUwn
remain as yet as ideai or h3^thetioal bodies.

Table of Compound Radicals.

Amidogen.
Oxalyle.
Cyanogen.
Ferroryanogcn.
FfrridryHiiogen.
Coital locyanogen.

Clirurnoejuio§«li.

PiaiinoeyaBOfniu

Iridiocyanogen«

Sulphocyaoogen.
Mellone.
Ur)le.

Benzyle.
Suliryle.

Ciniiainylc

Elhyle.

Acriyle.

Kakodvle.
Mrthyle.
Foniiyle.

Celjle.

Amjte.
GIjMiyle.

The qualities of bodies depending as mneb on the

of arrangement of their constituent particles as on the ehem-
ical nature of those particles, it has been found convenient

to arrange them in groups, according to their type of struc-

ture ; thus, for instance, in the former department of chem-
istry, such bodies as hydrochloric, hydriodic, hydrobromio

acids may be arranged together as belonging to one type

;

and from the first of these all the rest may be conceived as

arising, by substituting an atom of iodine, bromine, fluorine,

&o., for the alorn ot chlorine which it ooutaiiis.

The botiies which can thus be substituted for each other

appear to have certain relationships ; for the substitution of

a ^iiveu substance can not take place indiscriminately by all

other bodies. As a general rule, in inorganic combinations,

electro-negative bodies can only be substituted by electro-

negative, and electro-positive by electro-positive. But many
of the most prominent cases in organic chemistry are pre-

cisely the reverse. In them, for example, we find chlorine,

a powerful electro-negative, taking the place of hydrogen,

an equally powerful electro-positive body, and, in the com-
pound, discharging all its functions. For these reasons, it

has been supposed that the elect ro-chem ical theory fails to

furnish any explanation ; but 1 have proved that chlorine,

like many other bodies, can assume different allotropio

states ; at one time being an active electro-negative body,
and at another quite passive. Moreover, it ought not to be

forgotten that hydrogen, in relation to carbon, is as much aa
electro-negative body as chlorine itself.

A chemical ttfpe is, therefore, a system, or group of atoms

What compound radicals are known? Undtr what cii

bodies be subiUiuled for each other? Is there any differenrp in this ni
•fwct b0tw«Mi inorganic and organic bodies 7 Wbat is • ohooucai tjrpir Y
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of a certain number, arran«jed in a certain relationship with
each other. From this each atom may be displaced, and
one of another kind substituted hi its stead ; and this may
be carried forward until not one of the orifrinal atoms is

• left, the new group officiating iu all respects like its prede-

cessor. But should one of the atoms be displaced, and no
xiuw one substituted for it, then, the remaining atoms chang-

ing their position, the type is broken up and a new one is

the result.

Organic compounds, being for the most part composed
of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, exhibit a con-

stant itMiJency to break up into subordinate groups, and
eventually to give rise to the production of the simpler bi-

liary bodies, carbonic acid, water, and ammonia. The car-

bon constantly inclines to unite with oxygen to form carbonic

acid, the hydrogen, in the same manner, to form water, or,

with the nitrogen, to produce ammonia ; and these tenden-

cies may be satisfied iu a variety of ways. Elevations of

terrjperature in the open air at once give rise to carbonic

acid, water, and free nitrogen ; or if in close vessels out of

the contact of air, to an extensive sseiies oi compounds, dif-

fering in each case with the substance exposed, and of a

less complex constitution. Even in the air, at common
tempei iiiures, a slow action often goes on, as in the decay
of Wood or the souring of wine ; hence called eremacausis
(slow conibustioH).

"When a combustible substance is ignited in the air at

one point, the burning presently spreads throughout the

whole mass ; and in the slow combustion, eremacausis, the

sauie lakes place. A substance undergoing such a change,
if placed in contact with another capable of undergoing it,

propagates its effect throughout tiic whole mn^s. For this

reason, tiie decay of yeast, a ferment, impresses a metamor-
phosis on sugar, compelling it to give oti" carbonic acid gas

;

and putrefaction of fiesli meat is easily brought on by the

contact of putrid animal matter.

Nitric, sulphuric, and other strong acids impress striking

changes when heated with organic matters; tlius, when the

form"! acts on .-taieh, oxalic acid is ftirmud ; when snlphnric

Under whui rirriiinsitiinceu do new types result f What are the biimry

bodies eventttally |)roduced7 Wiwt is tne resuU of elevation of tenpera*
lure in the oi>en uirT What in close vpssf Is ? What is meant hy ereina-

ca^mis? In whnt respect docs ercinnrnnsis resemble common r.umbustio9

?

What in the ellect ol strong acids axid uiiwiiliiis un organic bodies I
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818 THB NON-mmOGSNIZSD BODISB.

acid acts on oxalic, it totally destroys it, resolving it mto
carbonic ,

cai buiiic oxide, and water. In the same man-
ner, also, basic bodies produce striking changes, generally

givii)!T rige to the producliou of acidsi and the evolution of

hydrogen and ammonia. «

In the present state of orgaiiic chemistry, it is impossible

to present a perfect system of arrangement, as in inorganic

chemistry, or one approaching to the finish of that <lc]i:irt-

ment. The course, thereiore, whicli I shfill now take is i cc-

omtnended rather for its usefulness lu fuciiitatmg Study than

fox the propriety of its ciassihcation.

LECTURE LXIX.

Thb Non-nitbogenizsd Bodies.—The Starch Choup.^
Starch.—Action of Iodine.— Various Forms of Starch.—Production ofDextrine,—Action ofDiastase*—Leio-
come,—Cime Sugar.—Glucose,—Distinction between
Caneand Grape Sugar,—Milk Sugar,—Gum,—Xdg-
nine*

The non-nitrogenized bodies, which Ave shall first consid-

er, are characterized by the peculiarity that they form a
group, each member containing twelve atoms of carbon,
united with hydrogen and oxygen in the proportions to form
water. They are, for the most part» indilierent bodies.

Thi Sianh Cfm^
Starch '

. C,,H,oOi^
Cane sugar (ciystalUzed) • • , • Ci,//,,Ou.
Graoe sugar

Gum C,..R,,f\^,
LiRniiM C^jii,

ote. ite.

Starch—Fecula (C'la^ioOio)—is found abundantly in
the vegetable kingdom, ^d may be obtained from potatoes
by rasping and washing the mass upon a sieve, the starch
being carried off by the water. It may also be obtained
from flour by making it into a paste with water and then
washing it. The starch separates, and gluten is left behind.

How many carbon atoms does each memlier of the nmyle group contain
In what nropoitioii ara their oxygen and hydrogen ? Mention some oi the
chief bodies of this group. From whftt sowrew, and in what manner, is
starch obUin«d?
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VABIETIE3 OF STARCH

It is ^ wlute rabBtance, eomnHNily met with in imgqlai
prismatio nuMses, which ahape it aBsumes while dr}'iiig. It

is insoluble in cold water, and also in alcohol, and cpnsiBti

of granules of difierent sizes, as it is derived from di^rent
plants, those ofthe potato being about the two bundled and
fiftieth of an inch In diameter.

When staieh is heated in water, the covering membrane
of each granule bursts open, and the interior matter dis*

aolves out. If the.proportion of staroh be eonatderable, the
whole forms a jelly>like mass, which may be dried in a yel-

lowish body, having the same oonstitution as stateh iUiel£

Gelatinous starch pssses under the name of Ami(UHe,
. With free iodine, staroh strikes a deep blue color. When

water containing this compound is heated to 212^ F., th6
color totally disappears, and is not restored on cooling ; but
if the source of heat be removed as soon as the color disap-

pears, and before the temperature reaohes 212^ F., the eolof

returns. Starch and iodine constitute an exceedingly deUr
cate test for each other.

In commerce, starch is found under various, modifications,

such as ArrauHvot, Tapioca^ Camva^ Sago. It forms an
important article ofrespiratoiy ibod. Jnt^lsne,which is de*

riTed from the dahlia and other plants* is a substance ap-
proaching starch in many respects.

When starch is boiled in water with a small quantity of
siilphuric acid, it changes into Dextrine^ a substance of the
same composition ; the acid being subsequently removed by
carbonate of lime and filtration, that body is pmoured on
evaporation as a gummy mass. But if the ebullition be
continued for a longer time, the dextrine disappears, and
grape sugar comes in its stead. Starch may also be con-

verted into grape sugar by the action of a peculiar ferment,

Diastase, which is contained in an infusion of malt. 6e»
iatinous starch may, in the course of a few minutes, at 160^

F., be converted into dextrine by this substance, and soon

aftsr into sugar. In either of these cases the presence of

atmospheric air is not required; the final action being thai

the starch simply assumes three atoms of water> and be-

comes converted into grape sugar.

What is the size of its granules T What is the efKMt ofhot water on it T

Wliiit is a amidinc What is ihc action of iodine on starch? Mention
fome other varieties of starch. How is it converted into dextrine ? How
Intofrapemigar? What is diastase ? What is its action on staroh T
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When baked at a temperature of about 400° F., stareh

becomes soluble in water, and passes in commerce under
the name of British Gum, or Leiocome.

Cane Sui^ar [C-^^^^^^-^- 2H0) is found abundantly in

the juices oi many plants, and is chiefly extracted for coni-

mercial purposes iioia the sugar-cane, which, being crushed

between rollers, yields a juice, which is mixed with lime

and boiled ; a coaguluin having been removed from it, it

is ra])idly evaporated, at as low a temperature as possible,

and then crystallized. In this state, after a brownish sir*

up, molasses, has drained from it, it passes in commerce un-

der the name of Muscovado, or brown sugar. This is pu-

rified by boiling in water with albumen, which, coagula-

ting, separates many of the impurities ; the solution is then

decolorized by animal charcoal, evaporated, solidified in ca

nical vessels, and, being washed with a little clean sirup,

is thrown into commerce as loaf-sugar. Sugar is also ob
tained from the sap of the maple-tree, and from beet-root.

From a stiong solution sugar crystallizes in rhombic
prisms, which are colorless ; they pass under the nnme of

tSugar Candy. It is soluble in one third its \vei::ht of

cold water, and in any quantity of hot. It has a sweet and
proverbially characteristic taste. When heated, it melts,

and ^ives rise to a yellowish, transparent body, called Bar-
ley 6ugaT. But if kept at a temperature of 630° F., it

turns of a reddish-brown color, constitutintr Carainel. Sug-

ar unites with various bodies, such as lime and oxide of

lead, and with common salt yields a crystallized product.

By caseine it is transformed into lactic acid.

Grape Sugar—Fruit Sugar—Ghtcose—Starch Sugar—Diabetic Sugar {C^oHnO^^)—is the substance just de-

scribed as arising from the transmutation of starch under

the influence of acids. It occurs naturally in many vege-
table juices and in honey.

Compared with cane sugar, it is much less soluble in

water, and less disposed to crystallize. It requires 1^ parts

of water for solution. It may be distinguished by its action

with caustic alkalies and sulphuric acid, the former turn-

ing it brown, and the latter diSflolving it without blacken*

How is British gum formed ? From Dvhat soarces, and by what means,
b eiuie sugar derived ? Wbat an its properties t By what meaiia is car-

amel formed T Wh at is tbe d i fTi rence betwsMk eans and{npo sugar 7

what teaa may they be diitlinfiiiwhed 7
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MILK SUGAB.—GUM. LIGNINS. 321

ing, while cane sugar is little acted On in the former in-

Btance, and blackened in the latter. The two varietiei

may also be distiurruished by beinw mixed wilk a solution

of suijjliate oi (•t»i)per. to which, iT caustic potash be added,

blue liquids aic; oblained, and liiese being heated, the prapc

sugar throws down a green preeipiiate, which turns deep

red, the solution Ijemir leit colorless : the cauc suirar alter^s

very slowly, a red precipitate gradually iorminjS^, aud the

liquid remaining blue. Grape sugar, like caue sugar, gives

with common salt a crystallized compound. When heated

to 212° F. it loses two atoms of water, and becomes

Milk Sugar—Lactmc {C^nH^iO^^—may be obtained

by evaporating whey to a sirup, and the crystals Mhich
then form are to be purified by animal charcoal. It is spar-

ingly soluble, requiring five or six tunes its weight of wa-
ter. The crystals are gritty between the teeth. It ia

through the alcoholic fermentation of this body that the

Tartars procure intoxicating milk.

Besides the foregoing, there are several subordinate vari

eties of sugar, among which may be cited

Ergot sugar ^\%^\\0x%\
Ettcalyptas tugmr Cit4«0|«;

and others, as liquorice sugar, mushroom sugar, or man*
nite, &c.

GoM.

—

Gum Arahic is obtained from several species of

the mimosa or acacia, from the bark of which it exudea

;

is obtained in white or yellowish tears, of a vitreous aspect.

It dissolves in cold water, forming mucilage, from which it

may be precipitated pure, as Arabine, by alcohol.

bassorine is the principle of Gwn Tragaoanth; it does

not dissolve in water, but merely forms a jelly-Uke mass.

With this substance should be classed Pectine, the jelly

obtained from currants and other fruits. This substaneo

furnishes Pectic acid by the action of bases.

LioKiNE.—^This substance, with Cdlulase and other bod-

ies, forms the woody fibre or ligneous tissue of plants. It

occurs in a state of purity in the fibres of fine linen and
cotton, and, as is well known, is of peifect whiteness, insol*

nble in water and alcohol* and tasteless. Strong and eold

What are the properties of milk stigar? Mention some other yarietiet

•f sngar t FWi what aotirce ii fum deriT«d 7 What «r» anbiiie* baaao*

line, and pectlne T How may ligninc be prepand? WhflA poit, what 40
its # and whal w il» raUlAoa to water )

O 2
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822 ACTION OF SULPHURIC ACID Ox\ SUGAR

sulphuric acid converts it into a dextrine, as may be shown
by addincr to that substance pieces of linen, taking care that

the tern perai LUC do -s not rise so as to blacken the mixture,

•which IS to be well stirred, imd suffered to stand for a time.

On dissolving; it then in water, and neutralizing by the ad-

dition of chalk, dcxtiiue is obtained ; or if, before iieutral-

izmg, the fioiutiuu is weii boiled, giape sugai produced

LECTURE LXX.

Action of Aobnts on the Starch Group.—Actioti of

Sulphttric Add an Sugar,—Glucic Acid produced oy
JAmi,~Mekissic Acid,—Action ofNUrie Add.—Pro-
duction of Oxalic Add,—Constitution of Oxalic Acid,—Its SM$.'--'-'Omnnde,'^Sacckaric Add,—Khodizonr
ic and Crooonic Adds,—Mudc Add,—XyUndine,^
Its Properties,

In the preceding Lecture vrt have already explained the

change of starch into sugar, and of lignine into dextrine, ue»-

der the influence of sulphuric acid ; and in the vegetable

. vrorld there can be no doubt that these and other similar

modifications arise from the action of many causes. On in-

specting the Gonstitption of the group, it will be seen that,

in theory, this is to be done by the addition or abstraction

of water.

When melted grape sugar is mixed with strong sulphuric

acid, and the diluted solution neutralized with carbonate of

baryta, the sulphosaccbarate of baryta is found in the solu-

tion. The Suiphosaccharic acid is a sweetish liquid, read*

ily decomposing into sugar and sulphuric acid.

When, in the process of converting cane sugar into grape
sugar by boiling with sulphuric acid, the action is long con-

tinued, a dark'colored substance is formed, cons&Bting oftwo
difieient bodies, Ulmine and Ulmic Add, or, as they are

termed by Liebig, Sacchulmine and Sacchidmic Add. The
latter is converted into the former by continual boiling in
Mrater. .

When a solution of grape sugar containing lime is kept

How-may lignine be oonverted into dextrine end grape tufarf la thit
change, wliat is the action impresseJ on th(? lignine 7 Howie 8alplMM0
duhc ecid made ? Wtiat are aacckulmixia and taefihwlinie aoidf
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OXALIC ACID. 323

lor some time, the alkaline reaction of the lime finally dis

appears through the formation oT Glucic Acidj the consti

tution of which is C^H^Or,. It is soluble, deliquescent, of

a sour taste, and yielding, for the most part, soluble salts.

If grape sugar be boiled with potash water until it becomes
black, a dark substance may be precipitated by an acid.

This is Melasiiiic Acid, its constitution being Cyj^H^O^
These are some of the less important results of the action

of acid and alkaline bodies on the starch group ; there are

others of far more interest.

Oxalic Acid {C^O^, HO + 2Aq).—Oxalic acid is form-

ed by the action of nitric acid on starch or sugar, or any
other of the starch group, except gum and sugar of milk
One part of sugar is to be mixed with five of nitric acid, di-

luted with twice its weight of water, and the acid finally

distilled off until the residue will deposit crystals on cooling.

These, being collected, are to be purified by redissolving

and crystallizing. They are oblique rhombic prisms, more
soluble in hot than cold water, of an intensely acid taste,

and poisonous to the animal economy, chalk or magnesia
being the antidote. Oxalic acid also occurs naturally in

several plants, in union with potash or lime.

As the foregoing formula shows, the crystals of oxalic acid

contain one equivalent of saline water and two of water of

crystallization. The latter may be removed by exposure to

a low heat, the crystals then becoming a white powder, and
subliming without difficulty. Any attempt to remove the

saline water and isolate the oxalic acid (as C^O^ leads to

its decomposition. Thus, when the acid is heated with oil

of vitriol, total decomposition results
; equal volumes of car-

bonic oxide and carbonic acid are set free ; for the consti-

tution of oxalic acid is such, that we may regard it as com-

posed of an atom of each of these bodies :

C^0^... = ,,. C0^+ CO;
Rnd upon this is founded one of the methods of preparing car-

bonic oxide gas. The gaseous mixture which results from

the action of the oil of vitriol is passed, as in Fig. 250,

through a bottle containing potash water, which absorbs

the carbonic acid, and the carbonic oxide may be collected

at the water trough.

What is the constitution of glucic acid ? What is the action of potash oa

5rape sugar? Describe the jpreparation of oxalic acid. What i« the anti

ote to it ? What is the action of oil of vitriol on oxalic acid 7
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The production of oxalic acid from sugar by nitric aeid ii

due to the replacement of hydrogen by an equivalent quan-

tity oi oxygen.

tbat ii, one atom of dry sugar with eighteen ofoxygen yields

lix atoms of oxalic acid and nine of water.

Salts of Oxalic Add.

There are three potash salts : 1st. Neutral Oxalate of
Potastht made by neutralizing oxalic acid with carbonate

of potash
;

crystallizes in rhombic prisms, soluble in three

times Its weight of water. 2d. Binoxalate of Potash^

made by dividing a solution of oxalic acid into two parts

;

neutralize one with carbonate of potash, and then add the

other. It crystallizes in rhombic prisms, has a sour taste,

and dissolves in forty parts of water. It occurs naturally

in several plants, as the Ozalis AcetoseUa. 3d. Quadroxa-
late of Potash. Divide a solution of oxalic acid into four

parts ; neutralize one, and add the rest. It crystaihzes in

octahedrons ; is less soluble than either of the foregoins^

These salts are sometimes used for the removal of ink stains

from linen.

OmJate of A?nmonia, prepared by neuti ahziag a hot so-

lution of oxalic acid with carbonate of ammonia. It crys-

tallizes in ihoaibic prisms, which are efflorescent. Its so-

lution is used, as has been already stated, as a te^t and pre-

cipitant of lime. When exposed to heat in a retort, is is, fof

the most part, decomposed into water, annuonia, carbonio
acid, cyanogen, and other compounds; but a substance of

the naiue of Ozamide also sublimes, the constitation ot

ivhich 18

Cr,H^ NO^ ... = ... mi^ + 2(C0),
that is, containing the constituents of one atom of amidogen
and two of carbonic oxide. This remarkable tubstancet
when boiled with potash, yields, through the decomposition
of water, oxalate of potash and ammoniacal gas.

Oxalate of Lime occurs naturally, forming the skeleton
of many lichen?, and is obtained, as has just been said, by
precipitating a Iniie .-alt. It is soluble in nitric acid, and,

How ts oxilie aeid prodneed from sugar? How many oxalates of pot-
Rsh are iViPie? How are they prepared? For wlwt purpose are these
ealts fometunes u.sed? Under vim: eireomlteiMsei does ^f*"^**^ Ions I

Whet is its constitution ?
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GUN COTTON 325

ignited in a covered crucible, is converted into carbonate of

lime.

Saccharic Acid (Cjoi^gOii + 5HO)— Oxalkydric Acid
—made by the action of dilute nitric acid on sugar. It is

a pentabasic acid.

Rhodizonic Acid (C^O^ -r oIIO), obtained by the action

of potassium on carbonic oxid^ at a red heat. When boiled,

it changes into Croconic Add, a yellow body having the
constitution C^O^ + HO,

Mucic Acid {C-^n^B^i + 2H0), obtained by the action

of dilute nitric acid on gum or sugar of milk, as in the prep
aration of oxalic acid by other members of the starch group.

It requires sixty times its weight of water for solution. De-
composed by heat, it yields pyromucio acid.

Xyloidine {Cf^H^O^y iVOfi), made by the action of nitric

acid, sp. gi\ 1*5, on the starch, which is converted into a
gelatinous body, and yields this substance as a white pre-

cipitate when acted on by water. Its origin is apparent
from a comparison of its formula with that of starch. Xy-
loidine is insoluble in boiling water, but by the continued

action of nitric acid changes into oxalic acid. 100 parts

of starch yield 128 of xyloidine.

Gun Cotton.—Fyroxyline. A remarkable compound,
proposed as a substitute for gunpowder by Schonbein,

whose process for preparing it has not yet been divulged.

It may be made by the action of monohydrated nitric acid

on cotton, paper, or sawdust; and still more conveniently

by a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids on those sub-

stances.

The cheapest and best process for its preparation is that

discovered by Professor EUet, of South Carolina College

It consists in soaking carded cotton for a few minutes in a

mixture of pulverized nitrate of potash and oil of vitriol,

washing the result in hot water to free the cotton from the

potash salt, and finishing the washing by a weak solution

of ammonia. Gun cotton appears white, like ordinary cot-

ton, the fibre being little changed ; it is somewhat harsh to

the touch , when perfectly dry, it explodes when heated to

about 300^ F., or by the blow of a hammer. It is esti-

How is saccharic acid made ? How ^ lae rhodizonate of potash formed T

What b its flompocttion T How k it ehanged into croconie aeidt Under
what I irri.mstiinces does mucic acid form? Decomposed by heat, what (i in
uicic acid yield t How is agfiotdia* prtpuod, and what art itt piop<itties

!
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mMBNrATtoir*

mated as having about tfaxee .times the meehaaical Ibree

of gunpowder. 100 parts of cotton yield about 165 of gua
cotton* It ooutains twice as much nitrio aeid as zyloidme.

LEGTUEE liXXI.

Un the Metamorphosis of the Stakch Ge.oup by NiTito-

GENiZED Fekments.—ActiouofLeaveii,—Bread.—Per-

mentation of Sugar.—Fermcntatioyi of Grape Juice.^
Primary Action on the Ferment.—Activity of Fer-

ments due to Nitrogen.—Effects ofTemperature.—Fro-
dtiction of Butyric Acid.—Ferments ofdifferent Prop-
erties,—ProdiLction of Wine and intoxicating Liquids

In the preceding Lecture we have traced the action of

the more powerful inorganic agents on the amyles, and seen

how a variety of bodies of different charaoteis arise, some
ofwhich, fts oxalic acid, are ofvery considerable importance

But there is another system of changes ^hich can be im
pressed on this group of bodies, far more curious in its na
ture, and leading to far more important results.

When flour, made into a paste with water, is brought in

contact with iMvent that is to say, a similar dough, under*

going an incipient putrefactive fermentation, at a temper-

ature of 60^ or 70^ F., bubbles of gas are disengaged, the

Saste swells up, and, when baked, feims lisavened bread,

!his ancient process, which is now in use all over the world,

depends on the action of the changing leaven being propa*

gated to the sugar which the flour contains. The sugar is

resolved into alcohol and carbonic acid gas, the former of

which may be obtained by distilling the dough ; and the

bubbles of the latter, entrapped in the gelding mass, gives

to the bread the lightness for which it is prized.

But this process may be better traced by observing the

phenomena of alcoholic fermentation in the case ofpure sug-

ar. If we take a solution of sugar in water, it may be
kept fer a length of time without undergoing any change

;

but if nitrogenized matters, such as blood, allnmien, leaven,

in a state of putrescent decay, are mixed with it, then, at a

What is the action of leaven on flour? What ia the action of dacayifliS

aitrogenized matter on a aolution ofsu^T
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ACTION OF TERMENTS. 327

temperature of 70° F., the sugar rapidly disappears, car-

bonic acid is given off, and alcohol is found in the solution.

The change is obvious.

C,^H,^0,^ ... = ... 2( C, HeO,) + 4(00^)

;

that is, one atom of dry grape sugar yields two of alcohol

and four of carbonic acid. The final action, therefore, of the

ferment is to split the sugar atom into carbonic acid and al-

cohol.

Of all ferments. Yeast, for these purposes, is the most pow-
erful ; it is a substance which arises during the fermenta-

tion of beer. It is probable that, in the various sugars, the

first action is to bring them into the condition of grape sug-

ar, and then the metamorphosis ensues.

By an analogous transformation of the sugar contained in

fruits, the diflerent wines and other intoxicating liquids are

formed ;
thus, if we take the expressed juice of grapes which

has not been exposed to the contact of air, it may he kept

for a length of time without change; but if a single bul)ble

of oxygen is admitted to it, fermentation at once sets in, the

grape sugar disappears, and alcohol comes in its stead, car-

bonic acid gas being disengaged, and the nitrogenized sub-

stance, yeast, deposited. If a solution of pure sugar be add-

ed, it is involved in the change, and portion after portion

will disappear
;
but, finally, the yeast itself is exhausted,

and then any excess of sugar remains unacted upon.

It is obvious that the primary action is an oxydation of

the ferment, and the moment its particles are set in motion,

the motion is propagated to the adj acent body, the particlea

of which submit in succession ; and therefore the ferment-

ation is not a sudden action, but one requiring time. More-
over, it is plain that the action is limited ; a given quantity

of yeast will transmute only a definite quantity of sugar.

The ferments, or bodies which possess this singular quality,

are nitrogenized bodies
; and, inasmuch as non-nitrogenized

bodies never spontaneously ferment while oxydizing, it is to

the nitrogen that we are to impute the qualities in question.

Temperature has a remarkable control over ferment ac-

tion. The juice of carrots or beets, fermenting at 50^^

Into what bodies does the sugar atom split? What is the action of yeast

on sugar? Describe the action of yeast on grape juice. What is the pri-

mary action in these cases ? Is the action of the ferment definite ? To
what element in the yeast is the action due? What is the effect of tem-

perature on fermentation 7

i
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Fahr., wJl yield alcohol, oarbonic acid, and yeast ; but tba

same juices, fermenting at 120° Fahr., produce lactic acid,

gum, and mannite. Under these circumstaneea, therefore,

alcohol is the product of fa.montation at low, and iactie

acid at high temperatures.

But when milk ferments at 50° Fahr., lactic acid is the

chief product, while at 80^ Fahr. the casein acts like a
yeast ferment, the milk sugar becominnr transformed into

grape sugar, and then resolving itself into alcohol and car-

bonic acid. In this instance the action is the reverse of the

former, lactic acid being the product of a low, and alcohol

of a high temperature.

A very remarkable decomposition takes placewhen caseii;

ferment acts on sugar at 80^ Fahr. in presence of carbon*

ate of lime. Under these circumstances, carbonic acid gas

and hydrogen are evolved, and Butyric Add appears. On
comparing the constitution of butyric acid with alcohol, it

will be seen that the latter contains the elements ofthe for*

mer, with an excess of hydrogen ; so that, during this fei-

m^entation, the alcohol atom is divided.

All ferments possess certain properties in common, bat
each has its specific powers ; and the products which aio

evolved differ in difierent cases. Most commonly the ac-

tivity of these bodies is excited by an incipient oxydation,

the result of which would be to bring the ferment itself to

a simpler constitution. In this respect, therefore, the fiist

stage of fermentation is a combustion at common tempera-
tures, or an eremacausis of the ferment itself; but thu ac-

tion is speedily propagated to the surrounding mass, which
becomes involved in the change. Whatever, therefore, pre-
vents the incipient oxydation of the ferment, puts a stop to

the whole process. By raising their temperature to 212^
and then cutting off the access of air, substances which
would otherwise undergo a yery rapid change may be kept
for any length of time without alteration. On this princi-

ple, meats, milk, and other viands ma) Le preserved.

^
We have now pointed out the peculiarities of feraneoif ac-

tion, showing that two successive stages may be traced in
the process ; the first arising in the oxydation of the fer-

Describe the causes of the fermentation of vegetable juices ami of n.ilk ?

Under what circumstances does butyric acid form ' What is the change
which the fenaent itsslf undergoes ? What is the eifcct of cuttiuA; off tht
M««M oSwt What art the two stafes of fenntftt MCioB t
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PREPARATION OF WINES

ment, by which its molecules are * decomposed ; and the

second, which consists in the propagation of this movement
to the surrounding particles, upon which changes are im«

pressed, the nature of which differs with the temperatur*
and the specific action of the ferment itself.

Wine is made from the expressed juice of grapes, which
containing a nitrogenized body, albumen, when exposed U
the air undergoes spontaneous fermentation ; the course oi

the action being, 1st. The oxydation of the vegetable albu

men ; 2d. The propagation of its action to the grape sugar.

If the sugar is in excess, the wine remains sweet ; if the

albumen is in excess, the wine is dry. The wine, as soon

as the first action is over, is removed into casks. During
these changes, the bitartrate of potash, which exists natur-

ally in grape juice, and which, though sparingly soluble in

water, is much less so m alcohol, is deposited. It goes un-

der the name oiArgol. Most other fruit juices contain free

acid, such as malic or citric ; and hence good wine can not

be made from them, because, if all the sugar is removed,

they possess a sharp taste ; and if, as is commonly the case,

a portion is leil to correct the acidity, it is liable to run into

a second fermentation.

Inferior liquids, such as cider, perry, &c., are made from

other vegetable juices, as those of apples, pears, &c. Beer,

porter, and ale are made from an infusion of malt, which is

barley, a portion of the starch of which is transposed intp

sugar by partial germination. The principles of the fer

mentation are, in all these instances, the same.

LECTURE LXXII.

On the Derivatives op Fermentative Processes.—
Alcohol.—Its Properties.—Exists in Wines.—Lactic

Acid.—Production and Properties.—Sulphuric EtJier,

—Its Distillation.— The Ethyle Series.— Chloride.—
Bromide.—NitratCy ^c.—(Enanthic Ether.

ALCOHOL {Hydrated Oxide of Ethyle) C^H^O^.

By the distillation of wine, or any other fermented sac*

What is the process for the making of wine ? When is the wine sweet
And when dry? What is argol ? Why are other fruit juices less prope:
for inakin|{ wine than grape juice ? How is alcohol procured I
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charine juice, spirits ofwine may be obtained. As first pre-

pared, it contains a large quantity of water, which oomei
over with it. This product being reotifiedi and the fimt por-

tion preserved, yields a spirit containing twelve to filleen

« per cent, of water. By putting this into a retort with half

its weight of quicklime, keeping the mixture a few days,

and then distilling at a low temperature, abiolute or anhy-

drous alcohol is obtained.

Anhydrous alcohol is a colorless liquid, ofahniningtaslQ

and pleasant odor. Its specific gravity, at 60^ F., ii 0*795.

[t boils at 173° F., and at a still lower point ifilightly dilated

with water, though the boiling point rises if the water be in

greater proportion. It has not been yet frozen. The spe-

cific gravity, also, varies with the amount ofwater present;

and hence the puritv of spirits of wine may be determined

ascertaining its density. Alcohol is veiy inflammable,

bums with a pale blue name, with the pK>daGtion €i ear-

bbnic acid gas and water. It is much used in chemical in-

vestigations as furnishing a lamp fiame free fn»n moke,
and as possessing an extensive ranee ofsolvent powers, act-

ing upon resins, oils, and other bodies, whichm not acted

upon by water.

^
The strong wines, such as port and sherry, ecmtain fiora

nineteen to twenty-five per cent, of alcohol ; Ihe light wines
itom twelve per cent, upward ; and beer, porter, &c., from
five to ten per cent.

LacUc AddFennentatum,—We have alieady seen that
vegetable juices as well as milk will, under certain cir-

cumstances of temperature, yield, daring fermentation, lac-

tic acid instead of alcohol. This acid may therefore be
msde by diswlving a quantity of sugar of milk in milk, put-

ting it in a warm place, and allowing it to turn soar spon-
taneously. A part of the casein of the milk here acts as
the ferment, and as lactic acid is set free, it coagulates the
rest and makes it insoluble. By the addition of carbonate
of soda, to neutralize the acid, this is prevented, and the
ferment, resuming its activity, produces more lactic acid.

When, by this process, all the sugar is exhausted, the liquid

is boiled, filtered, evaporated to dryness, and the lactate of

How may it be obtained anhydrous? What an 1,3 properties T How
may the strength of spirits of wine be determined ? For what purposes is it

used in chemistry ? How much alcoho per cent, is coatainea ia port,
•henr, bMr* and aleT
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LACTIC ACID. ETHER. 331

soda dissolved out by hot alcohol. From this alcoholic so-

lution, the acid may be obtained by precipitating the soda

by sulphuric acid. - .

•

JL»actic Acid (CqII^O^-\- HO) is obtained as a sirupy so-

lution by concentrating in a vacuum over oil of vitriol. It

is colorless, has a specific gravity of 12 15, is very sour, and
soluble in water and alcohol. It yields a complete series

of salts, most of which are soluble. Among these salts, the

most interesting arc those of lime and of zinc.

Ether—Siilpliuric Ether—Oxide of Ethylc (C^IL^O).—Ether is prepared by distilling equal weights of alcohol

and oil of vitriol, receiving the resulting vapor in a Liebig's

condenser, a d h c, as in Eig. 275, the condenser being cool-

^
F'^. 275.

ed by water from the reservoir, i, flowing into the funnel, c,

the waste passing into the vessel, b, and the ether distilling

into the bottle, c. The process is to be stopped as soon as

the mi-xture begins to blacken. The first product may be

rectified by redistillation from caustic potash.

Ether is a colorless and limpid liquid, of a peculiar odor

and hot taste. It boils at 9G^ F., and has not yet been
frozen. Its specific gravity, at GO^ F., is '720. It volatil-

izes with rapidity, and therefore produces cold. It is com-

\Vhnl is ihc process for obtaining lactic acid ? What is its constitution?

What are its properties ? How is ether made ? What arc the properties

of ether ?
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Dustiblc, and burns with the evolution of much more ligrh«

than aicohoL The Bpecific gravity of its vapor is 2*686.

"With oxygen or atmospheric air it forms an explosive mix-
ture, and, kept in contact with air, it becomes acid from the

production of acetic acid. It dissolves in aloohol in ail pro«

portions, but ten parts of water are required to dissolve one
of it ; it also dissolves many fatty snratanees, and hence is

of considerable use in oiganic chemistry.

Ether is regarded as the oxide ofan ideal compound rad«

ical, ethyle, C^H^, which gives zise to a series of oth«
bodies.

The EthyU Chwp.
Etliyle, C«I/s s Ae.
Oxide of clhyle ..,..= Ae, O.

Hydraled oxido . . . . . = Ae^ O -f- HO.
Chloride of ethyle . . . , = Ae^ CI.

Bromide ** Ae, B.
Nitrate " ,,,.=. Ae, 0 -\- NO^ ,

Hyponitrite " . . . . = ile, O-^-NO^

The oxide of ethyle, as has jusl been stated, is ether it-

self The hydrated oxide is alcohol.

Chloride of Ethyle—Hydrochloric Ether—may bo

made by saturating" rectified spirits of wine with dry hydro-

chloric acid gas, and diatiilaig the result al a low temper-

ature, conducting the vapor through a boicie of warm wa-
ter, and tliLMi condensing in a receiver surrounded by a

freezing mixture. It is a colorless, volatile liquid, of a pe-

culi;ir aromatic smell ; the specific »rtavUy is 874. Il

boils at 52^, and is not decomposed by lutrate of silver.

Brrmiide of Ethyle {IlydrobroThxc Ether) and Iodide

of .Efliylc {Ilydfiodic Ether) are not of any importance;
and tlit^ same remark xnay be made as respects the sulj)hu-

ret and tlic cyanide.

Nitrate ofEtltylc—Nitric Ether—^may be made on the

^^niall scale by distilling equal weights of alcohol and nitric

acid with a small quantity of nitrate of urea. Tlie latter

Bubstauce is used to prevent the nitric acid deoxydizin<r,

and giving rise to the production of liyponitrite instead of

nitrate of ethyle. Nitrate o{ ethyle is lasohible in \v,iter,

has a density of 1112, boils at 185^, and has a bweel
taste. Its vapor explodes when heated.

Is ether soluMe in water? What niass of bodies docs it dissolve? Of
what substance is it an oxide ? What is the true name of hydrachU>ho
•th«r, and how is it prepared ? How is th« nitrate of eth>ie ija^« ?
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JRypanitrite of Ethyle—Nitrous Ether {AeO, NO^.^
This cLhcr may be made by passing the by|ionilroiis acid,

d i sen craved Irom one part ot" starch and ten of nitric acid,

throuo;h alcohol, diluted with half its weight of water and
kept cold. It is a yellowish, aromatic liquid, having tho

odor of apples. It boils at 62^ F. Its density is -967.

The sweet spirits of nitre is a solution of this ether with al-

dehyde and other substances in alcohol.

Ccu honate of Ethyle— Carho7iic Ether {AeO, CO^.—
made by the action of potassium on oxalic ether, and distil*

lation of the product with water. It floats on the surface of

the diisLilicd liquid, is an aromatic liquid, and boils at 259°,

Oxalate of Ethyle— Oxalic Ether—prepared by distil-

ling lour parts of biiioxalate of potash, five of sulphuric acid,

and four of alcohol into a warm receiver. The product is

washed with water to separate any alcohol or acid, and re-

distilled. It is an oily liquid, of an aromatic odor ; it boils

at Zao^ F., and is slio^htly heavier tluui water. With an ex-

cess of aininunia it yields Oxamulc and alcohol. "With a

Bmaller proportion of ammouia aud alcohol it yieida Oxa-
methane, CqH-NOq.

Acetate of Ethyle—Acetic Ether (AeO, C^H^O-^)—and

Formiate of Ethyle—Formic Ether {AeO, C^tlO-^)^
are procured m a similar iiianncr ^\']ih the loregoin^, substi-

tuting in one case acetate of potash, and lu the other ior*

mialc oi suda.

(E?iant}iic Ether [AeO, C..Hyp ^) is prepared from au
Oily li<|uid which passes over dunufi; the distillation of cer-

tain wines. It has a })0\vcrtul vinous odor, is a colorless

liquid, specific irravity 862 ; it boils at 410° F., dissolves

leadiiy in alcohol, and gives llicir peculiar aroma to the

wines in which it is found. From it (Euaiithic acid may bo

obtained by the successive action of potash and sulphuric

acid. It is» au oily body, becoming a soft solid at 55° F.

How 13 nitroMs ether prrpa~rd, and what are it?^ pronprfies ? ITow &ni

cmrtHjnjc jther, aceiic etltier, a id formic ether made i From what aourct it

•aaoUuo eUier dahrai 1 Wl «it is iu reUtloa to Vttloul boditl X
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LEOTTJEE LXXm
Derivative Bodies of Alcohol.—Sulphovinic and FJios^

phovinic Acids.—Products of Sulphovinic Acid at dif»

J&rent Boiling Points.—The continuous Ether Process

—The continuous Olefiant Gas Process.—Dutch Li
quid.— Successive Snbstitutions of Chlorine in it.—
Heavy and Light Oil of Wine.—Sul^Jiatc of CarhyU
and its derivative Adds,

Sulphovinic Acid—Bisulpkate ofEthyle {^C^TIfi.2S
O3 4- HO).—A mixture of sulphuric acid with an equal

weight of alcohol is to be heated to the boiling point, and

then allowed to cool. It is then to be diluted with water

and neutralized with carbonate of baryta; the sulphate of

baryta subsides. The solution is then filtered, evapora-

ted, and, when cold, the sulphovinate of baryta crystallizes.

From this the sulphovinic acid may he obtained by precip-

itating the baryta with dilute sulphuric acid, and evapor-

ating the resuUiiig solution in vacuo. It is a sirupy liquid,

of a sour taste, giving rise to a series of soluble sails, which
decompose at the boiling point, as will be presently seen.

Phosphovinic Acid { CJl^O, FOr, -|- 2H0) is made on

the same principles as the foregoing, phosphoric ncid being"

Bubstituted for sulphuric, and decomposing- the rcsultiuij ba-

ryta sail in the same way. It is a siriipy Hquid, of a soui

taste, and dissulves in water, alcohol, and ether very readily

It is decomposed by heat.

If sulpliovinic acid be dihited so as to bring its boiling

point below 2Gi}^ F., it is resolved at that temperature chief-

ly into sulphuric acid and alcohol, which distills over.

If the boiling point is frorn F. to 310° F., the distil-

latitHi results chxeily lu the production of hdyrated sulphuric

acid and ether.

If, by the aiklition of sulphuric acid, the boiling point u
carried above 320^ F., the action is more complex, but the

chief product which passes over is defiant gas.

How is sulphovinic acid made? What is its compcsition T What is th

eomDosition and mod« of preparation of phosphovinic arifi ? What is thi

•mil of tbo •ifomam of sulpborinic usid at difiereut boiiuig pomta ^
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CONTINUOUS ETHER PROCESS. 835

The oxdiiUOT method of preparing ether is, therefore, ob*

viously yery disadTantageous, beeaaee it is only within a
particular range of temperature that that body is evolved*

At first the low temperature yields alcohol, and as the heat

iises» the mixture begins to blacken* and defiant gas to bs

evolved.

To obviate thete difficulties, a very beantifal process,

the continuous process^ has been introduced. It consists in

taking a mixture of eight parts by weight of sulphuric acid

and five of alcohol, specific gravity -834, the boiling point

of which is about 300^ F. This is brought to that temper-
ature, and alcohol of the same density is allowed slowly to

flow into the mixture, the boiling point being steadily kept

as near 300^ F. as possible, and the mixture maintained in
a state of violent ebullition. Water and ether distill over
together, and may be passed through a Liebig's condenser

;

they collect in me receiver in separate strata, or, if this

does not take place at first, the addition of a little water in

the receiver insures it.

In this manner a very large quantity of alcohol may }»
converted into ether and water by the action of a limited

amount of sulphuric acid ; and in a similar manner, by ad*

justing the boiling point so as to be between 320^ an^
330^ F., defiant gas may be continuously obtained. AU
therefore, that is required, is to convey the alcoholic vapo»

through a mixture of oil of vitriol with half its weight oC
water, which has the required boiling point. In this pro*

cess the acid does not blacken, and it is therefore much
more advantageous than that described fi)r the preparation

of defiant gas in Lecture LY.
Cloride of CHeJUmt Gas—Dutch Liquid

(C^H^^^h)^
is prepared by mixing equal volumes ofchlorine and olefiant

gas in a large glass globe. It is a colorless and fragrant

Uquid, soluble in alcohol and ether, but less so in water.

It boils at 180^ F., and when acted on by a solution of cans*

tic potash in alcohol, it yields chloride of potassium and a

substance O^H^CU which, on being cooled by a freezing

mixture, condenses into a liquid. This liquid, brought in

contact with chlorine, absorbs that substance, and yields a
new compound, C^II^CU which may again be decomposed

Describe iho continuous process for the prrparaTion of ether Drsriibe

the continuout pcooMt ibr prepaiiag olefiuit pu. How is Datch ii^uid pra
parod?
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by an alcoholic solution of potash into chloride of potassium

And a new volatile body, 04/^2 ^^2*
There is an iodide and a bromide of olefiant gas, which

possess a constitution analogous to the chloride.

When chlorine gas is made to act upon Dutch liquid

three difierent substances may be successively formed by the
gradual abstraction of hydrogen, and its equivalent substi-

tutiuii by chlorine. These substances are as follow :

Dutch liquid C^H^Cl^.
(1.) C,H,Cl,.
(2.) • « • • • C^H^Cl^.

v3.) C4 CU.

The first and second of these products are volatile liquidii

the third is the perchloridc of carbon, in which it appears

hat ail the four atoms of hydrogen in the Dutch liquid have
oeen removed, and their places occupied by four atoms of

chlorine. This perchloride ofcarbon is a white crystalline

body, soluble in alcohol and ether. Its melting point is

320® F. By passing its vapor throuf^h a red-hot porcelain

tube, it is decomposed, yielding C^Cl^, and free chlorine,

and this again gives rise to subchloride of carton^ C^Cl^
by being passed through an ignited porcelain tube at a white

heat. The former of these bodies is a colorless liquid, and
the latter a silky solid. •

Heavy OU of Wine {C^H^Ot 280^) may be procured

by the destructive distillation of sulphovinate oflime,or by
distilling two and a half parts of oil of vitriol and one ox

spirit of wine. It is a colorless liquid, heavier than water,

and having an odor of peppermint. Boiled with w.iter, it

yields sulphoviuic acid, and Idght or Stoeet OU of Wine^
a substance which, after standing a few days, deposits white
inodorous crystals of Etherine^ ^a^a* residue, which
still remains liquid, is Etherole, C^IT^. It is a yellowish

liquid, lighter than water, m l soluble m alcohol and ether.

Sulphate of Qarbyle (C^H^, 4SO2) arises when the va-

por of anhydrous sulphuric acid is absorbed by pure alcohol.

It is a white crystalline body. When dissolved in aleohoi

and water added, the solution neutralized by carbonate of

barjrta, filtered, concentrated, and then mixed with alcohol.

WLat is the nature of the series of bodies Arising from tH« action of chlo-

rine cn Dutch liquid? Under what circumstance:! does the heary oil o(
wine form T How is sweet oil of wine prepared ? Whst are etherins sad
etherole 7 When the vapor ofSB^irdrailS tttiphwio «oid to

,

•loohol, wi«At is tbs result?
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OXYDATION OF ALCOHOL.

the Ethionafe of Baryta precipitates. This, when decora

posed by dilute sulphuric acid, yields Hi/drated Ethionu
Acid, the constitution of which is C^fl.O, ASO-j-{- 2H0,
Ethionic acid yiekl.s a series of salts, many of which can be
obtained in crystals. On beiii"; boiled, solution of ethionic

acid yields sulphuric acid and Iscthionic, the peculiarity of

which is, that it is isonicric with fiulphovinic acid, both con-

taiuiug C^if^O, 2i^0^-\- HO,

LEGTUAE LXXIV.

OxYDATioN OF Alcohol.— The Acetyle Group.—Aldehyde.
^^Its PreparatLon ayul F i aperties.— Aldehydie Acid.—Davy's Flameless Zdimp.—Acetal produced hj Fla-
tinum Black.—Acetic Acid, Froduction of.—JS'tUure

of the Changefrom Alcolbol to Acetic Acid.—Salts of
Acetic Acid.

It has been already stated (Lecture LXXIL), that when
alcohol is burned in contact with oxygen gas or atmospheric

air, the sole products of the combustion are carbonic acid

gas and water. But when the oxydation is partii^, the hy*

drogen is removed by preference, and a new series of bodiea

is tke result, designated as

Acetyle, CJff^ •••• ss Ac.
Oxide of acfnylf? . = AcO.
Hydrated oxide of acetyle (aldehyde) . . s= AcO -\- HO*
Amtylous acid (aldehydie add) • • . • a AcO^ 4- fTOl
Aitetic acid = AcOt+ HO.

Acetyle is an ideal body, differing from ethyle by con*

saining only three atoms of hydrogen instead of five. Its

oxide, a(so,.ha8 not yet been insulated.

Hydmted Oxide ofAcetide^Aldehiide msy be obtain-

ed by distilling two parts of Uie compound of aldehyde and
ammonia, dissolved in two parts of water, with a mixture
of thiee of dU. of vitriol and foor of watery and redistilling

the product fiom chloride of calcium at a low temperataie.

It is a cdoiiess liquid, ofa suffi>cating odor. Its density is

790, its boUing point 72^ F. It is soluble in water and

How nrf^ ethionic and i«?etb!onic acids prepared? What ifl acctylal

Uovv i5 OiJcLydti pix;pured \ What arc iU propertiCj !

P
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alcohol. It slowly oxydizes in the air, and more rapidly

under the influence of the black powder of platinum, pro-

ducing acetic acid. Heated with caustic potash, it yields

aldehyde resin, a brown body of a resinous aspect. AJde-
hyde has received its name from the circumstance that it

contains the elements of alcohol minus two atoms of hydro-

gen {AlcoJwl Dehydrogenatus).

When pure aldehyde is kept for a length of time at 32^

F. in a close vessel, it yields Elaldchyde, a substance iso-

meric with itself, but possessing difierent properties, the

ipecific gravity of its vapor, for example, being three times

^at of the vapor of aldehyde. From it there is also pro-

duced, at common temperatures, a second isomeric body,

Metaldehyde.

^
Aldehydic Acid may be obtained by digesting oxide of

liver with aldehyde, and precipitating the metal with sul-

Ii^,«i6.
phureted hydrogen. It contains one

atom of oxygen less than acetic acid,

and is one of the products of the slow

combustion of ether in Davy's flameless

lamp, which may be made by putting

a small quantity of ether in a jar {Fig.

27 G), and suspending in the vapor, as it

mixes with atmospheric air, a coil of

platina wire which has recently been

ignited. The wire remains iucandes-

IB^^ cent as long as any ether is present.

The same result is obtained by putting

a spiral of platina wire, or a ball of spongy platiua, ovei

the wick of a spirit lamp, the lamp lieing lighted for a short

time, and then blown out ; the i)latinuiu continues incandes-

cent, evolving a peculiarly acrid vapor.

Acetal {C^Hr,0^), containing the elements of ether and
aldehyde, is produced by the oxydatiou of vapor of alcohol

by hlack poAvder of platinum, the alcohol being placed in a

jar, with moislened platinum black in a capsule above it.

In the course of several days the alcohol will be found to

have become sour ; it is then to be neutralized with chaik
and distilled. Chloride of calcium separates an oily liquid

From what is the name of nhlebyde derived ? Under what rimimstan-
ces do elaldehydo and metaldehyde lorm ? What is Davy's flanieless lamp ?

Mention some of its products. What is ikA COQBtiMlioa of aiwtal? liow
nuj it be fcvpued by jpUtiaom black ?
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from the distilled product. This, on being distilled at a

temperature of 200^ F., yields acetal. It is a colorless and

aromatic liquid, lighter than water, and boiling at 203°

F. It yields, under the influence of an alcoholic solution of

caustic potash, by absorbing oxygen from the air, resin of

aldehyde.

Acetic Acid—PyroUgneous Acid— Vi?icgar {C^II^Oj

+ HO).—When dilute alcohol is dropped on platina black,

oxydation takes place, and the vapors of acetic acid are

formed. On the large scale it is also Fy. 277.

formed by allowing a mixture of alcohol,

water, and a small quantity of yeast, b,

Fig. 277, to flow over wood shavings

which have been steeped in vinegar con-

tained in a barrel through which atmos-

pheric air is allowed to circulate by the

apertures c, c, c. The temperature rises,

and the acetification goes on with rapidity,

the product being collected in the receiver,

d. Vinegar, also, is formed by the spontaneous souring of

wines or beer containing ferment, and kept in a cask to

which atmospheric air has access. During the destructive

distillation of dry wood, acetic acid (hence called pyrolig-

neous acid) in an impure state is found among the products.

The strongest acetic acid may be made by distilling pow-

dered anhydrous acetate of soda with three times its weight

of oil of vitriol. The product is then re-distilled, and ex-

posed to a low temperature, when crystals of hydrated acetio

acid form ; the fluid portion is poured ofii', and the crystals

Buffered to melt. It is a colorless liquid, which crystallizes

below 60° F. ; has a very pungent odor, and, placed on the

skin, blisters it ; boils at 248° F., the vapor being inflam-

mable. It dissolves in water, alcohol, and ether ;
and in a

less pure state, as vinegar, its taste, odor, and applications

are well known. If its constitution be compared with that

of alcohol,

Alcohol
Acetic acid C^H^O^t

it is seen to difler from that substance in the circumstance

that two hydrogen atoms have been removed from the al-

Mention some of the different methods by which acetic acid may be made.

Why js it sometimes culled pyroligneous acid ? What change docs aicohoi

undergo in paasing into acetic acid T
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Qohol, and their places taken by two oxyp^eu atoms. Hence
tho various processes for its protiuL-tion are easily explained.

AceUc acid gives ribc to several iin}:Mjrtatit salts.

Acetate of Potash [KO, C^H O^) is oht aincd by neutral-

izing acetic acid with carbonate of potash, evaporating- to

dryness, and fusing. This sail i:^ very delic^ueaceiit, and han
an alkaline reaction.

Acetate of tSoda is made on tlie laifre seale by saturatlnsf

the impure pyroligneous acid foinud m tlie destructive dis-

tillation of wood, With iiiae, and then decomposing liie ace-

tate of lime with sulphate uf soda. The sidphate ui iiine

precipitates, the solution being crystallized, and the crystals

8ub'?equently purified by draining, iusi npr, solution, and re-

cryKtaHizatioii. The crystals eliiurescc m the air, and are

soluble in water and alcohol.

Acetate of Ahii/ioinn— Spirit of Mindererus.—The so-

lution is made by saturatmir aectic acid with carbonate of

ammonia, and tiie soiui Ijy distillinp: acetate ul'liuie and hy-

droclilorate of ammonia; the acetate ui ammoaia passes

over, and ehitJiide ol" calcium is left.

Acetate of Alumina is made by the decomposition of a

solution ol' alum by acetate oi lead, il is much used by
dyers as a mordant.

Acetates of Lead.— 1st. IS'cutral Acetate (Sugar of
Lead) may be made by dissolving litharge in acetic acid.

It occurs in colorless prismatic crystals, and also in cr}^stal-

line masses. It has a sweetish, astringent taste, from which
its commercial name is derived. It is soluble in about iis

own weight of cold water. The crystals effloresce lu the

air. 2d. Sudacetates of Lead—Scsqui basic Acetate—is

formed by partially decornposiug the neutral acetate by heal.

Its solution is known as Goulard's Water, Two other sub-

acetates may be made by the action of ammonia on the neu-

tral salt. Their solutions have an alkaline reactnin, absorb

oarbonic acid from the air, and give rise to a piecrpitatc of

the basic carbonate.

Acetates of Copper.—1st. Neutral Acetate— Distilled

Verdigris—made by dissolving verdigris in hot acetic acid
Oa cooling, it yields green crystals, soluble both in water

Mention some of the more important salts of acetic acid ? How is th0
tcetate of soda made ? What is the spirit of Mindererus ? Fur whrir p ;-

»08e is acetate ofalumina used ? What varieties of acetate of lead are therci

wd bow am th»7 formed T What aie die varieties ofaoelata of ooppor I
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and alcohol. It is used as a paint. 2d Bibasic Acetates

/ Copper— Verdigris—may be made by the action of vin-

egar and air conjointly on metallic copper. Verdigris is a

mixfure of several acetates, one of which may be obtamed
by di^jebting it in warm water ; a second arises on boiling

this ; the infioiubie reeidue oi the verdigns coatains a third.

LECTURE LXXV.

Derivatives of Acettle.—The Kakodyle Group. ^
Chiomcetic Acid.—Acetone.—Chloral and Heavy Mu-
riatic Ether.—Substitutions of Chlo?nne in Light Mi^
viatic EtJier,—Sulphur-alcohol.—Its RekUians to Mer
cury,—Xanthic Acid.—The Kakodyle CrTaup,^Oxide—Chloride.—Kakod^ic Add,

CiiLORACETic Add {CJIO^Cl^.— This remarkable

body is formed when a small qurLnlity of crystallized acetic

acid is exposed to the sunshine iii a jar lull of chlorine gas.

The crystals winch form on the inside of the vessel :li e to

be dissolved in water, and the solution evaporateLl lu vacuo

With capsules containing caustic potash and oil of vitriol.

A little oxalic acid is first deposited, and then the chlora-

cetic acid crystallizes as a culorlcss and deliquescent body,

with a powciiully acid taste, and capable of corroding the

skin, it melts at 115° F., and boils at 390°. By com-

paring its constitution with that of acetic acid, it will bo

seen that in its formation three atoms of chlorine have been

subiliUUed for three of hydiogeu. It yitilds an extensive

601 ICS of salts.

Acetone—Pyroacetic Spirit (C^H^O)—may be made by

passing acetic acid vapor through a red-hot iron tube, or by

the di:.lil]atiuii of dry acetate of lead. It is a limpid, color-

less, and volatile liquid, boiling at 132°, bums with a bright

Qame, and is soluble in water and alcohol. Noidhausen oL
of vitriol, distilled with acetone, abstracts from it one atom
>f water, yielding an oily body, the constitution of which is

C^JIi ; it is lighter than water, and has an odor of garlic.

Sir R. Kane considers acetone to be the hydrated oxide

TTow is chloracetic acid mnic ? What is tho relationship between acetis

and culoracelic mcid ? What is ihe mode oi preparing pyroacetic spirit 1



842 CHLOEAL.

of an ideal radical, Mesityle, C^H^, and has be^n able to

pvoduee the oxide aiid chloride of mesityle. Zeise also dia

covered a compound comisting of the oxide ofmesityle and
bichloride of platinum.

Chloral (C^HClrfl^.—When dry chlorine is passed

into anhydrous alcohol, and the action finished by the aid

of heat, hydrochloric acid is produced ; and on its ceasing

to appear, if the product be agitated with three times its

volume of oil of vitriol, and the mixture warmed, an oily

liquid floats on the acid : this is chloral. It may be puri-

fied by successive distillation from oil of vitriol ai^d quick-

lime. It is an oily, colorless liquid, which causes a fiow of

tears, leaves a transient greasy stain upon paper, has a den-

sity of 1*502, boils at 20 P, is soluble in water and alcohol

;

it yields no precipitate with nitrate of silver. When kept

for a length of time in a sealed tube, it spontaneously be-

somes a white, solid, insoluble chloral. In this condition it

is little soluble in water, and reverts to its other state by
being warmed.

If chlorine acts on alcohol containing water, heavy Mu-
riatic Ether is formed. It is a colorless and volatile liquid.

The action ot chlorine upon common ether, and also on
the compound ethers, is very interesting. It consists in the

gradual removal of hydrogen, chlorine being substituted for

it. This, in many instances in which the aid of the sun-

light is resorted to, terminates in the entire removal of the

hydrogen. In the compound ethers it is the basic hydrogen
which is removed, while that of the acid escapes, as in the

case of rhforuretcd acetic and chlorureted formic ethers.

When the vapor of light hydrochloric ether is acted upon
by chloiiae gas, a complete series of compounds may be ob-

tained, the hydrogen eventually disappearing :

Hydrochloric vx\\pr C^Tf.Ch,
Mouochloru re Led iuydrochionc ether . . C^H^Ci^',
Bichlorureted « " . . C^H.Cl^;
Trichlonireted «• ««

« . C^lhCU;
Qujuirichlonireted " '*

. . C^HCU;
Perehkmde of cvbon C/«;

Ibmishing, therefore, a veiy striking instance ofthe doctrine
of substitution.

Mercaptan—8tdphur'dlcohoL{C^H^S^—is prepared by
aturating a solution of caustic potash, specific gravity 1-3,

What is matityle f What is ehlorall Under what circumstances doM
UMoluble chloral form ? Describe the suMatKre aotion of eUoriiia iqMa
•UMr. Huwr is meicaptaa pntpared X
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XANTHIO ACID.—KAKODYLE.

wifh ftulphureted hydrogen, and distiUin^ it ytiik an eqiUL

volume of aulphovinate of lime of the same density. It
paaees over with water, on the suifaco ofwhich it floats as

a eolorlefls liquid, specific gravity .*842, solnhle in alcohol.

It boils at 97^» smells like onions, and bams with a blue
flame, Mercaptan corresponds to alcohol in which all the
oxygen has been replaced by sulphur ; but in its action on
metallic osddes it answers to the hydruret ofa compound rad-

ical, C^H^S^. Thus, with peroxide of meicuiy, it forms a
mercaptide with the production of water; and this maybe
decomposed by sulphureted hydrogen, sulphuret of mercury
subsiding, and mercaptan being repioduced. Mercaptan
derives its name from its strong affinity for mereury {Mer"
curium Ca^pUms).

XafUhic Acid (CejHiS^O+JTO)—Hydrate of potash is

to be dissolved in twelve parts of alcohol, specific gravity
*800, and bisulphuret of carbon dropped into the solution

until it ceases to have an alkaline reaction. On cooling to

zero, the xanthate of potash ciystallizes: it is to be dried

io vacuo. It is soluble in water and alcohol, but not in

ether ; and from it xanthic acid maybe procured by the ac-

tion of dilute hydrochloric acid. Xanthic acid is an oily

liquid, heavier than water, which first reddens and then
bleaches litmus paper. At 75^ it is decomposed into alco*

hoi and bisulphuret of carbon. It is also decomposed by the
action of the air.

Kakodtle {^C^JS^As KS) is a compound radical, which
gives rise to an extensive group of bodies, in which it acts

the part of a metal.

Kakodylc, C^H^Am ^ . ss Kd.
Oxi-fp nf kAkodyle = KdO.
Culondo « = KdCL
Iodide « s= Kill,

Sulphuret •* ssKdS.

Kakodyle may be obtained by decomposing the chloride

of kakodyle with metallic zinc in an apparatus filled with

carbonic acid gas, and may bo purified by redistillation from

zinc, similar precautions being taken to exclude atmospheric

air. It is a colorless liquid, of a powerful odor, taking fire

What remarkable qualities does mercaptan possess ? From what is its

aaoM darived? What is the process for prepan x anthio acid 7 What is

ta aetioaaolalOMiapapart What is kakodyla t Uowougritbaiaolalad.
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M4 KAKODYLE

on the contact of air, oxygen gas, or ehloiiiie; bdls at 338^,

cr>'stallizes at 21^, and is deoomposed by a red beat into

olefiant gas, light earburetad hydrogen, and anenie.

Oxide of Kakodyle^Alkafsine~^C<tde^$ Fuming Liq^
uar—is prepared by the diitillation ofacetate of potash and
arsenioui aeid, reeeiTing tiie products in an iee-oold T*&sel,

the temperature being finally carried to a red beat The
oadde comes over in an impnre state, sinking to tbe bottom

of the other products. It is to be deeanted, washed with
water, boiled, and then distilled in a vessel fiill ofhydrogen

from hydrate of potash. It is a eolorlen liquid, specifie

gravity 1*462, bous at 300^, and solidifies at 9<=^ ; is sjmut*

ingly soluble in water, but more so in alcohol ; is exoessiye^

ly poisonous, possessing a concentrated smdl like garlic.

Heated in the air, it bums, producing carbonic acid, water,

and arsenious acid.

Chloride qfKakodyU may be procured by the action of

a dilute solution of corrosiYC sublimate on a dilute alcohoUo

sedation of oxide of kakodyle ; a white precipitate falls^

which, distilled with strong hydrochloric acid, yields cor-

rosive sublimate, water, and the chloride of kakod)l«* passes

over. When purified by chloride of calcium, and distilled

in an atmosphere of carbonic acid, it is a colorless liquid, of

a dreadful odor, heavier than water, and insoluble therein^

but soluble in alcohol. It is very poisonous. It boils a
ahout 212°, the vapor taking fire in the air.

Kakodylic Acid—Alcargen {Kd . O3)—may be made bj
the action of oxide of mercury upon oade of kakodyle uii>

der the surface of water, at a low temperature. Kidiodylic

acid Ibrms cr}'stals which deliquesce in the air, are soluble

in water and aloohol, but not in ether. It is not acted upon
by oxydizing agents, such as nitric acid, but is reduced to

oxide of kakodyle by several deoxydizing bodies. It is not
poisonous.

Kakodyle furnishes a complete series of bodies : the iodide,

Bulphurct, cyanide, and a substance isomeric with the oxide,

which has the name of parakakodylio oxide.

What an alkuaiiM and Cadet's fuming liquor ? How is it prepared, and
what are its properties? What is I' e process fcr preparing the chloride of
kalu)4yiel What are its^peitiesT Whaiiathsoonstitttyoaof atoaii»f
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OOMFOUNDS OT METHTLE, 346

LECTURE LXXVI.

The Wood-Spirit Group.—Methyls.—Its Oxide and Hy
drated Oxide.—Salts of Methyle.—Formic Acid, nat
ural and artificial Production of.

—Derivatives ofWooa

Spirit.— Sttbstitutions of Chlorine in Oxide ofMethyle,—Substitutions in Chloride ofMethyle.

In the destructive distillation of wood in the preparation

of pyroligneous acid, there passes over a body to which the

name of wood spirit has been given. This is the hydrated
oxide, 01 alcohol of an ideal compound radical, passing un-

der the 1 arne of methyle.

The Methyle Group.

Methyle, C^H^ = Me.
Oxide of methyle . . . . = MeO.
Hydrated oxide =MeO-\-UO.
Chloride = MeCl.

Oxide of Methyle—Methylic Ether—Wood Ether (C,
H^O).—This substance is made from the hydrated oxide

on the same principle that ether is obtained from alcohol

:

one part of wood spirit and four of oil of vitriol being heat-

ed in a flask, the vapor is passed through a small quantity

of caustic potash solution, and received at the mercurial

trough. It is a permanently elastic gas, colorless, and has

a specific gravity of 1*6 17, burns with a pale flame, is very

Bolublo in water, which takes up thirty-three times its vol-

ume of it, and yields it unchanged when heated.

Hydrated Oxide ofMethyle—Wood Spirit—Pyroxylic

Spirit—may bo separated from crude wood vinegar by dis-

tillation. It passes over with the first portions along with

a little acid, which, being neutralized with hydrate of lime,

the wood spirit may be separated from the oil which floats

on its surface, and redistilled. The product thus obtained

may be rectified in the same manner as common alcohol,

and rendered anhydrous by quicklime. It is th«n a color-

less hquid, of a hot taste and peculiar smell. It boils at

Under what circumstances is wood spirit produced ? "What is its ideal

tompo ind radical ? How is the oxide of methyle prepared, and what is its

form T What is tht 'institution of pyroxylic spirit \ What are its proper

ties?
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OOMPOUim OF MBTBTLX.

1529, and IiM a specific gfvntf of 798 at 68<>. It if mI*
uble in water, diBBolves reuni and ei]s» and may be biinwiA
like spirit of wine. It then exhales a peculiar odor.

Chloride of Methyle (MeCI) may be made frnrn the re-

action of Bulphaiio acid upon common aalt and wood 9pm!L
It is a colorless gas, which may be collected OTer water ;

bas a density of 1*731. It has a peculiar odor, is in&am-
mable, and may be decomposed by passing tbiOQgb a rsd-

bot tube.

Sulphate of Oxide of Methtfie (MeO, 1SO3) may be pr^
pared by distilling one part of wood spirit with eight or tea

of oil of vitriol ; the product is to be washed with water,

and redistiDed from caustic baryta. It is an oily, neutral

liquid, smelling like garlic ; specific gravity 1 324. It boiU
at 370°. It is not soluble in water, but is decomposed by
that liquid, especially at the boiling temperature, into sul-

phomethylic acid and hydrated oxide of methyle. It is to

be observed, that in the series of wine alcohol there is no
compound corresponding to this.

Nitrate of Oxide of Methyle (MeO, NO^) is obtained

by the action of a mixture of wood spirit and oil of vitriol

upon nitrate of potash It is a rolorless liquid, heavier than
water ; boils at 150^

; burns with a yellow flame. Its va-

por L x])l('f|ps when heated. In a solution of caustic potash,

It decomposes into nitrate of potash and wood spirit.

Oxalate of Oxide of Methyle {MeO, CjOg) is made by
distilling oxalic aciJ, wood spirit, and oil of vitriol. The
liquid which is collected is allowed to evaporate ; it yields

cr}'stal8 of the oxalate. When pure, it is colorless; melu
at 124®, and boils at 322®. It is decomposed by liot water

into oxalic acid and wood spmt, by solution of ammonta
into oxami<!e and wood spirt!.

SulpJwniclhylic Acid {McO, 2SO3 + IIO), the com-

pound corresponding to sniphovinic acid, and prepared in

the same way, by subsLiUilin^ wood spirit for alcohol. It

is thus procured as a snu}i or in small crystals, soluble in

water and alcohol. It is an instable body, and possesses
many tmaiopies with sulphovinic acid.

^ Furniic Acid{C.JIO^ -f HO).—This acid, in the wood-

For what purpose* may pyrorylic spirit be used? How is tlm rhloride

of methyle prepared? In ihe wine tenet, is ihere any compound anaiogoui
to-eulpMte of oxide of methyle X How it the nitrate obuinod, end wiMt
•re itt properties ? Devcribe iho preptrution of the oxalate lad of mll^
•MthyUc aoid What it Uit corstatutjon of imma acid 7
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rOBMIC ACID*—CHLOROFORH. 347

pint aeriei, is the analogue ofacetic acid in tHe alcohol se

riee. It may be procured on principles similar to those in*

olyed in the preparation of acetic aoid» as hy the gradual

oxydation of the vapor of wood spirit in the air under the

influence of black platinum. In a dilute state it may be
prepared by distilling one part of sugar, three of peroxide

of manganese, and two of water, with three parts of buI-

phuric acidt diluted with an equal weight of water. The
liquid which distills is to be neutralized by carbonate of

•oda, purified by animal charcoal, and redistilled along with
sulphuric acid. It occurs naturally in the bodies of red ants,

and hence has obtained the name of formic aoid. From
the distillation of those animals it was originally procured.

Anhydrous formic acid {C^HO^ obviously contains the
elements of two atoms of carbonic oxide and one of water.

Xt yields two hydrates, respectively containing one and two
atoms of water. The first, for which the formula has al-

ready been given, is procured by the action of sulphureted

hydrogen on formiate of lead. It is a colorless liquid, of a
strong odor ; boils at 212% and crystallizes below 32^. It is

inflammable, and has a specific gravity of 1*235. It blis-

ters the skin. Formic acid yields a complete series of salts.

Chloroform {C^HCl^) is made by distilling wood spirit

with a solution of chloride of lime. It is a cblorless liquid

;

specific gravity 1*48 ; boils at 141^. It burns with a green
fiame, and is decomposed by an alcoholic solution of potash
into chloride of potasnum and formiate of potash. The Te>

lationship between formic add and chloroform is obvious :

it consists in the substitution of three atoms of chlorine for

three ofoxygen. There are also two analogous compounds

:

Formomethylal {C^^O^) is prepared by distilling wood
spirit, oxide of manganese, and dilute sulphuric acid. On
saturating the product with potash, formoinethylal separates

as a colorless oily liquid: specific gravity *855; boils at
107^, and soluble in water.

Methyle-mercaptan.—^Formed as the common mercap-
tan, by substituting sulphomethylate ofpotash for sulphovi-

nate of lime. It is analogous to common mercaptan.

How is it procured? From whut circum«t&nce is its name derived?
Whatarait«prep«itiMt How McUonrfbraiofatamidt Whiliithspra*

Bromofonn
Iodoform



348 TOM POTATO-OIL OEOUT.

When oUorine is made to act on the oxide of methyls
Jit common temperatures, it removes one of the hydrogeo
atoms ; and by continuing the action, a second may be taken,

away, and the process of substitution, as shown in the fol-

lowing seiiesi may be carried so far as to end in the removal
of oxygen and the production of chloride of carbon.

Oxide of methyle C^B^O.
lit sttlMtitiitum C^H^O, CI.

8d « C^H O, Cl^.

3d • C3 O, C/,.

4th " - (obloride of carbon) . C, CZ4.

Other methylic oomponndi furnish similar series, thus *

ddoride of me^la . C^H^Cl.
1st sabstitutiDn C^H^a^.
2d " (chloroform) C^U Cl^
ad " (cUozida of eatbon) . . C,

LECTUPtE LXXVII.

The Potato-Oii. Geoup.—Ftud Oil.—Cldoride ofAmyle.
^StUphamylic Add,—Amilen,^IUkUunu of VaknO"
nic Add.

Thb Benzyle Group,—OiZ of Bitter Almonds.—Benzoic
Acid.—.Sulphobenzoic Add.—Chloride of Benzfi^.-^
Benzcmide.

In the Jiblillation of brandy from potatoes, a volatile oil

passes over. It is regarded as the hydrated oxide of an
ideal compound radical, which passes under the name of

AniylCt having the constitution C^qjET^j.

2%e Fatato-Oa Grmip.

Amyle, CiqHh = Ayl
Amyle ether . = Ay10.
Amyle alcohol (potato €]) • • . . . ^^y/O-f-flOl
Chloride of amyle = AylCL

Amilen* •••••••• OtiiH«f«
ValeiMiuo aeid Ci^otQ^

Of these, amyle and its oxide, amyle-ether, are ideal.

HpdnUed Oxide ofAmyle^Amyle Alcohol^Potato OH
^FusdOil {C^qH,,0 + HO).— This substance passes

Describe the series of substitutions of chlorinp on the oxide of methyle.
Desmbe the analogous sabstitutions with chionde of methyle? What if

Jtut imaginary radical ofthe potato-oil group 7 What axe thenature and X*
offiMeloilt
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COHPOUNCfl OP AHTJUB. 840

orei towwd the end of the first distillation of potato spirit,

and eommunicates to it a milky aspect. On standing, it fioati

on the SQiface, and may be purified by washing with water,

drying with chloride of calcium, and redistillation. It is a
fluid oil of a sufibcating odor, which acts powerfully on the .

animal system. Its specific gravity is '818 ; it boils at 269°.

Chloride of Aynyle (AylCl) is made by distilling equal

weights of potato oil and perchloride of phosphorus, wash-
ing with potash water, and redistilling from chloride of eal-

eium. It as an aromatic liquid, boils at 215°, and burns

with a green flame. Under the influence of sunshine, eight

of its hydrogen atoms may be removed, eight chlorine atoms
being substituted for them, C^qH^^CI yielding Ci^H^Clp
forming chlorureted chloride of amyle.

The Iodide and Bromide ofAmyle are compounds anal-

ogous to the chloride.

Acetate of Oxide of Amyle is o"htained by distilling ace-

tate of potash, potato oil, and sulphuric acid. It is a Golor*

less liquid, which boiis at 257^.

Sulpliamilic Acid {AylO, 2iS03//+ ^) generated

when sulphuric acid is made to act on an equal weight of

potato oil. From this, by the successive action of carbonate

of baryta and sulphuric acid, it may be procured by oper-

ating on the same principles as for sulphovinic acid, to which,

both in constitution and properties, it is the analogue. It

is a sirupy or crystalline body, and is decomposed by ebul*

lition into potato uil and sulphuric acid.

Amilcn {C^qII-^q) is obtained by the action of anhydrous
phosphoric acid on potato oil ; it is an oily liquid, which boils

at 320^. In constitution and position, it therefore occupies,

in the amyle series, the same situation that olefiant gas

does for the wine-aicohol series, and, indeed, is isomerie

with that body.

Valerianic Acid (O^^HqO^) bears the same relation to

the amyle ijronp Inch acetic acid does to the wine-alcohol

group, or ionnic acid to the wood-spirit group. It is form

ed when warm potato oil is dropped on platiuuin blaek m
contact with the air. It occurs naturally in the root of the

VaienaTia Officinalis, but is best made by heating potato

What are the properties of the chloride of amyle? To what substance is

tulphamilic acid aaaiogous ? What relation is there uelweea auiilen and
0]«Miit gas? Whai it tlw relation between acetic and TidadAiiie leidat
From wltat aatunl Morot migr tha latter ba derivad t



850 THE BENZYLE GROUP.

oil in a llask, with a mixture of quicklime and hydrate cl

potash, for several hours at a temperature of 400°. The
while residue is immersed in cold water, and distilled with

a slight excess of sulphuric acid, flo as to drive ofi*hydrated

valerianic acid and water. It is a colorless oil of an aetd

taste, combustihle, and boiling at 347^. When acited upon
by chlorine in the dark, and the action aided by heat, it

gives rise to ChlorowUerisie Acid {C^qHqCI^O^ + HO), ia

which there has been a removal of tfaiee hydrogen atoms

and a substitution of three ofchlorine. Under the influence

of the sunshine, by the samepxooess, another hydrogen atom
is removed, and ChhmaierosiGAM forms, its constitution

Of this series, benzyle, the radical, is an ideal body. It ia

a radical which discharges the functions of a metallic body,

giving rise to oxides, chlorides, iodides, ^c, as the table

shows.

Hydruret of Benzyle— Oil of Bitter Almonds {BzH)
—is obtained by tiie distillation ot' bitter almonds, from which
the fixed oil has been expressed, with water, and arises from
the action of the water upon Amygdaline contained in the

seed. It may be purified by distillation from protochloride

of iron with hydrate of lime in excess, and is a colorless

liquid oi an agreeable odor, slightly heavier than water, and
also slightly soluble therein, but very soluble in alcohol and
ether. It boils at 356°. In the air it passes into benzoic

acid by absorbing oxygen.

Oxide of Benzyle—Benzoic Add (BzO -f- HO.)—This

acid is obtained by sublimation from gum benzoin, that sub-

stance being placed in a shallow vessel, over the top of

which a cover of filtering paper is pasted, and this covered

by a taller cylinder of stouter paper. On heating, the va-

pors pass through the filtering paper, and, condensing in

feathery crystals in the space above, fall down upon the pa-

How valerianic acid made artificially? %\liat is \\\c successive action

of chlorine uuon it ? What ia the radical of the benzyle scries ? What ii

«n of bitter almoiidst From what substance does it arise I What ia be»
aoie tdd f "Wf what prtic«M€« loigr it be prepared ^

being C,^H^Cl^O^ + HO,
The Benzyle Group.
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DERIVATIVES OF BENZYLE 351

per and are retained by it. A better method is to boil a

mixture of the gum with hydrate of lime, filter, concentrate

the solution, add hydrochloric acid, and the benzoic acid

crystallizes in thin plates on cooling. It may be subse-

quently sublimed. When pure it has no odor. It melts at

212°, and boils at 462°. Its vapor excites coughing. It

is much more soluble in hot than in cold water. It forms

a series of salts, and is sometimes used for the separation of

iron from other metals.

Sulp/iobenzoic Acid {C-^^^Hfi^^ + 2jffO), a bibasic

acid, formed by the action of anhydrous sulphuric acid upon
benzoic acid, the mass being dissolved in water and neu-

tralized by carbonate of baryta. On filtering, and adding

hydrochloric acid to the hot solution, on cooling the sulpho-

benzoate of baryta crystallizes, which may be decomposed
by dilute sulphuric acid. It is a white crystalline mass.

Chloride ofBenzyle (BzCl).—"When chlorine gas is pass-

ed through oil of bitter almonds, hydrochloric acid is formed,

and, after expelling the excess of chlorine by heat, chloride

of benzyle remains. It is a colorless liquid, of a disagree-

able odor, heavier than water, combustible, and decomposed

by boiling water into benzoic and hydrochloric acids.

Benzamide {C^^H^NO^ is formed by the action of chlo-

ride of benzylo on dry ammonia, the hydrochlorate of am-
monia being removed from the resulting white mass by cold

water. From a solution in boiling water, the benzamide
crystallizes. It melts at 239°. It corresponds in its chem-
ical relations to oxamide.

Hydrohenzamide {C^^^I^^N^, made by the action of

pure oil of bitter almonds on solution of ammonia, the pro-

duct being washed with ether, and from its alcoholic solu-

tion this substance crystallizes ; but when impure almond
oil is employed, three other compounds may be obtained :

they are benzhydramide, azobenzoyle, and nitrobenzoyle.

What is the process for preparing sulphobenzoic acid ? How is the chlo-

ride of bmzylt made ! How are benzattide and hydrobensaoiide formed t
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1

LECTURE LXXVni.

Thb Saliotle and Cinnamyle Groups.—Benzoinet Bmh
zone. Benzine. — Ilippmic Acid.— The Salicilb

Group.—Artificial Formatimi of Oil of Sjpircea.^

Compounds of SaMcyle,—Melanic Acid,—The Ginha-

UTLE G-ROTF.

—

Compou/nd$ of Cinnamyle.

Benzoine (CjjiT^Oo), a body isomeric with bitter al-

mond oil. It is ibuiid HI the residue after purifying that

oil from hydrocyanic acid by distillation from lime nnd ox-

ide of iron, and may be obtained by dissolving out those

bodies by hydrochloric acid. It crystallizes from an alco-

holic solution, on cooling, in colorless crystals, which melt

at 248°. It dissolves in an alcoholic solution of caustic

potash, Avhich, by boiling until the violet color has disap-

peared, furnisiies benzilate of potash, a salt from which ben-

zilic acid may be obtained by hydrochloric acid. The con-

stitution of Benzilic Acid is C'gg^^jO^ + HO,
Bcnzone {C-^^Hfi) is obtained the distillation of dry

benzoate of lime at a high temperature, carbonate of lime

remaining behind. The decomposition is interesting, the

benzoic acid atom being divided, and yielding benzoue and
carbonic acid.

C^^H^O^ ... = ... C^^Bfi COj.

Boizine (C^^H^) arises when crystallized benzoic acid
is distilled from hydrate of lime at a red heat. It is an
oily liquid, and, after being separated from the water which
comes over with it, is to be rectified. It boUs at 187°, so-

lidifies at 32°, and is lighter than water. la its formation
the hydrated benzoic acid is resolved into beazme and c«>
bonio acid.

Stdphoben«ide(C^^80^ u £)rmed by takings the tab*

ttaoce which arises from the union of benzine with anhy-
drous sulphuric acid, and acting upon it with an excess of

What relation does benzoine bear to oil ot bitter almonds ? What is tho
«sult ofthe distillation of dry benso«t« of lime f What is the nature of
he decompos-tion ? What is the result of the di'^tilialion of crystallized
benzoic acid and hydrate of lime ? What is the result of the action of ui«
fydraos tulphtme acid and benzine t
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water. The sulphobenzide, whioh is uumlable m tliat liq>

uid, may be obtaiaed in crystab from its ethereal solutioa

It melts at 212^ F. Fiom the acid liquid from which it

has been separated hyposulphobenzic aoid may be obtained

Its constitution is C^^H^S^O^ + HO,
JNitrobenzide (C-^H^NO^, pmduced by the action ol

fuming nitric acid on benzine>. with the aid of heat. It is

an oily liquid, of a sweet taste, heavier than water, and
boiling at 415^. Fn>m it Azobenzide (Ci^H^N) may be
obtained by distiUation with an alcohoUc K>lation of caus-

tic potash, in the form of red ciTStals.

Chiorbensdne {C^^^e^^e) wrmed by the union of ben^
sine and,chlorine in the sun-rays. When distilled, the solid

yields hydrochloric acid and a liquid, Chlorbenzide (Cj^

Mippufic Add^C-^^H^NO^ + HO) is found in the urine

of graminivorous animals, and occurs in the urine of per-

sons who have taken benzoic acid. It may be prepared by
evaporating the fresh urineof the cow, and acidulating the

concentrate liquor with hydrochloric acid; crystals of

hippuric acid are deposited, which may be decolorized by
bleaching liquor and hydrochloric acid. It crystallizes in

square prisms, sparingly soluble in cold water, of a bitter

taste and acid reaction. By a high temperature or the ao»

tion of sulphuric acid, it yidds benzoic acid.

THE SALICYLE GROUP.

There is contained in the bark of the willow and other

trees a bitter crystalline principle, Salicine (C'gijFTigOji).

This substance may be extracted by boiling the bitter bark

in water, and digesting the concentrated solution with ox-

ide of lead to decolorize it, removing any dissolved lead by
sulphureted hydrogen, and evaporating until the salicine

crystallizes. It forms white needles of a bitter taste, much
more soluble in hot than cold water. Distilled with bi-

chromate of potash and sulphuric acid, it yields hydrosali-

cylio acid, or the artificial oil ofmeadow sweet, a substance

cont^ning Scdicyle, the ideal compound radical of a series

of bodies.

What is the action of nitric acid on benzine ? What SQbstanee resulta

from the inion of benzine and chlorine ? From what sources mny hippu
no acid k 3 obtained ? Under what oircumstaBoes does beosoic acid pio
dace it? iYoni what is saicine obtained? What is ti»e eonstitatioii m
taUeylet How may the oL of meadow sweel be made artificiaUy?
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Salieirlfl Ci^H.O^ = SI
Hydrosaliqrlic acid = SIH.
Iodide of salicyle SlI.

CWoridc :rt SlCl

Hifdros^Tlicylic Add—Oil ofSpiraa Ulmaria,or Mead*
&w Sweet {C^^H^O^+ H)—is prepared by distilling one
part of salicine, one of bichromate of potash, two and a half

of sulphurio acid, and twenty of water; the salicine being

dissolved in one portion of the water, and the acid mixed
with the rest. The yellow oil which comes over is rectified

from chloride ofcaldum. It may also be obtained by distill*

ittg the flowers of meadow sweet with water. It is trans*

parent, but tains red in the air. It is slightly soluble in

water, and very soluble in alcohol. Its specific gravity is

1173 ; it boils at 386^ F. It contains the same elements

as benzoic acid.

Salicylic Acid{C^^Hfi^ -f 0) is obtained by the action

of hydrate of potash on the ibregomg body by the assistance

of heat. After the disengagement of hydrogen is over, the

mass is dissolved in water, and salicylic acid separates in

crystals on the addition of hydrochloric acid. It is more
soluble in hot than cold water, and is chaired by hot oil of

vitriol.

Chloride of Salicyle (C^^H^O^Cl) is made by the action

of chlorine on hydrosalicylic acid. Its crystals are insol-

uble in water, but soluble in solutions of fixed alkalies, from
which it separates on the addition of an acid, resisting de-

composition even when boiled in caustic potash. It unites

with caustic potash.

Bromide and Iodide of Salicyle also exist, but are not
of interest.

Chlorosomif^e [C.JT^^NqO^CI^,—Ammoniacal gas is

absorbed by the chloride of salicyle, producing a yellow
body, which crystallizes from a boiling ethereal solution.

It is insoluble in -water. When acted upon by hot acids, it

yields a salt oi ammonia and chloride of salicyle ; an alkali

funns with it anunoiiia and chloride of salicyle. There is

an analogous bromosamide,
Salicyluret of Potassium {JlSI) is formed by the action

What is the consliiuuon of salicylic acid? What is the action of am-
monia on chloride of lalifiyleT Vna^r wlwt eiieomttaneet if neUaio adtf
pradiiitdT
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of oil of meadow sweet on a solution of caustic potash. It

forms in yellow crystals from its alcoholic solution, and has
an alkaline reaction.

Melanic Acid {C^qH^O^ is produced when the crj^stals

of salicyluret of potassium are exposed m a moist state to

the air. They first turn green and then black, and alcohol

extracts from them melanic acid. <

CINNAHYIiE.

The esBenttal oil of einnamon u supposed to be the hy-

draiet of an ideal compound radloal, cmnamyle, analogous

to benzoyle, and yielding a series.

The Cinnamyle Group.

Cinnamyle, Ci^fOm ^CL
Hydmret of einnamyle (oil of cixmuaon) . . . »^CiHi
Oxide ** (cuiaamie «eid) . « , , = CiO.
Chloride *< s CiCL

&c. dec.

Hydruret of Cimiamyle—Oil of Cinnamon {Ci^H^O^
4- -ff)—is obtained by infusing cinnamon in a solution of

salt, and then distilling" the whole. It is heavier than wa-
ter, and may be separated from that liquid by contact with
chloride of calcium.

Cinnaniic Acid {C^^H^^O., 0) is formed when oil of

cinnainou is exposed to oxygen gas, the oil becoming a white
crystalline mass, hydrated cinnamic acid. It may also be
obtained by boiling hard Tolu balsam with hydrate of lime.

The cinnamate of lime crystallizes as the solution cools,

benzoate of lime remaining in solution. The crj^stals are

decolorized by animal charcoal, and then decomposed by hy-

drochloric acid ; from the hot solution cinnamic acid crj's-

tallizes. It melts at 248°, and boils at 560®. It is solu-

ble in boiling water and in alcohol ; is decomposed by hot

nitric acid, and yields benzoic acid, with oil of vitriol and
bichromate of potash.

Chlorociyinose {C^^TI^Cl^O^ arises from oil of cinnamon

by the substitutiuii oi' four atoms of chlorine ior four of hy-

drogen, and is made by the action of chlorine on oil of cin-

namon 1>y tiic aid of heat. It crystallizes from its alcoholic

solutiuiL m colorless needles.

Wlml is tlie essential oil of cinnamon? What is the ccnstitntion of cin-

namyle 7 How miy cinnamic acid be prepared I What i« tho coutlitttUoD

of cUkvocianote, ind how is it prepared 7
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LECIUJBJB LXXIX.

Ire Nitrogenized Fbinciples.—^Ammonia aa/id its Salts,—Cyanogen.—Preparation and Properties ofPrussic
Acicl.—Ajnygdaline and Synaptase.—The Cyanides-

Ammonia.—I have already described in Lecture LYI.,

the componndB of hydrogen and nitrogen, under the names
of amidogen, ammonia, andainnioniam» and have also shown
the relation there is between the salts of potash and soda

and those of the oxide of ammonium. This oompound met-

al is a hypothetical body ; its existence may, howoTer, be

iUnstiated by passing a Voltaic current through a globule

of mercury in contact with moist chloride of ammonium, or

by putting an amalgam of mercury and potassium in a
strong solution of that salt. The mercury rapidly increases

in Tolume, retaining its metallic aspect, becomes ofthe con

sislency of butter, with a very trivial increase of weight

;

the resulting substance is the Ammoniacal Amalgam. All

attempts to insulate ammonium from it have failed.

The most important salts of ammonia are the foilowihg

:

Chloride ofAmmonuDn—Sal Ammoniac—Muriate of
Ammonia—was formerly brought from Egypt, but is now
made from the ammoniacal liquors resulting fo>m the de*

structive distillation of animal matters, coal, &c. It is sol*

uble in water, crystallizes in cubes or octahedrons, and sub-

limes below a red heat unchanged. It is decomposed by
lime and potash^ and is formed when the vapors cn ammo-
nia mingle with those of muriatic acid.

Nitrate of Ammoma is formed by neutralizing nitric

acid with ammonia. It is deliquescent, and therefore very

soluble in water. It melts at 240"^, and at a higher tem«
perature decomposes into steam and protoxide of nitrogen,

as is explained in Lecture XLVI.
Carbonates of Ammonia.—The neutral carbonate only

exists in combination. With the oarbonate of water it

What ia ammonium 7 How is the ammoniacal amalgaa. prepared i From
what Boorees ib sal ammoiuae lierived f For what purpose is nitrate of la

Oxijgeii Acids of Cyanogen,
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unites, forming Bicarbonate ofAmnumia, urbieh may be
prepared by washing the commercial SesquicardoneUe with
water or alcohol, which leaves it midteaoiYed. The carbon-

ate of ammonia of commerce is prepared by sublimation

from a mixture of sal ammoniac and chalk* Its eonstitn-

tion is not uniform, though it is commonly regarded as a
sesquicarbonate.

Sulphate of Ammonia may be made by neutralizing

sulphuric acid with carbonate of ammonia. It is soluble in

twice its weight of cold water, and dystallizes in six-sided

prisms.

Mffdrondphuret of Amnumia is made by passing sul*

phureted hydrogen into water of ammonia until no more is

absorbed. Though colorless at first, it absorbs oxygen, and,

iuiphur being lil^rated, it turns yellow. It is of consider-

able use as a metallic test.

Ctanoosn.— Bicarburet of Nitrogen (CjIV^.— The
mode of preparing this remarkable body, and also its lead-

ing properties, have been described in Lecture LYI. It is

sf great interest ill organic chemistry, as being the first dis-

tinctly established compound radical, and the best repre-

sentative of the electro-negatiye class of those bodies.

We may call to mind that it is easily made by the de-

composition of cyanide of mercury at a low red heat, is a
gaseous body, soluble in water, and, therefore, must be col-

koted over mercury. It is combustible, and bums with a
purple flame.

Farat^anogm (C2i\r).—When the cyanide of mercurj

is decomposed in the process for preparing cyanogen, a
biownish substance is set free, which is paracyanogen. It

is insoluble in water and alcohol, and is only remarkable in

being isomerie with cyanogen.

Hydrocyanic Afiid^PrumoAcid^Cyariide ofHydrO'

What is the caibonate ofammonia of commerce ? How is hydrosulphuwl
©f ammonia made, and what is its use? What is the constitution of cyn-

togen ? What interestiBg fact is connected with its disoov^jy ? Wh&l wn
• pioiMrtaMT Wlut if paraojranogen?

The Cyanogen Group,

Cyanogen, CjjRT

,

Hydrocyanic aeid
Cyanic acid . .

i'uiminic acid .

Gyamiio add .
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gen (CgiVH- jH").—Hydrocyanic acid may be obtained in

a state of purity by passing dry sulphureted 1 ydrogen gaa

OTer dry cyanide of mercury in a tube, and conducting the

vapor, which is evolved when the lube is warmed, hito a

vial immersed in a freezing mixtnre. The result ol the de-

composition is sulphuret of mercury and hydrocyanic acid.

In a state of aqueous solution, it is best oLt amed by the ac-

tion of dilute sulphuric acid on the ferrocyanide oi potas-

sium in a retort, and receiving the vapor in a Liebig's con-

denser, Havinj]: ascertained the streuj^th of the product, it

may then be diluted to the proper point. This examina-

tion may be conducted by precipitating a known weight of

the acid with nitrate of silver iu excess, collecting the cya-

nide of silver on a weighed filter, washiiMr, drying, and re-

weighing, which gives the weight of the cyanide. This,

divided by five, is the weight of the pure hydrocyanic acjtd,

nearly.

Anhydrous hydrocyanic acid is a colorless And very vol-

atile liquid, which exhales a strong odor of pe^^ch blooms

;

has a density of '705 ; boils at 79°. It mixei* with water

and alcohol m any proportion. A drop of it held in the air

on a glass rod becomes solidified by the rapid evaporation

from its surface. In tlic suulight it decomposes rapidly,

producing a dark-colored substance ; and the same change
goes on, though much more slowly, in the dark. It is one

of the most insidious and terrible poisons, a few JUqds pro-

ducing death in a few seconds ; and even its vapor, largely

diluted with air, brings on very unpleasant symptoms. Un-
der the action of strong acids it is decomposed into iunmo-
nia and formic acid, the change being very simple :

C^iV, jy-f 3irO = NH^ 4- C^UO^,
Under such circumstances, hydrochloric acid yields mu-

riate of ammonia and hydrated formic acid. Hydrocyanic
ncid may, to a certain extent, be preserved from spontane-

ous change by the presence of a minute quantity of any
mineral acid.

Prussic acid may be detected by its smell, and by yield-

ing a precipilato of Prussian blue wlicn acted upon m so-

lution successively by sulphate of iron, potash, and an ex-

How may hydrocyanic acid be made T By what process can its strength
be determined? What are its properties? What is the action of itronf
•cida upon it? !!ow mny it be partiaUj preaenred ixoBi apomaneoiia
^iuuige i How may it be detected ?
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CC88 c f hydrochloric acid. The liquid in which the poison

is suspected to exist should be acidulated with sulphuric

acid and distilled, and the hydrocyanic acid will be found

in the first portions which come over.

Amygdaline {C^qII2tN022)'—A crystallizable substance

found in bitter almonds, the kernels of peaches, &c. ; is of

considerable interest in connection with hydrocyanic acid,

inasmuch as these organic bodies yield, when distilled with

water, that substance. The change consists in the action

of water upon amygdaline by the aid of an azotized ferment

called Synaptase or Emulsine, which constitutes the largei

portion of the pulp of almonds; the bitter almond oil at the

same time makes its appearance. Amygdaline may be ab-

stracted from the paste of bitter almonds, from which the

fixed oil has been expressed, by the aid of boiling alcohol,

which being subsequently distilled off, the sugar which is

contained in the sirupy residue is destroyed by fermentation

with yeast. The liquid being evaporated again to a sirup,

is mixed with alcohol, which precipitates the amygdaline

as a white crystalline powder, purified by being redissolved

in alcohol and lefl to cool. It is soluble in hot and cold

water, but sparingly soluble in cold alcohol. A weak so-

lution of it in water, under the influence of a small quan-

tity of the emulsion of sweet almonds, yields at once oil

of bitter almonds and hydrocyanic acid. When amygda-
line is boiled with an alkali, it yields Amygdalinic Acidt
which forms a salt with the alkali, and ammonia is evolved.

Cyanide of Potassium {KCy) may be formed by the

direct union of cyanogen and potassium, or by the ignition

of the ferrocyanide of potassium in a close vessel. For
common purposes in the arts it may be formed in a state

somewhat impure by mixing eight parts of ferrocyanide of

potassium, rendered anhydrous by heat, with three of car-

bonate of potash, also dry, and fusing the mixture in a cru-

cible, stirring it until the fluid part of the mass is colorless.

The sediment is allowed to settle, and the clear liquid

poured off; it is the substance in question. Cyanide of

potassium is very soluble in water, yields colorless octahe-

dral crystals, which deliquesce in the air ; it melts without

What is amygdaline ? What is the action of synaptase and water upoa
It 7 How may it be obtained? By nhat processes may llie cyanide of po
Uitsmm bs mad*
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change at a red heat, and exhales the odor of prussic acid,

it IB very poisonous.

Cyanide of Merctinf m-dy made by dissolvinnr red ox-

ide of mercury in hydropyauic acid, or by the action of a
solution of ferrocyanide ol potassmin on sulphate of mercu-
ry, tlic cyanide crystallizing' from the filtered hot solution.

It forms fine prismatic crystals, more soluble in hot than

cold water. It is poisonous
; and, when decompoised at a

low red heat, yields cyanogen gas.

Cyanic Acid (CyO + HO) is procured by heating in a

retort cyanuric acid deprived of its water of crystallization

;

a colorless liquid comes over into the receiver, which is the

hydratcd cyanic acid ; it has a strong odor like acetic acid,

and produces blisters on the skin. It is decomposed by tiie

contact with water mto bicarbonate of animonia.

C2NO, HO + 2H0 ..• = ... CaO, + iV^fg.

and is a very instable body, spontaneously changing in a
short time into Cyamdide, a hody of the same constitution,

but a white opaqiie solid, insoluble in water and alcohol,

and decompoeed by hot oil of vitriol into carbonate of am-
monia.
FulmimcAdd {Cy^O^ + 2H0) has not yet been insu-

lated» but some of its salts, presently to be described, are

characterized by the violence with which they detonate
under very trivial disturbances. It is a bibasic acid.

Cyanuric Acid ( Cy^O^ + 3H0) may be made by heat-

ing urea, which disengages ammonia; the residue is dis-

solved in hot sulphuric acid, and nitric acid added until

the liquid becomes colorless : on mixing it with water, and
allowing it to cool, the eyanuxie acid separates. Its crys-

tals are efflorescent ; it is sparingly soluble in water, and
is a tribasic acid ; and, as has been already stated, at a red
heat it may be distilled, and yields cyanic acid without any
other product.

How nuKf the cyanide of mersarjr be prepared T Exposed to heat, what
ioee it yiefd 7 What are the conttitution end propoitiet oC ^jvm aoldl
Vlut jflttlmiiueecidl Whatofcjaniuieaeid?
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LECTURE LXXX.
Bodies allied to Cyanogen.— Salts of the Oxyajanogen

Acids.— Ferrocyanogen.— Ferrocyanides of Hydro-
gen and Potassium.—Prussian Blue and Basic Blue.—Ferridcyanogen.— SuLPHocYANOGEN.— Compounds
ivtth Hydrogen and Potassium.—Melam, Melamine,

Cyanate of Potash {KO, CyO) may be prepared by ox-

ydiziDg cyanide of potassium by oxide of lead in an earthen
crucible ; the result boiled with alcohol yields, on cooling,

crystals of cyanate of potash, in thin transparent plates,

which undergo no change in dry air, but with moisture be-

come converted into bicarbonate ofpotash and ammonia.
Cyanate ofAmmonia— Urea {(J2'H^^2^2)— vapor

of hydrated cyanic acid, mixed with ammoniacal gas, yields

cyanate of ammonia. The solution in water, when heated,

gives off ammonia, and the cyanate changes into Urea^
from which caustic alkalies can not disengage ammonia.
Urea may also be made from the action of sulphate of am*
monia or cyanate of potash.

Fulminate of Silver {2AgO, C^N^O^ is made by dis-

solving silver in warm nitric acid and adding alcohol. It

separates from the hot liquid in white grains, which, being

washed in water, are dried in small portions on filtering

paper. It detonates with wonderful violence when either

struck or rubbed. It is sparingly soluble in hot water, and
crystallizes from that solution on cooling. It yields, by di-

gestion with water and metals, salts, as those of zinc and
copper.

Fidminate ofMercury {2HgO, C^K^O^ is prepared in

the same manner as the foregoing, and, like it, is very ex-

plosive. It is used for making percussion caps.

Chloride of Cyanogen (CyCl) is prepared by the action

of chlorine on moist cyanide of mercury in the dark. It ia

a colorless gas, soluble in water, congeals at 0^, and boils

H3W :s the cyanate of potash made ? How maj urea be formed artifi-

eiallj ? What la the process for preparing fulminating ailrer, and what ar«

ita properties ? For what purpose ia fulminate of mercury used T Whil
r«t«ulta fn>m th e action of chlorine on cyanide of merotiry in the dark. ^
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at 11^ ; comdenies into a liquid under the preinuni of ibm
atmoBpheres. When kept in this condition, in sealed tuho8»

fyc a length of tinie, it assnmes the solid state, which fona

xnay also be given to it by acting on anhydrous hydrocyanic

aeid by cUMine in the sun's rays ; hydrochloric acid is

fbnned, and^the solid cyanide crystallizes. It exhales a pe-

culiar odor, melti at 284^, and is soluble in alcohol and ether

FERROCYANOGEN.
Ferroc^nogen (C^N^Fe= Cfy) is an ideal compound

radical.

Hydrqferrocyanic Add ( Cfy, 2H) may be obtained by

decomposing the insoluble ferrocyanide of lead by sulphu-

reted hydrogen "while suspended in water. The solution be*

ing filtered} is to be evaporated with sulphuric acid in vacuo
until the acid is left solid. It may also be prepared by

agitating its aqueous solution with ether, or by adding hy-

drochloric acid to a strong solution of ferrocyanide of potas-

sium, and then mixing it with ether, which precipitates the

acid. It is soluble in water, to which it gives a powerful

acid reaction. It decomposes alkaline carbonates with ef-

fervescences, and does not dissolve oxide of mercury iu the

cold In these respects, thereibxe, it strikingly di^exs from
hydrocyanic acid.

Ferrocyanide of Fotassium— Prussiatc of Potash—
{2K, Cfy -f- 3JrO).—This salt is m^ide on \\vi lar^re !!cnlo

by igniting potash, iron filings, and animal matters in an

iron vessel; the mass is then acted nj}on by hot water, which
dissolves out a large quantity of cyannle of potassium, which
is converted nito the lerrocyanide by the iron, and the fil-

tered solution, on cooling, yields it in lemon-colored crystals,

soluble in four parts of cold water. It is not poisonous. At
a red lieat it decomposes, and yields cyanide of potass: um.
It is a very valuable reagent ; with copper it yields a clioc-

olate precipitate ; with protoxide of ixon, a white; and with
peroxide of iron, Prussian blue.

Common Prussian Blue {^Cfy 4- 4Fe) is prepared b}
precipitating a persalt of iron by solution of ferrocyanide of

potassium
; when dry, it is of a deep blue, with a lustre of

coppery-red. It is insoluble in water, is decomposed by ai-

Wh^ is fcrrocy^nngen ? How is hydrofcrrocyanic acid obtained ? Uor%
ia the prussiia« of potash prA^arcd ? Is it poisonous ? What color does il

aiv with pioloiids andmmnda ofiit» f is ooaumio fiusmaa Mutt
wtel 1% onaporitioat
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kaline solutions, which yield alkaline forrocyanides, and pre«

cipitate oxide of iron. It is sc'uble in solution of oxalio

acid, and then constitutes the lasis of blue writing inks,

which are used for steel pens. It is also much employed
as a paint.

Basic Prussian Blue (SCfy, 4Fe FeO^) is formed

when the white precipitate, yielded by a protosalt of iron

with ferrocyanide of potassium, is exposed to the air. As
its formula shows, it is common Prussian blue, with perox-

ide of iron. It difiers from Prussian blue in the lemarka-
ble peculiarity that it is soluble in pure water.

FERRIDCYANOGEN.
Ferridcyanogen {C^^N^Fe^ = Cfdy).—A hypothetical

compound radical, which yields some compounds of interest.

Ferridcyanide of Potassium (3iC-f- Cfdy) may be mado
by passing chlorine through a dilute solution of ferrocyanide

of potassium until it ceases to yield a precipitate with a per-

salt of iron. The liquid being concentrated, yields, on cool-

ing, deep-red crystals, the solution of which is of a greenish

color. It gives no precipitate with peroxide of iron, but

with the protosalta a bright blue, lighter than Prussian

blue, and known as TurrdndVs Blue.

Cobaltocyanogent a hypothetical radical, yielding com-
pounds analogous to the preceding bodies.

Sulphocyanogen {C2NS2) {Csy), a co9ipound radical,

not yet insulated with certainty. Its formula shows that

it is a bisulphuret of cyanogen.

Hydrosulphocyanic Acid (CsyH) may be obtained by
decomposing sulphocyanide of lead by sulphureted hydrogen

in water. The solution is decomposed by ebullition. It

has the odor of acetic acid. It yields with peroxide of iron

a blood-red color.

Sulphocyanide of Potassium (KCsy) may be made by

heating powdered ferrocyanide of potassium with half its

weight of sulphur and one third of carbonate of potash, and

keeping it melted for a short time. The mass is then boil-

ed with water, .which dissolves out the sulphocyanide, and
the solution being concentrated, yields prismatic crystals of

For what purposes is it used? In what respect does basic Pmssian blue

differ from it? What is the constitution of ferridcyanogen? "What is

Turnbuirs blue ? What are cobaltocyanogen and sulphocyanogen? VVhal

color does hydrosulphocyanic acid yield with peroxide of iron t By what
jpnont if sulphocyanide of potassium made 7
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the salt. It is soluble in water and alcohol, and deliqiM
ees in the air It melts at a red heat lUaolution witli

peroxide of iron yields a blood-red color

Melam {C^J^^N^^ is produced wkeii olphocyuiide of
ammonium is distilled at a high tempefatura, or hf hmting
dry sulphocyanido of potBsnum with twice ito weight of
lal ammoniac. It b tnioluble in water, but diesolvca m
strong Bulpbario acid. When heated, H yielda melkme mad
ammonia.
MektmineiC^H^N^} is produced when melam b dteiQl^

ed in a hot aomtion ofpotash. It lepaiatea on oeoling. It
ti a banc body, unitinj^ with acidt.

AmmeUne
( C^IIf^N^O^) rematnt in the lolution ailer tlw

melamine has crystallized. It may be pieeipitated with
acetic acid.

Anmdide iC^Il^N^O^) is prepared by dissolving am*
mellne in sulpnurio acidt and precipitating with aloohoL

L£CTUE£ LXXXi.

HsLLOKE

—

'UTLEk,~^Mf^^o?2e, PrepofoHim of.—MdUh
nicies of Hydrogen and Patasstum.—Natural and OT'
HjScial Formation of Urea.— Uric Add.—Id Proper^
ttes.—DcriMives of Uric Acid,—Parabamc^ Qan^
ric, and Thionuric Acids.—A ffomfifine.-^Purpwait

of Ammoma.—Xanthic and CyUic Oxide$.

MELT.ONE (CgiV^ — Me).—li iulphocyanide of potassium

be acted upon by chlorine or nitric acid, a yellow p t\vJer

is deposited; this, when heated, gives off bisulpliuret of

rarbou and 8u][ihur, and there is left a yellowish |Mjvvder,

which is iiifUotie. The relation of its con&uuaion with

cyanogeu is obvious. It resists a moderate heat wukout
change.

Hydromelhnic Acid (Mell).—By adding hydrochloric

acid to a hot solution uf mellonide ol |)oti^sium. this acid

separates as a white powder on cooling. It is pariiaiiy *ol-

uble in hot water, and possesses strong acid powers.

rrnnh<K from ihe di'«t:!l-i!lon of f?i»> vn'; hocvRnide of ammoniuaif
Whal are melafnine, unroeliue, aud aaunvhue f How is oMUoott pf>
aandt Whtt is the aete of hydrochloric acid on Um uMUoai of potai*

dsaf
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MeUonide ofPotassium {KMe) may be prepared by me*t

ing ferrocyanide of potassium with half its weight of sul

phur, and adding, when the fusion is complete, five per cent,

of dry carbonate of potash. The resulting mass is acted on

by water, and the solution being filtered, is evaporated, until,

on cooling, it forms a mass of crystals, from which the sul-

phocyanide may be removed by alcohol, and the mellonide

left. It is soluble in water, and yields, by double decora^

position with the salts of baryta, lime, k>c.\ mellonides of

these bodies, for the most part sparingly soluble.

Urea (Cj-^T^iVjOj) may be obtained from urine by add-

ing to it, when concentrated, a strong solution of oxalic acid.

The precipitated oxalate of urea is to be boiled with pow-

dered chalk, and the filtered solution concentrated until the

urea crystallizes on cooling. It may also be made artifi-

cially by adding to a strong solution of cyanate of potash an
equal weight of dry sulphate of ammonia ; the solution is

evaporated to dryness in a water bath, and the urea dis-

solved out by alcohol. It crystallizes in prisms, very solu-

ble in water, but permanent in the air. At a high temper-

ature it gives ofi' ammonia and cyanate of ammonia, cya-

nuric acid remaining. Urea contains the elements of cya-

nate of oxide of ammonium, has neither an acid nor alkaline

reaction, is decomposed by hot alkaline solutions, with evo-

lution of ammonia, and, by uniting with two atomw of wa-

ter, yields carbonate of ammonia, a result which takes place

during the putrefaction of urine, the change being brought

on by a nitrogenized ferment—the mucus of the bladder.

Urea unites with acids, and forms, with nitric and oxalic

acids, characteristic salts.

Uric Acid—Lithic Add {C^^H^N^O^—may be obtain

ed from the solid urine of serpents, which, being boiled in

solution of caustic potash and filtered, yields uric acid, by

the addition of hydrochloric acid, as a white, inodorous, and

sparingly soluble powder ; soluble without change in sul-

phuric acid, from which it is precipitated by water. Urio

acid also exists in human urine, and appears to be always

a product of the action of the animal economy. Of its salts,

the urate of 6oda is interesting ; it is the chief ingredient of

gouty concretions in the joints, called chalk-stones. The

How may area be made artificially? What are its properties? T«
what aubstaoce doea it give rise in fermentation ? Undei what circumstan

ces does uric acid occur? What are chalk-stones ?
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urate of ammonia occurs as a urinary calculus, and is often

deposited Irom urine as a reddish cloud or powder.

Allantoin {^C^H^N^O^ is prepared by boiling uric acid

with peroxide of ledd ; the tillered solution, beiog coacen-

trated, deposits prismatic crystals ot" allantoin on cooling. It

IS soluble m 160 parts ol cold water. By a solution of

caustic alkali it is decomposed into ammonia and oxalic

acid, assuming, during this chaiige, the elements of three

atoms of water.

Alloxan {CqH'^N'20^q) is made by the action of concen-

trated nitric acid on uric acid in the cold. The uric acid

is to be added in small portions successively, until about

one third the weight of the nitric acid has been used. An
eflervescenee takes place, and there is left a white mass,
from which the excess of acid is to be drained. The sub-

stance is then to be dissolved in hot water and crystallized.

Its solution has an acid reaction and a bitter taste, and
staiaa the skin purple, and, with a protosalt of iron and an
alkali, yields a characteristic blue compound.

Alloxanic Acid {C^HNO^ 4- HO) may be prepared by
dccoiiipusiug the alloxanate ol baryta by dilute sulphuric

acid. The alloxanate itself is obtaiaed by the addition of

barytic water to a wai m suluLion of alloxan. It is a strong

acid, decuiuposing carbonates, and even water, by the aid
of zinc.

Mesomlic Acid {C^O^^ + 2H0).—Mesoxalic acid may
be obtained by boilinf^r solution oi alloxan with acetate of

lead, the resulting mesoxalato lead being decomposed by
Bulphureted hydrogen. It is a strong acid, resists a boiling

heat, and is bibasic.

Mykomdinic Acid {C^H^Nfi^ is prepared by boiling

a solution of alloxan with an excess oi ninmonia, and then
precipitating by an excess ui dilute sulphuric acid. It is a
light yellow powder.

^
Farahanic Acid{CJ:^^0^ -f 2irO) is forn-ir-a by ac-

tion of strong nitric acid on alloxan, or uric acid, by the aid
of heat* The crystals form on cooling, and may be clri<^'d

by drauung, and then recrystallized. It is soluble in water,
leddens Htmns, and forms beautiful pnsuiatic crystals.

Under what form does urate of amraoma occur? How may allantoin b«
prepared ? What ii the action of ei»1d nitric add an nrie acid f How it
alloxanic acid prepared?^ What substance results from boiling alloxan with
acetate of lead? How is mykomelinic acid prcpiirpd? Wnat aubttanoe
'aaolla fiom the action of hot niiric acid on unc aciU /
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Oxaluric Add {CqR^^^^^ -f HO) may be made by de-

composing a hot solution of the oxalurate of ammonia by
dilute sulphuric acid, and cooling rapidly. The ammonia
salt is itself procured by boiling a solution of the parabanate
of ammonia, when it crystalHzes, on cooling, in small nee-

dles. Oxaluric acid is a white crystalline powder ; it con-

tains the elements of one atom of parabanic acid and three
of water, and its solution, by boiling, yields oxalic acid and
oxalate of urea.

Thionuric Acid [CQHr,N^Sfi^2 + 2^0), a bibasic acid

prepared by decomposing thionurate of lead with sulphu-

reted hydrogen. It contains the elements of one atom of

alloxan, one of ammonia, and two of sulphurous acid.

Uramile {C^H^N^O^).—When an excess of a saturated

solution of sulphurous acid in water is mixed with a cold

solution of alloxan, and an excess of carbonate of ammonia
with caustic ammonia added, and the whole boiled, the

thionurate of ammonia is deposited on cooling. From this

the lead salt, used in the preparation of the foregoing acid,

may be obtained by acetate of lead. The thionurate of am-
monia, with a little hydrochloric acid, being boiled in a
flask, there separates a white body, which is uramile. It

differs from thionuric acid in not containing the elements of

two atoms of sulphuric acid. If the thionurate of ammo-
nia is mixed with dilute sulphuric acid and evaporated in a
water bath, Uramilic Acid is deposited ; it is C^^qH^qN^Oi^.

Alloxantine {C^H^N^O-^^ is made when sulphureted

hydrogen gas is passed through a cold solution of alloxan.

The product is filtered, washed, and boiled in water, which
deposits the alloxantine, on cooling, in transparent rhombic
prisms, which turn red on exposure to ammonia. This sub--

stance is alloxan, with one atom of hydrogen. A hot solu-

tion of it is decomposed when a stream of sulphureted hy-

drogen is passed through it, and Dialuric Acid forms.

Murexide— Purpurate of Ammonia (C^2-^6^5^b)—
may be made by the action of dilute nitric acid on uric

acid, and then adding ammonia, or by boiling equal weights

of uramile and red oxide of mercury with eighty times their

weight of water, rendered alkaline by ammonia. The liq-

•

What is the relation between oxaluric and parabanic acid? How is

uramile prepared? How is alloxantine preparea? What is the action of
dilute nitric acid and ammonia on uric acid f What is the color of the cijfl

taU of raurcxide 7
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uid tums of a deep purple color, and, wHen filterea. acpo*-

its, on cooling, crystaU of muiexilein square prisms, which,

by refleoted light, are of a graen metallie lustre, and, by
tranamitted light, of a purple. It is sparingly soluble ia

oold water, but muo(h more so in hot, and is one ofthe most
splendid compounds known.
Murexan—Furpimc ilcui.<»Mui^de is to be dissobr*

ed in a solution of caustie potash, and dilute sulphuric acid

added. It forms a yellow powder, and, dissolved in am*
monia, gives rise to Uie foregoing body.

XaMhie Oxide (CM^N^^ ocouis as a unnary calenlus

of a brown color ana waxy aspect. The calculus may be
dissolved in dilute potash, and xanthio oxide precipitates as

a white powder by carbonic acid. It is a waxy body.

CysUc Oxide (C^II^NS.p^) oocoxs also as a uiinaiy cal-

culus.

LECTUEE LXXXIL
The Vsostabls Acms.

—

Tartofic Acid, Preparatim oj,—SalU qf TarUme Add.—Acid$ aJUed to Tartanc—Citrie and iu allied Adds,—Malic and its aUied
Adds—Tannic Add.—GaUic Add,^Adds allied to

them.

Of the vegetable acids several will be described with
their associated alkalies. The loiiowmg are those of which
I shall treat in this Lecture

:

Tartaric C, JT^O^o4-^HO.
Paratartaric U^O^^-.zHO.
Pyrotartaric €^ H^O^ HO,
Tarlralic 2C, - - ZHO.
Tartnslic C, //«0io-- HO,
Citric Ci,//»0|, - - 3HO.
Aconitic H O^ HO,
Malic H^O -~2H0.
Maleic H^O^ —2HO.
Fumario H O, HO.
Tannic Ct^H^O, + 3//0.
Gallic H O, -i-iHO
Kllagic H,0^
Pyrogallic //,0,
Meta^iUic

Haw any nraieiaii be prejvired 7 Uadwr nhat oil2umstai ces do nntlut
and eywHat oside oeenrf
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SALTS OP TARTABIO ACOD. 369

Besides acids such as these, vhieh constitute a very nu*

merous gioup, there is another class, which pass under tht

name of Coupled Acids^ the peculiarity of which is, that

they consist of an acid affixed or coupled to another body,

which, without aliecting; the neutralizing power of the acid«

accompanies it in all its combinations. Thu6,hyposulphuric

acid couples with naphthaline to ioxm hyposulphonaphtha-
lio acid, which neutralizes just as much of any base as hy-

poaulphuric acid could do, the naphthaline not changing its

powers.

Tartaric Acid(C^H^Oifi+ 2H0).—A bibasic acidwhich
occurs, as has been already stated, in the juice of grapes and
other firuits as bitartrate of potash. It may be obtained by
dissolving cream of tartar in boiling water and adding pow-
dered chalk, a tartrate of lime precipitating. The rest of

the tartaric acid may be obtained from the solution by the

addition of chloride ofcalcinm, which yields another portion

of tarlrale of lime, which may be decomposed by digesting

with an equivalent proportion of dilute sulphuric acid. The
concentrated and filtered solution yields cr}'stals acid to the

taste, inodorous, and soliihle hoth in water and alcohol; the

Bolntiori decomposes by keeping. Tartaric acid yields sev-

eral valuable salts.

Tartrate of Potash^Soluble Tartar {2K0, CqH^O^q)
'—may be made by adding caibonate pf potash to cream of

tartar. It is very soluble.

Bitartrate of Potash— Cream of Tartar {KO, HO,
CgiiQOjo).—This is the salt which is deposited from the

juice of the grape during fermentation, as Argol. It may
be purified from the coloring matter it contains by solution

• in hot water, and the action of animal charcoal. In cold

water it is very sparingly soluble. It yields black liux

when irrniled iu a close vessel, the black flux being carbon-

ate of puidish enveloped in carbonaceous matter.

Tartrate ofPotash and Soda—llochelle Salt—Salt of
Sci^neffe (KO, NaO, CJI^O^q-^- 10 HO)--ui'dy be pro-

cured by neutralizing a solution of the forep^oing salt with

carbonate of soda. On evaporation and cooling it separ-

ates in large prismatic crystals.

Tartrate of Antimony and Potash— Tartar Emetic

What mre coupled aoidiT fVom whil source i« tarttrie aoid derived *

What in solah!^ !artarT FkoiB wbat mvM if eniB of Urtw derivadT
Wh«ti« Kooheiletmlt?

as
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{KOSb^O^, CgH^Oio+SirO).—This valuable medicinal

agent is made by boiling oxide of antimony with a solution

of cream of tartar; on cooling, the crj-stais are dejmsited.

They are much more soluble ia hot thaa in cold water, and

dissolve without decomposition.

Racemic Acid—Paratartaric Acid.—This remarkable

acid, which has the same constitution as tartaric acid, and

resembles it "very closely, is found in the grapes of certain

parts of Germany and France. Racenuc acid, however,

differs from tartaric in yieidmg a precipitate with a neutral

salt of lime.

Pyrotartaric Arid {C^irfi,-^HO) is obtained by the

destructive distillation of tartaric acid, coming over with a

variety of other products.

The action oi iieal on tartaric acid is remarkable. When
exposed to a temperature of 400° F., it melts, throws off

•water, and yields in succession three different acids, tartra-

te, tartrelic, and anhydrous tartaric acid, the constitution

of which, compared with tartaric acid, is as fullows

:

Tartnricacid C^H^O.o+ '^Ua
Tariralic " • 2C^H.O^*+^0,
TartreUo "

Anhydrous tartano C^fi^Piw*

AIL theie, by the continued contact of water, pass back into

the condition of tartaric acid.

Citric Add {C^^Hfi^^ + 3jffO), a tribasic acid, occur-

' ling abundantly in the juice of lemons and other sour fruits,

and separated therefrom by the aid of chalk and sulphuric

acid. It is clarified by digestion with animal charcoal, and

yields prismatic crystals of a pleasant taste, and soluble both

in hot and cold water. The crystals are of two different

forms, according to the conditions of their formation; those'

which separate in the cold by spontaneous evaj^ation con*

tain five atoms ofwater, three ofwhich are basic ; but those

>vhich are deposited from a hot solution contain only four.

The citrates form a very numerous family of salts, for, as

the acid is tribasic, we may have them with three atoms of

metallic oxide, or two of oxide and one of water, or one of

oxide and two of water, besides subsalts.

Aconitic Add—Egmsetic Acid {C^HO^-^ HO)— is

How it tartar emetic prepared? What is tnc relation between racemic

and tflitarie aoidsT De«enbe the action of hest on tvtaric acid. From
what source ia citric acid obtained ? How many cinssri of salts does (UlM
•oid jTMld ? What substance results from the fusion af citric acid?
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formed by fusing citric acid, and the resulting brown prod-

uct ifi dissolved lu water, the chaugc being

that is, one atom of hydratcd citric acid yields three of aco
nitic acid and five of water. Aconitic acid is remarkable
from occurring naturally ia the Aconitum NapeUus and
£^quis€tum 1 luviatile.

Malic Acid [CqH^O^ + 2iJ0), a bibasic acid, occurrint^

in the juice of apples and other fruits. It may also be pre-

pared, from the stalks of rhubarb, in which it occurs with
oxalate of potash. It is a colorless solid, soluble in water,

the solution changing by keeping. When heated in a re-

tort, it melts, and then boils, emitting a volatile acid, the

Maleic Acid, C^H^O^ -f 2H0, which condenses with the

water in the receiver ; at the same time there forms in the

retort crystalline scales of Funtaric Acid, C^HO^ -|- HO
^vhieh may bu separated iVorii the inicliaii^ed malic a.cid by

solution 111 cold water. It is to be observed that maleiOi

fumaric, and aconitic acids are ioomeric bodies.

Tannic Acid {C^^H^O^ -f" ZHO),—^An astringent prin

ciple found in the bark of the oak, nut-galls, and iXf.m
other vegetable productions. It may be separ-

ated hy placing in a vessel, ^, Fig. 278, pow-
dered galls. On pouring on them sulphuric

ether, a liquid drops through the funnel tube,

into the bottle, a, spontaneoiuly separating

into two portionB ; the lower, which is a sola-

tion of tannic acid in water, is to be decanted
and evaporated in the presence of sulphuric

moid in vacoo. It yidds tannic acid, or tannin,

in the form of an unciystailized mass. Thb
acid is soluble in water, but much less so in

ether, has an astringent taste and reddens Ut-

mus paper. With ue persalto of iron it yields

a characteristic and valaable precipitate of a black color,

the basis of common writing ink. It forms insoluble com-
pounds with starch, gelatine, and other oiganic bodies, that
with gelatine being of considerable interest. It is the basis
of leather. From the characteristic precipitate it gives

1* rom what sources is malic acid derived ? What two acids are yielded
Vf it wider the action of heat t What is the relation between maleic. fu*
marie, and aconitic acids ? How is tannic acid made ? What color OQM
• Yi«id witkiwffMdtiofinm? Wbalis thebatit ofleathmrl
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with that metal, it is used as a test for iron, which must,
however, be in the state of peroxide, as the protosalts are

unacted upon. Tiie gradual darkening of pale writing iaki

is due to the gradual oxydation of the iron they contain.

Catechin (C-^^H^O^).—There is a budy extracted by hot

water from catechu, called catechm. It en, st aliizes in nee-

dles, and does not form an insoluble compound with gela-

tine, and gives a green color with persalts of iron. By the

action of caustic potash in excess, it yields a black and in-

soluble substance, Japonic Add. By the action oi caxbou-

&td of potash, it yields Ruoinic Acid.

Gallic Acid {CnHO^ -f- 2II0) may be formed by ex-

posing a soiutior. of tannic acid to the air, or by making
powdered galls ii-to a paste with water, and keeping it ex-

posed in a warm place to the air for some weeks. The
mass is then pressed and boiled with water. On cooling,

the solution precipitates a quantity of gallic acid, which may
be purified by rccrystaiiization. Like tannic acid, this sub-

stance yields no precipitate with a protosalt of iron, but a
deep blue-black with a persalt. It does not, however, pre

cipitate gelatine. Its crystals are soluble in one hundred
parts of cold and three parts of boiling water. The solu-

tion lias an astringent taste.

Tannic acid passes into gallic acid by oxydation, carbonic
acid and water being evoived.

C'lgi/jOa + O, ... = .. . 2(C,fl^0g + 2H0) + 2(110)
+ 4{C0,);

that is, one atom of tannic acid and eight of oxygen yield

two of gallic acid, two of water, and four of carbonic acid.

EUagic Acid (C.H^O^), or gallic acid minus one atom of

water, maybe extracted nftcrthe removal of gallic acid by aa
alkali, and precipitated as a rrray ])owder by hydrochloric acid.

PyrogaMic Acid {C^H^O.^) sublimes when gallic acid is

heated in a retort to 420^. It is in the form of white mys-
tals, which are soluble in water. It strikes a black color

with the protosalts of iron.

Metagallic Acid {C^H^On^ ia formed when <ja]lic acid

is suddenly heated in a retort" to 500^. It is a black rn;is8,

insoluble in water, but soluble in alkalies, from which it i&

precipitated as a black powder by acids.

From what cauM do pale writing inks darkeof What »catechin ? How
<IU) ^ailie acid be prepared ? Uow it elUfie sadJWDOUtd 7 » tk#
MtMB of heat on gMlic acid 7
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LECTXJEE LXX WIL
The Vegetable Alkalies.— General Prope'^tics of Vege^

table Alkalies.—Morphia.—Its Freparation and Prop^
erties.—Other Alkalies of Opium.—Meconic Acid.—

.

.Alkalies ofBark, Quina^ Cinchona^ SfC.—Kinic Acid—Strychnia and Brucia.—Table ofAlkaloids,—Arti*

ficial Alkaloids.

The vegetable alkalies constitute an extensive dasB of
bodies, 'which are, for the most part, the active medicinal
agents of the plants in which they occur. They are gener-

ally sparingly soluble in water, but more soluble in boiling

alcohol, of a bitter taste, and characterized by containing

nitrogen. In tlieir natural state they are united with an
acid, and, possessing basic j)roperties in a very marked man-
ner, neutralize acids completely. This quality seems to de-

pend on the nitrogen they contain, and has no reference to

their oxygen, for the quantity of this latter element which
may be present seems to have no relation to their neutral-

izing power, nnd, indeed, in some of them it is not present

at all. In many respects they are analogous to ammonia
• their salts, unlike those of some of the coin])oiind radicals,

such as ethyle, &c., undergoing decomposition in the same
manner as tl^e salts of ammonia. Thus the chloride of

ethyle does not decompose the nitrate of silver, but the an-

alogous compound.^ of aininonia and vegetable alkalies do
;

and these bodies may therefore be separated from tlie nat-

ural couibmations in which they occur precisely as w«
should separate lime, or potash, or mag:nesia in their salts.

Most of the vegetable alkalies are poisonous bodies, and, in-

deed, among them we meet with some of the most terrific

poise liS known. There are several recently-discovered ar-

tificial substances, such as Aniline^ and those containing

aibcnic and plalmum, winch ought to be classed with these

basic bodies.

Of the numerous vegetable alkalies, those which I shall

now describe are the most important.
*

What are Uie vegetable alkalies ? What element io the^ ail contain 1

In what eonditioii «• ^ley eomnmaly Ibiuid T MTluam thor nJatknii ti
ncid! od \ s T What wtt their genem piopeititts ? Have any ofthnn bad
made arii^ciaUy 1
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Morphia {CsJI^oNOfi + ^jETO).—This substanee is tlie

active principle of opium, and was the fiist discovered of

these alkalies. It was insulated by Sertu e rner in 1 803 . It

may be prepared by mixing a concentrated infusioa ofopiana

with a solution of chloride of calcium in excess ; the mix-
ture, when warmed, deposits a precipitate of meconate and
sulphate of lime, and the hydrochlorate of morphia remuns
in solution. From this it may be ciystallized by evapora-

tion, and a dark liquor, containing naicotine and coloring

matter, separated by pressure in a piece of flannel. The
impure hydrochlorate may be re-dissolved and re-crystal*

lized, and, by repeating the operation, or resorting to ani

mal charcoal, it may be obtained quite white. The salt

may now be dissolved in hot water and acted on by an ex
cess of ammonia, which throws down pure morphia as a
white precipitate. It may be obtained in crystals by solu-

tion in alcohol.

Morphia is almost insoluble in water ; it neutralizes acids,

and forms crystallizable salts. Its solution is bitter. It

dissolves readily in dilute acids, and yields a deep orange-

red cdior when acted on by strong nitric acid. l?he most
common of its salts are the hydrochlorate, the sulphate, and
the acetate.

Narootine
(
C^^H^^NO^^ is associated with morphia in

opium. It may be obtained by digesting the insoluble por-

tion with dilute acetic acid ; the precipitate produced by
ammonia is to be dissolved in alcohol, and purified by an-

imal charcoal. It yields prismatic crystals, insoluble in wa-
ter, and is a weak base. By the action of peroxide of man
[rancpo nnd sulphuric acid, and by bichloride of platinum,
It yields an extensive sezies of bodies, some of which are
acids and others bases.

Codeine {C^^H^^NOr^.—The hydrochlorate of morphia,
prepared as above described, contains this base ; and when
the preci[jitation with ammonia is made, it remains in solu-

tion. When pure, it crystallizes in octahedrons, and is a

powerful base. Along this body, in opiiim, there oc-

casionally occur other substances of less importance, as jT/tc-

haine, FsevdoTrwrphine, Narceine, and Meconine.
Meconic Acid {C^^HO^^, 3HO).—A tribasio acid, asso-

From uliat 13 morphia obtaiaed ? When was it discovered T Gire •
imeess for its preparation. How is naicotine prepared? What tra it*

|«OHit>M ? WhA* othmr •Ikaline bodi«a u» obtained from opiim ?
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ciated ^\lt^l morphia in opium. It may be obtained from

the lueconale uf lime, which precipitates in the prepaiation

of morphia by mixing it with warm dilute hydrochioiic

acid, and repeating the operation, until all the lime is re-

moved. When purified from coloring matter, it crystallizes

in scales, which are soluble in water and alcohol. When
heated, it loses six atoms of water of crystallization ; and if

its solution be boiled, or the dry aoid heated in a retort,

Comenic Acid, C^2'^2^8' 2II0, a bibasic acid forms with
the disengagemont of water and carbonic acid. Meconio
fteid yieldis, with the persalts of iron, a blood-red solution.

It forma Beveral leries of salts, like all tribaaio acids.

Cotnenie acid» when heated, yielda oarbonio aoid and a
new body» Pynmeoomc Acid, with a nnall quantity of an-

. other substance, parameconic acid. Pyromeoonio aoid ii

oompoeed of C^H^O^y HO,
Quina—Quinine (C72o^i2'^^2)

—

T^^^9 which is one of
the most valuable ofthe T^table alkalies, is obtained from
Cinchona Bark, The decoction of the ground bark in di*

lute hydioohlorio acid is to be boiled in an excess of milk
of lime, an<^the precipitate acted upon by boiling alcohol*

on evapcNration Cinchona is deposited in crystals, but the

quina remains in solution. It may be precipitated by the

addition of water, and obiained in crystals nom the spon-

taneous evaporation of its solution in absolute alcohol.

Cluina neutraliises acids perfectly, giving rise to sa^ts, of
which the hydiochlorate, phosphate, sulphate, ^sc., are em-
ployed in medidne. It is sparingly soluble in water, but
very soluble in alcohol or acids. The basic sulphate of qui-

na, a common preparation; is sparingly soluble in water»
but the neutral sulphate is much more so. For this reason,

sulphate ofquina is often dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid.

Cincliona (C,2-H'i2^0).—This alkali is obtained, as just

stated, in the preparation of quina, with which it is asso*

ciated in bark, and is found in large quantity both in the

gray and red bark. It crystallizes in prisms, is sparingly

soluble in water. Its salts, like those of the foregoing, are

very bitter.

Two other analogous bodies exist in difierent species of
bark. They are Chinoidine and Aricine.

How is mcconic acid procured? What is the action of heat upon it!

Wiiat coior do<»«? mpronic acid yield with pcrsalts of iron 1 When come-
nic acid >• beaiud, what acids does it yieki ? From what source is quinft

iiri'itdt HowiseiBaltoiiaprepMadr What otfaaralkaliM adit inbtikT
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Kimc JMd {C^,T£,^0,^, HO) it aiaociated witli the

finegoing bodies in bark. It is obtained by deoomposing

the kinate of lime, obtained ir. the manufacture of siil|ihate

of quina by oxalio acid, filteriag the solution from oimJate

of lime, and the kinio aeid crystallizes on oTaporation. It

is very soluble in water.

Strychma {C^^H^N^O^ occurs in iVkc Vcmica, Si, Ig^

neUim^s Bean, in the poison Upas Tieute^ and other Tege-

table pro^Jucts. It may be extracted from nux vomica
seedt by boiling them in dilute sulphuric acid, and then

noting with lime and alcohol as described in the case of

quina.

Strychnia lequifes 7000 parts of water for solution, and
communicates to it an intensely bitter taste. It is one of
the most violent poisons known. Its alkaline powers are

well defined, and it produces a complete jsexies of salts. It

is soluble in hot alcohol, but not in ether. The antidote

for an over-dose of it is an infusion of tea.

Brttda (0^4^/25-^2^7) associated with strychnia, and,

being very soluble in cold alcohol, is wadily separated from
it It is also more soluble in hot water, and posiesses the
poisonous character of strychnia. These suDStaaces aie

found in union with Jgcuuric Add,
The following table gives the names of other vsfetable

alkalies, and b<^es andogous to them

:

Aoonitine. Daturine. PicrotoxiBe.
Antearine. Delpbinint. Piperinc.

Aspara^ine. Elaterine. Fklondzme.
Atropine. Emetine. Popnline.
Caffeine—Them*. Gentianine* Salidna.
Chelidonine. Hespendine. Solanine.
Cliiaoidine. Hyosciamine. Stromonine.
Colchidne. Meeonine. Thebaine.
Conine. Narccinc. Tlnohramia*.
CuraiiiM. Narcotioe. Verathne.
Daphnine.

Of Bornt' of these bodies, as uRotine and coiiine, it may
be rem al lied that they are volatile oiiy liquids, which can
form crystallizable salts and" acids. They both contain ni-

trogen, and are interesting m liicMr 1 el alio us to the three lol-

lowing bodies, which may be iornied artihcially.

With what nrids arc these bo<lic9 associated? From what so\ucl^s is

•trychnia procu-ed? What are the properties of strychnia ' What is Ut«

beat antidote to its poisonous eiiecis ? With what other aiivali is it aaao*

Ciated 7 Mention some other vegetaU« ilkaliet ? MHiat snslogoiisaobitui-
have been toinied actifieiaUj t
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Aniline (Cij-HlyiV).—This substance is fDrmed by the

action of potash on isatine, and is also one of the ingredi-

ents of the oil of coal tar. It is an oily liquid, boils at 358°,

and yields crystalline salts with acids.

Ztculcol {Ci^HgN).—Formed with the foregoing in oil

of coal tar, from which it may be separated by distillation.

It is also an oily liquid, and can yield crystallizable salts.

Quinoline (C^^H^N).—Formed by distilling quinine or

strychnine with caustic potash. An oily liquid, very bitter,

strongly alkaline, and yielding.crystallizable salts.

Besides these bodies there are other artificial bases of an
analogous nature, but which differ in the remarkable par-

ticular of containing platinum and arsenic; such, for exam-
ple, as the platina bases of Reiset and Gios, or the arsetiico-

platinum radical kakoplatyle. The formation of these or-

ganic bases leads us to hope that the vegetable alkalies

themselves will hereafler be artificially formed.

LECTURE LXXXIV.

The Coloring Bodies.—General Properties of Coloring

Principles.—Madder.—Hcematoxyline.—Carthamine.
— Yellow Colors.— Chlorophyll.— Indigo.— Sidphin-
digotic Acid.— Deoxydized Indigo.— Action of Heat
and Reagents on Indigo.—Litmus.—Carmine.

The coloring principles derived from the organic kingdom
may be conveniently divided into two classes : the non-nitro-

genized and the nitrogenized. They may also be readily

classed into groups, as blue, red, yellow, green. For the

most part, they are derived from vegetable productions.

For some coloring matters, the fibres of those tissues com-

monly employed for clothing have a sufficient affinity as to

hold the color so that it can not be removed by mere wash-

ing, and is permanently dyed. But in other instances this

is not the case; the artist then has to avail himself of the

qualities possessed by intermediate bodies, such as alumina
and the oxide of tin, which at once possess the double qual-

ity of an affinity for the coloring matter and an affinity

What may be remarked as respects the salts of Reiset and Gros ? How
may coloring principles be class :ticd ?
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for the eloth fibre. The attnwtion <if ihme IxidieB kit col-

oring matter maybe illiMtmted by precipitating alumina in

a solution tinged by litmus; the iolution beeomee perfectly

clear, its eolor going down ivith the precipitate, and fbim-

ing with it a lakew

NON-NITSOGENIZED COLORINO MATTEBS.
The Blue non-nitrogenized ooloxing matters are chiefly

fimnd in flowers and fruits. They are reddened by aeid^

and turned green by alkalies.

The Med non-nitrogenizing coloring matters are of some
importance ; among them may be mentioned Madder Red,
the sublimed crystals of which are known as Alizarine

{CyfH^Oy^, Madder also furnishes a pniple and a yellow

eolor.

Mmnato'jjyline {C^QHyfOi^) ^ coloring matter of

log-wood ; it is soluble in water and alcohol, and-fumishes,

with iron salts, the black dye for hats. The same principle

is yielded by Brazil-wood and cam-wood. Carthamine is a
very beautiful red, obtain«l from safflower ; it is used for

making pink saucers.

The Yellow coloring matters. Among these may be
mentioned Quercitrine ( C^^^Og, H0\ derived from the
Quercus Tinctoria; Gamboge^ the dried juice of the Gar*
dnia Gatnbogia; Turmeric, used as a test for alkalies,

which turn it brown, from the Curcuma Jjmga; and
AnattOt from the seeds of the Bixa OreUana.
The Crreen coloring matters. Chlorophyll, the constitu*

tion of which is not known. It is the green coloring mat-
ter of leaves It is insoluble in water, but soluble in al-

cohol and ether, and is a fatty substance. It is also found*

under very interesting circumstances, in the animal system
as the coloring matter of bile.

NITROGENIZED COLORING MATTERS.
The nitrofrcnizcd coloring matters, among which are soma

of the most valuable dyes that we possess, may also be di-

vided accordmg to their tint.

Indigo is derived from the juice of several species of In-

digoiera, and is formed Irom a colorless or yellow compound

From ^hr\t so iree am tV.R blue non-nitrogenized colors obtained? Wbat
A alizarine I What are haematoxylir e nnd carthamine ? From what sources
re quercitrine, eamboge, turmeric, and anatlo denved? What is chioro
phrll r FVxB what warM is iiidi|o deriv«d f
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which is dissolved out from the leaves of these plants when
they are allowed to ferment with water. A deep blue pre

cipitate (indigo) forms. It appears, therefore, to be a pro-

duct of oxydation. It comes in commerce in small \nasses,

which, when rubbed, exhibit a coppery aspect, is insoluble

ill water, alcohol, dilute acids, and alkalies, and may be

sublimed, yielding a purple vapor, which condenses into

crystals of pure indigo. It dissolves in about fifteen parts

of strong sulphuric acid, but still better in Nordhausen oil

of vitriol, yielding a mass which is soluble in water. It is

Sulphindigotic Acid. By contact with deoxydizing agents,

blue indigo becomes colorless, as may be shown by digest-

ing powdered indigo, green vitriol, hydrate of lime, and
water together. In this state, as in its natural condition, it

is soluble in water, and white indigo may be precipitated

by hydrochloric acid. On exposure to the air, dcoxydized

indigo absorbs oxygen rapidly, and becomes blue and in-

soluble.

When indigo is submitted to destructive distillation, it

yields an oily liquid, Aniline, possessed of powerfully basic

properties, and described in the last Lecture.

The relation which exists between blue and white indi-

go is seen from their formulas.

Blue indigo C^^H.NO^
White indigo Cx^IuNO^.

By several chemists indigo is regarded as containing a

radical, Anyle, = C^qH^N, the symbol for which is An. On
this view, blue indigo is the anhydrous deutoxidc of anyle,

An02, and white indigo the hydrated protoxide, AnO, HO.
Under the action of heat and of reagents, indigo yields

an extensive class of bodies, to which much attention has

been given. In this place I can do little more than en\>

merate some of them. With dilute nitric acid it yields

Afiilic or Indigotic Acid. With strong nitric acid it yields

Picric or Carbazotic Acid, a substance of a yellow color,

bitter taste, and forming explosive salts. Heated with bi-

chromate of potash, sulphuric acid, and water, it yields Isa-

tine, which crystallizes in red prismatic crystals, and con-

tains the elements of blue indigo, with two additional atoms

of oxygen. This body, under the influence of an alkaline

How is sulphindigotic acid made ? What is dcoxydized indigo ? Hon
is aniline made? What is the relation between blue and white indigo

What is anyle 7 What are indigotic acid, carbazotic acid, and isatine ?
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solution, unites with one atom of water, and changes into

Jsatinic Acid. Under the influence of chlorine, isatine

yields Chlorisaiine, by an atom of chlorine substituting one
of its hydrogen atoms, and Bichlorisatine, by the substitu-

tion oftwo chlorine atoms for two hydrogen ones ; and these,

again, as in the case of isatine itself, acted upon by alkaiins

eolntioKfi^ yield each an acid. Caustic alkalies, acting on
indigo, yield Crysanilic and Anthranilic Acids.

Litmus is derived from the Rocella TincUmat Leoatwra
Tartarean lno. These lichens yield to ether a crystalline

BttiMtance, to which the name Lecanorine is given. It does

not contain nitrogen. It is in white crystals, soluble in hot

alcohol and ether. This substance, heated with baryta or

alkalies, yields OrciTiey by losing two atoms of carbonic acid.

Orcine cr}'stallizcs in prisms, which have a yellowish tint

and a sweet taste. Mixed ^vith ammonia, and exposed to

the air, oxygen is alj==orbcd, and the liquid assumes a deep

purple tint. From this acetic acid precipitates a deep-red

powder, Oraiinc, C\^H^NO^^, which contains nitrogen, ana

is supposed to be the basis of the dye-stufi of litmus. With
alkalies it gives a blue color. Litmus is extensively used
in chemistry as a test for acids and alkalies.

Carmine is the colorinrr matter of the cochineal insect,

Cocnfs CacLi. The coioriiig matter may be obtained from

the iiifect L by water or ammonia. The carmine of commerce
is a lake containing alumina.

Aloes is the inspissated juice of certain species Aloe,

used as a purgative medicine. When heated with nitric

acid, and water added, a yellow precipitate is thrown down,
which, when purified, is Chrysammic Add. It yields yel-

low crystals of a bitter taste, and furnishes a solution of a

gurpie color. Its salts are crystallizable, by transmitted

light of a red color, with a green metallic reflection like

murexide. The liquid iroui which this acid was precipi'

tated contains picric acid.

'What is the effect of alkaline solations on isatine? What is the efTed
of chlorine upon it? From wliat ^onrres is litmus derived ? What are OP«

eine and orceine 7 From whik aource la canai^e dejrired 1 Uow im cliry»»

MHUO t0id pnpMvdt
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THE FATTY BODIES. 881

LECTURE LXXXV.

The Fatty Bodies.—Propei ties of the Saponijiable Fats,—Distinction between Fixed and Volatile Oils.—Prep'
aration of Soaps.—Stearine a?id Stearic Acid.—Mar-
garine and Margaric Acid.—Oleine and Oleic Acid.—
Margarone.—Production of Glycerine.—Natural Oils,

as Palni Oil, Cocoa Tallow^ and Nutmeg Butter.—
Spermaceti.— Cholesterine.— Three Classes of Volatile

Oils.— The Camphors.

This class of substances is characterized by several well-

marked peculiarities, and may be conveniently divided into

two natural groups, oils and fats. They belong both to the

vegetable and animal systems. In the former they usually

abound in the seeds or fruits ; in the latter they are depos-

ited in the cellular structure of the adipose tissue. The
natural fats are usually mixtures of two or more ingredi-

ents, which differ from one another in consistency. In most
instances they are stearine and margarine, along with a liq-

uid oleine. These oils can not be distilled without under-

going decomposition
;
exposed to the air, they gradually ab-

sorb oxygen and evolve carbonic acid. Many of them, in

which this change takes place with rapidity, turn into res-

inous bodies ; and hence their application, in the art of

painting, as drying oils. When acted upon by alkalies, the

fixed oils and fats give rise to soaps, and hence are spoken

of as Saponifable.
Oily bodies may be divided into fixed and volatile. The

fixed oils decompose when heated ; the volatile ones distill.

A iimple test, therefore, is sufficient to distinguish them.

"When a few drops of an oily substance are put on paper,

if it be a volatile oil it soon evaporates, and leaves the pa-

per without a stain ; if fixed, the paper remains greasy

The fixed oils have but little odcnr, the volatile oils common-
ly a characteristic one. They are all insoluble in water

;

Into what natural groups may the fatty bodies be divided ? What are the
natural fats ? What change do the drying oils undergo ? How may th«

fixed oils be distinguished from the rolatue ? What la the difference of
their properties ?
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mauy of them are soluble in alcohol ; but in ether they are

freely dissolved.

By exposure to a low temperature the oonBtituent prin-

etples of a mixed oil may often be separated from each
other, the more solid snbstanoes. separating as the temper*

atnre descends. Whou olive oil is thus treated, an expo-

sore of40^ F. causes a deposit ofMargaHne: the fluid por*

tion which is left u^OUine. Animal fats exposed to press-

ure between folds orblotting paper commimicate to it oleine,

and the sdid residne which is left behind is a mixtuie of

margarine and Stearine. When the fixed fats are boiled

with alkaline solutions, Soa^ are formed ; these substance^,

-which are of extensive use in domestic economy and the

arts from their detergent qualitieB, are freely soluble in wa-
ter. In the process of making tiiem, the fats undergo a
change; they form true acids, steaiine yielding stearic acid,

margarine margario acid, and pleine oleic acid, which may
be set free by decomposing the soap with an acid. With
them there is also formed a sweet substance, CR^cerim^
which appears to be the same, whatever fat may have been

originally employed. Of the varieties of sotap met with in

commerce, Soft Soap is made from potash, combined with
whale or seal oil ; Hard White Soap from tallow and
caustic soda ; Hard YMlaw Soap from soda, taiiow, palm
oil, and resin. In the preparation of white soap the alka*

line solution is made to boil, and tallow added in small por«

tions until no more can be saponified ; the solution now con-

tains soap and free glycerine ; the former is separated by the

addition ofcommon salt, in a solution ofwhich it is insoluble.

It floats on the top of the liquid. It is then nm into monldSi
and cut into ban for commerce* In this prooess'tbe man-
ufacturer does not add so much salt as to separate all the
water. Commercial soap still containsfrom 40 to 50 per cent

Stearine may be obtained from purified mutton fat by

sufiering a warm ethereal solution to cool. The stearins

crj'stallizes, and margarine and oleine are left in solution.

A repetition of the process purifies it. It is a white body,

insoluble in water and in cold alcohol. It melts at ISO**.

When saponified, it yields glycerine and stearic acid.

Whet if the effect of a reduction of temperature on mixed oib ? Into
^sl nity oUf« be thui decomposed ? What are soaps ? How mwj tbt
d i fTe rent rarieliis be temed f How Is stMBiM prepand. and what art ilt
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Stearic Add (C^^Hq^Oq) may be crystallized from a hot

lilcoholic solution, is insoluble in water, and without taste

or smell. It is soluble both in alcohol and ether, melts at

158°, and may be volatilized without change.

Margarine.—This substance remains with oleine in the

ethereal solution arising in the preparation of stearine, and
may be obtained from it by evaporation and pressing the

soft mass in paper. Margarine is found more abundantly
in human than in other kinds of fat.

Margaric Acid {CqqII^qOq) is prepared by saponifying

margarine with potash and decomposing with hydrochloric

acid. It is also formed with other products by the distilla-

tion of stearic acid. It cr}'stallizes in white needles, its

melting point being 140°.

Oleine.—When almond or rape oil is dissolved in ether

and the solution exposed to a low temperature, the marga-
rine crystallizes, and oleine may be obtained by evaporating

the ether. It remains liquid at a temperature of 0°. From
it Oleic Acid (C^^H^^O^) may be obtained by saponifica-

tion and decomposition with muriatic acid, as in the fore-

going instances. Its melting point is about 20°. It gives

rise to a class of salts.

Margarone {C^^H^fi^.—When a mixture of margaric

acid and lime is distilled, this substance is formed, and car-

bonic acid separates. It is a white solid, hke spermacetii

and melts at 170°.

Glycerine {CqH^O^).—This substance arises when any
fatty matter is saponified with potash, the soap being de-

composed with tartaric acid, and dissolving the glycerine

out by alcohol. It is a colorless liquid, specific gravity 1*26

;

it is soluble in water and alcohol, but not in ether. It may
be cooled to a very low point without assuming the solid

form. When mixed with sulphuric acid, the two bodies

unite directly, and Sidphoglyceric Acid is the result : an
acid having many analogies with sulphovinic.

Palm Oil is brought from Africa, and much of it used in

the manufacture of yellow soap. It is of a reddish-yellow

color, and contains, besides oleine, a solid fat, Palmitine.
It is insoluble in water, slightly soluble in hot alcohol, but

Wh^ is the process for preparing stearic acid 7 How are margarine and
margaric acid obtained f What are the properties of oleine ? How is oleic

acid made 7 What is margamne ? Unner what circumstances does gWc*
rina form ? What are palm oil and palmitine 7
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very so uble in ether. Its rneitiug point is 118'^. By sa-

poiulicatioii and decompUisiLioii with an aCid, it yields Pai-
milic Acid, the meitiug poiirt of which is 140**. It w a

Dibasic acid.

Cocoa Tallow,— solid fat obtained from the cocoa-nut,

and used in the manufacture of candles. Its oleine and
stearine may be separated by pressure, or by boiling aloo-

iiol, from which the stearine crystallizes on cooling.

Among other fatty sabstanoes aad allied bodies may be
mentioned Nutmeg Butter^ which yields, among other pro-

ducts, Myristicine, and by saponification, MyrisHc Acid,

Elaidinet which arises from the action of nitrous acid on

oleine ; it furnishes, by the common process, JSlaidic Add.
Suberic Acid, which arises from the action of nitric acid on
oork. Succinic Add, by the destructiTo distillation of am*
ber, or by the continued action of nitric on stearic acid

Sebadc Add^ by the destructive distillation of oleic acid.

Butyrincy Caprcifmt and Capriney which are contained

in butter. These yield, by saponification and decomposi-

tion, Butyric^ Ctiprmc^ and Caprie Adds, Butyric acid

can be made, as we-haTc seen, artificially by fermentation*

Bees* Wax is a mixture of two bodies : Uerine, which may
be dissolved by boiling alcohol, and Myricine, which is in*

soluble therein. Spermaceti, which is obtained from eeiw

tain species of whales, yields, under the process for glyoe*

rine, a substance, Ethal, and this, under the action of hot
potash, gives Ethcdic Add, with evolution of hydrogen gas.

ChdeUerine is obtained from biliary calcnli ; it also occun
ir. the substance of the brain.

The V01.ATII.E Oils.—These, fi>r the most part, are found
in plants, or are derived from them by simple processes

Many of them are extensively used in the arts in the man*
uiaoture of varnishes, and others in the preparation of per-

fumery. Their solutions in alcohol form JSssences, and in

water Medicated Waters, They are commonly obtained

by the distillation of those parts of the plants in which they
occur, with water, and consist of two substances, a solid por-

tion, Stearopten, or camphor, and a true oil. They may
be divided into groups according to their constitutiott.

What is palmirir acid? Mention some other bodies belonging to the
»ame class. From what are suberic, succinic, and sebaeic acids aeriredt
What bodi«8 are contained in butter, and what acids do they yield ? What
two sutMtancas f.re found in bses* wax^ Fram wbBt aie speiflMSiCt asitf

Choi ettsiiiM ; srived t
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TurpentUM.
Citron.

CopMfS.
Stonx.

Bergamotta.
Cubeba,

VdaHU OiU eonUmmg C«rfiMit ^fdngm, mi (hjffiiiL

Cajeput.
Lavender.
Rosemary.
Peppemmt.

Black mnstard.

I

PfnnyroyaL
"Valenan.

Spearmint,

Onions.
Asafostidm.

The ttearopteiis (eamphois) of the volatile oils are bent

lopreiented by commoa camphor, which is extracted from
the Laurus and JDryabalonops Camphara by i^iatilling

with water. It is a white, tough, semitransparent mass,

lighter than water, of a well-marked odor, melts at 350°,

and soon after sublimes rapidly unchanged. Artificial

Camphor is made by passing dry muriatic acid gas into oil

of turpentine. It is a muriate of oil of turpentine. The
true cainpliors originate in several different ways ; some-

times by the oxydation of the oils from which they are de-

rived ;
sometimes they are liydrates of those oiia i and 80X116'

times they are isomeric with them.

LECTUEB LXXXYI.

Thb Resins, Balsaiis, and Bodies abisino in DssntTroT*

xvs DiSTiLLATiOK.—OofopAon^, Gum iac, Amber, ^e,—India^nMer^—'BiJMJtB.—Products of the Destruet-w DistiUltUion of Wood.—Pamffine, Eupione, Creoh

sate, and alUed Bodies.—The DestnuOiw DisiiUatwn
qfCoal^NophthaUnetPmranapthaiine, Kf/aml, Oar-

SUicAM.—Products ofdow Decony.—Wmm amd Ul^

mie Add.—Cremc and Afooreme Amd.^Thc Vario*^

ties of Choi and other substdiartf Bodies.

The resins are bodies in many respects analogous to the

camphors, but are distinguished from them by the circum-

stance that they are not volatile without decomposition. In

many instaaoes they act as acids ; they all coatain oxygen.

Into what gitrapa maj the volatile oils be divided ? What are the cam*
^lioisl Wlisl is conaMMi and artificial Gunphor ? What arc the resins I

ft
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Colophony is a mixed resin, obtained by the diatiilatioi

of turpentine with water, the oil of turpentine passing over

It jS a mixture ol two resins, Pi7iic and Sylmc Acids^ which

may be separated by cold alcohol, in which sylvic acid i<

insoluble.

Gum Lac, which is one of the resins, occurs under three

forms : shell lac, stick lac, and seed lac. It is used in the

prepnration of lacquers, and is the chief ingredient in seal-

ing-wax. Among other resins may be mentioned Copal,

Mastic, Dragon's Blood, Gamboge, Safidaract and Datn-
mara Resin.

Amber is a substance belonging to this class. It is form

ed in beds of bituminous wood, and often incloses msects in

a state of beautiful preservation. Its s])ecific gravity is

about 107. By distillation it yields succinic acid.

Caoutclwuc—Indian-rubber, or Gum-elastic—is the pro-

duct of the Jatropa EUutica, the Havea Caoutchouc, and

several other tropical trees. The milky juice which they

yield is dried on muukls of various forms ; it turns of a black

color by being smoked. From its imperviousness to water,

this substance has of late been introduced for a great va-

riety of purposes. It is combustible, burns witli a bright

flame, is softened by boiling water, and still more so by

ether. In ether, as also in naphtha and coal oil, it may bo

dissolved. Bags of it, soaked in ether until they becooie
gelatinous, may be distended, by blowing into them, tc a
very great size, and thus become useful for a variety of

])Lu poses. Very few chemical agents act upon India-rubber :

It IS extent! vcij used for counectiug the parts of chen^ical
apparatus.

Balsams arc com]:)ounds of resins witii volatile oils; some
of tlicm also contain benzoir. or cinikaaiic acids. Some, as

benzoin, are solid
;
and oliiers, as the JBahanis of Toiu and

Peru^ are viscid iiuids.

THE PRODUCTS OP THE DESTRUCTITE DISTILLATION O*
WOOD, dee;

When wood k submitted to distillatioil in olose vends, a
black, inflammabls liquid called Tar is ibnned ; it oontaius

W hat substances may be obtained from colophony 7 "What is ^um lac t

WiMt teid doM nnber yield by dntiHttios I rrom what aonrot* it ludi*
rubi er (!< rlvc 1 ^ Wl nt is the cnuse of its black color? How may it b«
•ofteoed, and in what disaolF^d? Wbat an tiM balaauiT Wliat an Ul
tadpitekf
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a groat many remarkable bodies, among which the following

may be mentioned. The solid black residue which is left

after the distillation or inspissation of tar constitutes Pitch.

Paraffine (C .H) is obtained by distilling tar, several

oils coming over : it is from the heaviest that this substance

is extracted. It is a solid substance, lighter than water, of

a fatty appearance; it melts at 111^ F., and distills un-

changed. Few chemical agents act upon it : it remains un-

changed by the alkalies, acids, &c., but is soluble in turpen-

tine and naphtha. From its chemical indifierence it has ob-

tained its name (Parum Affinis).

JEupione (C^Hq) occurs abundantly in animal tar, from
which it may be prepared by distillation, and subsequently

purified by rectification from sulphuric acid. From paraf-

fine it may be separated by exposure to cold, or, being more
volatile, by distillation. It is a colorless liquid, specific grav-

ity 074 ; it boils at 339° F. It is insoluble in water, but
very soluble in alcohol.

Creasote is extracted from the heavy oil of tar by a com-
plicated process. It is an oily, colorless liquid, of a burning

taste, exhaling a powerful odor of wood smoke. It is slight-

ly heavier than water, boils at 400° F., is combustible. One
hundred parts of water dissolve about 1^ of this substance,

and obtain its peculiar odor. It has the remarkable prop-

erty of coagulating albumen and preserving flesh from pu-

trefactive changes. From this latter circumstance its name
is derived.

Among allied substances may be mentioned Picamar, an

oily liquid of a bitter taste, which boils at 518° F., and com-

bines with bases to form crystalline compounds. Kapno-
mar, a colorless liquid, having an odor of rum ; boils at 300**

F-, and forms, with oil of vitriol, a purple solution. Cedri-

ret, which forms red crystals, giving, with creasote, a purple

solution, and with sulphuric acid a blue. Pittakal, a dark

blue solid, which yields blue precipitates with metallic salts.

It contains nitrogen.

When coal tar is submitted to distillation, like wood tar,

it yields a volatile oil, which, by being submitted to rectifi-

cation, becomes Coal Oil, or Artificial Naphtha. From it

. ft

What properties distinguish parafTine ? What are thp properties ofeu
pi^ne? What remarkal)le proberlies does creaaole possess? From »^hal

u its name derived 7 From woat sources are picam&r, kapnomar. cedriieW

and pittakal obtained 7
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a variety of subBtances may be extracted ;
thoy either pr©*

exist in the oil, or are formed by the operation.

Naphthaline (Ciq^J is obtained by rectifylTig coal gai

tar; it forms colorless or crystalline plates, ineliing at 136°

F., and boiling at 413^ F. It exhales a peculiar odor, ia

very combustible, insoluble in water, but soluble in ether

and alcohol; the specific gravity of its vapor is 4 /328. It

di8SolT6B in sulphuric acid, and the solution, on being diluted

with water and saturated with carbonate oi baryta, yields

two salts* one containing StdphonaplUhcUic Add, and the

other an acid less known.

Faranaphthaline {C^^TQ is associated with naphtha-

line, but differs from it by being insoluble in alcohol, by

which liquid they may theretbre be separated.

Kyanol{C^^H. N). an oily liquid, which, though volatile,

has a boiling point ot 3ob^' F. It is heavier than water,

with which it may be combined, and is sohible in alcohol

and ether. It posfie&ses basic properties, and yields several

•well-defined salts.

Carbolic Acid~ Hyflrate of Phenyle {C^Mfi)—'^^
found in that portion ol oil of tar which boils between 300^

F. and 400° F. This, bcin^^ afiitateJ with potash, and the

result decomposed by an acid, yields carbolic acid, which

may be purified by rectification from caustic potash. It is

an oily liquid, but may be obtained in long, needle-shaped

cr) stak. A fiplinter of pine-wood first dipped in it and then

m strong nitric acid becomes of a blue color, which then

passes into a brown. In many particulars this subsLauce

fesembieg creasote so closely, that a supposition has been

entertained that they are m reality the same body.

When woudy matter is gradually decomposed by contact

with air and moisture, Ul?ni?ie and Ulmic Acid are pio-

duced. They arise from a partial oxydation, attended by

the production of carbonic acid and water, the aclioa being

orginally occasioned by azotized matter iu the wood ;
cor-

rosive sublimate, or any otlier body which possesses the qual-

ity of checking icriaent action, may therefore be resorted

Co to prevent the dry-rot of wood. When the access of air

IS for the most part cut off, the brown bodies, ulmme and

What are the properties of nsphUialhie t What substance doMlr i»*

•enibles it? What are the properties of kyanol? What suhfifiinre f^oes

carbolic acid closely resemble I Under wha circumstances are ulinine and
ttlmic a«9id fwoduced t Wlnt bodiiM maj be employed to prevent diy-ni
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\ilmic acid, no longrer appear alone, but with them many
other substances, of the family of the hydrocarbons, arise.

Besides these, as in the formation of vegetable soil and turf,

azotized acids, such as the Crenic and Apocrenic, appear.

These originate in the decay of the nitrogenized coiisLitu-

ents of the wood, an action which probably precedes its

general disorganization. They are often found in mineral

springs, in combination with oxide of iron, forming ochery

stains. Crenic acid, by exposure to the air, changes into

JLj^crenic Acid, a substance much less soluble in water.

There is abmujant proof that all the varieties of coal

have originated iVoin woody fibre. For the production of

these, it seems requisite that the wood should be immersed
in water at a moderately high temperature, and without

free contact of air. The ulmine bodies form from the decay

of wood at tlie surface of the earth ; ihn cual bodies under

a h.eavy pressure. (Jt these wtj have many varieties, difTcr-

ing much lu constitution : Lignite^ which is of a brown
color, and in which the structure of the wood is more or

less perfectly preserved ; the various forms of Bituminous
Coal, as cannel coal, Newcastle coal, &c. ; Anthrcudte,

which contains but little hydrogen.

With these more valuable natural products are frequent

ly found small quantities of others of less* importance, as

Ozocherit, or fossil wax ; Idrialine, which is isomeric with

oil of turpentine ; Petroleum^ ox Naphtha, which in many
Eastern countries is eoUeeted in wells. It arises, piobably,

from the decomposition of ooal by the action of the natiizal

heat of the eaith.

LECTURE LXXXVII.

Animal Chemistry.—Equilibrium of the System,—Ca/us
es of Diminution and Increase,—Relation of Oxygen
to the Food,—Digestion, the Nature of it.—pescriplion

of the Process,—Artificial Digestion.—Two great Va*

rieties of Pood.—Nutrition in the Carnivora and Crra-

minivora.—Routes of the Passage of Nutritious Mat*
ter into the System,

In the preceding Lectures I have ^ven the deseriptiye

From what bodies do crenic and apocrenic acida arise 1 What i« tht

ioiuo0oftli»diiEerant?arietwiofecMlt Whal it lignitftt
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history of many of tho more important org:anic compounds,
and chiefly tiiohe belonging to, or derived from, the vegeta-

ble king^duia. It remains. now to mention another clnps

which seems to bear a closer relation to animal beiufj^s.

The appearance and destruction of these conifiounds lead

by ready steps to a cousideratioa of the physiological func-

tions of the animal mechanism.

There are certain cansf* which tend constantly to change
the weicrht of an adult, healthy individual; causes of in-

crease and causes of diminution. Among the former may
be mentioned food, drinks, and atmospheric air; among the

latter, urine, faeces, transpired and expired matters. And
these, in thi^ c urse of a year, amount to many hundred
pounds; yet the resultinsr action of the mechanism is such
that, at the end oi that time, the weight remains un-
changed.

This fact, the constancy of adult weight, can, tlierefore,

only be explained by an examination of" tlic action of the

matters introduced into the interior of tiic system on each
other or an examination of the Kiattcrs rendered. What-
ever is fit for food, when burued in the o})en air, with free

access of oxygen, must yield caibonic acid, water, and am-
monia; and these, in point of fact, are the results of the ac-

tion of the anioibl mechanism. Oxygen gas, intruJu red by
the respiratory process through the hmirs, efiects eveuuialiy
the destruction of the hydrocarbons and mlroo-enized bodies
which have been introduced through the stomach , and car-

homo acid, ammonia, and the vapor of water, or substances
in a tranntioa state, which tend eventually to assume those
forms, are the result. An elevated tempcialurc must, as a
consequence, be obtained.

Before the introduction of chemical principles into the
soience of physiology, it was a favorite idea that the animal
system possessed the peculiarity of resisting the influence
of external agents. This is an error. There is no essen-

tial difierence between the physical effects taking place in
the body during life and after death, nor is there any prin-

ciple of resistance to external agents possessed by living
structures. The only distinction is, that during life the ef-

fete materials pass offby appointed routes—the kidneys, the

What causes are in operation tending to change the wri-ht of an niult
^mal I Mention some of the causes of increase and some of diminutioAi
Whst it tli« dMimod naiiix* oftli* ibodf

\
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tniigi, or the ikiii ; and after death, then paaeagee beui§
eiloeed, they acoamulate in the mterior of the hody.

The matters returned by an animal to the external world
ure all found to be oxydized bodies, or suoh as arise from
^mcesses of oxydation. The result is» therefore* fi>xced upon
ua that the primitive aotion of the mechaniam is the oxy-
dation of the food in the system by air whieh has been in-

troduced through the lungs

The process of digestion appears to be exclusively for the

object of ejecting the minute subdivision of the food. By
the action of the teeth or other organs of mastication, it is

first roughly divided and simultaneously mixed with saliva.

It is then passed into the stomach, and in that organ mixes
with the gastric juice, a viscid and slightly acid body. This

mixture is perfected by certain movements which the food

now undergoes, and under the coigoint action of the saliva

and the gastric juice it is totally broken up into a gray,

semifluid, homogeneous mass, sometimes acid and sometimes

insipid, of the consistency of cream or gruel, called Chyme.
This gradually passes out through the pyloric ori^e of the

stomach, aud enters the intestine.

It has been a question whether artiticial digestion couid

be perfanned, but it now appears to bo iiuivcrsally admit-

ted that an acidulated water, containing animal matter in

a ptate of change, has the power of impressing analogous

changes on organized substances submitted to its action,

just as the gastric juice, contauung hydrochloric or acetic

acid, with animal matter undergoing metamorphosis, de-

rived from the saliva or the coats of the stomach, possess-

es the power of dissolving fibrin or coagulated albumen.

Soon after its entrance into the intestine the chyme is

mingled with bile and pancreatic juice, the former coming
from the liver, the latter from the })aucreas. The effect

appears to be a division of the chyinc into three parts : 1 st.

A creamy fluid ; 2d. A whey-like flnid ; 3d. A red sedi-

ment : the two iormer, commingled, constitute what lo des-

ignated the Chyle.

What gas ift introducad through the lungs ? How do these «st on each
other? I)o aniinal stnicturcs possess any power of rosistin-: the influence

of external a^'cnts ? Why do we conclude that the oxydation of the food

is ihc principal efTect going on in the system ? What is the object of di-

gestion ? How is chyme prepared ? Can digestion be conducted artifi*

ri-div? With what fluids does the chyme nungle! What ie their aetioa

en u \ What is chjrle?
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392 FBODUCTION OF CHYLE.

It has been already remarked that tho aim of the digest

ive process appears lo be the subdivision of the food. It in

for this that the teeth comminute it ; and the gastric juice,

exc ited to activity hy the oxygen introduced with the saliva,

bleaks down by its ferment action all albmninoiis and fib-

rinous matters, and prepares the food, in this ooadition of

extreme subdivision, fur its passage into the blood-vaflseU.

Before we can trace the changes which then occur, it is

proper, however, to remark that, as respects the food itself,

it may be distinguished into two varieties : 1st The food

of nutrition, or the nitrogenized food ; 2d. The food of res-

piration, or the non>nitrogeniaed food.

The nutritive processes of camivoions animals are veij

simple ; ^ey live on the graminivora, and find, in the car-

cases ihey consume, the fitts, the fibrin, and other such
bodies wmch are necessary for their own economy ; these»

therefore, simply require to be brought into a state of solu-

tion, or of extreme subdivision, and then are absorbed into

the blood-TCssels. Iil these cases the fats constitute the

food of respiration, and the nitrogenized bodies that of nu*

tiition.

But the graminivora find in the vegetable matters they
* uae the same essential principles ; their fibrin, albumen,

and fats are directly obtained from plants, in which they
naturally occur. In the digestive process of the two great
classes of animals, there is not therefore, in reality, any dif*

ference ; both find in their food the elements they require

There is reason for believing that the two classes of food

are introduced into the system by different routes—4he &itf
or resj^ratory food passing through the lacteals, and the ni-

trogenized bodies being taken up by the veins.

What two great Tarietiei of food are there ! Describe the nutritive pro-
cesses of the eumvora. Wlnt is their respiratory food ? Deaeribe tht
nutritive processes of the eraminivora. By what imitM Mm tba two wria*
ties oi food introduced into liie ajstem ?
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LECTURE LXXXVIII.

Origin and Deposits of the Fats and Neutral Nitro-
GENizED Bodies.—Artificial Formation of Fat.— It

may be made in tJie Animal System, or directly ab-

sorbedfrom the Food.—Proofs of the latter.— Varieties

ofFat arising i?i partial Oxydation.—Changes in Fat
as it passes through the Systems of the Graminivora
and Carnivora.—Its final Destruction.—Origin and
Deposit ofthe Neutral Nitrogenized Bodies.—Proper-
ties of Fibrin, Albumen^ Casein^ Protein, Gelatin, SfC.

Two opinions have been entertained respecting the origin

of the fat which occurs in the adipose tissues of animals.

Ist. It has been supposed to be produced by processes taking

effect in the system ; or, 2d. Simply collected from the food.

In many various processes fatty bodies arise. Thus,

when flesh meat is left in a stream of water, a mass o{ ad-

ipocere is eventually found. During the action of nitric acid

on fibrin, and in the preparation of oxalic acid from starch,

oily bodies are apparently produced. There is every reason

to believe, however, that these are rather insulated than
formed, or that they pre-exist in the bodies from which they

are apparently derived.

But recent experiments, as in the preparation of butyric

acid from sugar, have decisively demonstrated that the fatty

bodies can be artificially formed from the non-nitrogenized

by processes such as those of fermentation, and, consequently,

we have every reason to suppose that the animal system

can form fats from the food, although none might occur

there naturally.

But, though the power of forming oily from amylaceoui

bodies may be possessed by the animal mechanism, there

can be no doubt that in many instances it is not resorted to,

and that fats contamed in the food are at once absorbed into

the system. Often this absorption takes place with so slight

What opinions have been held resnecting the origin of fat ? In what pro-

cesses is It apparently produced ? What reason is there to believe that it

Clin be formed from the starch bodies ? What reason is there for believing

that many fata ar« directly absorbed into the system ?

R 2
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Ik chaagB impnflied upon the oil, that without difficulty

can detect its presctnce by its odor or its taste. Thus the

milk of coura which are led on linseed cake tastes strongly

of that substance ; and at those seasons of the year when
such animals feed on young shoots or leaves containing

odoriferous oils, the taste is at once detected in the milk.

The deposition of fat upon an animal, and the production

of butter in its milk, bear a certain relation to the amount
of oleaginous matters found in its food. For this reason,

Indian corn, which contains from eight to twelve per cent,

of oil, furnishes one of the most available articles for feed-

ing and fattening cattle. It is now, however, admitted,

that where foods without fat are used, the system possesses

the power of efiecting their production ; thus bees will pro-

dace wax though fed upon pure sugar, and animals will

jgtovf iiett though fed on potatoes alone.

A gieat number of the fatty bodies may be derived from

margaric acid by processes of partial oxydation. With a

limited supply of oxygen gas, ethalic and myristic £rst make
their appearance; and the supply being still continued,

there follow cocinic, lauric, 6co*, the process being as shown
in the billowing table

:

Margarie.
Ellialic.

Myn.stic.
CociniOi

Laurie.

Capric.
CEnanthytio,
Caproic.

Yalenanie.
Buiyrie.

These partial oxydations being perfected, there resnlt at last

carbonic acid gas and water, tiie same bodies which appear

when a fat is directly burned in the open atmospheric air.

The fats which occur in plants pass into the systems of

graminivorous animals, and there undergo ohaages, a series

of partial oxydations occurring. It is only a part which is

completely destroyed so as to produce carbonic acid and wa-
ter, and this part is the element of respiration. The res-

idue accumulates, in the cells of the adipose tissues, and, de-

voured by the camiTorous tribes, is destined to undergo in
them those snocesnve changes which bring it back to the

Is there any relation between the production of butter and the quantity
of oil in the food ? C an beet form wax from sugar? By -what •process eaa
the fatty bodies be derived from each other ? In what do these partial ox
vdations terminate at last ? What change occurs to vegetable fata in pass
leg through the systems of the xraminivora 1 What is the object of the en
tife combustion of a portion of it ? By what meaiia is the retidne at hit
•lottsht to the aaBM atata?
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condition of carbonic acid aiid water, and restore it to the
atmosphere from which it was originally derived by plants.

The aiiiylaceous bodies and fats, or the non-nitrogenized

bodies, are, therefore, the iood of respiration ; their office is

to neutralize the oxygen introduced by the lungs, and, by
the pioducUon of carbonic acid gas and water, keep up the

temperature of the animal system

I have already described the fatly bodies, and e^iven the
liistory oi their general pro j)cr ties. It is unnecessary to re-

pea.L here what lias been already said.

When the expressed juices of ])lants. such as beets, tur-

nips, kc, are allowed to stand, there is deposited, alter a
ghort tunc, a coagulum or clot, \vliicli does not appear to

difier in any respect irom animal Fihri/i. If this be re-

moved, and the temperature of the juice raised to 212-^ F.,

it becomes turbid again, from the deposit of a second body,

Albumen. On separating this and slowly evaporating, a
film forms on the surface, identical witli Cctsein. These
three bodies contain nitiogen, and may, therefore» be looked

upon as the representatives ofthe neutral nitrqgenized clasi.

'Fibrin{C^H^Oy^N^ . + {S.F) This substancemay
be obtained beating fresh-drawn blood with twigs, and
washing with waterand ether the clot which adheres ther^

to. As thus prepared, £brin is a white^ elastic body, insol*

uble in water, alcohol, or ether, but soluble in hydrochloric

acid, with which it yields a blue solution. It possesses the

Dower of decomposing rapidly the dentoxide of hydrogen.

^VVhen dried it shriniai very much in yphime, but, for the

.Boost part, recoTcrs its bulk when agaU moistened. Fibrin

derived fiom arterial and venousVm is not altogether the

same ; the latter may be dissolved in a warm solution of

nitrate of potash, but the fprmex can not. In the formula

annexed to this body, th^ symbols within the brackets mere-

ly mean small and ijideterminate quantities of sulphur and

phosphorus.

Jubumen occurs abundantly in the serum of blood and in

ihe white of eggs, from which it may be obtained by neu-

tiylig^fig in a Sf^ution of it the associated soda with acetic

acid, and on dilution with cold water it falls as a white pre-

cipitate, soluble in water containing a minute quantity of

Whnt bodies conJ^titiito the food of respiration? What is the composi

Uon oi fibrin ? From what sources may it be derived ? What am its prop

itiM ? Whal itra tli« irnvMS and propeitiet of atbameo t
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alkali. Expoaed to a lafBcient heat, common albumen eo>

agulates and becomea a white body, wholly insoluble in wa*
tar. The ationg acids also unite directly with it, and form
insoluble compounds; acetic and the tribasic phosphoric

acid are ezoeptioDS. With metallic salts, as corrosive sub-

limate, it gives insoluble precipitates ; hence its use as an
antidote for that poison. Its constitution is identical with

that of iibrin, except that it appears to contain twice aa

much sulphur.

Casein is found abundantly in milk. It is insoluble in

water, but, like albumen, is readily dissolved if free alkali

is present. It may be obtained by coagulating milk with
sulphuric acid, and dissolving the curd, after it has been
well washed with water, in a solution of carbonate of soda.

By stnridinnf it separates into two portions, oily and watery.

From the latter the casein is re-[n'ecipitated by sulphuric

acid, and the process repeated. The casein is finally washed
with ether to remove any trace ol iat. It is a white sub-

stance, Bohible m an alkahne water, the solution not being

coagulated by boiUn":, but a skin forms on tlie surface as

evaporation poes on. It can, however, be coafrulated by cer-

tain animal inernbranes, as by tlic interior coat of the stom-
ach of a calf It contains five or six per cent, of bone earth.

The foregoing bodies are sometimes spoken of as the
Protein group, from the circumstance, as is shown in their

formula, that they all contain C^qH^^O^^N^, a body which
passes under the designation of protein. It may be ex-
tracted from thera by dissolvinir cither of them in an alka-

line solution, and pi^cipitatinn; by an acid. It is a taste-

less, white, insoluble body, soluble in acetic acid and in al-

aalies. It yields a binoxlie and tritoxide, which may be
?reduced by boiling iibriu in water in contact with air

'hese substances are the chief Constituents of the Inify
coat of inflammatory blood.

Gelatin (Ci^H^qNzO^) is prepared by dissolving isin-

glass in warm water. It forms, on cooling, a soft jelly,

which contracts as it dries. Solution of gelatin is precij)-

itated by corrosive sublimate, lannic acid, or inlusion of
galls

; with the latter bodies it yields a precipitate which
is the bafaiti of leather. Glue is an impure gelatm.

What ftr« the tources and properties ofcasein ? Wbatiaprateinf Whta
nlation has it to the foregomg oodies ? What oxides docs it give ' How
m gelatin obtained 1 Wkat preeipitate does it give wiUi mfoMoa ofgaUa t
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On examining the constitution of some of the leading

tissues of the animal system, it is plain that they hear a rer

markable relation to protein, as is shown in the following

table

:

Protein, C^Hj^N^O^ . . . . = Pr.
Arterial membrane = Pr4- HO.
Chondrin (rib cartilage) . . . = Pr - - HO -}- O.
Hair, horns = Pr-- iVi/j-f-Os.
Gelatinous tissues =2Pr -}- 3iV//, -(- HO -f O7

These different bodies are therefore derived from the pro-

tein group by processes of partial oxydation, for in their con-

ititution they correspond to oxides, hydrated oxides, &c.

The nitrogenized bodies introduced into the systern pass

through the same changes as the non-nitrogenized : partial

oxydations giving rise to various tissue forms, and ending in

perfect oxydation, with a production of water, ammonia, and
carbonic acid.

Whether we regard the respiratory or the nutritive food,

we see that the result is the same. Introduced through
the blood-vessels into the system, it is brought under the

destructive influence of oxygen arriving through the lungs,

and, as I have already explained, the amount of oxygen is

so adjusted to the amount of these classes of food combined,

that in an adult and healthy individual the weight does not

change, even after the lapse of a considerable period of time.

LECTURE LXXXIX.

Op the Introduction of Respiratory and Nutritious
Food into the Blood, and its Transahssion through

^ THE System.—Absorption by the Lacteals and Veins.—
Caicse of the Circulation of the Blood.— Constitution

and Properties of the Blood.— Plasma and Disks.—
The Offices of each.— The Coagulation of Blood.—
Analysis of Blood.

The ordinary principles of capillary attraction are amply
sufficient to account for the absorption of nutritious matter
from the intestinal cavity, both by the lacteal vessels and

What relation does protein bear to other tissues ? What changes do the
nitrogenized bodies pass through ? What phya cal principle is involved in

th« absorbent action of the lacteals and veins 7
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the vmiiB By this it is eventually brought into the gen-
eral cunent of the ciiculation, and distxibuted to evexy part

of the system.
,

With respect to the forces involyed in the circulation of

the blood, most physioli^sts have regarded the hydra m lie

action of the heart as amply sufficient to account for all the

phenomena. It is now on all hands conceded that this or-

gan discharges a very subsidiary duty. The whole vege-

table creation, in which circulatoiy movements of liquids

are actively carried on without any such central mechanism
of impulsion ; the numberless existing acardiac beings be-

longing to the animal world ; the accomplishment of the

systematic circulation of fishes without a heart; and the oo-

currence in the highest tribes, as in man, of special circu-

lations which are isolated from the greater one, have aU
served to demonstrate that we must look to oth^r principles

£>r the cause of these remarkable movements.
The cause of the circulation of the blood is to be found

in the chemical relations of that liquid to the tissues with

which it is brought in contact. On the principles ofcapil*

lary attraction, a liquid will readily flow through a porous

body for which it has a chemical aiUnity, but it will refuse

to flow through it if it has no affinity for it. On this pnn*
ciple we can easily explain why the arterial blood presses

the venous before it in the systemic circulation, and why
the reverse ensues in the pulmonary. This explanation of

the circulation of the blood, which I ofiered some years ago,

is now admitted by many of the leading physiological writ-

ers to be true.

The systemic circulation takes place because arterial

blood has a high affinity for the tissues, and venous blood

little or none. The pulmonary circulation takes place be-

cause venous blood has a high affinity for atmospheric oxy-

gen, which it finds on the air cells of the lungs, and arte-

rial blood Httle or none. On the same principle we may
explain the rise of sap in trees, the circulatory movements
in the different animal tribes, and the minor circulations of

the human system.

The most striking peouliari^ of the blood is the incessant

What reasons are there for supposing that the action of the heart is not
Ham on^r cause of the circulation % What explanation may be given ofUm
eireoliiion in the capilluws T What it tits oanse of th« sjMue etvmila
lionT What of the puknoaaiy f

.
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i^hange which it undergoes. It is constantly being destroy-

ed, and as constantly being reproduced. It consists of two
portions, the Plasma, a clear fluid, of a yellowish tinge,

which contains fibrin, albumen, and fat ; and in this there

float disk-like bodies of different shapes and magnitudes in

difierent animals. In man they are about ^^^th of an
inch in diameter, consist of a sac of Globulin, a body ofthe

protein family, and in the interior they contain a red sub-

Btance, Hcdrnatin, which gives them their peoaliar color.

On one portion of them there is a nucleus or speck, consist-

ing ofcoagulated fibrin. When the disks are old and abont
to be destroyed, their interior is filled with Hcemaphemt a
yellow substance, corresponding to the coloring matter of

ihe urine. Besides these, there ate lymph, chyle, and oil

globules in the blood.

A continuous metamorphosis goes on during the circula-

tion of the blood ; the plasma serves for the purposes of nu-

trition, the disks for the production of heat. They absorb

oxygen in the air cells of the lungs, and transmit it to all

parts of the system ; and as they grow old and disappear,

new ones are formed from the plasma.

Although fibrin is known to exist in plants, I doubt very

much whether it is directly absorbed ias JP^rin into the

system. Besides, the direct proof which we have from the

analysis of these bodies, we know that fibrin and albumen
80 closely resemble each other in constitution that they are

mutually convertible into each other. Daring the hatch-

ing of an egg from' its albumen the flesh (fibrin) of tho

young chicken is formed, a phenomenon accompanying the

absorption of oxygen from the air. In the human system,

abundant observation has proved that there is a direct con-

nection between the quantity of oi^gen introduced through

the lungs and the amount offibrin m the blood. When the

respiratory process is undulv active, the disks oxydize with

rapidity, and the amount of fibrin increases ; but when the

^ reverse takes place, there is a restraint on the change ofthe

disks, and the amount of fibrin declines.

The coagulation ofthe blood is a phenomenon which has

excited much attaition» physiologists generally looking upon

OfwHat parts is the Mood eomposedt Whtt an the propeitiM of th*
plasma? Of what are the disks composed? What are globulin, ha;matin,

and hemaphein * What are the ftir ct ions of the plasma and disks resoect-

tvely 7 What reasoas are there fur supputimg that ^rin may be made ia

. th* ayttoai from albiiniai or oaaeia f
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it either as wholly inezplieahle, or what, in reality, amounto
to the eame thing, as due to the death of the blood. What
conneotion there is hetween its life and fluidity, is not so

very apparent A little reflection will, I am persuaded,

deprive this phenomenon ofmueh ofits fictitious importance,

since it is plain that the coagulation of the blood, or, in

other words, the separation of fibrin from it takes place in

the body as well as out of it, for liom this coagulated fibrin

the muscular tissues are formed, and from it their waste is

repaired. By passing through two capillary circulations,

the systemic and the pulmonary, the rapidity of the process

is very much interfered with ; but still, it eventually takes

place.

I here insert one of Lecanu's analyses of the blood ; it

may serve to give an idea of the constitution of that liquid.

It must not be forgotten, however, that such analyses, be-

yond mere general results, are of little value ; the compost*

lion of the blood varies incessantly in the same indtviduaL

For instance, the mere accident of his being thirsty, or hav-
ing recently drank abundantly of water, wiU make an entire

chitoge in the analysis of the blood.

Water 780-145.

Fibrin 2-100.

Coloring matter 133 000.

Albumen 65090.
Cry st^li&« fftttjr matter 2*430l
Oily matter TSIO.
Extractive matter 1*790.

SalU and loM 14935.

1000*000.

The following represents the constitution of hssmatosin

:

Carbon 66*49.

Hydrogen 5'30.

Nitrogen 10*50.

Oxygen 1105.
Iron 6 6G.

loom

Does the coagulation of the blood take place during life ? Of what v%
'lie mimcuiar tin^^ues compoeedl What einunistaneea tend to change tte
coustittttioQ oi the biood i
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LEOTURE XC.

Nature op the Pboossses op Secretion.—OHgin of
SecreHons.—FhenomenaofRespiration,—Arterializa-

tion.—Production ofAnimal Heat.—Removal of effet$

Matters.— Constitution of Milk.— Uses of that Secre-

tion,—Mucus,— Pus.— Bile,— Urine.— Calculi,—*
JSones,—Nervous Matter*

DbinxG llie starvation ol" an animal all its various secre-

tions urc still ioriiicJ ; a consideration which proves that,

the production of nrine, bile, and other such bodies is, in re-

ality, connected with the destructivtj piocesaes going on in

the animal system. These processes of decay originate in

the action of oxygen admitted by the process of respiration.

The lungs, which constitute the organ by which air is

introduced, are originally developed as diverticula £rom the

oesophagus, and finally become an immense congeries of

cells- emptying into the trachea. In respiration they are

perfectly passive, the air being introduced and expelled al-

ternately by muscular contraction. It is commonly esti-

inated that, on an average, about 17 inspirations are made
each minute, and at each inspuration about 17 cubic inches

of air are introdaced.

The blood presents itself on the air cells of a deep blue

color, and is then known as venous blood. Through the

thin wall of the cell it obtains oxygen from the air, and
gives oat carbonic acid. It Is the ooloring matter of the

disks which discharges this function, and during the act of

change its tint alters to a bright crimson. It is said now
to he arteriaiized, or to constitute arterial blood. The mag*
nitude ofJkhe scale on which this operation is carried for*

ward may be appreciated from the circumstance that in a
man of average size, in a single day, about seven tons of
blood have been erpoaed to S26 cubic feet ofatmospheric air.

The oxygen thus introduced acts directly either on the tis-

Uow is it known that the secretions arise from destructive processes t

Whtt U tlie structure cf the lungs ? How many inspirations ooeii a nan
make, on an average, in a minute 1 How many cubic inches of air are in-

troduced at each innpirntion ? What is meant by the arterializaUoo oi' tha
blood ? What action does the oxygen introduced exert ?
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sues themselves, as it is distributed by the systemic circula-

tion, or on the elements ot respiration they contain, la the

latter case, carbonic aciU gas and water are the result ; in

the former, carbonic acid, water, and ammonia. But these

changes cm not take place without an elevation of temper-

ature. Carbon and hydrogen can neither burn in the air

nor in the animal system without evolving heat. The high,

temperature which an animal can maintain is therefore di-

rectly proportional to the quantity of oxygen it consumes.

The tissues behig thus acted upozi, give rise, during their

metamorphoses, to new products, v. hich require to be re-

moved from the system
;

these, passiuG; imderthe name of

secretions, are diHchargcd by glands or other special organs.

Thus the carbonic acid, ior the most part, escapes from
the lungs ; the ammonia through the kidneys ; the water
through both those organs and the skin. Liebig has at«

tempted to show that if the elements of urine be added to

the elements ot bile, they will represent the elements in the

blood ; and tlicre can be no doubt that the sulphates and
phosphates found in the urine arise directly from the sul-

phur and phospiiorus previously existmg in the muscular
fibre and nervous matter.

As an liiustration of the principles here given in relation

to tlie junctions of nutrition and secretion, the constitution

and properties of milk may be cited. The loliowmg is aa
auftlysis of it

:

Water 873 00.
• Butter 30 00.

Casein 46*20.

Milk sugar . . . 43'90.

Phc^pbate of lime . • 2*31.
" magn«8ia *42.

" " irou •07.

Chloride of potassium 1*44.
** ** sodium .»..••• '24.

Sodft in combinationwith casein. . '42.

iOOOOOO.

Of the substances here mentioned, all are iincloubtcdly

obtained directly from the food. In the herbage oii which
a gnUDinivoious, nulk-givuig animal feeds, every one of

In what does animal heat arise ? Through what channels are the lead-
ing secretions, water, ammonia, and carbonic acid, f^ischnr^ed ? What sup-
posed relation is there between the constituent ot the unne and bile con-
jointly and those of the blood T Fkom what do the sulphates and phoe>
phates of the urinn arise ? \Miatarathe chiefeonstituenSsoCniiDkT rioiB
what aource are they derived?
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CHYLE. MUCUS. PUS.—BILE. 408

these constituents occurs. I have already shown that the

butter, or fat, and the casein are thus directly derived, and
the evidence is equally^^mplete that all the salts of phos-

phoric acid and chlorine arise from the same source.

A young animal, which, in the first periods of its life, is

nourished exclusively on milk, finds in that milk all the

various compounds it requires for its own existence and
growth. The respiratory food is there—it is the butter and
milk sugar ; the nitrogenized food is there—it is the casein

;

and we have already seen that albumen and casein are both
convertible into fibrin ; the casein, thus, in the mother's

milk, becomes converted into flesh in the young animal.

To insure the growth of its bones, phosphate of lime (bone

earth) is present ; there is also chlorine to form the hydro-

chloric acid of its gastric juice, and soda, which is an essen-

tial ingredient in its bile.

It remains now to add a brief description of the proper-

ties of the remaining leading animal substances, among
which may bo mentioned : ,

Chyle is usually of a white or reddish-white tint. It re-

sembles blood in constitution and power of coagulating. It

contains much fat, which gives to it a cream-like aspect.

Mucus exudes from the surface of mucous membranes.
It is of a white or yellow color, of a viscid constitution, and

insoluble in water. It dissolves in a solution of potash, and
is precipitated by an alkali.

Pus, a secretion from injured surfaces, resembling mucua
in many respects, but distinguished by not being soluble in

potash solution, but converted by it into a gelatinous body,

which can be pulled out in threads.

Bile, a yellow liquid, secreted by the liver from the por-

tal blood ; it turns green in the air, has a bitter taste and
an alkaline reaction, duo to the presence of soda. Its color-

ing matter is chlorophyl. It is regarded as a choleate of

soda, the constitution of choleic acid bieng C^qHq^N2022'
Of the correctness of this formula there is considerable

doubt, since it has been recently aflfirmed that Taurine,

which is a derivative body, contains a large amount of sul-

phur.

What becomes of the butter, milk sugar, casein, ohosphate of lime, chlo
rine, and soda in the body of the young animal ? What is chyle ? What
is mucus? How may pus be distinguished from mucus? What are the

chief properties of bile ? From what is it formed ? What does taurine
<*nntain T
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Ubuisi a yellow-colored fluid, seereted by the kidneys ;

has antacid leaction; its spedfio gravity from 1*005 19

1-030
; putrefies at a moderate temjperatare, its urea pass*

ing into the condition of earbonate ofammonia. The chief

oottstituenis of urine are urea, uric acid, the sulphates and
phosphates of potash, soda, lime, ammonia, and a yellow

oolocing matter, with mucus of the bladder.

The constitution ofthe urine changes in disease. In DuIp
betes it contains grape sugar, as ma^ be shown by the test

of sulphate of copper, already mentioned. Diabetic urine

may even be fermented with yeast, and alcohol distilled

fiomit.

Ukinabt Calouli are stony concretions often formed in

the bladder of man and many animals ; they are of difler*

ent kinds : 1st. Uric acid. 2d. Urate of ammonia. 3d.

Phosphate of lime, magnesia, and ammonia. 4th. Oxalate
of lime, or mulberry calculus. 5th. Cystic and xanthic

BoMss consist of two parts, an animal and an earthy

matter. The latter is the phosphate of lime (bone earth).

Ns&vous Matter consists of an albuminous substance

with several fatty principles, distinguished by the remark-
able iact that they contain phosphorus. In addition, it

contains cholesterine.

It would not agree with the oliject of these Lectures
were I here to offer any detailed remarks on the functions

of the brain and the nervous system. Of the action of the
lungs, the liver, the kidneys, or other such organs, we are
beginning to have a very distinct idea ; but it is alU^ther
iUiierent with the functions ofthe cerebro-spinal axis ; there

every thing is in mystery and darkness ; yet it is in what
may be hereafter discovered in relation to the action of this

system that our chief hopes of the advance of animal chem-
istry and physiology depend.
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A.
Absolute alcohol, 323*

Acetal, 338.

Acetification,

Acetone, 31L
Acetyle compounds, 33!L

Acid, acetic, 339.

aconitic, or equisetic, 371.

aldehydic, 333.
alloxanic, 2GfL
amygdulinic, 3^
anilic, or indigotic, 312.

anthranilic, 3SQ..

antimonic, 3QL
antimonious, 3iU<
apocrenic, 3S!L

arsenic, 299.

arsenious, 2Q(L
tests for, 22fi.

benzoic, 350.
boracic, 254.

butyric, 328.

capric and caproic, 384.
carbolic, 333.
carbonic, 249.

liquefaction of, 250.

chloracetic, 341-
chloric, 238.

chlorous, 233.
chlorovalerisic, 350*
chromic, 22i
chrysammic, 380.

chrysanilic, 330.
cinnamic, 355*
citric, 370.

comenic, 375.

crenic, 382-

croconic, 325*
cyanic, 360.

cyanuric, 300-
dialuric, 3S1^

elaidic, 384.

ellagic, 312*
elhalic, 334.
ethionic, 33!I.

ferric, 282.
formic, 346.

fulminic, 3G0.

fumaric, 311.

(mllic,

Acid, glucic, 323,

lippuric, 353.
lydriodic, 244.
lydrochloric, 239*
lydrocyanic, 357.

lydroferrocyanic, 3^
hydrofluoric, 24fi.

hydrofluosilicic, 250.
hydrosalicylic, 354.
hydrosulphocyanic, 363L
hydrosulphuric, 223.
hyperchloric, 2liS.

hyperchlorous, 238.

hypermanganic, 233.
hyponitrous, 216.

hyposulphuric, 227j

hyposulphurous, 22dL
igasuric, 376.

isatinic, 330. '

isethionic, 332.
japonic, 322.

kinic, 376.

lactic, 330.
lithic, 305.
tnaleic, 321.
malic, 371.

manganic, 282.
margaric, 383-
mcconic, 374.

mclanic, 355.

melasinic, 323.
mesoxalic, 300.
metagallic, 372.

mctaphosphoric, 233L

mucic, 325.
muriatic, 239.

mykomelinic, 300.
myristic, 334.

nitric, 218.

nitromuriatic, 242.

nitrous, 210.

oenanthic, 333.

oleic, 2Si
oxalic, 323.
oxalhydric, 325.
oxaluric, 367.

palmitic, 384.

parabanic, 300.
pectic, 32L
phosphoric, 232.
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Acid, phosphorous, 232^
phosphovinic, 23^
picric, or carbazotic, 379.

pinic, sylvic and pimaric, 386.

purpuric, 3fiS»

pyrogallic, 37'3

pyroligneous, 332.
pyromeconic, 375.

pyrophosphoric, 233.

pyrolarlaric, 370.

racemic, 370.

rhodizonic, S25»
rulnnic, 372.

saccharic, 325-
sacchulniic, 322.
salicylic, 2Mm
eebacic, 331^
silicic, 255.

stearic, 3S3«
suberic, 384.
succinic, 3M^
sulphainilic, 349.

Bulphindigotic, 379.

sulphobenzoic, 3^
sulphoglyceric, 383.

sulphomethylic, liAiL

sulphonaphlhalic, 3SS.
sulphosaccharic, 322.
sulphovinic, 334.

' sulphuric, 225.

sulphurous, 223..

tannic, 371.

tartaric, 369.
thionuric, 3fi7-

ulmic, 322, 388.

uramilic, 367.
uric, 3G5.

valerianic, 312.
xanlhic, 313.

Acids, coupled, 369.
Aconitine, 31fi»

Affinity, chemical, 123.
Albumen, 395.

vegetable, 325.
Alcargen, 341.
Alcohol, 322.
Aldehyde, 333L
Ahziirine, 328-,

Alkarsin, 3^4.

AUantoin, 3G6.
Alloxan, 366.
Alloxantine, 367.
Alumina, 279.

sulphates, SSL
Aluminum, 212.
Alums, 281

Amalgamation process, 307.
Amalgams, 3LL
Amidine, 312.
Amidogen,

Amilen, 342.

Ammeline and ammelide, 364.
Ammonia, carbonate, 356.

nitrate, 356.
preparation and properties

of, 25L 352.
sulphate, 357.

Ammoniacal amalgam, 258, 356.

Ammonium, 258.

chloride, 356.

sulp^ urets, 252.
Amygdaline, 352.
Amyle compounds, 348.

Anatto, 378.

Aniline, 373^ 377, 322.
Animal chemistry, 339.
Anthracite, 247.
Antearine, 326-
Antimony, 300. •

chloride, 321.
oxide, 3QL
sulphurets, SOL

Aqua regia, 212.
Arabine, 32L
Argol, 329.
Aricine, 375.

Arrow- root, 312.
\rscnic, 295.

sulphurets, 300.
Arterialization, 40L
Arterial membrane, 397.

Atmosphere, composition of, 200.
physical constitution of,

122.
Atmospheric pressure, 2QL
Atomic weights, 151.
Atoms, 5.

Atropine, 376.
Aurum musivum, 222.
Azote, 128.

B.

Balloons, 16.

Balsams, 386.

Barium, 272.

chloride, 223.
oxides, 222.
sulphuret, 223.

Barley sugar, 320.

Barometer. 22S.
Baryta, 223.

carbonate, 273.

sulphate, 224.
Bassorinc, 321.

Batteries, voltaic, 122*
Bell metal, 301.

Bcnzamide, 351.

Benzine, 352.
Benzoine, 352.
Bcnzone, 252.
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Benzyle compounds, 25SL

Bile, 4Qi
Biscuit ware, 2S(L

Bismuth,
nitrates, 3Q(L

oxides, 306.

Bleaching powder, STL
Blood, com|)osition of, 4D(L

Boiling points of fluids, 50.

Bone earth, 277.

Bones, composition of, 404.

Boron, 254.

Brain, composition of, iQA^

Brass, 3£LL
British gum, 320.
Bromine, preparation and properties

of, 24i
Brucia, 2IiL
Buffy coat, 39iL
Butyrine, 2M.

C.

Cadmium, 291.

compounds of, 29L
Caffeine, 376.

Calamine, electric, 290.

Calcium, 2IiL
chloride, 276.

fluoride, 276.

sulphurets of, 276.

Calculi, urinary, KM*
Calomel, 3JiL

Calorimeter, 21*
Camphur,

arliiicial, 2S^
Caoutchouc, 3fiIL

Capacity for heat, 22*
Caramel, 32Q.

*

Carbon, 2KL
chlorides of, 3^
its compounds with oxygen,

sulphuret of, 25IL

Carbonic oxide, preparation and prop-

erties of, 248.

Carbyle, sulphate of, 33iL

Carmine, 3SiL

Carthamine, 378.

Casein, 395^ 32{L

vegetable, 305*
Cassava, 310.
Cast iron, 231.
Catechin and catechu, 322.
Ccdriret, 387.
Cellulose, 321.
Cerinc, 384.

Cenum, 2aL
Chameleon, mineral, 282. 203.
Charcoal, propertiea of,

Chijaoidino, 37&

Chloral, 342, ^

Chloric acid, 23S.

Chlorine, 235.

compounds -with oxygen,

231.

preparation and properties

of, 235.
Chlorisatine, 360.

Cblorocinnose, 355.

Chloroform, 347.

Chlorophyll, 320.
Chlorosamide, 354.

Chloruretcd acetic ether, 342.

formic ether, 34S
Chlorous acid, 230.
Cholesterine, 384.

Chondrin, 3'J7.

Chrome yellow, 2QiL

Chromic acid, salts of, 204.

oxide, salts of, 204.
Chromium, 293^

oxide, 293.

Chyle, 391, 403.

Chyme, 301.

Cinchona, 325.

Cinnabar, 310.

Cinnamyle compounds, 355.

Circulation of blood, 398.

Clays, composition of, 279.

Clay iron stone, 204.

Coagulation, 300.

Coal, 380.

oil, 300.

Cobalt, 200,
characters of salts of,

chloride, 200.
oxalate, 289.

oxides, 280.

Cobaltocyanogen, 363.

Cocoa tallow, 384.

Codeine, .374.

Cohesion, 2.

Colchicine, 326.

Cold rays, 24.

Colophony, 38G.

Coloring principles, 377.

Colors, 80.

Columl»ium, 205.

Combination, by volumes, 163.

laws of, 1£(L

Combining numbers, 160.

tul)lc of, 154.

Combustion, 183.

Compound radicals, 310.

Condensation of vapors, 49.

Conicine, or conia, 3IiL

Copper, 3Qi
alloys of, 304.

arsenite, 304.

carbooatet, 303.
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Copper, nitrate, 30i.

oxides, 3Q2L
sulphate, 303.

Corrosive sublimate, 21iL.

Creasote, 231.
Cryophorus, 53-

Crystallization ;
crystallography, lfi5,

Cupellation, 3Q1.

Curarine, 216.
Cyamelide, 360.

Cyanides, metallic, 359, 360.

Cyanogen, 253^ 3^
chlorides of, 361.

Cystic oxide, 368.

D.

Daguerreotype, IQL
Dainmara resin, 3Sfi.

Daphnine, 326.
Daturine, 376.

Decomposition of water, 131*

Delphinine, 326.

Deutoxide of nitrogen, 215.

Dew, 24k

Dew-point, 56.

Dextrine, 312.
Diamond, 242.
Diastase, 319.

Differential thermometer, 16.

Diffusion of gases, 2LL
Digestion, 392.

Dimorphism, 169.

Dispersion, 01=
Dragon's blood, 366.

Dross, 305.

Dutch liquid, 335.

E.

Earthen-ware, manufacture of, 266.
Ebullition, 46.

Elaidine, 384. . - .

Elaldehyde, 338.

Elaterine, 376.

Electricity, action of, on the magnet,

animal, I5L
conduction of, 162.

of steam, 152.

statical, 165.

voltaic, 123.

Electro-chemistry, 133.
Electrolysis, 134.
Electrometers, 119.
Electrotype, 132.

Electrophorus, 122.

Emetine, 376.

Emulsine, 359.
Enamel, 292.
Equivalent numb«n, 154.
Equivalent numbers, table of, 154.

Eremacausis, 317.

Essences, 3S4.

Ethal, aai.

Ether, 33L
continuous process for, 335.

Ethers, compound, 332.

Ether, heavy muriatic, 342.
Etherole and etherine, 336.
Ethyle group, 332.
Eudiometer, Ure's, 199.

Eupione, 362.
Evaporation, 60.

at low temperatures,

60.

Expansion of solids, 23.

fluids, 16.

gases, 15.

F.

Faraday's theory ofpolarization. 121.

Fatty bodies, 361.

Fermentation, alcoholic, 326.

lactic, 328, 330.

Ferridcyanogen compounds, 363.

Ferrocyanogen compounds, 362.

Fibrin, 395.

vegetable, 395.

Fixed air, 2-19.

Flame, structure of, 166.

Fluoride of boron, 255.

Fluorine, 245.

Formomethylal, 347.

Freezing of water by evaporation, 54.

Freezing mixtures, 40.
Fusel oil, 346.
Fusible metal, 307.

Galvanism, 124.
Galvanometer, 143.

Gamboge, 378.

Gay-Lussac's law, 213.

Gelatin, 396.
Gentianinc, 376.

Geoffroy's tables, 176.

Glass, manufacture of, 280.

soluble, 261.
Globulin, 399. . . -

Glucinum, 2SL . ^

Glucose, 320.
Glycerine, 382, 363.

~

Gold, 3IL
compounds of, 31L

Goniometers, 166.

Goulard's water, 34^1 .

Graphite, 247.

Gravity, specific, of gases, determin-

ation of, 164.
Green, Scheele's, 304.
Grove's battery, 130.
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Gum, British, 320.
Arabic—tragacanth, 32L

Gun cotton, 325^
Gunpowder, 267. 228.
Gypsum, 277.

H.
Hsmaphein, 222.
Haematin, 322.

Haematite, 2Si.
Hsematoxylinc, 378.

Hair, 321.
Hare's batteries, 129, 13B.

blow-pipe, 12L
Heat, animal, 402.

capacity for, 22.
conduction of, QL
exchanges of, 12.

latent, 32.
radiation, reflection, absorp-

tion, and transmission of,QL.

varieties of, IL.

Hesperidine, 376.

Horn, 32L
Hydrobcnzamide,
Hydrogen, antimoniureted, 302.

arseniurctcd, 302.

light carbureted, 2i2L

peroxide of, 197.

persulphuret of, 230.
phosphureted, 234.

preparation and proper-

ties of, \81.

sulphureted, 228.

Hygrometer, DanielVs,
Hygromciry, 65.

Hyoscy amine, 370.
Hyponitrous acid, 210.
Hypoaulphurous acid, 222.

L
Ideal colomlion, 102.

Jclnulinc. 2^2.

Indii^o,

Induction, 110.

Interference, fiS.

Interstices, 6..

Inuline, 3iil

Iodine, preparation and properties

of, 212.

Iridium, 313.

Iron, 283.
carl>onate, 28S.

cast, varieties of, 284.

characters of salts of, 2^G.

chlorides, 2S7.
manufacture, 28i.
oxides of, 286.

passive, 28^
•ulphatec, 288.

Iron, sulphurets, 2fi&

Isatine, 312.
Isomerism, ITL
Isomorphism, 110.

K.

Kakodyle and its compounds, 343.

Kapnomar; 387.

Kermes mineral, 301.

Kyanol, 3SS.

L.

Lac, 380.
Lactinc, 32L
Lampblack, 24jL

Lamps, safety, 03.

Lantnanium, 2SL
Latent heat, 22^

Laughing gas, 21i.
Laws of combination, 100.

Lead, 304.
action of water on, 305.

alloys of, 300.
car!)onate, 300.
characters of salts of, 300.

chloride, 305.

iodide, 305.
nitrate, 300.

oxides, 305.

Leaven, 320.

Lecanorine, 380.

Leiocome, 320.

Leukol, 377.

Leyden jar, 116.

Light, cause of, 25.

chemical action of, 83.

reflection, refraction, and po
larizHtion of, 92-94.

wave theory, IQ^ fi3.

Lignine, 32L
Lignite, 302.
Lime, 225.

carbonate, 220.
chloride, 276.

phosphate, 2TL
salts, characters of, 276.

sulphate, 277.

Limior of Libavius, 222.

Lithium, 272.

Litmus, 3M.

*

Madder, 32S.

Magnesia, 277.

carbonate, 228.
characters of salts of, 27i
phosphate, 278.

sulphate, 278.

Magnesium, preparation and proper,

ticfl of, ZZ2.

s
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Magnetism, 141.

Magnets, artificial, 14G.

Magneto-electricity, 147.

Malachite, 303.

Manganese, characters of .salts of,

2S2.
chloride, 283.

oxides of,

preparation and proper-

ties of, 2^
sulphate, 2^

Margarine, 382^ 383.
Margarone, 333.

Marriotte, law of, 46. 212.
Marsh's test for arsenic, 2DQ^

Maximum density, 22.

Meconine, 374, 376.

Medicated waters, 3&L
Mclam and meiamine, 2QA^
Mellone, 364.

Mercaptan, 342.

Mercury, 303.

characters of salts of, 3JiL
chlorides, 310-

iodides, 310.

nitrates, 3JiL
oxides of, 300.

8ulphatc8,.310.
sulphurets, liKL

Mesitylc, 312.

Metaldehyde, 333.

Metal, fusible, 307.

Metals, general properties of, 2GSL
classification of, 2QL.

Methyle compounds, 345.

Microcosmic salt, 272.

Milk, composition of, 4D2.

Mindererus spirit, 310.

Mineral chameleon, 282, 2S3.
Molybdenum, 295.

Mordants, 280.

Morphia, 374.

Mosaic gold, 202.

Mucilage, 32L
Mucus, 403.

Multipliers, 143.

Murexan, 368.
Murexide, 367.

Muscovado sugar, 320.

Myricine, 381.

N.

JTaphtha, 388^ 389.

Naphthaline, 3S8.

Narceine, 371.

Narcotine, 374.

Nervous substance, 404.
Nickel, 28a

suiphntp, 2aa
Nihil album,

Nitric acid, 218.
Nitrobenzide, 353.

Nitrogen, chloride of, 23fL

its compounds with oxy-
gen, liia.

preparations and ])roper-

tics of, niL
Nitrous acid,

oxide, 214.

Nomenclature, 151.

Nutmeg butter, 3B4.

Nutrition, function of, 397.

O.

(Enanthic ether, 333<

Ohm's theory, 139.

Oils and fats, SSL
Oil of bitter almonds, 350.

cajeput, 385.

cinnamon, 355.

copaiva, 385^

horseradish, 385.

lavender, 385.
lemons, 385.
mustard, 385.

peppermint, 385.
rosemary, 3iB5.

spirsea, 354.

storax, 3]iiL

turpentine, 385.

vitriol, preparation of, 225.

wine, heavy, 336.

Oils, palm and cocoa, 383, 384^

volatile. ML
Oleine, 382^ 333.
Olefiant gas, 252.
Orcine, orceine, 380.
Organic bodies, classi^cation of, 318.

decomposition of, by
heat, 315.

general characters
of, 314.

chemistry, 314.
Orpiment, 300.

Osmium, 225.
Oxalates, 324.
Oxamethane, 333.

Oxamide, 24^ 333.
Oxygen, preparation and properties

of, UlL
Ozocherit, 38Q.

P.

Palladium, .'^11-

Palmitine, 383.
Palm oil, 383.

Pupin's digester, 42.
Paracyanogen, 357.

Paraffinc, 3ij7.

Paranaphthaline, 388.
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Paschal's experiment, 209.

Pectine, 32L
Perchloric acid, 233.

Petroleum, 'J&J,

Pewter, 293.

Phloridzine, 37G.

Phospliorescence, 83^ 1Q3«

Phosphoric acid, 232.

Phosphorus, compounds with oxy-

gen, 23L
preparation and prop-

erties of, 23(L

Phosphureted hydrogen, 231.

Photography, JilL

Picamar, 387.

Picrotoxine, 376.

Pile, voltaic, 123.

Piperine, 3IG.-

Pitch, 302.
Pit-coal, 332.

Pitlakal, 331.

Plasma, 3i)9.

Platinum, 312.
black, 312.

chlorides, 313.

oxides, 313.

power of determining un-

ion of gases, 312.

salts, combustible, 312.

spongy, 312.

Plumbago, or graphite, 211-

Polarization of light, 92.

Populine, 376.

Porcelain, manufacture of, 280.

Potassium, chloride of, 267.

iodide of, 207.

peroxide of, 2C3.

preparation and proper-

ties of, 261.

sulphurets of, 2fil.

Potash, 2CL
bicarbonate, 267.

bisulphate, 2iiL

carbonate, 2SlL

chlorate, 268.

hydrate of, 265.

nitrate, 267.

salts, test for, 266.

sulphate, 267.

Potato oil and its compounds, i21&.

Prism, 80.

Protein, 3QfL

Prussian blue, 362.

Pseudomorphine, 371.

Purple of Cassius, 292, 3IL
Pus,m
Putty powder, SOa.

Pyroacetic spirit, 341.

Pyrometer, 21.

DanielVs, 2fi.

Pyroxylic spirit, 315.

Quercitron bark, 378.

Quicksilver, 3UiL

Quina, 375.

Quinoliue, 377.

B.

Radiation, 67.

Rays of the sun, chemical, 100.

Realgar, 300,

Reflection, law of, 91.

Refraction, law of, 80, 91.

Resins, 385.

Respiration, 135.

Rhodium, 313.

S.

Sacchulmine, 322.

Safety jet, Hemming's, 63.

Safety lamp, C3.

Sago, 312.
Salicine, 353, 376.

Salicyle compounds, 354,

Scheele's green, 321.

Secretion, IQL
Selenium, 230.

Silicon, 255.

Silver, 301.
ammoniuret, 300.

characters of salts of, 308.

chloride, 303.

German, 233.

iodide, 303.

nitrate, 308.

oxides, 308.

sulphurct, 308.

Smalt, 289.

Soaps ;
saponification, 332.

Soda, biborate, 272.
bicarl)onate, 270.

carbonate, 370.

hydrate of, 27L.

nitrate, 27L
phosphates of, 271.

sulphate, 271.

Soda water, 250.

Sodium, chloride, 269.

preparation and properties

of, 203.

Solanine, 376.

Solder, 293,

Specific gravity, IM.
heat, 29.

Spectres, 103.

Spectrum, solar, 81-83-

Speculum metal, 301.

Spermaceti, 331.

Spiraea ulmaria, oil of, 351.

Starch, 313.
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Steam, elastic force of, 53.

engine, 49^ ilL

Stearine,
Stearopten, 381.

Steel, 205.

Stone-ware, manufacture o^ 280.

Strontia, 'ILL
nitrate, 275.

sulphate, 275.

Strontium, 271.

chloride, 211.
.

Strychnia, 37C.

Sublimate, corrosive, 22Sk

Substitution, 317.

Sugar, cane, 320.

eucalyptus, 32L
from ergot of rye, 32L
grape, 321.

of diabetes insipidus, 220.
of milk, 32L

Sulphobenzidc, 352.

Sulphocyanogen compounds, 363.

Sulphur, compounds with oxygen,
223.

occurrence in nature, 221.

properties of, 222.

Sulphureted hydrogen, 228.

Sulphuric acid, 225.

Sulphurous acid, 223.
SjTnbols, l-'iO-

lable of, IM.
Synaptasc, 350.

Systems, crystallograpliical, 1G5.

T.

Tapioca, 312.

Tar, varieties of, 3S!L
Tartar, cream of, 369.

Taurine, iQ3.
Tellurium, 302.
Thebaine, 321.
Thcine, 376.

Theobromine, 3Ifi.

Thermo-electricity, 14fl.

Thermometer, Breguet's, 31.

construction of, ISL

differential, IB.

Sajictorio's, II.

scales, 20.
Thorium, 2aL
Tin, 2IIL

chlorides,

oxides, 292.

sulphurets, 292.

Tinned plate, 203.
Titanium, 205.
Transverse vibrations, 8&
Tungsten, 205.

TTIE

Turmeric, 318..

Turpeth mineral, 31L.
Type metal, 302.
Types, chemical, 310.

U.

Ulmine, 322^ 383.

Undulatory theory, SI.
Uramile, 307.

Uranium, 302.

Urea, 301, 305,

Urinary calculi, 404.

Urine, composition of, 404.

V.

Vanadium, 295.

Vapor, elastic force of, 52.

Vapors, density of, 5S.

nature of, 12.

Vaporization at low temperatures,
laws of, 13.

Vegeto-alkalies, 323.
Veratria, 376.

Verdijn-is, 310^ 31L
Vermilion, 310.
Vinegar, 332.
Vitriol, blue, 303.

green, 288.

oil of, 220.

white, 220.
Voltameter, 131.

Volumes, combination by, 10^

W.
"Water, composition of, 134, 12i

of crystallization, 120.

Waves, length of, 21.
Wax, 3fil.

Wines, 329.

Wire gauze, 02.

Wood-spirit and its compounds, 345.

ether, 315.
Woody fibre, 32L

j

X.
Xanthic acid, 343.

oxide, 308.

Xyloidine, 325.

Y.
Yeast, 321.
Yttrium, 2aL

Z.

Zaffrc, 282.
Zinc, 2m.

oxide of, 290.
silicate, 2iMI
sulphate, 290.

Zirconium, 201.

END.
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the Geography^ History, Biography, Mythology, and Fine Arta of the Greeka

and Romans, together with an Account of the Coins, Weights, and Meas-

ures of the Ancients, with Tabular Values of the same. Boyal 8vo, Sheep

extra, $4 00.

Amiioii'e SmiUft** New dasdoal Blotioiiaxy

Of Gfoek and Smnaa Blofxaplij, IfyUiology, and GeograpliT. Niimnoat

CorreeUons and AddltioML BdSted bj Gkaius AaimiN, IJiJ>. fioyal

8to, Sheep extra, $2 Ml

Anthonys Lat.-Eng. and Eng.-Latiu Dictionary.

A i-Atm-iuugliah and Euglish-Latiu Dic'.ior.ary, for the use of SchOOlS.

Chiefly from the Lezioona of Frennd, Geoigea, and XaltKhmidi Small

dio, Sheep, $3 OOl

Anthon's Riddle and Arnold's English-Latin Lexicon.
Founded on the German-Latin Dictionary of Dr. C. E. Gxobokb. First

American Edition, carefully revised, and containing a copious D ctioaary of

Proper Names from the best Sources. By Coa&lxs AKzuort, Lli.i>. iioyal

8to, 8heq> extra, $8

Anthon s Ancient and Mediaeval Geography.
For the nie of Schoolsand Colleges. Sto, Muslin, $1 60 ; Sheep extra, $176.

Bsitoa's Oxaminar.
An OntUne of fb» OffMiil Mndpleiof Gxnmmir. WIfli a Bilef Ezperi-

tton of the CUef Idlomatte PeeultaTlllee of flie Sagllih Laagnagiii To
»hUh Questions have been added. Edited and Enlaifod by the Rer. J.

Gbaxpf DAKTO^f, A.M., Professor of the English Language aodUtiimkore

In the Mew York Fzee Aeademy. Itoo, MnsUn, 88 centa.



6 Harper 4t Brother^ School and College Text-Books,

AlisB Beecher's Physiology and CaHsthenioB.

Vim Book «f Physiology and CMUvMiMilOi* By MIm B,

Over 100 Engiavtngc ItaM^ Modia, 00 (

22

Boyd's Rhetoric.
Elempnt'? of Hliet'^il" anr! T.Uerary Critldin, with copious PractlMl Frer-

cist's and Examples: indudiug also & succinct History of the English Lan,

guage, uid of Britiah and American Literature, from the e^est to kh«

pKunt Tiaiee. On flie Beile of flio neeDt Works ofAuzahdse Bxa» wad

IL CmnmA; irKh laigo AAdltioiui tnm olber Sooxw Gompllod and av>

xangodbyJ. B. Boim A.M. ISmo^Half Boan, SOcwtl.

Boyd's Eclectic Moral Philosophy.
Prepared for Literary losUtulioae a&d General Uae. B/ J. R. BOTD, A.M.
12mo, Muslin, 75 cents.

BuOex'tt Analogy. By Bmoiy and Gto6ka.
Bishop Butlei't Analogy of Eelip;ion, Natural and Bevealed, to the Contli-

tution and Conrse of Nature. AViili an Analysis, left unfinished, by the late

Robert I^moey, D.D., President of Dickinson College. Completed and

Edited, with a Life of Biihop Butier, Ijotea and Index, by Eer. Q. B. Gaw>s»,

D.D. 12mo, Muslin, 75 cents.

Butter's Analogy. By Hobazt.
Analy^ of BuXkafB Analogy of Betigfon, Natnnl and BovMlod, to fho Con*

gtltatlon and Course of Nature, with Notea. Alio CaAUFoaD's Queitiona

for Examination, revised and Adapted to tbo me of ScbOoUk By l^ftWili

£. Wbot. ISmo, Muslin, 40 cents.

Buttmann^a Qiaek Gzammar.
Forflienieof HlgHMboobandUnlvmitloti fievlatd and enlargedbyUi
Son, AuzAioaB Bvmum. Itedaled hmi fhe ISlii Ctamaa EditIon»

by Edwabd BOBDrsoir, IXB,, LL.D. 8vo, Slieep ostm, $8 00.

Burke on th© Sublime and Beautiful.

A Philosophical luc^uiry into the Origin of cui I '.cas of the Sublime and

Boantiful. With r\.n Ii;troductcry Dificourso ri;ncerning Taste. By the

Kight Hon. i:<x>MUM> Llbh.i:. Adapted to the use of Schools, by Professor

"MnxM. Itmo, Unslin, 75 oentii

Campbell's FhUoaofdiy of Rlietodo,
Tlie Philosophy of Rhetoric By Gbobob Caicpbill, D.D., F.R8., Edin-
burgh, Principal of the Mnriscbal College, Aberdeen. A new Edition, wltk
the Auihoi'e last Additiona and Coneotioiu. 12mo, MoiUn, $1 Stk

dazk'a Elements of Algebra.
BieBmta of Alglbni: entanusing also fhe Theory and Application of Loga-
ittbMt toiefhar with yi AppMiiiz^ oonlalnlng Inflnlle Bnclei^ the Genenl
Theory of EqoaUoos, and fhe Ml appwved MeCbede of leeolTlng fhe
hi -her EaoatioM. By Bev. Dati» W* Oftii^ D.D. Ovo. Sheep exin.
$100. .

r ^
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Bvp» it Brother^ School and College Tex^Booke. 7

Comte's Philosophy of Mathematics.
Translated from the Cours de PtiUosopbie Poslttve» hy W. M. Gxuxflnii
A.M. 8vo, Muslin, $1 25.

Combe's Principles of Physiology.
The Principles of Physiology applied to the Preservation of Health, and

the Improvement of Fljysical and Mental Education. By Andbew Combs.

"With Questions. Engravings. 18mO| MosUa, 45 cenba ; Ualf gUeep, bQ

centa

Crabb'a Cnglish Synonyms.
English S3Tionyms explained. With copious Illuatiations and Explanations,

drawn from the best Writers. By Gxobgx iJaABB, M.A^t Author of the

MT^Uinological Dietionai7** and tJie Universal Historical Dictionary.**

Tenth Edition, fiom fho last Quarto EdiOon. 8vO| Bheep extan, $2 00.

Danieirs Philosophy.
FruiiiUar IH;i?;tratioiis of Natural Philosophy. Selected principally from

I>A>!i£i.i<'8 ChcmiC4U Philosophy. By James Rxnwiok, LL.D., Professor

of Natural and Experimental Pbiloiophy and Chemistry in Columbia Col-

lege, N. Y. ISnus MnsIiD, 45 oenta

DICKENS AND BOJ^ITER S CHILD'S HISTOIUZiS:

A Child's History of England.
By Cbaslss DiqKiss. 2 vols. 14mO| MnBlln, «0 otttl.

A Child's Hl«tOfy of fho United States.
By JoBBr Booms. % Tob. 16aM», Mndin, $10(1

*

A Cliild s History of Rome.
By JouN Bonnes, Author of ''A Cliild'a History of the United St*tM»**

With Illustrations. 2 vols. 16mo, Muslin, $1 00.

A Child's History of Greece.
By John: Bonner, Author of "A Child's History of tiie United States," and

A Child's Uistozy of £ome.** With Ilittfitration& 2 volo. 16mo, Muslio,

$1 00.

A Child's History of France.
By John Bonweb, Author of 'A Child's ITisiory of the United States," " A
Child's History of Rome," and "A Chiid u History of Greece.'* WltblUus-
trations. « vola Iftno, Mnslln. (.In Press,)

Docharty's Arithmetic.
A Practical and Commercial Arithmetic: containing Definitions of Terms,

mad BttlM of Openitlonii irltli nttmoMOM Bxunptea. The whole forming a .

oomplole TrantlM Ibr ttte nie of fidioolo moA Academleti By OnAXDVs
Bmnrsir DoonAsrr, LLD., FrofoiMr of MnttMamtko Is Keir Yode
Fno Aoidomy. ISmo, Shoop tttn, 15 oentt.

PoohartT's IkiBtitatee of Algebra.
Tlio lullttttei of Algebra. Designed forlhe nae of Sdiooli, A*'^l^fl^^^t^, and
OoUeiiii BfQmknmVmiuMJHiaumn,Uj.tK lSno» sheep #stim»

TVonti.
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gai'pefs Catalogue.

A Kew Descriptite Catalogue of HxaFEB & Brothers'

PriiLicATioNS, with an Index and Classified Table of Contents, is

now ready for Distribution, and may be obtiuued gratuitously on

application to the Publishers personall/y or bjr letter inclosing Sxa?

CssTS in Foetage Stamps.

The.atteotion of gentleiiieii» in town or eoimtiy, designing to form

libraries or enrieh their Literaiy Collections, is respeetfUty inrited

to this Catalogue, whicli will be found to comprise a large propor-

tion of the standaid and most esteemed works in Englisli Literatnre

—COMPREHENDING MOSB THAH TWO THOUSAND VOLUMES—wMch
are offered, in most instances, at less than one half the cost of sim-

ilar productions in England.

To Librarians and others connected with Colleges, Schools, Ae^
who mSy not have access to a reliable guide in forming the true

estimate of literary productions) it is believed this Catalogno wili

iwove eqpedallf valuable as a manual of leforence.

To prcTCnt disappointment, it i.s .sufjLiGstcd that, whenever books

can not be obtained through any bookseller or local agent, applica-

tions with remittance should be addressed direct to the Publishers,

which will be prompt!/ atteuded to*
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LANE MEDICAL LIBRARY

To avoid fine, this book should be returned on
or before the date last ttamped below.
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